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PREFACE 

When Jacoby died in 1959, his admirable Fragmente der Griechischen 
Historiker were left behind unfinished. Although Jacoby had published 
the enormous number of 856 authors, he nonetheless quite resignedly 
regarded his work as a mere “torso”!, and had indeed only completed 
half of the categories he had outlined in the ambitious preface to his 
first volume in 1923?. Among the parts not finished were the Anti- 
quarische Geschichte und Biographie, which Jacoby had planned to be the 
fourth main part of his work. In 1991 the completion of the missing 
part IV was taken in hand by A. Henrichs, G.A. Lehmann and G. 
Schepens, who, guided by Jacoby's Nachlaß, drew up a table of its 
content and provided a provisional list of authors?. The first section of 
this part (IV A) is to contain the biographers, who will be published in 
several independent fascicles. The fascicles IV A 1-6 will cover the 
biographers of the pre-Hellenistic and the Hellenistic period, the 
present volume (IV A 7), which is the last but one, contains the 
fragments of all biographers of Imperial times together with those of 
the undated authors. 

Although its main purpose is to supplement Jacoby’s work, it is also 
intended to provide a collection of biographical authors which can be 
read in its own right. Both the form and content of this collection 
have therefore been shaped with this dual purpose in mind. Follow- 
ing Jacoby's example, the dated authors are given in roughly chrono- 
logical order, although in some cases it seemed preferable to form 
small groups of similar authors. Apart from the biographers not pub- 
lished by Jacoby himself, the volume contains the biographical works 
of those authors already edited by him in another category. In the 
case of the less familiar authors I have also repeated the testimonies 
and, occasionally, other historical fragments as well, taking the oppor- 
tunity to make some minor additions. As the only exception to this 

! Vol III C p. 7* “es schmerzt mich, dass meine Arbeit (..) an den 
“Fragmenten” selbst nur der Historiker im engeren sinne des wortes ein torso bleiben 
muss. 

? Vol. I A p. VII. 
3 On the project cf. G. SCHEPENS, Jacoby’s FGrHist: Problems, Methods, Prospects, in 

Collecting Fragments, ed. G.W. Mosr, Góttingen 1997, p. 144-172; and his introduction 
to vol. IV A 1. 
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rule, Nicolaus of Damascus has been omitted, whose biographies 
would merit a separate study. In the case of the historians of the 4th 
century A.D., whose works might be regarded as biographies, I have 
only given the references, since Jacoby included them amongst the 
Spezialgeschichten. As for the Greek text I have made no collations 

myself, but have used instead what I regarded as the best edition of 
an author, although my text diverges from the available editions in 
some cases. The reader will find the editions and the differences in 
the respective lists. In contrast to Jacoby's practice a translation has 
been added to facilitate access to the texts. 

For the purpose of the collection it seemed best to use a rather wide 
and simple definition of biography. It is therefore taken to include all 
works which are concerned primarily with the life of one or, in the 
case of collections, of several people. Although one could also opt for 
a narrower definition of biography in the sense of Plutarch’s Lives, the 
variety of literary works which are to be found in the biographical 
field would consequently escape notice. If biography is to be re- 
stricted to some specific, idealised type, a lot of texts would be ex- 
cluded which with some justification might be called biographical. A 
brief survey of the extant “biographies” might illustrate the point. 
Even if we only apply the most formal criteria, their number is con- 
siderably reduced. If it should be regarded as essential that the whole 
life of a person is treated, Philostratus’ and Eunapius’ Lives of Sophists 
would drop out, if speeches are excluded, Marinus’ Life of Proclus, for 
instance, would not pass the test. Going even further, one might ask 
whether Diogenes’ Lives of Philosophers should not rather be called a 
history of philosophy. In fact, Porphyry's Life of Pythagoras formed part 
of such a work. In the case of the fragmentary evidence, critical 
distinctions become even more difficult, since a title does not always 
reveal very much about the nature of a work. Thus Jerome, for exam- 
ple, calls ‘Tacitus’ historical works Vitae Caesarum*, and were it not for 
our knowledge of them, we would perhaps think of a collection of 
biographies. For these reasons it seemed to be expedient to offer 
more, rather than less, material and to allow as great a scope as 
possible to the genre so that the reader is then free to impose his own 
definition upon it. 

+ Hier. Comm. in Zachariam 3,14 p. 1522 Micne: Cornelius quoque Tacitus, qui post 
Augustum usque ad mortem Domitiani vitas Caesarum triginta voluminibus exaravit. 

PREFACE XI 

The content of the collection is various indeed. Regarding the sub- 
jects, there are biographies of famous men of letters, orators, philoso- 

phers and physicians, and finally some of politicians as well. As to the 

authors, the main bulk of biographies was written, as should have 

been expected, by antiquarians and scholars. Comprehensive collec- 

tions rather than single biographies are predominant in this field. ‘The 
character of such works is necessarily compilatory, their purpose 
mainly antiquarian, and in some cases also paradoxographical. ‘The 
influence of this scholarly tradition on our perception of Antiquity 
can hardly be overestimated. In fact, much of our biographical 

knowledge depends on what might be called the last offspring of it: 

the dictionary of the Suda/Hesychius. Although the information it 

provides is often poor, it offers an insight into the cultural and literary 

life in the Greek East to a degree which is lacking for the Latin West. 

Besides the antiquarian there is also a strong philosophical tradition 
of biography, which deals exclusively with the lives of philosophers. 
Although it does not seem to have been bound to any school specifi- 
cally, the lives written by Neo-Platonic philosophers are most promi- 
nent, maybe because several examples are still extant. The purpose of 
this type of biography is mainly philosophical. The depicted philoso- 
pher is thought to embody his doctrine or in general the philosophical 
way of life. These works often have a strong hagiographic tendency, 
as can be seen especially in the case of Pythagoras and Apollonius, 
who are depicted as pagan saints. It is also their lives that biography 
comes closest to the novel. 

A third strand of biographical activity may be thought to manifest 
itself by the numerous encomiastic speeches on the emperor, which I 
have included in an appendix. They are, as it were, biography put to 
practical use: On a given occasion a sophist would address the em- 
peror. However, they are only the tip of an iceberg. The theoretical 
works we have on panegyrics and encomia and our other evidence 
suggest that, although nearly no trace of them survives, encomia and 
biographies were quite common currency in antiquity. 

Finally, a word on the undated authors. It is often hard to tell if they 
are genuine authors at all, and, in those cases where they are, 
whether their remarks are taken from a biographical work. Although 
the cases in which the invention of authorities can be proven without 
doubt are late (Ps.-Plutarch De fluviis, Ptolemy Chennus, Historia 
Augusta), the phenomenon seems to be as old as biographical litera- 
ture. In fact, what is left of authors like Aristoxenus and Hermippus 
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often does not inspire the reader with too much confidence into their 
historical accuracy. Aristoxenus, for instance, transfers the famous 
story of the Pythagoreans Phintias and Damon from Dionysius I to 
his contemporary Dionysius II, quoting the latter as an authority?. A 
logical mistake, however, proves that this is mere invention, and, as 
such, it highlights the extent to which some biographers are prepared 
to combine fact with fiction. Therefore, it seems to me that one 
should be careful not to believe in all witnesses who are adduced only 
once and without specific quotation in the Hellenistic biographical 
tradition. In addition, the compilatory character of our late sources 
may have led to further misunderstandings and mistakes. For exam- 
ple, a figure of a philosophical dialogue can easily become an author, 
or a remark on some person might be mistaken for the title of a 
biography. Thus, I would advise scepticism in the following cases at 
least: Archetimus of Syracuse (1098); Diodorus of Ephesus (1102); 
Diodorus of Eretria (1103); Eubulides the Pythagorean (1106); Hip- 
parchus (1109); Minyes (1111); Nicander of Alexandria (1112); Theo- 
xenus (1115); Xenophon of Athens (1118). 

Finally, I wish to thank the board of general editors Prof. A. 
Henrichs, Prof. G.A. Lehmann, Prof. G. Schepens and my colleagues 
Dr. J. Bollansee and Dr. J. Engels, who drew up a list of authors, 
made available Jacoby’s Nachlaß and assigned the part on the biogra- 
phers of the Imperial times to me. Prof. G.A. Lehmann not only 
raised 3 years’ funding by the DFG, but also followed the progress of 
the book with his persistent interest and advice during the long period 
in which I was working on it. It was not least the scholarly and 
friendly atmosphere of the Departments of History and Classics at 
Göttingen which made the work prosper. Prof. Bruno Bleckmann, 
Dr. Gerrit Kloss and Mehran Nickbakht, in particular, read the 
manuscript and stimulated thought by their criticism. In accordance 
with the general outlines of the project the book had to be written in 
English. This is is not my native tongue, which, I admit, I would 
much prefer to have used. Thanks to the help from Timothy 
Saunders at the University of Bristol and Guy Laycock, who read the 
manuscript at various stages, many of the initial inaccuracies and 
infelicities of expression have now been gratefully removed. For those 
that remain I can do no better than re-echo the words of Jacoby: “the 
blame for whatever offends an English ear may be put at my door."? 

5 ArisroxeNus F 31 Wenrti II. 
5 Cf. JacoBv's preface to the text of vol. III b (Supplement). 

PREFACE XIII 

Further proof-reading was done by Annette Greve, Lisa Meyer, my 
father Reinhart Radicke, and Sebastian Zeidler. Last, but not least I 
would like to thank Prof. R. Kassel. His reading of the manuscript 
saved me from more than one mistake and pointed the way to the 
solution of many problems. The book owes more to his generous 
advice and instruction throughout the years than I can say. 

Gottingen, July 1998 JAN RADIcKE 
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2 1053 PTOLEMY OF ASCALON? F I 

1053 (= 199). Ptolemy of Ascalon? 
(2nd half Ist cent. B.c.) 

ITEPI HPOAOY TOY BAXIAEQX 

1 (FHG IV, p. 486) Ammon. De adf. voc. 243 (7 HERENN. Puro, De div. verb. 

signif. 101 PALMIERI): Tov8oiot koi Tdovpaior Sdiadépoverv, > not 

IIxoAeuoftoc £v npóxo IHept 'Hpó60v 100 Bacuéosc. Tovdaior pév yóp eio ot 

&6 üpyiic $uotot Tóoupotot 62 tò u&v apyii0ev ook Tovöcior, GAAG Doivikes 

xot Xópor, kpamOÉévtec 62 Or atv xoi àvoykacOÉévtec nepuiéuveoOat koi 

GVVTEAEIV EIG TO £Ovog Kal tà aùtà VOU Tpyeio8 ot ERANOnoav Tdovuaioı. 

? "lov8oiot koi T6ovuoftot Ez Pol. Herenn. Et. Gud. : Tóovu- koi lovs-0G 23 &g.... Baoı&ag 
yx Herenn. : om. Ptol. Et.Gud. * gvovxoi ym Herenn. Et.Gud : om. Ptol. || ‘lovor yr 
Et.Gud. : Tovpoior Plol. Herenn. 9 &6vog na Herenn. Et.Gud. : £006 0. (prob. Jacoby) || 
18ovuoioı nr Herenn. Et.Gud. : lovicior 6 
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1053 (= 199). Ptolemy of Ascalon? 
(2nd half Ist cent. B.c.) 

ON KING HEROD 

1 Jews and Idumaeans are different, as Ptolemy says in the first book of his 

On King Herod. Jews are those who are by origin natural Jews, whereas 
Idumaeans are not Jews by origin but Phoenicians and Syrians, and were 

called Idumaeans only after they had been defeated by them (sc. the Jews) 

and had been forced to practise circumcision, to belong to their nation and 

to observe the same customs. 
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1053 (= 199). Ptolemy of Ascalon? 
(2nd half Ist cent. B.c.) 

Introduction 

Ptolemy’s work On Aing Herod, which consisted of at least two books 
and which was either a biography or historical monograph, probably 
dates to the late 1st century B.c. Herod the Great died in 4 B.c., and 
it seems likely that a single work was written about him either during 
his reign—as was Nicolaus’ biography of Augustus—or shortly after 
his death!. A firm terminus ante quem is provided by Herennius Philo of 
Byblus (1060), who seems to be the source of our information. Since 
P. is a common name’, it is difficult to determine his identity with 
certainty. There might, however, be some arguments in favour of his 
identification with the grammarian P. of Ascalon?, who is twice 
quoted by Ammonius in other places*. Since Herod the Great was 
charged with his Idumaean, i.c. halfzJewish, origin by his opponents? 
and, as far as we can see from Nicolaus of Damascus’, tried to ob- 
scure it in official propaganda, an author who stresses the difference 
between Idumaeans and Jews, probably in connection with Herod's 
descent, will hardly have been a courtier. Thus, P., the brother of 
Nicolaus’, and P., procurator and adviser to Herod?, should be ex- 

! Cf. Jacosy, FGrHist 199, p. 625. 
? As is stressed by Jacosy in his commentary on FGrHist 199, p. 625; and Dmte 

(1959: 1861). 

3 SCHÜRER I (1901: 49 [27-28]); Schauer (1969: 677-678); Stern (1974: 355). A 
work on Herod is not attested for him by the Supa n 3038 s.v. TIroAeuoiog 
‘Aoxadwvitns. However, the Suda’s lists of works are never complete. Often we get 
only a random selection of titles. Therefore, its silence does not oppose the assump- 
tion that P. of Ascalon was the author of a biography of Herod, pace JAcosy, FGrHist 
199, p. 625. 

* Ammon. De adf. voc. 436; 477. 
? Cf. Ios. Ant. Iud. 14,403: (...) O¢ Tapa thy adtav SikaLtocdvnv 'Hpóðn Saoovorv tiv 

BaoıAeiav iöLwrn te Svtt Kot TSovpaic, tovtéotiv huuovõaio (...); on Herod’s origin cf. 
also Ios. Ant. Lud. 14,8-9; Bell. Iud. 1,123; Scu@rer I (1901: 292 n. 3 [234 n. 3]; 377 
[296]); ScuarrT (1969: 4-5; 677-678); MeRKEL (1988: 825). 

5 Cf. Ios. Ant. Iud. 14,8 (FGrHist 90 F 96) who makes him a descendant of the Jews 
of the Babylonian exile: $(Xog 8& t1g ‘Ypkavod Iàouuoiog "Aviixotpoc Aeyóuevog Kor 
NıK6A00g HEVTOL dNOLV ó Aauaoknvòç TODTOV eivat yévoc £x tàv npótov Tov8atov tàv ex 
BoBvA@vog £ig tv lovóatav d$ikouévov. tadta dé Aéyet xopiCÓuevoc 'Hpáón tà no15t 
adrod BaciAei t&v lov8atov EX TOXNG TLVÖG YEVOLEVO. 

7 FGrHist 90 T 8 (= Ios. Ant. lud. 17,225); F 131; Schürer I (1901: 395 [310- 
311]. 
a Cf. Ios. Ant. Jud. 14,377; 16,191; and Vor&MANN (1959: 1766). 
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cluded?. It is also difficult to see how the Egyptian priest P. of 

Mendes!°, who wrote a history or chronicle of the Egyptian phar- 

aohs, should come to write a work on Herod. It therefore seems a 

quite reasonable assumption to identify P. with the grammarian of 

Ascalon. His time of life—he lived about the end of the Ist century 

p.c.—and his birthplace Ascalon!! would fit well into the picture, as 

does his profession. It is not unusual that a grammarian should also 

be interested in biography. 

Commentary on the "Testimony 

(1) The identity of Ammonius is much disputed "?, but it seems to be 
clear that the entry goes back to the dictionary of synonyms written 

by the 1st century grammarian Herennius Philo of Byblus (1060)!°, P. 
is quoted to prove that the terms Tovéaiot and TSovpoiot denote dif- 
ferent ethnic groups, although they are often used synonymously!*. 
He gives the explanation that the /doumaioi were called Jews only after 
their defeat by the Jews and their integration into the Jewish state 

9 Pace JacoBv, FGrHist 199, p. 625, cf. ScHürer I (1901: 49 [27]: "Das hier 
erwähnte Werk eines Ptolemäus über Herodes ist sonst völlig unbekannt. Die 
angeführten Aeusserungen über das halbe Judenthum der Idumäer sind ohne 
Zweifel aus einer unbefangenen Erörterung über die wahre Herkunft des Herodes 
entnommen, wie sie ein Hofhistoriograph sich nicht hätte erlauben dürfen (...). Der 
Verfasser kann daher nicht zu den Hofbeamten des Herodes gehört haben, unter 
welchen allerdings zwei Männer Namens Ptolemäus erwähnt werden (der eine, ein 
Bruder des Nicolaus Damascenus [...]; der andere, nach dem Tode des Herodes mit 
Nicolaus Damascenus auf Seite des Archelaus stehend [...])." 

10 FGrHist 611. 
!! Herod seems to have had some connections with Ascalon, although the city was 

autonomous, cf. ScHÜRER I (1901: 292 n. 3 [234 n. 3]) and II (1907: 123 [107]); see, 
however, JAcOBY's sceptic attitude. 

12 NickAv (1966: LXVI-LXVID; Parmierı (1988: 56-64); perhaps he should be 
identified with the grammarian Ammonius, priest of the Apis, who left Memphis in 
A.D. 391 together with H&rLADiUus (1092). 

13 Nickau (1966: LXVII); and the edition of the epitome of Herennius by 
PALMIERI (1988). The entry in the latter epitome (p. 184 no. 101) is slightly longer. 
The Greek (or rather pagan) authors are critizised for ignorance of the holy scripture 
(Genesis 36), where the Idumaeans are made descendents of Esau. It seems to me, 
pace PALMIERI (1988: 28), that this is rather a later addition by some Christian 
epitomator than Philo’s own statement, cf. PALMIERI (1988: 61) for other examples. 
Although Philo’s creed is uncertain, he does not seem to have been a Jew, cf. FGrHist 
790 F 9. 

14 Cf. also SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. lov8ato; on the confusion of both terms see STERN 
(1974: 356); on the usage of Joudaioi in inscriptions see also WrrLiAMs (1997: 249-262). 
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(under Hyrcanus I, 134/5-104 2.c.)’®. There is quite an intriguing Bibliography 
verbal parallel with a passage in Josephus’ Antiquitates'®, in which the 
same process is described: Ypkavov õè mv moAttetav adtav (sc. TOV A. Dmr, art. Ptolemaios (75), in RE 23,2 (1959), col. 1861. 
‘TSovpoiwv) siç tà Tovõaiov €6n (7 xoà vóupa etaothoavtog. Maybe G. HöLscHER, art. Josephus (2), in RE 9,2 (1916), col. 1934-2000. 

P. was used by Josephus as one of his sources!8. K. NickAU, Ammonius. De adfintum vocabulorum differentia, Leipzig 1966. 
H. Mznkzr, art. Herodes der Grofie [A-D], 1n RAC 14 (1988), col. 815-830. 
V. ParmeRi, Herennius Philo. De diversis verborum significationibus, Napoh 1988. 
A. Scnaurr, König Herodes, Berlin 1969. 

15 late seare T ni > — NUN E. SCHÜRER, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christ, vol. I-I, 
seas history of the Idumaeans cf. SCHÜRER I (1901: 264-265 [207]); STERN Leipzig 1901-19073 [revised English edition by G. Vermes & F. MILLAR, 

!6 Tos. Ant. Iud. 15,254. vol. I-II, Edinburgh 1973-1979]. 

17 See also the variant £60; in Ammonius? entry. M. STERN, Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Judaism, vol. I, Jerusalem 1974. 

18 On Ptolemy as a source cf. HórscurR (1916: 1980-1981); Jaconv, FGrHist 199, H. VoLKMANN, art. Plolemaios (55), in RE 23,2 (1959), col. 1765-1766. 

p. 625. M.H. Wituiams, The Meaning and Function of Ioudaios in Graeco-Roman Inscrip- 
lions, in ZPE 116 (1997), p. 249-262. 
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1054. Nicolaus of Damascus 

1055 (= 619). Euagoras of Lindus 
(2nd half 1st cent. B.c.) 

T 

1 Supa e 3363 s.v. Ebayópac, Atvótoc, tovopikóc. €ypaye Biov Twayévoug 

(88 T 11) kat etépwv Aoytwv, ZnmMoeEts KATA otoiyetov Oovkvõiðov, Téyvny 

pyntopikhyv ev BiPAtotc €, TOV Tapa OovKvdtdyn Cytovuevav Kata A€Erv, 

lotopiav TE nepiéyovoav tàs Aiyortiov Bacıeioc. 

BIOZ TIMATENOYZ 

13 Eypawe ... € AF: om. rell. 9 av... A&&ıw A: del. Jacoby || rapi Oovkvötön A: nepi 
4 -iàoug F * «& A : om. rell. 
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1054. Nicolaus of Damascus 

1055 (= 619). Euagoras of Lindus 
(2nd half Ist cent. B.c.) 

T 

1 Euagoras of Lindus, historian. He wrote a Life of Timagenes and lives of 
other famous men, Thucydidean Problems in alphabetical order, a Rhetorical 

Techne in five books, On Problems in Thucydides in alphabetical order, and a 

history covering the Egyptian dynasties. 

LIFE OF TIMAGENES 
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1055 (7 619). Euagoras of Lindus 
(2nd half 1st cent. B.c.) 

Introduction 

Euagoras of Lindus!, author of several biographies, seems to have 
lived in Augustan times. He is dated by his biography of the historian 
Timagenes of Alexandria, who died around the end of the Ist century 
B.c.” Since Timagenes is not one of those famous people about whom 
biographers generally feel inclined to write, it seems quite likely that 
E. was his disciple. This is also suggested by E.s historical interests?. 
E. probably published his biography of Timagenes shortly after his 
teacher's death in fond commemoration of him. Although no certain 
trace of it is left, it may well be the source of several anecdotes about 
Timagenes that are told by the two Senecas*. The subjects of his 
other biographies remain uncertain. Perhaps E. also wrote about 
other famous Augustan scholars like Athenodorus of Tarsus and 
Arius Didymus, on whom the biographical tradition is surprisingly 
rich. Apart from the biographies, E. also composed a work on the 
Egyptian dynasties?. Its title suggests that it was a history of the Phar- 
aohs like Manetho’s Atyuntiaxd (FGrHist 609), upon which it was 
perhaps even based in parts. The Ptolemies would of course have 
been added. Such a work would come quite naturally to the mind of 
an author who had seen the Ptolemaic dynasty perish in 30 2.c., 
which clearly marked the end of an epoch in the history of Egypt. It 
appears that the biographies of the single emperors formed its struc- 
tural backbone. For this type of composition the work of E.s teacher 
Timagenes, called Hepi Baottéwv’, and Athenaeus! (1074) history of 
the Seleucids may be compared. Furthermore, the Suda attributes to 

' Cf. Jacopy (1907: 828). 
2 Cf. on him FGrHist 88; Bowersock (1965: 109-110; 123-127); Sorpr (1982: 

775-797). 
5 He is thus to be distinguished from E., the commentator on Hermogenes, who 

dates to the 3rd century A.D., cf. BRzoskA (1907: 829-830). 
^ FGrHist 88 T 2; 3; 8; cf. Sonpr (1982: 775); Kıenast (1982: 219 n. 194). 
? [t has been argued by Gurscnurp (1856: 779-781) that this work is referred to 

by Moses of Chorene (4-5th century A.D.) in his Armenian history (2,13); cf. also 
Brzoska (1907: 829). The fragment, however, has rightly been left out by JAcoBv, 
FGrHist 619, because it is hardly authentic. 

6 Cf. Stern. Byz. s.v. Mivar (= FGrHist 88 F 1). 
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E. a dictionary on Thucydides? and a rhetorical manual in five vol- 
umes. This might be due to some confusion, the Suda mixing up the 
works of the historian E. with those of the 3rd century commentator 
on Hermogenes. However, if E.s intellectual profile was altogether 
similar to that of his teacher Timagenes, it does not seem impossible 
that he composed some rhetorical works, too. Moreover, he came 
from Rhodes, which was the seat of a famous school of orators in the 

Ist century B.C. Finally, the oeuvre of his contemporary Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus, who also wrote on Thucydides, provides another 
good example of the combination of both historical and rhetorical 
interests. Therefore, the Suda's list of E.s works might well be correct. 
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Brernuarpy’s edition); JAcosy (1907: 828). 

9 Cf. BRzoskA (1907: 829), who thinks that the conflation arose because both 
authors wrote about Thucydides. However, the identical name is a sufficient reason 
for the error. 

* On Thucydidean scholarship in the Imperial times cf. SrREBEL (1935: 59-60); 
Scumip I 5 (1948: 214-215). If the Suda's attribution is correct, E.s work belongs to 
the first dictionaries on ‘Thucydides known to us. i 
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I2 1056 SELEUCUS OF ALEXANDRIA T I-3; F I 

1056 (= 341/634). Seleucus of Alexandria 
(1st cent. B.c.—-1st cent. A.D.) 

1 (FHG III, p. 500) Supa o 200 s.v. XéAevkoc, AAXeSavópeUc, ypaunatırög, óc 

£n£kAn8n Ounpikóg: £coótoteve 62 £v "Pour. Eypayev Eönyntikä eig návta 

@g eineiv nommv' Mepi tfjg £v ouvovüuoig Siadopac, epi tov wevdac 

NETLOTEVLEVOV, Hep cov map’ "AAedavöpevor napoyuov, Hepi Bedv BıßAio. 

p^, kot GÀAa congu. 

2 Sugr. Tib. 56: Nihilo lenior (sc. Tiberius) in convictores Graeculos, quibus 

vel maxime adquiescebat (...). item cum soleret ex lectione cotidiana quaes- 
tiones super cenam proponere comperissetque Seleucum grammaticum a 
ministris suis perquirere, quos quoque tempore tractaret auctores, atque ita 

praeparatum venire, primum a contubernio removit, deinde etiam ad 
mortem compulit. 

3 (a) Scnor. Arısropn. Thesm. 840 (F 71 M.): TIoaAaxıg einov, örı npoßoAAeı 

ó Ounpikóg £v tà IIpóg IloXópiov nporarıko, tig n VrepßoAov mp. 

(b) Scuor. ArıstopH. Thesm. 1175 (F 72 M.): Bappopik«óv kai Tlepoıköv 

ópynua óxAaocpa xoAeicat, rept o0 Tópac (275 F 18) uakpóv nenointan Aöyov 

£v totc IHept tfj Oeatpikris totoptac, dote AeX00901 thv ZeAeókov npótaciv. 

NMPOTEiVEL YAP EV TO TPO ZHVOVa TPOTATLKG <tt> 10 Hepotkóv ókAaopo. 

TIEPI BIQN 

1 Harp. p. 222,10-17 Dinporr (o 19 KEANey) s.v. ‘Opnpidar Tookparng 

"EAévm (10,65). Oynpidar yEvog Ev Xio, Önep "AkovoiAaog £v y (2 F 2), 

‘PAAdvikos ev th ‘AtAavtddt (4 F 20) ano tod momtovd onotv @vondodar. 

4 BußAia ... obunımta om. V 5 koira ovuta A : DowiKta Kai GArAa M. Schmidt (1855: 
799) 13 ó Ounpukóc Dindorf : ounpik@s cod. 1 t suppl. Wilamowitz 28 "Arkavudaı 
pl: Aykavuadı G 
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1056 (= 341/634). Seleucus of Alexandria 
(1st cent. B.c.-1st cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Seleucus of Alexandria, grammarian, who was called Homerikos. He taught 

rhetoric in Rome. He wrote commentaries on (as it were) every poet, On the 

Differences of Synonyms, On False Beliefs, On the Proverbs of the Alexandrians, On Gods 

in 100 books, and other miscellaneous works. 

2 With no less severity he (sc. Tiberius) treated his Greek companions, to- 

wards whom he was usually most indulgent (.... Likewise he removed the 

grammarian Seleucus first from his company and then compelled him to 

commit suicide, when he heard—being used to put forward questions from 
his daily reading at dinner—that Seleucus inquired from his servants which 
authors he was reading at the time and came thus prepared. 

3 (a) I often said that the Homerikos presents in his A Problem for Polybius the 
question of who Hyperbolus' mother is. (b) Oklasma is the name of a barbar- 
ian and a Persian dance, which is extensively treated by Juba in his books On 
the History of the "Theatre so that Seleucus! question is solved. For in his A 
Problem for Zenon he presents the question of what is the Persian oklasma. 

ON LIVES 

1 Homeridai: Isocrates in the Helena. The Homeridai are a family in Chios 

whom Acusilaus in the third book and Hellanicus in his Atlantias say were 
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ZerevKog de ev PB Tlepı Biwv duoptdverv onoit Kpatnta voutLovra Ev taig 

leponoitatg (362 F 5) Ounpidag anoyövovg eivat tod rontod: @voudcOnoav 

yàp ånò tõv óuńpæv, nei Ai yuvoiKés mote TOV Xtiwv Ev Atovvototg 

rapadpovnoaoaı Eig LAYNV TABOV Toig GvSpdot Kal Sdvtes GAANAOIC SpNpA 

VOUHLOVG KOL VÜLGOG ENAÜOOVTO, Ov toùç ånoyóvovç Oumpidog A&yovanv. 

ITEPI PIAOZODIAZ 

2 Dioc. Larmr. 3,109: l'éyove 8& koi &XXog MAdtwv $UAóc000c, 'Pó8toc, 

uaßneng Tlavartiov (F 157 van STRAATEN), Ka0d noi XéAevkog Ó 

ypaumarıkög èv npóto Mepi dıAo00GLacC. 

3 Dioc. LArrT. 9,11-12: Tà è nepi Zækpátovç Kai doa évtvyov tO 

ovyypounori (sc. 'HpakAeitov) einor, Koutoavtog Evpinidov Kodd onov 

‘Aptotov (F 29 Wenru VJ), €v 1@ nept Lwxpdtovs eipnkanev. XéAevkoc 

UEVTOL ONOLV 6 ypanuarıkög Kpörwva tiva Loropeiv Ev TO KatakoAvußntn 

Kpåtntá tıva np@rov eig tiv EAAada Konica tò BiBAtov’ dv Kal einetv 

Anhtov tıvög deio8at KOAvLBNHTOD, Og O0K Anonvıynostan èv würd. 

?! Biov G : Btov pl. 33 öv P: om. BF 
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named after Homer. Seleucus in the second book On Lives says that Crates in 

his Festivals was mistaken in his belief that the Homeridai were descendants 

of the poet. In fact, they were named after the hostages (sc. homeroi), since 

once at the Dionysia the Chian women became frenzied and went to fight 

with the men, and they stopped only after they had given bridegrooms and 

brides to each other as hostages, the descendants of whom they call 

Homeridai. 

ON PHILOSOPHY 

2 There was also another Plato, a philosopher from Rhodes, a pupil of 
Panaetius, as Seleucus the Grammarian says in his first book On Philosophy. 

3 About Socrates and what he said when he came across the book (sc. of 

Heraclitus), which was brought to him by Euripides according to Ariston, I 
have spoken in the chapter on Socrates. But Seleucus the Grammarian says 
that a certain Croton related in his Dwer that a certain Crates was the first to 
bring the book to Greece, and that it was he too who said it needed a Delian 

diver not to drown in the work. 
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1056 (= 341/634). Seleucus of Alexandria 
(Ist cent. B.c.-1st cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

The grammarian Seleucus! can be securely dated to the time of 
Augustus and Tiberius. He came from Alexandria, but lived in 
Rome, where we find him in the learned circles of the Tiberian court. 
Like Augustus Tiberius seems to have assembled a lot of Greck schol- 
ars for his intellectual edification. They are little more than mere 
names to us, but it is at least possible to get some notion of the 
prevailing literary climate in the Imperial household. We hear of 
‘Theodorus of Gadara, ‘Tiberius’ teacher, of Potamon from Mytilene 
(1085), of Polybius and Zenon, and finally of Apion of Oasis (1057). 
S. seems to have been on particularly good terms with Polybius and 
Zenon (T 3), since he dedicated some of his treatises to them. He may 
have met them at Tiberius’ dinner-table, where he was required to 
entertain the emperor by answering questions on literature. If 
Suetonius is to be believed, S.s downfall was finally caused by his 
over-eagerness to please Tiberius. When Tiberius found out that S. 
prepared himself for the sessions by inquiring into his reading list, he 
had him removed from court and forced him to commit suicide (T 2). 
In his scholarly interests S. is comparable to the grammarian 
Didymus, who is slightly his elder, and Apion. Most noteworthy is his 
research on Homer, which earned him the name ógunpixóg (T. 1; 3). 
His extensive oeuvre is almost completely lost, although S.s studies on 
language left some traces in the etymological dictionaries and what 
seems to be an excerpt of his Collection of Alexandrian Proverbs? is still 
extant. Among the known titles of his works two, ITept Btov (F 1) and 

Tlepi $UA000Qtac (F 2), relate to biography. It is difficult to reach cer- 
tain conclusions about the content and the scope of these works, 
because evidence on them is scanty. The first may have been a collec- 

' On S. in general see Maass (1880: 33-36); MUELLER (1891: 1-33); REITZENSTEIN 
(1897: 157-173); MürLER (1921: 1251-1256); JacoBvs introduction to FGrHist 341; 
Karran (1990: 229-231). Most of the fragments have been collected by M. MUELLER 
[= M.] and RerrzensreIn [= R.]; for further additions (especially POxy. II 221 col. 
XV [no. 1205 Pack?]) cf. Minter (1921: 1254). There is much need for a new 
complete edition of the grammatical fragments. 

? On the different theories cf. BUHLER (1987: 61 n. 18). 
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tion of biographies. There are works by Dicacarchus? and Timotheus 

of Athens (1079) with the same title, which contained biographies of 

philosophers. One should also take into account the possibility that 
Tlepı Btov might only be a short title and that the collection of lives 

referred to could in fact be S.s work ITepi #1Ao00dtac!, which, to judge 

by its title, was either a history of philosophy or a collection of phi- 

losophers' lives. As the case of Anaxilides (1095) shows, such works 

could be variously referred to as nept $UAocoótag or nept Q1UA00óQov, 

both genres being closely related anyway. 

Commentary on the Testimonies and the Fragments 

T 

(1) The Suda’s list of titles is far from complete and is marred by 
some textual difficulties at the end. It begins with the general remark 
that S. wrote commentaries on numerous poets. In this group might 
be included S.s work on Hesiod?, his bxduvnua Eig tods AvptKOve®, his 
onóuvnua xv XóXovoc ó&óvov/, and above all his various writings on 
Homer, especially his treatise kotà t&v 'Aptotápyov onuetov in three 
books®. The Suda then goes on to list some specific antiquarian works 
by name, a treatise on synonyms, probably similar in kind to 
Ammonius! dictionary, a treatise. On False Beliefs, a Collection of 
Alexandrian Proverbs, and a work On Gods). At this point the text is 
impaired by an evident inaccuracy, since a hundred volumes are 

3 F 40 Wenreti L. 
* Menacuws (1833: 394) on Dioc. 9,12; Minter, FHG IIL, p. 500. 
> Cf. F 27-33 M.; and Miter (1921: 1254). 
^ "The title, attributed by the Supa c 201 to the poet S. of Emesa, should rather be 

given to the grammarian, cf. MULLER (1921: 1255); and F 28 R., where a fourth book 
on Simonides is referred to. 

^ FGrHist 341 F 1-2. 
8 Cf. F 1-26 M.; POxy. II 221 (no. 1205 Pacr?); Wiramowrrz (1900: 37-39); 

Mütter (1921: 1254). 
9 MÜLLER (1921: 1254); but cf. Jacosy’s introduction on FGrHist 341, p. 93. 
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accorded to this last work. The number must either be corrupted or 
it must refer to the total number of S.s. books!®. The end of the list 
offers another difficulty. There one should probably read Xóupukto 
kai ğa, because Xügjukzao. seems to be a title. Moreover, the addi- 
tion of an adjective to dÀXa at this point would be otiose and unusual 
in the language of the Suda!!. Again several titles must be added: 
First of all, S.s yAó66at, in which S. explained rare words!?, then a 
work called Tepi &AAnviouod in at least five books!”, and finally the 
two books of his Problems for Zenon and Polybius (T 3). 

(2) Tiberius’ extreme fondness for obscure learning and antiquar- 
ian knowledge is also noted elsewhere in our sources!*. He was an 
expert in mythology, as is also shown by his famous palace in 
Sperlonga'?, and liked to harass his grammarians with difficult philo- 
logical questions. He asked them, for example, who Hecuba’s mother 
was, which name Achilles had at Scyrus, and what the Sirenes used to 
sing. 

(3) S.s npotatixá belong to the Gnthuarta-literature, in which ques- 
tions arising from scholarly reading are put forward and solved in a 
more or less ingenious way. This particular genre clearly stages a 
literary enactment of the symposiastic practice of entertaining one 
another with learned riddles (T 2), from which it may well have taken 
its origins. The most famous exponents of the genre are Aristotle and 
especially Aristarchus, in whose footsteps S. seems to have followed 
elsewhere, too!®. Although most works we know are concerned with 
Homer, this kind of literature was not limited to him, but also dealt 
with other authors!’. Indeed, it seems that S. himself put forward 
some questions on comedy in his treatises!®. Both works are dedicated 
to Greek scholars living at Tiberius’ court. Polybius is probably to be 

10 Daus (1882: 119); Mürzer (1921: 1254). 
!!. Cf. MüLLER (1921: 1255); FGrHist 341 F 3-5. 
12 F 36-68 M. 
13 F 69-70 M.; cf. also F 1-65 R., which might also belong to it. It is a crucial 

question whether the yA@ooat should be identified with TIepi &AAnvıouod, as seems to 
be implied by GARTNER (1975: 89). Perhaps it is better to keep both works distinct. 

4 Cf. Suer. Tib. 70; Prur. De def or. 17 p. 419 D; Crcmorws (1922: 348); on 
Tiberius’ literary tastes in general see also WALLACE-HADRILL (1983: 84); GOODYEAR 
(1984: 605). 

15 Cf. ANDREAE (1994: 128-131). 
16 Lenrs (1882: 219-221); Pretrrer (1968: 69-71). 
'7 DeruBner (1982: 197). 
'8 On the dxAaopna see also Kasser (1991: 260). 
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identified with the libertus of Augustus, who wrote his testament!”, 
Zenon seems to be another of Tiberius’ Greek convictores, Zenon of 
Myndus, who was also maltreated by the emperor”?. 

F 

(1) Although S. is quoted without any further specification, the attri- 
bution of the fragment to him appears to be certain, because the 
polemic seems to be directed against Crates of Athens*!, whom S. 
criticizes elsewhere as well, and the rare information on the 
Homerida??? fits well into the picture we get of S. from his grammatical 
writings??. 

(2) Plato, the pupil of Panaetius, remains completely obscure 
The information is part of a list of homonyms appended to the life of 
Plato by Diogenes. Although this type of lists goes back in substance 
to Demetrius Magnes, the contemporary of Cicero, it is clear that 
Diogenes used a later, slightly enlarged version. Thus, there is no 
problem in attributing the fragment to S. of Alexandria, who is, 
moreover, specified as ypauparıkög”. 

(3) The fragment must be derived from S.s work Tlepi d1Ao00dtog, 
to which Diogenes refers in F 2. It contains a variant version of an 
anecdote told about Socrates. When Socrates came accross 
Heraclitus’ work, he said—commenting on its difficulty—that it 
needed a Delian diver not to drown in it?®. S. has obviously trans- 
ferred the story to an obscure Crates. It is difficult to tell whether 
Diogenes understood his source correctly. He probably had the same 
problems as we do in identifying Croton and Crates. The name Cro- 
ton in particular seems unusual for a real person. It may be corrupted 
out of the name for the city or an ethnikon, but it is perhaps rather to 

24 

9? Cf. on him HANSLIK (1952: 1578-1579); Kıenast (1982: 262 n. 363). 
20 Cf. GARTNER (1972: 143-144). 
' Cf. FGrHist 362 F 5, 
? For further comment see FGrHist 2 F 2; 4 F 20. 
3 f. however, JacoBv on FGrHist 341, p. 93. 

ri Cf. on him van STRAATEN (1946: 223); Scumipr (1950: 2542). 
ds Contra Jacosy, FGrHist 341, p. 93. 
> DioG. Laerr. 2,22: $ooi 8' Eüpuriónv abt óvta tò 'Hparhesitov ovyypoapua 

Epéobar “ti Soxei;” tov S€ davar, “6 pev cuvfika, yevvoas oio 88 xoi à ui] cuvios xav 
AnAtov yE zıvog deitan KoAvußntod.” 

V NM) h2 NO XE 
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be regarded as a poor fiction on S.s part. This also seems to be 
suggested by the strange title of the work The Diver, which looks like 
an ad hoc invention to introduce the subsequent proverb?’ 

27 For the proverb cf. also Supa 8 400 s.v. Andtov KoAvpBntod (= Dioc. LAERT. 
2,22); and Crustus (1889: 382-384). 
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22 1057 APION OF OASIS/ALEXANDRIA T I9; F 22 

1057 (= 616). Apion of Oasis/Alexandria 
(Ist half Ist cent. A.D.) 

T 

13 Prin. Nat. hist. praef. 25: Apion quidem grammaticus—hic quem Tiberius 

Caesar cymbalum mundi vocabat, cum propriae famae tympanum potius 
videri posset—immortalitate donari a se scripsit ad quos aliqua componebat. 

F 

22 (+ T 14b) GrrL. 7,8,1-2: 'Antov, Graecus homo, qui ITAetotoveixng 

appellatus est, facili atque alacri facundia fuit. is cum de Alexandri regis 
laudibus scriberet: *Victi" inquit "hostis uxorem, facie incluta 

mulierem, vetuit in conspectum suum deduci, ut eam ne oculis 

quidem suis contingeret." 
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1057. (= 616). Apion of Oasis/Alexandria 
(1st half 1st cent. A.D.) 

T 

13 However, Apion the Grammarian,—the one whom the Emperor 

Tiberius used to call “cymbal of the world”, though he could rather appear 

wrote that he gave immortality to those on to be a drum of his own fame 

whom he composed something. 

F 

22 Apion, a Greek, who was called Plistonices, possessed an effortless and 
lively eloquence. Writing on the virtues of king Alexander he said: “He 

forbade the wife of his conquered enemy, a woman of famous 

beauty, to be brought to his sight, lest he should touch her even 

with his eyes.” 
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1057 (7 616). Apion of Oasis/Alexandria 
(Ist half Ist cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Apion!, nicknamed Plistonices or Mochthus*, belongs to the celebrated 
grammarians of the Julio-Claudian times. Born in Egyptian Oasis (El 
Kargeh), he lived afterwards in Alexandria and became a citizen 
there’. Like many other scholars, he moved at some point to Rome, 
where he is said to have run a school of rhetoric during the reigns of 
Tiberius and Claudius*. He apparently maintained good relations 
with the Imperial court. Tiberius jestingly called him “cymbal of the 
world"?, and in A.p. 39/40 he was chosen as head of an embassy sent 
by the Greck population of Alexandria to Caligula to represent its 
case, after there had been some anti-Semitic rioting in the city®. It is 
this mission—known to us mainly from the Legatio ad Gaium, written 
by A.s Jewish counter-ambassador Philo—for which A. is most noto- 
rious. So incredibly successful was his denunciation of the Jews before 
the emperor that Caligula consequently did not even listen to the 
Jewish envoys. The arguments A. used on the occasion were probably 
similar to those he propounded in his main oeuvre, the History of 
Egypt. This extensive work in five books, which is partly preserved 
thanks to Josephus’ answer in his Contra Apionem to A.s slanderous 
remarks on the Jews, seems to have also made some impact on the 

! For a full collection of the testimonies and fragments see FGrHist 616, which is 
referred to in what follows. I only give the texts which may pertain to biography. 

? T 1-2. Plistonices (supreme champion) is hardly the father’s name, cf. Con 
(1894: 2803); Scumip II 1 (1920: 437) contra SCHÜRER IN (1909: 538-539 [604-7]); 
HorrorD-STREVENS (1988: 50). It was misunderstood by the Suda, which gives the 
genitive HAetorovikov. Altogether, the Suda’s entry on A., which might go back to 
Hermippus of Berytus (1061), does not inspire much confidence, cf. Jaconv's 
adnotation in his apparatus criticus. A.s connection with Didymus looks especially 
odd, and should perhaps not be taken as seriously as it usually is, cf. e.g. NEITZEL 
(1977: 189). It looks like an invented relationship, possibly inspired by some similarity 
between the Chalcenterus and the Plistonices as to the vast amount of erudition amassed 
in their works. The Suda's statement that A. was a contemporary of Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus is equally suspicious, since A. seems to be a generation younger. The 
synchronism should be rather between Theon, A.s teacher, and Dionysius. Perhaps 
the Suda simply misunderstood its source. 

3 T 4; and NerrzeL (1977: 189). 
TR 
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antiquarian literature’. It was used as a source by Pliny the Elder® 
and also Gellius?. Furthermore, A. acquired some fame for his studies 
on Homer, reflected especially in his Homeric Glosses!'?, which stand in 

the long tradition of Alexandrian scholarship and seem to have had 
some influence on later authors!!. In general, A. must have been a 
prolific writer. There is some indication that he also composed some 
biographies or encomia, as one would indeed expect of such an au- 
thor. He boasted that he would confer immortality on those on whom 
he wrote!*, a bold claim that perhaps stood at the beginning of an 
encomium or a biography. The praise of Alexander the Great (F 22) 
might have belonged to such a work'?, though a laudatory mention of 
the heros ktistes of Alexandria could equally well have formed part of 
the History of Egypt!*. In fact, since the source of the fragment is 
Gellius, who refers to A.s History elsewhere without mentioning other 
works, the latter solution seems to be slightly preferable!°. There is 
also a work entitled On the Luxury of Apicius (Nepi tig Anuktov tpvorg)!®. 
This was probably not so much a biography as an antiquarian trea- 
tise on luxury, particularly on rare and expensive dishes, which was 
commonly connected with the name of Apicius. The treatise Iept 
rakarac tpvonc!’, which went under the name of Aristippus, is per- 

PATTON Ds 15; P1221. 
8 'T 16 (?; F 14-17; 19. 
9 F 5-7; Hotrorp-Strevens (1988: 171; 230). 
10 NerrzeL (1977: 213-326); and the additions made by THEoporipıs (1989: 345- 

350). 
ll NerrzeL (1977: 207-209). 
'2 That poetry (and the poet as its medium) has the power to confer immortality 

on its objects is an old literary topos. Concerning prose works this claim seems to 
have been first stated by IsocR. Or. 9,4: 6 68 Aóyoc, et KAAS SLEABOI Tas ExEivon MpPdgEtc, 

Geinvnotov Gv thy apetiv thy Evaydpov nap nâo avOpanorg norjoetev. Parallels are 
e.g. Tac. Agr. 46,4 and Pun. Ep. 3,10,6. Cf. also Gow on Tueocr. Jd. 16,30; 

VOLLMER on Srar. Silo. 5,1,1; Rapıckz (1997: 462-465.) 
s 13 Cf. Mitrer, FHG III, p. 506, who lists it separately; and Gurscumip (1893: 360- 
61). 
'! Conn (1894: 2803-2806) does not mention a separate work on Alexander; 

Jacosy (p. 126) lists F 22 among the fragments that might belong to the AtyurtiaKd. 
P Its difficult to tell whether Gellius himself still read the work in the original 

version. Since he quotes A. only for marvels, it might seem that the stories were 
mediated to him by some collection like that of his friend Favorinus. 

'% F 24; 31 (?). Pliny probably still had access to this book, from which he took 
some information on fishes (T 16). This seems to be suggested especially by his 
a on the acıpenser in Nat. hist. 9,60, which are parallel to Arten. 7,44 p. 294 F 
" 24). 
17 Cf. WirAMOWrTZ-MOELLENDORFF (1881: 47-53); SusemiuL I (1891: 325-327); 
arom (1958: 59-60), who also gives the fragments under Aristippus, A 163- 
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haps not entirely comparable, even though it bears a similar title, 
since it seems to have focused on the extravagant life-style of philoso- 
phers rather than on the theme of luxury itself. However, it might 
suggest that such works could also contain a lot of biographical gos- 
sip. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(22) The fair treatment accorded to Darius’ wife and mother after 
Alexander’s victory at Issus (333 B.c.) has a firm place in the 
historiographical and biographical tradition on Alexander!?. The 
story serves to illustrate the generosity and the perfect self-control of 
the victor. The exaggerated version that Alexander did not even wish 
to see Darius’ beautiful wife is also to be found in other sources!?. 
The chapter in Gellius, who compares Alexander and Scipio 
Africanus, seems to have inspired Ammianus Marcellinus. 

'8 Cf. Drop. Bibl. 17,37,3-38,7; Ptr. Alex. 21; Arr. Anab. 2,12,3-8; Curr. Alex. M. 
3,12,1-26; Iusrın. 11,9,12-16; ATHEN. 13,80 p. 603 C. 

19 Prur. De Alex. M. Sire 2,6 p. 338 E; De cur. 13 p. 522 A: óuotog o8 0 'AXéEavópoc 
eig Gyiv NAHE thc Aopetou yuvotkóg éxnpeneotótns eivor Aeyouévmg; and similarly 
FRONTIN. Strat. 2,11,6: Alexandrum. quoque. Macedonem. traditum. est. eximiae. pulchritudinis 
virgini caplivae, cum finitimae g gentis principi fuisset desponsa, summa abstinentia ita pepercisse ut 
illam ne aspexerit quidem. 

20 Amm. Marc. 24,4,27: ex virginibus aulem, quae speciosae sunl captae, ut in. Perside, ubi 
feminarum pulchritudo excellit, nec contrectare aliquam voluit (sc. Iulianus) nec videre Alexandrum 
imilatus el Africanum. On. Ammianus' use of Gellius cf. in general HoLFORD-STREVENS 
(1988: 16; 57). 
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1058. Ischomachus 
(Ist cent. B.c.-1st cent. A.D.) 

IIEPI THX IH IOKPATOYX AIPEXEOX 

1 Vıra Hippocrarıs (CMG IV, p. 175) 3: kaxà 62 100g I TeAortovvnotakoUc 

Tkuaos (sc. Irxokpótng) xpóvovc yevvnOeic, óc ónotv Toyóuooc Ev TO npo 

Tepi thsg ‘Innoxpdtovug aipéoews, Kats 10 mp@tov éEtog thc Öydonkoorig 

OAVUTLESOGS (...). 

Untitled Fragments 

2 Vira Hiprocratis BRuXELL. 8: sed ex iuramento scripsit (sc. Hippocrates) 

in secundis, ut multi memorant, libros quattuor, De articulis unum, De fracturis 

unum, et Prognosticum, ct unum Regularem. sed ut Ischomachus Bithyniensis 

affirmat, ab eo perscriptum Aegularem Heraclides Ephesius adiecit. 

3 Eror. ı 20 s.v. tkxap: (...) ot è nepi Toxóuayov xoi Kvótav tóv MuAao£a 

EYPAYAV íxuap. aítiov è tovtov N THs A€EEWS GryvoLa. 

4 Enor. Scuor. (R") HiPPocn. Epid. 5,7 (Eror. F 17 p. 103,13-16 N.): 

koxovnv (...) PAavktag (F 349 DEICHGRABER) 8e kal Toxöuaxog kai Innovate 

(F 151 b West; 202 DEGAnI) xà toxta. 

2 5 6 Toxöuaxog C. Keil: votóp-. codd. sed ex iuramento A : post iuramentum 5 unum 

A: om. B 67 De fracturis unum A : et de fracturis B 7 et! A: post hoc B. || progn- 

B:pron- A. || etunum A: exinde B. || ut Ischomachus scripsi duce Schöne : Ischomarcus 

A4 : ut Comarcus B || Bithyniensis : Bitin- 4 : Bithin- B ? Heraclides A : Er- B || 
Ephesius : Eff}- AB. 12 koxóvnv Daremberg : koyy- RP 
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1058. Ischomachus 
(1st cent. B.c.-1st cent. A.D.) 

ON THE SCHOOL OF HIPPOCRATES 

1 He (sc. Hippocrates) flourished during the times of the Peloponnesian War 

having been born, as Ischomachus says in the first book of his On the School of 

Hippocrates, in the first year of the 80th Olympiad, (...). 

Untitled Fragments 

2 But after the Oath he (sc. Hippocrates) wrote in second place, as many 

record, the following four books: one book On Joints, one On Fractures, one 
Prognostic, one Regimen. But as Ischomachus of Bithynia affirms, the Regimen, 

written by him, was added (sc. to the canon) by Heraclides of Ephesus. 

3 iktar (...) Ischomachus and Cydias of Mylasa have written zkmar. The reason 

is that they do not know the word. 

4 kochone (...). Glaucias and Ischomachus and Hipponax call the haunches 

thus. 
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1058. Ischomachus 
(1st cent. B.c.-1st cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Ischomachus of Bithynia can be roughly dated to the period of the Ist 
cent. B.C.—Ist cent. A.p.! His work suggests that he was a physician. A 
firm terminus ante quem is provided by Erotianus, the Neronian physi- 
cian, who quotes him twice (F 3 and 4). A terminus post quem may be 
obtained from F 2. He wrote several books On the School of Hippocrates, 
which obviously included a biography of its founder and which were 
used by Soranus (1062). 'The two references in Erotianus may well go 
back to them?. However, it is possible that I. also wrote a dictionary, 
although Erotianus does not list him amongst the lexicographers on 
Hippocrates in his preface. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) I. dates Hippocrates’ birth to 460 B.c. and thereby synchronizes 
Hippocrates’ life-time perfectly with Democritus’. The date probably 
goes back ultimately to Apollodorus’. 

(2) Although there is an obscure surgeon called Heraclides of 
Ephesus, the reference seems to be rather to the famous commentator 
on Hippocrates, Heraclides of Tarent, who also wrote on dietetics 
and can be dated to the first century B.c.* The ethnikon was probably 
just confused by the later tradition. 

(3) L is quoted together with Cydias and severely censured by 
Erotianus for a different spelling of the word iktar. The expression (ot 
nepi KTÀ.) does not imply that there was a group of people, but prob- 
ably just serves as a periphrasis for the two authors mentioned’. 

! There is no article in the RE on him. Probably this is due to the fact that his 
name suffers from much corruption. He is called To:óuayog in F 1; Ischomarcus 
(Comarcus) in F 2. 

? Cf. Kmo (1927: 1115). 
5 Cf. on 1062. Soranus F 2. 
+ Cf. on him Gossen (1912: 493-496); DEICHGRÄBER (1930: 172-202; 258-261); 

and on 1062. Soranus F 4. 
? On the periphrastic use of oi (ai etc.) mepi c. acc. see KG I, p. 270; Rapr (1980: 

50-56) and (1988: 35-38). 
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Cydias is only known from Erotianus. He seems to be identical with 
the Herophilean physician quoted in Erotianus’ preface®. Since I. is 
erouped together with him, he may well belong to the same medical 
school. 

(4) I. is quoted together with Glaucias and Hipponax for the same 
explanation of the word kochone’.The Empiric Glaucias, one of the 
first commentators of Hippocrates, is mentioned several times by 
Erotianus. He is usually dated to the Ist half of the 2nd century B.c.® 
Hipponax is completely obscure. He is probably not the iambo- 
grapher. He may be either a grammarian? or a physician!?, neither 
solution being entirely satisfactory! !. 
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1059 (= 563). Timocrates of Heraclea? 1059 (7 563). Timocrates of Heraclea? 

(2nd half 1st cent. A.D.) (2nd half 1st cent. A.D.) 

F F 

AION DION 

1 Dioc. LarrT. 7,2: óv]kovoe 8£ (sc. Zfjvov), kaðánep npoetpntoi, Kpótntoc: 1 He (sc. Zenon) was a disciple of Crates, as stated above. Furthermore it is 

told that he was also a pupil of Stilpon, and of Xenocrates for ten years, as Elta KO LtiAR@VOS Akovoal dao adtOV Kal Eevokpatove Em éka, ÓG 
Timocrates says in his Dion, but also of Polemon. 

3. Twoxporng Ev tô Atwvi’ GAAG kat THoAéuovoc. 
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1059 (= 563). Timocrates of Heraclea? 
(2nd half 1st cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Although Timocrates is difficult to identify, it is likely that he belongs 
to the Imperial period. A terminus post quem seems to be provided by 
Stoic Apollonius of Tyrus, who lived in the first century B.c.!. T.s 
work Dion may have been a biography or monograph, or, if the title 
is preserved correctly, even a speech? or dialogue. The interest in 
Dion would very much fit in with the times of Plutarch and Arrian 
(1069). Thus, T. of Heraclea, teacher of the sophist Polemon?, who 
lived towards the end of the Ist century A.D., seems to be a good 
candidate*. His intellectual profile is quite similar to that of Dio 
Chrysostom. He is called $0.66o$og by our sources and associated 
with the Stoic Euphrates. In short, he combines all the qualities one 
would expect of an author who produced some pseudo-learned re- 
marks on Zenon's life. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) T. is cited by Diogenes for the variant that Xenocrates was 
Zenon's teacher, which is clearly fictitious. To see how this came 
about, it scems necessary first to recall the data on Zenon's life. Al- 
though Zenon's death is unanimously assigned to the archonship of 
Arrhenides (262/61 B.c.)?, his age differs in our sources. The correct 
age seems to be given by Persaeus, a pupil of Zenon, who tells us that 
Zenon died at the age of 72 years, i.e. he was born in 334/33 B.c.® 
Apollonius of Tyrus, on the contrary, says that Zenon died at the age 

! On Apollonius cf. SrRAB. Geogr. 16,2,24 p. 757 QC: xoà ukpóv npò npóv 
'"AnoAAGviog Ó tòv nivara £xO0rig tóv dnOÓ Züvovog $uAocóóo0v kai TOV ipAtov; 

WiLAMOwrrz (1881: 106-112). Thus, an identification with T., the Epicurean apos- 
tate, is excluded, cf. Jacoav (1902: 367) and his commentary on FGrHist 563, p. 523. 

> Cf. Pernor I (1993: 472) for a collection of titles. 
? PuiLosrR. Vit. soph. 1,25f p. 46,23-47,15 K.; LuctAN. Demon. 3; SupA x 1889 s.v. 

Tor&uov; CAPELLE (1936: 1270-1271). 
+ Jacosy, FGrHist 563, p. 523. 
? On the dating of Arrhenides cf. Doranopı (1990a: 36) and (1990b: 131). 
© The assertion that Zenon was a pupil of Polemon fits in with this chronology, 

cf. Jacosy (1902: 365), since Polemon was head of the Academy from 314/13 to 
268/64 n.c., cf. DoRANp: (1991: 3-6). 
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of 98 presiding over his school for 58 years. This difference of more 
than 25 years is striking but easily explained. The starting point is a 
fictitious letter from Zenon to Antigonus Gonatas/, on which 

Apollonius’ entire calculation depends®. In this letter Zenon wrote 
that he was 80 years old. Relying on this pseudepigraphic tradition 
Apollonius developed a completely new chronology. Dating Zenon’s 
letter roughly to the beginning of Antigonus’ reign (279/78 B.c.) and 
adding up the years till 262/61 B.c. he arrived at 98 as the number of 
Zenon’s years. Putting the foundation of the school at Zenon's /loruit, 
i.e in his 40th year, there were 58 years left for Zenon's presidency. 
Keeping this chronology in mind, it is easy to see how T.s statement 
that Zenon was a pupil of Xenocrates could arise. If according to this 
chronology Zenon was born about 360/59 n.c., the time of his philo- 
sophical instruction was thought to be from 340 s.c. until the founda- 
tion of the school. As a brief look at a chronological table would 
reveal, Xenocrates was head of the Academy from 339/38 unul 
314/13 s.c Hence Zenon must have been his pupil. Although 
coherent in itself, the reconstruction has of course no foundation 
in historical fact!®. T. perhaps mentioned Zenon in a side-reference 
to Xenocrates, when speaking about his journey to the Syracusan 
court in the company of Plato. 
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1060 (= 790). Philo of Byblus 
(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

1 Supa $ 447 sv. PiAwv, BößA1og: ypaunarıköc. ODToG yEyovev Ent T@Vv 

Ypovav tov £yyoc Népovoc, kai nop£tetev eic uakpóv: ÜnaToV yodv Leßnpov 

tov ‘Epévviov xpnpatioavta abtds eivat onoty, ötav Åyev n’? xoi o' Éxoc, 

OXvuumidói dE K’ KAL ÖLOKOCLOOTN. yEypanıaı SE aur® Ilept ktrjoeoc kat 

EkAoyis PiBAt@v BiBAta 1B’ Mepit xóAeov xot oüc £xóotn otov £v6ó5Souc 

nveyke BıßAto A” THept c5 BacuAetac 'Aóptavot — &q' o0 xol riv ó PiAwv — Kal 

GAA. (...) 

2 (F 1 DeL Corno) Supa & 3045 s. "Epuutmoc, Bnpuoc, àxÓ kung 

uecoyaiov, aant PiAwvoc tod BufAtov: bo' od OkELHON Epevvio Xevnpo 

(1061 T 1) èm “Adptavod tod Baoiréwc, ExSovA0g ðv yévoc, Aóyvoc ooóópa- 

Kal Eypawe TOAAG. éypowe xoi nept óvetpov. 

4 cf. 1082. Azr1Us SERENUS T. I. 

IIEPI THX BAZIAEIAX AAPIANOY 

NEPI IOAEQN KAI OYXE EKAXTH AYTQN ENAOEOYE HNETKEN Ä-A 
(T 1; 4) 

15 SrEPH. Byz. s.v. 'Amoóc (...) èv 176 Tove (...) «10 €8vikdv> ‘Aptonvoc. 

Aéyeto Kai Aputotoc, c Uv Ev tô Hepi róAeov. 

16 Stern. Bvz. s.v. "Avdavia: noAig Meoonyns, OLavULOS TH xpo: o0t0 yàp 

2 9 

9 

tv S : om. AGM ? adtòç post ötav transpos.. Müller too Bupriov om. in lac. A 
"Epevvio Küster : Eppevio codd. !! éypaye ... óveipow ex A""* , cf. Adler I p. XV- 

XVI | 9 «6 £0vixóv suppl. Berkel 
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1060 (= 790). Philo of Byblus 
(1st — 2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Philo of Byblus, grammarian. He lived around the time of Nero, and 

reached a considerable age. At least, he himself says that he stood in his 78th 

year when Herennius Severus was consul, in the 220th Olympiad (a.p. 101- 
104). His writings are: Twelve books On the Acquisition and Choice of Books, 
thirty books About Cities and Their Famous Citizens, On the Rule of Hadrian —Philo 

lived during his reign—, and other works. 

2 Hermippus of Berytus, from an inland village, a pupil of Philo of Byblus, 
who introduced him to Herennius Severus at the time of the Emperor 
Hadrian, a slave by birth, very learned. And he wrote many things. He also 

wrote about dreams. 

4 cf. 1082. Agr1Us SERENUS T 1. 

ON THE RULE OF HADRIAN 

ABOUT CITIES AND THEIR FAMOUS CITIZENS 1-30 

(T 1; 4) 

15 Amisus: (...) in the Pontic region (...).<the ethnikon> is Amisenus. 
Amisius is also used, according to Philo in his book About Cities. 
16 Andania: A city in Messene, with the same name as the region. Messene 
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xoi 3j Meoorvn Avóavia £xoAeito, fjv oixtcot paci tlvacg TaV Kpeoddvtov, 

Kal OVTO KaAEOAL Std tò uh ávõáverv arbtoic. tò £Ovikóv 'Avóavietc, oc Uv 

£v m epi mxóAeov. èk tatg 'Aptotouévng £yéveto, £muavéctotoc 

orparnyög (...) Aeyeraı de xoi 'Avöcvıog ag "Pıavög (265 F 46). 

17 Erym. Gen. AB (Erym. Macn. p. 149,50-55) s.v. 'Apowón nóAig £v Lupia 

ent Bovvo Keyuevn &ri 62 Tod Bovvod nnyüg E&epebyeodon nAElovog, Kol 

noTanoDg yiveodaı LEYGAOVG, Gd’ OV 1] TOALG OVOUACTAL’ poor yàp TO NOTLOAL, 

ad’ od Kal Gpony ó thv yvvoika noriLwv &v tfj onopd. Oütwg Xepfivoc (1082 

F 1) £v th Erutoun tv PiAwvoc. 

18 Ervw. Gen. AB B 209, p. 111,8-14 BERGER (Erym. Maan. p. 207,42-49) 

s.v. Bovkepoitg' Kprvn Ev Miataraig, jc ovouéo8n, óu IHóXvupoc €5 "Apyouc 

£nékttoev IlAototàüg peta tov emt AevKaAtwvog KatakAvoudv, Bodg avdtod 

Wyouuévng Kotà xpnonóv, Og rote Kóóuov, fjv &keioe xotakAi0eicav c 

KEPATL TATAEAL TH YTV KAL KPTVV Gvadavivat, iv àxó 100 képoartoc tri; Boo 

Bovkepotóoa koAsio0out o0: Oéov èv  Vropvyuatt tod a Aitiov 

KoXAwuiyov (F 42 PFEIFFER). 0910 kat Leptivog (1082 F 2) Ev in Entrouf| t@v 

PDiravog IHepi nóAgov, IHoA0i60v A&yov xóv Aoóvta TOV XPNOUOV. 

Untitled Fragments 

19 SrzPH. Bvz. s.v. 'Ayóá8n nói Avybov fj KeAxóv: Xxuvoc 6& Gokaéov 

adınv dno ev th Evparny (...) Éot 6€ xot GAAXn nóAw, og PiAov, Aryvotiov 

emt Aipvng Auyvoriog' taxa 62 "| aot £ou m npom, wg Eö8o&og (F 359 

LASSERRE) Papbvetat 6€. 10 £0vikóv 'AyaBivog (...). 

20 SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. AGovia: uépog tfjg 'Apkaótag (...) koi éxer ń “ACavia 

nóAe£ic LZ, üg £Aoygv "AG. £owt koi MacooAtac GAAn, ms Pirov. 

21 Srepu. Byz. s.v. 'AQnvor nöreıg kotóà u&v "Opov e’, kaxà 62 (iva c. 

22 Srepu. Byz. s.v. Aiyeipar noAtg Axatag (...) PUov 6€ dncı Kıkıktag nökıv 

civar Atyeipav. 

16 oikicat P : oixicot V: oikfjoot R 17 aroig P : obxotc VR. ?? abxo AB : ax Elt. 
Magn. 3 ösB:xa A 3032 oürw ... ypnouöv A: om. B 30 ürouvnuar Reitzenstein tacite : 

vnouvnoeog A, Et. Magn. (codd. DM) 34 Avyvotioy Xylander : Avotioy codd. : Avyuotivey 
Holstenius 3 èm Schubart : ànò codd. || Avyvotiag Xylander : Avotiag codd. || Eb80&oc 
Xylander + evdd&og codd. 99 Mao(c)aXMiac codd. : Ai@ioniag Berkel *9 Kuüukiag codd. : 
<xat> Kıkıktag? Meineke 

1060 PHILO OF BYBLUS F 16-18; 19-22 39 

was also called Andania, which was founded, they say, by some of 

Cresphontes’ men, and it was given this name, because they did not like (sc. 
andanein) it. The ethnikon is Andanieus, according to Philo in his book About 

Cilies. Aristomenes, the most famous general came from it (.... Andanius is 

also used, according to Rhianus (...). 

17 Arsinoe: A city in Syria, situated on a hill. On the hill, they say, several 

springs pour out, and large rivers rise, from which the city got its name, since 

potisai (i.e. to moisten) is equivalent to arsat (sc. to raise). Hence also the man 

who moistens the woman in the act of procreation is called arsen (i.e. male). 

Thus Serenus in his epitome of Philo’s books. 

18 Bukerais: A spring in Plataeae. It bears this name, because Polybus of 

Argos founded Plataeae after the flood in Deucalion’s time, when a cow, as 

it had once Cadmus, guided him there as prophesied. The cow lay down at 
the spot and struck the ground with its horn. And a spring rose up which 

was called Bukerais after the horn (i.e. keras) of the cow (i.e. bous). So writes 

Theon in his commentary on the first book of Callimachus’ Aetia. So also 

Serenus in his epitome of Philo’s treatise About Cities, saying that it was 

Polyidus who received the oracle. 

Untitled Fragments 

19 Agathe: A city of the Ligurians or of the Celts, but Scymnus says in his 
Europa that it was a city of the Phocacans (...). There is also another city, 

according to Philo, of the Ligurians, on the Ligurian marsh. Perhaps it is the 
same as the first, as Eudoxus says, but it is marked with a grave accent. The 

ethnikon is Agathinus (...). 

20 Azania: A part of Arcadia (...) and Azania has 17 cities, which Azen 

obtained as his lot. There is also another one of Marseille, according to 
Philo. 

21 Athens: Five cities according to Orus, six according to Philo. 

22 Aegeira: A city in Achaea (...). Philo says Acgeira is a city in Cilicia. 
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23 Srepu. Byz. s.v. AAiKapvacodg nóAtg Koptag (...) &aAeito 9€ ToOuóc xoi 

Ze$optov, óc iov, Kat Zeoupta. 

24 Stern. Bvz. s.v. 'AXönn' nörıg OeoooAtoc, ano AAörnng THs KepKvovog, ws 

Depexvböng (3 F 147), n ng "Aktopog, og PiAwv' Eotı de nera&d Aapioong ig 

Kpeuootng kai Exivov. P’ got Kai tis Attiki 'AAómy y' Hóvrov, àà' fi 

Tlevdeoideıa' 8’ nepı Eßorav' e’ nepi Aeiboüg' g’ nepi Aokptöo. 

25 Srepn. Bvz. s.v. "Avdeio' nöAıg [leAornovvnoov mAnotov Apyovg, og Pihov. 

10 &0vıRröv 'Avdec. Eotıv "Avdeıa koi tod TTóvtov nóAi npóc tfj Opin (...) 

fic uéuvnvtot x0AAo0t KOL Oiréac. Eott Kai KHUN AtBdn¢. Eott Kat ItaAtacg 

"Póumg RANSLoV, tig KL "AVTLOV HETOVOUGOON, Wc ELpTOETAL. 

26 SrEPH. Bvz. sv '"Avuooa: nóMig AéoBou £óeEng TH Lrypio, Gd’ Tc 

Tepravöpog ó “Avticoaitog, Staondtatog KiapMddcg amo “Avticons thc 

Máxapog Ovyopóc €v toic DirAwvos. £ot kot vfjooc uia TOV KUKAGS@V’ Kat y’ 

Ivsırng, Nv avaypadeı PiAwv kai Anuoddnag 6 MiAnouog (428 F 3). 

27 Stern. Bvz. s.v. "Apyoupar nóAig O£oooiag T] npótepov "Apytoca. Eotı 

Kat tomog tic EvBotag “Apyovpa, dmov 90oxei tov Ilavómtv Epic 

NEPOVEVKEVAL. TO EOviKOV SE EEL Apyovupatos, óc koi Pirwv: (...) 

28 Srepu. Byz. s.v. “Aptéuita’ vijoog Tuppnyikh mapa tiv At8íAe10v viioov, 

as Pirov. a S€ LtpdBov (16,1,17 p. 744 C,) (...). 

29 SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. 'Aonig nóAw Aipónc, oc Pirewv: (...) 

30 SrEPH. Bvz. sv. BofuAóv: Ilepow] xóAig, untpónoAig, XeAeokei 

xaAouuévm. kttcua BaPvA@voc, Gvdpdg coóotótov, moi00g BnAov, 

xaAaitotov, o0x óc 'Hpóóotog (1,184 ?) óxó Xejipóuióog tatg yàp nv 

àpxarotépa Ereoı aß, oç 'Ep&vvioc. Eotı koi &v Avyónto nA. (...) 

31 SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. Bóonopog; tóAi IHóvtov xotà töv Kyun£pıov KÖANOV, ÓG 

Dirov, Kai nzopOuóg Oumvuuog and lots <tihg Ivaxov> Kadovpevoc, 

«xa8og» AioxvAos Ev pounder deouaty (733) <ypdder>" (...) 

32 SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. BovOön: nörıg TAAvupiéocg, a¢ Pirav, tà tò Káðuov émi 

Cevyoug Bodv OxovMEVoV TaxéMs Avboat viv £c TDAXvptotc óðóv' ol SE TOV 

Kddpov And th¢ Aiyvrtiag Bovtotds óvouócot otv, koi rapoadQO0apeioav 

kareichaı Bovdönv. 

45 Pirwv Meineke : Purwviöng codd. 99 8& add. R 59 àptémra V : àptéuńto (sic) R : 
aptéuita P (2) || Ai8GXevov Cluver : OóA- codd. 6% BrAov Salmasius ex Palatinis (2) : Mrdov 
RV © Epevvuog edd. : éppéviog RP: &péviog V 6668 textum e Const. Porph. de them. 2,12 
suppl. Meineke 66-67 og Birwv codd. : om. Const. Porph. $9 "DAXvpi8og Xylander : -iáóog 

codd. 

1060 PHILO OF BYBLUS 23-32 
i 

23 Halicarnassus: A city in Caria (...). It was called Isthmus and Zephyrion, 

according to Philo, and Zephyria. 

24 Alope: A city in Thessaly, after Alope, daughter of Cercyon, according to 

Pherecydes, or of Actor, according to Philo. It is situated between Larissa 

Cremaste and Echinus.There is also a second Alope in Attica, a third in the 

Pontic region, from which Penthesilea comes, a fourth around Euboea, a 

sixth near Delphi, a seventh in the Locrian region. 

25 Antheia: A city in the Peloponnese near Argus, according to Philo. The 

ethnikon is Antheus. There is also a city called Antheia in the Pontic region 

close to Thrace, which is mentioned among many others by Phileas. There 
is also a village in Libya. There is also one in Italy in the vicinity of Rome, 
which was renamed Antium, as shall be said. 

26 Antissa: A city in Lesbos next to Sigrion, from which came Terpander of 
Antissa, the most famous cithara player. After Antissa, the daughter of 

Macar, in Philo's books. It is also one island of the Cyclades. And a third in 
India, which is recorded by Philo and by Demodamas of Miletus. 

27 Argura: A city in Thessaly, which was earlier called Argissa. There is also 
a place on Euboea called Argura, where Hermes is believed to have killed 

Argus. The ethnikon should be Arguraeus, as is also told by Philo. (...) 

28 Artemita: An island in the Tyrrhenian Sea near the island of Aethalcia, 
according to Philo. 

29 Aspis: A city in Libya, according to Philo. And according to Strabo (...). 
30 Babylon: A Persian city, metropolis, called Seleucia. It is the oldest foun- 
dation of Babylon, of a very wise man, son of Belus, not as Herodotus says, 
of Semiramis, since it is older than her by two thousand years, according to 
Philo. There is also a city in Egypt. 
31 Bosporus: A city in the Pontic region on the Cimmerian gulf, as Philo 
Says, and a strait with the same name, called after Io, <daugther of 
Inachus>, <as> Aeschylus <writes> in his Prometheus Desmotes (cs 
32 Buthoe: A city in Illyria, according to Philo, because Cadmus driving on 
a chariot drawn by a pair of oxen (= bus) quickly (= thoos) accomplished his 
Journey to Illyria. Others say that Cadmus named it after the Egyptian Buto, 
and it came to be called Buthoe by a corruption of the name. 
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33 SrEPH. Bvz. sv. Boopa: nóAtc "Axatoc, 0nAvkóGc, ànó Boopac Ovyatpóc 

"Iovog tod ZoV8ov kai 'EAikng. tò E8vikKov Bovpaiog AvKodpav (Al. 591) 

“Aun te Bovpatoisw nyeu@v otóñov”. èx cvoa0tng Tv Ilvo0éog (2109 

OverBECK) (Üoypóóocg, o0 £ouv Épyov ó èv Tlepydum eréoac, dnd 

toiyoypapiac àv, oc dU.ov. (...) 

34 SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. Tepaoa' nóAig tijg Kong Luptac tfjg 6ekonóAgoc. EF 

avdtis Aptotwv pytwp Goteióc £o, óc (DU.v, kai Küpukoc ooótotiis koi 

IDAátov voutkóg pńtop, nâcav naiðevoiv WG HIAV ànootouotiGov Kol èv 

ovvnyoptars Kal napeöpevraig Koi Opóvoig vv óp0ótnta T@v vöu@v 

eriTndevov. 

35 Strepu. Byz. (plen.) s.v. Auppdyiov’ moAtg TAAvpikn, Entdapvoc KAnbeioa 

Gnd “Em dSduvov. tovtov Ovyátnp MéMooa, ñs Kat MooeSGvog Avppayiog ao’ 

ng &otıv év “Envdduvo tonog Medroomvios, évOa Toce Sav avti ovviAdev, 

«oc Pirov. UtpdBov 8 ev © (7,5,8 p. 316 C.) onot>: “uweta d€ tov ‘PiCovikov 

<KdAtov> Aiocog oti nóg kal AkpóAiococ kai “Extdapvoc, Kepkupatav 

Ktioua, 9] vóv Avppéxiov ópovüonuoc vij xeppovrioo [npótepov] Aeyouévn, &à* 

Ag töpveaı, [ag Pirov].” 

36 Stern. Bvz. s.v. "Eyeora' nökıg Lıkedtoc, EvOo Hepuo 06010, 6c Uv: 

ano 'EyEotov tod Tpwdc. 

37 Stepn. Byz. s.v. EXatar (...) Éow koi nóAig Gotikng 'EAota ugvaSo Tópou 

xoi Xi8ívoc, oç Pov. 

38 Stern. Byz. s.v. lórm nói Qowikng nAnotov Tauviag, @g Pihwv' @g 5€ 

Avov0ctoc (Per. 910) IToAatozivng: Goin yàp xoi HaoAatosivn. £A 92 

ano lómzng tfjg AióAov Ovyatpóc, tfjg yuvatuxóg Kmóéog 100 ktiícavtog kai 

Baciievoavtog — TOD Kataotepıodevrog, o0 £ou yuvi) Kaociénetr ol 

"EAAnveg kakag bacıv —, ib’ od Knofves ot AiO0toxgc. £o kot OzoooALac 

QA An. 

39 SrEPH. Bvz. s». Kóvog éniveiov 'Oxobvtoc, óc diXov xoi Ilavooviacg 

(10,1,2): ‘Exatotog (1 F 131) 62 nóAw atv ónovv. 

40 Stern. Bvz. s.v. Adm: xóAw Kpryeng (...) kat y ing ApyoAidog, og Pihov. 

73-4 Qnyokóg ... EAikng add. VR — 79. Aóum Steph. Byz. : Abung Lycophro 78 Sexanörewg 
Salmasius (cf. Plin. Nat. his... 5,74; 77; OGIS 631,4) : xeocapeokoióekanóAeog codd. 

81 nopedpevtaic codd. : napedpicig Berkel 8% Tlooeıöavog S : 16 Moo- PVR : x00 IHoo- 
Xylander ®6 ido in hunc locum transpos. Meineke, post 89 \öpvraı habent S, Const. Porph. de 

them. 2,9 || Ztpaßov 8’ &vn’ (Ev &’ Jacoby recte) noi suppl. Meineke 87 kóXnov Strab. : om. 

Steph. Byz. 88 npóxepov S : om. Strab. | 9-98 «o ... kakóc ġaow del. Schubart 

1060 PHILO OF BYBLUS 33-40 
48 

33 Bura: A city in Achaea, feminine, after Bura, the daughter of Ion, son of 

Xuthus, and of Helice. The ethnikon is Buraeus. Lycophron: “and Dyme, 

army leader of the Buraeans”. The painter Pytheas came from it, whose 

work is the clephant in Pergamon, a wall-painter, according to Philo (...). 

34 Gerasa: A city of the Decapolis in Coele Syria. From it comes Ariston, a 

witty orator, according to Philo, and Cerycus, a sophist, and Plato, an orator 

learned in the law, who constantly repeated that all learning formed an 

indisociable whole and insisted on the correctness of the laws whether he 

was advocate, paredros or judge. 
35 Dyrrhachium: an Illyrian city, called Epidamnus after Epidamnus, whose 

daughter is Melissa. Her son, and Poseidon’s, is Dyrrhachius. A place in 

Epidamnus, where Poseidon joined her, is called after her Melissonian place, 

<according to Philo. Strabo says in his seventh book>: “After the Rhizonic 
<gulf> there is the city of Lissus and Acrolissus and Epidamnus, a founda- 

tion of the Cercyreans, which is now called Dyrrhachium like the peninsula 

on which it is built”, [as Philo]. 
36 Egesta: A city of Sicily, where there are hot springs, according to Philo, 

called after the Trojan Egestes. 
37 Elaea: (...) There is also a Phoenician city Elaea between Tyre and Sidon, 

according to Philo. 
38 Iope: A city in Phoenicia near lamnia, according to Philo, in Palestine 

according to Dionysius, since Palestine is Phoenicia. It was named after 
Iope, the daughter of Aeolus, the wife of Cepheus, the founder and ruler of 

the city—the one who became a star, whose wife is Cassiopea, the pagan 

sources are wrong—, after whom the Etheopians are called Gephenes. 

There is also another Iope in Thessaly. 

39 Cynus: An Opuntian sea-port, according to Philo and Pausanias. 

Hecataeus calls it a city. 
40 Lampe: A city on Crete (...) and a third in the Argolis, according to Philo. 
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41 SrEPH. Bvz. s». Aaoótkeia nódig ig Lupiac, | mPdtepov Aev«KT AKT) 

Aeyouévn Kal npò tovtov Páuða: kepavvobelç yáp tis èv AVTH TOWN Ereye 

“PapdvOac” tovtéotiv àb’ Oyouc ó Beóc: páuav yàp 10 byos, GOac Sé 6 Bedc. 

ovtas Pilav. 

42 Srepu. Byz. s.v. Mapota: nói; Qotvikngc, oc AAéSovópoc (273 F 128) kat 

Dirov, ond Mapoov. 

43 Srepu. Byz. s.v. MeyoAn morc; (...) 46’ NG Keprıöäg Gptotoc vouio8étnc koi 

LEALaUB@v rotto, xoi Aivnotag xepurommuxóc ó Oeoópáotou uaOntic, koi 

'Axgo1óó0poc repi tÓAeov ovyyeypodooc, xoi TIoA0Btoc Teooapakovra BipALo 

ovyypówvac. (...) Éou kat IBnpias Meyáàn nóAic, oc DU ov. 

44 SrEPH. Bvz. se Me008piov móAig 'Apkaótag (...) koi étépa móAic 

O&£oooAtac, c (iov. 

45 SrEPH. Byz. s.v. Meita: mdd1g Oeooahiacg 'AAé&avópog Acito 

Osónounoç (115 F 373) è Meñíiterav aùthv ġnow. ó noñitng Meùitarevús. 

"Eoopog X~ (70 F 95) “ot è vópavvot xàv Oepóv kai MeAttaueig pior 

npótiepov Undpyovtec . 

Meit: voog etagi Hreipov kat Iradiac, Oev ta Kkvvidia, MeArtoid oaov. 

ó oikńtop Medrtoiog. gott Kat mOAIg GnoiKkosg Kapynéoviov Meditera’ Birwv 

OVTM YPAHEL, TH ALTA NPGYUATO TH ELpNUEVY npooártov. t0 £0vixóv MeAttEvc. 

Kat SLOG Oivyidos dvAng. 6 önuörng Meirteüc. 

46 Stern. Byz. s.v. Mvotg; nóg Toviac, óc dU.v xot 'AnoAAó8ípoc èv o 

Xpovikóv (244 F I). 

47 SrEPH. Bvz. 5.0. OAßia: nörıg Aryvorkn (...) P nóg év Hóvto y 

Bıdvviog ano 'OABtag vóuóng 8° IlouévAtacg, oc OiAov — ook čom S€ 

IojtvAtac, GA cfc vov XoAouov yfic koi oo6& OAXpta, GAAG "OABa KaAEitaL, 

Koi ot noAivot 'OApoiot xoi "OABtc kot 'OABta — * €' Ipnptocg c' Zapóoog C 

TAXvptóog: n' EAAnonóvtov: 9° KUuxtac. 

48 SrEPH. Bvz. s. TeAjiooóg nóig Kopiag ç ð Plov kat X:pópov 

(14,3,4) Avktac. čom yàp àpóoépov ópiov uexà AaotóoAa. 

104 yàp tovtg R : yåp nov tç (?) Meineke; fort. nomen corruptum latere cens. Jacoby || £v aoc 

add. R || rownv om. R 105 pouóvðaç codd. : papaváðaç Salmasius || rop! &yycptoi post 
yàp add. Eusth. || dac codd. : à8àv. Eusth. : ğvƏaç Bochart 108 napcoo VR : uápcou P: 
Mapovov Berkel 15 Meritora Meineke : Mearttata codd. || "Acta codd. : Eopómn (? 
Meineke 119 "Troriogc. < “Eon kat dAXm nAnciov Zıreriag> Ö0ev Holstenius 120-121 
Mediteta ... eOvikdv Meauteds post 118 Qnópxoviec Iranspos. duce Berkel edd. : post 

Kapxndoviov codd. 130 Teruooög codd. : Terumooög edd., sed cf. Ruge (1934: 410); Aristoph. 
F 548 K-A. || «ai Xylander : 4 codd. 131 Ausorepwv Kylander : Aubötepa codd. 
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41 Laodicea: A city in Syria, which formerly was called Leuce Acte and 

before this Ramitha, since a shepherd, when struck in it by a thunder-bolt, 

said ^Ramanthas", which means “god from heaven”, since “raman” is 

“heaven”, and “athas” is “god”. Thus Philo. 

42 Marsya: A city in Phoenicia, according to Alexander and Philo, after 

Marsus. 
43 Megalopolis: (...) from which comes Cercidas, the best lawgiver and poet 
of lyric iambics, and the Peripatetic Aenesias, pupil of Theophrastus, and 

Acestodorus, who wrote about cities, and Polybius, who composed forty 

books. (...) There is also a Megalopolis in Spain, according to Philo. 
44 Methydrium: A city in Arcadia. (...) There is also another city in 

Thessaly, according to Philo. 

45 Melitaea: A city in Thessaly. Alexander in the Asia. Theopompus calls it 

Meliteia. The citizen is called Melitaean. Ephorus in book thirty: “The 
Pherean tyrants and the Melitaeans who formerly were friends”. 
Melite: An island between Epirus and Italy, after which the puppies are 
called Melitaea. The inhabitant is called Melitaeus. There is also a colony of 
Carthage called Meliteia. Thus Philo writes, who attributes to it the same 
things as are said about the aforementioned place. The ethnikon is Meliteus. 

And a deme of the phyle Oeneis. The member of the deme is called 
Meliteus. 

46 Myus: A city in Ionia, according to Philo and Apollodorus in his first 
book of the Chronicle. 

47 Olbia: A Ligurian city (...); the second is a city in the Pontic region; the 

third a city in Bithynia after the nymph Olbia; the fourth a city in 
Pamphylia, according to Philo—but this is not a city in Pamphylia, but in 
the region of the Solymi, and its name is not Olbia, but Olba, and the 
inhabitants are called Olbaioi and Olbius and Olbia —; the fifth a city in 
Spain; the sixth a city in Sardinia; the seventh a city in Illyria; the eighth a 
city in the Hellespont; the ninth a city in Cilicia. 
48 Telmissus: A city in Caria, but according to Philo and Strabon in Lycia, 
since the borderline between the two is beyond Daedala. 



46 1060 PHILO OF BYBLUS 49-52 

49 SrxPH. Bvz. s.v. Tiog nóAi Ho$Xaoyovtag too ITóvzov: àró Ttov tepéoc 10 

v&vog MiAnoiov, @g PiAov. Anuood&vng 6& èv Bi8vviakoic (699 F 9) onor 

KTLOTH Tic ROAEMS yev&odaı Mätapov EAövra TIadAayoviav, Kal EX TOD TIUAV 

tov Aia Tiov TPOGAYOPEDOOL. 

50 Srepu. Byz. s.v. Bapat‘ nörıg Meconvng, S0ev Hoav oi "Adapnrıadar (...) 

£iol koi Dapai Bovwtias (...) Eott & dAn Kphtng, änorcog ts èv Meoońvy, oc 

oiov. 

51 Supa 6$ 364 s.v. DUuot(ov: TIpovcaevc Ti, óc Uv, Lapsravoc, KOLUKOS. 

(...) 

MEPI KTHEEQE KAI EKAOTHE BIBAIQN A-IB 

O IATPOI 

52 (a) SrEPH. Bvz. so. Kóptog: nói Aiyóntov £v 10 ueooyeio. ÈK TAvTNS 

Atovdorog f]v óu&onuoc tortpóc, ENO THs MATPLSOG, ODK GN 100 oópooc Koptóc 

óvouaGóuevoc, où uéuvntar Epévviog Dirov Ev 1 IHepi totpóv. ó 1óvoc TOD 

Lev EOVLKOD OF0c, OUddMVOS TH TADEL, TOD SE KUPLOD Tig MOAEMS Papde, Ws TO 

xóvtog (?) «oi nóvtoc. 

(b) Scuor. (R?) Onmas. 44,14,1 p. 132 Razprn III: Atovoctov xv kupzóv] ó 

Pirov èv 1 0’ TMepi PBALOOHKNs KtIGEwWSs kat "Epuunnog (1061 T 4) £v «o € 

IIepi cv ótà noióetov ouvn8Évrov [£v8óSov àvópóv] totpóv koi ó Zopavóc 

£v toic Tav iatpa@v Siadoxoig (1062 F 1) dao, dt Kai ó&vtóvogc eípnot 

KvPTOG, > P0Edc, 51d GOLATIKTY GoBEvELAV, BapvtOvUs é, ÓG inntog, TÚPYOG, 

ène èk uecoyatov nóñewg ts Avyóntov Aeyonévng Kóprov onfipxev, Ti. 6c 

paci tıveg, óuà 10 GAtokeoO0ot tobg üviEyovrag «or obt00 donep toUG 

ix00G VIO TOV GALEVTLKOV KUPTOV. 

136 “Agapnnddo Xylander : coapinddar P (?) : dapnuada V: oapindsoar R 14 iatpôv 

R: iatpixay Ald. 144 &Bvixod Salmasius : Evixod codd. 199 Kovtog codd., sed Kovrög 

scribendum. essel. xóotoç? Meineke 147 "Epyunnog edd. : Epumnog cod. 148 nordeiav edd. : 

zaóiav cod. || ouvmOéviov Crönert in exemplari suo : oeuvn9- cod. || EvddEav edd. : £o6ó&ov 

cod. || £v8ó&cv àvàpóv delevi 152 on’ suppl. Daremberg 193. «opa edd. : kupzóv cod. 

1060 PHILO OF BYBLUS 49-52 
47 

49 Tius: A city in Paphlagonia in the Pontic region; after the Milesian priest 
Tius, according to Philo. Demosthenes says in his Bithyniaka that the city was 

founded by Patarus on his conquest of Paphlagonia, and that he named it 

Tius in honour of Zeus. 
50 Pharae: A city in Messene, where the Apharetiadae come from (...); there 

is also a Pharae in Boeotia (...); there is another one in Crete, a colony of the 

city in Messene, according to Philo. 
51 Philistion, of Prusa, or, according to Philo, of Sardes, a comic poet. (...) 

ON THE ACQUISITION AND CHOICE OF BOOKS 1-12 

9. ON PHYSICIANS 

F 

52 (a) Kyrtos: An inland city in Egypt. From it came Dionysius, a famous 
physician, who was called kyrtös after his native city, not because of his body 
(Le. because he was Áyríós, hunchbacked). Herennius Philo mentions him in 

his book On Physicians. The ethnikon is oxytone, like the bodily weakness, 

whereas the proper name of the city is barytone like köntos and pöntos. 

(b) Dionysius the kyrtös] Philo in the ninth book of his On the Acquisition of a 

Library, Hermippus in the fifth book of his On Famous Physicians Honoured on 

Account of Their Learning, and Soranus in his Succession of Physicians say that 

kyrtos is pronounced both oxytone (sc. Áyríós, hunchbacked) like /oxós (ie. 

sugarloaf-headed), because it signifies a bodily weakness, and barytone like 

hippos, pyrgos, because it is derived from an Egyptian inland town called 
Kjrtos, or as some say, because those speaking against him (sc. Dionysius) 

were caught by him like fish in fishing nets (i.e. Ájrtoi). 
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53 SrEPH. Bvz. (plen.) s.v. &oppóyiov: p. 244,13 (...) óug 6& vov Avppaynvot 

AEyOVTAL OVTM YAP Kai BóAorypoc £v Makeóovikoig (773 F 2) nor (...) Kat 

'Epévvtog (Xov èv toig Tatpoig Auppoomvóv &vorypáoet Qu.oviónv obtoc 

'AokAnniádóng aKkovotag £oxe Titov Avddidtov XikgAÓv Kol 

PıAwviönv Auppaxnvöv Kai Nikwva 'Akpayavtivov. xol náAw: 

PıAwviöng dE 6 Auppaxnvög fKovoe u&v '"AokAnnidóov, iatpe- 

oac è èv tÅ narpidı Evöodog ovverdsaro pipAta ue’. 

156 iatpoig SPVR : iatprKoic edd. 
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53 Dyrrhachium: (...) Nevertheless, they are now called Dyrrhachenians (sc. 

instead of Dyrrhachians), as Balager says in his Makedonika: (...), and Herennius 

Philo in his Physicians refers to Philonides of Dyrrhachium in the following 

way: Disciples of Asclepiades were Titus Aufidius of Sicily, the 

Dyrrhachenian Philonides, and Nicon of Acragas, and again: 

Philonides, the Dyrrhachenian was a pupil of Asclepiades; he was 

a famous physician in his native city and author of forty-five 

books. 
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1060 (= 790). Philo of Byblus 
(1st-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Philo of Byblus! can be dated fairly securely to the time of the 1st- 
2nd century A.D. He was a client or perhaps even a freedman of one 
of Pliny's friends, the vir doctissimus Herennius Severus?, whose name 
he adopted and to whom he seems to have dedicated a book. Ph. is a 
typical ypayyatıxóç of Imperial times. His antiquarian interests ex- 
pressed themselves in several scholarly collections, in which he 
amassed a lot of learned and curious material. Among his works we 
find for instance a History of Marvels, a Xpnoxouo0tao?, and a dictionary 
of synonyms, of which a substantial bulk survives in several epitomes*. 
However, the information Ph. offers is often quite dubious, and in 
many cases scems to be more a product of Ph.s imagination than of 
his learning. This is most apparent in Ph.s Phoenician History, pre- 
served in substantial parts by Eusebius, which is altogether a strange 
mixture of local patriotism and pseudo-knowledge. As to the history 
of biography and especially geography, Ph.s work On Cities and their 
Famous Citizens in thirty books is very important. The work was epito- 
mized in Theodosian times by Aclius Serenus (1082) and also ex- 
ploited by Orus in his Ethnika, who in turn transmitted its material to 
Stephanus of Byzantium®. Thus, Ph. has to be regarded as one of 
Stephanus’ main sources’. The weight of his influence can still be felt 

! General introductions—more or less dependent on GupEMaN (1912: 649-661)— 
are given by BAUMGARTEN (1981: 31-35); PALMIERI (1988: 15-48); Fern (1994: 200- 
201). 

2 Pr. Ep. 4,28 (dating to A.D. 104-105). 
3 Cf. FGrHist 790 F 12-14. 
^ Cf. PALMIERI (1988); and Nickav’s edition of Ammonius (1966). See also on 

1053. ProrEwv. 
? Cf. in general BAUuMGARTEN (1981); Epwaros (1991: 213-220). 
5 F 21 might suggest that Stephanus also used another source from which he 

derived his information on Ph., cf. GupEMaN (1912: 657). The question is whether 
this was an unabridged version of Ph.s work or the epitome of Aelius Serenus (1082). 

7 Cf. Daws (1880: 441-457), who lists about ninety entries in Stephanus (cf. the 
following note), which he thinks to be derived from Ph. The guiding principle for his 
selection is that the articles all contain information on famous citizens. In some we 
also find a reference to the “pinacographers”, cf. STEPH. s.v. “AB8npa. (...) nAeiotot 8 
‘ABSnpitar nó 1v rivaxoypóáoov Gvaypdovtat; s.v. Aivog (...) o0xo yàp àvaypáóexat &v 
toig riva&. It is of course impossible to attribute these entries to Ph. with absolute 
certainty, though it seems likely that Ph. might at least have contributed to them. 
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in the deplorable epitome we have of Stephanus. There Ph. is re- 
ferred to about thirty times, and one may safely assume that even 
more entries are indebted to Ph. than is indicated?. Hesychius, in 
contrast, used Ph.s work only occasionally. Hence we find but one 
quotation in the Suda (F 51), although comparison with Stephanus 
shows that more material goes back to Ph.’ Perhaps the reason for 
this was that Ph.s work offered less suitable material for biography 

8 Tn addition to the named fragments one may compare Stephanus’ entries on the 
following cities (the list is based on Daus [1880: 441-454]): Abdera (Democritus; 
Protagoras; Nicaenetus); Abila in Phoenicia (Diogenes of Babylon?); Acthale 
(Glaucus); Aenus; Alabanda; Alexandria Troas (the epic poet Hegemon); Amasea 
(Strabo); Amorgos (Simonides); Anazarba in Cilicia (the physician Dioscorides); 
Anaea (Menelaus the Peripatetic); Anthedon (the painter Leonidas); Anticyra 

(Marcellus the physician; Antiochia in Mesopotamia (Apollophanes the Stoic); 
Apollonia on Crete (Diogenes the Presocratic [63 DK]; Ascalon (Antiochus the 
Academic; the Stoics Sosus, Antibius, Eubius; the grammarians Ptolemy [1053] and 
Dorotheus; the historians Apollonius and Artemidorus [FGrHist 698]; Ascra 
(Hesiod); Achnae (Cleodamas, author of treatises on horses); Balaneae (Epicrates, 
author of an encomium on the city); Bate (Habron [FGrHist 359]); Beroca (Cassianus 
the Rhetor; Bene (Rhianus [FGrHist 265] Bithynion (Epaphroditus); Bisanthe 
(Phaedimus the Epigrammatist); Bormiscus (Euripides; Gadara (Menippus); Gades 
(Moderatus); Gargettus (Epicurus); Gergis (Sybil); Dyspontium (Antimachus the Ol- 
ympic champion); Epiphaneia in Syria (Euphrates the Stoic); Eresus (Theophrastus); 
Erythrae (Naucrates the Aristarchean?); Erchia (Isocrates; Zeugma in Syria (the 
grammarian Proteas; Heracleupolis (Theophanes the Physicus); ‘Thestis in Libya 
Cornutus); Thisbe (the Nute-player Ismenias); Thyateira (the grammarian Nicander); 
lasos (Choerilus; Hierapolis (Nicanor the Grammarian; the Stoics Publius and 
Sarapion); Utica (Cassius Dionysius); Callatis (Ister, author of a work on tragedy); 
Kamiros (the poet Pisander); Capri (Blaesus, poet of Menippean satires); Carthage 
Clitomachus the Academic); Cassandrea (Posidippus); Cotyaea (the grammarian 
Alexander); Curium (Aristocles); Crastus (Epicharmus, Lais); Cydathenaeum (the 
comic poet Nicochares); Cythnus (the painter Cydias); Cyme (Ephorus; Herodotus); 
Cynuscephalae (Pindar; Cyrene (Eratosthenes [FGrHist 241]); Lete in Macedonia 
Nearchus? [FGrHist 133]; Mantua (Vergil; Megara (Theognis); Medma (Philip, 
author of a treatise on winds); Metapont (the flute-player Philo; Methymna 
Echecratidas the Peripatetic; Myrsilus [FGrHist 477]; the poet Arion); Mecyberna 
(Hegesippus [FGrHist 391]); Philonides); Melos (the poet Diagoras); Mieza (Nicanor) 
Miletus (Thales, Phocylides, Timotheus); Mopsuest (Heraclides the grammarian) 
Myndus (the grammarians Apollonius and Zenon); Myrlea (Asclepiades [cf. 1100]); 
Nicaea (the paradoxographer Isigonus; Asclepiades [cf. 1100]; Parthenius; the gram- 
marians Apollonides and Epitherses); Nicomedia (Arrian); Odessus (the historiogra- 
pher Heraclides; Demetrius [FGrHist 808]); Oechalia (Linus); Olophyxus (Herodotus, 
Writer on nymphs and gods); Stagira (Aristotle); Tarentum (Pythagoras; Aristoxenus; 
Rinthon; the physician lccus) "larrha (the epigrammatist Lucilius); Teios 
(Protagoras of Abdera; the jambographer Scythinus); T'enos (Erinna); Tiberias (Iustus 
[FGrHist 734]); Tragia (Theogeiton the Peripatetic); Tragilus (Asclepiades [FGrHist 
12]; Troas (Hegesianax |FGrHist 45]); Hydrea (the comic poet Euages); Phalanna 
(Phaniades the Peripatetic); Phaselis (Theodectes); Philippi (Adrastus the Peripatetic) 
Phlius (Timon) 

? Cf. Romx I (1901: 365-379). 

’ 

> 

, 
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than that of his pupil Hermippus (1061), focusing more on the cities 
than on the individual lives, and was therefore only used by 
Hesychius for additional information. In its content Ph.s work On 
Cities is to some extent comparable to Strabo's Geographika!?. The 
number of its books suggests that it was even more comprchensive. 
The collection of the material must have been immense. Apart from 
the more important cities, for which Ph. is never quoted explicitly, his 
work contained a lot of information on smaller places, which are 
often difficult to identify!!. Although Ph. is cited mainly in relation to 
cities in the eastern part of the Roman Empire, he seems to have 
dealt with the entire occumene"?. He described the location of the 
cities, explained their names, often in connection with some founda- 
tion myth, and spoke about their history. Finally, a section on their 
famous citizens was added. Since the title of the work includes a 
reference to the évdogot, information on famous persons was prob- 
ably more prominent in Ph.s work than it is in Strabo. It seems that 
he gave a list of the celebrities of each city. Although it is not clear 
how far he went into the biographical details, the entries on Bura (F 33) 
and Gerasa (F 34) show that the comments made on individuals 
were often restricted to a single short remark. Unfortunately the na- 
ture of our evidence does not admit of any certain conclusion con- 
cerning the overall arrangement of the material. We are never given 
a book number, and in most cases not even the title. It is therefore 
difficult to decide whether the work resembled Strabo’s Geographika or 
was arranged, at least partly, in alphabetical order!?. The latter solu- 
tion might be suggested by the fact that Ph.s book on physicians 
scems to have been arranged in this manner too, and moreover by 
Stephanus' entries on Athens (F 21) and Antissa (F 26). Their word- 
ing (avaypadeı) seems to imply that it was some kind of dictionary, 
although one should not exclude the possibility that this arrangement 
was only due to the various epitomes. Another extensive work of Ph. 
relating to biography is his On the Acquisition and. Choice of Books in 
twelve volumes. Judging by its name, it must have been a guide to 
literature, comparable in kind to the work of Telephus (1071). As the 
subtitle of its ninth book (F 52b) iaxpot shows, it was arranged accord- 

!0 [t is an intriguing question whether Ph. used Strabo's work. 
!! Cf. F 17 (Arsinoe in Coele Syria); F 20 (Azen, near Marseille?); F 22 (Aigeira in 

Cilicia; F 25 (Antheia near Argos); F 26 (Antissa in India); F 40 (Lampe in the 
Argolis); F 43 (Megalopolis in Spain); F 44 (Methydrion in Thessaly). 

12 Cf. e.g. F 19 (Agathe); F 29 (Clupea); F 36 (Segesta). 
13 Cf. Gupeman (1912: 655). 
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ing to literary genres. The individual groups of authors were probably 
given in alphabetical order!*. Perhaps it was used as a source by Ph.s 
pupil Hermippus of Berytus (1061). A third work of Ph. with bio- 

graphical character, of which nothing remains apart from its title, 1s 

his treatise On the Rule of Hadrian. This work was either a Fiirstenspiegel 

or a laudatory monograph. It is possible that Ph. was encouraged to 

write it by his patron Herennius Severus. 

Commentary on the Testimony and the Fragments 

T 

(1) The life span attributed to Ph. by Hesychius/Suda is of an un- 

natural length. According to him Ph. was 77 years old when 
Herennius Severus was consul. The date of Herennius’ consulship is 
put at the 220th Olympiad (a.p. 101-104). Hence Ph. would have 
been already about 90 years old at the beginning of Hadrian’s reign 
in A.D. 117, on whom he is said to have written a treatise. This, 
however, seems hard to believe. Usually the problem is solved in the 
following way: The word yéyove, which in most cases denotes the 
floruit’, is taken to refer to Ph.s birth!?. This is variously placed 
shortly before!7 or after!? Nero's reign. As a next step, the 78 years 
are added and the date of the consulship of Herennius Severus is 
changed accordingly!’. Finally, Ph.s death is dated to the time of the 
Emperor Antoninus Pius??, Although this hypothesis may be correct 
as regards Ph.s age and time of life, it probably can not claim the 

* Contra GupEMAN (191: 653). 
15 On the usage of yéyove in the Suda cf. RoHpe I (1901: 114-184). 
16 Cf. e.g. GUDEMAN (1912: 650); Fem (1994: 200). 
'7 Gupeman (1912: 650), followed by PArmizrı (1988: 21) and Fer (1994: 200). 
'8 Cf. Baumcarten (1981: 34). 
E It is commonly attributed to the years 128-130, because some bricks, stamped 

with the name Severus, date to this period. However, the identification of this 
Severus as Herennius Severus is far from certain, because Severus is quite a common 
cognomen at this time, cf. PIR? TV H 130. The date 128 has become nearly canoni- 
cal. Thus, PALMIERI (1988: 17) adduces it against the calculation of the Suda, disre- 
garding the fact that it is based on it: *I gravi problemi di cronologia posti dalle 
notizie di Suida derivano sopratutto, ma non solo, dal fatto che un console Erennio 
€vero non ci è attestato per il periodo indicato dal lessicographo, e cioe nell ol. 220 

— 101-104 d.C., ma un Erennio Severo fu [!] consul suffectus, insieme con lo storico 
bo (ca. 95-175 d.C.) sotto Adriano nel 128 d.C.” The argument is of course 
circular. 

20 BAUMGARTEN (1981: 34); PALMIERI (1988: 21). 
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Suda for its support. To start with, it is perhaps best to separate the 
question of when Ph. lived from the question of how we are to under- 
stand the entry of the Suda. If we take yéyove in its usual sense and 
refer it to the floruit, the calculation, though based on a mistake, is 
plain and consistent in itself. It starts from the assumption that Ph. 
was 78 years old in A.p. 101-104 Accordingly, Ph. must have had his 
Jlorwt about forty years before that date, i.e. ca. at Nero's reign. The 
vague expression mi t&v xpóvov xàv &yyoc Népovoc, which has no 

parallel in the Suda, thus appears to be due to the lexicographer 
himself, who may have felt the difficulty of combining this date with 
the information that Ph. wrote a treatise on Hadrian. At any rate, he 
thought it necessary to add a second indication of time èp’ où kait ñv ò 
Pidrov at the end of the article. Hence the indication &ri tv ypóvov 
tov yyùç Népoævoç is not a date which can stand on its own, and in 
consequence it should not be used for our own calculation. It is, 
however, clear that something must have gone wrong in the article of 
the Suda. Although a certain solution is of course impossible, I would 
suggest that the numbers given are correct and that the mistake lies in 
a misunderstanding of Ph.s words. It appears quite odd that Ph. 
should have connected his own age with the consulship of his patron 
Herennius Severus, whereas the simple statement that Herennius 
Severus was 77 years old when he became consul in a.p. 101-104 
seems much more natural. In fact, the wording of the Suda, which is 
ambiguous, might even suggest this reading. In consequence, Ph.s age 
at the time of Herennius’ consulship remains uncertain. All evidence 
fits, if we assume that he was born under the Flavians, perhaps even 
Domitian, and died under Antoninus Pius. 

F 

The nature of our evidence, which consists mainly of entries in the 
dictionary of Stephanus of Byzantium?!, poses some particular prob- 
lems. It is often difficult to tell how much of each entry goes back to 
Ph.?? Although he is often referred to just for a particular and unusual 

21 A new critical edition of Stephanus is much in need. Jacoby offers more infor- 
mation in his apparatus criticus than Meineke, but it is uncertain whether this is 
really based on new results. Although Jacoby had access to new collations at some 
time, one gets the impression that he simply turned Meineke’s negative apparatus 
into a positive one. In order not to divulge dubious knowledge I have therefore relied 
mainly on Meineke’s apparatus, restricting it to the most important information. 

?? As a general rule, I have kept, with a few exceptions, to the fragments as 
delimited by Jacoby. 
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detail, he probably offered far more information for which he is not 
directly cited by Stephanus. This latter information would have in- 
cluded those facts which were common to many authors as well. 

Thus, Ph.s work must have been far less extravagant than it appears. 
A second difficulty arises from the fact that Stephanus also knew Ph.s 
Phoenician History. Several entries on cities in the East?’ could derive 
from this work as well as from Ph.s On Cities. Nevertheless, it seemed 
expedient to include the uncertain cases too, since they serve to con- 

vey a good impression of the sort of knowledge which Ph. amassed in 

his works. 

(16) Although Ph. is only quoted for a variant of the ethnikon, the 
entire foundation myth of Andania together with the etymological 
explanation may be taken from him?!. 

(17) The city Arsinoe in Coele Syria has not been identified so far. 
Ph.s explanation of its name is pure nonsense. Moreover, it shows a 
remarkable lack of knowledge about Hellenistic history. The city was 
of course named after Arsinoe II, the sister and wife of Ptolemy H”. 
The entry of the Etymologicum is probably taken from Orus*®. 

(18) The entry shows that Ph. offered the usual aetiology of the 
Plataean spring Bukerais with a slight variant, changing the name 
Polybus to Polyidus?". The entry seems to be derived from Orus?*. 

(19) The second Agathe is probably the same as the first one, 
Avyvotiov being simply a variant to Avyvov. 

(21) Stephanus’ statement that Orus listed five, Ph. six cities that 
were called Athens is quite intriguing. It seems to suggest that, in 
some cases, Stephanus drew information on Ph. from a source other 
than Orus”. It is hard to tell whether this was the complete version of 
Ph.s work or perhaps its epitome by Aelius Serenus (1082). Since 
Orus himself used this epitome (F 17-18), the question becomes 
which of the two reduced the number of cities called Athens from six 
to five. If it was Serenus, it seems likely that Stephanus still had access 

u. 

3 F 30-32; 37; 38; 41-42; as indicated by Jacoby. 
>! For another explanation fo the name, which sounds like a polemic, see Paus. 

4,33,6: xat óu MEV TH Tóg TÒ óvoua Gd yuvaiKds yEyovev Avbaviac óuoAoyeitat Or TOV 
€Enynt@v; on Aristomenes Jacosy on FGrHist 265 F 42-46. 

°° Cf. Hors (1994: 56; 60; 97-98) on the various other cities named after Arsinoe. 
® RerrzenstEIN (1897: 326). 

Cf. Premrrer on Cauuim. F 42. 
28 Of. ReEıtzenstein (1897: 329). 
29 The latter part of Stephanus’ entry on Athens is clearly taken from Orus, cf. 

ArrERs (1981) B 4 p. 196. 

N N 
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to the original version of Ph.s work*°, if it was Orus himself, 
Stephanus, too, might have used Serenus' epitome. It is difficult to 
judge which alternative is correct. However, regarding the working 
method, which was applied by authors like Stephanus, the hypothesis 
might be preferable that Stephanus did not use Ph.s work directly, 
which, at his time, was about five hundred years old, but rather the 

more recent epitome of Aelius Serenus. 
(24) Again (cf. F 18) Ph. told a foundation myth with a slight 

alteration, calling the father of Alope, who gave her name to the 
Thessalian city?!, not Cercyon but Actor. Since Actor is a name quite 
common among Thessalian heroes, it is easy to see how Ph. came to 
think of it, in order to to create a pseudo-learned variant. 

(25) Ph.s information that there was an Antheia near Argos is 
quite dubious. It is perhaps a reference to one of the two ancient 
Ionian cities on the Peloponnese. It does not fit either of them ex- 
actly, however, since one lies close to Patras, the other near ‘Troezen, 
and so it might have arisen from a lack of any precise knowledge. 

(26) Ph. is referred to in relation both to the Lesbian and to an 
obscure Indian Antissa. If Stephanus’ entry still preserves the order of 
the original, Ph.s work was arranged alphabetically. However, the 
order might be due to some epitome. Ph. told the foundation myth of 
Antissa. Perhaps he offered again a slight variant, saying that Antissa 
was the daughter of Macar(eus), the mythical king and xtiotmg of 
Lesbos, and not his wife??, 

(27) Ph. is quoted only for the ethnikon, but he will certainly have 
spoken about the cities, as the etymological explanation of the name 
Argura suggests??, 

(30) Ph. is quoted for a variant version of the foundation of 
Babylon, which he attributed to Babylon, son of Belus, rejecting the 
common tradition that it was founded by Semiramis on chronological 

grounds. The identification of Babylon with Seleucia, which is not 

30° "Thus GupEMAN (1912: 658). 
31 On the Thessalian city cf. SrRAB. Geogr. 9,5,8 p. 432 C.; on Stephanus’ entry see 

WirAMowrrz (1925: 130 n. 1); Alope near Delphi is identical with the city Alpa, see 

DrrreNBERGER on Syll? 610 (vol. II p. 147). 
32 Of. Scuor. (PT) Hom. Q 544 c, V p. 610,65-69 EnBsE: Mákap 6 'HAtov xoi Póóov 

hovevous tov dderoov Tevayny ExeicE (sc. elc AgéoBov) <dn>aKnoe Kal TOALV OiKicas GTO 

THs yovarkds “AVTLOOQV MvOLAGEV. 

33 On the Thessalian Argura which was identified with Argissa mentioned in 

Homer’s catalogue of ships (N. 2.738), see STRAB. Geogr. 9,5,19 p. 440 C.; Hesıop 

F 256 M.-W.; on the Euboean city cf. DEwosrH. Or. 21,132; 164; Harp. a 222 s.v.; 

BÉRARD (1985: 268-275). 
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exact, although both cities are located in the same area, possibly goes 
back to Ph., too. As in the case of Arsinoe (F 17) and Laodicea (F 41) 
he might have tried to link a Hellenistic foundation with some older 

city. The fragment may belong either to Ph.s On Cities or his Phoenician 
History. 

(32) Ph. is explicitly quoted for the etymology of Buthoe that 
made the name a composite of bus and thoos. We also find the same 
explanation in the Etymologicum Genuinum**. ‘The parallel suggests 
that both Stephanus and the Etymologicum had the same intermedi- 
ate source, which was probably Orus?. It remains uncertain whether 
the other explanations are also due to Ph. It was, in fact, a common 
tradition that Cadmus ended his life in Illyria??, Sometimes he was 
also made an Egyptian?/, which may have given rise to the specula- 
tion that he named Buthoe after Bovto, the Egyptian city or goddess. 

(33) Ph. is quoted for special information on the wall painter 
Pytheas of Bura??, who is not otherwise known. 

(34) The celebrities of Gerasa, listed by Ph., all remain obscure to 
us. 

(35) If the transposition is correct, Ph. is again quoted on matters 
of myth and etymology. He apparently knew of a daughter of 
Epidamnus called Melissa, not attested elsewhere, and her son 
Dyrrhachius, who is also referred to as Dyrrhachus by Appian in his 
description of the events of 49 B.c., during the course of a long excur- 
sus on the city of Dyrrhachium??. Ph. may even belong to the authors 
whose mythological treatment of the early history of Epidamnus is 
reported and criticized by Appian. 

(36) Segesta was famous for its hot springs*’. That it was founded 
by Acestes (Egestes, Aegestes, the name varies), a companion of 
Aeneas, must have been common knowledge to every Roman*!. The 
myth originated in the 3rd century B.c., when Segesta joined the 

a 34 Er. Gen. ß 171 BERGER (= Er. Macn. 207,11-16) s.v. Bov8ön: nödıg ‘TAAvptdoc. 
Elpo 8£ ów Káópoc eri Boóv Ceoyovc &xóOnto koi coy£oc eic Dpto raparyevóuevog 
EKTLOE TOALV’ KA GMO TOV Boóv kat 100 000c ovyeiv Bov0ónv abcti]v óvóuacev. 

9 Cf. Reıtzenstein (1897: 328). 
36 Cf. Larre (1919: 1466-1467). 
? Cf. Larre (1919: 1471). 
99 OVERBECK, no. 2109. and touroypaótac àv refers to him, not to the elephant. 
39 App, Civ. 2,152-158; on Epidamnus see also Paus. 6,10,8. 

0 Cf also Prin. Nat. hist. 31,61; Armen. 2,17 p. 42 F as corrected by 
Schweighäuser (= THEoPHR. F 214 A FORTENBAUGH). 

* Cf. VrRG. 1,195; 549ff; 5,35ff; SrRAB. Geogr. 6,2,5 p. 272 C. 
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Romans at the beginning of the Ist Punic War (263 2.c.)'?. The entry 
shows that Ph. also dealt with Roman matters. 

(37) ‘The Phoenician city EAaia has not been located so far. It 
seems to be identical with the city EAoig which is mentioned by 
Dionysius Periegetes??. The information fits the Phoenician History as 
well as the work On Cities. 

(38) Ph. is quoted explicitly only for the location of loppa, modern 
Jaffa, but it seems very likely that, as in other cases, he is also the 
source for the etymology as well. However, as often, the nature of the 
article is quite heterogeneous. First, a short reference to Dionysius 
Periegetes (1. 910) is inserted, who called the city a settlement of the 
®oivikec. His words are explained by Stephanus as a reference to 
IIoAatozivn, because this was the common name for the region at his 
time**, Then follows the etymology, according to which loppa is 
called after Iope, who is made the wife of Cepheus. This explanation 
is unique, though Cepheus, the Cephenes and the myth of Perseus 
and Andromeda are quite often located at Iope?, and looks like a 
scholarly attempt to establish an etymological link between the myth 
and the name of the city. Since Cepheus’ wife is usually Cassiopea, it 
provoked a critical remark of a later author, possibly Stephanus him- 
self, which is inserted as a kind of gloss into the main text. The 
fragment is taken either from Ph.s On Cities or his Phoenician History. 

(41) Ph. is quoted on the former names of the Syrian city 
Laodicea (ñ £r 900.4601). As in the case of the city Arsinoe (F 17), 
there is no reference to its Hellenistic foundation. Instead we are 
given some dubious information about its Phoenician origins and 
former names. The fragment reveals again Ph.s tendency to establish 
the priority of Phoenician over Greek culture, which pervades his 
Phoenician History, and may well be derived from it. 

(43) Though Ph. is quoted explicitly only for an Iberian 
Megalopolis, the information on the Arcadian city and its celebrities 
could also be derived from him, since it would fit exactly the nature of 
his work. 'The Iberian city remains obscure. The fragment shows that 
Ph. also dealt with cities in the western part of the Roman empirc. 

(45) Stephanus’ text raises some problems. ‘The phrase Mediteta — 

42 Cf. Zonar. 8,9,12 (= Dio Cass. 11); for another ovyyéveta see also an inscrip- 
tion of Centuripe in Dusors (1989: 225-226). 

43 Dron. Periec. 910. 
^* Gf. Avi-Yonau (1973: 323). 
45 Cf. Ps.-Scyn. 104; Srras. Geogr. 1,2,35 p. 42-43 C.; 16,2,28 p. 759 C.; Puin. Nat. 

hist. 6,182; Tac. Hist. 5,2; cf. also BurKERT (1984: 82). 
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Meautevs has been transposed by most editors'? after the quotation 

from Ephorus, since Ph. could not have called Malta by the name of 

Meniteto. However, the transposition causes some difficulties because 
it introduces a new city and it is hard to see what the words tà aùtà 
npéyuoxa should now denote. On the other hand, the transmitted text 
makes perfect sense. First, Stephanus talks about MeAitota, the 

Thessalian city. He quotes Theopompus (115 F 373) for a variant of 
the name (MeAiteta)!’, Ephorus (70 F 95) for the ethnikon. He then 
speaks about MeAitn, an island between Italy and Epirus, from which 
the pet dogs acquired their name". Thirdly, Malta, said to be an 
Carthaginian colony"? and called Meliteia, is introduced, about 
which Ph. related the same matter as was told about the other, afore- 
mentioned island, i.c. that the dogs were named after it. This inter- 
pretation seems to be supported by parallels from Strabo and the 
Etymologicum Genuinum, which show that there was some dispute 
about the island after which the dogs were named”®. The text should 
therefore be left as it is. 

(47) Ph. is quoted explicitly only on Olbia in Pamphylia. The 
criticism in Stephanus arises from the fact that the borderline of 
Pamphylia is drawn differently. Therefore, Olbia is located variously 
in Pamphylia or Lycia®!, or, as in the case of Stephanus, in the land 
of the quite obscure Solymi°?. 

(48) The correct form of the name is Teijicoóg?. Stephanus erro- 
neously identifies the two cities of that name with each other, the 
Carian and the Lycian one near the Carian border*!. 

(49) A founder of Tius with the same name as the city is also 
known from coins». 

*© The transposition is already to be found in the Aldina. 
47 On the different forms cf. DITTENBERGER (1906: 169-171). 
48 On the island cf. Prix. Nat. hist. 3,152 (= Carum. F 579 Preirrer with further 

testimonies); on the Maltese dogs see STEIN (1992: 215-216). 
* Cf. Ps.-ScvrAx 111; Diop. Bibl. 5,12. 
0 STRAB. Geogr. 6,2,11: npdxertar 8& tod Maybvov Meditn, d0ev xà kvvi8ta,, à xaAo0ctv 

Medutoia. Erym. Gen. B 5.v. Medrtoia Koviduo: Agyetar St nAnotov ItaAtac vijods Eott 
Mediz, €& fg eiot MeAutoia Kvvidia. Mohéuov ò év Kticeot (SE Extioe B) XweMog 
Medimy (Sixeriav Merits B) onoiv eivan. 

?!. C£. Srras. Geogr. 14,4,1 p. 667 C.; PLN. Nat. hist. 5,96 (Pamphylia); Ps.-ScyLax 
100 (Lycia). 

5? The exact location of the country of the Solymi was also disputed in antiquity. 
They are often identified with the Ad«ou. 

53 Ruce (1934: 410-41 1). 

?* On the Carian city and on Daedala see HORNBLOWER (1982: 93-94; 335 n. 20). 
? Cf. in general WÜüsr (1937: 1411-1412). The city is also called a Milesiorum colonia 

by Mzra Chor. 1,104. 
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(50) On the Cretan Pharae, on which Ph. is quoted explicitly, cf. 

also Pliny in his Nat. hist. 4,59. 
(51) Ph. gives a variant concerning the birthplace of the 

mimographer Philistion®®, who lived in Tiberian times. He seems to 

have listed him among the famous citizens of Sardes. The entry 

shows that Ph.s work also included persons of the Imperial age. 

(52) Ph. said that Dionysius was called Kyrtos after his native city. 

His statement is preserved rightly by Stephanus, whereas it seems to 

have been mixed up with other opinions in the scholion?’. ‘The exact 

correspondence of their subject-matter shows that both of the titles 

On the Acquisition and Choice of Books and On Physicians refer to the same 

book. On Physicians was probably the subtitle of the ninth book of a far 

more comprehensive work entitled On the Acquisition and Choice of Books. 

This work was apparently arranged according to the different literary 

genres”, 
(53) Stephanus quotes Ph. as an authority for the form of the 

ethnikon Avppaynvocg instead of Avuppóyiog. The word avaypader 

shows that Ph.s work was a kind of pinax??. Stephanus’ article com- 

bines two entries from Ph., on Asclepiades and on Philonides. The 

form of the entries and the fact that the one on Philonides is quoted 

in second place suggest that Ph.s work was arranged alphabetically”, 

as one would also expect in the case of a systematic guide book. ‘The 

physicians who are mentioned all belong to the Ist century 3.0.0 

Asclepiades is the most important of them, whereas the others remain 

quite obscure to us. It appears that a short biographical notice pre- 

ceded a more or less elaborate book list, though, as F 52 shows, there 

was always room for the display of eruditon. In the case of the physi- 

cians the principle of the ŝtaðoyń obviously played an important role 

in the brief sketch of character. 

6 On the article of the Suda, which is quite confused, cf. RoHpe I (1901: 372). 

7 For further comment cf. also on 1061. Hermippus T 4. 

58 Gf, Gupeman (1912: 653); Patmreri (1988: 39-40). 
59 GupEman (1912: 653); PaLMrerr (1988: 40). 
60 Cf, however, GuDEMAN (1912: 653) 
61 On Asclepiades see Susemmat II (1892: 428-440). Aufidius is mentioned as his 

sectator also in CAEL. AURELIAN. Ac. morb. 2,158; Tard. morb. 3,78. Nicon of Acragas is 

perhaps identical with the physician mentioned by Circ. Epist. fam. 7,20,3. An identi- 

fication of Philonides is difficult. Maybe, he is identical with Philonides from Catana, 

cf., however, BERNERT (1941: 73-74). 

ow 
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1061. Hermippus of Berytus 

(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 (FHG III, p. 35) Supa € 3045 5.2. "Epunnoç (F 1 Der Corno), Bnpútog, 

&mó xópmg uecoyatov, uoOnic Pirwvoc tod BuvßAiov (1060 T 2): vo’ OD 

okeran Epevvio Levnpo &ri ‘ASpiavod tod Pactréas, ExKSovA0G àv YEVOG, 

Aóyvoc o908po: kai éypaye noAAG. Eypaye xoi nept óveipov. 

2 Supa v 375 s.v. Nwávop (628 T 1), 6 'Eppetov, “Arebavdpervc, YPOLMATLKOG, 

yeyovas ent ‘Adpravod tod Katoapos, öte koù "Epuinnog 6 Bnpdruog. 

3 (FHG III, p. 51, F 73) Supa ı 706 s.v. “lotpoc (334 T 1), Mevavöpov, 

"Io:spou, Kuopnvoiog 3| Moke8óv, cvyypaóeóc, KaAAuuyov ovos Kal 

yvopınog. "Epunnog de abröv not Tldgiov èv 10 P Tôv Ötanpeyavrov £v 

rorseia Sovrwv. Eypaye 5é TOAAG KOL KATUAOYGSHV KOL TOLNTLKMS. 

4 (FHG III, p. 52, F 73 a) Scnor. (R2) Onmas. 44,14,1 p. 132 RAEDER III: 

Atovictov tov Kuptov] ó Pav èv tô ©’ Tepi BiBALOONKNs KTHOEMS (1060 F 

52 b) Kai “Eppunmos £v 10 € Nepi tôv 81d novdeiav byvnGEvtov [evddEav 

àvõpôv] iotpóv kai ó XZopovóc èv toic Tóv iotpóv dtadoxoig (1062 F 1) 

paou, tt Kai OEvtdvang Eipnran KP TOG, Hg O0Eg, 51d GOPATLKTY àc0É£vetav, 

Baputóvoc é, d¢ immo, NUPYO, ènei èk Lecoyatov ndAEws THE AtyURTOD 

Aeyouévng Küprou onhpxev, T. dc paci tvec, 51d 10 GAtoKecBar TOUG 

avireyovtag <vn’> adtod donep touc iO DMO TOV GALEVTIK@V KUPTOV. 

2 rod BupAiov om. A 3 "Epevvi@ Riister : Eppevio codd. * &ypawe ... óveipov ex A", cf. 

Adler I p. XV-XVI 5 ypaunarıkög om. A 8 ”Iotpov codd. : iotopikod Kiister : tatpov Daub 

(1880: 68) : i “Totpov Siebelis; a grammatico insertum Gutschmid, duas glossas “I. Mevávõpov et “I. 

“Iotp. in unum coaluisse cens. Jacoby (1916: 2270) 9? f GVM : Bim A: Biprio I 

13 "Epuunnog edd. : Epummog cod. | mondetav edd. : naudtav cod. || duvnOévt@v Crénert in 

exemplari suo : ceuvmO- cod. || Evöögov edd. : eòõóğov cod. 13-14 £v6ó&ov avipov 

delevi 8 bn’ suppl. Daremberg || Kóptov edd. : koptów cod. 
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1061. Hermippus of Berytus 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Hermippus of Berytus, from an inland village, a pupil of Philo of Byblus 

who introduced him to Herennius Severus at the time of the Emperor 

Hadrian, a slave by birth, very learned. And he wrote many things. He also 

wrote about dreams. 7 

2 Nicanor, son of Hermias, of Alexandria, grammarian, lived under the 

Emperor Hadrian, at the same time as Hermippus of Berytus. 

3 Ister, son of Menander, son of Ister, Cyrenaean or Macedonian, writer, 

slave and pupil of Callimachus. But Hermippus says in his second book On 
Slaves Prominent in Learning that he came from Paphus. He wrote many things 

in both prose and verse. 

4 Dionysius the Ayrtés| Philo in the ninth book of his On the Acquisition of a 

Library, Hermippus in the fifth book of his On Famous Physicians Honoured on 
Account of Their Learning, and Soranus in his Succession of Physicians say that 
kyrtos is pronounced both oxytone (sc. Áyríós, hunchbacked) like foxds (i.e 

sugarloaf-headed), because it signifies a bodily weakness, and barytone like 

hippos, pyrgos, because it is derived from an Egyptian inland town called 
Ajrtos, or, as some say, because those speaking against him (sc. Dionysius) 

were caught by him like fish in fishing nets (ce. bjrtoi). 
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5 (F2 Der Conwo) TEnr. Anim. 46,10-11: (...) quanti autem commentatores 
ct affirmatores in hanc rem? Artemon Antiphon Strato Philochorus (328 ‘T 

7) Epicharmus Serapion Cratippus Dionysius Rhodius Hermippus, tota 
saeculi litteratura. (...) (11) ceterum Epicharmus etiam summum apicem in- 

ter divinationes somniis extulit cum Philochoro Atheniensi. nam et oraculis 

hoc genus stipatus est orbis, ut Amphiarai apud Oropum, Amphilochi apud 

Mallum, Sarpedonis in Troade, Trophonii in Boeotia, Mopsi in Cilicia, 

Hermionae in Macedonia, Pasiphaae in Laconica. cetera cum suis et 

originibus et ritibus et relatoribus, cum omni deinceps historia somniorum, 

Hermippus Berytensis quinione voluminum satiatissime exhibebit. 

6 (FHG Ill, p. 35) Crem. Strom. 6,145,2: Kai popia toradta AyıdLov TOV 

apıduov ropatiBetar “Eppinmoc 6 Bypvttog €v tH Hepi £óonóóoc. 

TIEPI TON AIATIPEPANTON EN ITAIAEIAI AOYAQN? 
(T 3; F 1; F 3-5) 

1 (FHG TII, p. 51, F 72) Er. Gen. p. 37 Murer (= Er. Macn. 118,11-15) so. 

'Anáuera: róis BiOvviac, npótepov Mupiéa kañovuévn' iv AaBav sOpa Tapa 

Pirinnov tod Anuntpiov 6 Zimrag petovóuaocev 'Anáuerav årò tç éavtoð 

yovaikóc 'Andpoc. "Epuwog £v t9 IIept tóv £v noióetq. Aapyávvov Aóyo. 

ovtas “Qpoc. 

IIEPI ONEIPON 

(T 5) 

TIEPI EBAOMAAOZ 

(T 6) 

26 relatoribus AB : relationibus Semler 3? 6 ZmiXag vel ZuiXag codd. : TIpovoiag 6 ZniAo 

Müller, FHG IHI, p. 51, sed incertum error librarii an auctoris sit. 33 Xoynyáveow Aóyo codd. : 

B1Xogyéveov 800X0v Hemsterhusius fortasse recte, cf. T 3. 
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5 (...) But how many are those who have written about or have affirmed this 

matter? Artemon, Antiphon, Straton, Philochorus, Epicharmus, Serapion, 

Cratippus, Dionysius of Rhodes, Hermippus, the whole pagan literature...) 

(11) Moreover, Epicharmus accorded to dreams even the highest rank 

amongst prophecies, as did Philochorus of Athens. Indeed, the world is 

crowded with oracles of such kind, like that of Amphiaraus near Oropus, 
that of Amphilochus near Mallus, of Sarpedon in the Troas, of Trophonius 

in Bocotia, of Mopsus in Cilicia, of Hermione in Macedonia, of Pasiphae in 

Laconia. Of the others, their origins, rites and chroniclers included, together 

with the whole successive history of dreams, Hermippus of Berytus in five 

volumes will give more than sufficient information. 

6 And innumerable things of this kind Hermippus of Berytus puts forward in 

his book On Seven to sanctify the number. 

ON SLAVES PROMINENT IN LEARNING 

(T 3; Fl; F 3-55) 

1 Apamea: a city of Bithynia, earlier called Myrlea, to which Ziaelas gave 

the name Apamea after his wife Apame, when he had received it as a gift 
from Philip, son of Demetrius. Hermippus in his book On Famous Men of 

Letters. Thus Orus. 

ON DREAMS 

(T 5) 

ON SEVEN 

(T 6) 
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Untitled Fragments 

2 (FHG II, p. 35) Supa n 664 5.v. Map0éviog (SH 605), “Hpakretdov Kai 

Evdapac, “Epuitrosg 6& TH8ac¢ noi: Nixasòs rj MupAeavóc, £Aeyevonoióc kai 

LETPOV SLAMdPOV TOLNTIS. ODtOS EANHON Ind Kivva Adovpov, te MiOptóátnv 

'"Pouoiot kotemoAéumoav: Eita TdEetOn 6G thy natdevow Kai EPiM nExpL 

Tıßeptov tov Katoapos. (...) 

3 (FHG III, p. 52) SupA a 97 sv. "Appov: Ppv& r Poßtog, ypaunarıköc, 

uaanıng Tpbdwvog, codtotevous Ev Pan, yeyovas d€ Ex SovAMV, óc ONOLV 

"Epuinnoc. 

4 (FHG III, p. 35) Supa o 355 s.v. LipvdAdra, “AndAA@VOS Kat Aaa, Kat dE 

tivac AplotoKpatous Kai ‘YédAne, as 5€ GAOL Kptvaydpov, &g d£ "Epuinnog 

Ocodsapov. “EpvOpaia, mapa 10 texOijvar Ev yopim tov ‘EpvOpav, 6 

mpoonyopeveto Bator viv dE avtdO TO xoptov moAio02v  Epv0poi 

TMpooayopevovtat. (...) 

5 (FHG MI, p. 36) SrzPH. Bvz. s.v. Püßevvo: nörıg TraAtag. "Epuinnog 6 

Bnpottoc Paodevvav adrnv Kadel. 

6 (a) Er. Gen. AB (= Er. Macn. 288) s.v. öpoitm' 'H nberog' 6 dE AltwAög 

(Avex. Agr. F 16 p. 128 Power) oncı mv okóQnv èv fj tußmvertan ta Bpeon. 

Tlap9éviog (SH 661) 5& thv copóv, kot Aioyx0Xoc (Choeph. 999). koi £o napa 

10 SOpv Kal TOV OitOV, TOV Bdvatov, xó SOpDv TO Eig Bdvatov EmiTHSELOV. 1 N EK 

ópvóg eig oitov nerowuévn, koi eig tó O£yeo00i t0 okfjvog. KAT TOV 

"Epuunnov odv 81a tod v ypddetat, Tapa thy Spdv thy Evatvyv’ Kai tows öte 

èv onvaiver tiv nbeAov Std tod v, Gte SE Thy Gopdv tà tfi; ov. (b) Lex. 

ZONAR. 5.v. 8p0iTm col. 571 Trrrmann: (...) “Epputmoc 5 ó Bnpottoc ópotnv civ 

nvEhov KOAEl, Tapa tiv Spdv thy Evaivny. Kate tov "Epuitmov odv Sid TOD V 

WLAOD Ypadnoetar. 

36 "Epuitmog ... onot F : om. A' 3*7 "Epo0poi xpooayopevovtar A : mpoo- Ep. GM 
49 ‘Paovevvav Pinedo : Povevvav codd. : Poüévvav Holstenius — 95. Sic interpunxi : Bávatov tò 
edd., sed iungendum est €ott ... 1 Sdpv TÒ KTA. 
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Untitled Fragments 

2 Parthenius, son of Heraclides and Eudora, or, according to Hermippus, of 

Tetha; of Nicaea or Myrlea, writer of elegies and poet in different metres. 

He was taken as booty by Cinna, when the Romans defeated Mithradates. 

Afterwards he was released on account of his learning and lived until 

Tiberius, the Emperor. (...) 
3 Habron, Phrygian or Rhodian, grammarian, pupil of Tryphon, practising 

as a sophist in Rome, slave by birth, as says Hermippus. 
4 Sibylla, daughter of Apollon and Lamia, according to some of Aristocrates 
and Hydale, as others say of Crinagoras, as Hermippus says of Theodorus. 

Erythrean, because she was born in a place of Erythrae called Batoi. At 

present, this place is called Erythrae following the building of a city there. 
5 Rabenna: a city of Italy. Hermippus of Berytus calls it Ravenna. 

6 (a) droite: bathing tub. Alexander Aetolus calls thus the container in which 

the newborn are tended to (i.e. cradle), Parthenius and Aeschylus the coffin. 

And after its components dory (i.e. stem) and oitos, which means death, it is 

the stem serviceable for death. Or, the vessel made from wood (z.e. drys) for 

death (i.e. oitos), and for receiving the corpse. According to Hermippus it is 
written with a y, after the wooden drys. And perhaps it means sometimes tub, 
when written with y, and sometimes coffin, when written with an oi. (b) 

droite: (... Hermippus of Berytus calls the tub dryle after the wooden drys. 

According to Hermippus it is written with a y. 
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Uncertain Fragment 

7 (FHG VII, p. 35) (a) Crem. Strom. 1,73,3: 6 8& Bnpbtuog "Eppinnog Xeipova 

tòv Kévtavpov ooþòv kalei, &0° 00 Kor 6 thy Titavopaxtay (F 6 EGF) ypawag 

onotv, ds TPAtog odt0G 

£ic ve Gukatocovnv Ovntóv yévoc Tiyorye óetSoc 

Ópkovc kai Ovoiags tapàs kol oyhuata Orúvurov. 

(b) TukopomET. Grae. aff cur. 12,46: Koi Xeipova de tov Kévtavpov 

"Epuirróç now ó Bnpottoc 9watoovng yevéc9at 6166:0kaAov. 

64 iXopàc codd. : epi Küchly 
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Uncertain Fragment 

7 (a) Hermippus of Berytus calls Chiron the centaur wise. (b) And 

Hermippus of Berytus says Chiron the centaur was a teacher of justice. The 

author of the 7tanomachia has written of him that he was the first 

who introduced mankind to justice showing them 

oaths, merry sacrifices and the figures of the Olymp. 
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1061. Hermippus of Berytus 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Hermippus of Berytus flourished during the reign of the emperor 

Hadrian. He was born in a village near Berytus, and was a pupil of 

Philo of Byblus (1060) who acquainted him with his patron 

Herennius Severus!. H. was probably a libertus. Like his teacher H. 

was interested in biography. His social status and profession might 

have put it into his head to write about famous men of letters who 

were slaves. Although there remain but a few named fragments (T 3; 

F 3-5), the book has made some impact on our biographical tradition, 

insofar as it was one of Hesychius’ important sources. In the Suda 

about thirty entries on famous slaves, taken from Hesychius, seem to 

go back—at least to some extent—to H.s biographical collection?. 

That H. must be the source is indicated by the fact that the Suda lists 

no slaves famous in the field of paideia living after Hadrianic times. 

The work apparently included biographies of poets, philosophers and 

scholars from the 7th century 5.c. onwards?. If the impression we get 

from the Suda is correct, this work became increasingly more detailed 

the nearer it came to H.s own time, since about nine examples arc 

taken from the 1st century A.D.* Thus, H.s method of composing was 

perhaps comparable in this respect to that of Philostratus in his Lives 

of the Sophists. Furthermore, H. wrote some Lives of Physicians (T 4). 

! Herennius is said to have been consul between a.b. 101 and 104. On the 

difficulties connected with this date cf. on 1060. Priro T I. 

? Cf. WAcusuvrH (1867: 140-143), to whom I also owe the examples given in the 

following note. They might of course not all go back to H., as perhaps the informa- 

tion on Persaeus, Diogenes and Aeschines. 
3 Poets: Aleman (a 1289); Antimachus (a 2681); Antiphanes (a 2735 — test. l 

K.-A.); Aristophanes (a 3932 = test. 2 b K.-A.); Choerilus (x 595); Mesomedes (H 

668); Parthenius (F 2); Philoxenus ($ 393); Phormus (6 609); Phrynis (6 761); Rhianus 

(p 158). Grammarians and orators: Aeschines (ot 347); Aesopus, reader of Mithra- 

dates (ot 333); Alexander Polyhistor (o. 1129; Apion (a 3215); Caecilius of Caleacte 

(x 1165); Epaphroditus (e 2004); Habron (F 3); Ister (T 3); Theodorus of Gadara 

(0 151); Timagenes (t 588); Tyrannion the Elder (t 1184); Tyrannion the Younger (t 

1185); Phlegon (6 527); Sibyrtius (c 364). Philosophers: Diagoras, pupil of Democritus 

(8 523); Diogenes (8 1143); Epictetus (e 2494); Hermias of Atarneus (e 3040); Persaeus 

(e 1368); Phaedon (6 154). Authors of prose: Aesop (at 334); lamblichus, the novelist 

(. 26). Physician: Aristogenes (a 3911). 

* Apion, Epaphroditus, Epictetus, Habron, Iamblichus, Caecilius of Caleacte, 

Mesomedes, Phlegon, Theodorus of Gadara. A 
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Unfortunately, it is not clear how they relate to H.s biographies of 
learned slaves, since the title we now have is extremely muddled. 
Possibly they were just a part of the same biographical collection?. It 
is an intriguing question whether Soranus (1062) used H.s Zives of 
Physicians in his collection. Maybe he did. Apart from the biographies 
H. also composed five books On Dreams (V 1; F 2), which Tertullianus 
used in some chapters of his De anima. Since Soranus is one of 
Tertullianus’ main sources, there is again the question as to whether 
there is a relationship between Soranus’ and H.s work. Perhaps it was 
through Soranus that Tertullianus had access to H.s writings. Finally. 
a treatise On Seven is mentioned by Clement of Alexandria as bis 
source. Although we are not given any other title, it seems quite likely 
that H. also wrote some grammatical treatises (F 6; 7). In general, H.s 
literary profile, as far as we can reconstruct it from the fragments is 
typical of his time. He was a prolific writer who amassed a great deal 
of knowledge. His erudition expressed itself especially in learned vari- 
ants, which he added to the texts he compiled and for which he is 
often quoted by our sources. Most, if not all, of it, however, will have 
only been for show. 

Commentary on the Testimonies and the Fragments 

T 

(1) The Suda’s entry on H. is quite condensed. The chronological 
indication ent 'Aöpıavod clearly refers to. H.s floruit and not to his 
introduction to Herennius Severus?. A list of works is missing only 
H.s treatise On Dreams is added by a marginal gloss’. 

(2) The synchronism between Nicanor, known to us especially as 
one of the authors of the so-called “four-man commentary”, and H. is 
remarkable. Maybe both T I and T 2 are taken from the imu: 
Source, possibly a collective work on scholars. 

(3) The wording of the entry is difficult. Mevévépov "Iotpov must 
be corrupt, because in the case of Ister, a slave, the mention of his 
grandfather appears absurd. Such a reference would, moreover, be 
unusual in the Suda. It is not, however, at all clear where the ie 
might have been corrupted. Perhaps “Iotpov and Mevávópov should 

? Cf. on T 4. 
ê Perhaps one should put a comma after Xevrpo. 
7 Cf. Apter I p. XV-XVL l 
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simply be regarded as alternative names?; otherwise, the entries on 
two different Isters might have fused into onc?. 

(4) Dionysius, who is quoted by Oribasius as an authority on 
Aorumdeıg Bovßoveg, can not be dated with any certainty. Though 
there are several physicians who bear his name, identifying him re- 
mains impossible!?, 'The scholion offers scholarly comment on the 
origin, the meaning and the accentuation of Dionysius’ surname 
kvptoc!!. It looks as if it has been taken from an etymological diction- 
ary (Orus?!*). The opinions of the three authors have apparently 
been combined!?. The beginning (óc koi ó&vtóvog &o0Éveiav) 
looks like an explanation of general application of the word Kvptdc, 
whereas the latter part of it seems to refer only to Dionysius’ case. 
Three different explanations of Dionysius’ surname are offered: It is 
derived (a) from «vptdg (hunchbacked) as a kind of sobriquet, (b) from 
the Egyptian town Kvptog, (c) from Kvptog (fishing net). The title of 
H.s work Tepi tov 616 noiógtav oguvn8évtov £v6ó5ov àvópóv Latpav, 
as given by the scholion, seems to be corrupt. Apart from 
oeuvnd&vrov, which is perhaps best emended to buvndevrov, the 
abundance of expression is hardly tolerable. Moreover, five books on 
physicians appear to be too many. Perhaps two different titles have 
been conflated!*: THepi évédéov áàvópóv and epi tav $a mordetav 
duvndévtwv iatpa@v. If both are genuine titles of H.s work, the first 
must be the title of the entire collection, the second the subtitle of a 
section or a book. Thus, the book on physicians would have formed 
the fifth book of a larger work On Famous Men!°. An obvious parallel 

? 'The addition of a variant is a common feature in the Suda, cf. e.g. a 4121 s.v. 

‘Apyvtas, Eotidiov vidg 7) Mvnoópxou i| Mvacoyétoo ij Mvacayópou and 8 447 s. 
Anuóxpttoc; € 2766 s.v. 'Eniyopuoc. H. is also quoted for alternatives in F 3; 4. In this 
case we have to read if} "Iotpov (SIEBELIS), Or, if the second name was written as a 
gloss, to eject either Mevavöpov or "lo:pov, cf. GurscHMmD in FLacn’s edition of 
Hesychius. 

9 Cf. FGrHist 334 T 1. The third case, that “Iotpov has corrupted out of iatpod 
(Daun) or totoptkod (Küster), does not appear very likely, since it is difficult to sce 
how a father of a slave should be referred to as a historian or physician. 

I0 Cf. WELLMANN (1903: 976). 
11 On xuprög and xóptoc see CHANTRAINE $.0., ROBERT (1960: 41-42). 
12 Cf. F 1 and the parallel with SrEPH. Bvz. s.». Kóproc (1060. Purto F 52 a). 
13 Cf. DAREMBERG — BussEMAkER (1858: 687): “Le mot óaot ne signifie donc pas 

que tous les trois auteurs cités avaient donné, chacun en particulier, les trois 
explications de ce surnom que fournit notre scholie; mais probablement l'un celle-ci, 

Pautre celle-là.” 
14 Cf. also Jacosy, FGrHist 790 F 52, who suggests deleting iatpôv. 
15 See Hemwces (1912: 853), rejected without convincing arguments by Scum II 2 

(1924: 868). 

|a 
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for such a practice is not hard to find, since Philo, H.s teacher, scems 

also to have given different subtitles to individual books of his work 
On the Acquisition of a. Library. Since H. is quoted along with Philo 
(1060) and Soranus (1062) in chronological order, the question arises 
as to whether we should assume some relationship between him and 
these authors. In the case of Philo, one might think that he was H.s 
source, in the case of Soranus, that he used H.s collection, though of 
course firm proof remains impossible. 

(5) H.s work On Dreams seems to have contained lists of dream- 
interpreters and dream-oracles. In composing it H. apparently used a 
collection of 6auuóota. As the wording of the testimony suggests, H.s 
dream-book was Tertullianus! source in the chapters of De anima 
which are concerned with dreams (45-49)!°. ‘There is the question of 
whether Tertullianus used it directly or found it in some other source. 
Since one of Tertullianus! main sources was Soranus, who is quoted 
together with H. in T 4 and who possibly used H.s biographies, it is 
tempting to assume some connection in this case as well. In this way, 
Tertullianus would have obtained the material from H. via Soranus. 
H.s book On Dreams was perhaps also a source of Artemidorus" !7, 

(6) Judging from the information Clement offers in the relevant 
section of his Stromateis!?, H. seems to have accorded quite a general 
treatment to the hebdomas, including remarks on the different cycles, 
on the planets, on musical harmonies and even on the composition of 
the human body. Probably he amassed a lot of obscure and hermetic 
knowledge. 

F 

(1) It seems very likely that H. made his remarks on the renaming of 
Myrlea in his biography of the poet Parthenius (F 2), who came from 
this city. Since the place is neither famous nor important, one can 
probably exclude the possibility that it was mentioned elsewhere in 
H.s biographies. The text of the Etymologicum offers some difficul- 

16 (6 ^ 

nS Maass (1892: 146); pe Corno (1969: 142-153); TRANKLE, HLL IV (1997: 
Es E (1947: 44-45*) on 46,11: “From this sentence the conclusion may be 
Bs E drawn that all the material concerning dreams which is found in chap- 
as 3 D from the dream-book of Hermippus: ‘The words cum omni ... historia 
aes E 5 not admit of any other interpretation. "This inference is strongly sup- 

BE. dm € circumstance that Tert. uses a superlative here (satiatissime), for in two 
(> er in his work he also employs this form to denote his chief authority, 
poe also his detailed commentary on De Anima 45-49. 
E Cf. Hzmors (1919: 853) 

Strom. 6,140-145. 
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ties. The title it gives for H.s work TMepi tôv £v naıdeia Aauydvrov 

Àóyo, appears to be corrupt. In view of the generally curt and suc- 
cinct style of the dictionary as a whole, the addition of the superfluous 
Àóyo gives cause for suspicion?. Since the reference scems to be to 
H.s work on famous slaves, the original wording was perhaps some- 
thing like Tepi tôv &v noióetq dtorauyavrov 600X0v?9. The statement 
that Philip V gave the city to Ziaelas*! has no parallel. It was rather 
his father Prusias I who cooperated with Philip V, Ziaelas being 
a generation younger. Moreover, the article 6 in connection with 
Zinaas looks rather odd, since Ziaelas has not been introduced so far 
and the lexicographer usually follows the general rule of not using the 
article in such cases. Thus, it seems quite likely that H. wrote 
IIpovotac ó Zujia (Zni.a)??, which was corrupted at some stage in its 
transmission, and that he attributed the renaming of Myrlea to 
Prusias I, as Strabo does as well??. Another version of the renaming is 
given by Stephanus of Byzantium, who tells the same story of 
Nicomedes, the son of Prusias II?*, and there has been some contro- 
versy as to which version is correct. It seems, however, most likely 
that Strabo and H. are correct, since Prusias I founded other cities 
too, including Prusias in Bithynia in the neighbourhood of Myrlea, 
the history of which is linked with that of Myrlea by Strabo®®. Fur- 

19 Cf. HEMSTERHUsIUS (in GarsFORD's edition) and WacnswurH (1867: 143 n. 16): 
“abhorret cerle èv và mepi v. è. n. X. Aóyo a constanti usu grammaticorum scholiastarum 
lexicographorum neque omnino nullum plane exemplum memini.” 

?0 Cf. HEMsTERHUSIUS ad loc. 
?! On the different spellings of his name see Hapicur (1972: 387-388). 
?? MÜLLER, FHG III, p. 51. 
?3 Srras. Geogr. 12,4,3 p. 563-564 C..: kaxéokoe 8& ıhv Kiov PiAınnog, 6 Anuınpiov 

uèv vióc, ITepo£ogc 8& natiip, £óoxe 8€ TIpovoitq v9 ZntAa, ovykataokáwyavtt Kol Taurnv Kal 
MüpAeıov dotuyettova nóAw, nAnotov 8& kal IIpooong o90av: dvaAoBov 8' &keivoc &x TOV 
EPEINI@V AUTÄG ETWVÖHAGEV 46’ EavVTod u&v IIpovoıdda nöAıv ınv Kiov, civ 66 MópAeiav 

'"Anápetav axo tij Yuvotkóc. 
?* SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. MópAeo, nóAi Bi8vvioc, "| vov Aeyouévn "Axóuevo dxó MÓpAov TOD 

KoXooovtov "nyeuóvoc. Nukounóng 8€ 0 Ext$avrnc, Hpovotov 6£ vióc, And ing untpög Ananas 

"Anauerav ovönaoev. Repeated by SrEPH. Bvz. s.v. 'Anóueia. 
?5 [n favour of Prusias I cf. e.g. WALBANK (1940: 114-115); Vrrucci (1953: 48-49); 

Manrk (1993: 23); in favour of Nicomedes see WiLHELM (1984 [1908]: 309-316), 
followed by Hanronr (1957: 1096) and Corsten (1987: 10). WiLHELM (1908: 75-82) 
argues that the name of Prusias I’ wife could not be Apame, because Prusias I’ wife 

was called Apame as well, cf. JG II/IIP 3172. However, it is possible that both wives 
had indeed the same name, especially insofar as they were related as aunt and niece. 

26 Cf. Srras. loc. cit. and Srepu. Byz. s.v. Tlpotoa Mpotea, tig Hpovorddog 
Savéper. 'H pév yap Mpoverdc Biovviac, And Ilpovotov Tod ZniAa Tod BıdVv@v BaoıA&oc, N 
Kiog npóxepov óvouao8eioa (...). 
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thermore, H.s claim that Philip V gave Myrlea to Prusias for his 
services in 202 B.c., who may have renamed it on this occasion, looks 
very plausible. 

(2) Strictly speaking, H. is only cited for the alternative name of 
Parthenius’ mother. But F 1 shows that the variant concerning 

Parthenius’ birthplace Myrlea?’ must be due to H., too, and the story 

that the poet was captured in the Mithradatic wars and was after- 

wards released on account of his learning accords well with a work on 
famous slave intellectuals. The fate of the grammarian Tyrannion, 
described by the Suda (t 1184) in an article which seems to come 

from H. as well, is strikingly similar. There Tyrannion is said to have 
been captured by Lucullus in the Mithradatic wars. This leads us to 
the question of what sense is to be made out of the statement that 
Parthenius was taken as booty by Cinna. As has long been noticed, 
this cannot be the famous Cornelian Cinna, since he died in 84 B.c. 
and is not known to have been on campaign in Asia??. Thus, the 
reference is either to the poet Helvius Cinna?’ or his father??, or it 
originated by some mistake, Cinna being confused with Lucullus, 
whose armies took Nicaea in the third Mithradatic war, or one of his 
followers?!. Despite the slight chronological oddity??, the first alterna- 
tive is perhaps preferable. As regards the history of literature, some 
link between the Greek poet Parthenius and the Latin poet Cinna 
would appear quite plausible, and the whole story might be fictitious 
anyway. It shows, however, that it can have hardly been H. who put 
Parthenius! death —slightly too late—at the time of Tiberius? reign??, 

(3) Although it remains uncertain how much of the entry goes 
back to H., the data he provided would probably have been quite 
similar. Habron?*, pupil of Tryphon, belongs to the group of Imperial 
scholars, which seems to have formed a central part of H.s book on 
famous slave intellectuals. 

A ———— 

on It is also attested by epigraphic evidence, an epigram dating to the times of adrian, cf. JG XIV 1089 (= SH 605 d). For Nicaea as Parthenius’ birthplace see 
m Byz. s.v. Nikota; Supa v 261 s. Néotwp Aapavdetvc. 

E MEmexe (1843: 256). 
P. Cf. Rosracnr II 2 (1956: 57-66), who argues that the poet Cinna went with auney to the East in 66 2.c. 

Cf. Suskwinr. I (1891: 191 n. 99; WirAMowrrz (1924: 230 n. 1). 
, For the various solutions see Rosracnt II 2 (1956: 55-56) 
Pace Rosraent loc. cit., whose arguments do not convince. 

; Contra RosrAGNI II 2 (1956: 53). Tiberius is said to have imitated Parthenius in 
S poems, cf. Suer. Tib. 70,2. This may have given rise to the wrong date, cf. EINEKE (1843: 257), ` Cf. on him Fuxaroni (1912: 2155-2156). 

33 
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(4) It is very likely that the fragment belongs to H. of Berytus”, 
who is often quoted for a learned variant. As the inscriptions from 
Erythrae and Pausanias show, interest in the cult of the Erythraean 
Sibyl seems to have revived in the 2nd century a.p.°° Although the 
work from which it is taken is not mentioned, it would conveniently 
fit into H.s book on dreams, which also included some remarks on 

oracles (I 5). However, since literary interest in the Erythraean Sibyl 
can be traced back as far as Heraclides Ponticus?/, the possibility 
cannot be completely ruled out that the reference is to H. of 
Smyrna®®. 

(5) H. is quoted for a variant in the spelling of Ravenna?9. Since 
the fragment is devoid of any context, the attribution to a certain 
work is impossible. If it is derived from Orus (cf. F 1), it may be 
thought—despite its content—to have been taken from H.s biogra- 
phies. Perhaps H. spoke about some celebrity from Ravenna. How- 
ever, F 6 suggests that H. also wrote some etymological treatisc. 

(6) Again H. is quoted for a variant in spelling (pot instead of 
dpoitm!), which he seems to have justified with some nonsensical 
etymological explanationt!. Although the origin of the material re- 
mains uncertain, it points strongly to some independent etymological 
treatise or commentary. 

35 Gf. Maass (1879: 28); Mürter, FHG HI, p. 35. 
36 Paus. 10,12,7: 'EpuOpaiot 8é Gudroßnrodsı yàp tfjg “Hpogidnsg npoOvudtatea: 

"EAAWQvov — Kópukóv te kaAoUpevov ópoc xai £v v9 öper onrhorov &noóatvovot, cexOfvot 
thy ‘Hpodiany £v abt Aéyovtec, Ogoàópov 8€ &ruyoptov rouiévoc kot vóuóng noióa eivo. 
Inscr. Erythr. 224 (epigram at the sanctuary of the sibyl) 5^ oípou [r]|póroAoc 
xpnoumyópoc eiut XkuAXo. | | vóüuióng Noiáóoc npeofvyevis 9vyátnp: | | ratpic 6^ ook HAAN. 
Lovvn S€ pot £ouv EpvOpai || Kai Oedswpog Emv Ovytdg Enoi yevétns. Inscr. Erythr. 226 
(statues of the Nais and the Sibyl): ayo@q vóyw vóuón Notg XipuAAo vouQng xoi 
Oeo86pov | 'E]pvOpata. 

37 HERACLIDEs F 130 Wenru VII; on the Erythraean Sibyl and Sibyls in general 
see SrrriG (1912: 1103-1104); Parke (1988: 25M); ScHRönDeEr (1990: 192-194). 

95 Cf. ENGELMANN — MERKELBACH ad Inscr. Erythr. 224,4, II p. 381; PAnKE (1989: 
122 n. 15). Although H. of Smyrna is known to have written on the Magi, WEHRLI 
does not include F 4 under his fragments. 

39 The form ‘Povewvav can hardly be right. Probably H. wrote Paooevvav. Al- 
though Latin v is sometimes simply transcribed by Greek v (instead of ov), cf. 
THREATTE (1980: 442-447) for the diverse transcriptions, there is no parallel for the 
sequence ove = ove. 

0 On the etymology of Spoim cf. Frısk s.v. 
UH WACKERNAGEL (1916: 187 n. 1): “Aber allein öpoirm ist alt beglaubigt. (...) Die 

Form Spt wird einzig aus Hermippos zitiert, der daran die Herleitung aus öpüs 
knüpfte (...). Damit ist wohl der unter Hadrian lebende Berytier gemeint. In dessen 
Zeit sprach der gemeine Mann natürlich öpürn, mit der seit dem II. Jahrhundert 
v.Chr. nachweisbaren Ersetzung von oı durch v, und diese vulgäre Aussprache 
benützte Hermipp als Handhabe für etymologische Künste.” 

"n 
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(7) It is very doubtful whether the fragment should be attributed 
to H. of Berytus. Perhaps Clement mistook him for his namesake, H. 

of Smyrna, who mentioned Chiron in his ®atvopeva??. 
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1062. Soranus of Ephesus 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.p.) 

T 

1 Supa o 851 sv». Xopavóc, Mevávópov koi Goífmc, E$éotoc, iatpóc, 

diatpiyas év ‘AdreEavdpeta kat év ti} Pan sé tatpevoac én Tpaiavod koi 

"Aöpıovod tov Paotrkéov BiBAta te ovviá&ac rAeiota Kal KOAALOTO. 

2 Supa o 852 s.v. Xopavóc, 'Eó£otoc, iatpóc veotepoc. Puvaiketa Bihia ô’, 

Biovg LatpOv Kol aipéoets xoi ovvtdyuata Pipria. V Kai GAAG Sidpopa. 

BIOI (AIAAOXAI?) IATPON 

1 Scnor. (R?) Onmas. 44,14,1 p. 132 RarpeR III: Atovóctov tov xuptóv] ó 

Pilav èv tô F’ Tepi BifAvoOeng Ktioews (1060 F 52 b) kai “Epuinmoc ev tO 

€ Iep tov ot noióetov ouvnOévrov [EvddEov dvdpav] iatpav (1061 T 4) 

Kal 6 Lwpavoc €v tolg T@v tatp@v SLadoxgis paou, Sti Kai dEvt6Vac eipNtar 

KUPTOS, WS 0ESc, 51d oMLATLKT GoBévELav, Baputdvac 5é, > immOc, NUPYOC, 

ENEL EK LEGOYALOV MOAEMS Tig Avyontov Aeyouévng Kóprov onfpyev, 1, óc 

Qoi tiv&c, 610 tò üÀALokec8ot toc dvrAÉyovtag «or adbtod Gongep toUc 

Ux00c oró t&v GALEVTLKOV KUPTOV. 

2 Vira Hippocratis (CMG IV, p. 175-178): Inxokpátovug l'évog kot Biog 

Kkatà Xopavóv: (1) Texokpátng yévet u&v "v Kóog, vióg HpakAeióo xoi 

Parvapémg, eig HpakAéa xoi 'AokAnnióv 10 yévog àvadépov, ad’ oD LEV 

eixootds, dd’ od S& EvveaKalSéKaTos. uvnuoveoer 8& fio yeveaAoytac avtod 

'Epatoo0évng (241 F 13) koi Pepexvdng (3 F 59) kai “AnorrdSmpog (244 F 

7 "Epuınnog edd. : Epunnog cod. 8% nordseiav edd. : nordsiav cod. || óuvm0éviov Crénert in 

exemplari suo : oeuvm0- cod. ||  &v6ó&Sov edd. : evddEov cod. l| £v6óEov àvópoóv 

delevi 12 ùr suppl. Daremberg 13 «ópzov edd. : kvptóv cod. 
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1062. Soranus of Ephesus 
(Ist half 2nd cent. A.p.) 

T 

1 Soranus, son of Menander and Phoebe, of Ephesus, physician, living in 

Alexandria and practising in Rome under the Emperors Trajan and 
Hadrian, author of many excellent books. 

2 Soranus, of Ephesus, a younger physician. Four books On Female Disorders, 
ten books On Lives, Schools, and Writings of Physicians, and various other works. 

LIVES (SUCCESSIONS) OF PHYSICIANS 

1 Dionysius, the &yrtós] Philo in the ninth book of his On the Acquisition of a 
Library, Hermippus in the fifth book of his On Famous Physicians Honoured on 
Account of Their Learning, and. Soranus in his Succession of Physicians say that 
kyrtos is pronounced both oxytone (sc. kyrtós, meaning hunchbacked) like foxds 
(ie. sugarloaf-headed), because it signifies a bodily weakness, and barytone 
like hippos, pyrgos, because it is derived from an Egyptian inland town called 
Körtos, or as some say, because those speaking against him (sc. Dionysius) 
were caught by him like fish in fishing nets (ce. kýrtoi). 

2 Family and Life of Hippocrates According to Soranus: (1) Hippocrates was Coan 
by origin, the son of Heraclides and Phaenarete. He traced his family back 
to Heracles and Asclepius, being the twentieth in line of descent from the 
former, the nineteenth from the latter. His family tree is mentioned by 
Eratosthenes, Pherecydes, Apollodorus, and Arius of Tarsus. (2 He was 
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73) xai "Apetoc ó TapogUc. (2) ua8nciis 6$ yéyovev 'HpaxAetóa tod narpög, 

£ixa 'Hpoótkov, kata Sé tivas Kai l'opytov x00 Agovtivov pijtopoc, 9UA00óQ0v 

6&8 Anuokpitou «r00^ 'Apónpitov. (3) katà è tovg IleAonovvnotakooc 

Tikuaoe xpóvouc. yevvn8eic, óc dnotv loxóuayog £v t$ xpo» Tlepi ng 

‘Innoxpatovs aipéoews (1058 F 1), kata tO mp@tov Etog tfjg OYySonkootig 

OALETLASOG, c 6€ Xeopovóg ó Kooc &£pevvrjoac tà èv KÔ ypauuatopviaksiao 

npooTLANGL, novapxodvrog "Appiáóo, umvóc 'Aypiavtov ep6ópm kot eixoor, 

mop’ 0 Kat evayiCer èv avdti Méxpt vdv Trxokpóet ónol tooc Kóovc. (4) ovv- 

aoKndeic S€ EV TH LOTPLKT KOL toig £ykukAioig poOnpaot tv yovéov 

AVTIOD TEAEVTNOAVTOV LETEOTH THs MATPLSOG, Wo HEV KaKONOWS Avõpéas polv 

£v 10 Ilepi mg tarpınng yeveadoytac, Sia tò eumphoar to év Kvido 

ypounorodvAakeiov AAAoı Sé daotv, 6tL MPOVEEL TOD TA KATH TOMOUE 

àmoteAoU0puevo 06606901 xol cvyyupvacOfivat TOLKLAMTEPOV’ Gs SE Lapavoc 

0 K@og Lotop el, OvELPOG AVIA TaPEOTN KEAEVOV Thy OEcoOAGY Yh KATOLKELV. 

(5) ınv de obunocav EAAada Bepanebov Edavudo®n, ote kol Ind Tlepdikko 

TOD Makedoveov Pactrews POLOLKOD vouLoBEVTOG TapAKANVEvta SNLOSLG TPC 

aùtòv EABEIV ner’ Ebpv6@vrog, ðs Kad’ NAikiav mpeoBUtepos Hv adtod, Kal 

onuewwoaodu wuxNg eivar tÓ mó00c. Tpa yàp uetà TOV TOD mnatpóc 

'"AAgGávópov 0ávoxov OíAac tig TaAAaKid0cg adTOD, TPdG Hv SnA@oavta tO 

yeyovög, ened nopedvaatev tabıng PAenou&vng TaVteAßg eKeivov 

peneoda, Adcaı HEV TV vooov, Avaktnoacdaı è tòv Baouéa. (6) mrap- 

EKANON 52 Und "ABönpırav npög adToVg dneðeiv kat Anuókpitov uèv WG 

Ev Lavia HBepaneVoon, PbOA0daı SE AoıLod mv noAıv öANv. (7) AAO Kal eig mv 

TAXvptóv koi ITHoióvov papBópov yfv Aoui00 koataoknyovtoe koi óeonévov 

TOV EKEL DacUA£ov npòç aùtoùç £A0£iv, rapó x&v np£oBeov tiva ñv èksi TO 

TOAAG TOV mxv£ouÓtOv uo00v £keivoug pgu£v  Onpóktoug GmnéngEuwye. 

ovAdoyioduevoc è tüv vóoov émi tv Attırnv New, npoeınav TÒ 

YEVNOOLEVOV KL TOV TOAEMV KOL TOV LAONTOV ExELEANON. (8) tocodtOV dé 

OLAEAANY ÜNNPXEV, Gore tfj 608ng avdtod uexpt Mepo@v dSrarvotov yevonévnc 

19 i8iov adie. M? in marg., post tod rece (RUEHBFIZ) 7! tod suppl. Westermann : om. 
codd. ?? "loyóuoxog C. Keil : iotou- codd. *4 épevvicag MRUEBF : avepevvijoas 
HIJ ? "Aypıaviov CF. Herrmann : "Aypıavod codd. ?S idiac adiec. M? in marg., post tS 

30-31 t00 tà katà tónovç ånoteà- edd. : toD katà tónov tà ànoted- codd., Ilberg 
10 yeyovóc M? : «0 yévoc M, rec. *% "ABönpırav MZ: tov ABS- ME, rece. 

*) [loióvov edd. 47 orüpxev recc. : onńptev M 

rece. 

37-38 ll zpàc M : 

Gc rece. : nAELOVOvV codd. 

u 
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taught by his father Heraclides, then by Herodicus, according to some also 

by the rhetor Gorgias of Leontinoi, and by the philosopher Democritus of 

Abdera. (3) He flourished during the times of the Peloponnesian war, and 

was born, as Ischomachus says in his first book On the School of Hippocrates, in 

the first year of the 80th Olympiad, when, as Soranus of Cos adds, who 

looked through the Coan archives, Abriadas was monarchos, on the 27th day 

of the month of Agrianius. This is also the reason, he says, why the Coans 

offer sacrifices to Hippocrates on this day up to the present time. (4) When 

he had completed his training in medicine and his general education and his 

parents had died, he left his native country, as Andreas maliciously remarks 

in his book On the Descent of Medicine, because he had burnt the archive in 

Cnidus. Others say it was because he wanted to see how things were done 

elsewhere and to broaden his experience. But Soranus of Cos tells us that 
Hippocrates had a dream, which told him to settle in Thessaly. (5) Tending 

to the whole of Greece he won so much admiration that he was also sent for 

by Perdiccas, the Macedonian king, who was thought to suffer from con- 

sumption, and he went to him on an official mission together with 

Euryphon, who was his elder. And he made the diagnosis that the illness was 

psychical, because after the death of his father Alexander Perdiccas had 

fallen in love with his mistress Phila. After he had watched Perdiccas com- 

pletely change colour at the sight of her, he explained to her what had 

happened, and thus cured the disease and revived the king. (6) And he was 

summoned by the Abderites to come to them and treat Democritus who was 
thought to be mad, and to save their entire city from the plague. (7) But 

when a plague struck the land of the Illyrian and Paeonian barbarians and 

the local kings asked him to come to them, he first learned from the ambas- 

sadors what kind of wind was predominant in the region and then sent them 

away without success. Concluding that the disease would reach Attica, he 

predicted what was going to happen and took care of the cities and his 

pupils. (8) His philhellenism was such that, when his fame reached the Per- 
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Kai 616 todto [rapa] 'Apxa&ép&ov 8t. "Yotávoug too 'EAAnonovttov onápyou 

Ent ueyóAaug óopg£oig ógonévou mpdc adtov EAPEIV, SLA TO GELLVOV KAaL 

GOLAGPYLPOV KAL OLADLKELOV GPvyoacVal, > KAL TODTO SLA THs MPO avtOV 

EmiotoAfc SnAodtar. (9) Eppvoato S€ tiv Eavtod nxorpióa noAegueic00i 

uérrAovoav dnd ‘ABnvaiwv, Oecoaradv SenOeic ExtponOrjoar. (10) 816 Kal 

Aaunpóv Évuye TLUd@v Tapa Koois, GAAG Kai OEcoadoig Kai ‘Apyetorc Kat 

‘AOnvaiotc, oitives Kai Sevdtepov adtov ad’ 'HpakAéoug ónuooiq «oig 

‘Edrevoivioig euvnoav Kai noitnyv ëypayav kat thv èv npvtavei olTNoLv 

čõocav £ic £kxyóvovc. dé8Ó6voc dE TOVG ENITNSELOVG EÖLÖNOKE TNV TEXVNV HETÖ 

od xpoonkovrog "Opkov. (1l) £teAeóta 8& mapà Aopicoaíotg, Öte Kal 

Anuókpttog þépetar TEAEVTNOOG, Kal OL HEV Evevnkovra £tOv, oi ó& 

öydonkovra NEVTE þaciv, GAAOL EKOTOV TEOOAPWV, TIVEG EKATOV èvvéa. 

té0antar dE nera&d Tupr@vog kat Aapioong, koi óeitkvutat dpt óebpo 1o 

LALO, EV © HEYPL TOAAOD ouMvog Tv HEALCO@V EpyaLönevov HEAL, 06° O0 Tü 

AHOOVTA TOLSAPLO. YPLOVOL TAPE v9 véo poótec dripoccov ot crat. (12) £v 

Sé TOG MOAAGIS ELKGOLV EOKENAOLEVOS THV KEOOATV YPAHETAL, MG LEV TIVES 

A€YOVOL TAM, TaPGonLov EvyEvEtac, Kadanep OdVooeVg, GAAOL SE TH Watt’ 

xai toOto OL Lev SU EdmpenEray, Exel aAAKPOG Ty, Ot SE 51d 10 GobEvEs TIC 

Kegari,, ot 5é SV Eudaorv 10d Seiv tò ToD NYELOVLKOD xoptov opovupeiv, ot 8 

TOD HLAATOSLOV TEKLNpLOV, Ot SE THS EV TOIG OVYYPGLPLAOLV Goadetac, ot 5é 

TPOS TAPAOTAGL TOD Seiv KdV TH oytaivei $vAGooEo001 tà BAántovta, TLVÈG 

dé Sti YEIpiC@v TPdg tò TOV XELPOV Anapandsiotov cuunepU.apupóvov TO TOD 

tuatiov repıkeyvu&vov Enerideı tH KEPaAT. (13) nepi SE TOV OVYYPALLUGTMV 

abtod noAAN yéyove Staavia GAAwv KA 606aoávrov. 60gv ook EvLAPEeS TÒ 

nepi aùtõv ånropńvacðar, SL TO TOAAKS ATLAS EMLOKOTELV TH] KPIGEL, TPOTOV 

Thy &novuutav, 6e0tepov TO úvacðar tòv YAPAKTHPA Tig $PdoEMs THPTOOL, 

titov Sa tO Eva Kal TOV OvTOV MOTE HEV PHOLAAEG@TEpOV, GAAOTE 

Goleveotepov Sia Ti HAikiav ovyypdderv. Kai GAAac 8& aitiag gottv Einelv. 

(14) &diAdpyvpos 5é Kai toig TPdMOIG GELLVOG KA LAEAANY UATPXEV, OTL Kal 

totg ÓuogOveic &Oepóneue GLETAON ONOVÖT, &g Kol Aoıuav ÖAag Pboaodaı 

48 napa M et rece, om. B : Kai tod in ras. F || Yotdvoug Ilberg coll. Hippocr. IX 316, 318 
L. : Yoravıdog codd. 53 napa Keorc codd. : ob xapà Kéotc uóvov Westermann 61 pemooðv 
rece.: om. M © ednpémeray rece. : ebapemeing M 66 opoupeiv MR : mpeiv ceteri : Cmteiv 
J (in mg. manu rec. yp mpeiv) 72 émoKxoteiv UEBR? F7" : £mvoxoneiv MRHFIj ” etd 

; m : i AES. 1oU0tov post aitiag inser. recc.: om. M || £ow MF : om. codd. 
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sians, and Artaxerxes consequently asked him to come through Hystanes, 
the satrap of the Hellespont, and promised great gifts, his dignity, indiffer- 

ence to money, and love of home made him decline the invitation, as is also 

shown by his letter to him. (9) And he saved his own country, which was 

about to be attacked by the Athenians, by asking for help from the 

Thessalians. (10) This is the reason why he received magnificent honours not 

only from the Coans, but also from the Thessalians, Argives, and the Athe- 

nians, who publicly initiated him as the second person after Heracles into 

the Eleusinian mysteries, made him a citizen, and accorded to him and his 

descendants the right to dine in the Prytaneion. Ungrudgingly he instructed 

his friends in his art under the condition of the proper oath. (11) He died at 

Larissa, at the same time as Democritus is reported to have died. He is 
variously said to have reached the age of 90, 85, 104, and 109 years. He is 

buried between Gyrton and Larissa, and his grave is pointed out right up to 

the present time. For a long time a swarm of bees dwelt in it, producing 

honey, and with this the nurses anointed, at the tomb, infants suffering from 

thrush, and in this way easily freed them of the disease. (12) He is portrayed 
on most pictures with his head covered, according to some with a cap, as a 
sign of his noble birth, like Ulysses, according to others with his cloak. And 
of these some say he did it because he wanted to look well, since he was bald, 
some because of the weakness of his head, others because he wanted to 

emphasize that one must watch the place of the governing part, others think 
it to be a sign that he liked to travel, others think it expresses the obscurity 

in his writings, others think it presents the necessity to take precautions 
against damaging influences even in the state of healthiness, some because in 

surgery he used to gather his flowing cloak and put it on his head to keep his 
hands free. (13) There is much disagreement about his writings, and various 
opinions are put forward. It is therefore not easy to express a clear view in 
this matter, because many factors cloud any judgement: First, the name; 
then, the difficulty of recognizing the character of his style, thirdly, that the 
same man sometimes writes with more, sometimes with less, energy because 
of his age. And one could adduce other reasons as well. (14) He was indiffer- 
ent towards money, noble in character, and a philhellenist, because he 
treated his people with all his energy, to the extent that he even saved entire 
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nÓAgig. Ó0gv xol Aopmpóv £vuxe viv oo napà Kootg uóvov, GAAd Kal 

"Apyeioıg koi 'AO0nvatotg. (15) notos 6& KatéAime 600, O£cooAóv xai 

Apakovra Kal paðntàc naunAnBeig, ENLVAVEOTATOVG dE TOVG EAVTOV aLdac. 

3 Tzerz. Chil. 7, 936-981: 

otoc 6 K@og tatpoc, 6 ueyag Innoxparng 

xo1póc Lev HV 'HpakAei68, umpög S& Pawvaperng, 

TEAOV EXTAKALSEKATOG AOKANTLOD ONEPLATOV. 

uetà yàp Tpotac GAwovv Ev Th nepata ‘Podov 

[940] 6 TIoöakeipıog vVLög "AokAnnıod DTAPX@V 

InnöAoxov Ey&vvnoev, 00 Laotpatos EF€ov, 

ov Aópóavoc, o Kptoogtc, ooxep KAeopvttóónc, 

OVMEP VLOG OedSMpoc, Tod SE LHotpatos GAAOG, 

orep Lwotpatov Kpioajug ó 620tepoc £&&ov: 

[945] Kptodipid0c Oeddmpog Sevtepoc RAL Egv. 

Ek OeodaHpov tovtov SE 6 LHotPATOG O TPLTOG, 

o0 Néfpoc, o0 Pvotdikos, && odnep ‘Innoxpatns: 

TOD TPOtOV InnoKPAtOVG SE VLOD TOD I vaoLdtKov 

Mig <ovto¢> Av Hpaxrerdac, obrep Koi Parvapétns 

[950] 6 ueyas, 6 kai dedrepog, yEyovev Innoxparnc. 

dv oO narnp HparAe1öag tà iatpõv õtðáokev 

6 Ex img InAvßpiog ve 'Hpó8ikoc oov tovto, 

lopytog A£ovtivog 8& MV TEXYNV TOV PNTOP@V 

HLAOCOGLAV HET’ ALTOVG ANULÖKPLTOG EKEIVOC. 

[955] èv Ka PipArogvAag de deiydeig 6 Innoxparng, 

TO TOAALE TOV LaTp@v Evenpnoe pupAto 

Kal tò BLBAOMLAGKLOV. oU 0 óuyov £keiOgev 

£v 'Hóovoic óuéspipev, EAAGS1, OettaAta, 

tÂ 'Aptatépën oúyxpovoç onápxov xai Hepótkkq. 

[960] viol tod Innoxpdrong de 6 OeoouAög Kal ApaKav: 

oUc xai 1óv TIpa&oyópav 6& tov K@ov Kal Er&povg 

78 kagónep etna adiec. M? in marg., post nóXexg recc. : om. M — 9. $ 14 ex superioribus $8 6- 

10 conflatum videtur a. vedactore, del. Ilberg 
M 8° 4éyexav yevéc9ax post roiac adiec. M?, rece. : om. M 

post 'HpoxAeóac Höger 

|| Gavov adiec. M? in marg., post kareAıne recc. \ om. 

9 odtoc hoc loco inser. G. Kloss, 

i: 
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cities from the plague. He therefore received magnificent honours not only 

from the Coans, but also from the Argives and Athenians. (15) He left 

behind two sons, Thessalus and Dracon, and very many students, the most 

notable of whom were his own sons. 

3 This Coan physician, the great Hippocrates 

had Heraclides as father, Phaenarete as mother 

being the seventeenth descendant of Asclepius. 

After the capture of Troy, in the Rhodian Peraea 

Podalirius, Asclepius’ son, 

fathered Hippolochus, Hippolochus fathered Sostratus, 
Sostratus Dardanus, Dardanus Crisamis, Crisamis Cleomyttades, 

Cleomyttades Theodorus, Theodorus another Sostratus, 
Sostratus Crisamis IL, 

Crisamis in turn Theodorus II., 

this Theodorus Sostratus IIL, 

who fathered Nebrus, Nebrus Gnosidicus, Gnosidicus Hippocrates. 
Son of this Hippocrates IL, son of Gnosidicus, 
was Heraclides. He and Phaenarete 

were the parents of the great Hippocrates, also called Hippocrates II. 
He was instructed in the medical art by his father Heraclides 
and by Herodicus of Selymbria. 

Gorgias of Leontinoi taught him rhetoric, 

after them the famous Democritus taught him philosophy. 

Having been appointed keeper of the archives in Cos 
Hippocrates burnt the ancient medical books 

and the library. For this reason he fled from this place, 

and lived amongst the Edonians, in Greece and Thessaly, 

being a contemporary of Artaxerxes and Perdiccas. 

Hippocrates! sons were Thessalus and Dracon. 

He instructed them and Praxagoras of Cos and others 
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Latp kav edtdacev. Eypaye dè PBa 

tpia te Kal NEVINKOVTO. EITA kai TeAevTa o8 

ETOV DRAPXDV EKATOV ÖUOD TE KAL TEOOAPWV. 

[965] 0avov &táQn uécov 8& Aaptoong koi T’upr@voc. 

éntà Todg Innokpoteig dE YLVWOKE NEHLKEVOL 

tov I'v@oidsikov mpa@tov nev, Hpakreda sevtepov, 

tov Oettadod, tov Apákovzoc, 690 vtoUc Ovufpatov, 

Kal tov 109 IIpo&ióvaxtoc £p6ouov Trxokpátnv. 

[970] ‘Entà oi Innoxpatets pév. obtog & ECwypadeito 

OKETNMOV AUVTOD THV KEPAATV AVTOD và toto. 

TEOOUPUAG TUG ALTLAG SE TOVTOV HaGiV DRAPXELV' 

7] YOP GAY@v thy KEMAANy, Tj óc x&v ànoónpov, 

N og deikvog TOD Aoyıouod Ópyavov vom eivor, 

[975] Tj n&c &v xeipoupytat SE XPT Kedaräg xoAontev. 

TOVTO EXOLEL O AVP Kal OVTH CHypadettat. 

KAKMS TLVEG SE AEYOVOLV ELLTELPLKOV TOV Avdpa. 

£5 'Eó£otou Xopavo) ta Innokpatovs čonv. 

ög Innoxparng tarpög 'Hparkeıda 0 Kóoc, 

[980] £Aeye, Eyvouareve t@v Larpav cà yévn 

&r' dA optat Evudopaig Lölag ıpbyav Alrac. 

4 Vıra Hirpockartıs BRUXELL.: Hippocratis genus, vita, dogma: (1) 

Hippocrates fuit genere Cous a Heraclide filius ex Phaenareta ortus ab 

Asclepia stirpe. (2) Asclepio enim ex Epiona Herculis filia duo sunt creati 

successus Podalirius et Machaon. quorum Machaon, ut plurimi tradunt, 
Troiae excidio vitam finivit nulla subole derelicta, Podalirius vero Sirnae 

consistens Rhodi defecit, ut Antimachus memorat in €...» Thebaidos (F 150 

Wyss), filios nactus duos, Rhodonem et Hippolochum, ex Iphianassa 

Ucalegontis filia. Hippolocho creatur Apollonius, Sostratus; huic Dardanus 
et Cynno, Dardano Ablavias et Crisamis; Crisamidi Ablavias <et 

116. £Aeve codd. : Hreyxev Kiessling, locus vix sanus 18 Hippocr- : Yppocrat- semper fol. 22*- 
53 (A) 119 Herachide : Er- A || Phaenareta : Finerata A 120 Epiona Schöne : Epionab 
A 121 Machaon : Macaon semper A 12? Sirnae Schöne : Sime A 123 in <I> Thebaidos 

scripsi numero exempli gratia inserto : in Thenito A 12* filios nactus ‚Schöne : filistactus 
A || Rhodonem : Rodonem 4 || Hippolochum : Ippolochon ÆA 124125 Ifianassa 
Ucalegontis distinxit Schöne : Ifiana sauca flegontis A || Hippolocho : Ipp- A I| Apollo- 

nius: App- A 126 Cynno : Cimno A || Ablavias? seripsi : adagibuas A 
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in medicine. He wrote 53 books. 

And then he died 
at the age of 104 years. 
After his death he was buried between Larissa and Gyrton. 

Note that there were seven Hippocrates! 
First, the son of Gnosidicus, second, the son of Heraclides 

next the son of Thessalus, the son of Dracon, and the two sons of 

Thymbraeus, 
number seven is Hippocrates, the son of Praxianax. 

Seven Hippocrates there were. But this one 

was portrayed covering his head with his cloak. 

There are, they say, four reasons for this: 

Either because he had a pain in his head, or because he was a traveller, 

or because he wanted to show that the head is the organ of reasoning, 

or how one has to cover one’s head in surgery. 
That is what the man did and that is how he is pictured. 

Some mistakenly call him an Empiric. 
My source for what I have said about Hippocrates is Soranus of Ephesus. 

The physician Hippocrates of Cos, son of Heraclides, 
put forward the maxim that the Order of Physicians 

shall make other people's sufferings their own. 

4 (1) Family, Life, and Doctrine of. Hippocrates: (1) Hippocrates was Coan by 

origin, the son of Heraclides and Phaenarete, born of Asclepian stock. (2) For 

Asclepius had two sons by Epione, the daughter of Heracles, Podalirius and 
Machaon. Of these two, Machaon died, as most tell us, during the fall of 

Troy, leaving no offspring, but Podalirius stayed and died at the Rhodian 

Syrna, as Antimachus mentions in the <...> book of his Thebais, after he had 

begotten two sons, Rhodon and Hippolochus by Iphianassa, the daughter of 

Ucalegon. Hippolochus was the father of Apollonius and Sostratus. To 
Sostratus were born Dardanus and Cynno, to Dardanus Ablavias and 

Crisamis, to Crisamis Ablavias <and Cleomyttadas> who came to Tricca. 
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Cleomyttades>, qui venerunt Triccam.<...> (3) item Thessalus de 
Hippocratis liberorum honoribus corrigens Apollodori dicta talibus aliisque 

usus est demonstrationibus. (4) filios reliquit Hippocrates duos ex Ablavia 

uxore sua, Thessalum et Draconem. (5) discipulos habuit plurimos quippe 

veluti primus medicinae conscriptor. quorum nobiles atque digne gloriosos 
Draconem et Thessalum suos filios imbuit prudentia medicinae; item 

Polybium, et Philicsü2onem, Dexippum, Apollonium, Praxagoram 
seniorem; item Coos multos, Coorum domesticos ac plurimum suos, 

Archepolim, Thymbraeum, Timolycum, Menalum, Syennesim, Polyarchum 
et Bonum. (6) traditur autem ceteris corporibus Hippocratem fuisse 

minorem, capite tamen delicato; aiunt denique ob hoc velato semper 
incessisse capite; sic etiam plurimas eius imagines inveniri depictas. alii 
dicunt, quod caput in nobis senserit esse omnium partium principale et hoc 
ostentaverit demonstrans. ali dicunt, quod ob chirurgiae officium 

accelerandum, ut inpedimento submoto facilius manus operentur, 
comprehendens vestium summitatem, hoc est manicas, quadam inversione 

conducens capiti imponendam ostenderit. (7) senectutem autem superatus 

ct, ut aiunt, anno centesimo quarto vitam finivit apud Larissam Thessaliae 
civitatem. est sepultus inter Gyrtona et Larissam fpropter memoriae 
cultumT. (8) scripsit, ut multi memorant, libros LXX et II. hos ordinavit in 

Athenis, postquam reversus est a Medis de Ecbatana civitate ab Artaxerxe 

rege Medorum. eodem tempore accepit septem libros de Memphi civitate, a 
Polybio, filio Apollonii, quos secum inde portavit et ex his libris suis 

canonem medicinae recte ordinavit. 
quia in suis libris primus est Liber iuramenti, quem Graece ópkov appellamus. 

126-127 et Cleomyttades supplevi e Tzelz. Chil. 7,942 127 Triccam seripsi : drieam 
A |l lacunam stat. Schöne || 'Thessalus : Tessalus A 129 liberorum seripsi : libri A Il 
talibus scripsi : tabulis Schöne (per errorem?) : aliis A 10 Draconem : Drag- semper A 
133 Polyb- : Polib- semper A || Philistionem seripsi : Filionem A || Praxagoram : -gorem 

A 135 Archepolim : Archi- 4 || Thymbraeum : Timbreum 4 — || Timolycum : 

Tumulicum A || Syennesim : Siennesium A. || Polyarchum : Poliarchonem A 196. Bo- 
num: nomen vix sanum || corporibus cod. : fortasse corporis partibus scribendum cens. G. 

Kloss 142 comprehendens : compraeh- A 143 capiti imponendam ostenderit Schöne : 
caput imponenda ostenderem A 144 post finivit interpunxit Schóne || Larissam : Larismum 

A 18 Ž civitatem scripsi : -tatis A || est sepultus inter Gyrtona et Larissam seripsi, cf. VHSS 
(F 2) 11 : sis sepultus inter Virtonem Larismam A || propter memoriae cultum A : <et> 

propagatur memoriae cultus G. Kloss, cf VHSS (F 2) 11 deikvvrar üxpı öeðpo TÒ 
uviua 146 post libros LXX et IL. incipit fol. 3'(B) | hos ord. in Ath. A : quod Yppocrates 

locutus est in Ath. B. 147 Ecbatana Schöne : Batchana A : Bacthanan B. || Artaxerxe : 

Arfaxad (-th) AB 148 eodem A : eo autem B. || Memphi : -fis A: -fi B 149 inde À : 
inde in Choum B || suis A: om. B 9! quia ... quem A : ab hoc primum inventum est 
iuramentum Ypocratis, quod B. || Graece : Grece AB || öpkov : orcon A: orchon B 
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<...> (3) Correcting Apollodorus account Thessalus likewise used in his 

book On the Honours of Hippocrates? Sons such proofs as theses and other ones as 

well. (4) Hippocrates left two sons by his wife Ablavias, Thessalus and 

Dracon. (5) He had very many pupils as he was, so to spcak, the first medical 
writer. Amongst them were his two noble and justly renowned sons Dracon 

and Thessalus, whom he instructed in the skill of medicine, as he did 

Polybius and Phili<sti>on, Dexippus, Apollonius, the elder Praxagoras, and 

many Coans and Coan slaves, especially his own, Archepolis, Thymbraeus, 

Timolycus, Menalus?, Syennesis, Polyarchus, and Bonus. (6) It is told that 

Hippocrates had a rather small figure, and especially a weak head. At least 

they say that this was the reason why he went about with his head covered, 

and that most of his portraits would picture him in this manner, too. Others 

say it was because he thought the head to be the leading part of the body 

and showed this by demonstration. Others say that he gathered the borders 

of his clothing, i.c. the sleeves, and joined them by some inward twist to 

speed his surgery so that his hands were unimpeded and could work easier, 
and thus showed that they should be put on the head. (7) He outlived old 
age and died, as they say, in his 104th year in the vicinity of the Thessalian 
state Larissa. He is buried between Gyrton and Larissa tto revere his 

memoryf. (8) He wrote, as many record, 72 books: These he arranged at 

Athens after his return from the Persians from the city Ecbatana, from 
Artaxerxes, the Persian king. At the same time he received seven books from 

the city of Memphis, through Polybius, the son of Apollonius. These he 

brought back with him to Cos and it was from these books that he put the 

canon of medicine into its proper order. 
Amongst his books the first is his Oath, which is called in Greek Horkos. 
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sed ex iuramento scripsit in secundis, ut multi memorant, libros quattuor, De 

articulis unum, De fracturis unum, et Prognosticum, et unum Regularem. Sed ut 

Ischomachus Bithyniensis affirmat, ab eo perscriptum Regularem Heraclides 

Ephesius adiecit. 
post hunc alios habet ab eo conscriptos sex, quos appellavit 'Exióngióv, 

post hos Rationalem, quem Kor’ intpeiov appellavit, 

exinde Aphorismos, 
«B»acchius autem Herophili sectator comm em-orat post aphorismos De 

infantis natura fecisse Hippocratem. 
post hunc autem De aquis unum, 

et De locorum positione unum 
exinde IIpoppntóv seu, ut Latini, Praedictorium unum, 

et alium De praecidendo, 

et De inflationibus unum, quem ITept $voóv appellavit, 
item Vecticulum, quem MoyAwóv appellavit, 

item De aquis et aere quem Graece Tepi &épov kai vddtov appellavit, 

et De finibus unum, 
post hunc De vulneribus et telorum detractationibus unum 

item De morbis duos, 

post hos De partu unum 
et <...> unum, id est Araırmrıköv, 

post hunc De vulneribus in capite vel ulceribus, 

item De haemorroidibus, 

post hunc Je fistulis, 

152 sed ex iuramento 4 : post iuramentum 2 || quattuor : HIT AB 153 unum! A : om. 

B || De fracturis unum A : et de fracturis B || et 4: post hoc B. || progn- P : pron- 

A || etunum A: exinde B 153-154 ut Ischomachus scripsi duce Schéne : Ischomarcus A : ut 

Comarcus B 1% Bithyniensis : Bitin- A : Bithin- B. | Heraclides 4 : Er- B 9. Ephe- 

sius : Efff)- AB 199 post ... sex scripsi : post hunc alius ab eo conscriptus sex A : post 

hunc alios habet conscriptos B ||  Emónuóv : epimidion A : epidemion 

B 157 rationalem B : stationalem A_ || Kot’ intpeiov : catdiatrion 4 : chatha iatrion 

B 158 Aphorismos : af- AB 159-160 <B>acchius ... Hippocratem B : post hune y<...” 

A 159 Bacchius autem Herophili sectator commemorat scrifsi duce Schóne : Accius Herofili 

sectatoris commorat B || aphorismos : af- B 18! autem de aquis unum 4 : de aqu- 

B 19? De locorum positione unum A : de locis B 163 IHpoppnuxóv : proreticum 

AB || seu ut Latini 4 : sive ut Latine B. || unum A : om. B 16* et alium A : itemque 

B 1365 e de inflationibus unum 4 : exinde de infl- B. || IIept vodv : perifison A : 

perisifon B 166 item B : om. A || Vecticulum scripsi duce Schöne : becticolum A: 

picticulum B || MoyAuóv : ochicon 4 : muclicon B 167 item ... appellavit B : et de 

locis 4. || Graece : Grece P. || ITepi àÉpov koi 06Gx0v : pergeron kaeidaton B 168 et 

de finibus unum 4 : et alium de fin- B 169 vulneribus scripsi : ulceribus AB || unum 

A: om. B 17 de morbis duos A: duos de morb- B 172 lacunam statui || Avoveaóv : 

teteticum A : de et teticum B 173 in : et AB 17% haemorroidibus scripsi : emorroide 

AB 
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But after the Oath he wrote in second place, as many record, the following 

four books: one book On Joints, one On Fractures, one Prognostic, one Regimen. 

But as Ischomachus of Bithynia affirms, the Regimen, written by him, was 

added (sc. to the canon) by Heraclides of Ephesus. 
After this he wrote six other books, which he called Epidemics. After this a 

theoretical work, which he called Jn the Surgery, 

then Aphorisms, 
and Bacchius, adherent of Herophilus, tells us that Hippocrates wrote after 

the Aphorisms the book On the Nature of a Child. 

After this one book On Waters, 

and one On the Location of Places, 
then one Prorrhetic, or in Latin a Liber praedictorius, 

and another On Abortion, 

and one On Breaths, which he called Peri fyson, 

a Vecticulum, which he called Mochlikon, 

likewise On Water and Air, which he called in Greek Peri aeron kai hydaton, 

and one De finibus, 

after this On Wounds and the Withdrawing of Missiles. 

Likewise two On Diseases, 

after these one On the Birth, 

and one <...> that is Dizaitetikon, 

after this one On Wounds in the Head or Sores, 

likewise On Hemorrhoids, 

after this On Fistulas, 
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et De medicaminibus, 

sequentem De car<ci>nosis vulneribus, 

et duos De gynecia, id est mulieribus, 

De sucis corporum, quem appellavit Tepi yvuðv, 

et De fluoribus feminarum, quos appellavit Tepi pôv yovarxâv, 

item De septimanarum numero, quem appellavit Hept £f8ouó8ov, 

item De partu octo mensium, quem appellavit ITept ókcounvatov, 
et De statis ac legitimis in passionibus diebus, id est criticis, 

item Je veteris medicinae mandatis unum, 

et De hydropicis unum, 
De cephalargia unum, 
De podagricis unum, 

De neurotrotis, id est nervis vel musculis incisis unum, 

et De epilepsia unum, 
et De semine unum, 

et De similitudinibus unum, 

ct De iclericis unum, 

et De geminis unum, 

et De hermaphroditis unum, 
De stomachicis unum, 

De hepaticis unum. 

3 Supa t 564 s.v. ‘Innoxpdtng, Kóoc, iotpóc, 'HpakAeitóov vióc. npotexíy0o 

yap Koi tob mónnxov, tob HpokAetóou natpdc, ei Ka Oudvupos Av, Sid 16 

AStEPA KAL OHS Tig PLMereotatne iatpLKig yevécOar. dmdyovos SE Xpócov 

tobvoua koi 'EAó$0v, t00 éxeivou moióóc, iotpóv Kat adıav. (2) obrog 

uoOntc yéyove 10 u£v RPAtov tod natpdc, peta S& tadta ‘Hpodsixov tod 

UNAvBpravovd Kai Popytov tov Agovttvov, pritopoc Kai mLAOGdoOD: wc SE TLVES 

ANLOKpitov tod ‘ABSnpitov, ExiPoreiv yap adtov véov mpeaPUtn: we SE tLVES 

kat Hpodixov. (3) détprye õè Ev Maxedovia, $(Aoc àv cóó8pa TH Paciret 

IIepótxxq. (4) noióag 6€ oxov 800, Oecoahdv Kai ApdKovta, KATEOTPEWE TOV 

Biov &vtarotóv yeyovàc TEOOAPWV Kal Eraröv Kat tedantan Ev Aapioon NG 

177 carcinosis Schöne : carnosis AB 178 gynecia : genecia AB 179 TIepi xuuov 
periquimon AB 180 fluoribus B : flor- 4 || Tlepi p@v yovark@v : peri ron gynecon 

AB 181 TIepi EBöoudöov : peri ebdomadon AB !9? [epi óxvounvaiov : peri 
octomeneon AB 183 statis Schöne : statu AB || criticis : cret- AB 185 hydropicis : ydr- 
AB 188 de neurotrotis Schöne : benei unum drototis AB 189 epilepsia : epilem(p)sia AB 

194 hermaphroditis : hermafr- AB 19 stomachicis Schöne : stomaticis AB 196 hepaticis : 

ep- AB ?93 véov npeoßpóom Portus recte, cf. Suda u 20 (= Magnes, test. 1 K-A.); à 441; Vila 
Pind. Ambr., I p. 2,21 Drachmann : veo npeoßbmv F 
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and On Purges, 
next On Ulcers, 

and two On Gynaecology that is On Women, 

On Humours of the Body, which he called Peri chymon, 

On the Fluxes of Women, which he called Peri rhon gynaikon, 

likewise On the Number Seven, which he called Peri hebdomadon, 

likewise On the Eight Month’s Child, which he called Pert oktomenaion, 

and On the Fixed and Legitimate Days in Diseases, that is on critical days 

likewise On the Precepts of Ancient Medicine, 

one On Dropsy 

one On Headache 

one On Gout 

one On Neurotrotis that is on cut nerves and sinews, 

and one On Epilepsy 
and one On Semen, 

and one On Resemblance 

and one On Jaundice 

and one On Twins 

and one On Hermaphrodites 

and one On Those Suffering from Weakness of Stomach 

and one On Those Suffering from Liver Complaints. 

5 (1) Hippocrates of Cos, physician, son of Heraclides. He shall be placed 

before his grandfather, the father of Heraclides, even though he had the 

same name, because he is the star and light of the art of medicine, which is 

most useful for life. He was a descendant of Chrysus and his son Elaphus, 

who also were physicians. (2) He was taught first by his father, afterwards by 

Herodicus of Selymbria and Gorgias of Leontinoi, orator and philosopher. 

According to some he was taught the old Democritus of Abdera when 

young, according to some by Prodicus as well. (3) He lived in Macedonia 

and was a close friend of King Perdiccas. (4) He had two sons, Thessalus and 

Dracon, died at the age of 104 years and is buried at the Thessalian Larissa. 
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Berrariac. (5) Ev d& taig Eiköoıv toropeitar TO WatLOV Eni Thy KEdaATV 

ávafeBAnuévog xoi oxenónevoc, À öt toto čðoç Åv at À ià tò 

pràanóðnpov Ñ tò rov év taig yerpovpyiarg. (6) ootoc £ypoe noAXà koi 
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(5) His images show him covering his head with his cloak thrown up, either 

because this was his habit, or because he liked to travel, or because this was 

his custom in surgery. (6) He wrote many things and was a distinguished 
person. This is the reason why even the king of Persia, called Artaxerxes, 

wrote to Hystanes, wishing to secure his wisdom: “Artaxerxes, the great king 

of the kings, greets Hystanes, the satrap of the Hellespont. The fame of the 

art of the physician Hippocrates of Cos, descendant of Asclepius, has 

reached me. Give him as much gold as he wants and everything else he 
needs in abundance, and then send him to me! He will be equal in rank to 

the noblest of the Persians. And if there is any other good man in Europe, 
secure his friendship for the royal house, sparing no money! It is not easy to 
find men capable of giving good advice. Farewell!” The books written by 

Hippocrates are known to all who are in the medical profession; and they 

are honoured to such a degree it is as if they were words coming from the 

mouth of a god, and not from a human. However, we will just give the most 

important titles. First comes the book containing the Oath, second the one 

giving the Prognoseis, third the book of Aphorisms, which surpasses human 

intelligence; the fourth place shall be given to the much celebrated and 
admired Hexabiblos, which contains all medical knowledge and wisdom. 
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1062. Soranus of Ephesus 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Soranus of Ephesus is one of the main exponents of the so-called 

Methodical school of physicians founded by Themison (methodicae 

medicinae instructissimus auctor"). He lived in Alexandria and Rome dur- 

ing the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian. S.s interests and ocuvre were 
immense. He did not limit his studies to the practical problems of 
medicine, but showed a general interest in everything connected with 
the history of his science. He therefore belongs to a long tradition of 
writers on medical history which begins with Menon, the pupil of 
Aristotle, and reaches down via Alexander Philalethes to Galenus?. 

Most of S.s extensive ocuvre is lost. Out of his medical works only his 
treatise yuvotxeia piBAta 9^ survives in the original, while his work On 
Acute and Chronic Diseases has come down to us in a Latin adaptation 
by Caelius Aurelianus. We have only fragments of his scholarly 
works, though there is still enough material to give some insight into 
S.s working method and sources. As far as we can see, S. wrote threc 
works on philosophical and antiquarian issues: First of all there is his 
book Tlepi wuxnig, which was used as a main source by Tertullianus in 
his De anima. In fact, all the doxographical data contained in 
Tertullianus’ work seems to derive from it, which enables us to deter- 

mine S.s position in the doxographical tradition’. On the one hand 

he used the so-called Vetusta Placita, an enlarged Stoic redaction of 

Theophrastus’ ®voik@v 66Eov BiBAia written in the Ist century B.C., 

which he probably knew in a later Sceptic version; on the other hand 

he utilized the ‘Apéoxovta toicg iatpoig of the Alexander Philalethes 

mentioned above. S.s striking doxographical interest is also shown by 

his second antiquarian work, an etymological dictionary on the parts 

of the body (IIepi &tuuoXoytóv tod oadpatos tod GvOpanov), which was 

used by Orion (1093) and Pollux. Apart from grammarians (Apion, 

Apollodorus, Aristarchus, Aristonicus, Philoxenus), he also cites sev- 

eral Greck philosophers (Plato, Aristotle, Heraclides Ponticus, Chry- 

sippus) and poets (from Homer to Hellenistic times)*. S.s main contri- 

| Tarr. Anim. 6,6; CAEL. AURELIAN. Tard. morb. 1,50 (Methodicorum princeps). 

2 Kmp (1927: 1114). 
See especially Dies (1879: 206-213); Waszınk (1947: 29-40*). 
Kip (1927: 1117-1118); Waszink (1947: 27*). e oO Mil. 
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bution to literary history, however, were the ten books of his Avadoxai 
io1:póv in which he described the lives of the physicians, the different 
schools and their opinions. Although we do not know the structure of 
this work in detail, its title shows that the leading principle of its 
arrangement must have been the ötadoxn. It was quite comprehen- 
sive, in so far as it even included the lives of minor physicians (F 1). It 
is possible that some of the biographies of physicians contained in the 
Suda derive from it’—as seems to be the case with the life of 
Hippocrates. Hippocrates’ biography allows us to form some general 
notion about the structure and content of the individual lives, because 
in his case all extant vitae seem to go back, in substance at least, to S.s 
work. In fact, two biographies are even expressly attributed to him: 
1) The Life of Hippocrates According to Soranus (VHSS). ‘This is the most 
detailed biography of Hippocrates we have. Apart from the title its 
doxographical approach clearly shows that it should be attributed to 
S.6: We are consistently given more than one version throughout, and 
several authorities are quoted whom S. also mentions elsewhere in his 
work. However, comparison with the other sources and the structure 
of the life itself indicate that the VHSS is only an abridged version. 
Nevertheless, its style is smooth, and only a few hiatus occur’. Its 
language is therefore probably quite similar to that of the original. 
2) Tzetzes’ Life of Hippocrates (F 3), who quotes S. as his source (978): && 
Edeoiov Lwpavod tà Innokpátoug éonv. Although Tzetzes’ narrative 
focuses on matters other than the VHSS—he gives, for instance, a 
complete genealogy and a list of homonyms—, it shows many simi- 

larities to it in both content and structure. Tzetzes, however, usually 
gives only one version, whereas the VHSS often offers alternatives. 
He says, for example, that Hippocrates died at the age of 104, but 
omits the other dates. There is only one striking difference: Whereas 
the VHSS says that Hippocrates’ was the twentieth ancestor of 
Heracles and the nineteenth ancestor of Asclepius, Tzetzes makes 
him the seventeenth of Asclepius. 3) The Brussels Life (VHB) contained 
in a manuscript of Theodorus Priscianus (MS 1342-1350) dating 
to the 12th century. Although the VHB is not attributed explicitly to 

puo 

T$ Example the biography of Acron (a 1026); the two Aristogenes (a 3910 and 
lis rchigenes: (a 4107); Dexippus (8 238); Dioscorides (8 1206); the Dracones (8 

: B Erasistratus (e 2896); the Nicomachi (v 399); Rufus? (p 241); Sallustius (c 61). 
01:29) 2 (1927: 1115); IıBerG (1927: XV); DEICHGRÄBER (1971: 

; £INAULT (1992: 28-33); against EpErsrEIN (1935: 1293-1295); She NHIT (1978: 189) ( 33); against EDELSTEIN (1935: 1293-1295); SHERWIN-WHITE 

' IrsERG (1927: XV). 
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S., it scems to go back to him in substance. It preserves the original 

only in a mutilated form, and the Latin is sometimes difficult to 

understand. Most of Hippocrates’ life is missing in a lacuna. As we 

have it, it consists mainly of lists. It starts with a mutilated family tree, 

then gives a list of Hippocrates’ pupils, including Praxagoras (to 

whom Tzetzes also refers), and finally adds a catalogue of Hippo- 

crates’ works numbering 52 or 53, the number also given by Tzetzes. 

Hippocrates’ age at his death is also given as 104. Nevertheless, it also 

shows some similarities with the VHSS. Most striking are the close 

verbal parallels. It also quotes several authorities like Antimachus, 

Thessalus, Apollodorus, Bacchius, Heraclides, and Ischomachus, 

some of whom also appear in the VHSS. 4) The Suda’s Life of Hippo- 

crates. Basically it gives the same—though slightly less—information 

as Tzetzes. Again Hippocrates died at the age of 104. There arc, 

however, some additions taken from Hippocrates’ pseudepigraphic 

writings. The exact interrelation between the individual lives is difli- 

cult to determine, because some of the links in the chain are missing. 

The evidence should perhaps be interpreted as follows: The VHSS 

clearly stands apart from Tzetzes and the Suda. It not only gives far 
more information about Hippocrates' life, but it also differs from 
Tzetzes concerning the number of Hippocrates’ ancestors. ‘The most 
striking difference is that it offers alternatives concerning Hippo- 
crates’ age, whereas Tzetzes and the Suda both speak of 104 years. 
Tzetzes and the Suda therefore seem to belong to a different tradition 

from that of the VHSS. This tradition is probably to be identified 

with Hesychius 'OvouatoAóyoc, which the Suda is known to have used 

in an abridged version?. However, Tzetzes offers much more infor- 

mation than the Suda, which seems to indicate that he stands closer 

to Hesychius than the Suda. He probably used the original version, 

whereas the Suda used the epitome?. The position of the VHB within 

this stemma is difficult to determine. It is either an independent ex- 

cerpt from S.s vital? or it is dependent on Hesychius. The mutilated 

state of the text does not admit of any certain conclusion, though 

there may be some slight evidence in favour of the second alternative. 

Like Tzetzes and the Suda the VHB states that Hippocrates died at 

the age of 104 years. Furthermore, in the section about Hippocrates 

picture where it seems most complete, the VHB gives only three 

reasons (the VHSS has eight), the same as Tzetzes and the Suda, as 

9 Hanpzn (1886: 66); Pinaurr (1992: 34). 

9 Pınaurr (1992: 34). 
19 'Thus PiNAuLT (1992: 34). 
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to why Hippocrates had his head covered. Maybe this indicates that 
the VHB is based on Hesychius, who thus seems to have given a 

slightly abridged account. These four biographies, especially the 
VHSS, enable us to reconstruct the content and to some extent the 
structure of S.s Life of Hippocrates: (1) Hippocrates! yévoc, first his name 
and parents, his genealogy!!. Although the VHSS is very brief at this 
point, it seems likely that S. gave H.s complete family tree. This 
seems to be suggested by Tzetzes and VHB, who both offer a list of 
H.s ancestors. (2) Hippocrates teachers: his father, Herodicus, 
Gorgias, Democritus". (3) ChronologyP. (4) Hippocrates lifc!*: 
(a) His youth in Cos and his departure for Thessaly, having burnt 
down the library at Cnidus!°; (b) His stay with Perdiccas in Macedo- 
nia!®; (c) His visit to Abdera!’; (d) His refusal to cure the Illyrians and 
Paeonians from the plague!?8; (e) His contact with Artaxerxes!?; (f) His 
assistance to the Coans against Athens”®. (5) Hippocrates’ honours?!. 
(6) Hippocrates’ sons and pupils??. Although the VHSS explicitly re- 
fers to Hippocrates’ sons and pupils only at the end of its account, the 
parallels between Tzetzes, the Suda and the VHB seem to indicate 
that this was the original place. ‘The same is also suggested by the 
short reference in the VHSS to Hippocrates’ relatives in § 10 and the 
double version it offers in § 14 (~9-10) which shows that the sections 
about honours and sons and pupils belong closely together. It remains 
uncertain how much information was offered by S. The extensive list 
of pupils preserved in the VHB may well go back to him, since he was 
interested in diadoxai. Moreover, Praxagoras is also mentioned by 
Tzetzes. (7) Hippocrates’ death, age, and burial place?’. Again the 
VHSS gives the most comprehensive account. It says that the age of 
Hippocrates was variously given as 90, 85, 104, or 109 years, whereas 
Tzetzes, the Suda and the VHB agree that Hippocrates reached the 

is VHSS 1; Tzerz. 936-950; Supa 1; VHB 1-2. 
“ In the same order VHSS 2; Tzerz. 951-54; Supa 2. 
5 VHSS 3. i 

: * Here the account of the VHSS is most detailed, Tzetzes and the Suda giving 
m short notes. It is altogether missing in the VHB. I Í 

? VHSS 4; Tzerz. 955-957. 
VHSS 5; Tzerz. 958; Supa 3. 

16 

'7 VHSS 6. 
z MESS 7. 
19 VHSS 8, Tzerz. 959; Supa 6. 
20 VHSS 9. 
a VHSS 10; 14; VHB 3. 
iA VHSS 10; 15; 'T'zerz. 960-962; SupA 4; VHB 4-5. 

VHSS 11; Tzerz. 963-965; Supa 4; VHB 7. 
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age of 104. (8) Hippocrates’ picture, in which he was portrayed with 

his head covered?*. (9) His writings?. Although the VHSS does not 

give any of the titles of Hippocrates’ works, S. himself will certainly 

have given a complete list of his works. Thus, the list preserved in the 

VHB may finally go back to him. It contains the titles of 52 or 53 

books (although the author tells us: scripsit ut multi memorant, libros LXX 

et II), which is more or less the number mentioned by Tzetzes. Single 

authorities are quoted by the VHB, as would also suit S. Regarding 

S.s working method and sources, it seems clear that he did not read 

all the authors he refers to in the original. Comparing his other writ- 

ings, he probably got his material mainly from other biographical 

collections like that of Philo (1060) and Hermippus (1061), which he 

enriched with further quotations from his own reading. In the case of 

Hippocrates the origin of the biographical vulgata is difficult to deter- 

mine, since there will have been many specialized treatises. The most 

recent sources mentioned by S. seem to be Ischomachus (1058) and 

Arius of Tarsus. Hippocrates will, however, have also featured in the 

collections mentioned above. In general, the value of S.s information 

should not be overestimated. Analysis shows that large parts of the life 

go back to the pseudepigraphic epistles of Hippocrates. 

Commentary on the Testimonies and the Fragments 

T 

(1) The Suda mistakenly gives us two entries on S., though we should 

obviously take them together”®. The text of the first entry appears 

quite mutilated. The wording Kat £v th Pain 5 tatpevoag looks rather 

odd, and a main verb is missing. 

(2) The entry supplies part of the missing list of works. S.s biogra- 

phies of physicians are also called Avaàoyot tortpóv (F 1). Speaking of 

Biovg iaıpov kat aip&oeız Kal ovvraynara, the Suda scems to give a 

description of the work rather than its title. 

24 VHSS 12: Tzerz. 970-975; Supa 5; VHB 6. 

25 VHSS 13; Tzerz. 962-963; Supa 6; VHB 8. 

26 Kino (1927: 1114-1115). 

il. 
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(1) Since S. is the most recent authority, it seems possible that he 
quoted the doxographical work of both Philo (1060) and Hermippus 
(1061)?7. The fragment reveals S.s interest in etymology. It should be 
kept in mind that he was also the author of a medical etymological 
dictionary used by Orion (1093). The fragment also shows that S.s 
work included detailed biographies of minor physicians. 

(2) The VHSS preserves the most complete version of Hippo- 
crates’ life. (1) In contrast to Tzetzes who makes Hippocrates the 
seventeenth in line from Asclepius the VHSS states that he was the 

nineteenth. There were either alternative. genealogies or Tzetzes' 
source already suffered from a lacuna??, Neither family tree can be 
traced back to Apollodorus, since the span of time between his date 
for the fall of Troy (1184/3 s.c.) and what appears to have been his 
floruit of Hippocrates (420 s.c.) is slightly too long??. Pherecydes?? will 
have spoken about the origin of the Asclepiads rather than about his 
contemporary Hippocrates. There is no need to assume that a family 
tree of Hippocrates was added in a Hellenistic edition of Pherecydes’ 
work. It is probable that Pherecydes is mentioned in the vita simply 
because Apollodorus quoted him together with Eratosthenes?!. Arius 
of Tarsus is by far the latest authority. If the ethnikon is correct? he 
should be identified with the physician Lecanius Arius from Tarsus, 
the friend of Laecinius Bassus, cos. A.p. 64??, although there is no 
other evidence that he wrote about Hippocrates. It appears quite 
likely that he is the source for the entire doxographical note**. (2) In 
this section Hippocrates’ teachers are listed. Besides his father they 
are Herodicus, Gorgias, and Democritus. This is of course biographi- 
cal fiction, which tries to connect Hippocrates with other celebrities. 
In the case of Democritus it even contradicts other statements accord- 
ing to which Hippocrates was his contemporary, cf. $ 11. (3) Hippo- 
crates" floruit is usually dated roughly to the time of the Peloponnesian 

E On the content see on 1061. Hermippus T 4. 
si ScHONE (1903: 63); PINAurT (1992: 30). 
k J^conv (1902: 296). 
: FGrHist 3 F 59. 

* CE. Jacosy (1902: 295). Apollodorus may also be referred to in VHB 3; cf., 
owever, Jacosy p. 750 on FGrHist 244 F 73. | 
= If not, one could also think of the doxographer Arius Didymus. 
E Diers (1879: 87 n. 3); Pınaurr (1992: 9). 

Ja^cosv (1902: 295). 

2 

2 
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War’. According to Ischomachus (1058) Hippocrates’ birth dates to 
the first year of the 80th Olympiad, i.e. 460 B.c. It is obvious that this 
chronology creates a perfect synchronism with Democritus, whose 
birth is dated to the same year. It was probably already established by 
the time of Apollodorus*®. Ischomachus himself can be dated roughly 
to Julio-Claudian times*’. Soranus of Cos is even more precise. Ac- 
cording to him—after a look in the Coan archives— Hippocrates was 
born on the 27th Agrianus**. Since a Soranus of Cos is otherwise 
unknown, it appears quite likely that he should be identified with S. 
of Ephesus and that the compiler of the VHSS simply accorded the 
wrong ethnikon to him. S.s remarks are clearly anachronistic. If he 
had looked at any documents, they were clearly fakes, since there will 
have been neither a state archive nor a monarchos as state official 
before the synoecism in 366 B.c.°%, not to mention at the time of 
Hippocrates’ birth in the middle of the fifth century. (4) After the 
death of his parents Hippocrates is said to have left home on a jour- 
ney. Travelling is a typical feature of biography". According to the 
malicious version of Andreas, Hippocrates burnt down the archive in 
Cnidus, and therefore had to go into exile. This Andreas should 
probably be identified with the Herophilean physician of Ptolemy IV 
Philopator, who died in 217 B.c. at Raphia*!. The same story is given 
with the variant of Cos by Tzetzes (955-957), a similar anecdote 
connected with the Coan Asclepicion is told by Strabo! and by 

3 Cf Geri. 17,21,16-18 (after Varro): bellum deinde in terra Graecia. maximum 
Peloponnesiacum (...). inter haec tempora nobiles celebresque erant. Sophocles ac deinde Euripides 
tragici poetae et Hippocrates medicus et philosophus Democritus (...); HtER. Chron. a. 435 A.C. p. 
114,7-10 Hetm: Democritus Abderites et Empedocles et Hippocrates medicus Gorgias Hippiasque 
et Prodicus et Zeno et Parmenides philosophi insignes habentur, SYNCELL. p. 298,3; 304,18-20 
MossHAmMeR; [Hippocr.] 27 Presb. p. 422 Lrrrné IX [L.]. 

36 Jacosy (1902: 297). 
37 Contra PINAULT (1992: 11) who dates him after Galenus. Ischomachus, however, 

is referred to already by Erotianus. 
99 On the name of the month and the Coan calendar in general cf. SAmuEL (1972: 

111-113). 
39 See SHERWIN-wuiTE (1978: 190-192). 
40 Cf. Leo (1901: 28). 
*! See on him Susemm I (1891: 817-818), who remains sceptical about any iden- 

tification. However, it seems to me that it is altogether easier to attribute the work 
Tepi iatpixig yeveadoyiac to the well known physician, too, than to postulate a sec- 
ond unknown physician called Andreas. Furthermore, Andreas is also quoted else- 

where by S., cf. Soran. (CMG IV) Gyn. 4,1,6 p. 131,4-5; Caer. AuRELIAN. Ac. morb. 
3,98::3,108; 
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Pliny®. Since it is always Cos that is referred to, it has been suggested 

that “Cos” should be read in the VHSS as well. However, it seems 
to me that the mistake is likely to have been Tzetzes’, because Cinidus 

is the lectio difficilior. A connection between Hippocrates and Cnidus is 

not prima facie to be excluded. There was a medical school at 

Cnidus, and, according to VHSS 5 Euryphon, one of its prominent 
members, accompanied Hippocrates to the court of Perdiccas. Thus 
Cnidus may well be right. Nevertheless, it is quite curious that there 
should have been an official archive at Cnidus at that time, and the 
reference may, in the end, be an anachronism. (5) Perdiccas is also 
associated with Hippocrates by Lucian and Galenus?. Here he is said 
to have cured the Macedonian king from lovesickness'. 'The story 
itself appears quite unconvincing, because it is hard to sec why 
Perdiccas should not dare to declare his love to Phila, when his father 

is already dead, but prefers to suffer in silence instead. A similar 
anecdote is more plausibly told about king Antiochus I and the phy- 
sician Erasistratus in which Antiochus loves his stepmother Stratonice 
and has every reason to conceal his passion from his father Seleucus. 
It therefore seems quite likely that the story was simply transferred 
from Antiochus and Erasistratus to Perdiccas and Hippocrates*’. 
(6) Abdera’s appeal to Hippocrates to heal Democritus from madness 
features in several of Hippocrates’ pseudepigraphic letters!®. The no- 
tion that he cured Abdera from a plague may go back to some re- 
marks in the letters, which compare the disorder of the state to an 
illness®®. (7) Hippocrates’ refusal to cure the Paeonians and Illyrians 
from the plague, and his precautions to save Greece are first attested 
by the pseudepigraphic Presbeutikos. It is also referred to by Varro 
and the elder Pliny®!. (8) Hippocrates’ rejection of Artaxerxes invita- 

© Srras. Geogr. 14,2,19 p. 657 C. 
3 Pliny, Nat. hist. 29,4, tells how Hippocrates after copying the cures inscribed on 

votive tablets ut Varro apud nos credit, templo cremato üs instituisse medicinam hanc, qui clinice 
vocatur. 

^* PrNAuLT (1992: 7 n. 10). 
9 Cf. Lucan. Hist. conser. 35; Gar. Med. phil. 3, IL p. 5,6-10 MüLLER. 
2. On the anecdote in general cf. Pınaurr (1992: 61-77). 
47 Rompe (1914: 55-58); PiNAULT (1992: 71). 
*5 Cf. [Hrerocn.] Ep. 10-17 p. 320-381 L. IX. 

Cr. [HiPPocn.| Ep. 10 p. 322,15 and 18-19 L. IX: toG vóuovc "uv 8okobuev 
Vooetv (...). nóAtw, ox üvàpa Oepaneoeic, BovAiv 8& vocotoav (...); cf. PINAULT (1992: > 13) ( 

?? [Hrepocn.] 27 p. 418-421 L. IX. 
1 51 VARR. Rust. 1,4,5; PLIN. Nat. hist. 7,123; 36,202. On the anecdote and its trans- 
formation cf. Pınaurr (1992: 35-60). 
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tion is also the subject of several of his pseudepigraphic letters and the 
Athenian honorary decrec??. That the letters were known to the 
author is also shown by his explicit reference to the fifth letter. 
(9) Hippocrates’ appeal to the Thessalians to save the Coans is the 
subject of the pseudepigraphic 'Erıßoniog”. (10) The section on 
Hippocrates’ honours seems to be quite heterogeneous. ‘The first part 
still refers to the situation of the 'Emßowog. ‘Then the Thessalians, 
Argives, and Athenians are added. ‘The transition looks clumsy, al- 
though the text appears to be sound. It is probable that Argos comes 
into the picture, because the Asclepiads claimed Heraclean origin. 
The information about Athenian honours seems to be based on the 
pseudepigraphic Honorary decree*. (11) In contrast to the other biogra- 
phies the VHSS offers some variants concerning Hippocrates’ age. It 
is clear that most of them originated from the synchronism with 
Democritus, who is also variously said to have reached the age of 90, 

104, and 109°. (12) The VHSS states that Hippocrates was mostly 
portrayed with his head covered. Unfortunately, no such portrait has 
survived”. It then offers eight different explanations for this habit— 
far more than the other sources, since Tzetzes gives only four reasons, 
while the VHB and the Suda provide only three. (13) This section 
looks like an introduction to a catalogue”. It mentions the criteria 
according to which the selection of genuine works should proceed, 
and points out the difficulties. (14) This section duplicates material 
from §§ 8-10. (15) Finally, some remarks about Hippocrates’ sons and 
pupils are added. It seems to me that the compiler of the VHSS 
moved them here in order to provide the biography with a suitable 
ending. The &rırnöeuor have already been mentioned in § 10, and this 
was most certainly the place where some information about his sons 
and pupils was given in the original. 

(3) Tzetzes (978) cites S. as his authority, but he does not appear 

to have used him directly. As the parallels with the Suda show, his 
account is probably based on Hesychius. Moreover, Tzetzes! version 
has some structural similarity to the VHB, insofar as it consists mainly 

9? [Hrerocn.] £j. 1-9 p. 312-319; 25 p. 400-403 L. IX; cf. also PLur. Cato Maior. 

23.4; Gar. Med. phil. 3, V p. 5,6-10 MÜrLER; see in general PrvAULT (1992: 79-93). 

53 [Hiprocr.] 26 p. 402-405 L. IX. 
?* Cf. [Hirrocn.] 25 Decr. Ath. p. 402,6-12 L. EX: (...) 8€d0Kta1 TO SHU Loar avtov 

tà LVOTHPLA Ta LEYGAG SnLocia KaGdrnEp “HpaKAéa tov Auög (...) eivat õè Inmoxpatet Kat 

roArteiav Kal olmoıv Ev TpvtTavEt@ 610. Biov. 

55 Jaconv (1902: 297-298); PrNAurT (1992: 16). 
56 Rıckrer (1965: 151-154 [= 136-139]); Pınaurr (1992: 16-17). 
57 Trpere (1927: XV). 
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of lists, with very little room being accorded to the life of Hippocrates 

itself. After two lines on Hippocrates’ parents (937-938) Tzetzes offers 
a complete genealogy (939-949). The first five generations are given 

also by the VHB, the family from Nebrus (947) onwards is preserved 
by Stephanus of Byzantium??, Tzetzes then spends fifteen lines on 

Hippocrates’ life (951-965). First (951-954) he lists his teachers, then 
(955-959), like the VHSS, he explains why Hippocrates left Gos— 
Tzetzes, however, makes him burn an archive in Cos, not in Cnidus, 
cf. on VHSS 4—, that he lived in Edonia—T zetzes probably thought 
this was a synonym for Macedonia??—, Greece (!) and Thessaly, and 
that he was a contemporary of Artaxerxes and Perdiccas. In 960-963 

he speaks of Hippocrates' legacy (his sons, pupils, 53 books, giving the 
same number as the catalogue of the VHB). Finally (963-965) there 
follow some remarks on Hippocrates’ age—as in the Suda and the 
VHB it is 104 years without variants—and burial place. ‘The next 
section (966-969) contains a list of homonyms. Apart from the famous 
Hippocrates there are six others, which are given by Tzetzes in the 
same order as by the Suda'?. Tzetzes then (970-975) goes on to speak 
about Hippocrates! portrait. He offers four reasons why Hippocrates 
covered his head. The arrangement is basically the same as in the 
Suda and the VHB. He then closes his biography with some general 
remarks (976-981). The statement that Hippocrates is mistakenly 
called an Empiric certainly goes back to Soranus?', who was a mem- 
ber of the Methodical school and who is quoted as an authority for 
the whole biography in the next linc. 

(4) The text of the VHB preserved in a Brussels manuscript of 
Theodorus Priscianus (Nr. 1342-1350) suffers from heavy corrup- 
tion®?, The mistakes result mainly from a misspelling of Greek words 
and from incorrect endings, which appear to have been given in an 
abbreviated form by the archetype. It is a close Latin translation of a 
Greek text, the original word order being retained as far as possible 
and even the Greek particles being translated. Although it is not a 

ee an 

: P STEPH. Byz. sv. KÕ (...) lv 6& "Inxokpótnc zv xoAounévov Nefpióóv: Néfpoc yàp 
NU pino TOV AoKhnmadav, © Kot À ITo6ta £uoprópnoev- où l'voctótkoc, 

: Kou be Innoxpärng kai Aiverog Kai IHo6oAeipioc, Trrokpótoug 'HpakAetónc, oo 

Intoxpdme 6 Emoavéotaros. On Aivetog (cf. also JG I? 1393 (= CEG 62). 
* Harper (1886: 64); PiNAULT (1992: 31) whose reference to HARDER should be 

Corrected. 
4 Supa t 565-569. 
E Contra PINAULT (1992: 23-24). 
F SCHÖNE (followed by PrxAurT), the first editor, only gives a transcription of the 

manuscript noting his suggestions in the apparatus. 
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direct translation of the VHSS (F 2), the parallels in the preserved 
parts are so close that the VHSS allows us to emend some of its 
corruptions. First (8 1) the names of Hippocrates parents and his 
genos are noted. Then follows (§ 2) Hippocrates’ genealogy. ‘The 
preserved part is similar to Tzetzes! account, except that it is much 
more detailed. Whereas Tzetzes only registers the names of the direct 
ancestors, the VHB gives a complete list. He tells us that Podalirius 
stayed in Syrna in the region of the Rhodian Peraea®, quoting from 
Antimachus' Thebais^*. He then lists the subsequent generations, also 
mentioning other branches of the family down to Crisamis. Herc 
again the text suffers from corruption. The transmitted adagibuas is 
senseless. Since it seems to be a reference to a Greek personal name 
ending in -as, the form Ablavias readily suggests itself. As Tzetzes? 
family tree shows, some names were used several times in the tradi- 
tion. It would therefore be an easy move to endow Crisamis with a 
fictitious daughter named after his sister Ablavias. Furthermore, a 
male personal name is missing. This name is supplied by Tzetzes who 
lists Cleomyttadas as Crisamis’ son. The relative clause contains a 
reference to a place. Again the transmitted dream does not admit of 
any sense. It seems to hide the name of Tricca, a Thessalian city 
prominent in the cult of Asclepius®®. The text then breaks off, with 
the subsequent loss of the rest of the family tree and of the whole of 
Hippocrates’ life. ‘The next section we have (8 3) refers to the honours 
accorded to the Asclepiads. Two authorities are quoted: an 
Apollodorus and a Thessalus who is said to have corrected him. 
Apollodorus is probably to be identified with Apollodorus of Athens 
who is also referred to in VHSS 1. In the case of Thessalus, it is hard 
to see why this should not be the famous Methodic physician 
Thessalus®®, who lived in Neronian times and to whom the Methodic 
Soranus also refers elsewhere in his work??. However, the passage 
might also be interpreted as a rather odd reference to the pseudo- 
Hippocratic IIpeoßevrıxög which is put into the mouth of Hippo- 
crates’ son Thessalus. After mentioning Hippocrates’ sons ( § 4) the 

63 Cf. also THeopompus PGrHist 115 F 103 (= Puor. Bibl. 176 p. 120 b 7); STEPE. 
Bvz. so. Eópva (perhaps after Alexander of Myndus); Paus. 3,26,10; on Syrna in 
general Biitmen (1991: 87-94). 

64 n <...> Thebaidos seems to be the most likely emendation of the corrupt in 
Thenito. Other Latin quotations of Antimachus show that the book number was often 
given just by a numeral. For other solutions cf. Marrnews (1996: 412). 

65 Cf. Kirsten (1939: 147) for parallels. 
66 Contra Diter (1936: 182). 
67 Cf. Diter (1936: 168). 
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author turns to Hippocrates’ pupils ($ 5). Apart from his sons, they 

include Polybus (sometimes called Polybius), who is probably the 

same as Hippocrates’ son-in-law (cf. $ 8), Dexippus, Apollonius, 
Praxagoras, and "Thymbraeus, who are also known from other 

sources®®, Philistion (Filion in the manuscript) seems to be the famous 
physician Philistion of Locri, although he is not usually connected 
with Hippocrates. Archepolis, T'imolycus, and Polyarchus are at least 

attested elsewhere as Coan names??, The names Menalus (Melan- 

thus?) and Bonus (Agathon?) seem to be corrupt. 8 6 contains the 

description of Hippocrates' portrait. It is an abridged version of 

VHSS 12, to which it shows some affinity in its vocabulary. It is at 
times almost a translation. The same applies to § 7, the section about 
Hippocrates’ death and tomb. There is, however, a notable differ- 

ence. Hippocrates’ age is given as 104 years, as in the accounts of 
Tzetzes and the Suda, and no alternative is offered as it is in the 
VHSS. Finally (§ 8) there follows a list of Hippocrates’ works. It is 
preserved not only as part of the vita on fol. 52*-53" (7 AJ), but also 
separately in the same Brussels manuscript on fol. 3" (= B). Both lists 
are written by the same hand and derive from the same archetype’®. 
It is stated in the heading that many attributed Hippocrates with 72 
works, but the catalogue itself contains about twenty fewer than this. 
It clearly presents a much abridged or mutilated form of the original. 
The original catalogue will have contained much more detailed infor- 
mation on the works themselves, their chronology and authenticity, 
and will have stated various scholarly opinions of which the present 
list still contains a few traces. Thus, it opens with some information 
on the time and circumstances under which the corpus was formed. 
Hippocrates is said to have composed it after his return from 
Artaxerxes’!. This remarkably contradicts the common version that 

i On Polybus see especially [HiPPocn.] 27 Presb. p. 420 L. IX: HoXóiov 88 tov civ 
Ovyotépa £yovta, éyilv 8e G6eAoeTyv, xoi GAXovc 1àv uomtéov óéneunev; on Dexippus cf. 
Gar. In Hipp. vict. acut. 1,24; 3,42 (CMG V 9,1 p. 145,22; 256,3 HELMR.); PLUT. 
Quaest. conv. 7,1,3 p. 699 C (A&E- Wellm. : Auw&- cod.); Supa 8 238 s.v. Aééinnoc; on 
Apollonius cf. Gar. In Hipp. vict. acut. 1,24, 3,42; 4,5 (CMG V 9,1 p. 145,22; 256,3; 
277,5-7 HELMR.); on Praxagoras see especially Tzerzes Chil. 7,961 (F 3). Only the 
VHB informs us that there existed an elder Praxagoras besides the famous one. It 
Was probably his grandfather, cf. BARDONG (1954: 1735), if it is not only a biographi- 
cal fiction to connect Praxagoras with Hippocrates. On Thymbraeus cf. Supa t 568 
E res on Syennesis, probably Syennesis of Cyprus Arist. Hist. an. 3,2 p. 511 

E Cf. the onomastikon of Coan personal names by SHERWIN-WHITE (1978). 
E Cf. Scuéne (1903: 56). 

It seems to me that the form Arfaxath is due rather to an error by a scribe than 
to the translator, contra PiNAvET (1992: 27-28). 
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Hippocrates refused to visit the Persian king’*. The core of the corpus 
is said to have been formed by seven books, which his son-in-law 
Polybus had brought from Memphis. This legend—otherwise unpar- 
alleled—possibly sought to connect Hippocrates with the local 
Asclepicion at Memphis’?. Later on, Ischomachus, Heraclides, and 
Bacchius are referred to for special information on single works. It 
should be noted that these authorities are all quoted by S. elsewhere. 
The catalogue differs greatly in arrangement from the other lists of 
Hippocrates’ works. It gives 45 or 46 titles—depending on whether 
De vulneribus et telorum detractationibus is reckoned as one or, as it is in the 

list of the. Vat. Graec. 276 (V)’*, as two separate books—, some of 

which (no. 29; 34-37; 40-45) do not occur elsewhere: 1. “OpKoc 

(Juramentum), 2. Tlepı üp&pwv (De articulis), 3. Tlepı ayu@v (De fracturis), 
4. IIpoyvootıröv, 5. a book called Liber regularis. The title probably 
refers to the appendix of IIepi 8tottng ó&éov/?. Two authorities are 
quoted: Ischomachus (1058) and Heraclides. Ischomachus apparently 
stated that Hippocrates ótottmuxóv was incorporated into the Corpus 
Hippocraticum by Heraclides. The VHB calls Heraclides an Ephesian, 
and there is indeed a physician of that name", but it is likely that this 
is due simply to a confusion. The reference was probably to the 
famous Empiric Heraclides of Tarentum, who lived in the Ist century 
B.C. and who wrote commentaries on Hippocrates’ genuine works 
and also a Liber regularis. 6. 'Erwsnwov I-VI, 7. Kat& intpetoy, 

8. Adopropot, 9. Tept dvotog matdtov (De infantis natura). The item is left 
out by fol. 52¥ (A) and is introduced in fol. 3" (B) in a singular way, 
insofar as Bacchius’ opinion is quoted without stating the title first. In 
the original list it may have been added only as a chronological vari- 
ant after the Aphorisms’’. 10. Tlepi dödtov (De aquis), 11. Mepi tonwv tov 
Kata avOpwnov (De locorum positione, 12. TIpoppntiköv, but only one 
book. Perhaps there was simply a corruption of the number in the 
archetype, 13. A book called De praecidendo. The title has been thought 
to refer to TIpoppntixöv U, but this seems rather odd’®. Perhaps it is a 

72 Of. PirNAULT (1992: 27). 
73 Cf. GRENSEMANN (1974: 429). 
74 CH. ScHöne (1903: 65). However, the text in its present state implies that it was 

regarded as one. 
75 'This book by Hippocrates is quoted by CaEr. AUELIAN. 4c. morb. 2,19,154: 

Hippocrates in libro regulari, quem diaeleticum vocant; cf. ScnóNE (1903: 58), contra PrNAULT 
(1992: 26 n. 103). 

76 Cf. Orwas. CMG VI 2,2 p. 9,13-14; 9, 20-21 RAEDER. 
77 C£. Scuöne (1903: 65). 
78 Contra SCHÖNE (1903: 59); also Pinaurrt (1992: 26 n. 106). 
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mutilated reference to Hippocrates book on abortion Hepi 
eykoraronfg Eußpvov””. 14. Tepi $voóv (De inflationibus), 15. MoxAuköv 
(Vecticulum), 16. Tepi ó£pov VddTOV tónov or ópóv (De aquis el aere). 17. 

De finibus. The title arises from a misunderstanding of ópóv, which 

was confused with öpev. 18. Tlepi tpopáov óAe0ptov/IIept Berv 

&&atpéceoG (De vulneribus et telorum detractationibus). As the text stands 

this seems to be one title. However, since it falls into two separate 

treatises and is listed as two books in the index of the Vat. 276 (V), 

corruption should not be ruled out. 19. IHepi vooocov II (De morbis), 

20. De partu. the title is extremely problematic. Maybe it is mutilated 

and hides a reference to IIepi &ykataroung Eußpvov®", or perhaps 

rather to Hepi énicvijotog. 21. Ataitytixov. Unfortunately the Latin 

title is missing. It may refer cither to Mept Staitn¢®! or to Mepi Suaits 
dé€ov. 22. Mepi tov £v xeóaAt :pouóov (De vulneribus in capite). It is 
difficult to decide whether ulceribus 1s part of the genuine title or only 
originated as a variant to vulneribus. Regarding the Greek the latter 
solution is perhaps to be preferred. 23. Tepi oaipoppotócv (De 
haemorroidibus), 24. epi ovpiyyov (De fistulis), 25. IIepi 9apuákov (De 
medicaminibus), 26. YIepi £Akéov (De carcinosis vulneribus), 27. Tvvarkeiwv 

IL, 28. IIept xvuóv (De sucis corporum), 29. llept póv yovarkdy 

(De fluoribus feminarum), 30. YIept £Bóuouáóov (De septimanarum numero), 
31. Hept óxvounvatov, a variant of the title of Hepi òxtauńvov (De 
‚hartu octo mensium), 32. Tlepı kpıoiuov (De statis ac legitimis in passionibus 
diebus, 33. Ilepi Apxaing tarpırng (De veteris medicinae mandatis), 
34. De hydropieis (Tlepı döponıxav), 35. De cephalargias (Tlepı xedaro- 
pyiag), 36. De podagricis (Tlepı nodaypırav, 37. De neurotrotis (Tlepi 

vevpotpwotov), 38. Tept tepiig vovoov (De epilepsia), 39. TIept yovfig (De 
semine), 40. De similitutinibus (epi óuorothtov), 41. De ictericis (Tepi 
uctepik@v), 42. De geminis (Hepi S1öbu@v), 43. De hermaphroditis (Nepi 
Epladpositwv), 44. De stomachicis (Mepi orouaxırav), 45. De hepaticis 
(Hepi nnorıxav). All these works make up a total of 52 or 53 books (six 
books Epidemics, two On Diseases, two On Diseases of Women), which is 
also the number Tzetzes (following S.) attributes to Hippocrates. 
Tzetzes appears to refer to the same catalogue, which must therefore 
ultimately be derived from 8.2. That the catalogue goes back to S. 
seems also to be confirmed by some further observation. In his trea- 
Use Tepi onepudtov Koi Gwoyoviac (preserved in the Latin translation 

———— 

79 

80 

81 

82 

As Terr. Anim. 25,4-6 seems to show, this work was also known to S. 
PINAULT (1992: 26 n. 110) 
CH. Schöne (1903: 60). 
Cf. PrNAurT (1992: 31); contra ScHONE (1903: 66). 
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of Vindicianus) S. quotes some books by number. IIepi ókvounvatov 
has the number 38, a book entitled "Exiónuióv is referred to as 
number 11, which corresponds more or less to the numbering of the 
list. There is, nevertheless, a notable difference. TIepi $06toc notótov is 

quoted as book 49, whereas according to VHB it would be number 
14. However, as was said above, the form of the entry (Baccius autem 

Herophili sectator memoral) may indicate that it was noted at this place 
only as a variant. 

(5) The Suda's brief biography of Hippocrates, who is enthusiasti- 
cally introduced as *star?? and light of the art of medicine” has basi- 
cally the same structure as the other lives. Nevertheless, there are 
some distortions and additions based on the pseudepigraphic writings 
of Hippocrates. In place of the usual genealogy the Suda only offers 
two names, Chrysus and Elaphus, which go back to the story in the 
pseudepigraphic Presbeutikos. There we are told that in the First Sa- 
cred War over Delphi between the Crisaeans and the Amphic- 
tyonians Apollo promised help to the latter under the riddling condi- 
tion that £g Ko eA@dvteg EAddov maida (= fawn) &¢ émKovpinv 
ayayovtar Ebv ypbvow onevoavtec*!, The riddle is solved when they 
meet the physician NeBpdg (= fawn) and his eldest son Xpvooc in Cos. 
These are the names taken over by the Suda, though it gives them in 
the wrong order, making Nebrus the son of Chrysus. The section 
about Hippocrates’ teachers also appears to be quite muddled. ‘The 
qualification QUAócoQoc scems to be transferred from Democritus to 
Gorgias. Democritus is erroneously made younger than Hippocrates. 
Moreover, Prodicus is numbered among Hippocrates’ teachers. ‘This 
is not a genuine piece of information, since the name seems to have 
originated from a gloss on Herodicus?. 'The most obvious addition, 
however, is the insertion of the entire third pseudepigraphic letter at 
the beginning of the list of Hippocrates’ work®®. The catalogue itself is 
considerably abridged, with only four works being mentioned. The 
Oath, the Prognostics, the Aphorisms, and a fourth work called 
"E€nkovtaBiproc. This reference has never been sufficiently ex- 

plained®’. There is no such book amongst Hippocrates’ works. The 

95 On the use of aorip cf. Men. T. 151,9-14 K.-A. 
9* [HrPPocn.] 27 Presb. p. 410,2-3 L. IX. 
85 HARDER (1886: 64). 
86 On the letter cf. BRODERSEN (1994: 103-106). 
87 Pauer (1992: 20-21) implausibly speaks of four rolls the first containing “the 

Oath, the second (...) prognostic works, the third aphorisms, and the fourth sixty 
books.” 

A 
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title seems to be due to an error by the Suda or the manuscripts. We 
should instead read E&aßıpßXog, a reference to the six books of Epidem- 
ics, which also fit the subsequent description. 
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1063. Nicomachus of Gerasa 

(1st-2nd cent. A.D.) 

BIOX IIYOATOPOY? 

1 Poneuvn. Vila Pyth. 20-31: Ootog 6& návtag eig £avtóv £n£otpeyev (sc. 

ITvdayöpag), ote må [tóvov ükpoóoet, cs ónotv Ntkópaxoc, Tv &ripóc tfc 

Traas nenointar, xÀA£ov T] 6t6yiAtoug £Aeiv totg Aóyotc, > pnkéti oika’ 

Qmoothvat, GAX Opno0 ov matcl koi yuvoiGiv ÖHAKOELOV TI NAUNEYEDES 

LÖPVOAUEVOUG NOALOAL TMV TPOG navr@v EnikAndetcav Meyarnv EAAAdO. Ev 

Trañig, vóuovç te nap’ avtod deSapevovg Kal npootáypata doavel Belag 

únoðýKraç èktòç tovtov npáttetv unè ëv. otot È kal tàç oùotac Kotvàç 

£0£vto xai META TOV Bedv tòv IToOayópav kacmptOuovv: ótóngp ëv t tv TAP’ 

atols EV TOLG LABNLAOLY ATOPPTITOV TPOXELPLOGLEVOL, YAAMUPOV GAAMs KaL 

MPOG TOAAG SatEivov þvoikà ovvteléouata, thv [te] Aeyouévny tetpaktóv, 

Sr adıng èrøuvvov ç Beóv tiva tòv TTo0oyópav £riéOgyyóuevot návtec eri 

racı toig Ux avtov Bepotovuuévotc, 

ov, LO TOV OMETEPA YEVER Tapadsdovta TETPAKTUV, 

mayàv àeváou $001t0c piGouó c £xovcav. 

(21) dg 8& EmSnunjous ItaAta te kat XuceAto kaxéAaBe nóAet 6260vAopévac 

om’ GAANAwV, TAG HEV NOAA@V ETOV TAG SE vecoti, ópoviiiiatoc £AevOepiov 

TAnoas 8d tv èp ExdotNS åkovotðv a)r00 "nAevO0Époce, Kpótova xoi 

Xópoap:ww xoi Katávnv xoi Pryiov xoi Inépav Kat ‘Akpdyavta Kal 

Tovpouéviov Koi GAAac tivdc, aig Kat vouovg Beto tà Xopovóo t& t0U 

Katavoiov Kat ZarevdKov tod AoKkpod, SVY àv GELoCHA@TOL TOIg MEPLOLKOLC 

äxpı noAAoD yeyövaoıv. Zinixog 9^ ó Kevropurtvov topavvog Akovous aVTOV 

uh T apy ånéðeto Kal TOV YPNUGTOV TH LEV TH GSEAOH, TA SE TOLG MOALTALG 

e5oxev. (22) rpoohOov 8 adi, dg dnotv ‘Aprotdgevog (F 17 Wenrit I). Kal 

7 B& koi BW : 8& V: xoi LM — te del. Westermann 1-14 of 58 A 19 DK, I p. 455,9-10 

13 veveĝ codd. : yox aur. carm. : xeoaAQ Hippol. : ook. coni. .Nauck 14 5iteuá v com. 

Nauck : pılanar’ codd. 16 aranıawv codd., Jambl. $ 33 : &Arwv Cobet, Coll. Crit. p. 319; 414 

V! nXWcoc codd. : oónonA- lambl. ibid. ?9 «oig codd. : xoig Jambl. ibid. ?1 Kevropınivov 

Holstenius : -riov codd. 
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1063. Nicomachus of Gerasa 

(1st-2nd cent. A.D.) 

LIFE OF PYTHAGORAS? 

1 To such an extent did he (sc. Pythagoras) convert everyone to his cause 

that, according to Nicomachus, he won over in only one lecture (which he 

gave after his arrival in Italy) more than two thousand people by his words, 

so that they did not return home, but together with their wives and children 
built an immense school and colonized the region in Italy that is commonly 
called Magna Graecia, and, receiving laws and instructions from him as if they 
were divine orders they strictly abided by them. They also shared their 

property in common and counted Pythagoras amongst the gods. This is the 

reason why they chose one of their secret scientific formulas, which, by the 
way, is neat and pertains to the solution of many physical problems, the so- 
called tetraktys, and used to swear by it, everyone and on every matter they 
wanted to confirm, calling upon Pythagoras as upon a god: 

“No, in the name of him who gave to our race the tetraktys, 

which keeps the source and the roots of everflowing nature.” 

(21) And all the cities in Italy and Sicily which, on his journey, he had 
found—some for many years, some only recently—enslaved by one another 
he filled with the spirit of freedom and liberated them through the disciples 
he had in each: Croton, Sybaris, Catane, Rhegium, Himera, Acragas, 
Tauromenium, and some others. He also gave them laws through 
Charondas of Catane and Zaleucus of Locri, as a result of which they were 
envied by their neighbours for a long time. And Simichus, the tyrant of 
Centoripe, having listened to him resigned his power and divided his prop- 
erty between his sister and his fellow citizens. (22) According to Aristoxenus 
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A£ukavoi xoi Meooórot Kai Tlevr&tıoı Koi Poyoioı. 'Aveidev 8’ Opönv 

OotÓciv où uóvov GxÓ tÓÀv YVMPiLL@V, GAAG KA TOV ANOYOVWV AUT@V Oypi 

NOAAOV YEVEOV KAL KABOAOY GO TOV Ev ITOALG ve xot ZuceAto nóAeov naoóov 

MPOC TE EAUTASG KO TPOG GAANAAG. NUKVOV yàp NV TPdsG Gravtas AVTH TOAAODS 

Kai OALyoUs TOBE TO AnddOEYLA’ OvYaSEvTEOV TAO UNXAV] KAL TEPLKOTTEOV 

nopi kal opo kotl unxoavoig movtoiatg ATO èv OMUATOG vdoov, ANd 

dE wuoyfig àuaOtav, korias Sè xoAvtÉAeiav, nÓóAgOG 0£ otócw, OLKOV ÖE 

Siyodpoovvnyv, ouo0 è navrav Auerpiav. (23) et SE SEL MLOTEVELV TOIC 

LOTOPHGAGL NEPL AVTOD NOAMLOIS TE ODOL KOI GELOAdYOIG, uÉXpt Kol vv 

GAOyoV CHwv Sikveito adtoOdD T] vovO£tnoig. tjv LEV yap Aavviav GpKtOV 

AVLOLVOLEVTV toUc £votkoug Kataoyxóv, óc $aot, koi eroénoóuevog xpóvov 

cvyvòv youicas te uáčn kat àkpoópóoig HPKWOAG TE UNKETL EuUWyOXOU 

Edanteodar AnEeAvoev. N 5’ EVHLG EIG xà Öpn Kal ToVg SpvuoVg anaAAayeica 

oùkéT 0n rapánav £xvoca 008’ AAOY@ Lam. (24) Bodv 8 Ev Tapavtt dav 

<ėv> nouutyel vou kváuov YAWPAV EdaTtdLEVOV, TO BOVKOAD napootic 

ovveßoVAeVoev eineiv tô Bot tõv kváuov ànooyéo0av npoonaoi&Gavtoc 8 

aÙtÂ toD Bovkóñov kal phoavtoç oùk eiðévar Boioti AudElv, TPOGEABOVTE xoi 

£l 10 o0c tpoowiOvpitcavta tà torópo o9 uóvov tÓt dxootijoat t00 kvouvoc, 

AA Kal aödıg undenore Kvdumv Hıyeiv, uakpoypoviótatov 6' £v Tápavt 

Katà tò ing "Hpag1epov yNP@vTa ÖLQAuEHEVNKEVAL TOV LEPOV KAAODUEVOV BODV, 

TNOGAG GLTOVLEVOV As OL ANAVT@VTES Wpeyov. (25) aietov 8 DREPINTALEVOV 

‘OAVETLAGL TPOGOLLAODVTOS AVTOD TOLG YVMPILOLG AMO THYNG MEPL TE OLMVOV 

kal CLLBOAOV Kal SLOONLLAY, StL RAPA BHE@v Elolv GyyEAtat TIVES KL OTTAL 

toig Gc GANOAS VEodiAéot TOV GvOpanwv, Katayayeiv Agyerar Kal 

KOTAWHOAVTA NOAL dhEivat. SLKTVLODAKOIS T EMLoTaVTA ENL THs CayNvNs EK 

Bv80d roAdv Höprov Eriovpou&vng, 600V nAf8oc &rionóvtot TPOEMELV TOV 

ix00ov Opicavta tov dpiOLóv, xoi càv &vópóv DRONELVAVT@V ÖTL Üv KEAEVON 

mpage ei 1000’ otitws AroBain, COvtas dhEivat TAAL KEAEDOAL TOs LyOVAS 

TPOTEPOV ye AKPLBGs SraprOurjoavtas Kat tò Bavuaorótepov OTL OVSEIS £v 

t0co0tp Tf; ApiOunoewas xpóvo t&v ix00c0v EKTög ÜÖaTog LELVAVTWV 

27-28 nooa@v npóc te &aviàc D?" nos Mn mes W : tao- xe npoc&- BMVL : nao- koxá «€ £- Tambl. 

§ 34 3 act BM : moi B® VLW 38 év Iambl. $ 61 : om. Porphyr. ® nepi te Tambl. 
$ 62 : te nep codd. 46 xoi ötror Nauck (of. De abst. 2,53) : a avo codd. : Koi odtoi Tambl. 

ibid. 49 émrovpopévyns VL : £mvospouévng Jambl. $ 36 : de B per compendium scripto (uév~) nihil 

constat : -u&vorg Ritlershausen, Nauck : -ugvov MW || nposıneiv VLW: -ov BM |. 99 xeAeon 

MW et fortasse B'Iambl. ibid. : «exem B'^VL ?! ei to0®’ oürwg Jambl. ibid. : £6 ooxoc codd. 

52 SiapOunoavtag Scaliger : -oavxa. codd. : -oaviec Jambl. ibid. 

ix. 
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he was also approached by the Lucanians, Messapians, Peucetians, and 

Romans. He completely rooted out discord not only among his disciples, but 

also among their descendants for many generations, and, in general, internal 

as well as interstate conflicts among all the cities in Italy and Sicily, con- 

stantly repeating to all, be it many or few, the following maxim: One must 

banish with all zeal and cut out with fire, iron and various devices sickness 

from the body, ignorance from the soul, luxury from the belly, strife from 

the city, discord from the family, and immoderation from all these together. 
(23) If one is to believe the ancient and authoritative writers on him, his 

admonition even reached the ears of irrational animals. When the Daunian 

bear was hurting the inhabitants, he got hold of her, as they say, stroked her 

for a long time, fed her with barley-cake and acorns, and released her only 

after he had made her swear that she would not touch any living being in the 

future. She went at once into the mountain forests and was never again seen 

attacking anything at all, not even an animal. (24) At Tarentum, when he 

saw an ox in a mixed pasturage feeding on green beans, he approached the 
herdsman and advised him to tell the ox to abstain from the beans. When 

the herdsman laughed at him and said that he did not know how to speak 
the ox's language, he went to the bull and whispered into his ear to leave the 
field of beans not only for the moment, but also never to touch beans 
afterwards. And it grew very old living at Tarentum at the sanctuary of 
Hera, the so-called holy ox, feeding on the food the visitors offered to it. 
(25) At Olympia, an eagle flew over his head while he, as chance would have 

it, was lecturing his pupils about presages, omens and divine signs, saying 

that there are certain messages and voices from the gods to those men they 

dearly love; and he is said to have made it come down and, having caressed 

it, to let it go again. Meeting fishermen while their dragging-net was drawing 
in a good haul from the deep, he foretold them how many fishes they would 
pull in, giving the precise number. And when the men agreed to do what he 
wanted if he turned out to be correct, he told them first to count the fishes 
exactly and then to throw them back alive into the water. And what is most 
Surprising is that not one of the fishes died during his presence, even though 
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ånénvevoev EHEOTDTOG AdTod. (26) mMoAAODG SE TOV £vtuyyavóvtov 

GVELLLVIOKE TOD TPOTEPOD Piov Sv ALTAV N YLXT] TPO TOD THSE TH GHLATL 

£vógOTrvoi méAat not’ Eftmoe. Kal Eavtdv 8 GVALLAEKTOLG TEKLNPLOLG 

arépaivev EvoopBov tov IlávO0ov. xoi tóv 'Ounptkóv otiyov èksivovç 

LGALOTO £&uvet kot LETS AVPAc ELWEAEOTATA àvépeinev (Hom. 1.17, 51-60) 

Cipatt Ol SEVOVTO KOUAL YAPITEGOLV OLOLAL 

nàoyuoi 0’, où xpuoó t£ xoi àpyopo EooHK@VTO. 

Otov 8& tpéder Epvoc àvi]p EprOnréc EAaing 

YOPH Ev OLOTOAM, 60’ GAtc avapeBpvxev Vdwp 

KOAOV THAEOGOV’ TO SE TE TVOLAL SOVEOVOLV 

TAVTOLWV AVEU@V, Kat te Bpbeı Avdei AELK@ 

EAHWV 8° E&anivng Üveuog odv Aatdonı noAAm 

Bó0pov v &£&éctpewe xot £EEETOVVOO’ Ent yaıng' 

torov IIóáv00v vidv £üueAtnv EóoopBov 

'"Axpetóng MevéAaog enel xváve, tevye’ EOVAG. 

(27) xà yàp totopooueva nepi tis £v Mukrivatg àvakeuiévng odv TpwiKoic 

Laddpors th Apyeta “Hpa EvodpBov tod Ppvydc tovtov KONLOG ropteuev oc 

navy Snuwsyn. KavKacov 8 eéoaocav tov TOTALOV oùv TOAAOIS TOV ETAIPOV 

dtaßatvovrd NOTE NPOGEINEIV KL O motouóg yeyovóg TL KOL THAVOV 

ànepOéyéato nrávtov åkovóvtov “yape Mvðayópa”. mÂ SE KaL TH AVTH NEPA 

ëv te Metanovtio tis Irañiac kai Ev Tavpouevio tis XuceALag ovyyeyovevar 

Kal óteuUAéy8oit Koy tots ékatépobı &vatpoig otov óuaBeBaototvtot oyxeóóv 

dmavtec, <otadimv> £v pevavyuio mopxÓAAov xol kotà yfjv Kol Katü 

OóXacttav orapyóvvov 000 niépouc üávuotuov návu roAAoic. (28) tò uèv yàp 

öt tòv umpóv xpvootv &néóei&ev 'Apápiót v "YnepBopéo eixócavr otov 

"AnoAAwva eivat tov &v "Yneppopéotc, oonep Hv tepeds o “ABaptc, BeBarovvta 

OG toto GANnPEc, TEAPDANTAL’ KOL STL vVEwS KATATAEOVONS KOL T@V piov 

evouevov TH KoULCOLEVa yev&odaon adtoig ö IlvBoyöpag einev “Eotan vot vuv 

DULV VEKPög”, Kal N vats KatémAevcev Exovoa vekpóv. LLupia 8 EtEpa 

8oruuaotótepa: kot Oeiótepa: epi vàvópóg Opto. xol ovuódvoc etpntat. oc 

57 ánéóQawev lambl. $ 63 : ànéónvev codd. 58 avéueAne [ambl. ibid. : ànéneyunev codd. 6? 60° 

edd. : öre €^ codd. 7! Kavkaoov codd., Cyrill. c. Iul. 3 p. 87 A-B : Néocov lambl. $ 134 : xoi 
Kácav Burkert (1962: 118 n. 134) 7? yeyavög codd. : -óv lambl. ibid. 73 ànepðéyčaro codd. : 

av- Cyrill. c. dul 3 p. 87 A 75 aòùòtòyv Nauck : -à codd. 79 cxaóiov add. lambl. 

ibid. || raunóAXov Jambl. ibid. : raunóX(X)o codd. 81 einev. Holstenius : -eiv codd. || gota 

VLW : ou BM 
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they had to stay out of the water for such a long time during the count. 
(26) He reminded many of those he met about the former life their soul had 

led long ago, before it was chained to the present body. And by unquestion- 

able proofs he showed that he himself had been Euphorbus, the son of 

Panthous. And of the Homeric verses these are the ones he sang most of all, 

accompanying his song on the lyre in most beautiful manner: 

*His hair, similar to that of the Graces, and his locks bound tightly 

with gold and silver threads were moistened by his blood. 

Like a luxuriant young olive plant, which is raised by someone 

in a lonely place, where water gushes up in abundance, 

beautiful and flourishing, the breezes of 

various winds shake it, and it swells with white bloom, 

but suddenly a wind comes with a mighty storm, 
roots it out from the pit and puts it to the ground. 
such was the son of Panthous, Euphorbus of the ashen spear, 

when Menelaus, son of Atreus, killed him and stripped him of his 
weapons." 

(27) The story, however, about the shield of this Phrygian Euphorbus, which 

was set up in Mycenae together with the Trojan booty to the Argive Hera, 

I can pass over in silence, since it is well-known. And they say that he once 

addressed the river Caucasus when he was crossing it with many of his 

disciples, and the river answered in a sonorous and clear voice so that all 

could hear it: "Welcome Pythagoras". And nearly all authors confirm that, 
on one and the same day, he stayed at Metapont in Italy and at 
Tauromenium in Sicily and spoke publicly to his pupils in both cities, 
though there is a distance of many miles on land and sea between them, 

which takes many days to traverse. (28) It is, moreover, a commonplace that 
he showed his golden thigh to Abaris the Hyperborean who supposed that 
he was the Hyperborean Apollo, whose priest Abaris was, proving that it was 
true, and that Pythagoras said when a ship arrived and his pupils prayed that 
its cargo should be theirs: “So you will get a corpse”, and the ship put ashore 
with a dead body on board. And countless other even more marvellous and 
divine things are told about him consistently and unanimously, In a word, 
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<> nç £inglv, KAT OVdEVOS LmEVONON TAEiova OLSE nepıttótepa. 

(29) rpopproets te Yap ArapdPatot CELGLAV SLALVNLOVEVOVTAL AVTOD Kal AOL- 

L@V ATOTPOTAL obv TaXEL KOI AvELOMV BLatwv yaAATOv T EKYVGEMS KATACTO- 

AOL KOL KVLOTOV TOTOLLMV TE xot OOADTTIOV ATEvSLAGLOL TPOG EDUAPT TOV 

Etaipav SidBao. àv neraraßövrag "EuneóokAéo (31 A 13 DK) te kai 

"Eruievtónv (457 T 3) kai "Aßapıv noAAo1 £rvtexeAexévat votarütoc ofla 5° 

QUVIOV TH NONMLATA LAAPXEL. GAAWS SE Ka GAEEGvELOS LEV ñv 10 EmadvoLOV 

'EunedorA£ovg, kabaptis Sè 10 Empevidonv, ai60poBátng 62 tò "Aßapıdog, öt 

dpa dicot too £v YnepBopéoig 'AnóAXovoc 6cpn8Évu at &royotugvoc 

NOTOUOVG TE KaL neAAyN Kol ta Bata StéBarvev üepopoóv tpónov tá. Óónep 

onevónoav xoi Ilvdayöpav Tıvegs nenovdevar tote "vixo év Metanovtio 

xoi £v Taupouevio tois exatép@Ot Etaipoig MutAnoe ci out nuépo. 

(30) KateknAer d€ PvOLOIG KaL WEAEOL KOL EnMSaic TA WOXIKG THON KaL TH 

SWHATIKA. KOL TOIG HEV ETALPOLIG NPUOLETO TaDTa, adTOS S€ THs TOD MavtOc 

APLOVLAG NKPOATO GvVLELG TiS KABOALKTS TOV opapõv KL TOV KAT’ abrücg 

xiwouuévov Gotépov óppoviac, fig Nua un GKovetv Sia opiKpdtHTA THC 

dboewc. todrorg Kar EunedorAng (31 B 129 DK) paptupei Aéyov nepi abtod: 

Tiv 8é tic v keivotctw àvijp repuota eiódc, 

Oc 81] u']ktoxov npontóov EKtHOaAtO TAODTOV, 

TAVTOLOV TE LOALOTA GOO@V <t’> &nulpavoc épyov. 

onnote YAP TdoNoL OpeEarto nparidecovy, 

PElLd YE TOV Óvtov TAVIWV ALÜGOEOKEV EKAOTO, 

Kal te SEK’ GVOPHMOV KAT’ ELKOOLV ALMVEGOLV. 

(31) tò yàp “nepidota” Kat “tov óvtov Ae0cogokev Ékaoto" kat ^npanióov 

TAOVTOV” KOL TA EOLKOTA ELMAVTLKG LOALOTA TH EFaipEtov Kai ükpıpeotepag 

TAPE TOVS GAAOUs StopyavacEemes Ev TE TO OPAV KAL TO GKOVELV KOI TH VOELV 

100 ITu0oryópov. ta 8 obv tOv Extd Gotépwv OOEyLATA Kal THs TOV irxAovOv, 

Ett OE TO TiS VIEP NAS AEyouévns Kat’ avtovs GvtiyBovoc TAs Evvéa Movoac 

eivat dtePeParodto. thy S€ nacOv Gua ovYKPAGLV KL CLUdMVIAV KAI MoavEl 

84 5° addidit Westermann 99 8& VLW : «e BM — || &Xe&óveuoc D** : re&auevog BKMVLW: 
dAe&avéuac Jambl. $ 136.98 cuvieic Dambl. $ 65 : cvvelc codd. || xat aòtàç Jambi. ibid. : 

Kate tavtag codd. 100 103 ? add. Wilamowitz 199 peió 
ye codd. : pev’ bye scripsisse Empedoclem cont. Cobet, Coll. Crit. p. 343 110 «o TToGoryópov codd. : 
om. Iambl. § 67, secl. Nauck M3 £x 68 «à «fic scrifsi : &ri tavtng te tñ codd. || Xeyouévng D : 

Aeyouévng 5& MVLW || wav’ würovdg avrixdovos Holstenius : Kara tobg àviiy8ovac 

codd. 112 
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there is no one about whom more, and more extraordinary, things have 

been conjectured. (29) There are reported of him predictions of carthquakes, 

which came to be true, quick avertings of plagues, soothings of furious winds 

and hailstorms, and calmings of the waves of rivers or scas to provide an 

easy crossing for his disciples. Empedocles, Epimenides, and Abaris are said 

to have shared these gifts and to have accomplished similar deeds on many 

occasions, as can be seen from their poems. Morcover, Empedocles was 

called “averter of winds”, Epimenides “purifier”, and Abaris “sky walker”, 

because, riding on an arrow that was given to him by the Hyperborean 

Apollo, and somehow flying through the air, he crossed rivers, seas and 

inaccessible regions. Some suppose that this is what Pythagoras did as well, 

when he conversed with his disciples both at Metapont and Tauromenium 

on the same day. (30) By the spell of rhythms, songs and incantations he 

healed psychical and physical diseases. And this task was assigned to his 

followers, while he himself listened to the harmony of the universe, perceiv- 

ing the universal harmony of the spheres and the stars moving on them, 

which we cannot hear, because our nature is too weak. This is also attested 

by Empedocles who says about him: 

“Amongst them there was a man with rare knowledge, 
who had acquired an immense wealth of understanding, 

exceedingly capable of all sorts of wise works. 
Whenever he exerted all his understanding, 

he could easily perceive every single being 

within ten or twenty generations of men.” 

(31) Here, the expressions “rare” and “he saw every single being” and 
“wealth of understanding” and the like lay special emphasis upon the fact 
that Pythagoras was gifted with better and more precise organs than others 

for seeing, hearing and thinking. He therefore maintained that the voices of 
the seven planets and of the sphere of the fixed stars, and in addition that of 
the sphere beyond our senses (which is called antichthon by them), were the 

nine Muses. And the mingling and concord and, as it were, connection of all 
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OVVSEOLOV, Nonep a> didiov te kat åyevýtov Epos £xóotn kai Anöppora, 

Mvnuoodvnv @vöualev. 

2 IAunr. Vita Pyth. 251-253: (...) tadta u&v o0v "Apıorößevog (F 18 WeHRLI II) 

dinyeitar: Nıkönoxog dE tà èv ğAAa ovvouoAoyei TOVTOLC, Mapa 5 iv 

ànoónutav ITo8oryópou nol yeyovévor mv EnıßovAnv tadımv. (252) óc yàp 

Depexbön tov Liprov, SSdoKahov avdtod yevouevov, cic ANAov exopevon, 

VOOOKOLNOOV TE AVTOV NEPITETH YEVOLEVOV TH LOTOPOLHEVO fis óOeiptice coc 

TOVEL KOL KNdEVOMV. Tote "| obv oi àxoyvoo0Évreg dn’ adtÂv (sc. TOV 

Tv0ayopeiwv) Koi otnAuev0Évtecg énéOevto obtoig xoi máviag novio 

èvénpnoav, aùtoi TE brò tôv 'IrüAiotOv xoteAe0o0ncav èni tovto Kal 

EFeppionoay Gtapor. tote 8T] obv ovvervuneiv ovvéßarve tv èniothunv toig 

EMLOTOLEVOLG, ÜTE Sù ğppntov om aùtâv Ev toig orhdecı õtapviayOeicav 

HEXPL TÖTE, TÜ SE ðvooúveta uva Kal åðtántvkta napà xoig £Eo 

Stauvnuovedeoda ovveßn, TAMv óACyov návv, óca twv&g èv Aonui tóte 

tuxóvtec ó.£oooov Gonvpo dicta návv ójiv6pó Kai SvoOpata. (253) Kat odtOL 

yàp uovaOÉviec xai eri «9 ovuávu oo uexptoc á&vurcaviec 8.eonápnoov 

HEV GAAOS GAAGYT, Ka ODKETL KOLVOVEIV ivOpóno xvi Aóyou 10 napónav 

onépevov, uováCGovtec ©’ &v xoic £pnutatg, ÖTOV ÄV wy, Kai KATAKAELOTOL TO 

TOAAG thv aùtòç £avto0 Ékaotog cuvovoiav üvi mavtóg "ouévitov. 

srevAaPovpevor 8& ui] ravieAGc && àvOpórov ànóAnta TO $UAocoótac óvoua 

Kal BEOIg OTOL tà toto ànex0Gvovtoi, 6t0ÀAÉoavtec üpónv tò NALKODTOV 

AVTOV S@POV, orouvriuatá TLva KEbaAaı Won Kal ovußoAıkd svvra&guevor td 

t€ tàv npg£oButépov cvyypóuuota xoi dv Owpguéuvnvto cuvoAicavteG 

KatéAitov EKaotog ovMEP ETVYYOVE TeEAEvT@v, &mwokiyavteg vioig jj 

Ovyaotpáciv Tj yovoiSt umóevi óóuevat vv £któc tüg oikiac. oi SE uéxpt 

RAUNÖAAOV ypóvov toðto ÖLETNPNOOV, EX ÖLASOXFG Thy abt tavtmv &vxoATiv 

EILOTEAAOVOOL TOLG ENLYÖVOLG. 

3 Poneuvn. Vita Pyth. 57-61: (...) «fig 6€ cuuoopag obtoc kataoyotonc toG 

üvõpas ovveğélernev kal N ENLOTIUN GPPNTOS Ev TOs OTIVEOL SLAMVAAXIETGO. 

GYXPL TOTE, LOV@V tøv óucouvétov naopà voic £5 SrapvnLOVevoUEeVaV. OVTE 
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of them, of which each as of an eternal and everlasting being is part and 

emanation, he called Mnemosyne. 

2 (251) (...) This is told by Aristoxenus. Nicomachus agrees with it in all 

other respects, but says that this conspiracy took place when Pythagoras was 

abroad: (252) Hc had gone to Delos to his former teacher Pherecydes of 

Syrus to tend him, since he had fallen ill with the disease called phteiriasis, 

and to bury him. At this time those who had been rejected by them (sc. the 

Pythagoreans) and had been exposed to public ignominy fell upon them and 

everywhere set fire to them all. On top of this, they were stoned to death by 

the Italians and their bodies cast off without burial. It therefore then came 

about that this knowledge perished together with those who possessed it, 

because they had been kept it secret in their hearts until that time, and only 
the difficult and unintellegible parts were remembered by those outside the 
sect, with the rare exception of some very faint and hardly visible sparks that 
had been preserved by those who had been abroad at that time. (253) And 
these people, isolated and very dejected about what had happened, dis- 
persed to different places and could not bear at all to communicate with 

mankind in future. Living anywhere in solitude and seclusion each preferred 
his own company to the rest of the world. They did, however, take care that 

the name of philosophy should not become entirely lost from mankind and 

that they should therefore incur the wrath of the gods because they had 

utterly ruined their great gift. Thus, they composed some sketchy and sym- 
bolic commentaries collecting the writings of the older men and what they 
themselves remembered, and left them behind where they happened to die, 
instructing their sons or daughters or wives not to give them to anyone 

outside the household. And their families observed this custom for a very 

long time, handing down the same order from generation to generation. 

3 (57) (...) After the disaster had struck the men in this a way, their knowl- 

edge perished with them, because it had been kept secret in their hearts until 
that moment, and only what was difficult to comprehend was remembered 
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yap avtod ITvbayópov ovyypapua (64 A 2 DK) fiv, ot te Exovydvtec Adoic te 

Kar "Apxınnog Kal 6001 ANOÖNNLODVTEG ETÜYXAVOV, ÖAlya dLEoWoav Lorupa tic 

prrooodiac auvdpa te Kal SvoOHpata. (58 ~ F 2, § 253). (59) texpnpaiveba 8’ 

dv, onoiv Nixdpayos, rept tod wh mapépyws adtods tas GAAOTPLAS EKKAIVELV 

OAc, GAAG Kai névv onovdatws nepikáurtetv atc koi óuAGTtecOot Kal 

LV MEPL TOD HEXPL MOAAGV yeveóv t0 óUuxóv npóg GAANAOUS àvév8otov 

avtods diatetnpyKevat, €& v 'ApiotóSevog (F 31. Wenn IT) £v tô nepi tod 

IIvdoyopeiov tou aütóg Otoknkoévai $noiv Atovucíov tod XikeAtac 

tupávvov, óc EKTEGOY THg Hovapyias ypaywata év KopivOw &8(6aokev. ónol 

8 ovtag (...) (61) Kai taðta u£v "Aptotó&evoc óc nap’ adtod dKovouc 

Awovvoiov annyyeıkev. Innößotog de kai NedvOng rept Mvaariov Kai Tuoyac 

lotopotot «.... 

145-146 © öy Nauck (cf. Jambl. $ 233) : 8€ BM 149 èt BM : xa £& Nauck 150 TIivðayopesiov 
B : Trvdayöpov M : Mv@ayoptxod Jambl. $ 233 154 ex Jambl. $$ 189-194 supplenda 
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by those outside the sect. There was no written work of Pythagoras himself, 

and the members who had escaped death—Lysis and Archippus and all 

those who had been abroad—, had only saved some faint and scarcely 

visible sparks of the philosophy. (58 — F 2, § 253) (59) That they avoided 

friendship with other people not only incidentally, but even took grcat pains 

to dodge and evade it, while they maintained an unyielding friendship be- 

tween themselves for many generations, you may learn, according to 

Nicomachus, from what Aristoxenus in his Pythagorean Life claims to have 

heard from Dionysius, the Sicilian tyrant, when he had lost his monarchy 

and was an elementary teacher in Corinth. He says as follows: (...) 

(61) (.../That is what Aristoxenus reports to have heard from Dionysius him- 

self. But Hippobotus and Neanthes tell us about Myllias and Timycha <...>. 
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1063. Nicomachus of Gerasa 

(1st-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

The Middle Platonist Nicomachus of Gerasa lived from the Ist to the 
2nd century A.p.! A terminus post quem is provided by his mention of 
the ‘Tiberian mathematician Thrasyllus?, a terminus ante quem by 
Apuleius, who is said to have translated his Introduction to Arithmetic into 
Latin’. Thus N. seems to have already been famous around the mid- 
dle of the 2nd cent. A.p.* Several of N.s scientific works are still 
extant. Apart from his Introduction to Arithmetic and his Manual of Har- 
monics large parts of his OeoAoyoVneva apıdunrırng survive in the ex- 
cerpts of Photius (cod. 187) and Iamblichus®. N. himself also refers to 
another mathematical treatise, an /ntroduction to. Geometry, of which no 
trace remains?. All extant works clearly show N.s affiliation to Neo- 
Pythagorean thought. Thus, it is not surprising that he also wrote 
about Pythagoras. Although no title is mentioned, the contents of the 
surviving parts sufficiently prove that this work was a kind of biogra- 
phy’. It might even have formed the first part of an encyclopedia of 
Pythagorean thought”. “His works, then, constitute an introduction to 
Pythagorean ’science’, together with an account of the Founder, a 
project repeated a hundred years or so later (...) by the Neo-Platonist 
Iamblichus."? In his biography N. relied heavily on the works of 
Hellenistic authorities like Aristoxenus, though he probably did not 
consult these directly, but rather would have known them in an 

' Cf. on N. especially D’ Ooce (1926: 71-137); Dition (1977: 352-361); BERTIER 
(1978: 7-10); ''ARÁN (1974: 112-113); O' Mrana (1989: 14-23). 

2 Nicom. Harm. 11 p. 260,16 JAN. I 
5 Cassiop. Inst. div. lil. 2,4,7; 2,5,10; cf. D’ Ooce (1926: 124-125); SCHMIDT in 

HLL IV (1997: 313). 
* [Lucıan.| Philopatr. 12 does not provide any dating criteria, since it belongs to 

Byzantine times; contra V'ARÁN (1974: 112). 
5 Cf. D’ Ooce (1926: 84-87); Ditton (1976: 352-353). 
6 Nicom. Intr. arithm. 2,6,1. Cf. also D' Oock (1926: 79-81), who discusses the 

evidence for further works showing them to be spurious. 
7 Contra TARÁN (1974: 113 n. 4), cf. e.g. D’ Ooce (1926: 79). 
8 This also seems to be suggested by SYRIAN. In Arist. Metaph. p. 1078 b 7 (CAG 

6,1 p. 103,6 Knorr), who refers to N.s work as ovvayoyai tév HTo8aryopetov 80ypázov. 
cf. ZELLER III 2 (1903: 124 n. 3). . 

° Ditton (1977: 353); see also Dörr (1963: 276): “die Pythagoras-Biographie 
wächst zur Enzyklopädie des gesamten Pythagoreismus heran." 
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adapted form from handbooks such as those of Neanthes or 

Hippobotus!”. This also seems to be suggested by his style. In those 
parts where he follows his sources closely, he uses a smooth verbal 
style with only few hiatus, whereas in sections which seem to be 
mainly his own work, his writing tends to display a preponderance of 

nouns, becomes clumsy and contains frequent hiatus. N.s biography 
of Pythagoras was used as a source by Porphyry and lamblichus 

independently in their respective lives of the philosopher!!. However, 

it is difficult to determine the exact extent to which they drew upon it. 

In the case of the printed fragments the Nicomachean origin is cer- 

tain, because his name is given and there are exact verbal parallels 

between Porphyry and Iamblichus!’. ‘The attribution of further frag- 
ments to N. remains hypothetical, although in some cases it seems 
very plausible!’. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) The beginning of the fragment is difficult to determine. It possibly 
begins with the quotation from Dicaearchus (§ 18). There is no clear 
break before $ 20 regarding the content, and the expression fv emßäg 
Tig ItaAiac énoinoe seems to refer back to the beginning of § 18 enei 
de ing Itartag &neßn. Furthermore, the §§ 18-22 are stylistically quite 

10 Burkerr (1962: 90-91). 
!! See Ronpe II (1901: 125-127); Burkerr (1962: 87). 
'2 Thus, Porpuyr. Vita Pyth. $ 20-31 (F lU) is equivalent to IAMBr. Vita Pyth. 88 30; 

33; 241; 34; 60; 61; 62; 36; 63; 134-135; 142; 136; 67; PonPuvn. 88 59-61 (F 3) to 
Iangr.. $$ 233-237; and in turn lamgr. §§ 251-253 (F 2) to Porpuyr. 55 p. 47,18-48,1 
N.; 57 (p. 49,15)-58; cf. Burkert (1962: 87 n. 7). 

!5 In the case of Porphyry it seems quite likely that PorpHyr. 54-55 should also be 
attributed entirely to Nicomachus, because there are also verbal parallels between 
lamp. 248 p. 133,12-14, cf Burkerr (1962: 87 n. 7). This is not the place for a 
detailed analysis of Porphyry’s work. However, it seems to me that N. should be 
identified with what is called source | by Ronpe II (1901: 125-126) and thus should 
also be attributed to him Porpuyr. 1-9 and 56-57.—In the case of Iamblichus 
Ronne II (1901: 102-172) postulated that his work was based on only two sources: 
pollonius and N., to whom he attributed the following sections: 25 (p. 15,21 D.) -27; 

30-34; 36 (p- 21,1-14); 58-62 (p. 34,3); 64-67; 74-78; 81 (p. 46,22) -89 (p. 52,11); 94- 
102; 106-121; 129-130 (p. 74,3); 132-133 (p. 75,19); 134 (p. 76,6)-136 (p. 77,9); 141- 
144 (p. 80,26); 145; 147; 149-150; 159-160; 163-166 (p. 93,23); 184; 189-194; 196- 
198 (p. 109,3); 200-213 (p. 116,1); 230 (p. 124,1)-239; 248-253. His opinion was 
slightly modified by Lévy (1926: 103-104; 111-117), who showed that Iamblichus 

30 used a third source and besides this referred to other works of N.; cf. also 
Borkerr (1962: 89). 
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polished and show only a few hiatus!*. Since N. himself did not avoid 
the hiatus so rigidly (cf. e.g. $ 31), it may be due to the fact that 
N. took 88 18-22 from a source which originally avoided it!. 
(20-22) This section gives an account of Pythagoras’ first activities in 
Italy. It starts (21) with the foundation of the duaxoeiov!® and the 
Pythagorean colonization of Italy, which is said to be called Magna 
Graecia after the Pythagoreans!’, and goes on to say that Pythagoras 
was worshipped by his pupils like a god. To prove this, an “old” 
Pythagorean oath is then provided. However, the two verses in which 
Pythagoras is referred to as the inventor of the tetractys!® seem to 
show Empedoclean influence!?. There then follows a short account of 
Pythagoras’ “political” activities. Several Italian and Sicilian cities are 
mentioned as having submitted to Pythagorean influence. The whole 
passage smacks of Aristoxenus?’, who is also explicitly quoted in § 22 
and is known to have mentioned Charondas and Zaleucus elsc- 
where?!, though as in the case of Dicaearchus the exact extent of the 
quotation is difficult to determine. Since the mention of 
Tauromenium (founded in only 403 s.c.) could well be a piece of 
Timaean local patriotism??, it is perhaps best to assume a post- 
Timaean collective source (Neanthes?). The story that Simichus, the 
tyrant of Centuripe, handed over his power to the citizens under the 
influence of Pythagorean doctrine, is also anchronistic, since the set- 
tlements of the Siculi did not have the structure of a polis at that 
time’. (23-31) This section gives a list of Pythagoras’ miracles. Sty- 
listically it is very variable. Besides smooth running passages there are 

!^ "There are some instances in $8 18-19 (even in the quotation from Dicaearchus). 
However, these occur mainly in passages which may well be later additions. The 
most striking examples are in § 18 p. 26,6 tod j8ouc in § 19 p. 27, 1-2 Kai öt návta tà 
yivoueva Euyoya óopoyevii 8e (Holstenius; 8& codd.) vouileww. 

15 It is hard to say whether $8 18-21 all go back to Dicaearchus. Since there seems 
to be some Timaeen influence, one should think rather of another Hellenistic source 
like Neanthes. 

'6 See Burkert (1962: 159). 
'7 Perhaps the connection was first established by Timaeus, cf. BuRKERT (1962: 92 

n. 34). 
18 See Burkert (1962: 63-64) 
' See Burkert (1962: 170). 
?! vox Fnrrz (1940: 18); F 17 WEHRLI Il. 
21 F43 Wear Il. 
?? Cf. also BURKERT (1962: 184 n. 66) who only attributes § 22 p. 28,11-13 to 

Aristoxenus, because he does not want to credit him with the anachronism. How- 
ever, the mention of Zaleucus and Charondas and the story of Damon and Phintias 
show that Aristoxenus was not particularly concerned about chronology. 

23 Berve I (1967: 607). 

N 

N 

im 
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also some which lack any polish at all. The miracles appear to be 
ordered roughly according to their content: First stand miracles con- 
cerning animals (23-25), then come those regarding Pythagoras' di- 
vine nature (26-29), while finally there is a section on his knowledge 
of the harmony of spheres (30-31). There are a number of differences 
between this and the other catalogues of Pythagoras! miracles?*, 
which seem to go back ultimately to Aristotle. Especially remarkable 
is the fact that in N. the wonders are often connected with some 
special Pythagorean doctrine. Thus, Pythagoras tames a bear in 
Daunia teaching him not to eat meat any more (23)?, and prevents 
an ox in Tarentum from eating beans (24)*°. In Olympia he strokes 
an eagle?’, which is used to confirm Pythagoras’ lecture on divine 
signs, while on the beach between Sybaris and Croton?? he guesses 
the correct number of fish and makes the fishermen throw them back 
into the water (25)*°. Then N. turns to the Pythagorean doctrine of 
reincarnation (26-27). First he tells how Pythagoras also told others of 
their former lives. This is probably a reference to the legend that he 
once told Myllias at Croton that he had been King Midas??. Then N. 
mentions the well-known fact that Pythagoras regarded himself as the 
reincarnation of the Trojan Euphorbus?!. 'To prove it he states that 
Pythagoras liked to quote the Homeric verses about Euphorbus’ 
death and recognized Euphorbus’ shield at Argos/Mycenae, cutting 
short the latter story as ndvv önu@ön”. Further evidence for Pythago- 
ras’ superhuman powers is found in the legend that Pythagoras was 
once welcomed by the river Caucasus (27)?. The name of the river is 
plainly wrong. It was probably the Kasas?*, a river near Metapont, 

a Cf. Apotton. Mir. 6; Aru. Var. hist. 2,26; 4,17 (= 14,7 DK). 
?5 Cf. also ApoLton. Mir. 6; [amp Vita Pyth. 142. 
2 This miracle has no parallel. Most interesting is the connection of the ox with 

the local cult of Hera. Maybe this is one of Aristoxenus’ stories. 
21 CF. Agr. Var. hist. 4,17; Prvr. Numa 8; Amm. Marc. 22,16,21; Iamgr. Vita Pyth. 

142 who makes the miracle happen in Croton. 
23 The location is given in the parallel version of IAwnr. Vita Pyth. 36. Porphyry 

pons to have slightly abbreviated N.s account. 
: = Fora slightly different version see PLur. Quaest. conv. 8,9,3 p. 729 D-E, De cap. ex 
m. 9 p. 91 C. 

39 Agr, Var. hist. 4,17; IAMBL. Vita Pyth. 143; cf. BunKERT (1962: 118 n. 132). 
kon Cf. on Euphorbus and his shield Burkert (1962: 114-117, especially 116 n. 

3? The frequency of serious hiatus is remarkable. These are obviously N.s own 
Words. 

a AEL. Var. hist. 2,26; APorrow. Mir. 6; Dioc. LakRr. 8,11; IAwsr. Vita Pyth. 134. 
?* Drers (1898: 334-335); Livy (1926: 13). 
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and Kaoxacov should be regarded as a misreading of xoi Kácov?. It 
is difficult to tell when this error originated. However, Iamblichus in 
his parallel account in $ 134 gives the reading Néocov. This might 
suggest that he could not read N.s words and therefore chose a vari- 
ant from other handbooks??, whereas Porphyry mistook it for the 
Caucasus. In any case this passage clearly proves that Iamblichus is 
independent of Porphyry. There now follows the story that Pythago- 
ras was in both Metapont and Tauromenium on the same day (27 
p. 31,12-17). The cities involved are usually Metapont and Croton”. 
The anachronisüc mention of Tauromenium is again due most prob- 
ably to 'Timaeus??, Furthermore, a passing reference is added that 
Pythagoras showed his golden thigh to Abaris proving thus that he 
was the Hyperborean Apollo (28 p. 31,18-32,2). In this story three 
different early motifs are combined: 1. that Pythagoras was regarded 
as the Hyperborean Apollo by the Crotoniates?. 2. that he had a 
golden thigh". 3. that he met Abaris*'. The list of single miracles 
closes with the story that Pythagoras foretold that there was a corpse 
on an approaching ship (28 p. 32,2-5) showing his powers of divina- 
tion?, Finally there follows a general account of how Pythagoras 
could control natural phenomena (29 p. 32,6-13) leading up to some 
loosely connected statements about his “pupils” Abaris, Epimeni- 
des*’, and Empedocles (29 p. 32,13-21). The whole section ends with 
a chapter on Pythagoras’ knowledge about the harmony of the 
spheres (30-31). Again the transition is quite abrupt. This section 
clearly shows N.s Neo-Pythagorean interests. Regarding content and 
style it must be very much his own work. In $ 31 especially there are 
a number of hiatus. The excessive use of nouns appears quite clumsy. 
Pythagoras’ divine knowledge is confirmed by a quotation from 
Empedocles, which is interpreted in a special way. Although the con- 

35 Burkert (1962: 118 n. 134). 
96 Cf. Dioc. Larrr. 8,11. Maybe Iamblichus even found the variant in his copy 

of N. 
37 Cf, Aer. Var. hist. 2,26; 4,17; ApoLion. Mir. 6; cf. Burkert (1962: 118 n. 130). 
38 Lévy (1926: 57); see also Burkerr (1962: 93 n. 37). 
39 AEL. Var. hist. 2,26; Dioc. Larrr. 8,11; IAwar. Vita Pyth. 140. 
10 AEL. Var. hist. 2,26; 4,17; APoLLON. Mir. 6; Dioc. LAERT. 8,11; IAwgr. Vita Pyth. 

140; cf. BURKERT (1962: 118 n. 131) for further parallels. 
^! Tamer. Vita Pyth. 140; cf. Lévy (1926: 14-15); BURKERT (1962: 119 n. 139). 
42 Qf. APoLLoN. Mir. 6; IAMmBL. Vita Pyth. 142. 
43 On the “shamans” Abaris and Epimenides cf. BURKERT (1962: 126-128). That 

Abaris flew on an arrow is first attested by HERAGLIDES F 51c Wennrr VII. The story 
may be much older. 
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nection of Empedocles’ words with Pythagoras is quite old**, their 
ludicrous interpretation seems to be N.s own work. The same applies 
to the following statement that Pythagoras identified the seven plan- 
ets, the sphere of the fixed stars and the antichthon with the nine 
Muses and called their harmony Mnemosyne. Although the single 
elements of the theory are quite old’, the system is unique and with- 
out doubt a late invention". 

(2) The section contains two different excerpts from N. which 
were combined by Iamblichus. The first gives N.s opinion where 
Pythagoras stayed during the Cylonian attack. The second is con- 
cerned with the end of the Pythagoreans and the transmission of their 
cüupoAa". Most puzzling is lamblichus' introductory statement that 
N. agreed with Aristoxenus in everything except his claim that the 
Cylonian attack happened when Pythagoras was absent. This seems 
to imply that Aristoxenus said the attack took place in Pythagoras’ 
presence. In § 248, however, Iamblichus remarks that all authors 
agreed that Pythagoras was absent and were only divided on the 
question of whether he stayed at Delos or in Metapont. The confu- 
sion is probably due to Iamblichus’ arbitrary working method, as is 
shown by comparison with Porphyry's account??. Porphyry tells us 
that there were two versions of the Cylonian attack. Some authors 
said that it happened in Pythagoras’ absence, when Pythagoras was 
staying with Pherecydes at Delos, whereas Dicaearchus and the more 
precise authors (oi GxpiBéotepot) told that Pythagoras was present at 
the time of the first attack and withdrew to Metapont only afterwards. 
Both versions are also given by Iamblichus, but in reverse order. 
Porphyry’s second version is given first in 8$ 248-251*9, whereas in 
F 2 the first version follows, which is attributed to Nicomachus. The 
confusion thus appears to be limited to Iamblichus’ general introduc- 
tion in § 248. N.s own view, however, remains uncertain despite 
Iamblichus. It is possible that he merely listed the different opinions. 

— — —— 

^" Cf Dioc. LAERT. 8,54 (= Tmarus FGrHist 566 F 14). Timacus referred 
Empedocles word to Pythagoras, other authors to Parmenides. 
» Ct. on it BURKERT (1962: 215-216). 
> Cf. Burkerr (1962: 332, especially n. 107). 
di On the symbola and akusmata see especially BURKERT (1962: 150-175). 

, PonPuvn. Vita Pyth. 54-58. 
. In comparison to Porphyry Iamblichus cuts short the account on Pythagoras 

himself, but rather dwells on his pupils. The whole section may be based on 
Mstoxenus, cf. F 18 Wenrut II; von Frırz (1940: 14-16). However, it is far from 

Coherent, and one may well think that it was composed by Iamblichus himself from 
Various sources. 
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(3) The fragment reveals a lot about the character of N.s work. N. 
must have given an extensive doxography, largely quoting from Hel- 
lenistic authors. The named fragment only contains Aristoxenus' ac- 
count? of the famous story of Damon and Phintias. Morcover, 
Hippobotus and Neanthes are referred to. However, Porphyry's ex- 
cerpt from N. may begin much earlier. Since Porphyry §§ 54-55 
shows some remarkable verbal parallels with Iamblichus?!, it seems 
quite likely that § 54 is a piece of N. and that the quotation from 
Dicaearchus from § 56 onwards should be attributed to him as well. 

°° Cf. F 31 Wenrct II. Aristoxenus’ account is quite implausible. Dionysius’ test 
presupposes that Phintias would call someone to go bail for him. 

51 PORPHYR. 54 p. 46,24-47,2 = IAMmBL. 248 p. 133,12-14; PorpHyr. 55 p. 47,18- 
48,1 — IAMBr. 135,10-17. 
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1064. Apollonius of Tyana 
(Ist cent. A.D.) 

1 Lucian. Alex. 5: Hv 8& 6 &lSdoKaA0G ExEivos Kal Epactic tò yEvog Tvavevc, 

av 'AnoAAwvio to [Tuoavei] távv ovyyevouévov kot tijv n&oav a100 tporyo- 

Stav £eióÓtov. 

2 Dio Cass. 67,18,1: ð © sinov öt onép mávto 10AAo Ocvuócoc £y, 

108° Eotiv. AnoAA@vıög Tıg Tvavedg ëv TE t huépo ksivn kol t po. acr] 

éxeivy, Ev 1 0 Aouttiavos £oo&tteto — to0t0 yàp Üotepov £k tàv £xotépoOev 

YEVOUEVOV NKpıBoen — àvoaBàg £xi tva Ai0ov oynAóv £v "EóéoQ, T xoi 

£tÉpo0i, kol ovykoAÉécag tò nAf8og tata sine: “kats Ut€dave, ed ye 

Xxé$ave: moie tióv piatóóvov. ÉrAn&oc, Étpococ, ONEKTELVAC”. TOVTO EV 

OUTWG EYEVETO, KÖV HOPLÄKIG TIG ANLOTNON. 

3 Porpuyr. Abst. 3,3 p. 189,23 N.: xattoı ei del MIOSTEVELV TOLG TAAMLOLG koi 

TOG E’ NULOV KAL TOV TATEPWV YEYOVOOLY, £iolv oi AEYOVTAL ENAKOVOOL KL 

SUVEOLV EXELV TIG TÖV Goov ó0£y5eoc WG En LEV TOV TOAGL@V O MeAGunovs 

KOLO TELPEOLAS KAL OL TOLODTOL, OV TPO torrod HE ‘ATOAAWVLOSG O TUAVvEvG, EO" 

ov Kal Aéyetar Gt toic Eraipoıg GvVvdvtOs, XEALÖOVoGg Enintdong Kal 

$Ogyyou£vnc, eueiv öt LNVVEL TN YEALS@V TAIg GAAGIS GvOV TPO TOD GoTEWs 

NENTWKEVAL oitov BPaotaCovta doptiov, © ù keyúocðar gsis mv yiv TOD 

GXIOHOPODVIOG NENTWKOTOC. 

4 Lacr. Div. inst. 5,3,14: stultum igitur est id putare Apollonium noluisse 

quod optarct utique, si posset, quia nemo est qui immortalitatem recuset, 

maxime cum eum dicas “et adoratum esse a quibusdam sicut deum ct 

simulacrum cius sub Herculis Alexicaci nomine constitutum ab Ephesiis 

etiamnunc honorari”. 

2 Tuavei del. Fritzsche, of. Nesselrath (1984: 590; 600) ® éxeivy VC : fort. delendum cens. 

Boissevain 1 
-ev coni. Reiske 

amonjon V: anoot- C © éntntéong Felicianus : -otéong codd. — 19. gingiv codd. : 
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1064. Apollonius of Tyana 
(Ist cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 By origin, that teacher and lover was from Tyana and belonged to the 

followers of the real Apollonius who knew all his tricks. 

2 What amazes me, as I said, more than anything else, is this: On the same 

day and at exactly the same hour as Domitian was murdered—as was found 
out afterwards by a comparison of both events—, a certain Apollonius of 
Tyana climbed onto a high stone in Ephesus, or somewhere else, called the 

people together and said: “Good, Stephanus! Right so, Stephanus! Strike the 
murderous tyrant! You have hit him, you have wounded him, you have 

killed him.” So it happened, even if someone doubts it ten thousand times. 

3 However, if we are to believe the ancient authorities and those who lived 

at our own and our fathers’ times, there are said to be some people who 

understand and know the utterances of animals. In ancient times there were 

Melampus and Tiresias and other such men, and not long ago Apollonius of 
Tyana. About him the story goes that, when he was together with his com- 

panions and a swallow came flying down twittering, he said that the swallow 
was telling the others that outside the city an ass carrying a burden of grain 

had tripped and the grain was spilled on the ground because the carrier had 

fallen. 

4 It is therefore ridiculous to believe that Apollonius should not have wanted 
what he would have certainly desired if it had been in his power. There is no 
one who refuses to become immortal, especially since you say yourself that 

“he was adored like a god by some people and that his statue, set up under 
the name of Hercules Alexicacus, is honoured by the Ephesians even now.” 
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5 Dio Cass. 77,18,4 (e libro 78): xoig 6€ u&yoi koi yónow oc06 Éyotpev (sc. 

KapóáxaAAocg) c kai 'AnoAAGviov xov Kannaööknv TOV Ei TOD Aouutiavod 

AVONOAVTO ENOLVELV KAL TLUAV, ÖOTIG Kal Yöng Kal uAyog AKpıßng &y&vero, Kal 

NPOOV OVIO KATAOKEVAOQL. 

6 Epicr. Apan. (SEG 28, no. 1251): 

[oo10]c 'An[ó]AXovoc u£&v Exadvupocg EK Tvd[vov 5]é 

awyas avOpanov goBecev GuTAaKtac. 

[ovdé Ad]oo¢ Tvdvav, tò © ètńtvuov oùpavòç aùtòv 

[nÉuwyev, ó|noc 0vntóv £5eAóote nóvovc. 

7 Eus. Hierocl. p. 407,27-29 K.: abtiko t&v vàv £ictv, oi neptépyovc umyorvó 

TH toO dvópócg (sc. “AnoAAWViO”) àvakeiiÉvag npoonyopio kateUmoévat 

Aéyovcw. 

8 Pap. GRAECAE Maoaicak 11? (II p. 54 PREISENDANZ): ypoüg AxoAXov[to]v 

Tvaveog ornpétie: Aapóv [Tu]6ó[v]oc kpaviov kot&ypo[oe x] otc xapoxtnpoc 

TOVTOVG AlnaTı KOVÖG UEAAVOG' KTA. 

9 Supa a 3420 s.v. 'AnoAXdvtoc, Tvavets, d1Adcod0¢, Vids "ATOAAMVIOD xol 

untpög MOALTLOOG TOV ETLMAVEY (...). KOU TKWACE LEV Ext KAavdtov Kai Foitov 

xoi Népovog koi uéxpt NépBa, €6’ od Kai nermAAakev. (...) Luvétate sé 

tooavta Teretag rn) Ilepi Ovoiðv, AtabyKnv, Xpropove, "EntotoAdg, 

TIvðayópov Btov. 

10 Hisr. Auc. Alex. Sev. 29,2: (...) in larario suo, in quo et divos principes et 

optimos electos et animas sanctiores, in quis Apollonium et, quantum 

scriptor suorum temporum dicit, Christum, Abraham et Orfeum et huius- 

modi ceteros habebat ac maiorum effigies, rem divinam faciebat (sc. Alexan- 

der Severus). 

29 odtog ... Tudvov dé suppl. Dagron— Marcillet-Jaubert; Bowie 3! ov88 A6o0¢ suppl. Ebert : ook 
čõapoç Merkelbach : yoña táġoç Bowie : oôpa xóQoc Jones 3? néuwev ónog suppl. Dagron — 

Marcillet-Jaubert : 5£&00° önws Bowie; Merkelbach ** larario edd. : lario codd. || et? scripsi : 
sed codd. 46-47 huiusmodi AR : huius PCh : huiuscemodi edd. 
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5 He (sc. Caracalla) was so fond of magicians and miracle workers that he 

praised and honoured Apollonius of Cappadocia, who lived under Domitian 

and was a miracle worker and magician in the strict sense of the word, and 
built a heroon for him. 

The man you sce is named after Apollo. Shining forth from Tyana 
he extinguished the errors of men. 

Not the hill of Tyana, but heaven, in truth, 

sent him to cure human pains. 

7 To begin with, there are still some who claim to have come across magic 
contrivances put up in the name of the man (sc. Apollonius). 

8 Old woman, servant of Apollonius of Tyana. Take the skull of Typhon (i. 

of an ass) and write on it the following letters with the blood of a black dog: 
(...) 

9 Apollonius of Tyana, philosopher, son of Apollonius and a mother belong- 
ing to the famous citizens. (...) He lived under Claudius, Gaius, and Nero 
until Nerva, when he died. (...) He wrote the following books: Teletai or On 
Sacrifice, A Testament, Oracles, Epistles, a Life of Pythagoras. 

10 (...) he (sc. Alexander Severus) made sacrifices in his shrine to the lares, 
where he kept not only the divine emperors, but also selected excellent men 
and the holier souls, amongst whom was Apollonius, and, according to an 
author of his times, Christ, Abraham, Orpheus and other similar men, as 
well as the statues of his ancestors. 
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11 Hisr. Auc. Aur. 24,2-8: taceri non debet res, quae ad famam venerabilis 

viri pertinet. fertur enim Aurelianum de Tyanae civitatis eversione vere 

dixisse, vere cogitasse; verum Apollonium Tyanaeum, celeberrimae famae 

auctoritatisque sapientem, veterem philosophum, amicum vere deorum, 

ipsum etiam pro numine frequentandum, recipienti se in tentorium ca 

forma qua videtur, subito adstitisse atque haec Latine, ut homo Pannonius 

intellegeret, verba dixisse: "Aurcliane, si vis vincere, nihil est quod de civium 

meorum nece cogites. Aureliane, si vis imperare, a cruore innocentium 
, abstine. Aurcliane, clementer te age, si vis vivere." norat vultum philosophi 

venerabilis Aurelianus atque in multis eius imaginem viderat templis. 

denique statim. adtonitus et imaginem et statuas et templum cidem 

promisit atquc in meliorem redit mentem. haec ego et a gravibus viris 

conperi et in Ulpiae bibliothecae libris relegi et pro maiestate Apollonii 

magis credidi. quid enim ill viro sanctius venerabilius, antiquius 

diviniusque inter homines fuit? ille mortuis reddidit vitam, ille multa ultra 
homines et fecit et dixit. quae qui velit nosse, Graecos legat libros, qui dc 
cius vita conscripti sunt. 

ITYOATOPOY BIOX 

1 PonPuvn. Vita Pyth. 2: "Anodra@viog 8’ Ev tog rept TvGaydpov Kai untEpa 

avaypdadet ITu00tóo, andyovov ‘AyKaiov toU oiktotoU tijg Xóuov. tivac 5° 

"ATOAAMVOS ar0tóv totopeiv kai THoOat6og tà yóvo, Aóyo 6€ Mvnoápyov ónciv 

“ATOAAMVLOS. TOV YODV nouq]tÓv tv Xoptov eutelv tivo 

IIv0oyópav 0' 0v £uze Au $iAov 'AnÓAXovt 

TIvdaiis, fj «GAAoG nAeictov £yev Xaptov. 

diakotoot 8 od pdvov PeperVbdod Kai '"Epuoóóuovtog, GAAG Kal 

"Avadındvöpov dnotv oDrToc. 

50 Tyanae edd. : Thyane codd. 5! Tyanaeum edd. recte, sed cf. Phaedr. Fab. 5,1 : Thyaneum 

codd. 5? vere Kellenbauer, Petschenig : vir P*ChV : virum RP/*: verum vulgo 9? numine edd. : 
nomine PX 59 eidem CAV: idem P 9! et! E: om. P 7 xoi Holstenius : 6X xoà. codd. 
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11 One incident should not be omitted, which pertains to the fame of a 

venerable man. As the story goes, Aurelian spoke of and planned in all 

seriousness the destruction of the city of Tyana. However, Apollonius of 

Tyana, the sage of highest fame and authority, the ancient philosopher and 

true friend of the gods, himself also honourable like a god, suddenly ap- 

proached him, when he retired to his tent, in his human form, and said to 

him in Latin, so that a man from Pannonia would understand it, the follow- 

ing words: “Aurelian, if you want to be victorious, do not think about the 

murder of my citizens! Aurelian, if you want to rule, abstain from the blood 

of innocent people! Aurelian, show clemency, if you want to live on!” 
Aurelian knew the appearance of the venerable philosopher and had seen 

his picture in many temples. In short, he was at once struck by awe, prom- 

ised him a picture, statues and a temple, and was restored to reason. I have 

heard this story from serious authorities, and have also read it myself in the 

books of the Ulpian Library, and I believe it all the more for Apollonius’ 
majesty. Because what has been on earth that was more holy, more vener- 

able, more honourable and more divine than him? He restored to life the 

dead, he accomplished and said much beyond human power. If anyone 
wishes to know about these things, he should read the Greek books which 

are written about his life. 

LIFE OF PYTHAGORAS 

1 Apollonius in his books On Pythagoras also mentions his mother Pythais, a 
descendant of Ancaeus, the founder of Samus. According to Apollonius 
Some say that he (sc. Pythagoras) was the son of Apollo and Pythais in origin, 
though in truth he was the son of Mnesarchus. At least, a Samian poet said: 

“Pythagoras, dear to Zeus, whom Pythais has born to Apollo, 
who was the most beautiful amongst the Samian women.” 

And he Says that he was a pupil not only of Pherecydes and Hermodamas, 
but also of Anaximander. 
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2 IAwBL. Vila Pyth. 254-264: Enei dE xoi 'AnoAAXGvioc nepi TOV ALT@V EotLV 

önov dsLadwvei, TOAAA 6€ xot tpocti8not tàv un eipnuévov MAPA TOVTOLG, PEPE 

&) Kal thy tovtov napadwueda dunynoıv nepi ts £ic 1ooc Ilvdayopeiovg 

ENLBOVATS. A€YEL TOiVLY WG EKELVOLS TAaPNKOAOVOEL HEV EVODS Ek Tatdwv ó 

$0ó6voc ropà TOV GAAwV. Ot yap GvOpwno1, HEXpt èv SlereyEto NACL toig 

xpoototo1 IToOoyópac, HSéwc Eixov, Emel SE Udvoig Eve TWYXAVE TOIG LAONTOLLG, 

NAattovto. Kat tod uèv &EwVEV NKovrog ovvexm@povv "1106001, toig ô’ 

Eyxoploıg nAeiov $épec8o1 60kob01v 1jx80vto, kat ka0' abtóv oneAápupavov 

yiveoOat thy oúvoðov. čnerta Kal TOV vEavioKMV SvtTMV EK TOV Èv TOG 

AELHLAGL KAL THc OVOLALG TPOEXOVTMV, cuvéBatve npoayovong ts hkias yù 

uóvov aUt00g £v toig iótoig BloLg MpwtEELV, GAAG TO KOLV THY TOALV 

oikovoueiv, ueyóAmv u£v évoipetav cuvoynoxóoiw — Tjoav «yàp» vmEP 

1ptakootovc —, uupóv 68 uépog tfi; nóAeoG oU61, tfi ook £v toic aoxoic £Oeotv 

ovd’ Exitndevuaory éxeivors noAttevouevne. (255) od uty GAAG WEXPL HEV ODV 

MV DRAPXOVOAV XOpav EKEKTNVTO Kal ITvBayöpag Ereönuei, dLeuevevn uerü 

10v ovvotktouÓv Kkeypoviouévn kotáotaoic, 6vooapeotouuévn kot gntodoa 

KALPOV Evpacbal uetaßoAng. Erei dE Xófapiv £xeipoócavto, kàkeivoc mne, 

Kal mv Sopikmtov ÖLW@KNCAVTO, uù KATAKANPOLYNOVaL Kate civ e£rmOvutav 

av noAA@v, E&eppayn TO OLWNWUEVOV WLCOS, KOL ÖLEOTN NPÒG AÙTOÙG TÒ 

nAndocg. NYEUöVEG 62 EYEVOVTO TNG dLabopäG ot toic ovyyevetatg «koi toic 

oikeLotnow £yyóxao xaO0gotnkótec vàv IToOoyopetov. otcov 8 Tiv, «ótv» xà 

LEV TOAAG adtods EADTEL TOV NPATTIOLEVOV, WOTEP KOL TODS cuxóvtac, £Q' ócov 

iðracuòv siye napà Tod GAAOUG, Ev SE toig u&yiovoig xaO" atv uóvov 

Evönılov eivar thy atwiav. émi èv yàp tO pNdéva tov Mv0ayopetov 

ovopndte Mv0aydpav, GAAG C@vta uév, Ondte BovAoLvto SNAMoaL, KAAEIV 

avtov Oelov, énei 5€ EteAedtTNoEV, EKElvov tòv Gvópa, kaO0Gnep "Ounpoc 

aropaiver tov EUpoov on£p OdSvooews yeuvnuévov: 

tòv uèv èyov, © Eeive, kal où napeóvt òvouáčerv 

aiðéouav népi yáp w^ £90.61 xoi èkhõeto inv, 

(256) Öuorpönwg SE unë’ Ex tig KAlvng Aviotaodaı Üorepov f| TOV Hov 

Gvioxew, jmdE SartlAov Exovra 0E00 cmueiov $opseiv, GAAà xv pv 

81 kað’ abtõv Scaliger : kac 
87 

77 gxeivorg F: &xeivo post Küster edd., sed sermo est de Pythagoricis 

avtav F 85 covaynoxóow Küster : ovvny- F || yàp suppl. Scaliger 

88 èkékmvio Scaliger : -yro F 9 xo suppl. Arcerius %* St suppl. Kiister 9° odtav Scaliger : 
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2 Well, since Apollonius’ account of the same events differs in some detail 

and also adds much that the other authors do not tell, I will also give his 

version of the plot against the Pythagoreans. According to him, they were 
already envied by the others in their childhood. For the people liked Py- 

thagoras, as long as he talked with everyone who came to him, but when he 

conversed only with his pupils, he lost his sympathy. And although they 
accepted that they were inferior to him, a foreigner, they felt annoyed with 

those of their countrymen who appeared to be favoured, and suspected that 
the whole union was directed against them. Moreover, since the young men 

already came from the reputed and wealthy families, it happened that, when 
they grew older, they did not excel only in private life, but also publicly ran 

the city, forming a large club—there were more than three hundred of 

them-, despite being only a small part of the citizens, who neither shared 

their customs nor their way of life. (255) Nevertheless, as long as they held 

their original territory and Pythagoras stayed in the city, the old constitution 

from the synoecism lasted on. It was, however, unpopular, and only the 
opportunity for overturning it was missing. But when they had defeated 
Sybaris and he (sc. Pythagoras) had left the country, and they decreed that 
the land which had been acquired in the war should not be portioned out to 
colonists, as the people desired, the silent hatred broke forth and the masses 
turned against them. 'Those who had been most intimately linked with the 
Pythagoreans by family ties or by friendship became leaders of the opposi- 
tion. The reason was that they were embarrassed by most of their behaviour, 
as was everyone else, insofar as it was quite unusual compared with normal 
standards, and in the most important matters thought that they alone were 
deprived of honour: For the Pythagoreans did not call Pythagoras by name, 
but during his lifetime referred to him as “the divine man”, and after his 
death as “that man”, when they wanted to mention him, as Homer makes 
Eumaeus remember Odysseus: 

"I do not dare mention his name, stranger, even though he is absent. 
With so much kindness and attention did he treat me. 

(256) Likewise, they always got up before sunrise and did not wear a ring 
with the image of a god, but watched the sun in order that they might pray 
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napocnpeiv ONW@G AVLOVTA TPOGEVE@VtAL, xov 62 ur] repiciOgo0o1, óvAattoué- 

VOUG [L1] TPOGEVEYK MOL TPO EKHOPAY 7 TLva TOTOV OD KABAPOV, OLOLaS dE LLNS? 

arpopovAevtov und’ GvurevOvvov uNdev Noletv, GAAG TPO LEV npoyew 

piCeobar tt mpaKtéov, giç õè THY VUKTA AvadoyiCeoBaL TL SL@KTKAOLY, GLA TO 

okonegio0oi koi vv uvüunv yuuvaGouévouc, nroponAmoiog 9, £i TIS THV 

KOLVOVODVTOV ING SLATPLÄNG OTAVTTOL KEAEUGELEV EIG TLVO TONOV, EV EKEIVO 

nepıLuEveiv, E@g £A001 OU NUEPAG koi vuktóc, táv v t0ÓTO THY 

IIo9ayopgtov ovvedıLövrwv ueuvnodaı tò pnðèv kat unõèv sik A£yew, 

(257) Aws © äxpı tis teevti eivai t npootetayuévov: Katà xóv Üoxatov 

«yàp» kaipóv napüyygAAe uù Pacpnueiv, QAX MonEp EV Tolg Avaywyoic 

olwviCeoBar Leta THs EvoNUtac, TEP ExOLODVTO 6uo800ugvot tóv 'Aóptav. cà 

LEV TOLODTA, KABGNEP MPOEINOV, ETL TOOOVTOV EAVMEL KOLVMs Gmavtac, èp 

Ooov EYV@OAV LOLGCOVTAS EV AVTOIG TODS CVLMETOLOEVHEVOUG. ETL SE TO LOVOLS 

toic IIvOayopetots thy SeEtav EupGAAELV, &xépo 62 UNSEVL TOV oiketov TAI 

TOV YOVEOV, KOL TH TAG OVOLAG GAANAMV ui£v top£xew kotvác, npóc £ketvoug 

è &£&nAAotpiouévac, xoAemo:epov koi Bopórepov £óepov oit ovuyyeveic. 

apxYovtwv S€ ToVTMV THC SLAOTAGEMS ETOLLLWSG OL AOLNOL NPOGENINTOV &ic ti|v 

éy8pav. Kal Aeyovtwv e& avtav tov YAtwv Inndoov Kai Arosa@pov Kat 

Oedáyoug vrEP TOD TEVTAG KOLV@VELV TOV APXOV Kal NG EkkAnolag Kal 

Siddvar tag evO0vag tobs GpYovtag Ev TOig èk návtræv AaxXOvOLV, 

£vavtiouuévov SE T@v ITvdayopeiwv 'AAKULAXoD Kol Acıvapxov Kal METWVOS 

xoi Amuoxnóoug xol dLAKWALOVIW@V THY TATPLOV TOALTELAV LN KATAAVELV, 

ExpdtNoav Oi TH NANVEr ovvnyopotvtes. (258) wet SE TADTA CVLVLOVTOV TOV 

TOAAOV SierduEvor tag SNUNyOPtas KaTHYOpOvLV TOV AVT@V EK TAV PYTOPOV 

Kvawv kai Nivov. "jv & ö uèv èk tov eUnópov, Ó 6& £x tv SNLOTLKOV. 

1oto0t0v SE Aóyov, uakpotépov õè napa toU KoAovoc pnOÉvtov &mmyev 

ÖTEPOG, TPOONOLODUEVOG uEV Einmkevar tà tàv Ilvo0ayopeiov amóppntc. 

nethaKkas S& Kai yeypadas €& Ôv udora adtods Herre SroPdArerv, Kot 

800c t$ ypouuorei BiBAtov £xéAevoev àvoyvyvóokew. (259) fv 8" oto 

émvypaóh u£v "Aóyog tepóg", ó 8& THMOg TOLODTOS TOV yeypauuévæv. TOÙS 
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to it at its rising, and they put on no such ring out of fear that they might 

pring it into contact with a burial or an unclean place. Equally, they did 

nothing without premeditating or reconsidering it, but decided in the morn- 

ing what was to be done, and in the evening recalled their actions, training 

memory and reason alike. Similarly, if a member of the sect asked for a 

meeting at a particular place, they stayed there day and night until his 

arrival. By this practice the Pythagoreans trained themselves to remember 

their words and to avoid senseless talk, (257) and, in general, to keep their 

rules till death. Because, in his last moments, he (sc. Pythagoras) had told 
them, they should not use profane language, but should watch the omens, as 

if they were setting out to sea, with the silence they had kept when they 

crossed the Adriatic sea. Such behaviour, as I said before, offended every- 
one, insofar as they saw how their former companions kept distance. That 

they would shake hands only with Pythagoreans and with no other relatives 

except their parents, and would share their property with each other, but 
hold it withdrawn from them, especially embarrassed and enraged their 

families. And when they started the break up, the others willingly joined in 
the hostility. Hippasus, Diodorus and ‘Theages, themselves members of the 

Thousand, said that offices and ekklesia should be open to all and that the 

officials should give account to a board constituted out of all citizens by lot. 
The Pythagoreans Alcimachus, Dinarchus, Meton and Democedes opposed 

and tried to prevent the abolishment of the ancestral constitution, but the 

advocates of the masses prevailed. (258) Afterwards, the people assembled 

and they were accused by the orators Cylon and Ninon—the first belonged 
to the rich, the other to the popular faction—who divided the speeches 
among them. After Cylon had made his speech, the longer one, to this effect, 
Ninon carried on. He pretended to have made an investigation of the secret 
acts of the Pythagoreans, though he had, in fact, written something he had 
made up which would damage their reputation as much as possible. He 
handed over a book to the grammateus and made him read it. (259) It was 
entitled Sacred Book, and the general outline of its content was as follows: 
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oiAovg BomEp toù Oeod oéßecbar, todo 8 GAAovg donep tà Onpia 

x£1povo8at. tijv avtIV TAdTHY yvOuNV DrEp MvOayopov LEUVNLEVODS £v LETH 

tovc ua 8ntà Aéyevw: 

TODG ui£v &xaípoug NYEV icov LAaKdpEcot Beoicı, 

tous 8’ GAAous Nyetv’ oc Ev Aóyo oU7 £v àpiOnuo. 

(260) tov "Ounpov uiGAto t £xoweiv £v oic etpnke rotuéva Aav èupaviokerv 

yap BooKnuora vooo GAXovc óvrac, GALYAapXLKOV ÖVTO. TOLG KVALOLG TOAEUELV 

à àpymnyoic yeyovóot TOD KANPOD Kal TOD koa8tctávot toUc Aoxóvtac &ri vic 

&mniigAetac. vopavvióog óp£yeo0o1 napakoAo0vtag kpeittov Eivaı dOOKELV 

yevéo901 utav niépav taðpov N navra TOV ai@va Bodv. Exatveiv Ta TOV GAAMV 

VOU, KEAEvELV ÖE Xpnobaı tois Vd’ AdTaV EyvMoLEevOIc. KABGNAE thy 

HLAOGOOLAV AVTOV OVVMLOOLAV ATEPALVE KATH TOV NOAAMV xol TApEKGAEL 

unde mv $oviv àvéyeo0oi cuupovAevóvvov, QAX èvðvuetoðar tót 10 

nrapóánrav ov6' àv cuviAO0v &ig vv £kkAnotav, £i toUG yuUioug Éneicav 

£keivot Kupócoi tiv ouuovAmv. Mote TOig KATA tijv £keivov O0vapuiv 

KEKOMAVHEVOLG TOV GAAOV GKOVELV OD TPOOTIKELV EGV ALTOS AEYELV, GAAG TH 

deäLäv thv or aov ANOSESOKLUAOUEVNV noAeutav EKEivois EXELV, OTAV THC 

YVOLAG XELPOTOVGOLV 7H THY Whdov AGBwotv, aioxpóv £ivot voutQovtac, tobe 

TPLAKOVTIA uvptáðwv nepi tòv Tetpáevta TOTALOV TEPLYEVOLLEVOUS DRO TOD 

XLALOGTOD LEPOVS EKELV@V EV AUTH TH NOAEL HaVIVAL KATEDTAGLAGLEVOUG. 

(261) 10 & GAov ovtH TH StABOAT tovs Gkovovtac EENypiwoev, WOTE LET’ OALYaG 

NHEPAG, HOVOELA OvdvtwV avTOV Ev OiKia napa tO Il00|0v, à0póoi 

cuvóponóvreg oioi t' Hoav thy éniPeotv én’ adtode nojoacOar. oi 9€ 

NPOOLOHÖHLEVOL, Ol HEV EISTAVÖOKELOV EOVYOV, ANUOKNöNG dE uerü TOV EONPOV 

eig [lAoTEag ANEXOPNOEV. Ol dE KataAvoavtEs TOVS VOLOUS EXPOVTO WHOLOLA- 

OLV, £v OlG AITLIAOALEVOL TÖV ANLOKNÖNV OVVEOTAKEVAL TOVG veotépoug £i 

vopavviói, pta tAAavra Errpv&av Swoelv, £Óüv Tic adTOV AveAn, Kal 

YEVOLEVNS UGYXNS, KPATHGAVTOS ADTOD tòv KivSuvov [VIO] OEGyouG, EKEiva TA 

zpta TOAGVTA TAP Thc TOAEMS EuepLoay. (262) ROAA@V SE KAK@V KATA THY 

NOM KOL Thy YOpav Svtwv, eic k«ptow npoßAndevrav vàv óvyóóov kat tptot 

xÓA£01 tfi; &rvtpontis xapaóo0etonc, Tapavtiivots, Mexaxoviivoic, KaroAoviá- 

ars, Edo&e toig neusBeicıv èni thv yvóunv åpyópiov Aaßovaıv, cc £v toic 

143 15 141 Kucuorg Obrecht : àyapoig F rapaxorovvrag Aiessling : -ta F 192 voutlovrag Arcerius : 

-tec F 153 Terpáevta F : Tpdevta Bentley coll. Diod. 12,22,1 19? nö del. Deubner, ante tov 
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They would honour their friends like gods, and subdue the others like beasts. 

This was exactly the opinion which the disciples would express in a verse 

about Pythagoras: 

“His friends he held in honour like the blessed gods, 

the others were of no account to him.” 

(260) They would praise Homer most for his saying “shepherd of people”, 
because he, an oligarch, presented the others as cattle. They were hostile to 

beans because they were fundamental for the drawing of lots and for bring- 

ing into office those who were selected. They would incite people to strive 

for tyranny by saying it were better to be a bull for one day than a cow all 

the time. They would praise other people’s customs, but demand to live 
according to their own doctrine. In short, he presented their philosophy as a 
conspiracy against the people and demanded that they should not even listen 

to their voice in council, but keep it in mind that they would not have 
assembled at all, if those men had prevailed upon the Thousand to ratify 
their advice. Therefore, they, who had been prevented by the influence of 

the Pythagoreans from listening to others, should not allow them to speak, 
but their right hands, which were rejected as unworthy by them, should be 
hostile to them, when they voted by a show of hands or the voting tablet. 

They should think it a disgrace that those who had defeated three hundred 
thousand people by the Tetracis river should appear to be overpowered in 

their own city by a faction that numbered only the thousandth part of it. 

(261) By his slander he generally stirred up his audience to such an extent 
that a few days later, when the Pythagoreans performed a sacrifice to the 

Muses in a house near the temple of Apollo, they crowded together and 

were on the point of attacking them. But the Pythagoreans were forewarned 

of this and some escaped to an inn, but Democedes withdrew with the 

ephebes to Plataeae. The people abolished the laws and ruled by decrees, in 

which they accused Democedes of having formed a union of young men for 

tyranny, and publicly promised a reward of three talents, if someone should 

kill him. And when it came to a battle, in which Theages prevailed over him, 

they assigned to him the three talents from the city. (262) The situation 
being very bad in the city and the countryside, the fugitives were taken to 
Court and the jurisdiction over the case was referred to three cities, 

Tarentum, Metapont, and Caulonia. Since the judges sent were bribed, as is 

recorded in the Annals of Croton, they condemned the defendants to exile. 
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Kpocoviatóv Lronvnmuasıv Avayeyparıaı, dEDYELV TODG ALTIOVG. npoog&é- 

BoAov SE N kpiosi kpathoavteç Anavrag TOVG TOIG KAadEoTWoL ÖVOXE- 

patvovtac Koi ovvepvyáðevoav MV YEVEAV, OD dUOKOVIEG etv Qoepeiv oùðè 

TOS Natdac ALO TOV YOvEMV SLAONAV. KO TA TE YPEG ANEKOWAV Kal thv yiv 

avddsactov exotnoay. (263) enryevonevav S€ TOAA@V ETHV KO TOV TEPL TOV 

Ae£ivapxov £v étépæ Kkıvõúvo TEAEUTMOAVT@V, àmoO0avóvtog xoi Avtátovc, 

GOREN TV NYELOVLIKMTATOS TOV CTAGLAGAVIOV, EAE TLC KOl UETÓVOLA ÈVÉTNEOE, 

Kal toù NEPINELINOUEVOVG AUTOV NPOVANENOAV KATAYEIV. HETANEUNÖLEVOL ÖE 

np£opevtàc £5 'Ayatac 6U £xetvov npóc tovc £knextokótac óuA00noav xol 

106 Ópkovuc eic A£AQoUc àávéOnxav. (264) fjcav 6& t&v IToOoryopukóv kai nepi 

ESNKOVtG TOV ApLOUOV ot kateAOóvtec vev tv npgofutépov, £v oic &ri thv 

LOTPLKNV TLVEG KOTEVEXHEVTES Kal dLatın TODG APPWOTOUG ÖVrag HEPATEVOVTEG 

NYEUOVES KATEOTNOOV NG EIPNUEVNG xo0680v. XovéBn SE xoi tooc co0Évtac, 

SLAGEPOVTMS TAPG TOLG MOAAOIC EÜÖOKULODVTAG Kotà 10v koipóv, £v Ó 

AEYOHEVOV NPOG TOUG TAPAVOUODVTOG “OD TOSE £otiv £i Nivovoc" yevéoOat 

$0ol ta0tnv tiv xropouirtav, Kotà toUtov £ufoAóvtov 10v Oovptov KATO 

XOpav ERBONPNOAVTOG Kal ner’ AAANAmv Kıvövveloavrag Anodaveiv, tv SE 

TOALV OUTWG EIG TODVAVTIOV HETONEOEIV, (ote y«pig tàv £moivov, Ov 

ENOLODVTO NEPL T@V Avöp@v, DOAGBETV UGAAOV Taig Movoais KEXAPLOLEVHV 

£o£o001 ti]v £optlv, «ei» katà x0 Movogitov civ ónuootav rotoivto Ovotav, 

X07 Kat avdtods EKELVOUG TPOTEPOV LEPVOGLEVOL TUG DEAS ETILMV. TEPL HEV 

OUv tfi; kotà tàv IToOoryopeiov yevouévno &xi0£cecc tooadta siphoðo. 

IIEPI GOYZION 

3 (a) Porpuyr. Abst. 2,34 p. 163,14-17 N.: @voopEv totvey Kol NEig: GAAG 

O06couegv, WG npoonkei, dtaböpoug TAG BVOLAG og Av dLaböpoıg SVVOLEOL 

MPOGAYOVTES. DE LEV TH ETL MAOL, Wg TLS AVI|P coóóc £on, umó£v vv atoOntov 

UNTE OLMLÕVTEG UNTE EROVOLALOVTEC. 

(b) Eus. Praep. ev. 4,12,1-13,1 (= Dem. ev. 3,3,11): tadta ev odv obtog (se. 

Tlopovptoc). G5eA00 S€ CTO KOL OVYYEVT MEPL TOD TP@tTOV Kal LEYGAOV 0200 
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In addition, the victorious party banished all those who were displeased with 

the present state of affairs together with their families, saying that one should 

not act impiously by separating children from their parents. And they can- 

celled all debts and distributed the land. (263) However, after many years, 

when Dinarchus' followers had perished in another struggle and Litetes, the 

main leader of the rebels, had also died, some pity and regret overcame 

them, and they wished to recall the surviving exiles. Sending for envoys to 

Achaea they became reconciled by their mediation and set up the oaths at 

Delphi. (264) The returning Pythagoreans, not including the old men, num- 

bered about sixty. Some of them, who had turned to medicine and cured the 

sick by a diet, became the leaders of the aforementioned return. It also 

happened that the survivors, who were held in highest esteem among the 

people, came to help at the moment when the Thurii invaded the country— 

it is at this time that the proverb “These are not the times of Ninon”, which 

is said to lawbreakers, is reported to have originated—, and that they fought 

and died together in battle. So completely did the city reverse its policy that, 
apart from the praises bestowed on the men, they thought the festival would 

be more pleasing to the Muses if they performed the public sacrifice at the 

Museum, which they had formerly built in honour of the goddesses under 

the direction of the Pythagoreans. So much about the attack on the 

Pythagoreans. 

ON SACRIFICE 

3 (a) We will also offer sacrifices, but, as is appropriate, our sacrifices will 
differ according to the different powers to which we offer them. To the 

Supreme god, as a wise man said, we will offer nothing that belongs to the 

world of the senses neither burning incense nor uttering prayers. 

(b) These are Porphyry’s words. Similar and related in kind is what 
Apollonius of Tyana, the popular figure, is said to have written in his book 
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év 16 Hepi Ovo1dv 6 Napa tOig TOAADIC GSdpLEVOS ADO £xeivog ó Toaveuc 

"AnoAAovıog tade ypdderv A€yetar (13) “obtw>g Tolvvv UGALOTA GV TIC, 

oiuat, cv TPOGHKOVGAY ENLMEAELAV TOLOTTO TOD BEtOv TLYXAVOL 

t€ QUt00gv (Aeó te Kai evmEvods adtod rap! óvttva otv uóvoc 

dvO0pónov, £i 0£à név, Óv 83] np&rov Edauev, Evi v& Svtt Kai 

KEY@PLOLEV® TaVtT@V, LEO’ Sv yvoptGeodaı todg AvınoVg Avay- 

Kkatov, un OVvor tL THY GPXAV une Avanıoı np uüte xa0óAo0v TI 

TOV aicOntóv ExovonGtor — Seitat yap ovdEvdsg OVSE TAPA Tov 

KPELTTOVOV ImEp HuEic: OVS’ Eotiv 6 THY GPXNV Gvinor yh OvTOV À 

tpéher Cov Ñ åńp, Ô uù mpdceoti ye Tt piaca ~, uóvo 8€ xpóto 

npög adröv alei TO KpEiTTOVLE Adya, A€YH SE TO un 51G otónacoc 

idvtt, Kai mapa tod KAAALOTOD TOV dvtMV bLG TOD KAAALOTOV TOV 

èv Hiv aitoin ta aya0d vots é Eorıv oDrog, Opydvov py} 

SEOUEVOS. OVKODV KATE TADTA OVSALGs TO LEYGAW Kat ENi TAVT@V 

Be Ovx£ov." 
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On Sacrifice about the first and great god: “You will render, I think, the 

most adequate service to the god and obtain his benevolence 

and favour more than anyone else, if you do not sacrifice at all 

to the god, whom we have called the first, who is one and sepa- 

rated from all, and to whom all other gods have to be regarded 

as inferior, nor light up a fire, nor call him by any name what- 

soever that belongs to the world of the senses—he has no want, 

not even from beings superior to us, nor is there either plant or 

animal at all which earth and air let grow up or foster which 
has no stain—, but if you always use only the better logos in 

relation to him, I mean the logos that does not pass through the 

mouth, and ask the supreme being to bestow its goods by your 

best part, that is the intellect which needs no medium. Accord- 

ingly, in no way, will we offer sacrifices to the great and al- 

mighty god.” 
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1064. Apollonius of Tyana 
(Ist cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Apollonius of Tyana is more a figure of legend and lore than of 
history. Thus, talking about his life involves separating different layers 
of tradition rather than writing a continuous vita!. The main bulk of 
our knowledge comes from Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius, written 
about a.D. 217, perhaps at the suggestion of the Empress Julia 
Domna. This biography, which shows, inter alia, the interest the 
Severan dynasty had in A., had a major impact on later literary 
tradition. In this work, A. is presented as a sage and pagan saint, and 
it is not surprising that it was used afterwards in anti-christian polem- 
ics, when A. became the champion of the pagan way of life?. The 
pagan Hierocles, writing at about the beginning of the 4th century 
A.D., based his PirloAneng Aöyog—mainly known to us from Eusebius’ 
reply—on Philostratus’ books. Nicomachus Flavianus, defender of 
pagan values, made a copy of itè. Besides, Soterichus (1080), a pagan 
poet living in the times of the Emperor Diocletian, may have used it 
for a poem on the Bíiog 'AnoAXoviov. Philostratus associates A. with 
Roman Emperors (e.g. Nero, Vespasian), makes him take part in 
important political decisions and brings him into contact with the 
most famous philosophers of his time (Demetrius, Musonius, Euphra- 
tes). However, his work is more a biographical novel than a historical 
biography*. Philostratus obviously invented the story of his hero A.— 
often quite fantastic— within a general historical framework and 

! It is beyond the scope of the present article to follow up the whole tradition until 
Byzantine times, but its aim is rather to trace its beginnings and most important 
stages. On the late testimonies especially MLLER (1892: 581-584); PerzxKe (1970: 24- 
33); SPEYER (1974: 47-63). 

2 See especially Dzrerska (1986: 153-183); on Hierocles cf. also Speyer (1991: 
103-109). 

3 Cf. Siwon. Ep. 8,3,1: Apollonii Pythagorici vilam, non ut .Nicomachus senior e Philostratt, 
sed ut Tascius Victorianus e Nicomachi schedio exscripsit (...). He may have translated the 
work into Latin, though our evidence does not state this. 

* Cf. eg. Meyer IH (1924: 188): “So bleibt sein Buch ein höfisch beeinflußtes 

journalistisches Machwerk, das mit allem Raflinement der sophistischen Kunst 

ausgestattet ist und durch Verbindung der auf das gebildete Publikum berechneten 
unterhaltenden und belehrenden Züge und des utopischen Reiseromans mit der 
philosophisch-theologischen Haupttendenz einen unbefriedigenden Mischcharakter 
erhält.” Bowie (1978: 1663-1667); Io. (1994: 187-196). 
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adapted the historical events accordingly, as is suggested by some 

historical inaccuracies (e.g. the Vardanes episode) and differences 

from the rest of the historical tradition”. Thus, although some part of 
Philostratus’ account must be based on genuine evidence, most of it 

turns out to be pure fiction. The same applies to A.s biographer 
Damis (1065), on whose eye-witness report Philostratus claims to rely. 
Even the person of Damis and his memoirs are probably invented by 
Philostratus himself. Otherwise, we have to assume an independent 
novel, Damis being the pseudonym of its author. Whatever solution is 
preferred, the incidents reported by Damis are downright fantastic 
and can hardly be taken for historical truth. Furthermore, according 
to Philostratus, there already existed two other works on A., when he 
set out to write his novel. Moeragenes (1067), living probably at the 
turn of the Ist to the 2nd century A.D., had written four books 
anouvnuovevnora on A., in which he appears to have presented A. as 
uáyog and tAdood0c¢. Judging from Philostratus’ severe criticism, 
Moeragenes’ work seems to have constituted the standard biography 
which he now wanted to supersede. Furthermore, Maximus of 
Acgeae (1066) is said to have written an account of A.s early years. 
Apart from these lost biographical works a corpus of epistles survives, 
which are attributed to A. and may in some way be related to his 
biography?. Further evidence, which is independent from Philostra- 
tus, is meagre, cf. T 1-8; 9 (?). According to this, A. lived in the Ist 
century A.D. He possibly died under Nerva (A.D. 96-98). At any rate, 
he seems to have survived Domitian (T 2). He was a kind of prophet 
and shaman (yóng and u&yoc), who was famous for his miracles and 
sometimes intervened in public life’. Above all his healing powers 
seem to have been important (T 1; 6). In Byzantine times we hear of 
many talismans (dnoteA€opwata) set up to Apollonius, especially in 
Antiochia and Byzantium, a custom which may well go back to an 
early local tradition (T. 7). Apparently A.s influence was mainly 

= ÉE 

= For a detailed analysis see Bowie (1978: 1655-1662) against Grosso (1954: 333- 

: Cf. on 1067. Morracenss T 6. 
il E. especially MILLER (1892: 581-584); Bowie (1978: 1686-87); DzteLska (1986: 

" ®° Ch Minter (1892: 581-582); Mever II (1924: 154-155); Speyer (1974: 58): 
Wenn auch erst seit dem 5. Jh. die Talismane des Apollonios reicher bezeugt sind, 
i dürften diese Nachrichten doch auf einer älteren, wenn nicht sogar echten, aber 
urch Philostrats Einfluß zurückgedrängten Überlieferung beruhen.” Sce, however, 
ZIELSKA (1986: 99): “Soon afterwards, as if in response to the publication of 

si lerocles' work, there began to appear talismans allegedly made by Apollonius in 
arious cities of the Greck East." 
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linked to the region of Asia Minor. Links with Tyana, his birthplace 
(T 1), Ephesus (T 2; 4-5), Aegeae or Tarsus (T 6) can be quite se- 
curely established. It remains an unsolved question whether A. was 
really a Pythagorean? or whether he was only portrayed in this way 
by later authors (e.g. by Moeragenes!? or Damis!!). According to our 
sources A. wrote a treatise On Sacrifice and a Life of Pythagoras, and if 
these works are believed to be genuine, A. clearly belongs to the 
group of Neo-Pythagorean authors. In the case of the Life of Pythagoras 
substantial parts are preserved in Iamblichus’ work of the same name. 
Although A. is explictly quoted only for the §§ 254-264, it is clear 
from a comparison of Iamblichus with Porphyry (F 1) that $$ 3-25 
should also be attributed to him. Moreover, several other sections, 
perhaps about one third of Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras, may be 
derived from A.!? The certain fragments sufficiently prove that A.s 
biography contained Pythagoras’ life from the beginning to the end, 
including an account of the wiping out of his school in Italy. The 
events were described in quite a rationalistic and detailed way. The 
psychological side of the stasis was particularly dwelt on. This abun- 
dance of detail does of course not imply that the story is true. On the 
contrary, it rather shows the inventive talent of its author!?. Thus, the 
Life of Pythagoras stands on the borderline between biography and 
novel—in fact, it should be regarded as a “biographical novel”, 
which should be judged rather by literary than by historical stand- 

9 ZELLER III 2 (1903: 165); PerzKe (1970: 49); Bowie (1978: 1692). 
'0 Scumip II I (1920: 380). 
!! Reıtzenstein (1906: 40-41). 
1? Cf. Rose II (1901: 102-172), whose analysis, which—though arguable in some 

detail —generally appears to be correct. According to him, Iamblichus used A. and 
Nicomachus (1063) as his main sources. To A. he attributes the following sections: 3- 
25; 28-29; 68-73; 80-81; 91-93; 122-126; 144; 177-178; 185-186; 215-222; 254-264; 
265-266. Sometimes, however, the only reason for his attribution to A. is that 

mainly accepting Ronpe’s results. Opposition was raised by Lévy (1926: 104-117), 
who assumes a third source to which he assigns some of the controversial passages. 

13 See especially Ro#pe II (1901: 122): “Kurz: die ganze weit ausgesponnene 
Geschichte, in allen ihren Theilen von den gut bezeugten Berichten abweichend, hat 
durchaus das Ansehen einer zur Ergötzung unwissenschaftlicher, nach Neuem 
verlangender Leser frei und im Grunde nicht ganz ungeschickt erfundenen Fabel.”; 
and p. 172: “Apollonius tummelt sich leichtfüssig unbefangen unter den kecken 
Wolkengebilden seiner von allem historischen Zwange ganz emancipierten Phantasie 
umher.” 

1^ Ronpk H (1901: 172) rightly calls it a “biographischer Roman”. 

m 
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ards!5. The work is heavily indebted to Atticism and points to a 

considerable knowledge of Greck classics on the author's part. All in 

all, it is more reminiscent of the writings of a sophist like Dio 

Chrysostom than of a popular healer like A. Therefore, I would 

regard it as spurious. It seems almost natural that some Neo-Pythago- 

rean product should have been attributed to A. As his biography 

written by Moeragenes (1067) shows, there was some interest in his 

person at Athens towards the middle, if not the beginning, of the 2nd 

century A.D., and regarding the style and philosophical content of the 
Life of Pythagoras, the work would fit well into the literary climate of the 
Athens of Hadrianic or Antonine times. Perhaps there was even some 

connection with the Imperial court. Philostratus tells us how A. de- 

scended into the cave of Trophonius at Lebadea and brought back a 

book called Maxims of Pythagoras, which was preserved in Hadrian’s 
library at Antium!®. If the story contains a grain of truth, it could 
allude to the Life of Pythagoras, which might have been dedicated to 
the emperor. Furthermore, an analogous literary motif may be found 
in Philostratus’ remarks about the origin of his Life of Apollonius. 
Philostratus says that it was written in substance by A.s friend Damis 
(1065) and that it appeared at some stage at the Severan court. The 
author of the Life of Pythagoras might have employed a similar literary 
fiction, attributing his work to A. Objections may be equally raised 
against A.s alleged philosophical treatise On Sacrifice (F 3), of which 
Philostratus claims to have found copies in many temples", though it 
did not influence him!?. The work included an elaborate theory on 
the highest beings, influenced by middle-Platonic thought, which can 
hardly be attributed to A. himself. The polished Greck seems to ex- 
clude the hypothesis that it was a translation of a supposed Aramaic 
original!?, It rather seems to belong to the same literary context as the 
Life of Pythagoras and the Epistles of Apollonius, in which the magician A. 
Was turned into a man of letters and a Platonic philosopher. Accord- 

Deu u! s 

ES Contra Ronpe II (1901), who severely criticizes A. several times for his lack of 
historical exactness, and contrasts him with Nicomachus, whom he regards as a more 
faithful author. However, one should not overestimate Nicomachus’ merits. Cf. also 
Lévy (1926: 117-121). 

: Poser. Vita Ap. 8,19-20. 
E Pumostr. Vita Ap. 3,41 (= 1067. MorRAGENEs T 2). 

. DzrrrskA (1986: 149-150) thinks that Philostratus did not read it, because it was 
Written in Middle Aramaic, but Philostratus! statement (Vita Ap. 4,19) about the book 

Which she adduces kai BıßAio "AnoAA@viov npoorugeiv Eotıv, Ev d tadta xf] £avxo0 ovii 
ERdlddorer does not prove it. The expression tij &avrod dovn rather means “in his own 
words”, According to Philostratus, Vila Ap. 1,7: xaı n yAorta 'Artıxag eixev, Kal 008°” 
Orien THY óovi]v brò 100 £O0vovc, A. was of course an Atticist. 
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ing to Philostratus the book was not mentioned by A.s biographer 
Moeragenes (1067). If Philostratus is telling the truth, such an omis- 
sion would be quite surprising, because Moeragenes elsewhere seems 
to have stressed A.s Neo-Pythagoreanism. Perhaps the omission is 
due to the fact that the treatise On Sacrifice originated only afterwards. 
In this case it might have been written about the middle of the 2nd 
century A.D. 

Commentary on the Testimonies and the Fragments 

d 

(1) Lucian is talking about the teacher of Alexander of Abonuteichus, 
a follower of A., who professed to be an iotpóc, but was in reality a 
charlatan and a quack. Lucian's passing reference is the carliest evi- 
dence we have on A. It fits roughly into the chronological framework 
given by Philostratus. It is clear from Lucian's words that he regarded 
A. as the same sort of person as his pupil. Apparently A.s reputation 
as a healer and magician was already established by the middle of the 
2nd century A.n.? Perhaps Lucian also associated A. with Neo- 
Pythagoreanism, since he makes Alexander pretend (ch. 4) to be simi- 
lar to Pythagoras?!. 

(2) A.s vision of Domitian's murder is also related by Philostra- 
tus’. It is difficult to tell whether Dio knew Philostratus version 
when publishing this part of his history. Although it is possible that he 
did?3, he does not seem to regard A. as a well-known literary figure. 
Therefore the hypothesis might seem preferable that his account is 
independent of that of Philostratus?* and goes back to some local 
Ephesian tradition. 

(3) A similar story, though differing in detail, is also told by 
Philostratus in his Life of Apollonius’. There, a boy has spilled some 
wheat, and a sparrow tells the others about it. As in the case of T 2 
both versions might go back to some local Ephesian lore?®. 

9 [f this was A.s mother-tongue. 
Cf. Meyer II (1924: 148); Bowie (1978: 1686). 
See Bowie (1978: 1692). 
PuiLosrR. Vita Ap. 8,26. 
Cf. Bowe (1989: 252). 
Cf. Mever II (1924: 148-149); PErZKE (1970: 21; 134); DzrErskA (1986: 30-32); 

contra GROsso (1954: 505). 
25 PHILOSTR. Vita Ap. 4,3. 
26 Cf. Meyer II (1924: 159-160); Bowie (1978: 1687). 
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(4) The setting up of a statue in honour of Hercules Apotropaeus 
in Ephesus is also mentioned by Philostratus" in connection with A.s 
driving out of a plague-causing demon. Lactantius is possibly drawing 
upon Philostratus, merely distorting his words??, However, he at- 

tributes to Hercules a slightly different epithet (Alexicacus), which may 

suggest that both authors rather go back to a common Ephesian 

tradition”. 
(5) Like Lucian Dio regards A. as a magician. His remarks on A.s 

floruit (Eni Aopitravod avOnoavta) hardly suffice to establish a later 

chronology than the one given by Philostratus®’, though there was 
apparently some uncertainty concerning A.s time of life in the later 

tradition?!. Caracalla probably built the shrine in Tyana in a.p. 215, 

while travelling to the East?. The Severan dynasty seems to have 

been very fond of A., as is shown by Philostratus' implicit dedication 
of his Life of Apollonius to Julia Domna?. 

(6) The inscription, which was found somewhere in the Cilician 
plain, contains an epigram on A.?! The shape of the stone shows that 
it formed part of an architrave or lintel, beneath which the statue of 
A. was placed. The whole arrangement probably formed part of a 
small sanctuary or shrine. Its exact location, however, remains uncer- 
tain. A.s birthplace Tyana seems to be excluded, because the enor- 
mous stone can hardly have crossed the Taurus mountains? 'There- 
fore, a place within the region Cilicia Pedias itself is preferable. The 
city of Aegeae scems to be a good candidate, because according to 
Philostratus A. started his religious career in the local sanctuary of 
Asclepius. Since the epigram stresses A.s healing powers, one might 
even guess that A.s shrine belonged to the Asclepieion??. However, 
Tarsus seems equally possible?". A precise dating of the epigram from 

rp Pumostr. Vita Ap. 4,10; cf. on it WiLAMOwrrz V 2 (1937: 108-109). 
is Cf. Meyer II (1924: 161 n. 2). 
E Cf. Bowe (1978: 1687). 
E CH. Bowie (1989: 252) contra DzieLskA (1986: 32). 

: This may have caused the second entry on A. in the Supa a 3422 sv. 
AmoAhVvLOG Etepoc, Travers, orAdGod0g vedtEpos, YEyovas Eri ‘ASpravod tod Paciréwc; 
cf Miter (1895: 148). 

~~ See Dzerska (1986: 56-62), who also collects other evidence which connects A. 
E this city. 
E Cf. Bowiz (1978: 1663). 

b Uis preserved in the museum at Adana, and was first published independently 

y Bowe (1978: 1687-1688) and DAGRON — MARCILLET-JAUBERT (1978: 402-405). 
4 Cf. Bowe (1978: 1688). 
E See DzrkrskA (1986: 7 ). 

309 See Jones (1980: 191); DzrELskA (1986: 160-161) wants to date it between A.D. 
and 331; but cf. Bowie (1989: 252). 
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its lettering and content seems to be impossible. A date within the 3rd 
— 4th century A.D. seems most likely??. 'The epigram itself is slightly 
mutilated. In lines 3-4 one should probably read ov6& Aó$og and 
néuyev??. From the expression tò 9' &ujtupov it is clear that a negative 
clause must precede it (“not X, as is commonly assumed, but Y”)!”, 
Since, as the final clause shows, the epigram refers to A.s activities on 
earth, we should not read 8é500'*!, but rather supplement a verb 
meaning *to send", or *to produce". 

(7) Eusebius’ remarks are the first evidence we have on talismans 
set up in the name of A. in many cities of the Roman Empire. These 
amoteA€ouwata consisted mainly of statues and columns put up against 
pests (like storks and scorpions) and the forces of nature, and are 
attested especially for Byzantium and Antiochia by later Byzantine 
authors?, Although they are not mentioned by Philostratus, who al- 
ways tries to suppress A.s magical aspect as much as possible, it seems 
quite likely that the talismans already existed in early times forming 
part of the tradition in which A. was seen as a powerful uáyoç and 
yon. 

(8) The papyrus dates to the 4th-5th century A.p.**. It contains 
magic prescriptions on how to turn a goddess into a housewife. It is 
an interesting, though late, document of how A. was connected with 
magic in popular belief. 

(9) The article of the Suda mainly depends on Philostratus’ Life of 
Apollonius. However, there may be some other source, as is shown by 
the list of A.s works. Some of them, as On Sacrifice, the testament and 
the epistles, are also referred to by Philostratus. In the case of the 
Xpnouot and the Le of Pythagoras an. identification is difficult. The 
former work could be the treatise Nepi uavzetog &ozépov, which is 
mentioned by Philostratus'?, but it might also be some Byzantine 
fabrication". 'The biography of Pythagoras may be alluded to by 
Philostratus in Vita Ap. 8,19, where A. is said to have descended into 

38 See Jones (1980: 190-191). 
39 See Eperr (1983: 285-286). 
40 MERKELBACH (1982: 266), who, however, thought that lines 3-4 referred to a 

state in heaven and read [ox £8a]6oc ... [6&509" 6] ncc. 
41 "This was suggested by Bowie (1978: 1688). 
42 For a collection of sources cf. especially MILLER (1892: 581-584); Speyer (1974: 

56-63). 
45 ir Mier (1892: 581); Mever H (1924: 154); Bowe (1978: 1686). 
^* Cf. PREISENDANZ II (1931: 54). 
45 PHILOSTR. Vila Ap. 3,41; 7,35; 1,2. 
46 Pumosrr. Vita Ap. 3,41; ch. Meyer II (1924: 152). 
47 Cf. DeL Corno (1978: 50 n. 73); DzigrskA (1986: 130). 
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the cavern of Trophonius and to have brought back a book contain- 
ing the Adgar Tv0ayopov"®. Philostratus apparently knew the book, 

since he seems to have used it as a model”. 
(10) As in many other cases, it remains uncertain whether the 

statement of the Historia Augusta that Alexander Severus worshipped 
A. under his Lares is pure fiction?” or whether it is at least based on 
some genuine information?!. It seems quite likely that it was written 
under the influence of Philostratus? or some subsequent pagan au- 

thor like Nicomachus Flavianus. It is therefore probably not an inde- 
pendent testimony on the connection between A. and the Severan 

dynasty. 
(11) The story told by the Historia Augusta about Aurclian's vision 

should not be taken seriously. As in the case of F 10, it was probably 
written under the influence of the Annales of Nicomachus Flavianus??, 
Aurelian's vision seems to be closely modelled on the famous Chris- 
tian vision supposedly experienced by the Emperor Constantine? 

F 

(1) Iamblichus in his Life of Pythagoras 4-6 offers the same singular 
information as Porphyry on Pythagoras’ mother and ancestry. He 
obviously also used A.s Life of Pythagoras as a source. Since his account 
of Pythagoras’ youth and education (ch. 3-25) forms a cohesive narra- 
tive unit, it seems very likely that the whole section, though not ex- 
pressly indicated, is also taken from A.s work”. 

(2) A. is quoted for an alternative version of the extinction of the 
Pythagoreans. The ingredients of the story seem to have been taken 

ni Cf. Meyer II (1924: 153 n. 4).The objection that such a book could not be 
identical with the biography, because it belonged to another literary genre, seems to 
miss the mark, contra Bowm (1978: 1672 n. 77). Philostratus’ allusion does not need 
to be exact. Moreover, biography and doxography often go together, especially in 
the case of Pythagoras. Regarding the extant lives, one might even argue that Aó&ot 
IvBayöpov is an appropriate title. 
wy MLLER (1892: 137-145); Lévy (1926: 130-137). 

Thus GrrrcKen (1920: 282) regarding the syncretism as a typical product of the 
4th century A.D.; SYME (1968: 138). 
n Cf. DeL Corno (1978: 35). 
?- C£. MEvzn II (1924: 149). 
3 Cf. Syme (1968: 111); on the sources of the Vita Aureliani see PascHoup (1995: 

281-295, especially 292-293). 
E See Branpr (1995: 107-117). 
” Cf. Roupe II (1901: 127-128). 
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from Timaeus?®, as is suggested by the “historical” approach of the 
description and above all the parallels with other authors?’. The po- 
litical terminology’ and the sociological model of class struggle, 
which is applied to the events, also point to a late 4th century author, 
well versed in Athenian history, as a source. A. presents the Cylonian 
attack, which appears to have been an aristocratic movement, as a 
democratic uprising against oligarchs. Athenian history probably 
served as a model°’. He develops a “large scale historical fresco paint- 
ing"? without any regard for chronological consistency®!. To add 
additional historical flavour to his invention, he inserts all the famous 

names of early Crotonian and Pythagorean history into his plot®?. A.s 
language is quite artificial and shows Atticistic influences. There are, 
for example, relatively few hiatus, and perhaps even these might be 
due to Iamblichus. The syntax is altogether complex. The sentences 
are long, many participal constructions being used. ‘Taken all to- 
gether, one should regard the text as an early—and mostly over- 
looked example—of the Greek novel. 

3 (a) The mysterious wise man was already identified as A. by 
Eusebius, who after excerpting Porphyry’s words adds verbatim the 
quotation from A. (3b)9?. There are some reminiscences of A.s 
thought in Porphyry Adst. 2,34, though it can hardly be called a 
paraphrase. (b) As Eusebius says in his introduction (Exeivog 6 
Tvavedg 'AnoAAwvıog ypadeıv tordde Aeyerar), he did not get the quota- 
tion from A. directly, but from some other source. It is very likely that 
this other source was also Porphyry, who may have given the com- 
plete excerpt somewhere else. It fits his working method to quote a 
passage in one work and only to refer to it in another®*. This work 
was probably Tlepi tig £k t&v Aoytov $1UAocoótac??. The thought ex- 
pressed seems to be typical of the Platonism of the Ist-2nd century 

56 Cf. Rompe I (1901: 133-134); BERTERMANN (1913: 37-39); vow Fnrrz (1940: 55- 
56); see, however, Jacosy on FGrHist 566 F 13-17 p. 550-552. 

57 Jusrın. 20,4,14; Porvs. 2,39,4; Armen. 12,22 p. 522 A (= FGrHist 566 F 44); 
Diop. Bibl. 12,9. 

58 Cf. e.g. the distinction between vóuoç and yńġtoua, the notion of the narpıos 
nodtteia, allotment of offices by beans. 

59 | do not believe, pace von Frrrz (1963: 212; 215), that the author transferred 
elements from a second stage of the Pythagorean conflict, taking place in the mid 5th 
century B.C., to its beginnings, since the political terminology does not fit. 

9? vox Fnrrz (1940: 61). 
9! vow Fnrrz (1940: 58-64). 
62 von Frrrz (1940: 61-62). 
63 Cf. Bernays (1866: 135-136). 
6+ See Norden (1913: 344). 
6 Cf. Dzærska (1986: 139 n. 31). 
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A.D.: In a hierarchy of highest beings the first one consists of or is 
identical with pure reason (vovc) and has no share in the material 
world. Since matter is a form of pollution, its worship has to proceed 
by means of pure Aöyog which excludes even prayers spoken out 
loud®®. It is remarkable that this opinion, though it comes quite close 
to the notions expressed in A.s 58th letter, seems to be completely at 

variance with what Philostratus tells us about A.s religious ideas. In 
Philostratus, A. also displays some distinctly Pythagorean characteris- 
tics, but does not demand such strict observance and admits several 
common forms of sacrifice®”. 

66 Cf. NoRDEN (1913: 39-40); DzæLskKa (1986: 140-141). 
67 "This has rightly been stressed by DzæLsKa (1986: 141; 146-147). 
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1065. Damis of Niniveh? 

T 

1 Puitostr. Vita Ap. 1,3: £yévexvo Aójug àvip oOx Goohog Thy GpYatav note 

oik@v Nivov’ odt0g TH 'ANOAAMVIM TPOGHLAOGOdONOAS ATOSNULASG Te AvTOD 

AVAYEYPAHEV, OV KOLVVAGAL KAL AdTOS HMoL, Kal yvauag Kal Aöyovg Kal 

ónóco £g npóyvociv eine. kal npoorkov ttg t0 Adápiót tàç 6£AtOUG tÓv 

VIOLVNLATMV TOVT@V OVO YLYVWOKOLEVaG Eg yv@oıv Tiyayev TovAia ti 

BaoıAdı. neTEXovri SE LOL TOD MEPL AVTIV KVKAOD — Koi yàp toù pntopikoùg 

návtac Aóyovc ENNVEL KAL NomGCEtO — LETAYPa wo te TPOGETAEE Tac SLatpLBdc 

TAVITA KOL TIS aMAyyEAtas avTOV ExtEANnOTvar, TO Yap Nivim caddc Lev, od 

uiv 628166 ye anmyyéAAeco. 

2 PuirosrR. Vita Ap. 1,19: &vva0o óvaspifova (sc. 'AnoAAovio èv Niva) (...) 

npocedoimoe Adyıg O Nivioc, Ov Katapxac éonv Evvanosnufoat ot Koi 

Evvéunopov yeveoOar tig codtag Mons KOL TOAAG TOD Avbpbc Siac@oacbar 

(.... 6 u£v bn ‘Aoovptog npoonvd&ato avtov, Gc tata NKOVOE, Kal WOTEP 

6oiuova £BAeme, ouviv te aùt® £miói600g vv codiav Kat 6 tt uá00t 

LLVNHOVE DOV. dwvi SE Hy o 'Aocupto Guuétpoc npáttovoa, to yàp Aoyogió£Ec 

oùk £ixy£v, Gre nardevdeis Ev Bapßapoıs, Starpıßnv è Avaypdıyar Kai 

ovvovoiav xoi ó TI Tikoucev À elev AVATUNWOOL KOL DRÖLVNUA TÜV TOLOUTWV 

EvvOeivar o65pa ikavos Tv Kal éxetiSeve toto Gpiota GvOpanav. I} yoDv 

SEA TOS 1 TOV EKHATVLOLGTOV TOLODTOV TH AGLSt Vodv Eiyev’ 6 Adis EBovAETO 

LNdév tov AnoAAwViOV GyvoeloBal, GAM et Tt Kal MapEdbéyEato 7 <aperAM@co> 

einev, üàvayeypáo0at koi xo0«0 (...). 

3 Pumostr. Vita Ap. 8,29: ta pév 8) Eg “AnoAAdviov tov Tvavéa Addi TO 

‘Acovpia avayeypapuéva é¢ tovde Tov Aóyov veAevitQ, nepi yàp THdOTOD, KAO 

Ov &xeAe 0xa, etye ETEAEITA, TAELOVG HEV AOYOL, Adyuıdı dE OVSELG EIPNTOL. 

8 Nwíio Bentley : Nivo codd. — 9. &ryyéAXXexo codd. : àmipryeXvo Cobet 12 Godiac x: dLAOGOOLAS 

p, codd. secund. fam. ?° Gpedas suppl. Kayser 
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1065. Damis of Niniveh? 

T 

1 In ancient Niniveh, there once lived a quite sensible man called Damis. He 

shared Apollonius’ philosophical discussions and recorded his travels, in 
which, he says, he himself also took part. He also recorded his opinions, 

words and prophecies. And one of Damis’ relatives brought the tablets of 

these memoirs, not yet known, to the notice of the Empress Julia Domna. 

Since I belonged to the circle of her friends—she appreciated and liked all 

kinds of rhetorical speech—she demanded that I rewrite these treatises and 
take especial care of stylistic matters, since the man of Niniveh had written 

clearly, but without any rhetorical grace. 

2 When he stayed there (sc. Apollonius at Niniveh) Damis of Niniveh ap- 

proached him, who—as I said at the beginning—accompanied him on his 

journeys, shared his wisdom and preserved much of his memory. (...) When 

the Assyrian had heard it, he worshipped him and regarded him as a god, 

and stayed together with him improving on his wisdom and remembering 

everything that he had learned. ‘The language of the Assyrian was of average 
quality. He lacked rhetorical skill, because he was educated in a barbarian 

country. However, when it came to writing down discourses and conversa- 

tions, to describing what he had heard or seen, and to composing a record of 

these matters, he showed great ability and surpassed everyone else. In fact, 
the purpose of Damis’ scrap book was this: Regarding Apollonius, Damis 
wanted nothing to remain unknown, but wrote down everything, if he had 

said it casually or by the way. 

3 This is the last story that Damis, the Assyrian, wrote down about 

Apollonius of Tyana. For there are several versions about the manner of his 
death, if he died at all, but none by Damis. 
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1065. Damis of Niniveh? 

Introduction 

Philostratus says in his Life of Apollonius that his account of Apollonius’ 
travels is mainly based on the Memoirs of Apollonius written by 
Apollonius’ pupil Damis of Niniveh (T 1). He introduces him into the 
narrative in 1,19—Philostratus’ source for Apollonius’ youth being 
Maximus of Aegeae (1066)—, making Apollonius meet him at 
Niniveh (T 2). Afterwards, D. is presented as Apollonius’ companion 
throughout the whole story of his travels and life!. He is removed 
from the scene only in 8,19 (T 3), shortly before Apollonius disap- 
pears. Since D.s account is often quite fantastic and in many instances 
the chronological references are plainly wrong, it is clear that D.s 
Hypomnemata had a fictional character and that D. as a companion of 
Apollonius is a fictitious person. There is, however, some disagrec- 
ment about whether D. is the pseudonym of another real author? or 
whether his person and his work have been merely invented by 
Philostratus?. Perhaps the latter solution is preferable for the follow- 
ing reasons: Philostratus asserts that D.s work was written clearly, but 
lacked stylistic elegance, and that he himself transposed it into rhe- 
torical language. Thus, he lays claim only to its form, but not to its 
content. However, regarding the descriptions of the travels or 
Apollonius’ conversations with D. it becomes clear that they are 
closely modelled on historical or philosophical sources. Apollonius’ 
journey to the East for example is heavily indebted to Herodotus, 
Xenophon, Ctesias and Nearchus. The form and content of the nar- 
rative can not be so strictly separated. It is often hard to see what D. 

! Philostratus permanently refers to D. as his source. I only give the most impor- 
tant testimonies. i 

2 CF, e.g. REITZENSTEIN (1906: 40-41): “Den von Moiragenes gesammelten Stoff 
verband noch im zweiten Jahrhundert ein Pythagorist mit einer Reise-Aretalogie und 
nahm, um ihn gänzlich umgestalten zu können und dennoch Glauben zu finden, die 

Person eines angeblich barbarischen Reisebegleiters des Propheten, emes 

unphilosophischen schlichten Mannes, Damis, des Assyrers aus Hierapolis, an; 
NORDEN (1913: 37 n. 1): “An der Fálschung der Damismemoiren ist ebensowenig zu 
zweifelen wie an der Realität ihrer Existenz. Diejenigen, die behaupten, sie beruhen 

bloß auf einer Fiktion des Philostratos, können diesen nicht gelesen haben”; SCHMID 
II 1 (1920: 379 n. 1); Spever (1974: 50-52); Anperson (1986: 155-173), on his 
misconceived arguments see Epwarps (1991: 563-566). 

5 MirrER (1907: 511-525); Meyer II (1924: 133-146); Bowie (1978: 1653-1671); 
DziErskA (1986: 19-49). ka 
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could have written in simple language, because everything depends 
on given literary motifs*. This in turn suggests that the content of D.s 
memoirs, and consequently D. himself, are also Philostratus’ own 
fabrication. One can rule out the possibility that the humble Assyrian 
D. had an extensive reading of Greek classics at his command’. Fur- 
thermore, it is common novelistic practice to pretend that the narra- 
tive is based on the report of an eye-witness. ‘The technique can be 
studied for example in the Trojan novels of Dictys and Dares and in 
Antonius Diogenes’ Wonders Beyond Thule. It appears that Philostratus 
himself invented D. as an eye-witness authority for his story in ac- 
cordance with this practice?. Nevertheless, one might still argue 
against this that D.s work was a novel employing the same technique, 
which was used by Philostratus". However, this hypothesis is quite 
unlikely in the face of Philostratus’ remarks on the character and the 
history of D.s work, which he claims to be bringing before the reader 
for the first time. Finally, D.s dramatic role in Philostratus’ novel 
seems to suggest that he is a fictional character. If the assumption is 
accepted that D. was invented by Philostratus, one might ask further, 
why he chose this particular name?. The answer may lie behind the 
story that D.s book was offered by one of his descendants to Julia 
Domna (T 1). Perhaps it is a hidden allusion to Flavianus Damianus, 
a famous sophist of the late 2nd century a.p. from Ephesus’, who was 
personally known to Philostratus and much admired by him. Maybe 
it was he who told Philostratus about Apollonius’ activities in the 
cities of Western Asia Minor and especially in Ephesus, which would 
also account for the large amount of the, apparently genuine, local 
folklore of these cities which we find in Philostratus’ work. Perhaps 
the name Damis was meant as a kind of homage to the recently 
deceased Damianus. 

o s 

ci Cf Meyer II (1924: 140-141); see, however, ANDERSON (1986: 157) who seems 
to misrepresent MEYER's argument. 
1662)” a similar line of argument concerning the political events cf. Bowr (1978: 

6 Cr 
Phi Cf. MEYER I (1924: 146) and especially Bowe (1978: 1663-1667). Maybe 

ilostratus invented D. as a contemporary authority to refute Moeragenes' (1067) 
account (noAAà 8& tàv nepi tòv ävõpa ayvonoavaı), cf. Mirzer (1907: 523); Meyer II 
(1924: 155). 

7 
$ Thus REITZENSTEIN (1906: 40-45); SPEYER (1974: 50-52). 
> Cf. Bowrk (1978: 1670-1671) for the following hypothesis. 

PIR? III F 253. 
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Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) D. is introduced in fairy-tale manner. “There was Damis, a man ...”. 

According to Philostratus D. wrote Hypomnemata, which were handed 
over to Julia Domna by a relative of his. That the empress is involved 
in the story does not contradict the hypothesis that D. is a fictitious 
character!®. The fiction hardly abuses Julia Domna's name, but, on 
the contrary, is rather a skilful homage to her, since the work thus 
appears to be laid at her door. She does not only encourage 
Philostratus to write his books, but also provides him, through her 
connection with D., with suitable material. Altogether, the whole 
story seems to be a literary device to introduce a flattering dedication. 
Similarly Nero appears in the Dictys novel, which he is said to have 
had translated from the Phoenician!!, and the Emperor Hadrian is 
connected with Apollonius’ book on Pythagoras (1064). Since 
Philostratus appears to have modelled his own work at least partly on 
Apollonius’ Life of Pythagoras, he might also have taken over this liter- 
ary motif from it. 

(2) Philostratus makes D. meet Apollonius in ancient (!) Niniveh, 
which he locates erroneously—after Ctesias—west of the Euphrates 
in the Roman Empire". Maybe he chose this city as D.s home in 
order to pay a further compliment to the Empress Julia Domna, who 

came from Syria. Since it is D.s first appearance and his literary 

function is quite important for the following story, Philostratus takes 

great care to describe the nature of D.s writing: D.s Hypomnemata are 

detailed and constitute a correct eyewitness report, but completely 

lack rhetorical skill. It is exactly this overall functionality of D.s mem- 

oirs that seems to suggest that they were Philostratus’ own invention. 

(3) Philostratus makes D. retire from the scene shortly before 

Apollonius’ end. Since Apollonius does not die, but mysteriously dis- 

appears, there seems to be no room for an eyewitness. Perhaps 

Philostratus also wanted to incorporate the different traditions on 

Apollonius’ death. D. had apparently fulfilled his dramatic purposes. 

Again his functionality seems to argue in favour of the hypothesis that 

he was a character created by Philostratus himself!?. 

10 Cf. Bowre (1978: 1663) against SekvER (1974: 49). 

1l Bowe (1978: 1663). 
1? Cf. MEver I (1924: 135-136). 
13 Cf, Meyer II (1924: 186-187). 

hb ~~ 
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1066. Maximus of Aegeae 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 PmostR. Vita Ap. 1,3: &vévuyov 6& xoi Ma&iuov vob Aiytéoc BipALo 

EvveUamgótt ta Ev Atydic '"AnoAAXovi(ov návta. 

2 Pumostr. Vita Ap. 1,12: KaKeiva tig £v Aiyoig dtarpıßfg Kılikov npxev 

DBpiotic GvOpwnog Kai KaKds Ta EpwtiKd E> toðtov HABE Aöyog tig 

'"AnoAAoviov dpac, ó è Epp@oOar opdcas otc Expattev, Ev Tapsoic Se pa 

àyopàv ñyev, &&opunen &g tàg Aiyüg vooeiv TE EAVTOV ONGOG KOL toU 

"AOKANTLOD 6eio0at, kot npoogA80v và 'AnoAXovio PadiCovtt 18ta “GbotNOdv 

ue,” on, “tO Ved.” 6 8& DroAaPov “Kai ti cot Sei tod oVOTHOOVTOG,” eine, 

“ei ypnotds £i; totg yàp onovuóaioug oO GEOL Kai dvev T@V TPOFEVOVTOY 
3 85 aonabovran.” — “öt vÀ AL,” ëon, ^"AnoAXÓvie, o£ u&v ó Beò renotnto Gévov, 

eye õè oŭro.” — “AAAA kåuoD,” Eon, “karokdyaðbia MPOLEEVNOEY, 1 XPMLEVOS, 

ac Suvatov veg, Vepdnov té eiu tod Aokìnriod Kol étoipoç ei 8& xoi cot 

Kaiokåyaðiaç eier, Kapeı Happ@v napd tòv Beòv kal sŬyov, ő ti éle.” 

“un Al,” einev, “iv ooi ye npotépo eŭkouar.” — “kal t,” ën, “èuot evén;” 

46." 4 8 öc, “eüyecdar dei toic koAoig eUxóue8a 8& abtoic kowwovelv toU 

KóAXovc xoi uù d0oveiv tig Spa.” EAeye dE Tadıa DROOPINTWV avtòv Kal 

ode SObaALOdS dypaivey Kai ti Yap Ody EAitIOV TOV OTS GoEAYGV TE KA 

Exipprtov: 6 S€ tavpndov VropAeyas adtov “Laivy,” Eon, “Ô káðappa.” tov 9 

0 uóvov npóc SPY TADtTA GKOVGAVTOG, GAAG Kai GTELAOAVTOG, OF ANOKOYOL 

avtod Thy KedaMhy, KatayeAdoaus 6 AnodAdviog “A H Seiva Nepa” aveBonoe” 

tpit Se dpa fv an’ éxeivys, Ev N Shor Kata iv Ö80V ÖNEKTELVAV TOV 

DBpiotiy Exeivov, a> Ev ApxerAd@ và Konnaóoktoc Paotret vedtepa eni 

'Pouoioug nzpáttovta. Tota Kai noAü toradta Mo&iuw to Aiytet 

Evyyéypantor, "$uó0rn 8& xot Paoiietmv ExotoA@v odtog evSoKmav THY 

o@vny. 

ak : "m ERE EN mp: 
11 kåpè (suprascr. 00) x: xàp£ p, codd. secund. fam. 17 ody Edtttwv (sic) a : ob Aeyov PUP 

ox £Aócvov codd. secund. fam. 

h ai 
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1066. Maximus of Aegeae 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

1 I also came across a book by Maximus of Aegeae containing all the deeds 

of Apollonius in Aegeae. 

2 During his (sc. Apollonius) stay in Aegeae, the following happened: The 
Gilicians were governed by a wicked and lecherous man. When he heard 

that Apollonius was a beautiful youth, he gave up his present business—he 
just held court at Tarsus—and went to Aegeae pretending to be ill and in 

need of Asclepius’ help. And he approached Apollonius as he was walking by 
himself and said to him “Introduce me to the god.” Apollonius answered: 
“Why do you need someone to introduce you, if you are an honest man. For 
the gods welcome righteous people, even if nobody introduces them."— 
“Because, Apollonius, “the man replied,” the god has already made you his 

guest, but not me.” Apollonius said: “But in my case, too, it was a blameless 
character that recommended me. Behaving virtuously as much as possible 
for a young man I became servant and attendant of Asclepius. If you, too, 

care for virtue, do not worry, but go right ahead and pray to the god for 
what you want."—"Yes," the man said, “that I will do, after I have first 
asked you for a favour.” —‘“What kind of favour?”, said Apollonius. And the 
man answered: “What we usually ask the beautiful. We ask them to share 
their beauty and not to withhold their bloom jealously.” When he said this, 
he grew soft, his eyes moistened and he made all the movements which the 
lewd and infamous make. But Apollonius looked sternly at him and said: 
You are mad, you scum of the earth!” When he heard this, the man not 

only moved to anger, but also threatened him that he would have his head 
But off. But Apollonius laughed and exclaimed: *Mark the day!" And on the 
third day following that day, public executioners killed the wicked man on 
his Way, because he had conspired with Archelaus, the king of Cappadocia, 
against the Romans. This and many similar stories have been written down 
b j > en y Maximus of Aegeae, a famous orator, who was also appointed imperial 
Secretary, 
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1066. Maximus of Aegeae 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Maximus of Aegeae!, who can be dated roughly to the 2nd century 

A.D., is only mentioned by Philostratus. His existence has been 

doubted for no sufficient reason?. Philostratus portrays M. as a typical 

sophist, and says that at some stage he became Imperial secretary ab 

epistulis Graecis, an office that seems to have been first established 

under the emperor Hadrian?. According to him, M.s work contained 

an account of Apollonius’ activity in the Asclepicion at Aegeae (ta èv 

Aiyoic ‘AnoA@viov navta). These words have gencrally been taken to 

refer to a biography comprising only Apollonius’ youth, which M. 

wrote to supplement Moeragenes’ (1067) comprehensive work", 

There are, however, some flaws in this picture. The tendency of M.s 

work, especially the remarks against Tarsus’, suggests that it origi- 

nated morc from patriotism and rivalry between Aegeae and other 

centres of Asclepean cult? than from a wish to complement an exist- 

ing biography of Apollonius. M., whose social profile makes it likely 

that he had some connection with the local Asclepieion himself”, 

might have written about Apollonius’ wondrous works at the sanctu- 

ary to establish its superiority over Tarsus. Morcover, as to the nature 

of the work, it appears quite odd that a biography should have been 

written only on Apollonius’ youth’. Therefore, another hypothesis is 

! On the different spellings of the city cf. HIRSCHFELD (1893: 945). 

2 Mrver II (1924: 166-169) regards M. as a fictitious authority for the following 

reasons: (1) M.s treatise fits all too well into the structure of Philostratus! work. (2) lt 

is difficult to see why someone should write only about Apollonius’ youth. (3) The 

entire chronology seems to go back to Philostratus. See, however, Scumip IT 1 (1920: 

379 n. 1); Bowie (1978: 1684-1685); Grar (1984: 67-68). 

3 Cf. Grar (1984: 67). 
+ Cf. e.g. Rerrzensrern (1906: 40); Bowre (1978: 1684). 

5 Bowrk (1978: 1685). 
6 Roserr (1973: 185 n. 91); Grar (1984: 70-71). 

7 A similar case is the sophist P. Anteius Antiochus mentioned by Puirosr. Vil. 

soph. 2,4 who also came from Aegeac and stayed at its Asclepieion, cf. ROBERT (1973: 

184); Grar (1984: 70). 
8 Cf. Meyrer II (1924: 166) arguing that M. is invented by Philostratus: ^... daß 

man nicht recht begreift, wie jemand dazu gekommen sein sollte, eine eigene Schrift 

lediglich über die ersten Jugendjahre des Mannes zu schreiben, in denen er noch 

keinerlei bedeutende Wirkung ausüben konnte." 

-e 
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perhaps more convincing. It is possible that M.s description of 
Apollonius’ life at Aegeae was only a part of a larger work. In view of 
its local-patriotic tendency this may have well been a local history of 
Aegeae and its sanctuary rather than a biography?. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) The testimony comes from Philostratus’ chapter on his sources. 
M. is introduced briefly as an authority for the events in Acgeac!?. 

The city was held in high esteem by the Severan dynasty and by 
Alexander Severus in particular, who conferred some honours upon 
it!!, This might also account for the prominence it has in Philostratus’ 
work. 

(2) Apollonius is presented as belonging to the cult personnel of 
the Asclepieion of Aegeae!?. The story is dated by the reference to 
Archelaus, the king of Cappadocia, who was taken to court by 
Tiberius in A.D. 17/?. As to the ingredients of the folklore, it is difficult 
to tell to what extent historical events are reflected in them. The man 
who makes advances to Apollonius is said to be the ruler of Cilicia 
and is portrayed—although it is not stated explicitly as an unjust 
provincial governor, who is arrested afterwards on the charge of trea- 
son'4, Cilicia Pedias was attached to the province of Syria at that 
time!?, pruh was governed by Q, Caecilius Metellus Creticus 
Silanus!?, "The reference can, however, hardly be to him", since he 
was recalled in a.p. 17 for political reasons without being charged. 
Hence it appears that the tale is perhaps simply a particular adaption 
of the literary motif of the corrupt official!®, It is an intriguing ques- 

a ___ 

9 | Yan E : ; B oe ROBERT (1973: 185 n. 91): "c'était faire le récit d'un épisode 
E E et l'histoire du sanctuaire, qui tirait alors illustration 

" du samt homme en sa jeunesse; c'était un écrit de propagande pieuse." 
h CA described in Vita Ap. 1,7-13. Pe 

n Aegeae and especially the Asclepiei ERT (1973: 161-: [ CM Be i | y the Asclepieion see RoBERT (1973: 161-211); Weiss 
( p 491.209), ZIEGLER (1985: 50-51; 93-94); In. (1994: 184-212). E 
Bor is m function especially RoBERT (1973: 187-188). l 

- TAc. Ann. 2,42; Su j 4; ASS. 57 bc Koi i j 1 Mena oi ET. Tib. 37,4; Dio Cass. 57,17,3-7 (óc koi veaxepitoviá ti). 

10 Cass «Ur T € FE a 7, Cy 576 AN Ass. 49,22,3; Tac. Ann. 2,4; 2,58; Surr. Vesp. 8,4; Macız (1950: 563 n. 68; 

A x on him PIR? II C 64; DAsROwa (1998: 30-32). 
ace GRaF (1984: 67). 

Piso E there is sull another possibility. The successor of Silanus in Syria was 

: se prosecution and death were famous throughout the R dd. 
aybe the Story in some way reflects his destiny. : ei 
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tion whether the entire story goes back to M. or whether Philostratus 
made some additions. In view of Philostratus! working method!”, in 
fact, it appears that it was he who added the reference to Archelaus. 
He not only promises to establish an exact chronology of Apollonius’ 
life?? at the beginning of this work, but is also found guilty of chrono- 
logical inaccuracies in other cases when trying to render the story of 
his hero consistent with the events recorded in the general history of 
the period. It has been argued that there was a large chronological 
gap between the events at Aegeae in A.D. 17 and Apollonius’ depar- 
ture for the East in the forties (1,19) and that therefore the dating to 
Archelaus’ times belonged to M., the episode being incorporated by 
Philostratus despite the chronological difficulties it caused towards the 
rest of historical tradition?!. However, it seems to me that the chro- 
nology of A.s life, as given by Philostratus, is quite consistent in itself 
and that the supposed gap arises from his lack of precise knowledge 
and his mechanical disposition of the ages rather than from any dif- 
ferences between particular historical traditions. Apollonius’ stay in 
Aegcae is dated to his youth, his travels to his floruit, and so on. Such 
a solution, however, does not imply that M. is only a fictitious author- 
ity. 

'S See Meyer II (1924: 169). 
20 Purtostr. Vita Ap. 1,2: Aokei oov pot ph mepusdeiv thy tev TOAA@V GyvoLAV, GAA’ 

eEaxpiBacat tov dvdpa toig te xpvois, Kad’ ods £iné 11H Expaée (...). On the chronology 

in general cf. Mryer II (1924: 166-169). 
21 Thus Grar (1984: 69); cf. already Bowie (1978: 1684). 
?? Contra MryER II (1924: 169). 

ee — 
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1067. Moeragenes 
(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

E 

1 PuiLosrg. Vita Ap. 1,3: (...) kot 6va8kan 8& TO AnoAAOVio Yeypaoatat, rap’ 

Ôv vndpxyer pab_eiv, óc Vnodeıdlov tiv $uicoóiav èyéveto. où yàp 

Motpayévet ye mpooeKtéov, BiBAia ev EvvOévtr &¢ "AnoAAÓviov TETTapo, 

TOAAG SE tÕv repi tòv ävõpa dyvońoavtı. 

2 PuiLosrR. Vita Ap. 3,41: tfi nev obv StaAeKtiKiig Evvovoias dudw peteiyov, 

tàc 6& àmoppritouc onovóódc, oic Korpırnv [N] uavreiav katevöovv Kai civ 

TPOyVOor EorovdaCov, 0vctóv te tjrtovto kat kArjoeov, aic 00i Xaipovaı, 

uóvov $molv ó Aú tóv "AnoAAóviov GuuQulocoóriv 1$ "ápyo, koi 

Svyypayor Ev Ereidev mept pavtetacg dotépwv PiPAovs téttapac, àv xoi 

Motpayévng éxenvioOn, Svyypdyar S& mEepi Ovoidv Kai Gc dv tt; £kóáoto Oeo 

xpooóópoc t£ Kai keyapicuévog OVoL. TH LEV 87] xàv dotépov Kal tiv 

TOLAUTNV HAVTLKNV xGoav onep tiv àvOponetav "nyobouot þúotv kat où’ ei 

KERmtai Tıg 0180, tò SE MEPL OLOLdV EV TOAADIS LEV tepoig £üpov, èv MOAAIC 

d€ NOAEOLY, TOAAOIG 6€ dvópÓv coQóv otkotc, koi c& Gv tic £puivetot axo 

OELVOS HOVTETAYUEVOV KL KAT civ Ty tod avdpdc; 

3 Onic. C. Cels. 6,41: (...) net 8& 16 Exikaipdtepa yp A€yev mpdc 1 KéAoov 

OVYYPOLWA, nepi nayeiag dauev, ötı 6 BovAönevog £ferdoon, nótepóv noce koi 

H1A600H01 KAWTOL ELOLV au N un, dvayvaro tà yeypauue&vo Moıpoyever Tov 

"AxoAXoviov 100 Tuavéoc AyoV Kol HLAO0600V Grouvnuovevuátov: £v otc Ó 

lu Xprotavdc GAAG MrAdoodos EONGEV GAOVAL UNO Tho Ev 'AnoAAovio poryetac 

OUK G'yevveic tiva óU.000007G Hg POS YONTA ADTOV EiceEABSvtAC EV Otc OLLAL 

Kal nepi Evopatov <tod> navv dinyjoato Kai tıvog Erıkovpeion. 

4 Prur. Quaest. conv. 4,6,1 p. 671C-672C: Savudoas odv 6 Ext Tact pyOEv O 

Zúuuayoç “dp’ “ gon “od tov natpiótnv 0góv (sc. AAóvucov), à Aounpto, (...) 

£yypéoei Kai Vronoleic toig EBpaiwv aroppritoig; 7 t@ Svtt AGyog šot ttc Ó 

TODTOV EKELV TOV ADTOV ArOdaivey; 6 SE Motpayévyc brokaBav “€a ToDTOV. 

einev’ “éyo yap 'ABnvoiog ðv ånkpivouai oot kat A£yo UNndév’ GAAOV eivat 

6” 

6 à del. Kayser 14 xoi ti codd., Kayser : Kat tor post Olearium multi edd. perperam 2 row suppl: 

Koetschau post Bouhéreau ? naor Reiske : nav T 
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1067. Moeragenes 
(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Yr 

1 (...) and there is testament written by Apollonius, from which it can be 

gleaned what an inspired philosopher he was. One should not believe 

Moeragenes, at any rate, who wrote four books on Apollonius but is very 

ignorant about him. 

2 Both of them took part in the common conversations, but—according to 

Damis—it was Apollonius alone who shared the secret philosophical studies 
with Iarchas, in which they concerned themselves with astrological divina- 

tion, studied knowledge of the future, and discussed what kind of sacrifices 

and invocations are dear to the gods. Resulting from these studies, 

Apollonius composed four books On Astrological Divination, referred to also by 
Moeragenes, and also a book On Sacrifices and on how one might make 
adequate and pleasing offerings to each god. Everything he writes about 
stars and astrological divination is, I think, entirely above human nature, 
and I do not even know whether anyone has these writings in his possession. 
As for the book on sacrifices, however, I have found it in many sanctuaries, 
in many cities, and in many houses of wise men, and it is needless to say that 
it is a first class composition and has the ring of the man himself. 
3 To put forward a strong argument against Celsus’ treatise: Whoever wants 
to find out if even philosophers are enchanted at times by magic or not, let 
him read, I say, read the Memoirs of the Magician and Philosopher Apollonius of 
Tyana written by Moeragenes, where the author, who is not a Christian, but 
a philosopher, says that some renowned philosophers succumbed to 
Apollonius’ magic powers on their visits to the magician. Among them, I 
think, he also mentions the famous Euphrates and some Epicurean. 

4 Surprised about the last words, Symmachus said: “Lamprias, is it only you 
Who registers and assigns the national god (sc. Dionysus) (...) to the Jewish 
E or is there really any argument to prove that both gods are identi- 

©” But Moeragenes interposed and said: “Leave him. I, an Athenian, will 
answer you and say, that he is no other. (...)” 
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5 Inscr. SEG 14,129 (SuEAR, Hesperia 5 [1936], p. 16-17): Motpayévnc 

ApouorA&ovg Er KotAng Een@vunog Innodwvriöog QvAnc. 

Uncertain Testimony 

6 Arorr. Tyan. Epp. 62-63 (LrNp"T"Mz"V"RL,"), p. 4 PENELLa: (...) 

tadta (sc. ep. 62) avayvodg (sc. ó 'AxoAAdvtoc) ook &yovdOn tote turo xot 

Tis ENGivols, Hote GmoKpiveobal xà kexoptouévo: kot ur] c0, 160v 6€ 

Tove MPEcPEts OD Tdvv AaKwviKovs, Obx NoVEts adtOIg AvtEMLTLONOL THVSE civ 

ENLOTOM (sc. ep. 63): (...) 

ATIOMNHMONEYMATA ATIOAAQNIOY A-A 
(T 1-3; 62) 

Oo 
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5 Moeragenes, son of Dromocles, of the deme Coele, eponymus of the tribe 

Hippothonts. 

Uncertain Testimony 

6 (...) Reading it Apollonius did not get puffed up by the honours and the 

praises so as to give agreeable instead of true answers, but noticing that the 

messengers were unlike true Spartans, he was displeased with them and 

returned to them the following letter: (...) 

MEMOIRS OF THE MAGICIAN AND 

PHILOSOPHER APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 1-4 

(T 1-3; 6?) 
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1067. Moeragenes 
(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Moeragenes, author of a biography of Apollonius in four books (T 1), 

remains an obscure figure. He can be dated roughly to the Ist ~ 2nd 

century A.D. He is possibly to be identified with M. of Athens, who is 

mentioned by Plutarch in his Quaestiones convivales (T 4)!, and to whom 

and whose family several Athenian inscriptions of Hadrianic times (T 

5) may also refer?. As the title of the work anonvnuoveöuora and the 

number of books show, the Xenophontic work on Socrates served M. 

as a model?. This implies that he presented his protagonist in a posi- 

tive light*. There is no suggestion in our testimonies of any negative 

tendencies, and it is hard to believe in four books of hostile memoirs’. 

M.s biography apparently included a description both of Apollonius' 

magical powers? and of his philosophical thought (T 3)’. It also seems 

to have already contained an account of Apollonius’ quarrel with the 

Stoic Euphrates and some other philosopher. Further contents can 

only be reconstructed through inferences from Philostratus’ biogra- 

phy and Apollonius’ letters. It is possible that the Neo-Pythagorean 

streak in Apollonius’ picture, as expressed also in his quarrel with the 

Stoic Euphrates, was already existent, if not prevalent, in M.s work", 

The same may also apply to Apollonius’ Hellenism and his critical 

attitude towards Roman emperors’. It would be interesting to know 

| Meyer II (1924 : 150); Bowre (1978: 1678-1679). 

2 Bowie (1978: 1679). 
3 Bow (1978: 1674). 
^ Bowrk (1978: 1674); Raynor (1984: 223). 

5 Contra Spever (1974: 60); ANDERSON (1986: 299-300). 

6 Gf. eg. Mever II (1924: 150): “ein mit magischen Zauberkráften begabter 

Theosoph”; and Speyer (1976: 50), who assume that M. presented. Apollonius 

mainly as a yong. 

7 Qf. especially Bowie (1978: 1674-1676), who argues against MEYER for a more 

“Socratic Apollonius”; finally RAYNOR (1984: 223-225), who rightly points out that 

MLs picture of A. may have included both aspects. In the case of a Pythagorean. 

magic and philosophy are particularly closely connected. 

? Scuwm IE 1 (1920: 380): “Dann haben sich die Pythagoreer der Figur 

bemächtigt und ihr ein Leben im Stil der Pythagorasbiographie angedichtet 

vielleicht Maximos von Aigai (dieser nur für die Jugendgeschichte) und Moiragenes- 

Bowie (1978: 1674-1678); but cf. also Rerrzenstein (1906: 40); Spever (1974: 

who attribute the Neo-Pythagorean tendency to Damis (1065). 

9 Cf. Bowr (1978: 1680-1684). 

50), 

_ 
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whether M. also quoted from the extant letters of Apollonius, as does 

Philostratus. A fragment of text connecting Apollonius’ epp. 62 and 

63 (T 6) could be taken to indicate that those letters, and perhaps 

most of the others, were incorporated into a biography! , which 

might well have been M.s work!!. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) In the chapter on his sources Philostratus contrasts M. with his 

other authorities Damis of Niniveh (1065) and Maximus of Acgeae 
(1066) and dismisses him on the general charge of ignorance without 
any further reference to the content of his work. It may have been for 

an emphasis on Apollonius’ involvement in magic that M. incurred 
Philostratus’ criticism!*, though it seems to be more likely that it arose 
simply out of literary rivalry. M.s comprehensive memoirs in four 
books were perhaps the standard biography on Apollonius which 
Philostratus wanted to supersede'?. He probably drew much of his 
material from it, despite his objections. 
(2) Philostratus quotes M. as an authority for Apollonius’ other- 

wise obscure books about astrological oracles (Mepi pavtetac 
dotépov)!*, His words do not imply that M. also gave an account of 
E = to India; on the contrary, it scems rather likely 

" e Seca to Apollonius’ work in passing and that 
E eine Em to supply a story about its origin. 
EE. s a ; ude s M. appears to be quite competi- 
Bison. An i es u im and to show M.s ignorance by 
Eee. E er > ad Bvcıav), which he claims was 
ES is ant predecessor even though it was to be found 

y places!». 
ES Eun e^ uci statement that only simple minds are 
Bus E es w t e philosophers are immune to it, Origenes 
E... ES Eu about how Apollonius enchanted the Stoic 

me Epicurean philosopher, as the testimony of a 

B 

10 ^ Cf. REGENBOG 
Bo :NBOGEN quoted by Dies (1918: 77 n. 1); MEvER II (1924: 177- 

iE (1978: 1676-1678). See, however, PENELLA (1979: 4). SH 
rega : DOWIE (1978: 1678): “As a working hypothesis, however, I would wish to 

2 
rd th f ^ Moi € passage (...) as a fragment of Moiragenes." 

ia Cf. Mever II (1924: 155); Raynor (1984: 225-226). 
E Bowie (1978: 1673). 

i5 p : on 1064. Aporrowius T 9. 
OWIE (1978: 1675-1676). 
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pagan intellectual. He accordingly places particular emphasis upon 
Apollonius' magic powers, but nevertheless calls him both magician 
and philosopher. Although Origenes! words may be slightly biased, 
they allow us to form some notion about the form and the content of 
M.s work. Its title àropvnuoveouoto "AnoAXoviov indicates that it took 
the form of memoirs. Like the known examples, it probably con- 
tained a description of Apollonius’ Life and Opinions, thus building up 
a complex picture of his personality, which also included his philoso- 
phy. It also told of Apollonius’ quarrel with Euphrates and other 
philosophers, which is also referred to by Philostratus and Apollonius’ 
epistles, and which showed his superiority. 

(4) M. of Athens is perhaps to be identified with M., the writer of 
the memoirs. At any rate, they were alive at the same time. Since 
Plutarch's Quaestiones convivales were published during the Ist decade 
of the 2nd century A.p., M. seems to have lived about that time. 
Furthermore, Plutarch makes him argue—with ludicrous argu- 
ments—for the identification of Dionysus with the God of the Jews, 
which would be very much in the vein of an author of Apollonius’ 
memoirs!®, 

(5) The text is the subscription to a herme of M.!” Stylistically the 
work of art can be dated to the end of the Hadrianic or the beginning 
of the Antonine reign'®. M. is called eponymus of the phyle 
Hippothontis, a title accorded to patrons or benefactors who gave 
financial support to the prytaneis to perform their duties!?. There are 
several other inscriptions referring to the same family??. It is quite 
remarkable that a daughter of M. was apparently called Pythagora, 
which seems to point to some philosophical interest in the family?!. 

(6) In the epistolary work attributed to Apollonius, several manu- 
scripts insert this passage between the 62nd and 63rd letter. If it is 
genuine, it shows that the letters were incorporated into a biography, 

which might have been M.s work. Some doubts have been raised as 
to the authenticity of the text. The remarks have been rejected as a 
scribe’s attempt to explain discrepancies in content between the two 

16 Cf Mever II (1924: 150 n. 1): “(...) derartiges könnte in seiner Schrift über 
Apollonios sehr wohl gestanden haben.” 

17 The text was first published by SHEaR (1936: 16-17). 
'8 See especially Harrison (1953: 35-37). 
19 Gf Onter (1941: 3). The first dated example, JG II? 1764, belongs to 

A.D. 138/139. 
20 [JG II? 1809; 6494; 6495; SEG 12,177; 21,876; cf. FRAsER — Matruews II s.v. 

Moipayévng (7) and (8). 
21 Cf. Bowr (1978: 1679). 

_ 
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letters22. The Greek, however, is good and there is no discernible 
reason why a scribe should have invented a transition in this case 

alone. 
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i E Cf. PENELLA (1979: 4 n. 15): “a scribe’s attempt to explain the awkward juxtapo- 
sition of a letter in which the Spartans honor Apollonius to one in which Apollonius 
criticises them.” 
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1068. Valerius Pollio? 

(1st-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Jd 

1 Supa x 2165 s.v. Moav (193 T 1), 6 'Aotvtog xpnuattooc, TpoAAtavóc, 

coQtoti|o koi $UAóo0Q0c: oo$tote0oac £v Pon £i Mournytov tod ueyóAov xol 

dtadefäuevog MV oxXoAmv Tinayevovg (88 T 4). Eypayev "Emtopüv rfc 

Piroxöpov Atdidos (328 T 8), “Anouvnnoveduata Movowviov tod 

$U.00ó$ov, 'Enitounv tov Atoddvoug Teapyikdv £v pipAtoig p^, IIpóc 

'"ApioxoiéAnv nept Goov BıßAto v, Hepi tod EuovAtov tijc Pounc noA&uov, Öv 

£noAéumoav Koioóp te xoi Mlounnioc. 

AIIOMNHMONEYMATA MOYXQONIOY TOY ®BIAOLO®OY 

- 
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1068. Valerius Pollio? 
(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Asinius Pollio of Tralleis, sophist and philosopher, taught rhetoric in 

Rome under Pompey the Great, and took over Timagenes’ school. He wrote 

an Epitome of Philochorus’ Atthis, Memoirs of Musonius the Philosopher, an Epitome of 
Diophanes’ Georgics in two books, ten books Against Aristotle on Animals, and On 

the Roman Cwil War, which was fought by Caesar and Pompey. 

F 

MEMOIRS OF MUSONIUS THE PHILOSOPHER 
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1068. Valerius Pollio? 

(Ist-2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Tt remains uncertain. which Pollio wrote the "Anouvnuoveduore 

Movoovtov, since the Suda confuses the works of several authors 
called Pollio. It might have been Annius Pollio!, son-in-law of Barca 
Soranus, who was exiled with Musonius in a.p. 65%. Alternatively 
(and this is more likely) it could be Valerius Pollio of Alexandria?, 
who lived in Hadrianic times and who is said to have written philo- 
sophical works*. The exact nature of the memoirs remains unclear. 
‘They were possibly similar in kind to Lucius’ Memoirs of Musonius. 

Commentary on the Testimony 

(1) The sophist Asinius Pollio of Tralleis (FGrHist 193) lived in the Ist 
century B.C. He was probably a pupil of the historian Timagenes, 
whose school he is said to have taken over. As his name indicates, he 
was a freedman of the famous politician Asinius Pollio, who also 
numbered the historian Timagenes among his clients. The list of 
works attributed to him suffers from confusion. Simple chronology 
precludes Asinius Pollio from being the author of the Memoirs of 
Musonius, which are best attributed to his namesake Valerius. Asinius 

may have written the Epitome of Philochorus? Atthi?, though Valerius 
would be a suitable candidate for it, too®. It is equally uncertain who 
wrote the two agricultural treatises, the epitome of Diophanes’ 
Georgics in two volumes and the work On Animals. They should per- 
haps be given to Asinius rather than to Valerius. Diophanes of 
Nicaea dedicated the six books of his Georgics to king Deiotarus (t 40 

! PIR? LA 678. l 
? vow Fnrrz (1933: 896); van GEYTENBEEK (1963: 8); Jacu (1979: 9-10). According 

to von Arnim (1898: 176) the work consisted of tachygraphic notes taken from 
Musonius’ lectures by a contemporary. This, however, is far from certain. 

3 Cf on him Supa x 2166 s.». TloXtov 'AXe&ovópeoc; 8 1150 s.v. Auó8opoc; POXY- 
9192 and 3643; Scumip II 2 (1924: 873); ALpers (1981: 116 n. 47); KEANEY 1991: 

BER f 
3 s e.g. ZELLER HI 1 (1909: 755 n. 3); Scuwartz (1896: 1589); Hense (1905: 

XILXIID; von Frrrz (1933: 896). 
5 Cf. JacoBv p. 256 on FGrHist 328 T 1. 
6 Scuwanrz (1896: 1589). 
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p.c.)’. It is possible that Asinius produced an abrigded version of the 

work three or four decades later, exactly as Diophanes himself had 

done in his Georgics with the agricultural work of Cassius Dionysius. It 

scems to me that this would be very much in keeping with the way in 
which works of practical use—it is different with works like Philo- 

chorus! in which Atticists might take an interest —were handed down 

in antiquity. Finally, the History of the Cwil War could simply be a 
reference to the famous work of the politician Asinius Pollio. How- 
ever, it is also possible that it was translated by his frcedman?. 
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1069 (— 156). Arrian 
(e; A. 95-175) 

T 

4 Puor. Bibl. 93 p. 73 b 3: (...) péuvntar 6€ Ev tavty TH ovyypaoy (sc. 

"Appıovög Ev toig Bidvviakoig) Kal ErEpwv npayuareı@v. Ôv N HEV doa 

TuioA£ovut tà Kopiw0to kaotà XuceAtav &xpóáy0n srorapBaver’ 7 Se ta Atovi 

1) Xupakovoto 6co GEvagnynta Epya ENETEAEON, NviKa Tüg LvpaKoVboog Kal 

nacav Likedtav dnd tod Sevtépov Atovvciov, öç Åv naic tod npotépov, 

NAevdepov Kat TOV PapBdpav, ods on£ep Tod BeBatogc vopavveiw Atovóctoc 

ennyayeto. oaivetar S& tetáptnv Ypddwv TH Tig TATPLdSOc GONYNOLV. LETH yap 

tà mept “ArkéEavdpov cai Tiworgovta Kai Atwva, Weta Tag nepi adtoùç 

Lotoptiac, Hoe ALTO N ovyypadt EFenovnOy (...). 

TA KATA AIQNA? 

TA KATA TIMOAEONTA? 

TIAAOPOBOY BIOZ 

52 Lucian. Alex. 2: Kai 'Apptavóg yàp 6 tod “Enixtytov ua8ntüc. avnp 

Papaiwv £v toig npótoic Koi maseia map’ GAov tov iov ovyyevónevoc. 

Óuoióv ct rav GnoAoyHoat’ Gv Kal VrEp NOV’ TLAAOPSBov yoov tov Anoto 

Kákeivoc Biov avaypdıyar N&iwoev. Nueig è TOAD WpLotepov ANotod LLVNENY 

romoöuedo, dom uh v Üa koi £v Ópeoiv, GAN £v móAeow Q010G 

&ANotevev, od Mvotav uövnv o08& tiv "Ilónv xototpéyov o06& OAtyO ns 

1 avm M: tamadt A 7 petà yàp A (yàp add. A? ut videtur) : peté re M 8 qà nepi A- 

Aiova M : om. A ®9 peta xàc ... Vovoptag MA : del. Bekker? TUXopópov B, cf. CIL VI 

15295, Jacoby Add., vol. III B p. 748 : TUXoBópoo y 1? Mvciav Palmer : Mivbav codd. N 

uóvnv y: uóvov B 

b 
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1069 (— 156). Arrian 

(G. &. 95-175) 

T 

4 (...) In this book (sc. the Bithyniaka) he (sc. Arrian) also mentions further 

treatises. One of them contains the achievements of Timoleon, the 

Corinthian, in Sicily, the other all memorable deeds which were accom- 

plished by Dion, the Syracusan, when he liberated Syracuse and the whole 

of Sicily from Dionysius II, who was the son of Dionysius I, and from the 
barbarians Dionysius had called in to secure his regime. Obviously, the 

history of his native country (sc. the Bithyniaka) was the fourth work he wrote. 

Because he finished this book after his works on Alexander, on Timoleon 

and on Dion, after the histories about those (...). 

rrj 

ABOUT DION? 

ABOUT TIMOLEON? 

LIFE OF TILLOROBUS 

52 In fact, Arrian, the disciple of Epictetus, a man who ranked among the 
first Romans and who was attached to learning throughout his life, might 
also speak in our defence, since something similar happened to him. At least, 
he also thought it worthwile to write a life of Tillorobus, the brigand. We, 
prever, will tell of a brigand who is much fiercer, insofar as this man 

Practised robbery not in mountain forests, but in cities, pillaging not only 
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‘Actas uépn tà &pnuótepa. AenAatóv, dAXà nàcav óc einelv thv Popaiov 

Api EuMANoaS Tig ANotEtac THs ADTOD. 

EIIIKTHTOY BIO2? 

53 Siupr. Comm. in Epiet. Ench. praef. (test. 3 ScHENKL): repi HEV TOD Btov tod 

Emkthtov Kal tig abtod teAevrng "Appıovög Eypayev, 6 tag Emixtytov 

SiatpiPdc Ev NoAVTIXOLG ovvtdEac PiBAtoig Kai Gn’ Ereivov uadelv Eotıv, 

ónoioc yéyove tòv Btov ó avip. 

16 èpnuótepa y : èpnuótata B 
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Mysia and Ida and plundering a few of the more desolate regions of Asia, 
þut covering, as it were, the entire Roman empire with his robbery. 

LIFE OF EPICTETUS? 

53 Arrian, who composed the Dratribes ọf Epictetus in voluminous books, 

wrote about Epictetus’ life and death. And from him you can learn what 

kind of life the man led. 
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1069 (— 156). Arrian 
(c, AD: 95-175) 

Introduction 

In contrast to Arrian’s major historical works, his biographies (or 
monographs) were no longer extant in Byzantine times. We therefore 
have little knowledge of them. According to Photius, A. composed 
books on Dion and Timoleon (T 4). Some remarks in Lucian seem to 
imply that A. also wrote a biography of the brigand 'Tillorobus (F 52). 
Furthermore, Simplicius in his commentary on Epictetus (F 53) might 
be thought to refer to a Life of Epictetus, although this remains quite 
doubtful. 

Commentary on the Testimony and the Fragments 

T 

(4) Photius’ remarks show that he himself did not read A.s books on 

Timoleon and Dion, but found them mentioned in his copy of the 

Bithyniaka. 'The short survey he gives of their content —perhaps based 

on Arrian’s own words—suggests that they were historical monographs 

rather than biographies!. The book on the Corinthian general Timo- 

leon probably described his campaign against Dionysius II and his 

victory over the Carthaginians. The work on Dion, as Photius says 

dealt with Dion's involvement in Syracusan politics. Both monographs, 

which were probably quite short, stood at the beginning of A.s carcer 

as a writer. Perhaps A. held an office in Sicily, possibly the quaestor 

ship, which would have aroused his interest in Sicilian history”. 

F 

(52) The passage? may be modelled on Arrian*. The correct spelling 

of the brigand's name seems to be Tillorobus and not Tilloborus, since 

the former is also attested by epigraphical evidence’. He is known tO 

| Sraprer (1980: 162); cf, however, Scumip II 2 (1924: 748). 

? Sraprer (1980: 16; 162). i 

3 Jacosy’s F 52 is too short. Lucian’s remarks on Tillorobus are probably al 

taken from Arrian. 
+ Cf, Arr. Anab. 1,12,4-5; and MacLeop (1987: 258); Tonner I (1988: 73). 

5 GIL VI 3, 15295; Sraprer (1980: 162 n. 81). 
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us only from Lucian. He lived in the mountains of Mysia and seems 
to have plundered the area as far as Mount Ida. “As such his life 

could have been interesting to Arrian for two reasons: militarily, as a 

contemporary example of the tactics employed by mountain-based 

guerillas (...); and also for the local interest of an episode in the con- 

temporary history of Mysia, an area not far from Nicomedia and 

which he treated in his Bithyniaca”®. A.s work may have presented 

Tillorobus as a noble brigand, a type of character common in Hellen- 

istic popular philosophy and in novels’. The exact nature of the work 

remains unclear. Lucian’s remarks might suggest that it was a biogra- 
phy or a monograph?, but perhaps they are only a distorted reference 
to A.s Bithyniaka. In this work A. also dealt with the neighbouring 
Mysia, which in turn might have prompted some remarks on the 
famous Mysian bandit?. Furthermore, a papyrus has been thought to 
contain part of the life of Tillorobus!?. This, however, is very un- 
likely!!, because the restoration of the name Tillorobus is uncertain!”, 
and the text contains a vision, which suggests some kind of religious 
writing instead. 

(53) Simplicius’ remarks are commonly thought to refer not to a 
separate Life of Epictetus, but to the Diatribes!?, as is indeed suggested by 
the wording. There is, moreover, no other evidence for a biography. 
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1070. Oenomaus of Gadara 

(2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 (a) SupA 0t 123 s.». Otvönaog, Tadapevg, Q1Aóc0Q0c Kuvtkóc, yeyovàc oo 

10ÀAQ npeoßdbtepog Ilopovpiov. Tlepı Kvviouod, TIoArzetav, Tlepi tfc ko0' 

"Ounpov $UX0coóiag, zepi Kpátntog koi Atoyévoug Kal tøv Aoınav. 

(b) (7rGF 45 T 1; V B 130 Grannanront) Supa 6 1142 s.v. Aroyévng i 

Otvönaog, "ABnvorog, tpayırög (...). 

2 (a) Her. Chron. ad a. p. Chr. 119 p. 198,1-3 HErw: Plutarchus Chaero- 

neus et Sextus et Agathobulus et Oenomaus philosophi insignes habentur. 

(b) SvwcELL. Eclog. Chron. p. 426,22-24 MossHamMer: ITAovtapyoc 

Xaipoveog d$iAóooQog Entrponeveiv “EAAGS0g dnd «x00 aUtokpóropoc 

KateotdOn ynpardc. LEEtosg $UAóco$og koi 'Ayo8ópovAog koi Oivónuaoc 

eyv@piCeto. 

3 Tunian. Or. 7,210d-21 1a: eig (sc. tpaymdiaic) Oivouóov 8& Evruyav - 

Éypawe yàp koi vpaycótag toic Aóyoic toic £dvtoU xapanAnotac, APPTTwV 

APPNTOTEPA Ka kakv répa — Kal oŬte STL OO MEPL ADtOV GELws Exo (...) OUT 

xoa u£&v aioyxpótnc, n&ca d& Anövora npóc oneppoAnv £v £xeivatc c Gvdpt 

NEPUAOTEXVNTAL KOL EL LEV EK TOVTOV TI GELOL TOV Kuvionióv Oroióc tic EOTLV 

Tüv enrdeiEar, BPAaodnLaV todg 0go0c, DAAKT@V npóc Gxavtac, Óónep Éonv 

Ópxópevoc, tto, xotp£to, yrv npó yfic, ónot BooAotto. 

4 Iuran. Or. 7,209a-b: vóv 8& &xeivó pot npóc T@v Movoóv ópácov ox£p TOD 

Kvvtol00, nótepov &nóvotá tic £ot xat Btoc ook ávOpdm voc, HAAG Bnpr@öng 

oxic Sid0eo1c OPEV KAAdV, ODBEV OLOVSALOV OSE GyaBdv vouiCobonc: doin 

yàp àv dnoAaPEiv ROAAOIs NEpt adTOD tadta Oivouaos: ei Ti cor TOD TADTA 

yoov emedOeiv &uéAnoev, &néyvoc àv caoóc £v tH Tod Kvvdg adtodavia Kai tO 

Koà t&v ypnotnpiov koi xGov ómAGc oic čypayev ó àvrip. 

11 zyvopilero ACTz : &yvopi&ovio CV 29 &néyvog àv. Reiske : £nvyvóon V 

> 
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1070. Oenomaus of Gadara 

(2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 (a) Oenomaus of Gadara, a cynic philosopher, not much older than 

Porphyry. He wrote On Cynicism, Republic, On Philosophy According to Homer, on 

Crates, Diogenes and the others. (b) Diogenes or Oenomaus, an Athenian 
tragedian (...). 

2 (a) In this year flourished the philosophers Plutarch of Chacroncia, 

Sextus, Agathobulus and Oenomaus. (b) In his old age, the philosopher 
Plutarch of Chaeroneia was made governor of Hellas by the Emperor. 

There flourished the philosopher Sextus, Agathobulus and Oenomaus. 

3 Reading Oenomaus’ tragedies—he also wrote tragedies similar to his 
prose works, real monstrosities and extremely perverse—and I cannot find 
the right words for them (...), so excessively has he represented in them every 
obscenity and madness. And if anyone thinks he could show us through 
them that it is the nature of Cynicism to blaspheme the gods and to bark at 
everyone, then—as I said at the beginning—he may go, goodbye, to the 
other end of the world. 

4 Now, by 
human, but 
able, valuab 

believe abo 

the Muses, tell me: Cynicism, is it a madness and a life not 
rather a brutish state of the soul that regards nothing as honour- 
le, and good? For this is what Oenomaus would make many 

E. ut it. At least, if you should be interested in this subject, you 
early perceive it in his treatise The Kyon’s Own Voice, in his book 

against the oracles and in virtually everything the man has written. 
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F 

IIEPI KPATHTOX KAI AIOENOY22 

1 IuriaN. Or. 7,211d-212a : oot0g otv 0 Avoyévno (V B 128. GIANNANTONI) 

ónoióg ttg "v t& te TPOG TODS Beoùç KOI TH MPOG àvOpomovc, u^ tà mv 

Oivondon Adyov und& tôv DU oKov tparyoótóv, aic &rvypiyoc 10 AU Yyévouc 

(TrGF 88 'T 3) óvopa tfi; 66a n0AA6 note kaxeweooaxo keooAfc, 0.0: 6U Ôv 

£6paoev Épyov ónoióc tic "lv yvopiCéc0o. 

AYTO®QNIA TOY KYNOX 

(T 1; 4) 

2 (a) Tuan. Or. 9 [6],187b-c: fyeuóva u£v oo páóiov Evpetv, Eo" dv 

dvevéyKOL YP} TP@tov ot0, ei kat tives onoAapávovotv 'AvttoOÉvet toUro 

Kal Avoyévet mpoonKetv. tTodto yobv Éotxev Oivóuaog ook diónoc Aeyew: Ó 

Kuvtouóg ore "Avuo0egviouóg £ouv obre Avoyeviouóc. (b) Iuran. Or. 9 

[6],199a: šoto 57 uù Kata tòv Oivóuaov ó xóov Avanöng undE àvotoyvvtoc 

unöè dnepórtng návtov ópoð Belov xe kat ávOponitvov, dAAà eUXafinc uiv cà 

TPO tò Belov, &onep Avoyévng. 

TOHTQN ®QPA 

3 Eus. Praep. ev. 5,19-36; 6,7: cf. Hammersraept (1988: 71-108) 

TIOAITEIA. NEPI THE KAO’ OMHPON 9IAOXOOIAX 

(T 1) 

27 okov Pétau : Potov V 
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ON GRATES AND DIOGENES? 

1 As to Diogenes, do not try to find out how he behaved towards gods and 

men from Oenomaus’ treatises or Philiscus’ tragedies, who in ascribing them 

to Diogenes’ name told many lies about the divine man, but learn about his 

nature from the deeds he performed. 

THE KYON’S OWN VOICE 
(T 1; 4) 

2 (a) It is difficult to detect some founder to whom its beginnings (sc. of 

cynicism) should be attributed, even though some believe that it is due to 
Antisthenes and Diogenes. In this respect, at least, Oenomaus seems to be 

right, who says that cynicism is neither Antisthenism nor Diogenism. 
(b) The cynic shall neither be, as Oenomaus wants, shameless nor impu- 

dent, nor shall he equally despise all divine and human things, but he shall 
pay due reverence to the divine, as did Diogenes. 

EXPOSURE OF THE CHEATS 

3 Cf. Hammersrarpr (1988: 71-108) 

REPUBLIC. ON PHILOSOPHY ACCORDING TO HOMER 

(T 1) 
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1070. Oenomaus of Gadara 

(2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Oenomaus of Gadara is one of the main exponents of Cynicism in 
Imperial times!. The dating of his life causes some difficulties, since 
he is variously said to have lived either in the 2nd (T 1) or the 3rd 
cent. A.D. However, it seems quite likely that the first date is correct 
and that he belongs to the 2nd cent. a.p.”, because (1) O.s criticism of 
the oracles fits better in this century?, (2) O. seems to be none other 
than Abnimus, friend of the Rabbi Meir, who lived in the 2nd cen- 
tury’, and (3) O.s treatise against the oracles was used by Origenes 
and Clement. In several works O. seems to have expounded his 
Cynic philosophy, criticizing other opinions. Thus, he wrote a book 
on Crates, Diogenes and the other Cynics (T 1). It is hard to tell 

exactly what form this work would have taken. It appears to have 

been a history of the Cynic school, consisting of the biographies of 

several Cynic philosophers. Whereas the rest of O.s oeuvre is com- 

pletely lost, substantial parts of his treatise against oracles yontov dapa 

have been preserved by Eusebius®. 

Commentary on the Testimonies and the Fragments 

T 

1 (a) The Suda’s statement that O. lived slightly earlier than Por- 

phyry seems to be wrong. It may simply rest on a mistaken conjec- 

ture. Perhaps O. was referred to by Eusebius or Porphyry as one of 

the younger philosophers, which was misunderstood by Hesychius’. 

! See on him especially HAMMERSTAEDT’s monograph (1988); cf. also Ip. (1990: 

2834-2865); GourET-Caz£ (1990: 2802-2803). 'The substantial fragments of O.s trea- 

tise against the oracles have been edited by HAMMERSTAEDT. I have confined myself 

to giving the testimonies and fragments of the other works. 

2 Cf. HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 11-18); Ip. (1990: 2835-2836). 

Burescu (1889: 66-67). 
HaMMERSTAEDT (1990: 2836-2839). 
HAMMERsTAEDT (1988: 19-28); Ip. (1990: 2839-2842). 

6 For the fragments cf. HAMMERSTAEDT’S edition (1988: 70-108). 
7 Cf. ZELLER HI 1 (1909: 797 n. 2); HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 11). 
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Furthermore, the list of titles is incomplete. Paradoxically, the work 

best known to us, the Tońtov þópa, is missing. The treatise on Cyni- 

cism seems to be identical with the work called The Ayon’s Own Voice 

referred to by Julian (T 4). Of the Republic which was perhaps written 

in the vein of the IIoAweiat of the older Cynics, nothing else is 
known®. The same applies to the work About Philosophy According to 

‚Homer, in which O. may have criticized either Homer himself or 

rather the philosophical interpretation of the poct's words!?. Finally, 

the Suda refers to a treatise on Diogenes and Crates and others. As 

the wording shows, this is a paraphrase of its contents rather than the 

exact title. Perhaps Antisthenes is omitted, because O. did not regard 

him as a Cynic!!. (b) The Suda's entry on Diogenes is completely 
confused. The Cynic Diogenes of Sinope, to whom tragedies were 
attributed as well, is confused with the tragedian Diogenes of Athens, 
whose works the Suda goes on to list. O.s name seems to have been 
interpolated as a variant to the Cynic Diogenes!?. 

(2) Both testimonies go back to the chronicle of Eusebius. As it 
appears from the more ample version of Syncellus, Eusebius synchro- 
nized Plutarch’s old age and his appointment to the office of a procu- 
rator of Achaea'? by Hadrian with the floruit of the other philoso- 
phers. Agathobulus can be dated roughly to the 1st half of the 2nd 
century A.D.!* In the case of Sextus, however, there is some difficulty. 
If the Sceptic philosopher Sextus, dating rather to the end of the 2nd 
century, is meant, the synchronism would appear odd. Thus, it seems 
better to take it as a reference to Plutarch's nephew, who can be 
easily dated to the first half of the century. 

(3) Comparing O.s tragedies with those written by Diogenes or his 
pupil Philiscus, Julian passes a severe judgement on the latter, since, 
according to him, they conveyed the wrong image of Cynicism. The 
exact nature of these tragedies, which were written in verse, remains 
BE Perhaps O. transformed and parodied subjects of classical 
agedy in them, and it is this which caused Julian’s criticism'®. 

E 

8 
9 Cf. VALLETTE (1908: 15-18); HAMMERsTAEDT (1988: 49-50); Ip. (1990: 2852). 
> a similar title cf. Philodemus' IHept toô xo? "Oumpov ayadod Baoık&wc. 

n B our (1988: 48-49); Ip. (1990: 2851-2852). 
ip 44 AMMERSTAEDT (1988: 48); Ip. (1990: 2851). 
1, Ch Vatterre (1908: 19). 

On Plutarch’s offices cf. Su: Q : ; y & : Consrex (1997: cows cf. Supa x 1794 s.v. IIAoovopxoc; GRoac (1939: 145-147); 

;; BUREScH (1889: 65). 
E > HAMMERSTAEDT (1990: 2836 n. 11). 

- HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 50-53); Ib. (1990: 2852-2853). 
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(4) The Kyon’s Own Voice seems to be identical with the treatise On 
Cynicism (V. 1)". 'The work may have had a double title, though 
maybe the Suda's words are rather a paraphrase of its contents. In it 
O. expressed his views about Cynicism. The title avtodmvia tod 
xvvócl? seems to stress that what is put forward is O.s own opinion! 
As F 2 shows, it probably stood in marked contrast to that of other 
Cynics. The work Against the Oracles is quoted several times with the 
title Exposure of the Cheats (yortov d@po) by Eusebius?®. Again, there is 
the question of a double title, but Against the Oracles should probably 
be understood as a paraphrase?!. 

E 

(1) Although Julian gives no title, he seems to be thinking of O.s 
history of the Cynic philosophers??. However, since Julian's remarks 
are quite general, a reference to O.s other work about Cynicism can 
not be excluded. 

(2) This fragment offers the only instance of direct quotation of O. 
outside Eusebius. As the content and especially the mention of the 
«vov show, Julian refers to O.s work The Kyon's Own Voice?. O.s 
remarks imply that he did not regard Cynicism as Antisthenes’ or 
Diogenes’ invention, but rather as a phenomenon not tied to any 
particular authority. Nevertheless, he seems to have paid due respect 
to his Cynic predecessors (F 1). 

(3) A detailed commentary on O.s treatise against the oracles is 

provided by HAMMERsTAEDT (1988: 109-307) and (1990: 2844-2850). 

U Cf, SAARMANN (1887: 8); VALLETTE (1908: 12); HAmmERSTAEDT (1988: 42-47). 

'8 Tt also contains some allusion to the kvvtkoit oovoi. I 

19 SaARMANN (1887: 8): *nam quid mirum, si idem, qui de celeris cynicis scripserat, qui ad 

principum cynicorum neutrum se adplicabal, proprio libro, quid ipse de cynismo sentiret, explanavit 

eumque vocavit "Kvvög abrod@via KTA.'?” 

20 Eus, Pyaep. ev. 5,18,6; 5,21,6; 6,6,74; on meaning and accentuation of óópo see 

HaMMERSTAEDT (1988: 33-38). 
21 Cf. HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 46-47). 
22 SAARMANN (1997: 9); HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 30; 48). 

?3 SAARMANN (1887: 7); HAMMERSTAEDT (1988: 32). 

h — 
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1071 (= 505). Telephus of Pergamum 
(c. A.D. 80-170) 

T 

1 Supa «x 495 s.v. TNAE60G, Tlepyaumvög, ypaunarıröc. Eypaye koi axóc «... 

Ev olg naparideran n60a xph eidEvan rov ypaunarıköv, Tlepi T@v rap’ Ounpo 

oxnuarTwv Pntopıkav Bıßata B^, Tlepı ovvrageog Aöyov "Attıkod Bıßata e’, 

IIepi thHg Kad’? "Ounpov pnropikng, Hepi ng Ounpov xoi IlAótovoc 

cvupoviac, TloıktAng dilouadetag BıßAto P’, Biovg tpayıkav Kal KOLLKOV, 

BıßAtaknig Euneipiag BıßAta y’, £v oig 6t6Goket ta KTMOEWS GELa PLBAta, “OT 

uövog "Ounpog TOV Gpxatov EAAnviCer, Tepuyynow IHepyóuov, Tlepi tod èv 

IIepyóuo Zeßaotiov Bıßara B’, Tlepı tov 'Adnvnoı dtkaommpiov, Mepit tõv 

"Adnvnoı vöuov xoi £0óv, THepi xov Tlepyauov Baoık&ewv Bıßara £’, [epi 

xpnrio£og Titot óvouiátov &oOfjtoc kot cv GAAov oic ypóueða: čom è katà 

o:oueiov Ilepi tig O9060£06 mAdvyg, CQxvtóktov, £ott 8& ovvayoyin 

ENLHET@V EIS TO ADTO npAyua àpuoGóvtov npóc Étourov eonoptav óp&ocgoc, 

BiBAta v. 

2 Hisr. Auc. Ver. 2,5: audivit (sc. L. Verus) Scaurinum grammaticum Lati- 
num, Scauri filium, qui grammaticus Hadriani fuit, Graecos Telephum 

atque Hefaestionem (...). 

3 (a) Gar. San. tuend. 5,4,15-17: TAeQog 8& ó ypoguioctukóg &rà rAetovo uv 

&Eiketo ypóvouc 'Avttóyov oxeàóv &xotóv Em Btooc. £Ao0eto EV TOD umvös 

dig EV TH YEavt, tetpókig 8& £v và OÉpet, Tpic SE Ev Tog pETAg) TOVTOV 

parc. £v oig & uépotg ook EAovETO, nepl tTPiTHV Gpav NAEeideto T 

Bpayeiac dvatpiyeas. sita yóvõpov tiynuévov £v BSat, HEAL pLLYVUG OLLOV óu 

XGAAvotov TjoOte, xoi voor Tipket uóvov orbtó NV ye npormv. nptota de ovtoc 

1 £ypaye kai adrög post 2 ypouporuóv Iranspos. V : post advtog lacunam statuit Küster ; 

Tpoppartixey, Bihia suppl. Müller, FHG III, p. 635 : Tpaunarıxa Daub (1882: Lat), S 16 

codd. : tiva Daub (1882: 121) 9 "A0fvnot AM : èv "A0fvnox V : &v abxoic G 10-11 Karl 

otoryeiov post nAdvng transpos. V Tlepi ... nAdvng secl. Bernhardy 113 'QxuröKiov +: 

BußAia ı’ in marg. V, in textu habel 'Qxvrökıov TnA&dov' ToDTo d& &otıv GEvov Kai KTMOEMS ROS 

evdmopiav opdcews Kai épdopiov (= œ 61). © telephum excerpt. Pal, A : Talephum I 

16 atque Hefaestionem Peter : atq: fertonem PA 13 &&ixevo M : é&fkexo VR. II uev M : 8€ 

VR 9 post &i; add. pèv VR ?? ye MV: R || oovoc M : kat oovoc VR 

b ae 
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1071 (7 505). Telephus of Pergamum 
(c. A.D. 90-170) 

zB 

1 Telephus of Pergamum, grammarian. He also wrote <...> in which are 

provided all the things grammarian should know, On Figures of Speech in Homer 

in two volumes, On Attic Prose Composition 1n five volumes, On Rhetoric According 

to Homer, On the Concordance between Homer and Plato, Dwerse Curiosities in two 

volumes, Lives of Tragic and of Comic Poets, a Guide to Books in two volumes, 

wherein he teaches which books one should possess, Homer, the Only Atticist 
Among the Ancient Poets, A Guide to Pergamum, On the Sebasteion in Pergamum in two 

volumes, On Athenian Law-courts, On Athenian Laws and Customs, On the Kings of 

Pergamum in five volumes, On the Correct Usage or Names of Dresses and Things of 
Daily Use in alphabetical order, On Ulysses’ Voyages, An Okytokion, which is a 

dictionary of synonyms to provide one with a rich vocabulary in ten vol- 

umes. 

2 His (sc. Verus) Latin teacher was Scaurinus, the son of Scaurus, who was 

Hadrian's teacher. His Greek teachers were Telephus and Hephaestion. 

3 (a) Telephus, the grammarian, lived for an even longer time than Antio- 
chus, living nearly a hundred years. He took a bath twice a month in winter, 
four times in summer, and three times in the seasons between. On the days 
on which he did not take a bath, he applied some ointment to his skin 
together with a short massage at the third hour. Furthermore, he ate spelt 
boiled in water and mixed with as good wild honey as possible, and this little 
meal was enough for him at the first hour. He had lunch at the seventh hour 
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Hpac EBSouns 7 Ppayel tivi OAttoV, Adxava LEV MPAtoV TPoddEepdp_Evos, E18” 

etig ópviOov 7 i~Ovov yevdouevos. Eonépav SE Ldvov Gptov Hobe SraPpexav 

EV OLV@ KEKPOLEVO. 

(b) San. tuend. 5,12,28: od wiv Ent ye tig THING (sc. HAıktag Tod yrpwg eipnran), 

èv Ñ TOV ypaunarıköv Eonv THAEdov Svta Ev TH UNVi Sic 7 TPLc AOVEGBAL. 

4 Prot. Hermoc. SyrLoc. p. 189,3-7 RaBe: Kat dtt “Ounpoc ta onépuata ing 

téxvng (sc. PNTOpLKijc) voreßarev, EönAwce TnAebog 6 Mepyapnvoc, dotig 

TEXVNv ovyypayauevog En£ypaye Tlepi ng Ka0’ "Ounpov Pntopırng KAKEl 

NEPL TOV LY’ OVVEYPAYWATO OTACEOV. 

BIOI TPATIKQN KAI KQMIKQN 

NEPI TON TIEPTAMOY BAZIAERN 

IIEPIHTHZIZ IIEPTAMOT. 

IIEPI TOY EN TIEPTAM@I ZEBAZTEION 

IIEPI TON AOHNHXI AIKAXTHPION. 

IIEPI AOHNHXI NOMQN KAT EOQN 

1-3 c£. FGrHist 505 F 1-3 

?3 pact M: C dpav(-ac) VR: dpa C Scaliger ?* öpvidav 3j iy00v M : 1x8- Ñ öpvid- VR 

27 Thaedov évta VR: évta THA- M 

pe" 
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or slightly earlier, taking some vegetables as a starter and having some poul- 

try or fish afterwards. In the evening he only ate bread moistening it with 

mixed wine. 
(b) This, however, does not apply to the third (sc. stage of old age), in which 

the grammarian Telephus—as I said—took a bath twice or three times a 

month. 

4 That Homer sowed the seed of the art (sc. of rhetoric), is shown by 

Telephus of Pergamum, who entitled the rhetorical manual he had com- 

posed On Rhetoric According to Homer and in it wrote about the thirteen s/aseis. 

LIVES OF TRAGIC AND OF COMIC POETS 

ON THE KINGS OF PERGAMUM 

GUIDEBOOK TO PERGAMUM. 

ON THE SEBASTEION AT PERGAMUM 

ON ATHENIAN LAW COURTS. 

ON ATHENIAN LAWS AND CUSTOMS 

1-3 cf. FGrHist 505 F 1-3 
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1071 (= 505). Telephus of Pergamum 
(c. A.D. 80-170) 

Introduction 

Telephus of Pergamum!, whose name recalls the local hero Tele- 
phus?, was born in the eighties or nincties of the Ist century A.D. and, 
according to Galenus (T 3), lived to be nearly one hundred years old. 
His native city saw a rise in cultural activity at that time, bringing 
forth a group of intellectuals connected with the Imperial court, 
which included the historian Charax?, the sophist Marcellus, and 
above all the famous physician Galenus. If the Historia Augusta (T 2) 
is correct, T. also lived at the court at some stage of his career, being 
the teacher of the Emperor Lucius Verus, although none of his works 
suggest that (T. was a courtier*. T. is called ypaunorıxög by our 
sources (I 1; 3), and indeed his interests seems to have covered the 
whole field of antiquarian scholarship ranging from grammar and 
rhetoric to history. His extensive oeuvre (T 1) also includes two bio- 
graphical titles: the History of the Kings of. Pergamum and the Lives of 
Tragic and of Comic Poets. The two works, now lost, represent two 
completely different strands of biography. The Lives of Tragic and of 
Comic Poets clearly belong to the tradition of literary history beginning 
with Callimachus and Eratosthenes?. For this book, as for his others, 
T. could use the rich collection of the Pergamene library, where 
scholarly works on comic poets were still available?. The History of the 
Kings of Pergamum may have been—like Athenaeus! work On the Kings of 
Syria (1074)—a collection of royal biographies adding up to a history 
of the Attalids. Thus T. marks the end of a long line of authors on the 
Pergamene kings reaching back to Hellenistic times, including 

Lysimachus, Neanthes of Cyzicus and Phylarchus. He may even have 

l! On T. in general see WENDEL (1934: 369-371); Pernor II (1993: 650); and 

Jacosy’s commentary on the local historians of Pergamum (LIX), vol. III B, p. 422- 
433. Since JacoBv omits some important evidence on the author, I have provided à 

complete collection of the testimonies. 
Cf. Paus. 3,26,10; 5,13,3 on the worship of Telephus in Pergamum. 
Cf. on him Cuanrotis (1988: 318-320). 
Cf. Perer I (1897: 425-426). À 
Cf. also the öpauarıxh ioropta of Rufus, referred to in Pnor. Bibl. 161 p. 103 b 

ES 1 
o iy C o om Cf. ATHEN. 7,15 p. 336 D-F (7 Arexis F 25 K.-A.), who, however, complaims 

about some deficiency saying that ot tac €v Tepyouo avaypadac romnodpevor offered no 

information on Alexis’ comedy Asotodidaskalos. Cf. also Nesserrarn (1990: 187 ? 

108); PFEIFFER (1968: 236-237). 
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drawn his material from them". It is likely that the stimulus to write 

such a work was a lively interest in the history of his native city, which 

is also shown by other related titles. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

1) Apart from the biographies mentioned in the introduction above, 

the Suda lists fifteen more works, which are all lost. Most remarkable 
is T.s fondness for manuals for rhetorical and antiquarian use. He 
wrote |) a Tpapuatkóg in at least eight books—the title is missing in 
the corrupt text of the Suda, but is preserved in a scholion to the 
Iliad®, 2) a Hoıkian diAouddera, 3) a dictionary of synonyms named 
like a medicine promoting quick birth "QxvröKıov, out of which F 3 
might be taken, 4) an onomastic dictionary of dresses and various 

articles of daily use in alphabetical order”, 5) a guide on good books, 
like Philo of Byblus (1060). Moreover, we find several works on 
Homer!®, which show T.s philological and rhetorical interests: 6) On 
Ulysses? Voyages, 7) On the Agreement between Homer and Plato, in which TT. 
probably tried to refute Plato's charges against Homer by allegorical 
interpretation (see also 1087. Sarapion), 8) two books On Figures of 
Speech in Homer, 9) a Rhetoric According to. Homer! , 10) Homer, the Only 
Atticist Among the Ancient Authors. This work also shows T.s preoccuption 
with the classic Attic language and culture, prevalent in the following 
works: 11) On Attic Prose Composition, 12) On Athenian Law-Courts, 13) On 
Athenian Laws and Customs, to which F 1-2 might belong. In these works 
T. might have drawn upon the Atthidographers and perhaps 
Didymus Chalcenterus. Finally, there are some works on his native 
Ey Pergamum. 14) Apart from the history of the local dynasty, 
E will have been concerned mainly with the Attalids, but perhaps 

so included other rulers!?, there are mentioned 15) a periegesis of 
N aty of Pergamum, and 16) a treatise on the Sebasteion, the fa- 

u$ temple of Roma and Augustus, probably including some re- 

E — ee 

7 
s glansen (1947: XV). 
E How. K 545-546a!, III p. 112,19-17 Enzsr. 

(1934. 371), Hom. A 133b, I p. 472,91-95 EnBsk might be taken from it; cf. WENDEL 
10 x S 6 ES. on How. A 420d, I p. 119,75; K 53a!, III p. 13,86-88; O 668b, IV p. 139,5- 
"np, could belong to one of these works. 
12 E Uo 121) wants to identify no. 8 and 9; for the content cf. on T 4. 

chronic} OBv, vol. III B, p. 422-423, who suggests that the Pergamene marble 
tele (FGrHist 506) might be an excerpt from it. 
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marks on the Rhomaea Sebasta, the games that took place every four 
years in honour of the goddess and the emperor??. 

(2) The statement of the Historia Augusta that T. was the teacher 
of Lucius Verus, seems to have gone unchallenged so far!*. Although 
the chronology is correct, caution seems to be in order regarding the 
entire list of teachers. The claim that Scaurus was a teacher of 

Hadrian may well be an invention by the HAP, and his son 
Scaurinus could be entirely fictitious!9. Thus, T.s relation with Verus 
might also be based on some fictitious combination. 

(3) Galenus speaks about '.s diet and hygiene. Being from 
Pergamum, the physician probably knew his elder contemporary per- 
sonally. The testimony is most important for T.s chronology. Since 
Galenus’ treatise was written after the death of Marcus Aurelius in 
A.D. 180!" and he states that T. lived to be nearly a hundred years 
old, T.s birth must fall roughly within the reign of Domitian. 

(4) Obviously T. introduced Homer as the father of rhetoric!?. A 
good example of what T.s treatise looked like, is provided by the 
second part (88 161-174) of the ps.-Plutarchean treatise De Homero'?. 
'The invention of the doctrine of thirteen staseis is usually attributed 
to Minucianus?9, whose Techne dates to the middle of the 2nd century. 
Thus, we have a fixed terminus post quem for T.s work?!. 

13 Cf. Dio Cass. 51,20,7; Tac. Ann. 4,37; there is no archaeological evidence so 
far. On the temple and the cult in general cf. MerLor (1975: 79-82; 140-141); 
Bowersock (1965: 116); Krenasr (1982: 203); Price (1984: 133; 252). 

1^ Cf. e.g. Brgrev (1966: 115). 
15 Cf. Fer (1994: 30). 
16 Pace Syme (1971: 10-11), who thinks that only Scaurinus, son of Scaurinus, the 

teacher of Alexander Severus, Hisr. Auc. Alex. Sev. 3,3 is fictitious. ScHmipT’s COM- 

ment on Syme in HLL IV (1997: 223) ad Lit. 2 is misleading. 
17 Cf. GaL. San. tuend. 6,5,12; and Kocu (1923: VID. 
18 For a collection of texts on this matter cf. RADERMACHER (1951: 9-10). 
19 [PLur.] De Homero is, however, not derived from T., cf. HILLGRUBER (1994: 61- 

63) against SCHRADER (1902: 530-581). 
20 See, however, HEATH (1994: 17-22). 
21 SCHRADER (1903: 145-146); HILLGRUBER (1994: 62; 142). 

_ — 
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1072 (= 150). Amyntianus 

(2nd cent. A.D.) 

1 Puor. Bibl 131 p. 97 a 9: aveyvoo8n ‘Auvvttavod Etc 'AXAéSGavópov: 

TPOGbMVEL SE TOV AGYOV TO AVTOKPATOPL PaLatov MapKa Kai EnayyérAreta1 

uev dELmg Einelv tov “AdeEdvdpov mpdEeav, cdetyOn € npoióv oc &rony yeu 

uév otuv Evdepuog Kal ToAuntmng, nANPWoaL SE Thy ENAYYEALAV yuypóc xot 

Serlóç nord yàp kataðeéotepov kal tv čunpoobev eipnkótæv éyer nepi 

aùtoð. ATOV® SE xoi kiút YAPAKTHPL XPTTAL, TOD LEVTOL oapoðs où 

dlonintei, NOAAG SE TOV Gvoykatov ropoAumávet. O AVTOSG 8& Kai &xépouc 

Aóyoug £ypowe Siraddpovg Kol mxopoaAAnAoug cvuvéOnke Diouc, Gonep 

Avovvotov Kat Aoutttavod év Svot Adyotg, Prinrov te MaKedsovav Koi 

Avyovotov Ev Er£poug Övolv. čt 62 koi rept 'OXuunióóog tfjg AXeSávópou 

untpög Aoyov Eypawev. 

EIX AAESANAPON 

1 Scnor. Bern. VERG. Georg. 2,137: Hermus, fluvius Asiae, eumque dicit (sc. 

Vergilius) auriferum, quia Pactolus aurifer in eum defluit. Pactolum autem 

esse auriferum Amyntianus, qui Alexandri Macedonis res gestas scripsit, 

testis est. 

IIEPI OAYMIIIAAOX 

BIOI IIAPAAAHAOI 

IIEPI EAEDANTON 

14 Amyntianus Schneidewin (1852: 739) : Aurimantus codd. : Erymanthus Hagen n 

apparatu 

-— 
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1072 (= 150). Amyntianus 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 I have read Amyntianus’ On Alexander. He dedicates his work to the Ro- 

man Emperor Marcus (A.p. 161-180), and announces that he will speak in a 

manner appropriate to Alexander's deeds. Later on in his work, however, it 

turns out that he is only passionate and bold in drawing up plans, but 
dispassionate and timid in their execution, because he speaks about him in a 

far inferior way than his predecessors. The language he uses is without 

vigour and force, though it is always clear, and he omits many necessary 

details. The same author also wrote various other works, and composed 

parallel-lives, as for example that of Dionysius and Domitian in two books, 
and that of Philip of Macedon and Augustus in two others. Furthermore, he 
wrote a work about Olympias, Alexander's mother. 

ON ALEXANDER 

1 Hermus, a river in Asia, and he (sc. Vergil) calls it gold-carrying, because 
the gold-carrying Pactolus flows into it. For the fact that the Pactolus is gold- 
Carrying Amyntianus bears witness, who wrote about the deeds of Alexander 
of Macedon. 

ON OLYMPIAS 

PARALLEL LIVES 

ON ELEPHANTS 
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2 (a) Scnor. Pınn. Ol. 3,52 a: Xxpvoor&pwv EAabov] (...) ótt 8& cuvépawe koi 

EIKOG EOTLV EvlOg EXELV (sc. OnAeiag EACHOVG KEPOTO), EKEINEV SNAOV, Ötı Tov 

EXedavrov ol èv && AiOvoniac xot Atponc návtec oov tac 6nAetatc ó8Óvtac 

Exovamv, N KEPOTA, GG tıveg Kadd Kai "Auvvriavög Ev T® Tlepı £Aeóávtoy 

onoi: x&v 68 'Ivótkóv ai 6Aetot xoptc ó8ó6vtov eioiv. (b) ScHoL. Tzerz. Chil, 

4,97, p. 567-568 Lzowt: | toig óutAoig 06000w] (...) otc ém tøv £A£6í vtov 

oùk Òõóvtaç GAAà képata xoAob0ct' oÜtoc o08' SAÉQac Indus Tv6og 

ÖSOVTOKEPATA exer, Wo nov "Auvvrovög èv tô Tlepi éAe&ó6Óvtov 

“Aldıönov õè kai AuBbwv &AéQavtec dppevéc ve Kai ONAeıg nüvtec 

odovtoKepata £yovctiv." 

19 À képata EQ : om. BC 

_ 
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2 (a) hind with golden horns: (...) That it occurred and that it is likely that 

some (sc. hinds) have horns, is clear from the fact, that of the clephants all 

those from Ethiopia and Libya, including the females, have tusks or, as some 

call it, horns, as Amyntianus also tells us in his book On Elephants. Of the 

Indian elephants the females are without tusks. (b) or their double odontes (i.e. 

teeth): in the case of elephants one does not speak of odontes , but of kerata (i.e. 

horns). Thus, the female Indian elephant does not have odontokerata (ie. 
tooth-horns), as Amyntianus says in his book On Elephants: “All Ethiopean 
and Libyan elephants, males and females alike, have odonto- 
kerata.” 
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1072 (= 150). Amyntianus 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Amyntianus can securely be dated to the times of the Antonine Em- 
perors. He wrote a book On Alexander, which was either a biography, 
monograph or an encomium!, and dedicated it to the Emperor 

Marcus Aurelius. The choice of subject is easily explained, since A. 
wrote at a time when Lucius Verus, stepbrother and colleague of 
Marcus Aurelius was campaigning or had already campaigned suc- 
cessfully in the East against the Parthians. It is very likely that the 
imitatio Alexandri of the emperors inspired A.s work on Alexander’s 
conquest, in which flattering comparisons with the present rulers 
could be drawn?. If A.s book was a historical monograph, he may 
also have tried to challenge and to supersede Arrian’s (1069) account 
of Alexander's deeds?. If this was his aim, he seems to have failed, at 
least according to Photius’ judgement, who still read the work, but 
found it boring and superficial. Perhaps A. belongs to the authors 
Lucian makes fun of in his work Quomodo historia conscribenda sit. 
Thanks to Photius we also possess a list of further titles, which was 
perhaps appended to his copy of On Alexander*. Accordingly, A. com- 
posed several parallel-lives, of which two, that of Philip II and of 
Augustus, and that of Dionysius (probably Dionysius I) and of 
Domitian, are mentioned explicitly. It is obvious that Plutarch's par- 
allel-lives were A.s literary model’. Perhaps A. wanted to continue the 
work of his predecessor, adding just those lives which Plutarch omit- 
ted. Apart from these titles Photius mentions a work On Olympias, the 
wife of Philip II and mother of Alexander, which appears to have 

! See e.g. ScHMI II 1 (1924: 762); BoswonrH (1980: 12); JaAcoBv in his commen- 

tary on FGrHist 150, p. 536. The wording of Photius (T 1) makes it difficult to decide 

whether the title On Alexander refers to an encomium, cf. PERNor I (1993: 472) for 

similar titles, or a biography or monograph. Even the word Aöyog gives no clue, since 

in Photius it can mean either “book” or “speech”. 
? Cf. PETER I (1897: 425); Pernor II (1993: 749-750). A 

3 See Bosworrtu (1980: 12), though the verbal parallels he adduces are not vey 

convincing. i 

4 TREADGOLD (1980: 61-62) argues that Photius’ notes on A.s oeuvre come fron 
part of the book being reviewed. It looks, however, like a separate piece of informa- 

tion, which may have been added as a kind of index. 
5 Cf. Scuurp II 2 (1924: 762). 

na 
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been a biography. Furthermore, A. is known to have written a trea- 
tise On Elephants. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) The transmitted name Aurimantus has rightly been restored to 
Amyntianus®. The Lydian river Pactolus originates in the mountains of 
Tmolus and flows into the Hermus after crossing the agora of Sardes. 

That it carried gold is a literary topos’. A. may have referred to the 
Pactolus, when talking about Alexander’s conquest of Sardes after the 
battle at the Granicus (334 B.c.). According to the scholion A. wrote 
Alexander’s res gestae, which seems to imply that his work was a his- 
torical monograph. However, its wording might be imprecise. 

(2) The subject suggests that this A. should be identified with the 
historian?. Since elephants are often treated in connection with Alex- 
ander's conquest?, it might easily have occurred to an author of Alex- 
ander’s deeds to write about elephants as well. The two fragments, 
when taken together, show that A. spoke about both kinds of 
elephants, the Indian and the African, presumably in a comparison. 
He was obviously no great expert, because his statement that the 
female Indian elephant has tusks is plainly wrong. (a) There was 
much debate in antiquity as to whether tusks should be called odontes 
(teeth) or kerata (horns). It seems to have started with Juba who, in 
Opposition to his predecessors, called the tusks kerata!®. (b) The 
E panes Taina for using the wrong word 6ö6vteg instead 
E... > erm xépoxa. To prove his statement, it refers to A. who 

ooovroképata —a word A. might have coined himself as a 

B 

6 
Cf. SCHNEDEWIN (1852: 739): “die nä fe [NR É 2 : ): “die nähe des aurifer hat den namen des 

storikers durch übergoldung unkenntlich gemacht. Kein zweifel, dass der unter arc inus , 5 int i E. p eiw lebende Apvvtavóç gemeint ist, dessen bücher eig AXéGavópov m otios Bibl. cod. 131 p. 37 Bekk. lesen konnte.” 
: T pon (1942: 2439) for further references. 

©, however, MÜLLER, Script. Alex. M. p. 162: “is num idem sit histori L 
owever, ER, . Alex. M. p. : “is num idem sit historic si Fr Antonino vixit, nescimus." 

RER C ct T ; 388) f. also Lucian. Hist. conser. 12 (= FGrHist 139 T 4) with Kasse (1991: 387- 
10 
M E, LIN. Nat. hist. 8,7: praedam ipsi in se expetendam sciunt solam esse in armis suis, quae E. a appellat (Ji PHILOSTR. Vita Ap. 2,13; Paus. 5,12,1-3; AEL. Nat. an. 4,31; Eo, oo WELLMANN (1892: 402-404) suggests that A. depends on Juba 275 p A 5) and is the source of Pausanias and Oppian. See also Jacosy on FGrHist i| V^ P. 344-345. i 

t has been omitted by Jacosy, FGrHist 150. 
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compromise—, which it identifies with xépato disregarding the prefix Bibliography 
ddovto-. The second part of the scholion seems to be a direct quota- 

A.B. BoswonTH, A Historical Commentary on Arrian’s History of Alexander, vol. I, tion from A. 
Oxford 1980. 

R. Kasse, Aleine Schriften, Berlin - New York 1991. 
J. Ken, art. Paktolos, in RE 18,1 (1942), col. 2439-2440. 

L. Pernor, La rhetorique de l’eloge dans le monde gréco-romain, vol. I-II, Paris 1993. 
H. Perer, Die geschichtliche Litteratur über die römische Kaiserzeit bis Theodosius L., 

vol. I, Leipzig 1897. 
F. Eom &u Alkmans hymnos auf die Dioskuren, in. Philologus 7 (1852), 

D. 138-139, 
W.T. TREApGOLD, The Nature of the Bibliotheca of Photius, Washington D.C. 

1980. 
M. WELLMANN, Juba, eine Quelle des Aelian, in Hermes 27 (1892), p. 389-406. 
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1073. Megacles 
(2nd cent. A.p.?) 

F 

IIEPI ENAOEON ANAPON 

1 (FHG IV, p. 443) Arsen. 10,13 p. 419 A: Mávtoc 82 Koúpıoç ó Pouatov 

orparnyög Ent yoyyvAloı Gupta návta tov xpóvov: xoi Xaofivov ot9 roù 

XPVOLOV NPOOTEUNÖVITWV OUK Ebn dELI0HaL XpVolov, Eug Üv toradta envi. 

Lotopei d£ vata. MeyakAfis èv t Mepi EvddEav avdpav. 

! Kooptog Musurus : Kouptov codd. .? Xofivov codd. : Zavvırav Victorius 
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1073. Megacles 
(2nd cent. A.p.?) 

ON FAMOUS MEN 

1 M. Curius, the Roman consul, lived on turnips the whole time. And when 

the Sabines sent him much gold, he said he did not need gold, as long as he 
had such food for dinner. This is told by Megacles in his book On Famous 
Men. 
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1073. Megacles 
(2nd cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

Regarding his name and work, Megacles! is most probably to be 
dated to Imperial times. At Athens, for instance, the name M. is 

mainly attested in the Classic period, and after a large gap reappears 
in the 2nd century A.D.?, when classical names again became fashion- 
able. Moreover, it seems to me that a collection of biographies, 
written by a Greek author, which contained the lives of famous 
Romans, should not antedate the lst century A.D. In fact, one would 
expect such an enterprise to be inspired by Plutarch’s great work? so 
that M. is perhaps best dated to the 2nd century. The anecdote of 
how Manius Curius Dentatus, eating turnips, resisted the bribery by 
the Samnites, a famous Roman exemplum, goes back to the Annal- 
istst. M.s version differs from the common tradition, insofar as he 
attributes the bribery to the Sabines instead of the Samnites. This 
could be an Annalistic variant, since Curius Dentatus campaigned 
against both Sabines and Samnites, but it is perhaps preferable to 
regard it rather as a simple confusion, M. offering a slightly corrupted 
version. The exact scope and outline of M.s biographical collection 
remain uncertain. The anecdote may have formed part of a Life of 
Cato, with which it is connected at least since Cicero®—Plutarch in- 
cludes it in his Life of Cato, too™—, or a Life of Curius Dentatus. IF 
Plutarch was his literary model, M.s collection was perhaps similar to 
Plutarch’s and contained the lives of Greek as well as of Roman 

|! Cf. on him Lro (1901: 167); STEILE (1963: 142); GEIGER (1985: 39); SCHEPENS 

(1997: 157 n. 40). 
? See FRAsER — MATTHEWS II s.v. MeyoxAfic. 
3 Cf., however, Leo (1901: 167), who assumes that M. is a source of Plutarch's. 

4 For parallels see Cic. Resp. 3,40; Prin. Nat. hist. 19,87; Var. Max. 4,3,5; DE 

VIRIS ILLUSTR. 33; cf. especially Leo (1901: 167); for further references MONZER (1 901: 

1844); Powsrr (1988: 218). 
5 Tt might, however, also be due to Athenaeus or a scribal error, cf. Bux (1931: 

127). 
d Cic. Gato 56. The anecdote might be due to Cato himself. Perhaps Plutarch’s 

version is dependent on Cicero, cf. PoweLL (1988: 19; 218). 

7 Prur. Cato Maior 2: (...) Évxo00 npóc &cxápa xo8fuevov aotóv (sc. Máviov Kobptov 

Eyovra yoyyvaisag ebpövreg ol Zavvırav np£oßerg &0(60cav noA xpuotov, ó 8" ánéneu ve 
ófjcac ob8&v xpvotov eiv 6 6eixvov ÜPKEI TOLODTOV, AUTO HEVTOL TOD XPVOLOV EXELV KGAALOV 

ElVAL TO VIKGV TODS EXOVTAS. 
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celebrities?, But all this is far from certain, and a different approach 

seems to be possible. The anecdote could in fact be taken from a 

collection of examples. It is not only included by Valerius Maximus, 
but also by the pseudo-Plutarchean collection of apophthegms of 
kings and politicians?. Most remarkably, the latter work is referred to 
as “Avépa@v Evöd&ov anoddeynara by Photius!?. The similarity of title 
and content might suggest that M.s work on famous men was also 

such a collection. 
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9 [Prur.] Reg. et imp. apophthegm. p. 194 E: Zavvırav d£ uera thv ñrtav AdıKonevov 

TPOg adtov (sc. Maviov Kovprov) Kai xpvoiov StSovtwv Etvyev Ev YUTPAIG Eyov yoyyvAtdag: 
Gnekpivato 5) toig Lavvitats unõèv xpuotov 8816001 totoOtov Seinvov deitvav, abt dE 

BéAtLov eivat tod xpvotov Exe TO KPATELV TOV EXOVTOV. 

10 Por. Bibl. 161 p. 104 b I. 
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1074 (= 166). Athenaeus of Naucratis 
(2nd half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

TIEPI TQN EN ZYPIAI BAXIAEYZANTQN 

1l ArHEN. 5,47 p. 211 A: énaiva 8 Eyo, võpeç pidor, tò yevóuevov Tap’ 

‘AdeEdvdpw TH Pactrei thg Luptas ovundorov. ó 8" 'AAéGavópoc ootoc àv 

'Avuióxov tod Eriwbavovg viög LroßAndeig <rmv Baoıketav uereioße>, su ô 

eiyov moog návteç GvOpwror Eig AnNtpLov’ nepi où iotópnoev 6 Eraipos 

Tiv "A01]vatog £v xoig Hepti t&v Ev Lupia Paoevoávtov. 

? dw codd. : vel scribendum ñv Casaubonus 9. lacunam. statuit. Gulick : xiv BacuAeiav uexéXope 

inserui exempli causa || 8U ò codd. : &V bv Raibel in apparatu ("oratio anacolutha’) 

b 
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1074 (= 166). Athenaeus of Naucratis 
(2nd half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

ON THE KINGS OF SYRIA 

1 I praise, my friends, the symposium which took place at the court of 
Alexander, the king of Syria. This Alexander, purported to be the son of 

Antiochus Epiphanes <was installed as king> because of the hatred the 

whole world felt against Demetrius. About this our friend Athenaeus wrote 
in his books On the Kings of Syria. (...) 
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1074 (= 166). Athenaeus of Naucratis 
(2nd half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

The exact nature of Athenaeus’ On the Kings of Syria remains uncer- 
tain. Regarding the title of the work and the content of the fragment, 
it seems likely that it was a collection of biographies of the Seleucid 
dynasts, possibly quite similar to Suetonius’ biographies of the Ro- 
man emperors. Perhaps A. also used this work as a source for other 
passages of the Deipnosophists in which the Seleucids are mentioned!, 
As the quotations in these sections and the comparison of our frag- 
ment with the parallel account preserved in Iustinus? show, A.s main 
sources for the Seleucid history were Posidonius and Polybius. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) The text suffers from corruption. In the second sentence the main 
verb is missing. There is probably a lacuna after droßAndeig?. Parallel 
historical accounts help us to judge the nature of the omission*: A. 
speaks about the ascension of the pretender Alexander Balas, who 
was successfully installed by Attalus IL, because the incumbent 
Seleucid ruler Demetrius I (162-150 B.c.) was highly unpopular’. The 
gap must have contained at least a few words (such as “he was made 
king") on his seizure of power. Another difficulty is caused by the 
connection of the relative clause mepi od totépnoev KtA., which in turn 
leads to the question of how far the quotation from Athenaeus' On the 
Kings of Syria should be extended. It has been thought to refer to tò 
yevóuevov cuunxóoiov. In this case, the account of the symposium at 

Alexander's court, which follows in Athenaeus 211 B-D, would be 

See e.g. ATHEN. 5,21 p. 193 CfE, 5,46 p. 210 DF. 
Tustin. 35,1,8. es 

3 The lacuna was first stated by GuLick in the Loeb edition. JAcoBv, FGrHist 166 

F 1 (after Casausonus and Miter) changes @v to qv, but the connection of ñv vios 

önoßAndeig with the &v ó-clause is intolerably harsh. 

* Cf. Porvs. 33,18,6; Drop. Bibl. 31,32a.40a; Tos. Ant. Iud. 13,35ff (KarsEr's appa- 

ratus criticus should be corrected) and especially Iusriw. 35,1,8: tantum odium Demetri 

apud omnes eral, ul aemulo eius non vires tantum regiae, verum etiam generis nobilitas consensu 

omnium tribueretur. Br 

5 On the political events cf. Wax II (1982: 373-378); Hasıcnr (1989: 362-369). 

l 
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part of the fragment?. However, this solution is quite unlikely, be- 

cause the distance between both clauses appears to be too great and 
the reference to A.s other work serves the purpose of cutting short the 
biographical introduction. The reference must be either to Deme- 

trius—in this case, however, one might feel that too much stress is 

laid on his person—, or to Alexander (od being masculine), or to the 
whole story of his ascension (oô being neuter) Thus, the fragment 
should end at 211 B. 
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1075. Cassius Dio 1075. Cassius Dio 
(c. A.D. 150-235) (c. A.D. 150-235) 

T T 

1 1 SupA 8 1239 s. Aiov, ó Káooioc xpnuaticac, ó £nikAnv Kokkirjiog; ot 82 1 Dio, called Cassius, with the cognomen Coccceius, or, as some have it, 

Koxkniavog Nixaevc, totopikdc, YeEyova@s Em TOV xPOvav ‘AAEEGvSpov tod Cocceianus, of Nicaea, historian, eminent in the times of Alexander (sc. 

Severus), son of Mamaea. He wrote a Roman History in 80 books which are 

organized by decades, Persika, Getika, Enodia, a. History of Trajan, a Life of Arrian, 
the Philosopher. 

Mouotac. Eypaye "Popuoikiv tovoptav Ev BußAloıg n” dtaıpodvrar dE Kardı 

dexaödac. Tlepoıka (690 T 1), Terixa (707 T 1), Evösıo, Ta Kara Tpoiavöv, 

5  Biov ‘Apptavod tod oiAoodgov. 

F E 

BIOX APPIANOY TOY ®IAOXO®OY LIFE OF ARRIAN THE PHILOSOPHER 

2 Kokkniavóç A : Kokxiavóg V, of. etiam Suda x 1914 s.v. Kokkiavóg ? Mopotac V^M* : 

uxpoo F : Mapéov rell. * Deuká, 'Evó&vo. edd. : Fexà &vóbva Mommsen (18082: XXXI) 
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1075. Cassius Dio 

(c. A.D. 150-235) 

Introduction 

Apart from its title no trace is left of Dio's! biography of Arrian, to 
whom he also refers as a good governor in his Roman History. D. 
possibly felt some affinity towards Arrian, since both came from the 
same province (Bithynia), pursued similar careers in the Roman ad- 
ministration and shared common historical and literary interests?. He 
therefore might have thought him a worthy subject for a biography. 
The article of the Suda is in a complete mess. D.s works have been 
conflated with those of two other authors with a similar name. The 
Persika clearly belong to Dinon’, the author of the Getika is the famous 
sophist Dio Chrysostom*. The title Enodia probably refers to Dio’s 

early book on dreams and signs?, which he mentions in his History’. 
This might well have been where the Suda found it. The History of 
Trajan may have been a section of Dio's Roman History, which was 
published independently, rather than a separate treatise on the em- 

peror. It is hard to see why D. should have written twice on the same 

subject, and there is no reference to a second work in D.s Roman 

History, as one would otherwise expect’. 

! On D.s name Koxkntovösg which seems to have been attributed to him first in 

Byzantine times and his supposed relationship with Dio Chrysostomus cf. GowING 

(1990: 49-54). 
2 Cf. Scuwartz (1899: 1685); Scum II 2 (1924: 797), who regard the Biog as an 

early work; HARTMANN (1917: 89); MirzAR (1964: 70). 

5 Cf. FGrHist 690. 
4 FGrHist 707; Mommsen (1882: XXX-XXXIj on the historical work in general 

see Jones (1978: 122-123); Fein (1994: 236). 

3 Cf. Scuwip II 2 (1924: 796) referring to the explanation of the word given by 

Georgius Hamartolus (n. 11), and [Arscuvr.] Prom. 487 (&vó8vot oóupoXot). Evóðta are 

things which one comes accross on the way that are interpreted as omens. Ct, 

however, Det Corno (1969: 133 n. 1); Mommsen (1882: XXXI)—without convinc- 

ing parallel—suggests that €vod.a should be taken together with the preceding Tete 

to mean Diary of the Journey to the Getes. N 

6 Cf. Dio Cass. 73,23, from book 72 (= F 1 Der. Corno): BiBàiov ti nepi TOV 

óveipátov koi tàv onueiov, öl Óv Xeovfpog thy avtoxpdtopa àpynv WAmuos, ypóáwosc 

ESNLOOLEVOO. 

7 Cf. Scumup II 2 (1924: 797) contra HAUPT (1884: 395-397) who regards the work 

as a laudatory monograph on Trajan written by Dio Chrysostom. 
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1076. Nicagoras of Athens 
(c. A.D. 180-250) 

T 

1 Supa v 373 s.v. Nixayópac, Mvnoaitov pnrtopog, "ABnvatog, coproths: yéyove 

8& katà Pinrov tòv Kaicapa. Biovs £AXoytuov, Hept KAeonótpag tfc èv 

Tpadd1, TIpeoßevrıröv npög Pidınnov tòv 'Pouaiov Paoviéa. 

2 Supa pg 1087 s». Miwouvktavóc, Nikoyópou 100 coótot100, 'A0nvoioc, 

coQiotric, yeyovog Eri TaAınvod. Texvnv Pntopicnv Kal npoyVuvaouatı Kal 

Aöyovg SLAHÖPOUG. 

3 Supa u 46 s.v. Maiiop, "Apaßıog, sodıorng. Eypaye Ilepı otüoewv BıßAta ıy“. 

oVvexpövice d& "Aytvn kai Nıkayöpa, Ent PiAinnov 100 Kotcapoc kat erávo. 

4 Syll.3 845: Nıkayöpag | ó tàv lep@v «iipvg Kal Ent ig Kadeöpag | ooótotiic, 

| TAovrapxov Kai Léxotov tov $U.00090v | £kyovoc. 

5 Pumostr. Vit. soph. 2,33,4 p. 127,2 K.: (..) Koi mept Nucayopov tov 

"AOnvatov, öç kal Tod EAevotviov tepod Khpvs EotEHOn, Kai Awivns 6 Poivig 

èp’ öoov npoŭßn uvýung te Kal GKptPetac, OdK &u£ 8et ypdóev, xot yàp àv xoi 

dnıomdeinv dç Xapıoauevog, Ererön pria Lot MPd¢ adtOG Ty. 

6 Pumostr. Vit. soph. 2,27,6 p. 119,25 K.: Nuxaydpov 8€ tod copiotov untepa 

coóto1Óv IV Tpaymdtav npooeınövrog SLopBoöuevog 6 Innööponog TOV AOYOY 

“Eyo õè” Edn “narepa "Ounpov”. =. 

7 Eus. Praep. ev. 10,3,1.9-11 (= PoRrPHYR. F 408 Smrrn): tü INorovera EOTLOV 

nuög Aoyyivos (1091 T 6) 'A6jvmot xéxAmnkev GAXovo TE TMOAAOVG xe 

Nixaryópav 1óv coótotijv kot Matopa "AxoAAQviÓv TE TOV YPOLLATLKOV er 

Anuiytpiov tov yeauetpny Ipoovny te tov MeputatntiKdv Koi tov IT@iKoV 

Kadaetny. (9-11) “Kayo”, dnotv 6 Nıkayöpag, “taiz EAAnvıkaic Evruyxavov 

avtod (sc. Oeonóuxov, 115 F 21) te Kai tod Eevod@vtog Torà g 

Eevoóóvtoc aroxóv u£xoriOÉvro koe moo, Kal 10 Setvov, Ott Eni TÒ xeipov. 1€ 

yoov nepi tig PapvabaCov mpoc ‘AynotaAaov ovvodov dt’ "AnoAAodavovg TOV 

1-3 Mvncaiov ... Bacuéa 4 (GVM) : óvoua kópuov F 2 Biovg A : Eypaye Bious l 

Kaeondtpac A : Kireonatpisog Gutschmid $ ováoeov A : -eug V NM Ioravera se 

HAeuvew BN 38 Aoyyivoc BIO: 6 A- ND 9 Nixayöpav ODJV : -yópa. BN! : Nıkavopd 

21 «oic EAAnvıraig (sc. iotopiarc) BION : toig EAAnviKoig Stephanus 
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1076. Nicagoras of Athens 
(c. A.D. 180-250) 

F 

1 Nicagoras, son of the rhetorician Mnesaeus, Athenian, sophist. He flour- 

ished under the Emperor Philippus (A.p. 244-249). Lives of Famous Men, On 
Cleopatra in the Troas, a. Presbeutikos to the Roman Emperor Philippus. 

2 Minucianus, son of the sophist Nicagoras, Athenian, he lived under 

Gallienus. A Rhetorical Handbook, Progymnasmata, and various speeches. 

3 Maior of Arabia, sophist. He wrote thirteen books On Staseis, and was a 
contemporary of Apsines and Nicagoras, at the times of the Emperor 
Philippus and before. 

4 Nicagoras, the herald of the mysteries and holder of the chair of rhetoric, 
descendant of Plutarch and Sextus, the philosophers. 

5 (...) and about Nicagoras of Athens, who was also crowned as herald of the 
Eleusinian mysteries, and about Apsines, the Phoenician, how he excelled in 
memory and precision, I do not need to write. Anyhow, nobody would 
believe me, thinking I was paying compliments, since they were my friends. 

6 When the sophist Nicagoras called tragedy “the mother of the sophists” 
Hippodromus corrected his words, and said: “I, for my part, call Homer 
their father.” 

7 (1) Longinus, entertaining us at Athens in celebration of Plato’s birthday, 
invited among many others Nicagoras the Sophist, Maior, Apollonius the 
Grammarian, Demetrius the Geometer, Prosenes the Peripatetic, and 
Callietes the Stoic. (9-11) Nicagoras said: “And I discovered when I came 
across his (sc. Theopompus’) and Xenophon’s Hellenika, that he took over 
E. E much of Xenophon,—and, what is annoying, for the worse. In 
» i heopompus has transferred to his eleventh book the negotiation which 

9* place between Pharnabazus and Agesilaus through the agency of 
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KuGunvoo xot tag dupotv npóc &AAhAovc &vonóvóouc Siar€EEIG, Gc Ev tH 

TETUPTH ZEVOOOV GVEYPAWE TAVY YAPLEVTMS KOL TPENOVTWS GLOOLV, Eg Thy 

évdekdtnv tov EAAnvırav ueradeis 6 Oeönounog Apyd te kal Okivnto 

NENOINKE KOL GmpaKta. AOyou yap Svvaptv Kal 5G THY KAORI E€Epyaciay 

eußaAdeıv Kal Enideikvvodor onxovóáGov Bpadv¢ Kat HEAMV xoi 

GVOPAAAOLEVH EOLKHS HALVETAL KAL TO ELLXOV Ka &vepyóv 10 Zevooavtoc 

dtaddeipwv.” 

8 (a) Hmer. Or. 8,21: (...) 8pnv@ vodv (sc. ‘Povdtvov), dv dewvotepov Arica 

Mwovxtavod 0éyEac801, ceuvotepov SE Nıkayöpov, IlAovtápyou $é 

evyAwttotepov, Movomvion S& oiAocodatepov, LEEtov SE KAPTEPLKMTEPoy, 

TOVIOV SE OLOD TOV TPOYOVOV AGLMPOTEPOV TE KOL KPELTTO. AVTOG LEV yàp 

NOPEXOPOVV ETL KOVPICOVTL GOL TH VLKNTNPLA, KAL TOVG GODS AdYOUS Tov 

EUAVTOD AdyMV Nyobunv xpeittovac, mpokpivov GEL TOV <èuðv> 

onovógouótov cà cà weAAtouoto. (b) HrwER. Or. 7,4: odtdg éotiv ex 

ITAovtápxov, óU 00 n&vtac op£ic ratóg£oece. oUtoc £x MwouktavoU, toD tà 

TG EAVTOD $ovfig MOAAODE noAAÓKig £AevOEepóoavtog 10v £x Nikayópov 

npoonyayov LLIV, TOV £E EUAVTOV. 

BIOI EAAOTIMQN 

IIPEZBEYTIKOX TIPO& ®IAITITION TON PQMAIQN BAZIAEA 

ITEPI KAEOIIATPAX THX EN TPOIAAI 

25 guooiv BION : del. Jacoby 99 xpeitww R : -ova Pam : -ov Pa? || yàp Pam : M- 

R 37 xpoxpivoy dei R: npoükpıvov Pam || Eu@v suppl. Reiske 
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Apollophanes of Cyzicus and the talks they had with each other under truce, 

about which Xenophon has written very nicely and appropriately to both in 

his fourth book, and thus he has made the story boring, tedious and weak. In 

his effort to put on some rhetorical glamour and elaboration because of his 

plagiarism and to produce a fine oratorical display, he appears to be slow, 

hesitant, and seemingly lingering, and destroys Xenophon’s liveliness and 

energy.” 
8 (a) (...) Now I mourn over him (sc. Rufinus), whom I expected to speak 

with more eloquence than Minucianus, with more solemnity than 

Nicagoras, with more sweetness than Plutarch, with more learning than 

Musonius, with more patience than Sextus, and with more brilliance and 

excellence than all his ancestors together. Regarding myself, I already con- 

ceded the palm of victory to you, when you were still a little boy, and 

thought your words better than mine, always preferring your childish prattle 

to the products of my studies. (b) He (se. Rufinus) is a. descendant of 
Plutarch, who serves you for a general education, he is a descendant of 

Minucianus who freed many people on many occasions by his voice. The 
offspring of Nicagoras I have introduced to you, my own offspring. 

LIVES OF FAMOUS MEN 

PRESBEUTIKOS TO THE ROMAN EMPEROR PHILIPPUS 

ON CLEOPATRA IN THE TROAS 
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1076. Nicagoras of Athens 
(c. A.D. 180-250) 

Introduction 

Nicagoras I, son of Mnesaeus, belonged to one of the leading Athe- 
nian families!. In view of his long family tree N. can be compared 
with the historian Dexippus*. He may have been a grandson of the 
famous 2nd century orator Minucianus (T 2)? and counted Plutarch 
and the Stoic Sextus among his ancestors (T 4). In general, preoccu- 
pation with literature seems to have been common in N.s family, 
since his son Minucianus II is also mentioned as a sophist under the 
Emperor Gallienus (T 2), and in the fourth century the famous orator 
Himerius married a daughter of his grandson Nicagoras II (T 8). 
There was also some long-standing connection between the family 
and the Eleusinian mysteries. N. himself was a sacred herald (T 4; 5)*. 
He seems to have been appointed to the office in the thirties, and we 
should also date his floruit to this time. About the same time, at least 
not later than the forties, he also held a chair of rhetoric at Athens. It 
was probably in this function that he was chosen as an ambassador to 
the Emperor Philippus Arabs, on which occasion he wrote his 
Presbeutikos to him?. N. was acquainted with the Athenian intellectual 
élite of his days. Apart from Philostratus and Hippodromus he associ- 
ated with Longinus (1091) and Maior (T 5-7) It is hard to tell 
whether N. himself was influenced by Platonic thought, but he might 
well have shown some interest in Platonism’, as did his ancestors, 

! On N. and his genealogy cf. ScrisseL (1927: 361-373); Murar (1969: 17-18); 

Hearn (1996: 66-70). 
? See especially Mırrar (1969: 19-20). m 
3 ScnisseL (1927: 366). The evidence (I 8 a), however, for this assumption 15 

weak, cf. HEATH (1996: 66-70). E 

^ His grandson N. II even reached the rank of a daduch, cf. on him OGIS 720- 

721; ScnssseL (1927: 369-370); Cuinton (1974: 64-66); Fowpen (1987: 51-57). 

5 Scnisser (1927: 367) dates N.s birth as far back as the last years of Marcus 

Aurelius (a.p. 175-180). That N. must have been born in the eighties or nineues of 

the 2nd century is also suggested by his friendship with Philostratus (T 5) and his 

meeting with Hippodromus (T 6). In contrast, the Suda dates N.s floruit to the rein 

of Philippus Arabs (.p. 244-249), apparently because he wrote a Presbeutikos to this 

emperor (T 1; 3. However, the wording “and earlier” (kai &návo) shows that the 

Suda felt a bit unhappy about this date. 
6 Srtem (1917: 767); Bowie (1982: 56). 
7 ScuissEL (1927: 368); Arrórpv (1967: 246-247). 
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especially since rhetoric and philosophy often went together in Impe- 

rial times®. Primarily, however, he—like Philostratus—should be re- 

garded as a oobtorhg rather than a philosopher’. The exact date of 

N.s death is uncertain. He probably died shortly after the middle of 

the century (T 7). N.s literary oeuvre is completely lost. All we have is 
a list of titles (T 1). The most interesting work apart from N.s 
Presbeutikos to Philippus is his collection of biographies (Biot €AAoyipoy). 
They were possibly used as a source by Hesychius!?. Although their 
content and scope is unknown, one might assume that the Lives writ- 

ten by Plutarch, his famous ancestor, served as a model for N. and as 
a stimulus for his own literary production. It should also be noted that 
Philostratus! Lies of Sophists were written about the same time. There 
may have been some similarities, too. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

T 

(1) Nothing else is known about Mnesacus, N.s father. He was per- 
haps the son of Minucianus I.!! As the title On Cleopatra in the Troas 
shows, this was a speech (nenAaouévn onó0&cic) on a mythical subject. 
Cleopatra was one of the first two virgins whom the Locrians sent to 
Troy to atone for the sacrilege committed by Aias against Athena!®, 
It clearly belongs in the context of the rhetorical school!?. It should 
perhaps be viewed within the frame of N.s activities as a professor of 
thetoric. The Presbeutikos to the Emperor. Philippus has been identified 
with the encomium on an emperor, which is transmitted among the 
speeches of Aristides!*. However, the attribution seems problematic, 
especially since there is no hint of an embassy in the speech!, 

O 

® Pernor II (1993: 493-498; especially 495). 9 n ap N Pace Dorrie HI (1993: 348-349) it is hardly justifiable to count him among the 
€o-Platonists. í E r Ronpe (1914: 385 n. 1). 
: Scuisskr (1997: 366-367). 

268 the myth Arorrop. Bibl. 6,20ff with the commentary of FRAZER (1921: 

13 i 
STEGEMANN (1936: 217); MirLAR (1969: 13), who also lists other subjects of such 

Speeches, 
4 
: [Anisrip.] Or. 35; GRoac (1918: 40-45). 

bi ScHIssEL (1927: 368); STEGEMANN (1936: 217) both refer to number XXX by 
Stake. In general, STEGEMANN seems to have copied SCHISSEL. 
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(2) The entry of the Suda appears to be confused. The biographi- 
cal data belong to Minucianus, son of Nicagoras. The list of works 
seems to be rather that of the elder Minucianus!®. 

(3) The sophist Maior of Arabia remains obscure!’. He is dated by 
synchronism with N. and Apsines (fl. A.p. 235-238)!9, which might be 
inferred from Porphyry (T 7)!%. Traces of his work on otéoetg survive 
in the scholia to Hermogenes?’. Since Porphyry makes Maior take 
part in Longinus’ celebration of the Platoneia (T 7), he seems to have 
been of some importance. He might have held an official chair of 
rhetoric like N., perhaps the Imperial one, since Maior was not a 
native Athenian. 

(4) The inscription comes from the base of a statue and gives N.s 
titles and famous ancestors. The iepoktipu&S of the Eleusinian myster- 
ies took part in the sacred ceremonies and had the status of a priest?! 
“His function in the cult was evidently simply that of herald. He 
accompanied the hierophant and the daduch at the prorrhesis of the 
Mysteries, and under their authority, made the actual announce- 
ment."?? N. must have been appointed to the office, which was for 
life, in the thirties. A terminus post quem is the year 230/31, because his 
predecessor Cassianus was still alive at that time??, a terminus ante quem 
is the year 237/238, because Philostratus! Lives of Sophists, in which N. 
is referred to as a keryx (T 5), must have been written before that 
year?*. Furthermore, N. is called èni tì xad&öpag oodıorhg, which 
means that he held an official chair of rhetoric at Athens. It remains 
uncertain, whether the Imperial chair or the municipal chair, in- 
stalled by the Athenians themselves, is meant. Perhaps the latter solu- 
tion is slightly preferable, since Athenian birth seems to have been 
required for the tenure of the local chair?? and N. is one of the few 
known intellectuals in third century Athens who was a native. It is 
uncertain when N. was appointed (T 5). 

16 GróckNER (1901: 24; in general ScnuisseL (1927: 365-366; 368-3695; HEATH 

(1996: 66 n. 3). 
17 Cf. on him Scum II 2 (1924: 938). 
18 Supa a 4735 s.v. 'Ayivng. 
' Hearn (1996: 67). 
20 ScHo.. Hermoc. Stas. IV p. 304; 324 Warz; SYRIAN. SCHOL. HERMOG. Stas. 

. 67,1 Rape. 
21 CLINTON (1974: 76-82). 
22 Cuinron (1974: 81). 
23 /G I? 2241; 3707; Cuinton (1974: 80). 
24 Sormsen (1941: 169-170); Rornt (1989: 5-6). 
25 Avorıns (1975: 317-19). 
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(5) Philostratus mentions his contemporaries N. and Apsines by 
means of a praeteritio. He excuses his omission with the remark that 
they are his friends. The imperfect Quia fiv. refers to a. condition 
which still pertains in the present moment?®, Disregarding the 
hieronymy Philostratus distinguishes N. as tod ‘Edevotviov iepod 
xfpvs. His words show that a coronation was involved in the cer- 
emony of a herald’s appointment", It is quite curious that 
Philostratus should only refer to N.s priesthood without mentioning 
his distinction as a professor of rhetoric, even though the context 
would call for it. Philostratus’ silence might suggest that N. got the 
professorship only when these lines had already been written?®, A 
terminus ante quem scems to be the reign of Philippus Arabs, because it 
is quite likely that the Presbeutikos was written by N. during his tenure 
of the chair. l 

(6) Hippodromus, whose life is extensively treated by Philostra- 
tus?®, appears to have held the Imperial chair of rhetoric at Athens 
from A.p. 209-213%°. The situation described is hardly that of a class- 
room?! but of a rhetorical contest at some festival, in which 
Hippodromus tried to outdo his rival. Sophists often referred to an- 
cient poets, especially Homer, as their literary models??, 

(7) Although Porphyry's description of the banquet given by 
Longinus (1091), the head of the Platonic school, might be fictitious, 
it nevertheless gives a good impression of the cultural climate in Ath- 
ens towards the middle of the 3rd century a.p. The situation fits the 
forties or the fifties equally well so that nothing can be gained from it 
for N.s chronology. Longinus has assembled the leading intellectuals 
ES who "en to various professions and philosophical 
E E cd tal about literary plagiarism in a peaceful atmos- 
E ES contribution to the discussion concerns Theopompus' 

Plagiarism of Xenophon®®. The subject of his speech is purely liter- 
{ u. 

26 b KG Ip. 145-146, 
b CLINTON (1974: 81). 
E SOHISSEL. (1927: 367) who thinks that N. was appointed near A.p. 230. E ILOSTR, Vit, soph. 2,27 with the detailed comment by Rorne (1988: 217-249) 3j 4AVONTINS (1975: 323-324); Rorue (1989: 25). i 1S seems to be implied by Scarıss 927: 36 ‘ho ass 5 1 

h t imphed by SCHISSEL (1927: 367), who assumes that N. Y E a pupil of Hippodromus. 
i en 

3 0. especially PERNoT I (1993: 646-653); HILLGRUBER (1994: 31-35). » : on 1091. Longinus T 6 for further comment. i 35 2. also Mırrar (1969: 16-17). 
n Forphyry's sources, cf. Eus. Pr 3,23 (= E ... Tpayry s sources, cf. Eus. Praep. ev. 10,3,23 (2 PonPnvn. F 409 Surru and 36 ES ut nn 46-47; 48-51). Perhaps it is taken from Pollio’s at, th € relationship between Xenophon’s and Thec s’ Gree stories € 

en er 1eopompus’ Greek Histories cf. 
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ary, and since the company is a mixed one, it cannot be used as 
evidence that N. had an inclination for Neo-Platonism?’. 

(8) Talking about his son Rufinus, Himerius, son-in-law of 
Nicagoras Il, gives two lists of his son’s ancestors. It is hard to tell 
which N. is referred to each time. (a) In his monody on Rufinus’ 
death (c. A.D. 358) Himerius lists his son's ancestors without any 
chronological order. He does not speak about virtues in general but 
about qualities of speech??. Since it was N. I rather than N. II who 
was distinguished as a ooótotüg, it seems likely that he is the one 
mentioned here??, Likewise, identifying Minucianus is problematic. 
Since it is uncertain whether Minucianus I belongs to N.s family at 
all, it seems advisable to identify the one mentioned with Minucianus 
IL, son of N. I, and not to postulate a relationship, which is otherwise 
unattested®". 

(b) In his speech on the occasion of Rufinus’ £Aev0époot (c. A.D. 
345) Himerius seems to list Rufinus’ immediate ancestors in chrono- 
logical order: Minucianus II, Nicagoras II, and himself *!. 

37 Cf. Scuisse (1927: 368). 
38 The infinitive dey&aodaı is epexegetic not only to dewvörtepov but also to the 

following adjectives. 
39 See SchisseL (1927: 364; 370); cf., however, CoLonnA (1951), in his app. of 

testimonies, and MILLAR (1969: 17), who believe that it is N. II like in T 8b. 
0 Heatu (1996: 68-69). 
^! ScuissEL (1927: 370). 

u 
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1077. Charon of Carthage 1077. Charon of Carthage 
(2nd-3rd cent. A.p.?) (2nd-3rd cent. A.p.?) 

T T 

1 Supa x 137 s.v. Xápov, Kapynóóvtoc, totopukóc. "Eypowe Tupávvouc, 6001 1 Charon of Carthage, historian. He wrote Tyrants in Europe and Asia, Lives of 

£v Th Evpory koi Aoia yeyovaot, Bioug evddEov avdpav Ev BiBAtotg 8’, Biove Famous Men in four books, Lives of Women also in four books. 

YUVALKOV OLWOLWS EV TECOUPOLV. 

F F 

TYPANNOI TYRANTS 

BIOI ENAOZON ANAPON LIVES OF FAMOUS MEN 

BIOI (ENAOEON?) PYNAIKQN LIVES OF (FAMOUS?) WOMEN 
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1077. Charon of Carthage 
(2nd-3rd cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

Charon cannot be dated with any certainty!. He seems to have lived 
either in Hellenistic times, before the destruction of Carthage?, or 
rather in the Imperial period, when the city was refounded as a 
Roman colony?. According to the Suda he wrote three biographical 
works. First, a collection of biographies of tyrants, as were also writ- 
ten by Phaenias and Baton of Sinope*. Secondly, four books of Lives 
of Famous Men’. This collection may have contained the lives of poli- 
ticians and military leaders, and perhaps of men of letters as well. Its 
title suggests that it was similar in kind to the collections made by 
Theseus (1078) and Megacles (1073)°. Thus, it belongs to the same 
tradition as Nepos’ Viri illustres’. Finally, four books of Lives of Famous 
Women?. Unfortunately there is no extant example of this genre. The 
closest parallel seems to be Plutarch's Mulierum virtutes. Several similar 
collections were compiled by Sopater in his Anthology®. As the match- 
ing number of books suggests, Ch. may have composed the work as a 

' Susemiat II (1892: 386 n. 219); JAcosy in his unpublished notes: “Zeit scheint 
mir unbestimmbar” ; von DER Miu (1976: 369); Gricer (1985: 39-40); SCHEPENS 
(1997: 157 n. 40). 

* Scuwartz (1899: 2180). 
3 Kannsrepr III (1913: 25 n. 1): “Die beiden Historiker Charon (...) und Prokles 

(...) haben mit dem punischen Karthago ebensowenig etwas zu tun. Ersterer handelte 
von Tyrannen in Europa und Asien, d. h. er hatte Interessen für griechische, sogar 
für ältere griechische Geschichte. Solche archaistischen Tendenzen in einem 
Karthager des 3. Jahrhunderts vorauszusetzen, ist schr gewagt. Dagegen passt der 
Titel des Buches durchaus in die archaistisch interessierte Literatur der Kaiserzeit. 
Charon war mit seinem griechischen Namen sicherlich ein Bürger des neuen 
kaiserlichen Karthago; da er erst bei Suidas erscheint, kann man mit ihm beliebig 
weit heruntergehen.” 

* Cf. Leo (1901: 117); Berve I (1967: 488). 
3 The title of the work seems to have been Biot €vddEov avépov, cf. STEIDLE ( 1963: 

142), rather than Biot, as Leo (1901: 117). ' 
6 The word &vöo&og refers to celebrities of all kinds, cf. SrEmrE (1963: 142) 

against Leo (1901: 132) who thinks that it included only men of letters. 
7 Although all of these authors seem to have written after Nepos, GEIGER'S as- 

sumption that Nepos was “the first writer of political biography” (1985: 66) 1s mis- 

conceived, cf. SCHINDEL (1993: 20). 
8 Cf. especially Gera (1997: 33-34). 
9 Poor. Bibl. 161; cf. the commentary on 1099. ARTEMON. 

-—— 
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counterpart to his biographies of famous men!". Since Ch.s oeuvre 

seems to have been mainly biographical, the attribution of further 

geographical works!!—given by the Suda to Ch. of Lampsacus— 

seems to be unfounded!2. 
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1078 (= 453). Theseus 
(2nd-3rd cent. A.D.?) 

T 

| 1 Supa 0 363 s». Onoevg, iotoptkóc. Biovg &vóó$ov £v BıßAloıg nevte, 
Kopıvdtok@v Ev BıßAtoıg tpıotv, Ev & SnAoi tijv xotáotact TOD ToO9utakoo 
dyóvoc. 

KOPINOIAKA A-F 

1 Cf. FGrHist 453 F 1 

BIOI ENAOEON A-E 

1A Antu. Gr. 14,77 (7 Scuor. Heropor. 1,65,3): 
5 XPNOLOS Ev toig Ono€ws Biorg AvadEepdpevoc: 

óABtoc obtoc dvi, óc vüv KATH AGLVOV OdSOV 

QoíBov 'AnóAAovoc xpnotiiptov eicavoaívet, 

NAudev eùvouinv õtńuevoç: aùtàp èyó tor 

5000, Tv ODK GAAN £nux8oviov nói £e. 

Untitled Fragments 

10 2 Sros. Flor. 3,7,68: €« tv Onoéac. Aakedarpoviot Kai "Apyeioi nept yoptov 

Ovp£ac év ueO00pio keui£vng uéxpt uév wvog GAoIg TOIg oTPATEDLASL 

xOp£tGocovto TMPOG GAANAOVSE. tÉAog «97 £8o&ev abtoig emAcEar nap 

EKATEPOV TPLAKOGLOUE, KAKEIVOV LAYEGOLEVOV tolc kpathoaotv tapépe 

? Kopw6iakóv codd. : -ká Müller : fori. -«öv scribendum ™ @vpéac Meineke : Qvporas 
codd. 1? 8 suppl. Meineke 

_ 
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1078 (= 453). Theseus 
(2nd-3rd cent. A.p.?) 

d 

1 Theseus, a historian. Lives of Famous Men in five books, History of Corinth in 

three books, in which he explains the institution of the Isthmian games. 

HISTORY OF CORINTH 

1 Cf. FGrHist 453 F 1 

LIVES OF FAMOUS MEN 1-5 

1A 

An oracle reported in the Lives of Theseus: 
Happy is the man, who now over the threshold of stone 
enters the sanctuary of Phoebus Apollo. 
He came to look for good laws. But I 
will give him such, as no other city on earth will have. 

Untitled Fragments 

2 From Theseus: The Spartans and the Argives fought against each other 
for some time with their entire armies about T hyrea, a strip of land on their 
Order, Finally, they decided to select three-hundred on each side. They 

Should fight, and the land should belong to the victorious party. After the 



15 
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16 xopiov. oonep yevouévov, O0puáóng Aokeónuióviog otpottótnc t0AA0Uc 

ONOKTEtVaG KOL Toà qtetpœuévos čkeito wetaedD Tv  dvnpnu£vov 

Aaxedaııoviov uövog nepıkeisdetg, Apyetov de 600 “AAKTvop Kai Xpoutoc: 

Ov àneA0óv:ov eig "Apyog Anayyeikaı tiv viknv, 'O0pudóng 1022.0 0G 

OKVAEDOOG TOV moAeuiov tpónatov čomoe, koi xpmnoáuevoc t THY 

tpavuátov oiuat £nÉypowev "Aokeóouióviot xov "Apyetov". kol to0to 

npá&ac àn£Oavev. 

3 Sros. Flor. 3,7,69: tod avdtod. Aotu00 katocyóvtoc tijv Aakeóotpuova Stà thv 

Avalpesıv TOV KTPVKOV TOV GnooTAAEVIMV Tapa ZépEov aitodvtos yy Kal 

Ldap Wonep dnapxac SovAEtag, XpNoLds E560 AnaAAayoeodaı adroVg, et yé 

tives Edoivto Aakedaovioy napa tod Pactkéws avarpeOfvat. tote BodAtc 

xai Xnépyig G$uóuevot mpg Pactkéa HEiovv avarpeGFvor. 6 S& Savidoac 

AVTOV Thy GpEetiy Exavievat rpoo£xa&ev. 

14 AaKedatpdviog otpatiadmnes gloss. esse suspicatur Hense : Aaxeda.movioy otpatnyog Barth ex Ps.- 

Plut. Parall. min. 3 A p. 306 B38 ‘Aaxtvap Kai Xpopiog Wesseling : 'AXküvopoc xat Xpopiov 

codd., genetivum servandum putat Bücheler *® ypnodpevog A : xpvo- M3 adtovde codd. : -o0 

mavult Wachsmuth ?* Bois Hense ex Herodot. 7,134,2 : BovAng codd. 9. Enépyic facoby, cf 
Plut. Praec. ger. reip. 19 p. 815 E : Enépyng codd. : XnepO0tng Hense ex Herodot. 

w- 
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battle, the Spartan soldier Othryades, having killed many people and re- 

ceived many wounds, lay among the dead Spartans as the only survivor. On 

the side of the Argives two, Alcenor and Chromius, had survived. When 

they had gone to Argos to report the victory, Othryades stripped many 
enemies of their armour and set up a trophy, and with the blood of his 

wounds he wrote on it “The Spartans over the Argives.” And having done 

this he died. 

3 From the same: When a plague had struck the Spartans, because they had 

killed the heralds sent by Xerxes, who was demanding water and earth as 

the first token of their submission, an oracle was given that they would be 

freed from it, when some Spartans would choose to die at the king’s hands. 
Then Bulis and Sperchis went to the king and demanded to be killed, but he, 
admiring their virtue, ordered them to go home. 
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1078 (= 453). Theseus 
(2nd—3rd cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

‘Theseus remains obscure!. Regarding his name, he probably came 
from Athens and lived in the period of the 2nd — 3rd century a.p. 
The first dated instance of his name belongs to the 2nd century. 
There are also several persons called T. in the following century in 
Athens?. Generally, classical names appear to have been in vogue in 
this period. Moreover, the preserved fragments of his work show 
many features which are typical of products of the Second Sophistic. 
Apart from three books of Aorinthiaka Th. wrote a collection of biog- 
raphies, which seems to have included a life of Lycurgus (F 1A). 
Although the exact outline of this work remains unknown, one might 
assume that ‘Th. was inspired to some extent by Plutarch. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1A) Until recently, the lemma of the Palatine Anthology was thought to 
refer to the Attic hero Theseus, although in this case the plural tov 
Biov would seem rather odd. Moreover, no such oracle is known in 
connection with him. It therefore seems best to regard the remarks in 
the anthology as a reference to the author Th. and his Lives’. The 
oracle was probably mentioned in the vita of Lycurgus, who heard it 
on his visit to Delphi. Herodotus gives some lines of a Delphic re- 
sponse to Lycurgus—actually Th.s version is quoted as a variant to it 
by a scholium—,, which is also preserved by Diodorus and Oenomaus 
in a slightly enlarged form*. Th.s version is a kind of pastiche of the 
latter and some other oracle quoted by Herodotus’. Thus, his work- 

' Cf. on him apart from Jacosy on FGrHist 453; STEPIE (1963: 142); GEIGER 

(1985: 40); ConcELLA (1996: 261-266). 
? Cf. FRAsER — Marruews II s.v. Onceóc; CorceLLa (1996: 265 n. 22). 

5 'The discovery is due to CorcELLA (1996: 261-266), who sums up the preceding 
discussion on p. 261-262. 

* Herovor. 1,65,3; Diop. 7,12,1; OzNomaus F 10 HAMMersrarpr (= Eus. Praep- 

ev. 5,28). There is also a paraphrase of it in prose in Prur. Lye. 5. . 
5 Cf. PankE — WoRnMzLL II (1956: 235 no. 607); ConcELLA (1996: 262-263) with 

further references. Its first line seems to be adapted from HERopor. 5,92: 6ABiog OVTOS, 
àviip óc &uóv õóuov &okaxopatver. Its last two lines correspond to the last two lines of 
Diodorus’ version (7,12,1): fjkewg 8° ebvoniav dılnuevog aùtàp £yoye | | 6660 civ 0UK 
ğan &£rix80vin nörıg E£eı. 

-— — 
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ing methods are such as one would expect of an author of the Second 
Sophistic. 

(2-3) Since Stobaeus mentions no title, it is difficult to tell what 
kind of work it is from which the two stories about Spartan virtue are 

derived. One should not exclude the possibility® that they are taken 
from Th.s biographies’. They may, for instance, have formed part of 
the biography of Lycurgus. Perhaps they were adduced as examples 
to illustrate the excellence of the Spartan constitution?. Similarly 

Plutarch in his Life of Lycurgus tells anecdotes about Agesilaus and 
others’. The story of Othryades, first told by Herodotus!®, is a stock 
example of the rhetorical school! !. There is a quite intriguing parallel 
with Ps.-Plutarch's Parallela Minora'*, where the story is attibuted to 
the Peloponnesiaka of the fictitious Chrysermus of Corinth. The ques- 

tion is how both accounts relate to one another. It seems to me that, 
in this instance, Stobaeus’ version is not derived from the Parallela, 
but possibly taken from Theseus himself or another collection!?. In 
this case, both Th. and the author of the Parallela would go back to 
the same rhetorical vulgata!*. But perhaps one might go even further 
and argue that Th. hides behind the fictitious Chrysermus of Corinth. 
At least, Th.s Korinthiaka seem to have inspired both the invention of 

6 Pace Jacosy on FGrHist 453, p. 303: “aber wer Biot £v6óSov, lotoptot oder 
Awmynosıs denn F 2/3 stammen wohl aus solchen, jedenfalls nicht aus den Biou 
niemand wird garantieren wollen dass die schriftenliste der Suda vollständig ist— und 
ein P über Korinth schreibt, gehört in römische, vielleicht erst in die Kaiser- 
ZEIT (...). 
: Thus MtrreR, FHG IV, p. 518; Leo (1901: 117). 
: ConczLLA (1996: 264 n. 19). 
D Cf. e.g. PLUT. Lye. 13; 19-20. 

Heropor. 1,82. 
494) Koxtmann (1874: 474-479); for epigrams see Gow ~ Pace II (1965: 220-221; 

H [Prur.] Parall. min. 3 A p. 306 A-B (= FGrHist 287 F 2) '"Apyeiov kai 
Biseimuovioy nep Ovpedtidog yapac TOMELOVVTOV, ot 'AuótktÜovec ékpivav noAeumoan 
08, Pep Sav TPLaKoai>ovg, KQl tÀv viknoóvtov eivot THY xópov. Aakeda1pdviot LEV ODV 
E PVasnv Enoinoav orparnyov, ‘Apyeiot sé Oépcavópov. noAeuo0vtov 8& 800 EK TOV 
: PYetov nepteAe(Q8noav "Aynvop Kat Xpoutos, otuvec eic thv xóAw TiyyeuAav civ. vin. 
E & Vrapxodang, O8pvaöng enıChoag Kat NULKAHOTOLG SÖPAOLV EREPELÖÖLEVOG TÜG 
b en pnóGov Goridug MEPLELAETO, Kal tpórarov otnous EK toU ióiov oíuatoc 
Ee Au TponotoOyo". Kol TOV Onuov otáciv £yóvtov ot ‘AnoiKTVOVES adTORTAL 

13 ne Aaxeóoiovtotc rpockpivovot, xa8ánep Xpooepuoc £v y ITeAonovvnotakóv. 
Ch f£, however, Jacosy on FGrHist 287 F 2, p. 385, who thinks that Th. and 
ES were quoted side by side in the original version of the Parallela. Never- 

Es he concedes that "die Tatsache, dass bei Stob. 69 mit TOD avtOD eine zweite 
EB geschichte folgt, einen ganz leisen zweifel erweckt, ob $ 68 das 
E nliche Verhältnis Par - Stob obwaltet.” 

Corczıra (1996: 263). 
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Chrysermus’ native city Corinth!® and the title Peloponnesiaka. The 
story of Bulis’ and Sperthias’ embassy to the Persian court also goes 
back to Herodotus!?, and also belongs to the favourite rhetorical 
examples!’. Th.s version is historically inaccurate, since the Spartans 
did not kill the ambassadors of Xerxes, but those of Darius. Th. gives 
Sperchis instead of Sperthias as the name of the second Spartan 
ambassador. The carelessness in matters of historical detail would 
seem typical of an historian of the Second Sophistic. 

15 Cf. Jacosy on FGrHist 287 F 2, p. 385. 
16 HERODOT. 7,134-7. 

Cf. CoRcELLA (1996: 264 n. 16) for a collection of parallels. 

bh ae 
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1079. Timotheus of Athens 

(2nd-3rd cent. A.D.?) 

TEPI BIQN 

1 (FHG IV, p. 523) Dioc. LArRT. 3,4-5: sioù © oi koi nahoioai Qaotv otov 

(sc. MAdtova) To®uot, kadd Koi Aukatapxog (F 40 WEHRLI I) év npóto Nepi 

Btov, koi ypadırng ErmueAndnvor xol ronnara ypcyol, nxpótov uiv 

dOvpapBovg, Enerta Kai EAN koi tporye8toc. toxvóoovóc te, óaoíiv, Tiv, dc 

xoi Tuió0góc Qno ó 'A8nvoiioc £v tô TTept piov. 

2 Dioc. Larrr. 4,4: TAobtapxog 8€ ono. év tO Avoóvópov Dto xot X0AAa 

o8elpoiv ExCéoor avtdv (sc. Lmevoutnov [T 1 TarAn]). ñv 6& xoi xó oóua 

ótükexuuévoc, óc $noi Tuió0g0c Ev tH Tlepi Piwv. odtOG, paci, npòç tòv 

EPOvta TAOVGLOV ALdphov eon, “Ti SE cor Sei tovtov; Ey@ yap cor éka 

TOAGVTOV EVLOPOOTEPAY EVPTOW.” 

3 Dioc. Larrr. 5,1: odtog (sc. “AptototéAns) yvnoıwrarog tov TAdt@vog 

paOntóv, TPAVADS THY bwVIV, Hs Ono Tuió0£0c 6 'A0nvoioc £v TH Mepi Piwv' 

AAO Kat ioyvookeàńc, $ooiv, fjv koi pikpóuuarog Lohnt cv émuonuo 

Xpóuevog xoi 8aktuALotg kal KoupQ. čoye 8& xoi vióv Nikóuayov 86 

"EPMVAALS0G TIS TAAAAKTS, Ws dNot Tipatos. 

4 (SVF I T 1) Droc. Laerr. 7,1: Ziyvov Mvacéov 7 Anuéov, Kitieds a0 

Kvzpov, noAtouaTog EAAnviKod Potvikag ENOLKOVG EOXNKÖTOC. TÖV TPAXNAOV 

Ent OGtEpa vevevKws Ty, W¢ Ono TIUdBE¢ O "AOnvoiog Ev xà Iepl Btov. 

3 éxweandjvar BP: éxepednon F Il ypayou BP: éypaye F 8 baci Wilamowitz : onot codd. 

15 Tiuonog Müller, FHG I, p. 211 : Tuió080c codd. 1% Mvao&ov BF: -catov P || Anuéov B: 

-uotou PF 

€-€- 
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1079. Timotheus of Athens 

(2nd—3rd cent. A.p.?) 

ON LIVES 

1 Others also say that he (sc. Plato) wrestled at the Isthmian games, as does 

Dicaearchus in the first book On Lives, and that he painted and wrote poetry, 

first dithyrambs, afterwards also lyric poems and tragedies. And they say that 
he had a weak voice, as is also confirmed by Timotheus of Athens in his 
book On Lives. 

2 Plutarch says in his Life of Lysander and Sulla that he (sc. Speusippus) suffered 
from phteiriasis. His body was also wasted, as Timotheus says in his book On 
Lwes. He is reported to have said to a rich man who loved an ugly woman: 
“What is the need of it? I can find you a better one for ten talents.” 

3 He (sc. Aristotle) was Plato’s most genuine pupil. He spoke with a lisp, as 
Timotheus of Athens says in his book On Lives. Furthermore, he had thin 
legs, they say, small eyes, wore an elegant dress, rings and had his hair cut. 
He also had a son by his concubine Herpyllis who was called Nicomachus, 
as Timaeus tells us. 

4 Zeno, son of Mnaseas or Demeas, from Citium on Cyprus, a Greek city 
with Phoenician colonists. He had a twisted neck, as is told by Timotheus of 
Athens in his book On Lives. 
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1079. Timotheus of Athens 
(2nd-3rd cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

Timotheus of Athens cannot be dated with certainty!. It seems to me 
that he is best placed in the Imperial period?. The quotations 
Diogenes gives from his work are all quite short. They are contained 
within a different and larger context, to which they are only slightly 
related, and sometimes seriously interrupt the chain of thought. The 
patchwork thus seems to belong to a recent stage of compilation. The 
material taken from T. was apparently added as new information to 
an older vulgata. Hence T. appears to be a late author. In his work T. 
spoke about the lives of philosophers, pointing out their physical 
weaknesses?. It was probably a collection of biographies, IHepi fiov 
being only a short title. However, one should not exclude the possibil- 
ity that it was an ethical treatise, in which different modes of life were 
contrasted. The bodily deficiency of the philosophers was perhaps 
opposed to their superiority of mind. It is difficult to tell whether T. 
should be identified with T. of Pergamum (1117), who is said to have 
written on the virtue of philosophers. If his work had a moral pur- 
pose, it is in fact possible that he is the same person. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) That Plato had a weak voice is not attested anywhere else. The 
information is inserted into an account of the artistic and literary 

ambitions Plato pursued in his youth, before he turned to philoso- 
phy*. Perhaps it was originally made up to provide a physical reason 

why Plato stopped being a poet or tragic actor. 
(2) The whole section is a kind of patchwork. It starts with an 

imprecise reference to the catalogue of those who died from 

phtheiriasis which Plutarch gives in the Life of Sulla’. Plutarch, however, 

! JacoBv in his Nachlaß p. 978: “citiert nur bei Diog. Laert. u. nur dahin zu 

bestimmen, dass er frühestens in die erste hälfte des 3. jhdts. v. Chr. gehört.” 
? The classicizing name occurs frequently in Athens in the 2nd century A.D.» 

FRAsER — MarrHEws Il s.v. Tuió0&0c. 
3 Cf. also 1062. Soranus F 2,12 for an example. SR 
* Cf. Menscuine (1964: 382); for similar anecdotes Swirr Ricrnos (1976: 43-51) 

? Prur. Sulla 36. 

cf. 

OW 
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does not include Speusippus. Next, T. is quoted for the information 

that Speusippus was 10 oa StaKexvpévog. The expression is difficult. 

After the preceding words one would expect it to describe a physical 
deficiency”, but, reading on, a moral sense seems to be required’. If 
the transmitted text was correct (not), the latter solution would be 
preferable, because in this case the following anecdote would also be 
derived from T.®, the expression 16 o@pa dtakexvu&vog serving as its 
introduction. However, the transmission seems to suffer from corrup- 
tion’. In all other instances T. is quoted for just one physical trait. 
Usually the reference to him is limited to one sentence, which is 
inserted into a larger context. In F 1 and F 3 further information is 
added with $ooív, and this is what should also be read in this place!?. 
Perhaps T. only mentioned Speusippus' bodily deformity, and his 
statement was afterwards combined with similar though slightly dif- 
ferent data by some other author, maybe Diogenes himself. Hence 
the present difficulty involved in determining the exact sense. 

(3) T. is explicitly quoted only for the information that Aristotle 
spoke with a lisp!!. The reference belongs to a section on Aristotle’s 
outward appearance, which is inserted into an account of Aristotle’s 
family!?. The origin and transmission of these data remain unclear'?. 
The information on Aristotle's son Nicomachus does not seem to be 
derived from T.!*, but from Timacus!°. This is shown by a parallel 
from Timaeus himself!®, as it is by the texture of the whole section in 
Diogenes". As often, it remains uncertain whether the transmitted 

° Cf. Witamowrrz (1881: 107 n. 9): “aufgedunsenen Leib (wenn das tò oôpa 
dtoxexvpévoc IV 4 bedeutet ...)”; TARAN (1981: 187) accepting Hick’s translation “his 
ody wasted away” which, however, disregards the perfect. 
; Leo (1901: 58); for a parallel cf. Dioc. Larrr. 4,16. 
A Thus e.g. MENscHING (1964: 383); TarAN (1981: 187). 
Miter, FHG IV, p. 593 who does not include the anecdote; WILAMOWITZ 

(1881: 107 n. 9). 
10 "Thus WiLAMOwrTZ (1881: 107 n. 9); c£, however, MENscnuiNG (1964: 383 n. 3). 

T E Aristotle's tpavatopdg see PLur. De aud. poet. 8 p. 26 B; De adul. et amico 9 p. 
E. Vita Hesychii | p. 82 DÜnixc. Dénixc (1957: 57; 349) quite plausibly suggests 

at the motif was transferred to Aristotle from his namesake Aristotle Battus of 
Eu (cf. Herovor. 4,155) 

fro On Diogenes’ introduction of some new information with ovtos, often taken 
p a new source, cf. Leo (1901: 140). 

Düring (1957: 57) thinks that T. might have been quoted by Hermippus. See, 
Beever, Gicon (1958: 151); Hermippus F 44 WeHRtLi. 

f., however, WiLAMOWITZ (1881: 107 n. 9), who attibutes to T. the whole 
t of Aristotle including the information on his son. 

iE he fragment should be added to Jacoby FGrHist 566. 
i Cf. FGrHist 566 F 157. 

MÜLLER, FHG I, p. 211; Menscuine (1964: 383-384). 

Portraj 
15 
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text is corrupt or whether the wrong name has to be regarded as 

Diogenes’ mistake!®. 
(4) That Zenon had a twisted neck is not mentioned elsewhere. 

'8 For the sake of clarity I have adopted the correction of Miter, FHG I, p. 211, 
which is not even mentioned in Long’s edition. 
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1080 (= 641). Soterichus of Oasis 
(2nd half 3rd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 (153 F 14 a) Supa o 877 s.v. Zotripuxoc, 'Oacitnc, £xonotóc, Yeyovàzc eni 

AvokAntiavod. 'Eykóputov Eis ArorAntıavöov, Baooapıka tor Arovvorakà 

Bıßrio ô’, Tà katà IlávOeiav viv BauXoviov, Tà xotà "Apıdövnv, Biov 

'AnoAAoviou 100 Tuoavéoc, ITó80va 1| AXe&oavópiakóv: Éou 6& iotopia 

'"AXeGávópov to Maxeðóvoç, öte Ońßas napéñaße: kal ğa. 

2 (153 F 14 b) Stern. Byz. s.v. "Yacic, nóAig Aiónc. A£yexat xoi "Oactc kot 

6 noAimmg 'Oasitng, 6 noinemg Xocipuroc ó xoi TÀ TATPLA YeYpadas avtOd. 6 

noAitns Yooitns. 

3 (a) Tzerz. Scoot. Lycopure. Alex. 486: 10 58 nAdto¢ Thc istoptac “Onnpdc 

gnov Kat Lomprxoc év toig Kadvdoviakoig A€yer. (b) Tzgrz. Chil. 7,73-74: 

LOTNPLXOSG kalt “Ounpoç Kat GAAor SE poptot | | xept toO x&rpou u£uvnvrot 

tovde TOD KaAvdavoc. 

BIOZX AIIOAAONIOY TOY TYANEOX 

ETKQMION EIZ AIOKAHTIANON 

5 napéAofe codd. : xax- Daub 

u 
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1080 (= 641). Soterichus of Oasis 
(2nd half 3rd cent. A.D.) 

1 Soterichus of Oasis, an epic poet, who flourished under Diocletian. An 

Encomium on Diocletian, four books Bassarika or Dionysiaka, The Story of the 

Babylonian Panthea, The Story of Ariadne, The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, Python or 

Alexandriakos—it is the history of Alexander of Macedon, when he took 

Thebes—, and other works. 

2 Hyasis, a Libyan city. It is also called Oasis and its citizen Oasites, as is the 

poet Soterichus, who also wrote its history. The citizen is called Hyasites. 

3 (a) The story is told in detail by Homer. And Soterichus speaks about it in 
his Calydoniaka. (b) Soterichus, Homer, and numerous others speak about 

this Calydonian boar. 

LIFE OF APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 

ENCOMIUM ON DIOCLETIAN 
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1080 (= 641). Soterichus of Oasis 
(2nd half 3rd cent. a.D.) 

Introduction 

Soterichus of Oasis, characterized as an epic poet by the Suda, lived 
in the late 3rd century a.D. His date depends on his Encomium on 
Diocletian, which was probably a piece of court poetry, inspired by the 
emperor. Diocletian was in Egypt in A.p. 297/298 in order to crush 
an Egyptian revolt!, and this visit might have been a suitable occasion 
for a local poct to compose an encomium on him, which was perhaps 
presented in a poetry contest?. Of greatest interest for the genre of 
biography is S.s Life of Apollonius. If the Suda is correct in describing S. 
as a poet, this piece must have been an epic poem, too?. S. probably 
drew the material for it from one of the existing prose biographies of 
Apollonius, perhaps even from Philostratus. Its subject, together with 
the Encomium on Diocletian, marks S. most clearly as a pagan author". 
The life of the pagan “saint” Apollonius formed part of the anti- 
Christian polemic at that time?. It was put to such a use by Hierocles 
in his Aöyog diAoANOng, whom Eusebius attacks in his Contra Hieroclen®. 
Apart from S.s work on Apollonius, the Suda gives the titles of several 
other poems written by him on mythological and historical subjects’: 
a poem on Ariadne, Dionysiaka or Bassarika—most interesting for the 
history of the genre, insofar as they precede Nonnus’ great poem" 
a piece about Panthea, probably based on a famous episode of 
Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, and finally a poem called Python or Alexandria- 
kos®, in which, according to the Suda, S. described Alexander’s sack- 
ing of Thebes, and which possibly included some flattering compari- 
son between Alexander and Diocletian. However, the Suda’s list of 

l! Cf. on the political events and the chronology Kors (1995: 21-31). 
2? For a short survey of these contests cf. Dörr (1996: 102-103). 
* Gf. Scuwrp II 2 (1924: 673). 
* See also CAMERON (1965: 475). 
5 On the political climate and the literature in general Porphyry’s Adversus 

Christianos belongs to the same period —cf. e.g. BARNEs (1981: 21-22). 
6 Scumip I 2 (1924: 776); HonsrALL (1995: 170-171). 
7 Pap. ARGENT. 480 (XXII HxrrscH) contains an epic poem about Diocletian. It 

has been attributed to S. on unconvincing grounds, cf. KEYDELL (1936: 465-467). 
8 Cf. Scumo I 2 (1924: 672); HAMMERSTAEDT (1997: 310-311). 
9 The title, if the transmitted 1j is correct, is difficult to explain. Python seems t9 

be the famous dragon rather than a person, but it is hard to see how he relates to 
Alexander's sack of Thebes. 

ww 
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works is far from complete. We learn from other sources that S. also 
composed a piece on the Calydonian boar (T 3) and the Tlatpıa of his 

native city Oasis (T 2)!°, All in all, S. appears as a typical exponent of 
pagan poetry in Late Antiquity. The subjects of his poems show how 

blurred the boundary between prose and poetry had become in these 

times. 
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1081. Agreophon 1081. Agreophon 
(3rd cent. A.D.?) (3rd cent. A.p.?) 

T T 

| 1 SupA a 3421 sv. 'AnoAAdviog Évepog Tuaveoc, $UAÓcoQoG veOepoc, 1 Apollonius of Tyana II, a younger philosopher who lived at the times of 

yeyovac éri 'A6ptavo tod Paciréac, a> Aypeodav év tH epi Ouwviuav. the Emperor Hadrian, as is told by Agreophon in his book On Namesakes. 

IIEPI OMONYMON ON NAMESAKES 

2 “Aypeoda@v Bechtel (1894: 45) : ’Aypéobwv codd. 
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1081. Agreophon 

(3rd cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

The form of the name “Agreophon” has been rightly restored from 
the manuscripts’ “Agresphon”, which has no parallel!. The name is 
quite rare, though it is attested in Asia Minor and Egypt”. A. can be 
dated roughly to Late Antiquity. He wrote a book On Namesakes in 
which he listed different persons of the same name. It must have been 
quite similar in kind to the work of Demetrius Magnes (Ist cent. B.c.), 
which bears the same name. In fact, it seems rather likely that it was 
partly based on it. A.s statement that there existed a second philoso- 
pher called Apollonius of Tyana is completely without foundation. It 
probably originated because the chronology of Apollonius' life had 
become so uncertain by A.s times that one could think of Apollonius 
(1064) as two different people?. It suggests that A. lived at least in the 
late 3rd, if not the 4th cent. A.D. 

' Becuter (1894: 45); for other less plausible emendations see Wenrzei. (1893: 
891). 

> Roper (1937: 486); Jacossruan - Jones (1940: 27); Preisicke (1922: 7) s.v. 
"Aypeod@v. 

5 MirLER (1895: 148); c£, however, Meyer II (1924: 190 n. 1). 

- 
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—, Praxagoras of Athens —. Praxagoras of Athens 

(Ist half 4th cent. A.D.) (Ist half 4th cent. A.D.) 

H KATA TON MEIAN KQNETANTINON IZTOPIA A-B HISTORY OF CONSTANTINE THE GREAT 1-2 

Cf. FGrHist 219. Cf. FGrHist 219. 

—. Bemarchius of Caesarea —. Bemarchius of Caesarea 

(Ist half 4th cent. A.D.) (1st half 4th cent. A.D.) 

KONXTANTINOY IIPAZEIX A-I HISTORY OF CONSTANTINE 1-10 

Cf. FGrHist 220. Cf. FGrHist 220. 

—. Eustochius of Cappadocia —. Eustochius of Cappadocia 

(4th cent. A.D.) (4th cent. A.D.) 

TA KATA KONXTANTA TON BAXIAEA HISTORY OF THE EMPEROR CONSTANS 

Cf. FGrHist 738. Cf. FGrHist 738. 

—. Oribasius of Pergamum —. Oribasius of Pergamum 

(4th cent. A.D.) (4th cent. A.D.) 

IOYAIANOY IIPAZEIZ? HISTORY OF JULIAN? 

Cf. FGrHist 221. Cf. FGrHist 991. 
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1082. Aelius Serenus 

(2nd half 4th cent. A.D.?) 

TX 

1 SupA o 249 s» Xepfvog oO koi 'A0nvoiog, ó AiAtog xpmuoticac 

ypaunarıröc. Entrounv cf Püovoc (1060 'T 4) npayuaretiag Tlepı nöreov 

Kai tiveg &6’ £káotg EvdoEor Piprta y’, Enitouhv tõôv Pročévov (p. 11 

THEoDoRIDIS) eig "Ounpov a’. 

2 Poor. Bibl. 279 p. 536 a 8: €v bE 1H AVIA ve Oye (sc. @oTEp a1 Tod EAAadtov C1 

XPNOTOMAVELAL) t ot nxepieiyeto uétpo (sc. v6 iauBuko) koi Epuetov 

"EpuovnoAttov (638 T 1) narpıa ve trjg EputounóAecg kot £vepá vvo, kat uiv 

KAL TEPNVOV YPaunatıKod Ev SLAGHPOLG LETPOIS SpGuaAta Siddopa. 

EIITTOMH THX ®@IAQNOZ IIPATMATEIAZ TIEPI TIOAERN KAI 

TINEX Ed? EKAXTHX ENAOEOI A- F 

1-2 Cf. 1060. Pumo F 17-18. 

1 OKal ... ypnuatioaç A : ó Atoc, ó Kai “AOnvaiog Fudoc. : ó kot AUG xpnuattoac, AOnvotoc 

Bernhardy 9 & codd. : à&^ Bernhardy 

€ 
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1082. Aelius Serenus 

(2nd half 4th cent. A.p.?) 

1 Aelius Serenus, who is also called Athenaeus, antiquarian. An Epitome of 

Philo’s Treatise On Cities and Their Famous Citizens in three books, an Epitome of 

Philoxenus’ Work on Homer in one book. 

2 In the same volume (sc. as Helladius’ Chrestomatheiai) are included, written 

in the same metre (sc. in the iambic trimeter), the Local History of Hermupolis 

and other works of Hermias of Hermupolis, and also several dramatic poems 

of the antiquarian Serenus, which are composed in various metres (...). 

= 

EPITOME OF PHILO’S TREATISE ABOUT CITIES AND 

‘THEIR FAMOUS CITIZENS 1-3 

1-2 Cf. 1060. Puro F 17-18 
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1082. Aelius Serenus 
(2nd half 4th cent. A.p.?) 

Introduction 

The antiquarian Aelius Serenus lived at the earliest in the 2nd cen- 
tury A.D.! A certain terminus post quem is provided by Philo (1060), 
whose books he epitomized, a terminus ante quem by Orus, who seems 
to have used S.s epitomes?. If he is identical with the antiquarian and 
poet S. mentioned by Photius (T 2)%, he most probably belongs to the 
2nd half of the 4th century*. Apart from his epitome of Philo, S. 
epitomized Philoxenus’ work on Homeric glosses?. There are also 
several pieces of the Apomnemoneumala of a. certain S. in Stobaeus?. He 
is listed among the philosophers by Photius in his description of 
Stobaeus’ work’, but this may simply be inferred from the philosophi- 
cal content of S.s Apomnemoneumata. It is hard to tell whether this S. is 
the antiquarian or some other unknown author?. As a compilation, 
the philosophical anthology is similar to the other epitomes. The 
possibility that it belongs to the antiquarian S. should therefore not be 
excluded either. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) The article of the Suda raises some problems. As the text stands, 
'A0rjvatoc seems to denote another name for S. rather than his birth- 

place Athens, as is generally assumed?. There might, however, be 
some corruption. If S. is thought to be from Athens, an identification 
with the poet mentioned by Photius (T 2) becomes difficult, because 
the poet seems to have lived in Egypt. 

! Gf. Tugoponipis (1976: 11), who dates him to this century. 
2 Cf. Rerrzensrein (1897: 326); on the date of Orus see ALPERS (1981: 88-91). 
3 Cf. von Rowpen (1893: 532); CLAssen (1975: 1571) remains sceptical. 
+ See on T 2 and Kasrer (1988: 354-355), who rejects the identification. 
5 Cf. TuEoponipis (1976: 11). à 

4,221,134; 4,24a,11. 
7 Cf. Poor. Bibl. 167 p. 114 b 18. 
8 The latter solution was adopted by von RoHDEN (1893: 532); von ARNIM ( 1923: 

1674-1675). 
9 Cf. e.g. Scumrp IT 2 (1924: 686). 

ee 

Sros. Flor. 2,1,22; 2,2,17; 2,31,114; 2,31,116; 3,5,36-39; 3,6,17-20?; 3,7,60-61?: 
3,7,62; 3,11,23; 3,13,48-49; 3,13,58; 3,29,96; 3,39,27-30; 4,2,26; 4,6,20; 4,19,48; 
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(2) S. is mentioned together with several poets and antiquarians 
(Helladius, Hermias of Hermupolis, Horapollon, Phoebammon of 
Kovóv nóAic, and Cyrus of Antaeopolis), whose works Photius found 

in the same volume!®. All are from Egypt, and most of them can be 
securely dated to the 2nd half of the 4th century. Since the volume 

seems to have contained authors of the same period and region, it is 
very likely that S. lived in the same epoch and also came from 
Egypt!!. Furthermore, Photius tells us that S. wrote dpépata. These 
were probably poetic pieces in the form of dialogues!?. 
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1083. Marinus 
(2nd half 5th cent. A.D.) 

1 Supa u 198 s». Mopivoc, NeonxoAitne, $Uó0090c koi prop, uantic 

IIpókAov toO $iAooó$ou koi ói$80yoc. Éypowe Dtov IIpókAou t00 ato0 

SLSAOKGAODV Kol katoAoyáónv kot £rikóg KL GAAG TLVG oLAOGbo@V CHTHLATC. 

2 Poor. Bibl. 242 p. 345 b 18 (= Dam. Vita Isid. p. 196-197 ZiNTZEN): bt 6 

810,50X0G IIpóxAov, onotv (sc. AapdoKtoc), 6 Mapivoc, yévog Hv and tH Ev 

IIoAatosivn Néag nóAeoc, npóc OPEL KATMKLOLEVNS o ApyoptGo xoAounévo. 

eita DAoaocónuóv ó OSucoepüg ono 6 cvyypadetc, év @ Atdc yiotov 

GYLOtTATOV LEpdv, à xaOiépoxo "Afponoc ó tàv náAa 'EBpotov npóyovoc, óc 

atts £Aeyev ó Mapivoc. Xopapettng oov 10 dm dpyfc ó Mapivog yeyovoc 

ONETAEATO HEV TOG Thy £«etvov 6650v, Gxe eig katvoxoutav àmó cric ABpáuov 

Opnokeiag Anoppveioav, ta dE 'EAANvov nyannoev. (142) óuoc óUonoviq te 

Kal àtpútoig mÓvoig £ykeiuevog EÜGVEOTEP@V NEN noriv Kat TOV 

TPEOPUTEPOV KATEXWGE 5OEUG TA EAVTOD OvOLaTL O Mapivoc. (143) ook eta 6€ 

adrov Epwrav 6 IoLöwpog GobEvEiG OWUATOG EvoxXAoVuevov, EvAGBEta TOD 

oxAwöovg,. (144) ATV O Mapivos €& Ov te SEréyeto Kai && Ov €ypayev— oAtya 

dE tadtá &oxt — ófjAog "lv o PabEiav atAGKA TOV voNUGTOV KapmOvUEVOG, EF 

Ov TA GOOG PAGOTAVEL 0eóuoxa tfj; vv SvtOV dVGEM. 

3 (a) Puor. Bibl. 242 p. 338 a 19 (= Daw. Vita Isid. p. 66 ZivrzEN): Mapivoc 

dé 0 TIpdKAov Sidd0xo0c, 6 Kai TorSmpov peta Kai GAA@v tov “AptototéAOUs 

Aóyov SiSdoKaAroc, Onóuvnua noúotyov siç PiAnßov ovvtdEag tov 

TAdt@voc, odtog 1 loiópo évrtuyeiv t& v UOnouvüuoan xeAeoet Kal 

£mikpivat, ei &£oiotiéov. ó è ÓOvayvoUg ot0£v Onekpoyoto tV AUTW 

SOKOOVIWV, Ob LEVTOL OVSE GLOVSOV GOAKE OVIV, toooðtov è LOvOV EON, 

ikavà eivai tà Tod SiSacKdAov. ó 6€ Mapivog ouveic rupi ói£óOeipe TO 

BiBAtov. (b) Supa p 199 s.v. Mapivog (~ 3 a). ióm 8& xoi npótepov bv 

ENLGTOATS EKOLV@GATO TPG AVTOV THV EavTOD SdEav tav eic Ilopuevtónv 

12 «y fort. delendum 35 Hn ... Mapivov &conévov, çf: Dam. Vita Isid. F 245 Zintzen 

26 36&av codd. : 86&av nepı Küster 

_ 
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1083. Marinus 
(2nd half 5th century A.D.) 

1 Marinus of Neapolis, a philosopher and orator, pupil and successor of 

Proclus. He wrote a Life of Proclus, his teacher, both in prose and verse, and 

some other philosophical treatises. 

2 He (sc. Damascius) says that the family of Marinus, Proclus’ successor, 

came from Neapolis in Palestine, founded near the mountain called 

Argarizus. The impious author then blasphemously adds that there is on this 

mountain a very holy temple of the highest Jupiter, whose priest was 

Abraham, the ancestor of the Jews of old, as Marinus himself said. Although 

Marinus was a Samaritan by origin, he renounced their faith, because they 

had abandoned the religion of Abraham for strange new beliefs, and became 
a pagan. (142) Nevertheless, through his industry and his persistent studies 

Marinus eclipsed by his name the glory of many who were of better birth 
and more dignified. (143) Isidorus forbade him to be questioned, because he 

suffered from infirmitude, fearing that he should be disturbed. (144) But 

from what he said and wrote—which is not much—it appeared that he did 
not harvest from a deep furrow of thoughts, out of which wise insights into 

the nature of things spring up. 

3 (a) When Marinus, the successor of Proclus, who instructed Isidorus 

amongst others in Aristotle’s philosophy, had written a long commentary on 
Plato’s Philebus, he asked Isidorus to read it and to give his opinion as to 

Whether it should be published. When Isidorus had read it, he did not hide 

his opinion. However, he did not use any impolite words, but only said that 

their teacher's commentary on the dialogue would be sufficient. Marinus 

understood, and burnt the book. (b) On an earlier occasion, Marinus had 

already communicated to him his opinion on the hypotheseis and the narrative 
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vnobéoEav te Kal EEnyyioewv’ 1H te Emiyelphwata ovvtdéac Emenwywev, oic 

EretoOn LW} Elvat TOV SidAOyoV TEplt GE@v 6 Mapivos, GAAG nepi siôðv. èp’ ô 

Kal ÜROHVNUATO. KATEBAAETO TOVTOV EENYODUEVA TOV TPOTOV TAG Tlapuevidov 

ÖSLareKtıKüg Vnod&oeıc. ó 5E xoi npóg alımv Avrıypadeı NV EnlotoAnv, 

hupiang Öoaıg Anodelgecı katoßaröuevog aANdEoTÜTMVv civar tùv Berotépav 

£&nynow tov Sraddyov, VOTE EL un E6ON TO PLßAlov EKÖESOUEVOV, Taxa àv xoi 

TOVTO sLEGHEIPEV. LoMs SE ALTOV SLEKMAVOE KAL TN ÖWıg TOD Evunviov, StI 

0£ócaoc0at note ÉAeyev ó TIpóxAoc, oc orouvnuócov eic Hopuevtónv otoo 

Mopíivov £copévov. 

BIOZ IIPOKAOY 

in 

1083 MARINUS T 1-3 o71 

of the Parmenides by a letter. Marinus had sent him his collected arguments, 

which had led him to the conclusion that the dialogue was not about the 

gods but the ideas. Upon this view he had also composed a commentary, 

which explained the dialectical Aypotheseis of the. Parmenides in. this manner. 

But Isidorus answered to this letter, putting forward innumerable arguments 

that the theological interpretation of the dialogue was the closest to the truth 

so that he would possibly have burnt this book as well, if it had not already 

been published. But perhaps he was also prevented by a dream, which 

Proclus said he had once had, that Marinus himself would write a commen- 

tary on the Parmenides. 

F 

LIFE OF PROCLUS 
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1083. Marinus 
(2nd half 5th century a.p.) 

Introduction 

The Neo-Platonic philosopher Marinus! was born about A.D. 440 in 
Neapolis in Palestine. Originally of Samaritan faith, he abandoned 
his beliefs at some stage and became a pagan. He seems to have 
moved to Athens in about 460, where he entered the Academy and 
became the disciple of Proclus. Being one of the Academy's teachers, 
he succeeded Proclus as head of the institution in 485. His succession 
can hardly be called smooth. Because of his Peripatetic inclinations, 
M. had to face the opposition of a rival group, who favoured the 
more orthodox Platonist Isidorus. Nevertheless, M. held the chair for 
some years, before conceding it to Isidorus for reasons of infirmity. 
The exact time of M.s death remains uncertain. Since our knowledge 
about him depends on Isidorus! friend Damascius?, M.s image suffers 
from a bad press. In Damascius’ eyes the “Peripatetic” M. was a 
shallow thinker?. Apart from several commentaries on Plato, Aristotle 
and Euclid*, M. wrote a Life of Proclus both in prose and verse after his 
teacher had died?. Similarly Porphyry had composed a Life of Plotin, 
and afterwards Damascius composed a Life of Isidorus. Whereas the 
prose version—a sort of encomiastic speech or hymn-—is still extant, 
no trace survives of the poem. Its content and arrangement were 
probably quite similar to the biography in prose, in which the differ- 
ent stages of virtue are made to correspond to the different phases of 
Proclus’ life. It might have inspired Christodorus’ biographical poem 
On Proclus’ Disciples (1084). 

' On Marinus’ life in general see Scuisset (1930: 1759-1761); Sampursky (1985: 
14-20); MasurLo (1985: 15-20). I have only given the most important testimonies. 
For further references cf. the following notes. . 

2 Cf. Sampursky (1985: 14); apart from T 2-3 see Dam. Vita Isid. F 241-248; 256; 
261; 266; 268; 277; 361 ZiNTZEN. 

5 Cf. 'T 2; Scrisser (1930: 1760); Damascius' verdict was adopted by Scu H 2 
(1924: 1062): “mittelmäßiger Kopf”. | 

+ On M.s commentaries on Plato’s Philebus and Parmenides cf. T 2-3; SCHISSEL 
(1930: 1766); DónnrE III (1993: 196-198); on his commentaries on Aristotle's Analytica 
priora and De anima cf. Scursset (1930: 1764); Dorrie HII (1993: 263; 345); on his 
commentary to Euclid's Data, of which the introduction (cf. Euclidis opera VI, p- 

234-257) 1s still extant, cf. SchtsseL (1930: 1761-1764); DörrıE III (1993: 278). 
? Cf. Scuisskr (1930: 1764-1766); SamBursky (1985: 19); Dörr II (1993: 348); 

HAMMERSTAEDT (1997: 308). 
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1084. (= 283). Christodorus of Coptus 
(5th-6th cent. A.D.) 

1 Supa x 525 s.v. XptoxóGopoc, ITavtokov, And Kontod norews thc Atyvrtov, 

ETOTOLOS. tikuaGev Ext TOV 'Avaoxaotov BacuAéoc xpóvov. £ypoyev Tooupucà 

£v BiBAtoicg €& £yev 6&£ tv Toavpiag GAwoww thv Uno ‘Avactactov tod 

Baoık&wg yevonevnv' Tlarpıa Kovoravrvovnöieogenıkog Bußaia ıß’, TItpio 

Oecoahovikng Enikds BıßAta xe’, Tlarpıa Naxing got è nóç nepi 

"HA1ovnoAwv, £v fj xà kaAoópeva " Apaka: Hózpua MUdfitov tfjg Tovíac, Iátpua 

TpoArewv, Tlarpıa ‘Agpodioidéoc, “Exdpaciv tov èv tÔ Zevtinnw 

CYOALATOV? KAL GAAG TOAAC. 

Uncertain Testimony 

2 Supa x 526 s.v. Xprotddwpoc, Onßaiog, iArovotproc. Eypawev TEevtiKd 5 

ETOV' Kat SotpLata tov Gyiov Avapyvpav, Kooud Kai Aautavod. 

AYAIAKA 

1 Scnor. (A) How. B 461, II p. 280,90-93 Erpse (= S 8,1 Herrscu, II p. 48): 

"Actoc vióc Kótvog xot Muto)c, AvóGv BacuxÜc, dc ónct Xptotóóopoc £v 

toig Avétaxoic: “Kétug AeukóAgvov GAAnV || fyeto Kovpıdinv 

ópoóéuviov, oóvoua Moioóv: || n 9^ "Actov téKke kopov.” 

7 Zevéinnw A’: -ov Daub 

eS 
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1084. (= 283). Christodorus of Coptus 
(Sth-6th cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Christodorus, son of Paniscus, from the city of Coptus in Egypt, epic poet. 

He flourished at the time of the Emperor Anastasius. He wrote an /saurian 

History in six books containing the capture of Isauria by the Emperor 
Anastasius, an Ancient History of Constantinople in verse in twelve books, an 
Ancient History of. Thessaloniki in verse in twenty-five books, an Ancient. History of 

Nacle—that is a city near Heliopolis, in which are the so-called Aphaka—, an 

Ancient History of Miletus in Tonia, an Ancient History of Tralleis, an Ancient History 

of Aphrodisias, a Description of the Statues in the Bath of Zeuxippus, and many other 

works. 

Uncertain Testimony 

2 Christodorus Hlustrius of Thebes. He wrote /xeutica in verse, and Miracles of 

the Incorruptible Saints Cosmas and Damian. 

HISTORY OF LYDIA 

1 Asius is the son of Cotys and Myio, king of the Lydians, as Christodorus 

says in his History of Lydia: “Cotys took another white-armed wife to 
Share his bed, called Myio. And she gave birth to the boy 
Asius.” 
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IIEPI TON AKPOATON TOY MELAAOY IIPOKAOY 

2 Lyp. Mag. 3,26 (= S 8,2 Herrscu, ibid.): "'Ayónvog fv kot &keivov xy 

Xpóvov, nepi 00 Xpiotddpog ó romt èv t@ Tlepi tov ‘Axpoutayv top 
co neyoAov IlpöxAov LovopiPA® onoiv odtag “Ayaniog nÖuaTog uEV, ütäp 

RPWTLOTOG ANAVTOV.” 

17 onoiv P? edd. : ednoiv P 
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ON THE DISCIPLES OF THE GREAT PROCLUS 

2 It was Agapius at that time, about whom the poet Christodorus writes in 

his one-volume work On the Disciples of the Great Proclus: *Agapius, though 

last, is the first of all.” 
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1084 (= 283). Christodorus of Coptus 
(5th—6th cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Christodorus of Coptus, epic poet in the style of Nonnus!, dates to 
the reign of Anastasius (A.D. 491-518), whose capture of Isauria he 
also described in a poem (T 1). It seems quite likely that he lived in 
Constantinople at the Imperial court’. He is perhaps to be identified 
with the poet Ch. Illustrius of Thebes (T 2), who, however, is listed as 
a different person by the Suda?. His extensive oeuvre, which apart 
from a Description of the Statues in the Bath of Zeuxippus* and two epigrams 
on his patron Ioannes is completely los?, seems to have consisted 
mainly of historical poems on cities (Patria), but also included a bio- 
graphical poem On the Disciples of Proclus in one volume (F 2)°. It is 
difficult to tell what it was like. As the extant fragment, in which 
Agapius is mentioned, suggests, it probably contained short sketches 
of the life of each disciple. Unfortunately Marinus’ biographical poem 
on Proclus (1083), which would have provided the closest parallel, is 
also lost. In view of the content, Ch. might well have been inspired by 
it. An earlier example of biographical poetry is provided by Soteri- 
chus’ Life of Apollonius (1080). 

! See on him BAUMGARTEN (1899: 2450-2452); FRIEDLÄNDER (1912: 94); Scumu II 
2 (1924: 961); Jacosy’s introduction on FGrHist 283, p. 367; HAwwERsTAEDT (1997: 
311). 

> Cf. Jacosy loc. cit. 
3 Cf. BAUMGARTEN (1899: 2450-2451); Jacosy loc. cit. 
* About 400 verses of it are preserved in the second book of the Greek Anthology. 

The beginning and the end is missing, cf. on it especially BAUMGARTEN (1881); 
STUPPERICH (1982: 210-235). 

? AwrH. GR. 7,697-698. Ioannes (cos. A.p. 500) was prefect of Illyria. In addition, 

Pap. Gr. Vinpos. 29877 C (= XXXV [Pamprepius?] Herrscn) has been attributed to 
Ch. by Virjamaa (1968: 54-57). Pamprepius, however, seems to be a better candi- 
date, cf. MaCam (1978: 38-63). 

6 Scumm II 2 (1924: 961); Dorrie III (1993: 348); Hammersraept (1997: 308). 

hb 
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Appendix: Encomiastic and Panegyrical Speeches 

1085 (= 147). Potamon of Mytilene 
(c. 75 B.c.—A.D. 15) 

T 

1 (FHG Ill, p. 505) (a) Supa x 2127 s.v. TIoräuov, MirvAnvoiog, vidc 

A£ofóvaxtoc, p'ivop. Eoodiotevoev ev ‘Pay Ent Katoapoc TiPepiov. Kai 

NOTE AVIOD Eg Thy natptda Enavidvtoc ó Baoıkedg Ed051GCEL toroioðe 

ypóuuocu "Iocóuovo Agopovaktoc et t6 üóweiv toAunoot, okeyáo9o et 

uot óovjoexat noAeueiv.” Eypaye HHept AAeSávópov x00 Make8óvoc: "Opouc 

Lauiov, Bpovtov eyKa@piov, Katoapog e€yKautov, Hepi tedetov prjtopoc. 

(b) Supa 307 sv. AeoB@voe, MitvAnvaiios, biAdcob0c, yeyovas èm 

Avyovotonv, tatip Totéu@vos tod dirAoadoov. éypawe TAELOTA LAdGOOG. 

2 Strap. Geogr. 13,2,3 p. 617 C.: xa0’ nuäg dE (sc. ey&vovro &k MurıAnvng) 

IIo:ágov xoi AgoBokAng kat Kpıvayöpag xoi 0 ouyypadedg Oeodavng (198 

T 1). 

3 Supa 8 151 sv. Oeddmpoc, TadapEetvs, ooQtotjc, àxó 600A0v, 61660kaAoc 

yeyovog Tıßeptov Katoapoc, émei è cuvgekpiOn mepi codiotiKTs 

ayoviodpevos Tloraumvı Kat Avtindtpo év aÙth th Póun (...). 

4 Sen. Suas. 2,15-16: Potamon magnus declamator fuit Mitylenis, qui eodem 
tempore viguit, quo Lesbocles, magni nominis et nomini respondentis 

ingenii. in quibus quanta fuerit animorum diversitas in simili fortuna, puto 

vobis indicandum, multo magis quia ad vitam pertinet, quam si ad 
eloquentiam pertineret. utrique filius eisdem diebus decessit: Lesbocles 

scholam solvit, nemo umquam amplius «declamantem audivit; maiore? 

2 óc post prytwp add. Daub * ddixeiv A: -hoo Vo > "Opovc Müller, FHG III, p. 505: 'Opovs 

codd. 5 Mitylenis D : moyl- ABV | !$ Lesbocles BV : lesbodes A || nomini AV : 4$ 

B !8 vobis V: obis AB (corr. B) || indicandum V : indicam dum AJ (corr. B) | quam 

si B^: quasi ABV |. 1? eloquentiam V: -a AB (corr. B?) 20 
Winterbottom praeeuntibus Madvig et Mueller 

declamantem ... maiore suppl. 

- 
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Appendix: Encomiastic and Panegyrical Speeches 

1085 (= 147). Potamon of Mytilene 
(c 79 B:G—AJD. 15) 

T 

1 (a) Potamon of Mytilene, son of Lesbonax, rhetorician. He taught rhetoric 

at Rome under the Emperor Tiberius. And when he returned once to his 

native country, the Emperor provided him with such a letter: “Whosoever 

should dare to do harm to Potamon, son of Lesbonax, shall consider, 

whether he will be able to make war with me.” He wrote On Alexander of 

Macedonia, Samian Annals, an Encomium of Brutus, an. Encomium of Caesar, On the 

Perfect Orator. (b) Lesbonax of Mytilene, philosopher, flourished under 
Augustus, father of Potamon, the philosopher. He wrote very many philo- 

sophical works. 

2 At my time there were from Mytilene Potamon, Lesbocles, Crinagoras 

and the historian Theophanes. 

3 Theodorus of Gadara, sophist, son of slaves. He was teacher of the Em- 

peror Tiberius, after he had won a contest in rhetoric against Potamon and 

Antipater in Rome. 

4 Potamon was a great orator at Mytilene, flourishing at the same time as 
Lesbocles, very famous and with talents corresponding to his fame. I should 
tell you, I think, how much their behaviour differed in the same circum- 
Stances, the more so because it pertains to life rather than to eloquence. Both 
lost a son at the same time. Lesbocles shut down his school, and nobody 
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animo se gessit Potamon, a funere filii contulit se in scholam et declamavit, 

utriusque tamen adfectum temperandum puto: hic durius tulit fortunam 
quam patrem decebat, ille mollius «quam? virum. (16) Potamon cum 
suasoriam de trecentis diceret, tractabat, quam turpiter fecissent Lacones 

hoc ipsum, quod deliberassent de fuga (...). 

4A (= F 1) Prur. Alex. 61: A€yetar & (sc. 'AAéSavópoc) koi xova Tlepirav 

óvoua teðpauuévov ÙT’ aùtoð kol otepyóuevov àmoBaAov xtioat nÓAw 

ELOVULOV. TODTO SE LtLMV gnol MHotáuovos dkodoar tod Aeoßiov. 

5 [LucrAw.] Macrob. 23: HTovójov 6£ oOx dóo&og pritop Et èvevńkovta (sc. 

Einoev). 

6 (a) JG XII 2,35 col. a 1-14: [[pdppata Katoapog 0200. l'óioc TooA10c 

Kotoap avtoxpdatwp --- 10] de[vte]pov Muti[Anvatwv dpyovor Bovaq Shuw 

xalpeıv' Ei Eppwode, Kaas av] Exor Kay@ è petà tod otpated[LatOC 

vytatvov. Hotépav Aeopovaktoc, --- |Kkadévovc, Kpivaydpasg KaAarin|[xov, 

Zlwtro[¢ ‘Envyévovug --- Lw]|tdg Atcatov, ‘YBpiag Atoddvtov, Totiaiog [--- 

Anun]tpıog Tyuatov, or npeoßevroi ouv cuvé[voxov LOL --- KAL TO yhýroua 

VDUOV Gre] SMOKAV KAL MEPL TOV TILOV SterAexOnoav | --- |v KatwpOwkauev, Kal 

evyapiotnoavtes [ --- &vé]tuxov uexà MOAATS OLAOTLLLAS KOI Eig [ --- Jov 

Exel. EY® S€ tovs te Gvdpag Entveloa Sia thy npoðvuiav aùtõv Kal 

$1Aoopóv]oc àneósSópumnv, n6£og te THY OAL  [0uGv &£oepyexeiv neipóconot 

Kal KATH T]ovs napóvtaç karpoùç koi £v toig uiexà. va [to xpóvoig ---]ov 

&riotápuevog fjv £xyovxeg eUvot[av ---] tòv Motáuova. (b) /G XII 2,35 col. b 

14-26 (= SU? 764): [xepi ðv x]peoBevtai Mutianvaiov Motáuov 

Aeofdvaktoc, Paiviag Parviov tod Kadat[xxov, T]éponosg Avods, “Hpwdns 

KAécovoc, Ars Matpoxargovuc, Anuntpioc  KAeovüuov, Kptvayopas 

Kadainnov, Zwtroc 'Exvyévouc Aóyouc Exoujoavto, YApita oiriav GvULAXLAV 

dveveodvto, iva te év KonetoAioi Ovo[i]ov norfioot é&ft, G@ te avtos 

Tpotepov LnO tic GvyKANTOD ovykeyopnu[é]va ñv, tadta év SéAtor yakit 

yeypauuéva TpooNAGoat iva eH mEpi tovtov tod npaypwatog ottaws ES0gEV' 

21 se gessit V: regressit A : regessitur B: -cessitur B^ || Potamon B’ : post amen AB: post 

tamen V || contulit se V : contulisse AB (corr. D) ?3 decebat B?V? : di- ABV || quam 

suppl. Bursian || virum AB : verum V || Potamon V : -ni AB (corr. A?B?) ?* diceret V^: 
-ere ABV |. " áveveobvro perperam pro àvavedoac9ox incisum cens. Mommsen, sed cf. Dittenberger 

ad loc. 
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heard him declaiming afterwards. Potamon showed more heart. From his 
son’s funeral he went back to his school straight away and delivered a decla- 

mation. Nevertheless, I think, both behaved a bit too extremely. Potamon 

bore his loss too impassively for a father, Lesbocles too softly for a man. (16) 

When Potamon delivered a suasoria about the Three Hundred, he discoursed 

on how ignominiously the Spartans behaved in only considering flight. 

4A It is also told that, when he (sc. Alexander) had lost his dog Peritas, whom 

he had brought up and loved dearly, he founded a city with its name. Sotion 

claims to have heard this from Potamon of Lesbus. 

5 Potamon, a rhetorician of some renown, lived ninety years. 

6 (a) A letter of the divine Caesar. C. Julius Caesar, Emperor, [--- ]for the 

second time, greets the magistrates, the council and the people of Mytilene. 
If you are well, it is fine. I too, along with the army, am in good health. 

Potamon, son of Lesbonax, [---], Crinagoras, son of Callippus, Zoilus, son of 

Epigenes, [---], Sotas, son of Dicaeus, Hybrias, son of Diophantes, Histiaeus 

[---], Demetrius, son of Timaeus, your ambassadors met me [---] and gave 
me your decree, and spoke to me about the honours, [---] our success, and 

they bestowed favours [---] and met me with much kindness [---]. But I 
commended the men because of their efforts and received them in friend- 

ship, and I will try to perform good services for your city now and in future 
[---] knowing their goodwill [---] Potamon. (b) As regards the petition of 
the Mytilenean ambassadors Potamon, son of Lesbonax, Phaenias, son of 

Phaenias, son of Callippus, Terpheus, son of Dies, Herodes, son of Cleon, 

Dies, son of Matrocles, Demetrius, son of Cleonymus, Crinagoras, son of 

Callippus, Zoilus, son of Epigenes, to renew favour, friendship and military 

alliance, to be permitted to offer sacrifices on the Capitol hill, and to be 

permitted to write down in bronze tablets and to display publicly the privi- 

leges granted to them earlier on by the senate: In this matter the following 

has been decreed: to renew favour, friendship and military alliance, and to 
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yópwo þiav cvuuayiav dvavedoacba1, Avdpag aya8ov<s Kal óiAouc 

rpocayopedoaı, Ev Kanetwatar Ovotav roijoat €€etvat, & te AVTOIS MPOTEPOV 

ONO Tho OVYKANTOD OLAGVOpMRG CLYKEXMPNLEVG Ty, TadtA Ev SEATOL YOAKTL 

yeypouuéva mpoonrdoar e&eivat, dtav O€AwWoiv’ iva te Póiog Koicap 

AVTOKPAtwP, EAV AVTAL HaAivytaL, TOMOVE YOPTYIG AVTOIG KATA TO THY 

npoyóvov €80c tapiav wro8M@oar KEdEevont o[UVt]@s, OG GV ALTO EK àv 

énuootov TPAYUGTHOV TLOTEMS TE TIS LStas paivntart. E50Eev. (c) JG XII Super. 

7: [1ó xotvov «ó A]eofiov [IHovápova AgoBovaxtoc] tov anvyovov IHev0U. 

16 [B]aotAeog [Atodeov]| (...). (d) /G XII 2,154: [Hoc]óájov Ago[Bov]oxoc ó 

àià [Btov tepeUg ---] Oe6 Xepaccó [K]otoca[p]t. (e) JG XII 2,163 (7 SL? 

754): Hotópovi AeoBóvaxto[c] 16 eoepyévo xat ootfpog xoi kttozà xà |c] 

nörolg]. (£) ZG XI 2,272: Tlotouovog To Acoßwvortog nPOEÖPILO. 

BPOYTOY EPKQMION 

KAIXAPOX EL'KOMION 

OPOI XAMIQN. IIEPI AAEZANAPOY TOY MAKEAONOX 

u 
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call them good men and friends, to give them permission to sacrifice on the 

Capitol hill and to write down and display publicly the privileges granted to 

them earlier by the senate, if they so desire. And that the Emperor C. Julius 

Caesar, if it is his will, advises the quaestor to let out lodgings and equipment 

to them in accordance with the ancestral custom in such a way as he thinks 

fit from the public affairs and his own authority. It has been decreed. 

(c) [The state of the] Lesbians to [Potamon, son of Lesbonax], descendant 

of Penthilus, the king of the [Aeolians]. (d) Potamon, son of Lesbonax, 

[priest for life ---] of the divine Caesar. (e) For Potamon, son of Lesbonax, 

the benefactor, saviour, and founder of the city. (f) Proedria of Potamon, 
son of Lesbonax. 

ENCOMIUM ON BRUTUS 

ENCOMIUM ON CAESAR 

SAMIAN ANNALS. ON ALEXANDER THE GREAT 
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1085 (= 147). Potamon of Mytilene 
(6:73. BIC rAsD.. 15) 

Introduction 

The orator Potamon of Mytilene!, son of Lesbonax, enters into his- 

tory shortly after the Battle of Pharsalus (48 s.c.) when he undertook 
an embassy, together with the famous Lesbian poet Crinagoras, to C. 
Julius Caesar, the new emperor of the world, on behalf of his home 
city (T 6). The mission was difficult, since Mytilene had always been 
on good terms with Pompey, but the ambassadors mastered their task 
with success and obtained Caesar’s good will. It seems to have been 
the first in a series of embassies P. undertook for his native city. As a 
member of the local aristocracy—he seems to have claimed descent 
from the Aeolian king Penthilus (T 6 c)—he mediated between 
Mytilene and the emperor on subsequent occasions as well’. P.s ties 
with the Julio-Claudian dynasty also lasted through the subsequent 
Civil War. When the cult of Augustus was established in his native 
city after 29 B.c.3, P. seems to have become its first priest (T 6 d). It 
may have been about the same time that he competed with 
Theodorus of Gadara to become Tiberius’ teacher (T 3). Although he 
lost the contest, his relations with the future emperor remained good. 
As the Suda tells us, Tiberius provided him with a letter of protection 
when he finally returned to Lesbos (T 1). There he is said to have 
died at the age of ninety (T 5). All our chronological information is 
reasonably consistent if we put P.s time of life at 75 B.c.—a.p. 15, since 
at the time of the first embassy he was probably about twenty years 
old. Within the Mytilenean community P. enjoyed the highest social 
prestige. This is shown not only by the embassies he undertook at 
such a young age, but also by his offices and the many honours he 

was awarded by his citizens. The most remarkable of several monu- 

ments is the so-called Potamoncion, a large honorary monument 

which was erected for him on the acropolis of Mytilene (T 6). After 

! Gf. on P. in general CicHonivs (1888: 62-64); SusEwmnr. II. (1892: 512-515); 
STEGEMANN (1953: 1023-1027); PARKER (1991: 115-129); Quass (1993: 143). 

? He is listed amongst the envoys of Mytilene in a decree of the senate dating tO 

45 B.c. (T 6 b); and probably took part in an embassy to Augustus in 26/5 B.C., cf. IG 
XII 35 col. b 36-d. Although his name does not appear in the inscription, P. must 

have been connected in some way with the diplomatic events, since the inscription 
belongs to his honorary monument. Cf. also PARKER (1991: 117-118). 

3 OGIS 456; Price (1984: 55-57; 217-219); PARKER (1991: 119). 

{OÅ 
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P.s death his family retained its fame for many generations. P.s son C. 
Claudius Diaphenes became chief-priest for life-time of the cult of 
Augustus and Roma, and several other members of P.s family until 
the 3rd century A.D. are known to ust. However, P. was not only a 

olitician, but also a man of letters, as the anecdotes preserved by 
Seneca the Elder (T 4) and the Suda (T 1) make sufficiently clear. In 
fact, he seems to have combined both professions on occasion, as the 
titles of two encomiastic speeches on Caesar and Brutus suggest?. If 
the first was on Julius Caesar—one could also think of Augustus—, 
the first of P.s embassies to Caesar after the battle of Pharsalus would 

seem to provide the most suitable context for such a composition (T 
6 a)®. P. might indeed have tried to encourage the emperor to be 
favourable to Mytilene’s requests by a nice speech on his greatness 
and clementia. ‘The encomium on Brutus is perhaps best placed in 47 
B.C., when Brutus stayed with Marcellus in Mytilene”. It seems quite 
natural that P. paid a visit to this Roman nobilis, who was interested in 
Greek scholarship. Amongst P.s historical writings the Suda also lists 
a work On Alexander. We have no other evidence of it, so it is difficult 
to tell what sort of a work it was. Since P. seems to have declaimed on 
Alexander (T 4A), it was perhaps a speech’. In view of the times in 
which it was written, it might have contained some political allusion, 
though this can not of course be proven. 

* On P.s family see PARKER (1991: 121-129), who discusses the evidence. 
” The combination of titles by the Suda should not mislead us to regard the 

speeches as a disputatio in utramque partem. P.s career and the political content of the 
speeches do not fit such a type of rhetorical lusus, as one would perhaps expect in an 
author of the Second Sophistic. Cf., however, WacHsmurH apud CicHortvs (1888: 64 
n. 1) and Pernor II (1993: 531-532). 

STEGEMANN (1953: 1027); ParKER (1991: 116 n. 6). 
^ Cf. Sew. Consol. ad Helv. 9,4; Cic. Brut. 250; Crcnorius (1888: 64 n. 1); PARKER 

(1991: 116 n. 6). 
8 Cf. Puur. Brut. 2; 52 for Brutus’ contacts with Greek scholars. 

, 3 Ct. Susemra I (1892: 514). Srecemann (1953: 1026-1027) proposes a quite 
ingenious theory. He argues that the title given by the Suda rather indicates a 
historical treatise, and suggests that P. wrote both a declamation and a historical 
work on Alexander. The basis of his argument is, however, weak. Although in some 
Cases the titles given by the Suda may clearly define the nature of work, more often 
they do not. A vague title like On Alexander can refer to any work on Alexander 
whatsoever. It should also be kept in mind that in the case of lost works the origin of 
the titles is very uncertain. Like a lot of the other information in the Suda they may 
Simply be derived from an—often mistakenly generalizing—inference from some 

author’s remarks. ‘Thus, taking a most sceptical and perhaps heretical position, one 
might even argue that the Suda’s title On Alexander is only reflecting remarks similar 
to those of Plutarch (T 4A). 
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Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) (a) As is shown by the other evidence on P.s life, Hesychius/Suda 
is plainly wrong in putting P.s floruit under Tiberius!?. It seems to be 
simply an erroneous inference from the anecdotes which connect P, 
with this emperor. It is remarkable that P. as a non-Samian should 
have written a history of Samos. At least in view of the other histori- 
ans of Samos listed by Jacoby!! it seems quite exceptional. Its title 
Samian Annals recalls Duris’ famous work, which it was perhaps 
thought to supplement. Maybe P. wrote it when Samos was granted 
its Libertas by Augustus. Finally, we find a rhetorical work On the Perfect 
Orator. Its title suggests that it was similar to, if not inspired by, 
Cicero’s Orator. Since no trace of P.s rhetorical oeuvre is left, it is 
difficult to decide whether he adhered to Atticism or Asianism. There 
are arguments on either side. P.s time of life and provenance might 
suggest that he was an Asianist!?, though the prevalence of classicistic 
notions in the Augustan age might be in favour of Atticism. (b) It 
seems that Lesbonax’ florwt was deduced from that of P., and that it 
was therefore placed erroneously in Augustan times by Hesychius/ 
Suda. In fact Lesbonax must have lived a generation carlier?. The 
attribute d1A60060G is also accorded to him in /G XII 2,255!*. The 
vaguc description of his oeuvre is most certainly inferred from this 
title. Perhaps it also caused a lapse in the mind of the Suda in the case 
of his son P., who is called a philosopher instead of a sophist or 
rhetor, as would be usual. 

(2) Strabo’s remarks bring to mind the fact that Mytilene was a 
cultural center in the first century B.c. Theophanes (FGrHist 188) is 
most famous for the influences he exerted on his friend and patron 
Pompey after the Mithradatic War, while the rhetorician Lesbocles 
remains otherwise rather obscureP. Crinagoras, mainly known 
through his epigrams in the Anthology, accompanied P. on the embas- 

10 Brass (1865: 165); SrEGEMANN (1953: 1023-1024); PARKER (1991: 118). 
V FGrHist vol. III B LXIV. 
1? Scuwrp II 1 (1920: 455). 
13° Susemra IT (1892: 513 n. 223); PARKER (1991: 116). s 
^ Cf. also Parker (1991: 128). Lesbonax is probably also referred to in ZG XH 

2,222; cf. PARKER (1991: 124-128). On the various persons called Lesbonax see on 
1089. Nicosrratus T 6. 

15 Cf. on him T 4 and Sen. Contr. 1,8,15; Monranart (1988: 68 n. 33). 
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sies to Caesar and the senate in 48 and 45 2.c. (T 6) and seems to 
have belonged to the Imperial court later!. 

(3) Theodorus" low origin suggests that the whole entry was 
drawn from Hermippus’ books (1061) on slave scholars. Perhaps he 
came to Rome as a prisoner of war after the Mithridatic Wars, when 
Gadara had been taken and destroyed. Jerome/Eusebius puts his 
floruit at 33 np.c.!? The fact that Theodorus was a teacher of Tiberius 

is also attested by Suetonius and Quintilianus!’, although the latter 
makes him accompany the future emperor somewhat later during 
Tiberius’ famous secessus to Rhodes (6 B.c.). Nothing else is known 

about the contest with P. and Antipater, and the story may well be 
some scholarly yarn. The rhetorician Antipater remains quite ob- 
seure t, 

(4) Seneca the Elder compares P.s and Lesbocles' behaviour at 
their sons’ death criticizing both for a lack of temperance?!. He might 
have learned the moralizing example from Sotion, the teacher of his 
philosopher son, who is also the source of T 4A. The passage proves 
that P. had at least two sons. One of them, C. Claudius Diaphenes, is 
known. to us from /G XII 2,656. He must have survived P., since he 
inherited his office as chief-priest of Augustus and Roma from his 
father, which was given for life. The second son, the one Seneca 
refers to, remains unknown to us, since /G XII 2,222, mentioning a 
Lesbonax, probably does not refer to P.s son but to P.s father?" 

(4A) The text is included by Jacoby as F 1, but it is rather a 
testimony. Sotion speaks about a declamation by P. on Alexander 
which he attended. His remarks do not necessarily imply that P.s 

16 On his life and work cf. Crcnortus (1888: 47-61); Gow — Pace II (1968: 210- 
213); Krenasr (1982: 246; 259-260). Since it is often taken for granted (apparently on 
the basis of CicHortus’ [1888: 26-27; 61] wrong dating of JG XII 2,35a) that 
Crinagoras took part in the Mytilenean embassy to Augustus in 26/5 n.c., it should 
be noted that it is not attested by epigraphic evidence, cf. also Gow ~ Pace H (1968: 

Du There is nevertheless much in favour of this hypothesis, cf. PARKER (1991: 117- 

17 Cf. on him especially CrcHortus (1888: 62-63); Bowrnsock (1965: 35-36). 
P Hier. Chron. p. 162,16-19 Heim: Nicetes et Hybreas et Theodorus et Plutio nobilissimi 

artis rhetoricae Graeci praeceplores habentur. 
19 Sugr. Tib. 57; Quir. Inst. or. 3,1,17-18. 

. ™ He is also mentioned together with Theodorus by Dion Curys. Or. 18,12. If he 
Is to be at all identified with any coeval namesake, the epigrammatist and courtier 
Antipater of Thessalonice might come to mind. 

On the anecdote cf. also FAIRWEATHER (1981: 309-310). With it Seneca the 
Ider seems to anticipate some of the philosophical views of his son. 
°2 Cf Parker (1991: 124-127). 
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work was published, although this might well have been the case. The 
story about Alexander’s dog told by P. seems to go back to 
Theopompus”®. 

(6) The epigraphic evidence on P. and his family is impressive. | 
only give a selection of the most important testimonies?*, which come 
mainly from the Potamoneion (a-d). This honorary monument 
showed copies of Roman documents connected with P.s activities as 

an ambassador: two letters from Caesar, at least three senatus consulta 

from the times of Caesar and Augustus, and a treaty between 
Mytilene and Rome. Apart from these documents it also contained 

copies of local decrees and honours conferred on P. by the city. 
(a) Although half of the inscription is missing it clearly contains Cae- 
sar’s response to an embassy, in which P. took part. The emperor 
assures Mytilene of his goodwill. The dating (48 or 47 B.c.) of the 
letter depends on whether bratog or dixtdtHp is restored at its begin- 
ning. This is because Caesar was consul II in 48 B.c. and dictator I 
from October 48-47 B.c. The first solution might be preferable’. It 
seems quite likely that the Mytileneans were eager—like many cit- 
ies—to join Caesar’s side after his victory at Pharsalus as soon as 
possible, the more so because Pompey had been their declared pa- 
tron. (b) The inscription contains a senatus consultum dating to 45 B.c. 
in response to a second Mytilenean embassy, in which Mytilene had 
asked for the publication of the treaty and other connected measures 
serving to establish normal diplomatic relations. Obviously the results 
of the first embassy of 48/47 B.c. are now confirmed. The document 
is quite interesting insofar as its cautious language shows the servility 
of the senate towards the emperor. (c) P.s name is completely re- 
stored, but it is clear that the inscription must refer to him, because it 
comes from his monument. Apparently P. claimed king Penthilus”®, 
the legendary leader of the Aeolian colonization, among his ances- 
tors. Although examples of such claims can also be found in Hellen- 
istic times, it seems to be especially typical of Greek aristocrats in 

Imperial times2’. (d) In the inscription tepevs or dpxrepevs should be 

23 FGrHist 115 F 340. " 

24 For extensive discussion of the various inscriptions SHERK (1963: 145-153): 

Cuarrronipis (1968: 6-12); Hopor (1982: 187-189); CHaniotis (1988: 249-250); 
PARKER (1991: 115-129; especially 115 n. 2; 121 n. 25); Forrer (1994: 488). 

25 Cf. Paron on JG XII 2,35; SHERK (1963: 149-150). 
26 Cf. Strap, Geogr. 13,1,3 p. 582 C;; PAvs.-.3,2,1. 
27 Quass (1993: 68-70) listing P. amongst others. 
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restored. P. was priest or chief-priest of the cult of Augustus and 

probably Roma at Mytilene, as was his son after his death??. 
(e) The inscription comes from an interesting monument, where 

the great benefactors of Mytilene Pompey, Theophanes and P. are 
honoured side by side. In the Greek text the honorary titles are attrib- 
uted to Lesbonax, P.s father, by mistake. The nature of the monu- 
ment and other similar inscriptions concerning P. show that P. must 

be the person referred to. In any case, a confusion of genitive and 
dative would quite easily occur in the Acolic dialect/??. (f) The in- 
scription recording P.s prohedria is inscribed into a throne?0, 
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1086 (= 792). Aspasius of Byblus 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

AN 

1 Supa a 4203 s.v. Aoráooc, BUBALOG, coQtotric, ovyxpovàv 'Apiotetón xoi 

‘Adpiavo. éypaye Tepi BUpAov, Hepi otáoeov Eoxnnatıouevov, pehétag, 

Texvocg, brouvnuara, Aadıdc, EyKaptov eic ‘Adpiavov tov Baoiréa Kai siç 
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1086 (= 792). Aspasius of Byblus 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

T 

1 Aspasius of Byblus, sophist, contemporary of Aristides and Hadrianus: He 

wrote On Byblus, On Controversiae Figuratae, declamations, treatises, commen- 

taries, addresses and an Encomium on Hadrian, the Emperor, and on some 
other people. 

ENCOMIUM ON HADRIAN 

ON BYBLUS 
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1086 (= 792). Aspasius of Byblus 
(2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Aspasius of Byblus! can be dated roughly to the 2nd century a.p. The 
name Aspasius is quite rare except in Byblus, where we find two other 
Aspasii mentioned in inscriptions”. If the Suda is correct in making 
him contemporaneous with Aelius Aristides (ca. a.D. 117-189) and 
Claudius Hadrianus? (ca. A.D. 113-193), he flourished during the 
reign of the Antonine emperors. His Encomium on Hadrian, however, 
suggests that he was born slightly earlier, perhaps about the begin- 
ning of the century. Like many other contemporary sophists and 
antiquarians he came from the Near East*. Greek cultural life seems 
to have blossomed at that time particularly in the Phoenician coastal 
cities Byblus, Berytus, Sidon and Tyre?. We arc at any rate given the 
names of several men of letters coming from these cities. Apart from 
the antiquarians Philo of Byblus (1060) and Hermippus of Berytus 
(1061), we hear of the sophists Aspasius?, Hadrianus and Paulus of 
Tyre?, of the Platonic philosopher Taurus of Berytus?, and of the 
Stoic Euphrates of Tyre!?. Altogether, A. is an author typical of the 
Second Sophistic. As the description of his oeuvre shows, he was 
active in nearly every genre of oratory. He wrote several encomiastic 
speeches, including one on Hadrian!!. The circumstances of this 
composition remain obscure, but perhaps there was more to it than 

: Cf. on him generally Scu (1896: 1723) and II 2 (1924: 697-698). 
` Cf. PEAcHIN ~ Preuss (1997: 190-191). 

RC A. is dated in relation to other rhetors. Thus, the Hadrianus mentioned along- 
Side Aristides should be regarded as the sophist Claudius Hadrianus, and not the 
mperor Hadrian who is, moreover, qualified in the same article by an attribute. 

F On the various cities cf. BowERsock (1969: 21). 
MitLaR (1993; 274-295). 

a Supa a 4204 sv. "Aonáotoc (FGrHist 793). The article of the Suda does not 
Spire much confidence. As in the case of Taurus, the birthplace of the sophist 
pastus of Byblus may have varied. Perhaps the entry is simply a doublet, cf. also ACHIN ~ Preuss (1997: 190-191) 
[ Purrosrn, Vit, soph. 2.10. 
5 E^ x 809 s.v. HTaroAoc Tópioc. 

ILOSTR. Vit. soph. 2,1 p. 71,29; Supa t 166 s.v. Tadpo ; cf. on him Horronp - SrREVENS (1988: 66.71) à A E Pun. Ep. 1,10; Poser. Vit. soph. 1,7 p. 7,21; 1,25 p. 46,30. 
‚ on it also Pernor I (1993: 77). 
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the mere desire to produce a literary exercise!*. Hadrian visited the 
cities of the East in the years A.D. 129-131'?. A. might have composed 
a piece on him on this occasion, as perhaps Philo also did. In view of 

the example of Paulus of Tyre, who, as an ambassador to Hadrian’s 
court, secured the status of a metropolis for his native city!*, one 
might even be tempted to think that A.s speech was also written to 
win some imperial favours for Byblus. Apart from the encomia A, 
composed declamations (ueAévoj), addresses (AoAiot)?, and some 
technical works: a book on controversiae figuratae (nepi otáosov 
soxnuatiopévev)!'°, rhetorical manuals (téxvat) and commentaries 
(ùnouvńuata), probably on orators, as is suggested by the surviving 
fragments!’. He would have drawn upon historical subjects mainly as 
a means to display his learned rhetorical ability, and his work On 
Byblus should be viewed against this background. Although its genre is 
not mentioned explicitly, it was probably a speech, too. Regarding 
A.s oeuvre, it seems quite surprising that he should not be mentioned 
in Philostratus’ Lives of Sophists. Philostratus might have regarded him 
as an author of technical treasises rather than as a sophist. 

12 Contra Fe (1994: 280). 
13 A stay in Byblus itself is not attested, cf. WEBER (1907: 238-239). If the recon- 

struction of HALFMANN (1986: 206-208) is correct, Hadrian can only have visited it in 
A.D. 131 on his way back from Egypt, since he seems to have chosen the route via 
Palmyra and Gerasa, when he travelled there from Antiochia. 

14 Weser (1907: 238 n. 864); Mirar (1993: 289). 
'5 On the exact meaning of these terms see Scumip (1887: 34-36); cf. also PERNOT 

II (1993: 554). 
16 C Qumr. Inst. or. 9,2,65; 9,1,14. The Greek title is unique in its composition. 

The Greek otdotg is equivalent to the Latin causa or controversia. HERMOG. nv. 4.13 
uses the expression npoßàńuata èoynuatiouéva for the same matter. [Dionys. | Rhet. 

dedicates two chapters (8 and 9, p. 295-358 Us.-R.; cf. also HILLBGRUBER |1994: 61] 
to the subject. 

7 Scuor. Arscurw. Or. 1,83 p. 35,570 Dirrs; Scuor. Demostu. Or. 20,4 p. 99,1 

Dirrs; Puor. Bibl 265 p. 492 a 39; Syrian. p. 66,10 Rape (~ Maxim. SCHOL. 

Herwoe. Id. 1, V p. 517,23 Warz); Jon. Sıcur. ScHor. Hermoc. Id. 1, VI p. 94,11 

Warz; ANoNvM. Scuor. HrRwoc. /d. 1, VII p. 951,24 Warz. 
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1087. Aelius Sarapion 1087. Aelius Sarapion 

(1st half 2nd cent. A.p.) (1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

d T 

1 Aelius Sarapion, rhetorician, from Alexandria. He wrote On Mistakes in 

Declamations, seven books of Lectures, a Panegyrikos on Hadrian, a Bouleutikos for 

the Alexandrians, Was Plato Justified in Banishing Homer from the State?, many other 
works, and a Manual of Rhetoric. 

1 Supa o 115 sv. Lapaniwv, 0 Aidog ypnuatioac, pytap, ‘Arefavdpevc, 

"Eypowe THepi tv èv voi ugAévatc üpapravouévov, 'Akpo&ogov BifAto C, 

Tavnyvpixòv £ni 'Aópiavó và Baoirei, BovrevtiKov 'AAe&avópeUowv, Fi 

dukatws TAdtov “Ounpov anénewye tfjg moAtetac, koi GAAa cuyvó, koi 

5  Texvnv pmropunv. 

F F 

IIANHI YPIKOX EIII AAPIANOI TOI BAXIAEI PANEGYRIKOS ON THE EMPEROR HADRIAN 

45 kai T. pntopixńv del. vel post noxrreiag transp. Flach 
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1087. Aelius Sarapion 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

The rhetor Sarapion of Alexandria can be securely dated to the ep- 
och of Hadrian, because of his nomen gentile and his encomium on the 
emperor. It seems quite likely that he wrote it on the occasion of 
Hadrian’s visit to Alexandria in a.p. 130/31 and was awarded the 
Roman citizenship in return!. S. interests clearly were rhetorical. 
Apart from the encomium he composed a Bouleutikos for the 
Alexandrians, a rhetorical manual*, and a treatise on a question much 
debated in the Second Sophistic?, namely, whether Plato in his Repub- 
lic was right to exclude Homer from his state, which S. as a rhetor will 
of course have argued against. 

! See on S. Fein (1994: 280); on Hadrian’s visit to Alexandria cf. WEBER (1907: 
246-263); HALrFMANN (1986: 207); BintEv (1997: 235-258). 

2 The Suda’s text may be corrupt. Perhaps the title should be inserted after 
noAteloc. 

3 Cf. Scum I 1 (1929: 130 n. 4), who lists the authors concerned with this 
matter, for example Cassius Dio (1075) and Telephus (1071); and in general 
HILLGRuBER (1994: 31-35). 
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1088. Zenobius 1088. Zenobius 
(1st half 2nd cent. A.D.) (Ist half 2nd cent. a.p.) 

T d 

1 Supa G 73 s. Znuvóptoc, oodıorng, naıwdeboog Ev Poun Ent 'Aöpıavov 1 Zenobius, sophist, teaching at Rome at the time of the Emperor Hadrian. 
Katcopoc. Éypowev "'Enwtoul|v tov naporutðv Arðúuov Kal Tappatov £v He wrote an Epitome of Didymus? and Tarrhaeus’ Collection of Proverbs in three 

books, a Greek translation of the Histories of the Roman historian Sallustius 
and of his so-called Bella, a Genethliakos on the Emperor Hadrian, and other 

works. 

BiBAtoig vpioi, LEtadpactv “EAANViKa@s tàv Totopı@v Ladrovotiov tod 

‘P@LGLKOD LSTOPLKOD KOL TOV KaAOVLEVOV adtOD BeA@v, TeveOALaKoy eic 

5 “Adptavov Katoapa, kai GAG. 

F F 

l'ENEOAIAKOX EIX AAPIANON GENETHLIAKOS ON HADRIAN 

* BeAXóv codd. : BéAXov anon. ap. Voss. Hist. Gr. 
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1088. Zenobius 
(Ist half 2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Zenobius, whose collection of proverbs is still extant in an abridged 
version!, is dated to Hadrianic times by his Genethliakos on Hadrian, 
which is completely lost. As is shown by its title, the speech was 
composed on the occasion of the emperor’s anniversary and may in 
fact have been presented as a gift or even delivered at the birthday 
celebration?. It suggests that there was some connection between Z. 
and the Imperial court?. In his encomium Z. will of course have dwelt 
extensively on Hadrian’s life and achievements. Furthermore, 7. 
translated Sallustius’ historical works into Greek. Unfortunately no 
trace of this translation survives?. 

! Cf. BoHLER’s edition (1982-1987). 
? On the Adyog yeveOdakdg (JAcOBY’s yeve@Ataxdv in his reference after /GrHist 

200 p. 932 should be corrected, cf. BUHLER I [1987: 33 n. 3]) see Pernor I (1993: 
100-101). 

% GÄRTNER (1972: 11); Fein (1994: 281). 
* Cf. Sanauz — Hostus I (1927: 378-379). 
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1089. Nicostratus of Macedonia 
(2nd cent A.D.) 

T 

1 Supa v 404 5.0. Nuxdotpatog, Moxeöov, prrcop. &wxy0n 8& £v toic kpiOeiciv 
emdevtepoig SéKa propor obyxpovog ‘Aptoteisov Kai Atwvog tod 
Xpucootóuov: Tv yàp &m Mápkou 'Avtovivou tod Baoıreog. Eypawye 
Aekauvdiav, Eikövac, TIoAvuvbiav, OoAattovpyotc kai dAXa nAeiota koi 
EyKauıa eig te xóv Mópkov koi dAJ.ovc. 

2 SynceLL. Eclog. Chron. p. 432,2 MOossHAMMER sub anno 165 (Le. A.D. 173): 
Nixdotpatog Aoyororóç. 

3 Dic. 39,5,27: Papinianus libro vicensimo nono quaestionum: Aquilius 
Regulus iuvenis ad Nicostratum rhetorem ita scripsit quoniam et cum 
patre meo semper fuisti et me eloquentia et diligentia tua. meliorem 
reddidisti, dono et permitto tibi habitare in illo cenaculo eoque uti." defunc- 
to Regulo controversiam habitationis patiebatur Nicostratus et, cum de ca re 
mecum contulisset, dixi posse defendi non meram donationem esse, verum 
officium magistri quadam mercede remuneratum Regulum ideoque non 
videri donationem sequentis temporis irritam esse. quod si expulsus Nico- 
stratus veniat ad iudicem, ad exemplum interdicti, quod fructuario proponi- 
tur, defendendus erit quasi loco possessoris constitutus, qui usum cenaculi 
accepit. 

4 (a) Hermoe. Id. p. 329,5-10 Rage: oxXNNLATa dE AHEAT kai KÂN TAdTE, TEP 
Tiv koi ka8opá: cuvORkoit te Moavtnc, dderéotepat 5€ ai LGAAoV AcAvpEval. 
olov “åkovoaté Lov AnorAoyouLEvoD Sikaiwe”, Kai oiai sio ai nÀeiotat 
rapa te tO Zevopavr Kai TO LoKpatik® Atoxivy Kai wévtor Kai tÔ 
Nuxootpdto. (b) Id. p. 407,8-21: 0 8& Nixéotpatog — GEvov yap oipat, TAX’ 
100g d& Kal dvayKoitov per’ EKELVOVG Kal TOÖTOV NoLNoaodaı uvrunv — GHEANG 
Lèv oùõevòç fittóv £ou tov npoeipnu£vov, ÀAemtótepog 6& Kol noro 

* Aexayvdiav, Eikövag, Morvuvdiav A: Eik., HoAvu. Kol Aekay. V 

ww 
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1089. Nicostratus of Macedonia 

(2nd cent A.D.) 

T 

1 Nicostratus of Macedonia, rhetorician. He was included in the canon of 

the second ten orators and was a contemporary of Aristides m oo 

Chrysostomus, since he lived under the Emperor Marcus Antoninus. - 

wrote a Dekamythia, Images, Polymythia, Seafarers and very many other works, 

and encomiastic speeches on Marcus and others. 

2 Nicostratus, prose-writer. 

3 Papinianus in the 29th book of his Quaestiones. The young Aquilius Regulus 
wrote to the rhetorician Nicostratus thus: “Since you have always associated 
with my father and improved me by your eloquence and an attention, 1 

grant and allow you to inhabit and use that upper storey. After Regulus 
death Nicostratus was subjected to a quarrel about his right to dwell there, 
and when he asked my advice in the matter, I said that the defence could 
take the line that it was not a mere donation, but that Regulus repaid the 

services of his teacher with some recompense and that therefore the dona- 
tion seemed not to be invalid at any subsequent time. If Nicostratus should 
be expelled and come to court, he must be defended on the analogy of the 

interdict set up for usufructuaries, inasmuch as the one who has got the right 
to inhabit an upper storey has been put into the place of an occupant. 
1 (a) The simple figures and clauses are the same as those which arc pure. 

Equally, regarding the sentence structure the more resolved is the simpler 
One , as for example akusate mu apologumenu dikaios, and as occurs the most in 
Xenophon, Aeschines, the Socratic philosopher, and also in Nicostratus. 

(b) Nicostratus—it seems to me worthwhile if not necessary to draw atten- 
ton to him as well after the other authors—is as simple as any of the 
aforementioned authors. In subtlety and pureness, however, he surpasses 
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KAHAPWTEPOG OXESOV ünávrov: onÉpioxvov yàp AUTO TO EISOG xol OVSaLL0p 

u£yeO0c £xov, riv ei nov kac £vvotav póvnv. wó80tc uévtrot xatpov xoi toic 

NO toU0t0v nóovoig Öç ye koi ju0000g aUt0cG moÀÀoUg ÉnAOGGoEV, OUk 

Aiconetovg uóvov, GAM’ oiov eivai mas Kai SpapatiKove. émmEedte S€ Kate 

THY ObVTAELY GAA’ OTL UGALOTA, età UEVTOL TOD LL Aupotveo901 cf] GóeAeto, 

GAAG MEPL HEV TOV KATA TO TOLODTOV TOV RaVHyLPIKaV £ióog Aóyov 

EvdOKLOVVIOV AvdpOv, LEO’ OV Kai tòv Nıxóotpatov ètáčauev, vocata 

eipnodw. (c) fd. p. 409,4-10: émei o08€ “Hpddotov peta Nuxdotpatoy 

ó'nov0Oegv 7H pet’ Aloyivnv, GAM ovde età Eevod@vta hues táttowuev ðv 

Oyov te SvvapEeMs EvEeKA KAL Tig KAT’ abtods EEews, GAAwWs te kal èv eser 

TOVHYUPLK Th S€ AKOAOVOIG TOD nepi tüs iðéaç èksivng Aöyov Enönevor 

TOVTY Th TAGEL KEXPNLEGA, 15ia LEV Tos GAAOUS navHyupLKOte, 1810 SE voc 

(d) PumosrR. Vi. soph. 2,91 p. 123,12 K.: ^ uev 

Eninav 16éa tov dvópóc (sc. AiAtavod) adéAELa xpoopáAXovoá cu tig 

LOTOPLKOVG tiOÉvrec. 

NiKootpótou mpac, 1 S€ Eviore npög Alwva Opa Kal TOv EKetvov TOvov. 

(e) [Dion. Har.] Rhet. 3,9 p. 266,13-16 Us.-R.: AéEer 8 ypnotéov ossi 

LWaAAOV eyybg Zevod@vtdc te Koi Nikootpatov Batvovra, ÖAıyayod 66 

eCaipovta tòv Aóyov giç GEUVÖTNTA, ei nov tà èvvońuata GavayKGCoL. 

(f) Menanp. Ruer. Iepi &möeikt. II p. 389,32-390,4 Sp.: (...) ĠAN ötav 

ANAOVOTEPA tvyyávy xot àóeAeoépa (sc. | £GoyyeAto), oto f] £evoóovtoc kot 

Nikootpátou Kat Atwvog 100 Xpuoootóuou xol GiAootpátou toU tv 

"Hp@ixov Kat tag Eucdvac ypcryavtoc &ppuitévn koi GKatacKevactos. 

5 Supa pt 1010 s.v. Mntpoddvye, Kopvndiavod prttopoc, AeBoóec — xóAic 0€ 

Bowwriag 1 AeBddera —, ocodiotys. nepi tæv yYopaKtipav TAGdtwVvos, 

EZevoddvtoc, Nikootpdtov, PLIAOOTPATOV, HEAETAG, AOYOUS TAaVNYVPLKOVG. 

6 Scoot. (ER) Lucian. Salt. 69 p. 189,11-14 R.: Aeoß@va&] todtov AEyEL 

Aeocpóvokta, oð koù GAAOL per€tor PNTopiKal pépovtor Oavuáorot Ko 

&vájiAAot Nixootpdtov Kai Prdootpdtov tOv Ev TOIg vewteporsg GOPLGTALS 

SLANPENOVT@V (...) 

27 vaipwv codd., fort. yaiper scribendum 4°47 tov 'Hpwixöv mWY : av -ôv Zp (add. mv 

&EWmynow p) : tov Hpwikas P #7 eppuunevn Zmp (similia WP) : eipnuevn P : eiponevN 

Bursian 

hb. 

P 
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nearly all of them, since his style is very lean and without any grandeur 

except in thought. He likes, nevertheless, tales and their specific pleasure, 
and has invented many tales himself, not only Aesopean ones, but also such 

that are somehow dramatic. He is careful about the syntax as far as it does 

not spoil the simplicity. So much about those who are famous in this kind of 

panegyric speech, with whom we have also placed Nicostratus. (c) (...) Not 

that I would place Herodotus after Nicostratus or Aeschines, nor even after 

Xenophon because of the vigour of his speeches and the skill shown in them, 

especially in the panegyrical genre, but I have used this arrangement to 

follow the line of thought regarding that type of speech, and have therefore 

treated panegyrists and historians seperately. (d) Generally, his style (sc. 
Aelian’s) is simple, showing some of Nicostratus’ elegance, though at times it 

is closer to Dio's vigorous style. (e) One should use rather the simple style, 

keeping close to Xenophon and Nicostratus, and only sometimes raising the 

speech to grandeur, if required by the content. (f) (...) but if the style is 

more plain and simple, as is the casual and unartificial style of Xenophon, 

Nicostratus, Dio Chrysostomus, and of Philostratus who wrote the Heroikos 

and the /mages. 

5 Metrophanes, son of the rhetorician Cornelianus, of Lebadeia—Lebadeia 
Is a city in Boeotia—, sophist. On the Style of Plato, Xenophon, Nicostratus, 
Philostratus, declamations, panegyrical speeches. 

6 Lesbonax] he speaks of the Lesbonax, of whom there also circulate other 
thetorical declamations, which are admirable works and of the same stand- 
ard as those of Nicostratus and Philostratus, who excelled among the 
younger sophists. 
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7 Lm. Or 1,42: (...) 6 fog èksi i mpog 16 p r. 1,42: (...) 0 yewvaiog éxeivog Kai npóg tà Nixootpdtm tod 7 (...) that fool who held Isocrates in worse regard than Nicostratus (...). 

55  "ookpátovc xacoópovóv (...). 

F Ẹ 

ETKQMION EIX MAPKON ENCOMIUM ON MARCUS AURELIUS 
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1089. Nicostratus of Macedonia 

(2nd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Nicostratus of Macedonia can be dated securely to the reign of the 
Antonine Emperors by his encomiastic writing on Marcus Aurclius. It 
is difficult to be more precise. N. is hardly to be identified with T. 
Aurclianus N. of Amus, a village of the Rhodian Peraea, who is 
referred to in /G XII 1,83 from Rhodes!, since the honorary inscrip- 
tion belongs to the 3rd century A.p. and the name N. is quite com- 
mon on the island?. N. taught rhetoric, probably in Rome. A dona- 
tion by one of his pupils involved him in some litigation, in which he 
consulted the famous lawyer Aemilianus Papinianus (T 3). N. was a 
very productive writer. He composed encomia and pancegyrical 
speeches on famous people, and wrote tales, mimetic letters and de- 
scriptions of pictures (T 1). He does not, however, seem to have 
written novels of greater length (T 4). Soon after his death (or even 
during his life-time) N. became a classic, his style being regarded as 
the typical example for agéAeva (T 4)%, and was included in the canon 
of the ten younger orators, modelled on that of the ten classic orators 
(T 1; 6). It is hard to say whether his works were still commonly read 
in the 5th century A.p.* There are at any rate some excerpts by 
Stobaeus that preserve parts of his speeches about marriage’. 

! This was assumed by HILLER VON GAFRTINGEN (after BöckH) in his commen- 
tary; Scumo II 2 (1924: 817 n. 4). 

2 BLINKENBERG II (1941: 884-885); see also on the name FRASER — MATTHEWS I 

s.v. Nuxdotpatog; on the village Amus BLimer (1991: 95). 
5 See especially Pernor I (1993: 365-366). 
+ Synes. Ep. 129 refers rather to the philosopher Nicostratus, cf. PRAECHTER 

(1922: 503 n. 2); GARzva in his edition ad loc., against Scamm II 2 (1924: 817 n. 9), 

already corrected in his addenda on p. 1496. "- 
? 'The speeches are hardly excerpted from a novel, contra Scuwip II 2 (1924: 817 

n. 10). They are rather independent treatises Hepi yójov. 

u 
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Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) N. is dated by the Suda to the times of the Emperor Marcus 
Aurelius, perhaps on the same evidence that we have, because he 
wrote an encomium on this emperor. The statement that N. was a 

contemporary of Dio Chrysostom and Aristides looks rather odd, 
since Dio seems to be much older than the others. This is, perhaps, 
simply a false inference by the Suda. A mistaken notion of Dio’s times 
could easily arise from the sources, in which he is often grouped 
together with N., because both are regarded as members of the Sec- 

ond Sophistic (T 4 d.f). Information on the canon of the best ten 
orators of the Second Sophistic is rare?. It seems quite likely that it 
was established not before the 4th century A.D. Apart from the enco- 

mia the Suda lists several works of which no trace is left. All of them 
are related in some way to the practices of the rhetorical school: (1) 
Two collections of tales in prose, called Aekojv0to. and a IHoXvpv0ta, 
which seem to have contained Aesopean and other tales in prose, cf. 
on T 4. Perhaps the first was an abridged version of the second, as is 
suggested by the similarity of the titles. The title Aexopv0to does not 
imply that the collection comprised ten books’, but rather refers to 
the number of tales included. (2) Eixóvec?: This is the first collection 
of descriptions of pictures in prose known to us, though the rhetorical 
ecphrasis is of course much older than N. The work will have been 
similar to Philostratus’. (3) OaAattovpyot (Seafarers)?: This was prob- 
ably a collection of mimetic epistles like Alciphron’s. 

B 

T * Cf. on it Scrum II 2 (1924: 691-692). Apart from the Suda one might refer to 
6 and to SOPATER Proleg. ad Aristid. 1-2 p. 111,1-12 Lenz, which views the Second 

ophistic as an epoch of its own. The wording of the Suda (émSevtépoig) may be 
mighty pejorative, cf. also SupA a 3922 s.v. "Apvotouévng (7 test. ] K.-A.); 6 763 s.v. 
E aoc (= test. | K.-A.); and the Latin swbsecundarius, coined by Gellius (HoLroRp- 
TREVENS [1988: 38]). 

ontra STEGEMANN (1936: 552), who in his article in the RE seems to have 
“cerpted SCHMID and Ronpe, adding some mistakes of his own. 

Cf. Rompe (1914: 360). 
Sr Cf. Ronp (1914: 541 n. 5); Scumo H 2 (1924: 817; 826). Regarding the title 
2 EGEMANN's (1936: 552) statement that they were *voll Sehnsucht nach dem Leben 
in ländlicher Natur” sounds quite odd. 

9 
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(2) Syncellus (after Eusebius) puts N.s floruit in his year 165. This is 
equivalent to A.D. 173 in our calendar. Thus, N. flourished in the 
second half of the reign of Marcus Aurclius!?. 

(3) N. consulted Aemilius Papinianus (f 212)!! in a lawsuit con- 
cerning an usus cenaculi, the right to dwell without rent in the upper 
part of a house, which was given to him by Aquilius Regulus, a pupil 
of his. N.s privilege was contested after his pupil had died. Papinianus 
included the case in his Quaestionum libri, written in the early nineties, 

If we assume that he was already a famous lawyer when N. addressed 
him, the action probably took place at the end of the eighties/begin- 
ning of the nineties. Furthermore, the case seems to indicate that N. 
lived and taught rhetoric in Rome, since not only did Papinianus live 
there, but the usus cenaculi also points to a big building with rented 
apartments, of which there were many in Rome. 

(4) (a-c) Hermogenes refers to N. generally as an example for 
stylistic dpéAeva!? (a) and lists him, though last, together with 
Xenophon and the Socratic Aeschines as a chief exponent of pan- 
egyric oratory (b-c). Apart from Aristides N. is the only contemporary 
mentioned in Hermogenes’ Tlepi ide@v. It is hard to tell whether he 
was already dead at the time of its composition (A.p. 184)!?, since T 3 
seems to suggest that he still lived in the early nineties. According to 
Hermogenes N. also wrote tales, not only Aesopean ones (i.e. fables), 
but also öpauarıkot. 'I'he division of stories seems to be made accord- 
ing to the rhetorical categories concerning the öınynua as stated by 

Hermogenes in his Progymnasmata'*. There the term öpauarıkög ap- 
plies to invented stories with realistic content!?. However, in this case 
it does not seem to refer to novels'®, but to Hermogenes’ collection of 
fables, which included stories with both animals (i.c. Aesopean tales) 
and human beings (Spopatikot), such as the famous tale of the widow 
of Ephesus. N.s collection, though in prose, was probably similar to 

10 Contra STEGEMANN (1936: 551), who seems to mistake Syncellus’ relative date for 
the absolute. 

!! Cf. on him especially Liess in ALL IV (1997: 117-123). 
1? Cf. also Rompe (1914: 551). Me 

'S Thus, Scum (1924: 817 n. 4), who points out that in contrast to Aristides N. 15 

honoured with a separate chapter. 
14 Hermoc. Progymn. 2 p. 4,16-19 Rage: eiön d& öunynuarog BobAovron eivor TÉTtOpO. 

tò uèv yàp Elva LvOLKOV, 10 SE TAGOLATLKOV, 0 kai ópapiaukóv kaAobotv, oia tà TOV 

TPAYLKOV, TO SE LOTOPLKOV, TO SE TOALTLKOV 7) LOLOTLKOV. 
15 On the terminology cf. Rompe (1914: 376) ; MürLer (1976: 115-136). 

16 Contra Scumi II 2 (1924: 817). 
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those of Phaedrus and Babrius. (d) It is remarkable that N. should 
not be mentioned anywhere by Philostratus. The omission is hardly 
due to the fact that he was a contemporary of Philostratus", because, 
according to our other sources, N. appears to have lived about a 
eneration earlier than Philostratus and even than some of the people 

included in the Lowes of the Sophists. Furthermore, Philostratus himself 
refers to N. as he does to Dio as a typical exponent of a certain style 
of speech. This seems to presuppose that N. had already become 
a classic author. Perhaps the easiest explanation of the omission 
is that N. did not fall under Philostratus category of a sophist. 
(e) Ps.-Dionys speaks about the style of wedding speeches. Again N. 
is recommended for his agéAeva. (f) Speaking about the style of the 
aiá Menander lists N. among the authors marked by stylistic 
dé£Aewa. Since the section is about laudatory speeches, Menander 
possibly had some of N.s panegyrics in mind, cf. also on T 4. 

(5) Nothing else is known about Metrophanes. If the Suda's state- 
ment about his work is correct, it seems chronologically impossible 
that he was a son of the imperial secretary Cornelianus, who held the 
office under the Antonines and to whom Phrynichus dedicated his 
dictionary!?, Since Metrophanes wrote on Philostratus, he can not 
have lived before the 2nd half of the 3rd century A.D. 

(6) The scholion on Lucian’s De saltatione goes back to Arcthas, 
archbishop of Caesarea in a.p. 914. The Mytilenean Lesbonax men- 
tioned by Lucian is said to be the orator Lesbonax,- probably not to 
be identified with the author of the treatise Nepi oynuátov—, who 
lived in the 2nd century A.D. and of whom three declamations sur- 
vive'?. He is perhaps to be identified with the Lesbonax who appears 
as pws véog on Mytilenean coins dating to the Antonine period?”. 
Lesbonax’ oeuvre is compared with that of N. and Philostratus. The 
remarks do not yield any indication of time. In fact, Lesbonax seems 
to have lived slightly carlier than the other two authors. It is uncertain 
Whether the expression TOV EV TOIG VEMTEPOIS GOOLOTAIC ÖLANPENÖVTWV 
tefers to the second canon of orators, cf. also on T 1. It could also be 
à general remark about the authors’ excellence. 

B 

E Thus Scumi II 2 (1924: 817 n. 4). 
Contra PIR? C 1303; Bowir (1982: 58). 

B PHor. Bibl. 74 p. 52 a 22-23 still read sixteen speeches. For the evidence see 
d (1988: 145-146). 
Cf. Parker (1991: 126). 
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(7) In his autobiographical speech (1), composed in a.p. 371 and 
afterwards, Libanius reviles an opponent by saying that he preferred 
N. to Isocrates. 

wv 
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1090 (= 281). Callinicus of Petra 
(3rd cent. A.D.) 

I 

1 (a) Supa « 231 so. KoAdivixog, Taiov, 6 ko Zovntópioç &nixAngeíc, 

coQtotric; Züpog, oc 6€ vwwec 'Apdßıog, to d£ GANVEc Hetpaiog ooótoteoooc £v 

'A81jvatc. Éypoye ITIpóc Aoonov nept xaxoGnAtag pntopucfc, ITpooóovntucóv 

Torınvo, IIpög Kieonarpov nept tàv xov 'Aletávõperav iotopiðv BiBhia 

6£xo, TIpóc 1àc $U.00ó00uc aipéceic, ITept fig "Pouotov avavedoewc: Kai 

GAAG TIVE EYKOLLA Ka Adyous. (b) Supa y 132 s.v. Fevé8Aioc, l'eve0Atov, 

IloXatotivoc, €x IIexpóv, coótotüc, ua8ntvig MiovktavoO koi "Ayanntoo, 

àvtuatóe bonc xoà tàc 'Afjvac KaAAwixo tÂ õtaońuo (...). (c) SUDA ı 435 

sv. TovAtavóc, Aópvov, àánó Kotcapetoc Karnroóokiac, ooóiotic, ooyxpovoc 

KoAAıviKkoV TOD coQtctot: yeyovóg émi Kovotaviivou toô Bac oc. 

(d) Supa x 158 s» xaxoGnAia: KoAAivixog Eypayev 6 Züpog nepi 

KaKoCnAtas pytopiKis. 

2 Lie. Or. 1,11: (...) fv yóp vig &xoipog &uot Kamroóóknc, Tactov óvoua aÙt® 

(...). obtog 6 Taciov, à nap’ àvópóv npeoBvtépov 'A0vnóv xe népt koi xv 

o016001 ópouévov eséSext0, KAO’ ńuépav wo eimeiv npòç èuè EuvOoAdyer 

KaAkıvikovg TE TIvag Kal TAnnoAEUOVG £iÉpov t& ook ÓA(yov GOdLOTaV 

dinyoduevog oBEvog Adyous TE (...). 

3 Lie. Epist. 21,5: otaOudc tic Eo nepi tòv Eùppátnv, KaAAivırog Övona 

o0:9: KaAAwikov yàp Evradda Anooday&vrog 6 KobLoTNg yiveraı mpoonyopta 

TO TONW. 

4 Hier. Comm. in Dan. prol.: ad intelligendas autem extremas partes Danielis 
multiplex Graecorum historia necessaria est: Suctorii videlicet Callinici, 

Diodori, Hieronymi (154 T 13), Polybii, Posidonii (87 T 20), Claudii, 

2-6 5... Aöyoug AGVM : om. F * Torınvo Jonsius : Toaniva A : Toajve G : FaAXnvo 
VM ° <tig> Kannadoxiag Westermann, sed cf. Adler add, V p. 27.19 Kovoxaviivou À : 

Kovotáviou V 15 £86é6ekco 1? : £8é80kvo L 

SS 
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1090 (= 281). Callinicus of Petra 
(3rd cent. A.D.) 

Jr 

1 (a) Callinicus, son of Gaius, also called Suetorius, sophist, a Syrian, ac- 

cording to some Arabian, but in reality of Petra. He taught rhetoric at 

Athens. He wrote 70 Lupus on Rhetorical Mannerism, an Address to Gallienus, To 

Cleopatra on the History of Alexandria in ten books, Against the Philosophical Sects, 

On Rome’s Revival, and other encomia and speeches. (b) Genethlius, son of 

Genethlius, Palestinian, from Petra, sophist, pupil of Minucianus and 
Agapetus. He taught at Athens in competition with the famous 

Callinicus.(...) (c) Iulianus, son of Domnus, from the Cappadocian Caesarea, 
sophist, contemporary of Callinicus, the sophist, living under the Emperor 

Constantine. (d) kakozelia: Callinicus, the Syrian, wrote On Rhetorical Manner- 

ism (i.e. kakozelia). 

2 (...) I had a Cappadocian companion called Iasion (...). Every day, so to 
speak, this Iasion told me stories he had heard from elder men about Athens 

and what had happened there, talking about Callinici and 'Tleptolemi and 

the powerful speeches of many other sophists (...). 

3 There is a station on the Euphrates called Callinicus: The place gets its 

name from Callinicus, who was killed there. 

4 But varied knowledge of Greek authors is necessary to understand the last 

part of the book Daniel, namely of Callinicus Suctorius, Diodorus, 
Hieronymus, Polybius, Posidonius, Claudius, Theon, and Andronicus 
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Theonis et Andronici cognomento Alipii, quos et Porphyrius (260 F 36) esse 
secutum se dicit. 

5 MzwaNp. Rurr. Tlepı £miógtkz. II p. 386,28-31 Sp.: (...) koi yàp tata 

OVVTEAEL MPOG KOOHLOV TH NOAEL. Ed’ Graor SE TOUTOIG TOig napayy&iuaoıv 

Evreügeı KoAAıvirov Aöyoız Kat ‘Aptotetdov Kat Moréua@vos Kal "Adpıavov 

(ul. 

6 Menanp. Ruer. Tlepı emöeıkt. II p. 370,11-15 Sp.: küv pwév EvdoEov N (sc. 

TO yévoc), EFepydon 14 nEept tovtov, Edv S€ 48080V N Ti EÜTEAEG, uedeig Kal 

TOVTO GM’ AVTOD TOD PacLAEMs THY GPx noron, mg KoAAtvırog Enoinoev èv 

TO HEYGAW BAOLALK. 

MPOXL®QNHTIKOX l'AAIHNOI 

MED AX BAZIAIKOX 

IIEPI THZ: POMAION ANANEOZEOX 

1 cf. FGrHist 281 F 1 

TIEPI TON KAT’ AAESANAPEIAN IXTOPION A-I 

2 cf. FGrHist 281 F 2 
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Alypius, whom Porphyry claims to have followed. 

5 (...) This too contributes to the adornment of the city. You will find exam- 

ples of all these precepts in the speeches of Callinicus, Aristides, Polemon, 

and Hadrianus. 

6 If it (sc. the family) is famous, elaborate on this issue, if it is obscure or 

mean, then omit it as well and make a start from the emperor himself, as did 
Callinicus in his Great Basilikos. 

ADDRESS TO GALLIENUS 

GREAT BASILIKOS 

ON THE ROMAN REVIVAL 

1 cf. FGrHist 281 F 1 

ON THE HISTORY OF ALEXANDRIA 1-10 

2 cf. FGrHist 281 F 2 
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1090 (= 281). Callinicus of Petra 
(3rd cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Callinicus! seems to have flourished in the seventies of the 3rd cen- 
tury A.D., since he wrote a speech on the emperor Gallienus (A.p. 260- 
268) and dedicated works both to Virius Lupus, the Roman governor 
of the province of Arabia, and to Zenobia. He originally came from 
Petra?, but moved to Athens certainly by the time of Gallienus’ reign, 
where he pursued the profession of a coQiotig (T 1 a)?. Like Longinus 
he appears to have returned to the East after the emperor's death. 
Perhaps he also went to the Palmyrene court, as the dedication of a 
work to Zenobia might suggest. The time and circumstances of his 
death remain uncertain, but he will in any case hardly have seen the 
age of Constantine (I 1 c). His literary oeuvre is completely lost. 
Amongst the few titles we are given is an Address to Gallienus, perhaps 
delivered in Athens, and an encomium (uéyog BoacUukóg) on some 
emperor, who may have been either Aurelian or Gallienus (T 6). 
Besides, C. dealt with historical subjects, the dividing line between 
history and rhetoric being slender anyway. Most important in this 
field is his history of Alexandria in ten books, which was used by 
Porphyry*. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) (a) It is hard to decide whether C. had the cognomen Suetorius 
or Suctorius (T4). Perhaps the first alternative is preferable because of 

its Latin stem. As in other examples, one would rather expect a Latin 

than a Syrian element in such compound names?.The dating of C. 

! Cf. on him especially Jacosv (1919: 1649-1650) and in his edition FGrHist 281; 

Sremn (1923: 448-456); most recently Pernor I (1993: 104). Since JAcosy, FGrHist 

981 omits several testimonies, I have provided a complete new edition and commen- 

tary of them. For fragments the reader is still referred to Jacosy’s collection. 
2 On CG. and Hellenic culture in Arabia cf. BowErsock (1983: 135). . 

3 On Gallienus’ philhellenism and the intellectual circle at Athens during his 

reign, cf. ALFÖLDI (1967: 257-260). 
4 Cf. FGrHist 281 F 2 (= 260 F 36). Large parts of Porphyry's history of the 

Ptolemies may be based on it. 
° Cf., however, JAcoBy’s commentary p. 364. 

u 
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depends mainly on his writings. They show that C. flourished in the 

seventies of the century. His address to the Emperor Gallienus must 

fall within the period 260-268, his history of Alexandria should be 
dated to 270-271, since it is dedicated to the Palmyrene empress 

Zenobia. C. flatteringly addresses her as Cleopatra, a title she seems 
to have used herself after her conquest of Egypt in 2709. A third work 

On Rhetorical Mannerism is dedicated to Virius Lupus, who was consul 

ordinarius in. 2787 and had been governor of the province of Coele 

Syria and of the province of Arabia some time before, probably dur- 

ing Gallienus’ reign?. Thus, C.s treatise should be dated to this epoch 

too. Also of great interest is C.s encomiastic speech On Rome’s Revival 
which belongs to the genre of the /aus urbis. It is usually dated to the 
reign of Aurelian’, although there is no clear indication of time in the 

surviving fragment (FGrHist 281 F 1), which could also have been 
written under Gallienus. (b) The Suda uses the synchronism with C. 
to date Genethlius—equally from Petra—to the time of Gallienus!®. 
(c) The Suda's dating of C. to the Constantinian era by synchronism 
with Iulianus Domnus is not precise. Even if Kovotavtivov is a cor- 
ruption of Kovotavttov, C.s floruit has to be placed earlier! !. 

(2) Libanius! remarks do not afford any clear indication of time. 
C.s name is used in the plural as a substitute for sophist. 

(3) The claim that the place Callinicus is named after the sophist 
C. is clearly ridiculous, because it got its name from the victory of 
Seleucus II Callinicus!?. 

(4) Jerome lists C. first amongst various authors of Near Eastern 
history. The list seems to be partly derived from Porphyry. Claudius 
and Theon should be regarded as two authors rather than as one!?. 
The reference is to the TIpöxeıpoı kavöveg of Claudius Ptolemy, espe- 
cially the kavav BaoıAeı@v containing a list of kings from Nabonassar 

; Cf. Hisr. Auc. Aur. 27,3; Prob. 9,5; STEIN (1923: 452-455). 
i Cf. STEIN (1923: 452); Prraum (1952: 328); PLRE I s.v. Lupus (5). 
On Lupus’ career cf. Srem (1923: 451-452); Prraum (1952: 326-330); cf. also 

Jacosv's comm. p. 364-365. 
E See STEIN (1923: 449); JacoBv's comm. p. 366. 

Apart from the Suda Genethlius is known through references in the ScHoL. 

Dem. 18,8 p. 203,20; 18,52 p. 212,29 Divrs I; 19,2 p. 3,25; 19,148 p. 56,3; 22,3 p. 
260,6 Dru:rs II. He may be the author of the first treatise ITept &nideiktikov, attrib- 
E to Menander of Laodicea; cf. Russert — WirsoN (1981: XXXVI-XL). 

E Jacosy (1919: 1649). 
Brrocn IV 2? (1997: 539); Wir. I (1979: 254-258). 
Pace JacoBv, who also postulates a Claudius Theon in his unpublished notes. 
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onwards!*, and to Theon of Alexandria (2nd half 4th century a.p.), 
who commented on them'?. Of course Theon can not have been 
used by Porphyry, but Jerome is often not very precise in his quota- 
tions. The last part of the list seems anyway to have been added by 
Jerome himself, because the alphabetical principle is abandoned. The 
identity of Andronicus Alypius remains unknown. 

(5) Menander speaks about the topics of a /aus urbis. In the case of 
C. he may have had in mind C.s speech On the Roman Revival or 
something similar. 

(6) There is some debate as to whether the Megas Basilikos, men- 
tioned by Menander, refers to the Address to Gallienus'® or to an un- 
known panegyrical speech on Aurelian!’. The difference of the titles 
suggests that both speeches should not be identified: a 2Aóyog 
npooQovnttkóc indicates a short address, whereas a Aóyog Bacuukóg 
designates a panegyrical speech. 'The question, then, is to which em- 
peror the Megas Basilikos refers. Aurelian indeed seems to be a suitable 
candidate, because he was of ignoble origin. But Gallienus is perhaps 
equally possible. Although he was of noble birth, a speech on him will 
have hardly made mention of his father Valerian, because he was 
ignominiously captured by Shapur I. 

' Cf. Wacusmutn (1895: 301-307). 
5 CH. on him Schm II 2 (1924: 898; 1065). 
I6 Gnoac (1918: 19); SrkiN (1923: 451). 
! Nrrsan (1883: 14); Pernor I (1993: 77; 104); Russent. — Wırson (1981: 275). If 

C. should hide behind the historian Callicrates (FGrHist 213), who is adduced by the 
Historia Augusta in the vita of Aurelian, cf. Zeccuint (1995: 305), it seems very likely 
that C. composed some treatise on Aurelian. 

b 
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1091. Cassius Longinus 

(c. An. 919-943) 

F 

1 Supa A 645 s.v. Aoyyivog, 6 Kioorog, H1A600G0G, SLödoKaxog Tlopbupiov 

TOD Q1À06Ó007, TOALNAÄNG Kal KPLTLKÖG YEVÖHEVOG. Tv d& Ei AbpnAtavod toV 

Koíicaposc xai àvnp£On Dr’ abrod og obunvovg Znvoßta tn Oönvahov yuvoıki. 

Eypowye Tlepı tod Kata db<orv> Biov, "Anoprnaro Oympırd, Ei H1Aö00G0< 

“"Ounnpog, TIpoßAnuara ‘Ourpov xoi Abosız Ev BıßAioıg B’, Tiva rapà TOC 

Lotopias Ol ypaLWATiKOL M@> LotopiKd eENyodvto1, Tlepi tov nap’ Ounpo 

x0ÀA0 onuatvoucóv AéGeov 8', Avukóv AéGeov éx6ócetc P’, Eloi SE Kath 

ototxetov, Agteıg Avrıudxov Kat HpaKxré@voc Kai GAAG TOAAG. 

2 Supa 6 735 s. Dpóvtov, "Epionvóc, ffitop, yeyovàc Ent Leunpov x00 

BaoılEwg Ev Póun. &v 82 'Adrvorg avteraisevoe Prrootpdtw v6 npóco xoi 

'Awyivn tà l'oóapei. &:eAeotnoe õè Ev "AOrlvoic, repi £^ £m yeyovóc, koi ng 

aderong dpovtovióog noida bvta Aoyyivov TÖV kpiukóv katéMnev 

KANpOvopov. Eypaye è ovyvoùç Adyouc. 

3 Porpnyr. Vila Plot. 20,19-25: 6 (...) vbv Kaipdc 008’ eimetv got Gonv ondviv 

EOXNKE 100 npáyuaxoc (i.e. tfjg PLAOGOdiac): ETL dE LELPAKLOV SvtMV NOV ODK 

OALYOL TOV Ev HLAOGOdiG AOY@V TPOgOTMGAY, ODS Gnavtas uèv UTpEEV tóeiv 

Tüv 8tà thv ER noióov émi noAXoUG TOROVS GLA Toig yovedoty éemdqLIAV, 

ovyyevéodat S& adtdv toig ExPidcact Kata tabtd ovyvoic £Oveoi koi 

NOAEOLV ERUULEAVTOG. 

4 PonPuvn. Vita Plot. 20,36-38: vot 8& 6eviépov (sc. pórov) TTAatwVvUKOL HEV 

"Auuoviog Kal Optyévnc, oi uei 10 TAELOTOV TOD xpóvov TPOGEHOLTHOOLEY 

(...). 

! 6 codd. : ò xoi Daub (1882: 111) ? 'Oónvá6ov Ruhnken : 'O8vuvó80v A : OG6unvápov GM : 

Oyvuváðov V 4 ovow Biov M. Schmidt (1854: 47) : ovBiov codd. : ei&vov ed. pr. ? napa 

GM : nepı A 8 xoi 'HpaxAéovog codd. : xav "HpaxAéovog Hemsterhusius : xoi KA£ovoc 
11 Langbaenius £ieAeUtnoe kA. A” (des. vet. manus) 

hb - 
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1091. Cassius Longinus 
(c. A.D. 213-273) 

T 

1 Cassius Longinus, philosopher, teacher of Porphyry the Philosopher, poly- 

math and grammarian. He lived under the Emperor Aurelian and was killed 
by him as a partisan of Zenobia, the wife of Odaenathus. He wrote On the 

Natural life, Homeric Questions, Is Homer a Philosopher?, Homeric Problems and Their 
Solutions in two books, What the Grammarians Relate Like Historical Facts Against 

History, four books On Ambiguous Words in Homer, an Encyclopedia of Attic Words 

in two books—their order is alphabetical—, a Glossary of Antimachus and of 

Heracleon, and many other works. 

2 Fronto of Emesa, rhetorician, flourishing under the Emperor Severus in 

Rome. He taught at Athens in competition with Philostratus I. and Apsines 
of Gadara. He died at Athens, when he was about sixty ycars old leaving the 
Grammarian Longinus, the son of his sister Frontonis, as his heir. He wrote 

many speeches. 

3 The present time suffers an incredible dearth in this matter (i.e. in philoso- 

phy). When I was young there were many leaders of philosophical discus- 
sion. I had the opportunity to see them all, because, since my early youth, I 
travelled with my parents to many places, and could associate with those 
who still lived when I similarly visited many peoples and cities by myself. 

1 Of the second kind were the Platonists Ammonius and Origenes, with 
Whom I studied most of the time. 
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5 Eun. Vit. soph. 4,1,2-5: TDX@v dE (sc. TIopbbpıog) NG TPOONKOVONG na1deiac, 

àvá te čðpaue TOOOVTOV KL ENESDKEV, @| Aoyyivovd uEV NV AKPoathg, Kal 

EKÖGHEL TOV SLSGOKAAOV EvtOG OALYOU xpdvov. Aoyyivoc 5€ KATH TOV ypóvov 

Exetvov PiBALOOKN zi Tiv Éuyvxog KO NEPTATODV LOVGELOV KO KPiVELV ye 

TOUG TAAGLODS ENETETAKTO, KAOGTEP TPO EKEtvov TOAAOL TLVES EtTEPOL, Kal Ö 

èk Kapiaç Arovóorog návtæv àápiónAótepoc. MáAxogc 8€ xatà civ Xopov nóAiv 

ó Ilopó)ptog £kaAetto tà npóta — to0t0 SE Sbvaraı Boouéa Aéyew -, 

IlopQóptov ó& a:0v mvduace Aoyyivoc, £g tò poaoUuxóv tfjg &oOftoc 

TUPGONLOV THY npoonyopiav Gmotpéyog. nap’ &keivo ù thy GKpay 

ENOLSEVETO NALdELAV, YPannatıkng TE EIG ÜKPOV ånáonç, WonEp EKEivoc, 

QOLKOLEVOG KOL PNTOPLKNG' TANV 600V OUK EN’ EKELVNV EVEVOE, puiocopiac ye 

xüv £ióog &kuorttópevoc. Tiv yàp 6 Aoyyivos LAaKP@ tàv tóte dv6póv cà mávta 

GPLOTOG, kal TOV BLBALOV TE GDTOD xoA0 nAf9oc deperan, kot tÒ óepóuevov 

Oavuáčetor. KAL EL TLE KATEYVM TLVOG TOV TAAGLOV, OD TO S0EacVEV Expdtet 

MPOTEPOV, GAA’ | Aoyytvou nàvtoc EKPATEL KPLOLc. 

6 Eus. Praep. ev. 10,3,1 (= Porpuyr. F 408 Surrx): ta TMartovera Eotıov Hude 

Aoyyivog ‘A®jynot KeKAnKev GAAOUS Te MOAAODS Kat Nikaydpav (1076 T 7) 

TOV GOdLoTHV Ka Maitopa AnoAAOvLdy TE TOV YPALLATLKOV Kal AnuytpLOV TOV 

yearetpny IHpoonvnv ce xóv Mlepınarmrıköv Kal tov Utwikov KaAarétnvy. 

7 (a) Zos. Hist. 1,56,2: émet 8€ aitias éreyev (sc. ZnvoBia) Eavtv eFatpovoa, 

NOAADVG TE GAOUS NYEV Eig LEGOV HC napayayóvtaç ota YUVOLKA, EV OIG KAL 

Aoyyivog jv, ob ovyypdupata gott péya toig moióetog ETATOLOVUÉVOLG 

SHEAOS HEpOVTG. GrEp Eh’ Oi¢ KATHYOPEITO EAEYYOLEV TapaxpHUA ó BocU.evc 

0avéátov Cuutav &néOnkev, fiv oot» yevvatoc Tiveykev ó Aoyyivoc, Gote kat 

tovs oxermıdbovrag Eni to nader napanvdeiohaı, xot dAXov 8& Znvopiac 

Kateınodong KoAdosoıv vnay8évtev. (b) Hisr. Auc. Aur. 30,1-3: 

sed, ut ad incepta redeamus, ingens tamen strepitus militum fuit omnium 

Zenobiam ad poenam poscentium. (2) sed Aurelianus indignum aestumamns 

mulierem interimi, occisis plerisque quibus auctoribus illa bellum moverat 

27 ènetétakto corr. A! : ènetótakto A : énetétpanto Cobet 31 anorpewag A: ånootpé yas 

Vollebregt 33 ye Wyttenbach : te A 38 Miotóvewa J0 : Motivera BN 39 Aoyyivos BIO 23 

A- ND || Nuxayopav ODN? : -yopa BN! : Nıxavopa 7 3 nei de codd. : o£ Bekker 44-45 £v 

oic kat Aoyyivoc Tiv. codd. : kat 5h Kai Aoyyivov Stephanus 9 uéya c : ueyáxa V. 99 sed » 

Peter : sed se dux P : sed E || incepta P : cepta E 5! indignum aestimans edd. : 

indignaestimans P : indignum (vel -digum) existimans £ 

ye- 
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5 Enjoying an adequate education, he (sc. Porphyry) quickly rose and made 

such progresses that he was an honour to his teacher—he was a pupil of 

Longinus—in a short time. In those days Longinus was a living library and 
walking museum and an institution of literary criticism concerning the an- 

cient authors, like many others before him, and most famous of all, 

Dionysius of Caria. Porphyry was originally called Malchus in his Syrian 

hometown, which means "king", but Longinus named him Porphyry in 

reference to the name of the Imperial attire. With Longinus he received the 

best education and advanced like him to perfect knowledge in grammar and 

rhetoric, except that he did not pursue it exclusively, but was attracted by 

every type of philosophy. In fact, Longinus was in every respect by far the 

most excellent of the men of his time, and a great number of his books are 

in circulation and are admired. And when a verdict was pronounced on 

some ancient author, earlier opinion did not count, but Longinus? judgment 

generally prevailed. 

6 Longinus, entertaining us at Athens in celebration of Plato's birthday, 

invited amongst many others Nicagoras the Sophist, Maior, Apollonius the 
Grammarian, Demetrius the Geometer, Prosenes the Peripatetic, and 

Callietes the Stoic. 

7 (a) When Zenobia pleaded her cause, she exculpated herself and pro- 
duced many others who she said had led her astray, since she was a woman, 
including Longinus, too, whose books are of much use to those laying claim 
to education. When he was found guilty of the charges, the Emperor at once 
sentenced him to death. Longinus bore this with so much dignity that he 
also comforted those who complained about their misfortune, there being 
others who were suffering punishment because they had been denounced by 
Zenobia, (b) However, to return to the subject, there was great clamour by 
all soldiers requiring the punishment of Zenobia. (2) But Aurelian, regarding 
It as disgraceful to kill a woman, put to death most of those on whose advice 
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paraverat, gesserat, triumpho mulierem reservavit, ut populi Romani oculis 
esset ostentui. (3) grave inter eos, qui caesi sunt, de Longino philosopho 
fuisse perhibetur, quo illa magistro usa esse ad Graecas litteras dicitur. quem 
quidem Aurelianus idcirco dicitur occidisse, quod superbior illa epistula (cf. 
27,1-6) ipsius diceretur dictata consilio, quamvis Syro esset sermone 
contexta. 

8 Lis. Epist. 1078: EvoeBio: Odaivabov tov Adyov, Aoyyivov S& 6 Aóyoc, &yo 
LEV ATOLTO, oè dE dei dodvon Kal yev&odaı diKarov nepi mv VMOOXEOLY. 

OAAINAGOX 

53 reservavit P : servavit 2 5456 grave ... fuisse : locus vix sanus, Jort. lacuna post sunt 
statuenda 5*4 caesi P : occisi X 

w-€- — 
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a 

had stirred, prepared and gone to war, and kept the woman for the 

pe h to show her to the eyes of the Roman people. (3) Amongst those 

E executed Longinus! case is reported to have been severe, whom 

E aps is said to have used as a teacher for Greek letters. Aurelian is said 

to have killed him, because the very arrogant letter was said to have been 

dictated on his advice, although it was written in the Syrian tongue. 

8 To Eusebius: I am asking you for the Odaenathus, the speech written by 

Longinus. You should send it and keep your promise. 

ODAENATHUS 
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1091. Cassius Longinus 

(c. 213-273 A.D.) 

Introduction 

Cassius Longinus, Neo-Platonic philosopher, antiquarian and rhetor, 
lived from about A.p. 213 to 273 (T 1)!. His family originally came 
from Emesa (T 2). As he himself tells us, he travelled extensively with 
his parents in his youth (T 3) and attended the lectures of the 
Platonists Ammonius Saccas and Origenes (T 4). He finally settled in 
Athens, where he taught rhetoric and philosophy and, being an 
Atticist?, became one of the most reputed literary critics of the cen- 
tury (T 5). He associated with the intellectual élite of his days, 
amongst them Nicagoras (1076) and Plotinus. Although it is not ex- 
pressly stated, it seems very likely that he held one of the two official 
university chairs for Platonic philosophy some time after A.p. 250 
(T 6)*. If so, Plotinus’ remarks that L. was a philologist but no phi- 
losopher become even more trenchant?. L.s most famous pupil was 
Porphyry, whose work also shows L.s influence. At some time in the 
late sixties L. moved to Palmyra. The reasons for his decision can 
only be surmised. Maybe family ties—he came from Emesa—", 
maybe the impending danger of Gallic raids on Athens caused him to 
give up his post as teacher’, or perhaps even a new political and 
cultural perspective, opened up to him by the Palmyrene rulers 
Odaenathus and Zenobia?. In any case, we find him in the role of a 
secretary and adviser at the Palmyrene court at the end of the sixtics, 
when conflict broke out between Zenobia and the Emperor Aurclian. 
In fact, L. is one of the most famous victims of the Palmyrene separa- 
tism, since he was executed at the behest of Aurelian after his con- 
quest of Palmyra in A.p. 272 (T 7). It was probably also in his func- 

! Cf. on L. in general PIR? C 500; PLRE I s.v. Longinus (2); Scumo II 2 (1924: 
889-891); AvLITZKY (1927: 1401-1423); Dörrıe (1969: 731-732). The basis for these 

works has been laid by the excellent study of RUHNKEN (1776). 
? NoRDbEN I (1915: 360). k 
3 On Ls intellectual profile, which is quite typical, cf. Hapor (1984: 246-247: 

228). 
; Dörrız (1969: 731); on the different university chairs established by Marcus 

Aurelius in A.D. 176 cf. HApor (1984: 246-247); Dorrie III (1993: 135-139). 
5 Ponpuvn. Vita Plot. 14,19-20. 
6 AurrTZKY (1927: 1402). 
7 Scnurp II 2 (1924: 889); but see Arrörnı (1967: 259 n. 176). 
9 Scuurp II 2 (1924: 889); ALröLpı (1967: 260). 

> all 
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tion as a political adviser that L. composed his Odaenathus (T 8). ‘This 
must have been either a laudatory speech or a biography of the 
Palmyrene king, and was probably written after his death”. Regard- 
ing the list of his works, L. must have been a prolific writer. We know 

several titles of philosophical and antiquarian treatises (T 1), although 
substantial parts are only preserved of his Tepi téAovg (the preface), 

his Rhetoric and his commentary on Hephaestion. His most famous 

antiquarian work was the ®1AdAoyot optriar in at least 21 books!”, 

which are quoted several times and may have influenced Porphyry in 
the choice of the title of his book ®iroroyog akpdaote. 

Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) L.s date of birth, a.p. 213, is inferred from his relationship to 
Porphyry. The latter was born about A.p. 233 and, as his teacher, L. 
may have been his elder by twenty years. In our sources, L. is gener- 
ally rendered contemporaneous with Zenobia and the Palmyrene 
separatism. Therefore, his floruit is always put—slightly too late—in 
the reign of Claudius Gothicus or Aurelian!!. The long list of works, 
of which no trace survives, shows L.s philosophical and antiquarian 
interests: 1) A philosophical treatise called On the Natural Life'?; 
2) Homeric Questions'*; 3) Is Homer a Philosopher?; L.s influence on Por- 
phyry is manifest!*; 4) Homeric Problems. It is very likely that this is only 
an alternative title for the Homeric Questions, which was mistaken for a 
second work by the Suda!; 5) A work called Tiva napa tas iotopias ot 

O- 

? AULITZKY (1927: 1402); Mizar (1971: 5 n. 56); PERNor I (1993: 77). 
Fon. SICELIOTA, Ru&r. Gr. VI p. 93,7-10 Warz (= F 557 SH); 95,1-11; 225,23- 

29 (= Arscnyr. F 281 Rapr); ScHor. AporL. RHopD. p. 329,8-10 WENDEL; SOPATR. 
Proleg. in Aristid. 17 p- 118,1-5 Lenz; Pnor. Bibl. 265; cf. also RHe£r. Gr. Ip. 213-216 
PENGEL (see, however, SMITH [1994: 525-529]), and Lachares’ excerpt published by 

Grarven (1895: 289-313). 
Pnor. Bibl. 265 p. 492 a 29: Aoyyivoc uev 6 Kpırikög (...): Ei KAavdiov 5 odtoc 
Ce, Kai «à nord ovvnyovilero Zyvopia th tv Ooponvay BacuAtót; SvNcELL.. Eclog. 

ron. p. 469, 26-27 MossHAMMER: AvpnAtavog tovs Makuupnvots éxetpmoato Kat 
Bio vnétatev, &6’ 00 dacı PiAdotpatov tov “ASnvoiov toxopioypóóov xol Aoyyivov 

Icon, 

Acta 

p The Correction of the senseless vBiov is certainly right, cf. SCHMIDT (1854: 47 
B I). Probably an abbreviation of óóow caused the error; other less likely solutions 

are listed by Daun (1882: 111); see also T 95.5 DónRIE [D.] HI with p. 330. 
thi Perhaps EusrATH. Comm. Hom. ^ 139 p. 67,28-29; A 295 p. 106,33 go back to 
i work. See, however, LEuns (1882: 220). 
i5 185,6 D. III with p. 253. 

f. Lens (1882: 220) adducing Aristotle's work as a parallel. 
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ypaupatıkoi @g Loropırd €Enyodvtat. Its name scems to reflect the title 
of Caccilius’ treatise Mept tév Katé iotopiav À trapo iotopiav eipnu£vov 
tois pritopau!®; 6) a dictionary on Homer in four books; 7) an Atticistic 
dictionary in alphabetic order in two books; 8) Ag&eıg "Avtıuaxon; 
9) An epitome of Heracleon (?). The text suffers from extreme abbre- 
viation, if not corruption. The best solution seems to be either to read 
the title as Ag&eıg HpakA£ovog or to assume a lacuna before or after 
HpaxAéovoc. L. possibly composed an epitome of Heracleon, as did 
Claudius Didymus". The question is whether the reference is to 
Heracleon of Tillotis, who wrote on Homer, or to Heracleon of 
Ephesus, author of Attic TA®o0m Öyaprurıxai!®. The latter is usually 
preferred’, and indeed there are many examples of epitomes of dic- 
tionaries and yAó6cat. However, L.s interest in Homer might also 
suggest that it was a work of the former which he compiled. Despite 
its length the list of the Suda is far from complete. Apart from the 
works mentioned in the introduction the following lost works should 
be added: 10) Hept ápyóv??; 11) Mepi téA0vc2!; 12) Mpdc tiv otwixay 
nepi yoxs õóčav åvtippnorç??; 13) a commentary on the Phaedo (P23: 
14) a commentary on the 7zmaeus?*; 15) TIpög «ijv ‘ApeAtov émotoanv”; 
16) A work called durapxoiog?®. 17) L. is also listed amongst the au- 

16 Cf. Supa x 1165 sz. Kextdtoc. Treatises with similar titles were also written by 
Apollonides of Nicaca (Tlepi Katéwevouevng tovoptac; Vila Arat. p. 10,16 Marrın) and 
Apollonius Dyscolus (Ilepi koxeweuou£vng iotopiacg; SuDA a 3422 s.p. AnoAAdvioG 
"Are&avöpeüg), if this is not due to some confusion. 

'7 Cf. Supa & 874 5.v. At&vpoc, 
'8 Cf. on the Heracleones Gupeman (1912: 512-515); BERNDT (1914); GUDEMAN 

(1917: 91-96). 
|? GupeMan (1912: 513); Auuırzev (1927: 1407). 
20 PoRPHYR. Vila Plot. 14 (7 T 88.1 b D. III). 
?! PonPnvn. Vita Plot. 20 (= T 95.4 D. III; probably the natural life was the telos, 

cf. D. III p. 330. p 
?? Sros. Flor. 1,49,25 p. 349,27; 1,49,25* p. 351,14-19 W.; Eus. Pyaep. ev. 15,21 

(probably after Porphyry); PRocr. /n Plat. remp. I p. 233,29-234,2 Knorr (= PoRPHYR. 
F 263 Surrg.); cf. T 91.2 D III. 

23 Cf. Dam. In Plat. Phaed. 1,115 (66c7-8) = T 78.5 D. I; it is uncertain whether 
this refers to a commentary, cf. D. III p. 191. 

?* The work is mentioned several times by Proclus in his commentary on the 
Timaeus. Although he quotes it only for the beginning, it probably was a commen- 
tary on the entire dialogue, cf. T 81.17 b D. III with p. 218-219. 

25 Porpuyr. Vita Plot. 20-21. 
26 Porpuyr. Vila Plot. 14 (= T 88.1 b D. II). Runnken (1776: LXX VIII) proposes 

to alter the text and to regard dıAopxaiog as a nickname. However, this would imply 
substantial changes. "Therefore, it seems best to take diAapxoiog as a title of an anti- 
quarian treatise, although it remains uncertain, whether the óUXapyoiog meant 1 
himself, cf. D. III p. 282. 

> — 
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thors Hept £6vixóv in the catalogue of the Codex Coisl. 387 (10th 
27 

D The Suda provides some important information about L.s fam- 
ily. Its origins were in Emesa, though at some time it moved to 
Athens, cf. also T 3-4. His uncle, from whom L. subsequently ac- 

uired an inheritance, was the rhetor Fronto who belonged to the 

intellectual circles at Athens at the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. 
He is at any rate grouped with Philostratus II and Apsines of Gadara 
by the Suda’. l l a 

(3-4) Both autobiographical remarks come from L.s Has 1ÉAOUG. 

Its preface is quoted by Porphyry at length in his Vila Plotini ? to show 
L.s (100 €AAOYIULOTATOV Gvdpdg Kai EAEYKTLK@TATOD) positive judgement 
about Plotinus. In it, L. deplores the present lack of philosophers 
compared with the time when he was young. It is an important testi- 
mony for the history of philosophy in the 3rd century A.D. 

(5) The section is from Eunapius’ life of Porphyry, where L. is 
mentioned as Porphyry’s first teacher. It looks like it is patched to- 
gether from different sources. The detailed information on L. comes 
into the text quite abruptly. This is most noticeable in the first. sen- 
tence. Although the text is sound, the first part of the subordinate 
clause Aoyyivov uev nv akpoarng (taken up by Aoyyivoc 62) does not fit 
in exactly?) It looks like an attempt to connect two accounts. First, 
Eunapius speaks about L. as an archaist and an “institution” of liter- 
ary criticism?!. Then he goes on to say that Porphyry was given his 
name by L. It is hard to judge whether this is truth or biographical 
fiction, since Porphyry in his own account?? does not specify the 
person who invented the name. The linguistic pun would indeed suit 
a grammarian. After a sentence on Porphyry’s success in learning 
Eunapius turns back to L.s achievements. Again the transition (with 

ge 

7 Cf. KRoEHNERT (1897: 7; 53); ‘THroporupis (1976: 13-14). " 
E Regarding the Suda's confused entries on the various Philostrati (6 421-423) it is 

Most interesting to see that in this place the Suda speaks of Philostratus I instead of 
Philostratus IT. It might simply be a mistake, although it is perhaps additional evi- 
dence for the theory that the Suda's article on Philostratus I is a duplicate. It might, 
m fact, indicate that Hesychius, the Suda's source, regarded Philostratus II as 

llostratus I, as is also suggested by the Suda's remarks at the end of the article on 
Philostratus TI. (6 421) nanv np@rog Ödeikeı Keiodar. 

> Vita Plot. 20,17-104. 
Therefore, GIANGRANDE includes it in dashes in his edition. 
The exact meaning of the text is difficult to grasp. On first view one would 

€xpect énetétaxto to refer to an office. The following example of Dionysius, however, 

Suggests that this should perhaps not be taken in a strictly technical sense. 
Porpuyr. Vita Plot. 17,6-15. 
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yap) looks slightly odd. It appears altogether that the sentence would 
be in a better place following the introductory remarks on L. Regard- 
ing Eunapius’ technique it seems that he broke up his sources into 
smaller fragments. Perhaps there was a short life of L., on which he 
could rely, or he simply took over the information on L. from his own 
history (containing the events from a.p. 270 onwards)33, which he 
quotes several times elsewhere in his Lives**. There, it could have 
formed part of L.s obituary. Despite all inconsistencies the informa- 
tion we get on L. is shaped according to a certain pattern of thought. 
In Porphyry’s life L. plays the role of the primary teacher, whereas 
Plotinus is responsible for the higher education. This may be the 
reason why Eunapius solely concentrates on L.s rhetorical and anti- 
quarian merits omitting his philosophical studies. 

(6) Eusebius’ excerpt, which is much longer, comes from Porphy- 
ry's Q1ÀÓAoYyoc àkpóaoic and describes a discussion about plagiarism. 
Porphyry makes the conversation take place at a banquet in celebra- 
tion of Plato's birthday, the Platoneia?^. 'The setting is most probably 
the Academy. Apart from L., who is the host, the intellectual élite of 
Athens and Porphyry himself are present at the symposium. Even if 
the entire scene is fictitious, it seems likely that it is modelled on a rcal 
event, which took place when Porphyry stayed with Longinus. There- 
fore, it provides strong evidence that L. was head of the Academy 
before a.p. 262, the date when Porphyry left him for Rome?°, That L. 
held this post is suggested anyway by his contacts with Plotinus and 
Porphyry. 

(7) Both accounts probably go back to the same ultimate source, 
which may have been Nicomachus Flavianus. The immediate source 
of Zosimus (a) appears to be Eunapius’ history?", whereas the Historia 
Augusta (b) seems to be based directly on. Nicomachus??. Both 
sources agree that L. was a political adviser to Zenobia, obviously 
important enough to be made a scapegoat after her defeat in A.D. 
2729. In addition, the Historia Augusta states that L. was supposed 

33 On the relationship between Eunapius’ history and his Lives cf. PENELLA (1990: 
10-14). . 

34 For a collection of the evidence cf. the edition of Eunapius’ fragments by 

BLockLey (1983). j > 
35 Cf. on it SHEPPARD (1980: 30-31); Dorrie IT (1990: 238 n. 1). 
56 Dorriz (1969: 731). 
37 Cf. Poor. Bibl. 98 p. 84 b 27-38; PENELLA (1990: 14); on Nicomachus as 

Eunapius’ source see PascHoup (1975: 182-183); BLEGKMANN (1992: 23-24; 400). 
59 PAscHOUD (1995: 292-294). f 
39 On the historical events cf. e.g. MirrAR (1993: 171-173). An English collection 

of sources is provided by Dopcron — Lieu (1991: 68-110). 

.- 
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to be responsible for Zenobia's superbior epistula to Aurelian, which it 

uotes in ch. 27. However, this detail is probably a mere invention by 

the HA to add some extra flavour to the scene. All in all, L.s picture 

seems to be tailored to the model of an Imperial secretary. 

(8) Libanius wording seems to suggest that the work called 

Odaenathus was a speech. It was probably written on behalf of Zenobia 

after Odaenathus’ death in A.D. 266/267", 

40 On Odaenathus’ career and death see Minar (1971: 8-10); Ip. (1993: 157-170); 

BLECKMANN (1992: 122-129); PorrER (1996: 271-285). 
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1092. Helladius of Alexandria 

(4th—5th cent. A.D.) 

E 

1 Supa e 732 s». 'EAAÁáótoc, 'AXe&avópeUc, ypanarıKög, YEYOVOS Kath 

Oeoddorov tov Pastréa tov véov. Aéčeog navtoiaç ypotv katà otoyeiov, 
"Exópaow giAotitiag, Atdvucov i Movoav, "Ekópactv tod Aovtpod 

Kovotavttavov, “Exatvov Oeodoctov tod Pactréwe. 

2 Socrat. Hist. eccl. 5,16,6-9.14: dndAovto yap èv th ovuBoAA (a.D. 391) tôv 
Lev EAAnvov öAiyoı, vàv 8& Xptotuavóv oQóópo. n0AXot, ot SE tpavuation ££ 

ékatÉpou pépouc "oov dvapiOumtot. óópog £k tóv yeyovótov eiyev TOUS 
Ehanvitovtas Sedorkdtag tiv Tod Pactkéws öpyiv. npa&avreg yàp à &6ókei 

adrois Kol toic pioijovioug tóv Ouuóv dmxooféoavteg dAAog OXAcyh 

KOTEKPUNTOVTO, TOAAOL SE Ka EK Tig AreEavEpetac Emvyov Kata Thc nóAeic 

HEpLCopevor. Ov hoav oi S00 ypappatikol 'EAAd8voc kai "Aupóvioc, rap? otc 
EYO KOLLST véoc Ov Ev TH KovotavtivovndAer eooitoa. ‘EAAGSto¢ EV 00V 

iepeb toO Aióc eivot £Aeyev, "Aupóviog 6& mOrkov. (...) (14) EAAGSto¢ 8€ 

TOPS TOL NUXEL, Oc Evvea Ein dvdpac £v tfj cuuxAmyáót Qoveooc. 

3 Cop. THEopos. 6,21,1: (...) grammaticos Graecos Helladium et Syrianum, 

Latinum Theofilum, sofistas Martinum et Maximum et iuris peritum 

Leontium placuit honorari codicillis comitivae ordinis primi iam nunc 

a nostra maiestate perceptis, ita ut corum qui sunt ex vicariis dignitate 
potiantur. 

4 Puor. Bibl. 145 p. 98 b 40: dveyvao0n AcErKov kaxà otovyetov EAAadtov, 

Ov iovev AcEiK@v noAvoturdratov. o0 Aé&eov 8& uóvov h ovvaywyy, GAN 

£viote KOL KOMHOATLKOV TLVOV YAPLEGTATOV AGYMV KOL Ei¢ KMAOD TOAAGKIG 

ovvOeow dnoptiCouevev. meCod 5& AOYoU Eoti x0 nAeiotov vàv AéEeov, 0^ 

ODYL TOLNTLKOD, WOTEP N] ALoyEviav® ERTOVNOELOU GVAAOYN OVSE KATA TAOAS 

TAG GVAAABaS THY Tod oTOLyEtov THELV OvAGTIEL, GAAG KATH póvnv TY 

Opxovoav. ToAvOTLYOS SE OUTS T OVAAOY, ote UNS’ eig nevre GVUMETPO 

3 tod AovtPOD codd. : tov Aovtpav Küster 

» ae 
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1092. Helladius of Alexandria 

(4th—5th cent. A.D.) 

1 Helladius of Alexandria, grammarian, flourished under the Emperor 

Theodosius II. He wrote a Compendium of Various Words in alphabetical order, 

a Description of Ambition, Dionysus or Muse, a Description of the Constantinian Bath, 

a Praise of the Emperor Theodosius. 

2 In fact, a few pagans died in the encounter, but very many Christians, and 
there were innumerable casualties on both sides. From the events fear over- 
came the pagans, who were afraid of the Emperor’s anger. After they had 

done what they wanted and had appeased their rage by murder, they hid in 
different places, many even fled from Alexandria and scattered themselves 
over the cities. Among these were Helladius and Ammonius with whom I 

studied at Constantinople, when I was very young. Helladius said he was a 
priest of Zeus, Ammonius that he was a priest of the ape. (...) (11) And 

Helladius boasted to some that he killed nine men in the encounter. 

3 It has pleased us to give distinction to the Greek grammarians Helladius 
and Syrianus, the Latin grammarian Theophilus, the sophists Martinus and 

Maximus and the lawyer Leontius by codicils of the comitiva ordinis primi, 

Which they receive now from our majesty, so that they have the rank of ex 
vicariis. 

4 I read Helladius alphabetical dictionary which is the biggest dictionary I 

know. It comprises not only words, but at times even some very nice expres- 
sions, which often form complete short clauses. Most words belong to prose 
and not to poetry, as in the collection worked out by Diogenianus. He does 
Not observe alphabetical order in all syllables, but only in the first one. The 
Collection is so copious that the whole work does not fit into five normal 
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TEvYN Thy OANV TPAYLATE LAV anaprileodan: Nueig d’ Ev ntà Tevyeow adti 
EVETÜXOHEV. XPNOWOV SE tH BiAtov xoig tE ovyypá$ouct kol toic GALOS 
Tohvpaðiav TOLV: čyeı yàp xoi poprupiog putópov t& xol av giç 
noua uéya Kiéoç èyóvtov. 

F 

EIIAINOX OEOAOXIOY TOY BAXIAEQZ 
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volumes—1 have found it in seven volumes. The book is useful for writers 

and for anyone else who appreciates learning, since it also contains quota- 

tions from orators and very famous poets. 

PRAISE OF THEODOSIUS THE EMPEROR 
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1092. Helladius of Alexandria 

(4th—5th cent. A.D.) 

Introduction 

Helladius of Alexandria!, grammarian and priest of Zeus, took part in 
the bloody encounters between pagans and Christians, when 
Theophilus, bishop of Alexandria, closed the pagan sanctuaries in 
A.D. 391. Killing—as he himself boasted—nine men he fled afterwards 
to Constantinople, where he worked as a teacher of rhetoric. The 
church historian Socrates tells us that he was H.s pupil (T 2)?. Despite 
his past, he seems to have maintained good relations with the 
imperial court in later times. He was at any rate honoured by 
Theodosius II with the comitiva primi ordinis, a high rank in the hierar- 
chy of the court (T 3). It may have been on this occasion that he 
wrote his Praise of Theodosius’, which was probably an encomium in 
prose. Perhaps his Description of the Bath in Constantinople is to be viewed 
against the same background. 

' Cf on H. PLRE II s.v. Helladius (2); Scumm II 2 (1924: 1075); Kasrer (1988: 
289). Not only the Suda, but sometimes even the RE produces duplicates. There are 

two articles on him by GupEMaN (3). and by SEEck (8) in the RE as there are on 

Helladius of Antaeupolis (2) and (4). 
? See also Lerrin (1996: 10). 
3 Gupeman (1912: 102). 

_ 
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Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) In contrast to the oeuvre of his contemporaries Orion (I 093) and 
Orus, H.s works are completely lost. Only a few traces of his compre- 

hensive dictionary survive. T 
(2) Socrates speaks about the events in Alexandria in A.D. 391 

which followed Theodosius I’s edict against pagan worship*. This led 
to violent clashes between pagans and Christians culminating in the 
destruction of the famous Serapicion?. Both Helladius, priest of Zeus, 
and Ammonius, priest of Hermes-Toth, were involved in the struggle 
as members of the pagan élite, and therefore had to emigrate after- 
wards. 

(3) The edict dates to the 1st of March A.p. 425. There seems to 
be some connection with Theodosius’ II famous university reforms, 
since H. was one of the officially appointed professors’. Together with 
other scholars the pagan H. is accorded the position of a comes primi 
ordinis and ex vicarius", which shows the liberal climate at court during 
these years”. 

(4) H.s copious book is called Ae&óv (sc. BıßAiov) by Photius, 
which is the first occurrence of the modern term!?. The title of H.s 
work was probably xpfoıs navroiag A&&eog (I 1). There seems to have 
been a boom of lexicographical studies in Theodosian times. Apart 
from H. we find the dictionaries of Orion, Orus and Ammonius. All 
these works are best to be viewed within the context of the academic 
revival during the reign of Theodosius II and Eudocia. H. might have 
compiled his work at least partly for the purposes of university teach- 
ing!!, Thus H.— though often overlooked—is among Stephanus lat- 

* C£. Cop. TuEopos. 16,10,10 and 11. 
? Cf. Lirrorp (1973: 891-892); Cuuviw (1991: 70-72). 
5 Cf. Lipporp (1973: 974); DeMANDT (1989: 367). 
^ C£. ArPERs (1981: 93-95); CAMERON (1982: 285-286). 
8 Cf. on the title DEMANDT (1989: 231-232; 360). 
? On the literary milieu cf. also ALPERs (1981: 99). 
On Pnor. 145-158, where he describes several dictionaries, see ALPERS (1981: 

74), who points out that Photius did not use them for his own work. 
Quotations from it survive for instance in SrEPH. Bvz. s». "AyBárava: (...) kot. 

'EAAótoc £v t$ ü otoureto napéðerto xo £vikóv "AyBoovnvóc (...); s.v. Bnpvtóç (EUSTATH. 
CHOL. Dion. Pertec. 911): (...) &kANON SE 81a 16 £0vópov: Bip yóp 1o óp£ap rap! ovxoic. 

Totiaiog 8 èv TPO Thy ioxdv Pypovt Poivicag ovouderv, Gd’ od Kai Thy ROALV, HC 
EAAGBid¢ ono, and Haupr (1876: 421-422). In these cases the Chrestomathia of his 
Namesake H. of Antacupolis seems to be excluded, because it was probably not 
arranged alphabetically, cf. GupeMAN (1912: 103). 
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est sources. The question is how much material Stephanus derived 
from him, and whether he used him as extensively as Orus or rather 
as a secondary source. Since H. is quoted only twice, perhaps the 
second solution is to be preferred. However, H.s influence may be 
stronger than we are now able to detect. 

- 
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1093. Orion 
(4th—5th cent. A.p.?) 

1 Supa œ 188 sz. 'Optov, Onfotoc tH Atyvrtov, Luvaywytv yvaudv iyyouv 
'Av8oAóytov npóc Eb80kíav tiv Bocu8a yuvoika Oro8octovu to LLUKpod, 
BiBAta y’. 

2 Supa @ 189 5.0. 'Qpiov, "AdeSavöpeüg, ypaunarıköc. AvBoAöyıov, "Attıkov 
A€EEw ovvaywyry, Hept ErvnoAoyiag, EyKapLOVv ‘ASptavod tod Katoopoc. 

3 Marin. Vita Procl. 8: (...) €ooitmoe de (sc. TIpöKAog) Kal eig ypannarıkod 
Qpiwvog, óc Tiv xK 100 nap’ Aiyuniiotg iepatikod yévoug KOTAYOMEVOS xot 
HETPLOG TÜ TG TEXVNG ENEOKEUNLEVOG ovtM<, ote Kal ovyypaundrıa &avrod 
161 £xnovficot kai toic wed’ Eavtdv xphowa katakıneiv. 

EL'KOMION AAPIANOY TOY KAIZAPOX 

7 ob post «ox suppl. Immisch (1889: 167), sed. cf. Men. Epitr. 60 [236] 

"T 
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1093. Orion 
(4th—5th cent. A.p.?) 

iF 

1 Orion, of Thebes in Egypt. He wrote a Collection of Gnomai or an Anthology, 

dedicated to the Empress Eudocia, wife of Theodosius II, in three books. 

2 Orion, of Alexandria, grammarian. An Anthology, an Atticistic Dictionary, On 

Etymology, an Encomium on the Emperor Hadrian. 

3 He (sc. Proclus) also went to the school of Orion, the grammarian, who 

belonged to the caste of Egyptian priests and knew his profession so well that 
he also composed some treatises of his own and left them to posterity for its 
benefit. 

ENCOMIUM ON THE EMPEROR HADRIAN 
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1093. Orion 
(4th—5th cent. A.D.?) 

Introduction 

The evidence on Orion of Alexandria, author of an Encomium on 
Hadrian, poses some difficulties. The problem hinges on how to inter- 
pret the two respective entries in the Suda, the question being 
whether there are really two O.s or only one. The first entry (T 1) 
refers to the well-known grammarian O. from the Egyptian Thebes, 
who lived at the times of "Theodosius II. The second entry (T 2), 
which shows all signs of a duplicate, mentions an unknown grammar- 
ian O. of Alexandria. If there were really two O.s from Egypt, the 
only title we can attribute to O. of Alexandria is the Encomium on 
Hadrian. In this case one would suppose him to be an author living in 
the times of Hadrian, who wrote a piece on Hadrian when the em- 
peror visited Alexandria!. If the entry refers to the grammarian O. 
living in the 4th-5th century A.D., one has to explain the fact how he 
came to write an Encomium on Hadrian. Although several historical 
works dating roughly to the same period include Hadrian, the Historia 
Augusta, for instance, and the Epitome de Caesaribus, no encomium on 
him or any other emperor, written a long time after the emperor’s 
death can be found. However, our evidence on encomia is altogether 
scanty, and it is perhaps not impossible that a later grammarian com- 
posed a show piece on Hadrian. In view of the fact that the rest of the 
entry seems to refer to O. of Thebes, I would prefer this hypothesis to 
postulating a second unknown grammarian?. 

! Cf Kasrer (1988: 324-325); Pernor I (1993: 77); Brrtey (1997: 82 n. 16). 
2 Cf. Wenper (1939: 1083-1084). 

"Opoc: ‘AdeEavdpevs, ypaunarıköz, nowdeboug Ev Kovoravıivov nöReL. Eypawe Tepi 
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Commentary on the Testimonies 

(1) The entry on O. of Thebes, whose gnomological collection and 
etymological dictionary are still extant in a somewhat mutilated form, 

is blameless. ©. probably presented his Anthology to the empress at the 
court in Constantinople. Although the evidence for a sojourn of O. in 
this city is slight, it seems to me that the most suitable time for the 
dedication of a work to Eudocia is the time of her marriage to 

Theodosius H (~ a.p. 421-441) and not the time after her divorce 
from him’. Accordingly, Tzetzes’ statement? that the empress 
Eudocia was a pupil of O. should not be impugned’. Many pagan 
intellectuals—especially from Alexandria—flocked to Constantinople 
at the turn of the 4th-5th century®, as for instance Helladius (1092), 
Ammonius and Olympiodorus. Thus, there is no reason why O. 
should not have stayed in the capital for some time. 

(2) The 'Av6oAóytov is the same as the one mentioned in T 1. The 
"AttikOv A€EEwv ovvaywy does not belong to O. at all, but to the 
grammarian Orus of Alexandria, who also lived in the 4th-5th cen- 
tury A.D. The title is clearly an intrusion from the entry on Orus, 
which follows the two entries on O.’ The etymological dictionary, 
parts of which survive, is again a work of O. of Thebes. All in all, it 
seems quite likely that the entire entry refers to him and that there is 
only one O. from Egypt. It is no obstacle to this hypothesis that O. is 
said to be from Alexandria, since O. of Thebes taught there at some 
time (T 3) and the names of places, where someone is said to have 
lived, often vary in the tradition. Thus, O. of Thebes is also called a 
ypaypatırög Katoapetas in the main manuscripts of his works?. 

Contra CAMERON (1982: 280-281). 
Tzerz. Chil. 10,50-53. 

> Pace Kaster (1988: 322-323). 
5 Cf. ArPrRs (1981: 93-94). 
7 Cf. ALPERS (1981: 97-98), who restores the entry on Orus as follows (p. 144) 

1 oe 0 

dixpdvev, “Onac tà ðvikà Aektéov, Avosiç npotáoewv tæv ‘Hp@diavod, Tivaka tov 

Eautod, Mepi éykAtiK@v Lopiwv, OpPoypadiay xotà ctoureiov nept THs Et SiH0dyyov, 

Opboypadiav nepi ts ot ót$0Ó6yyov. «xoà otoureiov, Avuxóv AéGeov cvvoryoyiv- katà 
STorgeiov, | "AvBoröyıov nepi yvouóv]. The last title belongs to O. On the mechanical 
Origin of such mistakes cf. also ALPERS (1981: 88 n. 8). 

Cf. Arpers (1981: 96 n. 52) It remains uncertain whether Caesarea in 
Cappadocia or in Palestine is meant. Perhaps the one in Palestine is slightly prefer- 
able, cf. Kasrer (1988: 324). 
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(3) According to Marinus his teacher Proclus studied with O. at 

Alexandria in about a.D. 4259. This may indicate how the variant 
‘AdeEavépevcs in the Suda could have originated. 

° Cf. Kasrer (1988: 324). 
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1094. Anaxilaus 

1 (FHG II, p. 84) Dioc. Laerr. 1,106: Aeyeron ön mpög tıvog "Avaxdpo1doc 

TVVOOVOHEVOV EL TLG AVTOD OOOWTEPOG Ein, THY TToOtav eineiv (...) (no. 245 

PARKE — WORMELL)' 

Oirtaiov rıva nu Mócova v Xnvi yevgodaı 

GOV LOAAOV PONLSEGOLV UPNPOTA TEVKAALNOL. 

(...) GAOL SE TOV XYPHOLOV OvtMG ExELV dant, “ Hteidv tivd nu” Kai Cytodor 

ti €ottv 0 'Hzetoc. Hopuevióng pév obv Sjpov eivar Aukwvırnc, Ö8ev eivar töv 

Mvoova. Zwoikpatns ©’ év Avadoxoaic, ard uèv matpdc Hxeiov eivat, and sé 

untpdg Xnvéa. EvOvopav ð’ 6 Hparkeiöov tod MovtKod (F 18 Wenrui VID, 

Kpñtá nouv sivav 'Hteiav yàp moAvv evar Kprytme. ‘Avatiiaos 8 ApKdsa. 

Uncertain Fragment 

2 Dion. Har. Ant. Rom. 1,1,1: xo0c £to06xaG &no6t6060a1 toic npoouitotc TOV 

lotopiáv Aóyouc Tiktoxa. BovAóuevog àvoykóGouat NEPL EUAVIOD NPOELNEIV, 

OvT EV TOIg LOtOLG LEAA@V TACOVaCELV Exaivols (...) OUTE SLABOAGG KAO’ &xépov 

EYVOKOG TOLELoBaL ovyypadéwv, Honep TAvakeiAaoct Kai Oednounos (115 F 

24) èv xolg npoouttotc tv totopióv ENOINOaV, GAAG Tobe ELAVTOD AOYLGLOVG 

OTOSELKVULEVOG (...). 

? eineiv BFP : aveineiv Casaubonus : avereiv Richards 7 Tlopuevióng codd. : Ilopugviokoc 

Erbse (1976: 234) "4 ric codd. : év wig Stephanus * "Ava&iXaog codd. : 'Ava&uiévnc Müller, 
FHG I, p. 84; cf. FGrHist 72 FI 
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1094. Anaxilaus 

1 According to some, the Pythia, when asked by Anacharsis if there was 

‘anyone wiser than himself , gave the answer (...): “Myson, an Oetaean, I say, 

has been born in Chen who surpasses you in wisdom.” (...) But others say the 

oracle runs thus: “Myson, an Eteian, I say”, and inquire into the meaning of 

Eteian. Parmenides for instance says it was a Laconian district from which 

Myson came. Sosicrates in his Diadochai says that Myson is from Etis on his 

father’s side and from Chen on his mother’s. Euthyphron, son of Heraclides 

Ponticus, says he was a Cretan, since Eteia was a town on Crete. Anaxilaus 

regards him as an Arcadian. 

Uncertain Fragment 

2 Although I do not wish it in the least, I have to make the preliminary 
remarks about myself which are usually to be found in the prefaces of histo- 

ries. I do so neither in order to dwell excessively on my own merits (...) nor 

with the intention of disparaging other writers, as did +Anaxilaus} and 

Theopompus in the prefaces of their histories, but in order to lay down my 

own principles (...). 
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1094. Anaxilaus 

Introduction 

Anaxilaus remains obscure. Perhaps he is the Pythagoricus and magus A. 
of Larissa'!, who was banished from Rome by Augustus in 28 B.c.? 
Although this author is otherwise known only for alchemical trea- 
tises?, he might easily be credited with some pscudo-scientific remarks 
on one of the Seven Sages. A. is possibly also to be identified with 
Anaxilides (1095). At any rate, the information on Myson would fit 
well into a history of philosophy". 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) The discussion about Myson's birthplace is caused by a varia lectio 
— Hzeioc instead of Oivotog—1n the text of the oracle on Myson. ‘The 
information may be derived from Didymus’ Zöunkta oVunooLaKd”. 
‘This would also roughly square with the hypothesis that A., who is 
mentioned last in line, is identical with Anaxilaus of Larissa. Apart 
from Sosicrates, all references are quite obscure. It is difficult to sce 
where Parmenides should have spoken about Myson, but the assump- 
tion that the philosopher's name is a corruption of that of the gram- 
marian Ilapueviokoc?, does not much improve the case. It remains 
equally uncertain what is to be made of the reference to Euthyphron, 
son of Heraclides Ponticus. Unfortunately Heraclides! son is not at- 
tested elsewhere. The question is whether the quotation is correct, 
and if it is, whether Euthyphron should be regarded as an author. It 
seems to me that the information on Myson might be derived rather 
from Heraclides Ponticus, who is known to have written on oracles. 

! Schwartz (1894: 2083); Scump I 1 (1920: 377); Werımann (1928: 66); 
Dorrie (1990: 405). See against it, however, TARÁN (1970: 150) and (1981: 233). 

2 Hier. Chron. sub anno 28 B.c. p. 163,26-164,2 Heim: Anaxilaus Larisacus 

Pythagoricus et magus ab Augusto urbe Italiaque pellitur. On Augustus’ measures sec also 
Kırnasrt (1982: 219). 

3 GL. Prim. Nat. hist. 19,20; 25,154; 28,181; 30,74; 32,141; 35,175. He is also 

referred to in the lists of sources of several books, cf. also Krorr (1935: 5-7). 
! Apart from Diogenes Laertius see also Damon of Cyrene, the pupil of Lacydes, 

who is said to have inveighed against the Seven Sages in his work entitled Hepi 
$1Aooóoov, cf. Dioc. LAERT. 1,40; and Crassen (1965: 175-181). 

5 Cf. SrEPH. Bvz. s.v.^ Hug; Enask (1976: 234). 
6 Frese (1976: 234). 

w€- 
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The reference to Euthyphron, son of Heraclides, could be either a 
corruption of Heraclides, son of Euthyphron, or Heraclides might 

have introduced Euthyphron as a speaker in his work. The Cretan 
"Areva is probably identical with Xie. A. is only quoted for the 

statement that Myson was an Arcadian. There is indeed a place 

called Etis in the Peloponnese, but it does not lie in Arcadia, but in 
Laconia®. Perhaps A. mistakenly located it in Arcadia. 

(2) It is most likely that the textual tradition which gives 'Ava&iAaoc 
is corrupt and that it should be corrected to 'Ava&uiévng?. One would 
expect Dionysius to refer to famous historians like Anaximenes and 

"Theopompus in the prologue of his history, and not to an obscure 
contemporary author. 
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1095. Anaxilides 

ITEPI $IAOXOOON A-B (-?) 

1 (FHG IL p. 316) (a) Droc. Larnr. 3,2: Eneócumog (F 147 ISNARDI 

PARENTE; F 1 a TARÁN) © èv tô £nvypoóouévo IHAGxovoc nepióginvo koi 

KAéapxoc (F 2 a Wenn III) £v to IAatwvog EyKouio Kor "AvadıMlöng £v và 

óeviépo IIepi óUA00ó00v daotv, oc 'A00vno Tv Aóyoc, opatav ooo0av tiv 

IIepukztóvnv BiáGeo0ot 1óv "Aptotova xot p] cuyxóvew: TAVOLEVOV TE TIC 

Bias Ely ty 00 'AnóAXovoc Óyiw: 6Bev Kadapdv yauov bVAd&ar Eos ing 

àxokvunoeoc. (b) Hin. Adv. lovin. 1,42 p. 384 BickEr: Speusippus (F 148 

Isnarpı PARENTE; F |] b TARÁN) quoque sororis Platonis filius et Clearcus 

(F 2 b Wzunrr III) in laude Platonis et Anaxilides in secundo libro 

philosophiae Perictionem, matrem Platonis, fasmate Apollinis oppressam 
ferunt, et sapientiae principem non aliter arbitrantur nisi de partu virginis 
editum. 

13 Yrevounnos ... KA€apyos codd. : KAéapy- ... Lnevo- C.F. Herrmann collato Diog. Laert. 4,5, 

sed cf. T 2b 3 “Avaéiaténg FP : 'Ava&Udong B : 'Avo&üelóng Lang : "Ava&ıratöng Cobet, sed 

c. T 2b * 5v FP : om. B. 5 «oyyóávew BP : èmtvyy- F °’ Anaxilides AC : Amax- 

ES; * fasmatae ES : phantasmate (f- A) cAC 

ye 
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1095. Anaxilides 

ON PHILOSOPHERS 1-2 (-?) 

1 (a): Speusippus, in his work entitled Plato’s Funeral Banquet, Clearchus, in 

his Encomium on Plato, and Anaxilides, in his second book About Philosophers, 

say that the story went at Athens that Ariston tried unsuccessfully to take 

Perictione by force, when she was in bloom and, abstaining from violence, 

beheld the apparition of Apollo. Therefore, he left her untouched, until she 
gave birth to a child. (b) Speusippus, Plato’s nephew, and Clearchus, in 

his Encomium on Plato, and Anaxilides, in the second book On Philosophy, also 

tell us that Plato’s mother was overwhelmed by the apparition of Apollo, and 

they think that the wisest of men was born in no other way than by virgin 

birth. 
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1095. Anaxilides 

Introduction 

Anaxilides!, writer of a history of philosophy, has been identified with 
Anaxilaus (1094?, who in turn was thought to be Anaxilaus of 
Larissa. In fact, it is quite remarkable that both authors should only 
be quoted by Diogenes and moreover seem to treat similar subjects. 
Their identity, however, cannot be proven in a strict sense?. The title 
of A.s work was either IIepi $UXooóQov, or perhaps IIepi $UAocoQtac. 
The latter variant scems to be suggested by Jerome's Latin rendering 
libro plülosophiae, which, however, might also be due simply to negli- 
gence on Jerome’s partt. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) Plato’s special relationship with Apollo is a commonplace of his 
biography. It culminates in the statement that the philosopher is a son 
of the god, which seems to go back to some encomiastic remarks on 
the part of Speusippus?. Although Diogenes’ and Jerome’s accounts 
are slightly different—Jerome, above all, stresses the virgin birth, a 
concept which would come easily to a Christian author, whereas in 

' The Greek spelling of his name is either AvoEutóng or 'Ava&uietónc, cf. LANG 
(1911: 61). CosEr's change to Ava&aténc, which was accepted by Schwartz (1894: 
2083) and Scumip II 1 (1920: 377), is unnecessary. Because Jerome also gives 
Anaxilides, we should keep to the Greek phonetical equivalent. Theoretically the form 
'AvaGU.otóng is of course possible, cf. FRASER — Matruews I s. Ava&iAaoc. 

‘Avogtretdac, Aegiiaog, AsEıreiöng, TTepiraog, Mepıreiöng, Lmotkews, Utmotreidns, but 
'ApyéAaoc, 'ApyeXotónc, 'AptotóAaoc, “Aptotodaitinc, Nukddaoc, Nikddews, NikoAeitónc. 

NıkoAatöng. 
? [n some cases both the basic form of the name and its derivation with the 

patronymikon -ıöng are used alternatively, cf. RADERMACHER (1908: 455); Rapr on 
AESCHYL. test. 58 a-b. 

5 Cf. TARÁN (1970: 150). 
* Taran (1981: 234 n. 23). 
5 For parallels cf. e.g. PLur. Quaest. conv. 8,1,2 p. 717 E; APur. Plat. 1,1; Onrc. C. 

Cels. 6,8; Otymp. Comm. in Alc. 1, p. 2 WESTERINK; SUDA x 1707 s.v. IIAóxOv; sce also 

Leo (1901: 93 n. 2); Usener (1911: 72); Swrer Ricinos (1976: 9-15); ISNARDI PARENTE 
(1980: 385-387); TarAn (1981: 234-235); DÖRRIE Il (1990: 405-408). 

> 
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Diogenes Ariston's behaviour is prominent?—, the introductory 

doxography shows that they must be related in some way. Jerome's 

immediate source is probably Porphyry's History of Philosophy, as it is 

elsewhere’. The possibility that he depends directly on Diogenes 

should be excluded?. Porphyry and Diogenes must then go back to 

one common source, but since the story about Plato’s birth is so 

popular, it is impossible to identify this source with any certainty’. 

The only thing we can say is that it had a doxographical character 

and that, if A. is Anaxilaus of Larissa, it must date to Imperial times. 
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1096. Antiphon 

IIEPI TOY BIOY TON EN APETHI IIPOTEYXANTON 

1 (a) Ponenvn. Vita Pyth. 7-8: "Avtıoav 8’ Ev tô Hepi tod Biov t@v Ev Oper] 

TPOTEVOGVTOV KOAL THY Kapteptay avTOD (sc. IIuOayópov) mv év Aiyónto 

duyyettar A€y@v tov MvGaydpav anodseEdpevov tov Atyvnti@v lEPEMV thy 

aywylv onovédoav1d te vetaoxeiv tavtng SenOnvar ToAvKpatovg tod 

Topavvov ypayar mpdc "Auaciv 10v BacuAÉo thc Avyomntov, 6LAOV Övra Kal 

&évov, iva kotvoviion TIS TOV NPOELPNLEV@V TaLdsetac. AoLKOLEVOV SE poc 

"Auaow  Aopeiv ypaupata mMpoc toUg iepéoag Kal ovuuičavta toig 

'"HAiovnxoAttoig £xn£uóOtfvot ui£v eic Mépóiw oc xpóc npgofutépouc — ci 8 

QAneto oxnouévov àv HALOVROALTOV TO TOLADTA —, EK bE MELdEwS KATE 

mv OLOotav oKTYWiv npog AwonoAttag EABEIV. (8) TOV 8 OD Óvvanévov 

NPOLOXEOVAL ALTLAG 510. TO SEO TOD DacuXÉoc, voutoavtov 6’ Ev TO LEVEVEL TIS 

Kakonodeiag ANOOTMOELV ADTOV tfjg &mifoAfg MPOOTAyLATA ckAnpó xoi 

k£yopiopéva tfj; EAAnvikfis Gyoyiig KEAEDOOL DROHELVOL ALTÖV. TOV è tata 

EKTEAECAVTA TPOBVLMS OVTMS 0ounaocOfvar, oc er £&ovoig Obst toic goto 

Kai npootévai toic to0t0v &muigAetatc, Ónep £r dAXov E€vov yeyovóc oUx 

EVPLOKETAL. 

(b) Dioc. Larrr. 8,3: éyévet’ obv év Aiyónto, ornvika Koi TloAuKpams 

avtov 'Auáctót cuvéotnoe ôr £ntotoAf|c, xoi cEéuabe thy o@viy avtov, Koda 

onor 'Avrıdav Ev và Tlepi tOv Ev GPETH APOTEVOGVTOV. 

1 ay? Oyr. Tul. 10, 340 E (cf. etiam T 1b) : èr codd. > dvr Cyr. : te codd... 8 kowovfon Or: 
-vi codd. 9 "Hivovro- codd. (bis) : 'HAaonoA- Nauck, sed cf. Pape — Benseler s.v... 9 8 codd. : Y 

Westermann ° oknntopévov Rittershausen : oxent- codd. 5 8 £v codd. : & L. Mendelssohn, sed 

of KGL, p. 464-465. 12 èmporñs BMW : -BovXig B (fortasse) VL 1 èr èbovoig B (cf. des 

Places p. 19) : &&ovotov Aaßeiv MVWL 

_ 
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1096. Antiphon 

ON THE LIFE OF THE CHAMPIONS OF VIRTUE 

1 (a) Antiphon in his book On the Life of the Champions of Virtue also describes 

how he (sc. Pythagoras) endured a hard life in Egypt. Since Pythagoras, he 
says, held the discipline of the Egyptian priests in high regard and wanted to 

share it, he asked the tyrant Polycrates to write to the Egyptian king Amasis, 
his friend and host, that he might be admitted to the education of the 

aforesaid. When he came to Amasis, he received letters to give to the priests 

and first joined those at Heliupolis. They sent him to the priests of Memphis 
whom the Heliopolitans said were more ancient—in reality it was only a 
pretext—, and from Memphis he went under the same pretext to the priests 
of Diospolis. Since the latter could not put forward any excuses out of fear of 
the king, but thought that they might avert him from his endeavour through 
the enormity of the sufferings, they ordered him to submit himself to tasks 
which were hard and alien to the Greek way of life. He, however, fulfilled 
them willingly and gained so much admiration by it that he was given 
permission to offer sacrifices to the gods and to join their services, which is 
something not known to have been permitted to any other stranger. 

(b) He was in Egypt at some time—this was the time when Polycrates 
introduced him to Amasis with a letter—and learned their language, as 
Antiphon says in his book On the Champions of Virtue. 
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1096. Antiphon 

Introduction 

There may be some grounds for dating Antiphon to the Hellenistic 
period. A terminus post quem seems to be provided by his mention of 
Diospolis. Since Diospolis, the Greek name for Egyptian Thebes, 
originated under Ptolemaic rule!, A. cannot have lived much earlier 

than the 3rd century s.c. Moreover it is quite remarkable that A.s 
account, even though it is concerned with Pythagoras’ virtuous be- 
haviour, lacks the strong hagiographic tendency which we find in the 
Neo-Pythagorean sources. Pythagoras asks Polycrates, the Samian 
tyrant, for a letter of recommendation, and it is granted willingly. 
This story obviously implies—in marked contrast to later tradition 
that both were on friendly terms with one another?. Pythagoras is 
usually said to have left home because of his opposition to 
Polycrates?. In addition, A.s version does not fit into the usual 
chronological framework of Pythagoras' life*, which we find in later 
authors and in which Pythagoras’ departure for Italy (532/31 B.c.) is 
synchronized with the beginning of Polycrates’ reign. Since this syn- 
chronism was made canonical first by Apollodorus of Athens (2nd 
cent. B.C.)?, A. might well be thought to antedate this author. Finally, 
the source used by Porphyry in §§ 1-9 of his Life of Pythagoras, apart 
from Apollonius (1064), only contains quotations from Hellenistic 
authors®. This may also indicate that A. belongs to the same period’. 
As the title On the Life of the Champions of Virtue and the content of the 

' Cf Srras. Geogr. 17,1,46 p. 815 C.: oi Ofot ... koAeirat 6€ vüv Atóc nÓAtG; SCC 

also Kres (1934: 1557). The first dated appearance of the name is in 264 B.C., cf. 
PREISIGKE — Kıesse.ing (1963) no. 8965 (and 8966; 9416). 

? Derarte (1922: 152). 1 
3 Cf. e.g. SrRAB. Geogr. 14,1,16 p. 638 C.: èm tovtov õè xoi ITu8aryópav totopoUotv 

ióóvta óvouévnv nv rupavvida EKATELv TH OAL kot àneA8etiv eic Atyvntov kat BapvAove 

$UXouoOetag xápiv: Enavıövra 8° Exeidev, Op@vta čti ovuuévovoav thy rupavviöd, 

nAeboavra eig TroAtav Erei dLateA&ocı xov piov. 
* DrrarrE (1922: 151-153). ] 
5 Jaconv (1902: 215-227) and his commentary on FGrHist 244 F 338-339 on the 

various chronologies. Strabo loc. cit. tries to combine the different versions. — 
6 On Porphyry’s sources see 1063. Nicomacuus F 1; and Ronpk (1901: 125-126) 

and (1914: 272 n. 2); Lévy (1926: 92); BunkEnT (1962: 86-90). 
7 Ronpk (1901: 125). 

hb 
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fragment show, A.s work contained biographical material on several 
eople, probably philosophers, since apet and kaptepia seem to be 

specifically related to them. Yet the exact form and scope remain 
uncertain: The leading principle in its arrangement may have been 
either the individual lives or the different virtues. In the first case, it 
was a collection of biographies, in the second, it was more of a philo- 
sophical treatise, in which the behaviour of famous men was used to 

illustrate different aspects of a virtuous life. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) (a) Porphyry expressly quotes A. for Pythagoras’ sojourn in 
Egypt. The fragment should thus end with $ 8°, since in $ 9 Pythago- 
ras’ return to Samos is described. Although the sentence runs on in 
the acc. c. inf., this construction is probably due to the collective 
source which combined the statements of various authors. (b) Dio- 
genes’ version slightly differs from the one given by Porphyry: He tells 
us that Pythagoras was in Egypt and learned the Egyptian language, 
whereas Porphyry stresses that Pythagoras was initiated into the 
Egyptian cult. Perhaps A.s account contained both aspects. As to the 
story, a personal visit of Pythagoras to Egypt is not attested before 
Isocrates, although most of its ingredients are at least as old as 
Herodotus. Herodotus mentions the Eevia between Polycrates and 
Amasis!°, and he is also the first to state a connection between Py- 
thagorean doctrine and Egyptian wisdom!!. In fact, it seems to me 
that A. possibly knew Herodotus’ book on Egypt, since Herodotus’ 
report of his own visit to the same centers of Egyptian cult is strikingly 
similar!?, and that A. shaped his story about Pythagoras accordingly. 

— 

8 
"m DzrarrE (1922: 151); contra ROHDE (1914: 272 n. 2); Burkerr (1962: 139 n. 237; 

n. 17) who also attribute $ 9 to A. 
^ E Or. 11,28 (= 14,4 DK): Tv@ayopac 6 Layo I Ög Abıröuevog eig Alyunıov 
Ékóno Mis eel VOV YEVOHEVOG Thy Te ody drdosogiav np@tog giç toùç “EAAnvac 
TN EV; Kat TÀ £pi 1c Ovoiac koi tc áyroteias tàs èv xoig tepoig &mavéotepov xv 

10, FonoVdaoev (...). 
Hrnopor., 3,39,2; 3,40-43; cf. Berve (1967: 112); SHPLey (1987: 86; 91); 

^ HERoDor. 2,81; 2,123 (= 14,1 DK). 
Bac ERODOT. 2,3: fikovoa. 8& xoi dAXa £v Méuor EAPO &c Aóyovc xoiot lEPEDOL TOD 
E. Grov, kal 6n Kai €¢ Onfac te Kai &¢ ‘HAiov nOArv adtav tovtov eivexev Erpanöunv, 

V EldEvan ei ouußroovran toil AdyoLot toloı &v Mépov oi yap HAıonoAitan Aeyovraı iyon . Yontiov eiva Aoyrótator. 
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‘Thus, he seems to have elaborated more fully on the basis of his own 
reading what could be called the 4th-century historical vulgata on 
Pythagoras. 
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1097. Apollodorus 

F 

1 (a) Prur. Non posse suav. vivi sec. Epic. 11 p. 1094 B: ko ITo8oryópac £ri xà 

8wrypóuparm Bov ÉOvoev, óc 6notv 'AnoAAó8opoc (Axrn. GR. 7,119) 

vika IToOoryópng 16 nepırkesg eÜpETo ypáupo 

x£ivoc £6" à Aapnprv yoye povOvotnv 

elte nept tfj; onotevvoUong 6c Loov 80vatat voto neptey ooa MV ÖPONV, Eite 

[rpößAnno] nepi 109 xcptov tfc xapapoARnc. 

(b) Arten. 10,13 p. 418 F: 'AnoAAó80poc 8£ ó ápi8ymuxóc oit 606at Qnotv 

avtov (sc. HvOayopav) ExatouBny Ext tH evpynkevar Sti TPryo@vov OpBoyaviov 

<)> tiv opOiv yoviav DROTELVOVOA {00V SÜVATOL TOLG TEPLEXOVOALG' 

nvixa ITvdayöpng TO REPLKÄEEG EÜPETO ypáupa, 

Khetvoc £6’ @ KAELvi Hyaye Bovdvoinv. 

(c) Dioc. LarRr. 8,12: onot & 'AnoAAó8cpoc Ó OYLOTLKOSG EKATOLBNV ODoaL 

abtov (sc. TTvBayöpav), edpdvta Sti TOD tpryóvov op8oyoviov fi LROTELVOVOU 

TAEVPa Loov Svvatar Tig nepiexotootc. kat ouv £ntypoguio obtoc Éxov 

Tivuxe IToOoryópne; Tò nepixeèç eüpato ypåupoa 

Ketv’ ép’ óv9 xAewi Hyaye Bovðvoinv. 

(d) Dioc. LAERT. 1,24 : napd te Atyurtiov yeapetpetv uaOóvzo. (sc. OoÀmv, 

11 A I DK, I p. 68,12) onot Mopoian (FHG HI, p. 520) npõtov Kkataypayat 

KOKAOD TO THLY@VOV OPBOYAVLOV, Kai BDoar Bodv. o1 d& Ilvdayöpav gaciv, OV 

Eotiv ATOAAOSMpPOG O AOYLOTLKOG. 

? ánoAAó8cpoc XI':-Botog II * xeivog X : keivo I1: kev' D. ll Hyaye Athen. : Plut. nyaye® 

XT : fiyero IT 9 npópAnuo del Madvig 9 à add. Mus. !* éyov F : £yov P": épyov 

15 voce Diog. : ùvike Anth. Gr. A“ in üvoxe mut. C qui yp. vika superscripsit I jer 

Tvdayöpng znterpunxi, post xepucke&g edd. || eüporo BPF: eüpero Anth. Gr. 16 xeiv’ &0 0% 

BP, Anth. Gr. C (x? ei? &Qóxox A*) : éxeiv’ ég6to Fl KAewiy BPF Anth.Gr. P : xkeveiiv Anth. 

Gr. PIMPk 17-20 Vide etiam Call. F 191,59 sq. Pfeiffer 178 yeouerpeiv na8óvca onot Tapoi 

BP : u. 6. TI. yeouerpiav F 

€-— 
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1097. Apollodorus 

F 

1 (a) And Pythagoras offered an ox upon the discovery of the geometrical 
figure, as Apollodorus says: : 

When Pythagoras found the famous figure, 

whereupon he sacrificed a splendid ox. 
either discovering that the square of the hypotenuse is equal to that of the 
sides, or discovering the surface of the parabola. 

(b) According to Apollodorus, the mathematician, he (se. Pythagoras) even 
sacrificed an ox, when he discovered that in the right-angled triangle the 
square of the hypotenuse is equal to the square of the sides: l 

When the splendid Pythagoras found the famous figure, 
whereupon he sacrificed a splendid ox. l 

(c) According to Apollodorus, the mathematician, he (sc. Pythagoras) sacri- 
ficed a hecatomb, when he discovered that in a right-angled triangle the 
square of the hypotenuse is equal to the square of the sides: And there is an 
epigram running as follows: 

Accomplished by Pythagoras: he discovered that glorious figure 
whereupon he sacrificed a famous ox. l 

P According to Pamphila he (sc. Thales) was instructed in geometry by the 
Syptians and was the first to inscribe a right-angled triangle into a circle 

Whereupon he sacrificed an ox. Others tell the same story of Proyo, 
amongst them Apollodorus, the mathematician. l l 
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1097. Apollodorus 

Introduction 

Apollodorus the mathematician has been identified with the equally 

obscure A. of Cyzicus, who is quoted by Diogenes on the friendship 
of the Pythagorean Philolaus and Democritus!, on the basis that 
Cyzicus was associated with the study of mathematics ever since 
Eudoxus of Cnidus (~ 391-338 n.c.). Hence A. has been dated to the 
4th century B.c.? However, his identification with A. of Cyzicus is 
hard to prove. Despite his obscurity, A. is nevertheless of great impor- 
tance for the history of Pythagoreanism. If A. is a genuine early 
author, his epigram is the first evidence that Pythagorean vegetarian- 
ism was not yet a dogma in the early tradition, but only became so in 
later times’. If he is not, Aristoxenus (fl. ~ 330 B.c.) is the first to claim 
that Pythagoras did not adhere strictly to vegetarianism, but only 
avoided the slaughter of the plough-ox and the ram}, thus challeng- 
ing a prevailing opinion. Perhaps there is no satisfactory answer to 
this question, but it appears to me that the problem is best tackled by 
asking at what stage and by whom A.s epigram could have been 
introduced into the biographical tradition on Pythagoras. I would 
suggest that it came in not before Aristoxenus and his contemporary 
Dicaearchus. In fact, the content of the epigram seems to have been 
discussed by one of them, as some remarks in Porphyry could be 
taken to indicate?. There we read that oi dKxpiBéotepor solved the 
problem of the ox by maintaining that it was fake, being made of 
dough. The expression oi akpipéotepot occurs on another occasion 1n 

Porphyry in connection with Dicaearchus®, and one might assume 

that Dicaearchus was involved in the debate. Aristoxenus, however, 
would be a suitable candidate, too, since the epigram is evidence, if 
not for his own position, then at least against the opinion that Py- 

thagoras was a vegetarian. He may have modified the content of the 

! Dioc. Lagrr. 9,38; DK 74; and HurrMan (1993: 4). 
2 Susemia IT (1892: 33); BURKERT (1962: 405 n. 8). 
3 Cf. Burkert (1962: 405). cam 
+ Cf Arisroxenus F 29 a (= Dioc. Larrr. 8,20); F 25; 28 Weari I; and 58 

19 DK; Detarre (1922: 173-174); BURKERT (1962: 167-168). 

5 Porpuyr. Vita Pyth. 36: £Bovu00tnoev 8 note otaitivov dg oaot Bobv oi AKPLPETEPCY 
e€evpOv tod OpSoyaviov tiv onotetvoucav toov ÖVVALEVMV TALG TEPLEXOVOALG. 

9 Poneuvn. Vila Pyth 56: Ausaiapxos Kat ot axpiBéotepor kta. (= F 34 WEHRL D. 

ei 
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epigram in the course of his discussion. The question is then whether 
the assumption that A. was adduced by the Hellenistic biographers 
implies that he is a genuine author. On first view the fact that A. is 
qualified as a mathematician would seem to suggest this. It is, how- 
ever, missing in Plutarch (a), and a mathematician is exactly what one 
would expect the author of such statement to be. It could therefore be 
argued that his profession is either invented to suit his remarks or is 
inferred from them in the later tradition. All in all, it is clear that the 
opinion onc forms of A.s person is dependent on the notion one has 
about the trustworthiness of the Hellenistic biographers of Pythago- 
ras. In view of their working method and general historical unrcli- 
ability —Aristoxenus, for instance, transfers the history of Phintias 
and Damon from Dionysius I to his own contemporary Dionysius II, 
quoting him as a witness for his fiction—, it seems to me that many of 
the ancient witnesses they adduce are fictitious and made up for the 
occasion. ‘Thus, A. of Cyzicus, who is only quoted on one point, may 
well be one of these pseudo-authorities. His non-existence is of course 
not ultimately provable, but his existence should similarly not be 
taken for granted either. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) Although there are several references to A., it seems clear that all 
of them depend on the same collective source (Alexander 
Polyhistor?). The text of the epigram differs. Diogenes’ version, 
though still corrupt, seems to be the best one. He is the only one who 
correctly preserves the form of a verb (vore), which in Plutarch and 
Athenaeus has been erroneously altered to the conjunction Nvixo. 
Since nepikAeéc must refer to the ypáuuo and not the votive present, 
the full-stop should be put before nepwAeéc and not after it. The 
original probably offered the reading xAeımv (splendid) instead of 
EU (famous), because it makes better sense and is used as a 
andard epithet for sacrifices. The opinions of what should be re- 
E P the famous papa differ. It is said to have been the geo- 
E equivalence a^ + b? = c?, or, according to Plutarch (a), the 
E. em of the surface of a parabola. Although Pythagoras was inter- 

m numbers, the stories about his mathematical inventions are 

U 

ENS 
Plu Cf. LSJ JU. KhELtOS. Cf. also the Planudean tradition of the Anru. Gr. and 

arch’s variant Aaunpnv. Pace BuRKERT (1963: 405) the verse does not yield the Sen, ; . Se that Pythagoras’ sacrifice of a ox was regarded as a famous story by A. 
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clearly fictitious. The formula a? + b? = c? for instance seems to have Bibliography 
been already in use in Babylon’. 

W. BURKERT, Weisheit und Wissenschaft, Nürnberg 1962. 
A. DELATTE, La Vie de Pythagore de Diogene Laörce, Bruxelles 1922. 
G.A. Hurrman, Philolaus of Croton, Cambridge 1993. 
B.L. VAN DER WAERDEN, art. Pythagoras, Pythagoreische Wissenschaft (1D) , in RE 8 VAN DER WAERDEN (1963: 288); Burkerr (1962: 405-406) with further refer- 

24 (1963), col. 277-300. ences. 
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1098. Archetimus of Syracuse 1098. Archetimus of Syracuse 

F 

1 (FHG IV, p. 318) Dioc. Laer. 1,40: "Apx&tıuuog d& 6 Zvpakodo1og ótt (av 1 Archetimus of Syracuse described their (sc. the Seven Sages) meeting at 
adtÂv (sc. T@v Entä) avayeypade ropà Kuwé2o, 1j kat abtóc $not napacuyeiv. Cypselus’ court, at which he says he himself was present. 

Vide etiam 10 A 1 DK, I p. 61,7-8 1 5£ BF: te P ? naparugeiv BP“ : nepırugeiv FP” 
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1098. Archetimus of Syracuse 

Introduction 

Archetimus remains completely obscure. There is much reason to 
believe that he is only a fictitious character. It is clear, in any case, 
that his claim to have taken part in a meeting of the Seven Sages at 
Cypselus’ court must be a mere literary motif’, the more so because 
the chronology seems odd. The Seven Sages are usually dated one 
generation later to the times of Periander. If a work really went under 
A.s name, the analogy with Plutarch’s Symposium of the Seven Sages 
should lead us to think that A~—like Plutarch’s narrator Diocles—was 
a ficta persona, and was erroneously regarded as a real person in the 
later tradition. However, there might be an hypothesis which is even 
easier. Perhaps A. was simply adduced by a later author as a pseudo- 
authority for a learned variant. 

' Roeper (1848: 36-37); Bouren (1867: 20-21); Hirzen (1895: 138 n. 4); 
BarkowskI (1923: 2253); ScHwartz (1895: 460). Although the parallel to Plutarch 
has always been noted, A.s authenticity has never been challenged. 
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1099. Artemon of Magnesia 

TON KAT’ APETHN TYNAIZI IHEIPATMATEYMEN®N AIHTHMATA? 

1 Puor. Bibl. 161 p. 103 a 35: 0 8& SevtEpog (sc. AGYOC) Ex Te TÜV Lompiöa 

Tlaprotans ExitoLav NPWTOV AOYOD KOL KOHEENGS UEXPL TOD SEKATOV KO EK TOV 

"Apteumvog toD Máyvntoçs tv kat ApPEMV yvvalsi NENPAYUOTEULEVMV 

Suynudtov, Ett S€ Kai Ex TOV Atoy&vovg Tod Kvvikod AnobdeyudTov, Kal unv 

Kai €& GAA@v Staddpav, GAAG ye Kai AO OYS6Ov AGYOD THs Larhovs Ev oicg kan 

n devrepa BEBAoc vv GVAAOYOV. 

45 koit udv kat M : kat piv A 
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1099. Artemon of Magnesia 

F 

STORIES OF VIRTUOUS EXPLOITS OF WOMEN 

1 The second (sc. book of Sopater's Miscellaneous Extracts) is an excerpt from 

books 1-10 of the Compendium of Pamphila, the daughter of Soteridas, and 
from the Stories of Virtuous Exploits of Women of Artemon of Magnesia, and also 

from the Apophthegms of Diogenes, the Cynic, and also from various other 

writings, especially Sappho’s eighth book. These are the contents of the 

second book of his collection. 
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1099. Artemon of Magnesia 

Introduction 

Artemon of Magnesia is not otherwise known. His Stories of Virtuous 
Exploits of Women are completely lost. They were used by Sopater in 
the second book of his Anthology!. A.s work stands on the borderline 
between biography and paradoxography and belongs to the literary 
tradition which we can still grasp in Plutarch's Mulierum virtutes and — 
slightly different in scope—in the anonymous treatise De mulieribus? 
Although these works belong to the Imperial period?, the genre al- 
ready scems to have flourished in Hellenistic times*. Apart from the 
extant examples a similar book by the Stoic Apollonius (of Tyrus?) 
and another anonymous collection are known, both of which were 
also excerpted by Sopater?. 'The biographies of women by Charon of 
Carthage (1077) are also closely related®. 

! On his identification cf. Scumip II 2 (1924: 1086-1087). He may have been the 
pupil of Iamblichus, who was executed by Constantine the Great. 

? WesrERMANN (1839: XLI) wants to identify A. with the anonymous author of 
the treatise De mulieribus, but there is no certain proof; cf. WENrz&L (1896: 1447) and 
Gera (1997: 34). 

? The date of De mulieribus is uncertain. However, as a collection of examples for 
rhetorical purposes, it seems to fit best into the Imperial period. GERA (1997: 60-61 
suggests its author be identified with Pamphile. 

* Ch Gera (1997: 32-34; 60). 
° Cf. Poor. Bibl. 161 p. 104 b 14-17: xoi 83] koi &x tàv "AnoAXovitov tod Ltwikod, 

Goal yuvaiKEs Emidoodonoav 7 Koi GAAws ti ExidoEov Sienpdéavto, Kat Sv Gc oiKiat ei¢ 

£Uvotav cuvekpó8ncav; p. 104 a 18-21: &x topov tivo Gpyaiov ExAoyat Kai dtd TOYYAVEL 

TO BLBALov, ovK EXov ExrypaddpEvov tov ovvnOporKdta’ èv oiç tàç eic uéya Sóčnç Kat övoua 
Aounpóv àpOgicac yuvaikac kataléyer. 

5 Cf. also SrAprER (1965: 7-8). 

| 
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1100 (= 157). Asclepiades 

IIEPI AHMHTPIOY TOY ®AAHPERZ 

1 Arnen. 13,21 p. 567 C-D: xoi dAXa 6& noAAà (...) ópápoxa. mx &xoipóv 

Eoyxe TAS EMLypadde (...) ELBovAOv KAewvdpa (54 K.-A.). ovt@ & EKANO airy 

1 ETAL pA, EnELs MPOG KAEWSpav cvvovotalev EMS KEVMON, Ws ‘AoKANTLGSNS 

EIPNKEV ó TOD ‘Apetov Ev 10 Hept Anuntpiov tod BoAnpe£ocg (F 40 WEHRLı IV) 

ovyypäunarı, TO Kúptov aÙtç övoua bdoKv Eivat Mntixny. 

1 eroipav CE: étépov A 
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1100 (= 157). Asclepiades 

ON DEMETRIUS OF PHALERON 

1 There are also many other comedies which acquired their names from 

hetaerae, such as (...) the Clepsydra of Eubulus. The hetaera was so called 

because she had intercourse for the duration of the time it took a clepsydra 

(i.e. water-clock) to empty, as Asclepiades, son of Arius, has told in his book On 

Demetrius of Phaleron, who says that her real name was Mctiche. 
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1100 (= 157). Asclepiades 

Introduction 

The identity of Asclepiades, son of Arius, who wrote on Demetrius of 
Phaleron remains uncertain. It is usually taken for granted that A.— 
possibly an unknown contemporary of Demetrius—composed a biog- 
raphy of him!. But this theory seems to have some serious flaws. 
Athenaeus speaks about hetaerae who lend their names to comedies. 
At the end of his list comes the Clepsydra of Eubulus, on whom A. 
made some learned remarks in his book on Demetrius. One might 
wonder, then, what connection there was between the prostitute 
Clepsydra and Demetrius. On first view one might think that Clepsydra 
was perhaps his mistress, but the chronology is against it. Eubulus’ 
Jloruit is usually put at about 376/72 ».c.?, whereas Demetrius was 
born in the fifties at the earliest. We should also bear in mind that 
Demetrius was roughly a contemporary of Menander and that per- 
sonal invective is not a feature of New Comedy. Thus, A.s remarks 
can not refer to some slander concerning a relationship of Demetrius 
with the prostitute of Eubulus’ comedy?. There must either be some 
other Clepsydra, who was said to be Demetrius’ mistress, or the link 
between Demetrius and Clepsydra must be altogether different, as in 
fact seems possible. As we know, Demetrius, a prolific author, wrote 
on the comic poet Antiphanes*, who also named some of his com- 
edies after prostitutes. It seems to me that A.s remarks might provide 
some additional comment on this or maybe a similar treatise of 
Demetrius’, which is unknown to us, or even simply on comedy refer- 
ring to Demetrius as an authority. His work thus appears to be a 
scholarly commentary rather than a biography, and the assumption 
that A. was a contemporary of Demetrius should in consequence be 
dropped. The author is rather a later grammarian. Looking for a 
suitable candidate, the choice is difficult, there being several gram- 
marians named A. Therefore, I will discuss the evidence on them first 
before turning back to A., son of Arius. The most famous grammar- 

! Cf. JacoBv on FGrHist 157; more cautious WEHRLI IV p. 49; SusEwrnr I (1891: 
135 n. 666). 

2 Supa € 3386 s.v. EüfovAoc (— test. 1 K.-A.). 
5 Contra WEHRLI IV p. 53. 
* Dioc. Larnr. 5,81 (- AwrriPHANES test. 5 K.-A.) 
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jan A. is A. of Myrlea (i), who lived in the 2nd—1st century B.C.’ Apart 

from him we know of an A. 0 AdeEavipetc (ii), who wrote a commen- 

tary on Solon’s axones and was opposed by Didymus?. (iii) Finally, an 

A., who wrote a commentary on Aristophanes, is mentioned several 

times in the scholia". Possibly no. ii and iii are identical?. An addi- 

tional problem is posed by the entry of the Suda on A. of Myrlea (a 

4173, which is confused. Apart from A. of Myrlea, (iv) another 

grammarian A. emerges, who is dated to the time of Attalus I and 

Eumenes II (241-159 s.c.) and is said to have lived—if this is the 

meaning of the text—in Alexandria during the reign of Ptolemy IV 

(221-205 B.c.) in his youth. It is a crucial question whether this gram- 

marian originally came from Nicaea or not. The text, as it stands, 

says that A. of Myrlea was t0 dvo6ev yévoc (...) Nuxaeóc!?, but the 

statement is usually impugned on the basis of Stephanus of Byzan- 

tium, who lists an A. s.v. Nikata!!. The reference is transferred to the 

elder grammarian A., who is accordingly called A. of Nicaca'?. There 

is, however, some reason to keep to the meaning of the text: ‘The 

entry of Stephanus is no independent evidence, both his and the 

Suda’s information probably going back to the same source (either 

Philo [1060.] or perhaps rather Hermippus [1061.])?. In addition, 

there is a good parallel for the variant of his birthplace, since the poet 

Parthenius is also said to be from Nicaea or Myrlea by Hermippus'*. 

Finally, the difficulty in explaining how a grammarian from Nicaea 

spent his youth in Alexandria is removed if we refer it to A. of 

Myrlea!? in the way the text does. The picture we get of the second 

5 FGrHist 697; see on him in general LEHns (1848: 428-448); SusEwinr IH (1892: 

15-19); Mürxer (1903); WexrzEL (1896: 1628-1631). 
6 FGrHist 339 T 3; F 1-2. 

7 Qf, AmisroPH. test. 121 K.-A.; Hesyen. x 3309 s.v. KoXako$opokAetóng 

(= Hermippus F 39 K.-A.); 
8 SusemmL I (1892: 19 n. 98); MüLLER (1903: 48); MONTANARI (1997: 92), see, 

however, BoupREAux (1919: 86-87). Un NEN 

9 "AckXyudáóng Atotiuov, MupAeavóg—móAig 8é £ou Bi8vviac, n vov Andyeia 

kañovuévn— tò d& divobev yévoc Tv Nikaevs ypoppatikds, [uaenths AnoAAwviov. yéyove 

88 Eni tod ‘AttéAOv Kal Ebuevodc tov év Hepydpum Baottéwv. Eypaye orocdg@v BiBiov 

9vopQGoxixó.] £xotóevos 8 koi eic Póunv &ri Mounniov TOD neyaAov [cat év AdeFavdpeta 

&ri Tod tetaptov MtorepLatov véog diétpryev.] Eypaye TOAAG. 

10 Cf. Wenrzex (1896: 1630). 
11 FGrHist 339 T 2. 
12 Cf. e.g. FGrHist 339; LEHRs (1848: 433); Ro#pe (1901: 375 n. 1); Susewrnr II 

(1892: 151); Monranart (1997: 92). 
13 Cf. MürLER (1903: 7). 
1^ Cf. 1061. HERwrPPUs F 1-2. . 

'5 Tt was apparently felt by Susemme H (1892: 16 n. 85). 
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grammarian 1s then quite coherent. He came from Alexandria and 
was a pupil of Apollonius of Rhodes. At one stage he moved to the 
Pergamene court, hence he is dated after the Attalids. His oeuvre was 
mainly exegetic!’—in good Alexandrian tradition. The Suda de- 
scribes it rather vaguely as #1A0066@v BıßAlov ótopQGouxó. Regarding 
his literary profile, there is no obstacle to identifying him with no. ii!7. 
In fact, it is suggested by the common birthplace Alexandria!*. Now 
we can turn back to the main question, whether A., son of Arius, 
should be identified with any of them. A. of Myrlea (i) seems to be 
excluded. He is quoted about ten times by Athenacus, always as 6 
MovpAeavóc, and it seems that the addition of 6 Apetov would serve to 
distinguish our man from his famous namesake!’. On the contrary, 
A. of Alexandria (ii), especially if he is to be identified with the com- 
mentator on Aristophanes (iii), is quite a tempting candidate. The 
nature of his studies would fit quite conveniently. His work on Solon’s 
axones is quoted side by side with some remarks of Demetrius of 
Phaleron, who wrote on lawgivers?®. The brief comment of his which 
has survived on the comic character KorakodoporAetöng?! shows the 
same features as does A.s comment on the Clepsydra, insofar as both 
try to identify the comic character with a real person. However, in 
view of the fragmentary nature of our evidence complete certainty 
cannot be reached, and there might well be more than one learned 
commentator named A. 

16 Cf. JacoBv on FGrHist 339 p. 91 
'7 Pace MONTANARI (1997: 92). 
1* See JacoBv on FGrHist 339 p. 91, who, however, assumes that Nikaeoc refers 

to: A; 
19. ATHEN. 11,104 p. 501 E (= Crarinus test. 40 K.-A.) does not provide evidence 

that A. of Myrlea wrote a treatise on. Craünus, cf. MürLER (1903: 49) against 

Susemm IT (1892: 18). 
?) FGrHist 339 F 2. 
21 Hesycu. « 3309 (= Hermipus F 39 K.-A.). 
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1101. Damas 

BIOX EYAHMOY 

1 SımpL. Comm. Arist. Phys. VI Prooem. p. 924,11-14 Dies: ötı d£ 1 tpia £o 

1& Tlepi Kıvnoewg, Kal tà névte Duoiká, naprupei kat Aduag 6 tov Biov 

Evönuov (F 1 Weurt VIIT) ypówac Aéyov: xoi tóv £k tfjg IIepi ovoeac 

mpaypatetac tig 'AptototéAovc tà Tlepi Kıvnoeag tpia.”” 

12 Aónag codd. : fort. Apc scribendum : Aáuacog Brandis, Noyu&ckvog lonsius sine necessitale 

5 cà scripsi duce Diels : tov codd. 
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1101. Damas 

LIFE OF EUDEMUS 

1 That the three books are those On Motion and the five books are Physics is 

also confirmed by Damas, the author of a Life of Eudemus, who says: “And 
out of Aristotle’s treatise On Physics the books On Motion are three.” 
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1101. Damas 

Introduction 

Damas remains unknown. The form of his name has been variously 
altered to Aóuacoc or Aauóoktog, but since Damas is a common 
Greek name, there is no need to change the text as we have it!. Since 
he is said to have written a biography of the Peripatetic Eudemus of 
Rhodes (~ 2nd half 3rd cent. B.c.), he may have been his pupil and 
younger contemporary’. Hence he is perhaps to be dated to the be- 
ginning of the 3rd century B.c. Eudemus had revised Aristotle’s Phys- 
ics, and D.s statement seems to refer to the division made by him. 
Apparently Eudemus singled out the books EZO of the Physics as 
books On Motion. However, he did not know book H, which was only 
incorporated afterwards?. Since it is precisely book H on which 
Simplicius quotes him, there must be some misunderstanding. If D. is 
thought to be an early author, the error has to be laid at Simplicius’ 
door". 

! See Diers in his apparatus criticus; Marrını (1907: 896); FRAsER ~ MATTHEWS 
I & II sz. Perhaps one should accentuate the name Aoyäg instead of Aayoc, because 
this seems to be the more common form. As to the text of the testimony, I have 
change d av to ta, as has been already proposed by Diets as an alternative solution 
in his apparatus criticus. MANUWALD (1971: I) retains the transmitted text believing it 
to pes only part of a sentence and regarding IHepi kwvfjceox zpia as a fixed title. 

? ZgLLER II 2 (1879: 85 n. 1); Ross (1936: 15); more cautious Manuwatp (1971: 

5) contra WEHRLI VII p. 77. 
3 Sımpr. Comm. Arist. Phys. VII Prooem. p. 1036,13-15 Diers (Comm in Arist. Gr. 

10) (2 F 109 Wenruı VII). 
^ Cf. Rose (1854: 199); Maxvwarp (1971: 5) contra WEnRLi VIII p. 77. 
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1102. Diodorus of Ephesus 

IIEPI ANAEIMANAPOY? 

1 (12 A 8 DK) Dioc. Laznr. 8,70 : Ató8opoc 8 ó 'Eóéotoc nepi 'Avo&uiáv- 

Spov ypdowv onotv, Sti todtov ECNAMKEL (sc. EuMEdSoKATS) TPAYLKOV AoKav 

1090v kat CELI AvaAaBav EoO7ta. 

Vide etiam 31 A 1 DK, I p. 201,1. ! Avó6opoc BP : CedSwpog F ? $noiv BP : om. F 

1102 DIODORUS OF EPHESUS F I 395 

1102. Diodorus of Ephesus 

ON ANAXIMANDER? 

1 Diodorus of Ephesus, writing on Anaximander, says that he (sc. 

Empedocles) emulated him by assuming a haughty air and wearing stately 
dresses. 
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1102. Diodorus of Ephesus 

Introduction 

Diodorus of Ephesus remains obscure. As the text stands, it seems to 
suggest that D. wrote a biography on Anaximander!. Yet there is 
some serious doubt about it. D. is quoted with the unique remark that 
Empedocles (^ 483-423 B.c.) imitated Anaximander (~ 610-547 B.c.) 
in his pompous behaviour. However, Anaximander is not known for 
such deportment, and the impossible chronology indicates that the 
statement is pure nonsense. It seems that Anaximander has been 
confused with Anaxagoras, who is connected with Empedocles else- 
where. In fact, a passage in Diogenes Laertius in his life of 
Empedocles? might show how it originated’. There we read: tòv ôè 
(sc. Euredoxr€a) Avagayopov diakodoat kai Mv0ayopov. Kat tov Lev thy 

oeuvótnta niða tod te PLOV Kal TOD OXNLATOG, TOD ÖE thv þvorooyiav. 

Empedocles is said to have been a pupil of Anaxagoras and Pythago- 
ras. He imitated Pythagoras’ extravagance and Anaxagoras’ physiol- 
ogy. In the Greek text this is expressed by tod pév—tod 62, which 
refer to Pythagoras and Anaxagoras in reverse order. This led to the 
misunderstanding that Empedocles imitated Anaxagoras’ proud be- 
haviour, the reference being actually to Pythagoras. In addition, 
Anaxagoras was confused with Anaximander. Hence the statement 
about Empedocles’ relation with him, which is, whoever wrote it, 
poor stuff. Since D. is a common name, any certain identification 

with a namesake is impossible. In fact, there is some reason to think 

that he might be an invented authority. D.s birthplace is—most con- 

veniently—Ephesus, which would lend some credulity to his remarks 

on an Ionian philosopher, when introduced as an ancient eye-witness 

or author. Thus, D. is exactly the type of person one would expect to 

be adduced by some Hellenistic biographer like Hermippus. In fact, 

Hermippus may well be the ultimate source”, since his biography of 

Empedocles included some detailed information on Empedocles 

teachers). However, neither this nor D.s non-existence—as is often 

| Cf on him Crassen (1970: 36). 
2 Dıoc. Larrr. 8,56 (= 31 A 1, I p. 278 DK). 
Cronert (1906: 3). 
Cf. Gronert (1906: 3). 

5 F 25-27 Wenn Suppl. I. 
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the case with these obscure figures—can strictly be proven?. It may 
therefore be enough to urge caution. 
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1103. Diodorus of Eretria 

1 Hırror. Ref. 1,2,12-13: Auööwpog d& 6 'Epetpietc koi "Apıotrögevog (F 13 
WEHRLI II) 6 uovoıkög dao npög Zapdrav Töv Kordaiov EAnAvdevan 
ITvdayöpav (14 A 11 DK, Ip. 102,5-6 ). töv 8& Exd&odan auto 800 eivor àr’ 
GpXfic toic oociv otzta, rotépo koi umcépoc kot TATEPO LEV O@>, UNtEpa è 

OKOTOG’ TOD SE wt uépn BEpudv Enpov Kodoov tox, toO 8 OKÓtOUG V'UXpÓv 

vypov Bopd Ppadsv &x 6& tovtov návta 10v kócuov cuveotávat, ex 6nAetag 
Kal Gppevog. (13) eivar € tov KOoLOV $0oet xol uovotkiv apptoviav: 810 Kat 

TOV NALOV TOLELoBaL civ xepto8ov &voppóviov. ITept 8& t&v &x 'Yfi5 koi xócuov 

ywouévov táðe $aoi Aéyew tov Zapdtav’ S00 Saivovac eivat, tov Mev 

ovpavioy, tóv 8& x8óviov: koi TOV HEV YOdvLOV diviEva Ti yéveoL EK TG YÀG, 
eivor è 08op, tóv 6& obpáviov nüp uexéyov TOD GEPOG, Oepuióv kot wuypóv: 
tò kal tovtov oùvõèv àvotpeiv o088 uatveiv ónol civ woxnv’ £ott yàp Tadıa 

ovola TOV TÉVTOV. 

6 navıa Roeper : -wv LOBT 7 gvoe1 wai scripsi : obo. Koi LOBT : xaxà dvow Marcovich : 

now Kar post Gronovium mulli edd. — 9. Post oopávvov add. civ woynv, eivav 8&> Reitzenstein, 
<E€K TOD KOopOD ... eivot yàp» Marcovich || Sepydv Kai yuypdv LOBT : Gepydy tod woxpod 
Roeper 

ye 
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1103. Diodorus of Eretria 

F 

1 (12) Diodorus of Eretria and Aristoxenus, the musician, say that Pythago- 

ras visited the Chaldaean Zoroaster and that he demonstrated to him that 

from the beginning there have been two principles for all that exists, father 

and mother; that the father is the light and the mother the darkness; that 

hot, dry, light, and fast are parts of the light, whereas cold, wet, heavy, and 

slow are parts of the darkness, and that out of these elements the entire 

universe is composed, out of female and male. (13) And that the universe is 

also a musical harmony by nature, and this is the reason why the sun moves 

harmoniously on its orbit. Concerning the generation from earth and 

heaven Zoroaster, they say, relates the following: there are two divine pow- 

ers, one in heaven, the other in the earth. And the one in the earth makes 

everything grow up out of the earth and is the water, the one in heaven is 

fire which partakes of the air, warm and cold. This is the reason why none 
of these elements, he says, destroys or pollutes life, because they are the 

essence of everything. 
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1103. Diodorus of Eretria 

Introduction 

Diodorus of Eretria is said to have written about Pythagoras. Perhaps 
his work was a biography, though this is far from certain. The notion 
we form about his character depends mainly on what we think about 
his relationship to Aristoxenus, together with whom he is quoted in 
the fragment!. Either it was Aristoxenus who introduced D. as an 
authority?—in this case D., if he is at all a genuine person, is likely to 
belong to the early Pythagoreans—or it was D. who is the source for 
Aristoxenus' testimony?. Although no definite solution seems possible, 
perhaps the first alternative is to be preferred. On the one hand it 
would suit Aristoxenus’ style very well to quote precious ancient au- 
thorities*, on the other hand it may be suggested by the nature and 
transmission of the doxographical information. In any case, if the 
material of this section is derived from Sotion's work, who was among 
the first to stress the oriental influence on Greek thought, D. seems at 
least to antedate him?. 

Commentary on the Fragment 

(1) It is difficult, if not impossible, to separate D.s and Aristoxenus’ 
account, since both authors are always uniformly referred to with 

daotv. The only thing we can do is determine the age and coherence 
of the doxographical material and see what role Aristoxenus and D. 
could have played in its transmission. The fragment comprises both 
88 12 and 13°. They form a single narrative unit on the influence 

l The nature of the fragment, in which both authors are uniformly referred to for 
the same complex theory, seems to rule out the possibility that they are independent. 

2 REITZENSTEIN (1917: 35). 
3 ZELLER I 1 (1919: 385 n. 1); Lévy (1926: 825; Wxnmrr II p. 50-51 ad 

ArRISTOXENUS F 13; SpPorRRI (1955: 270). 
* Cf Arıstoxenus F 25; 31. 
5 On Sorıon see Diers (1879: 147); WEHRLI Suppl. IL, Soriow p. 11. 
6 Cf. also F 13 Wrunrr II; contra SPoERRI (1955: 272) who attributes only $ 12 10 

Aristoxenus. In $ 14 there follows the story that Pythagoras forbade the eating of 
beans. This statement can hardly be attributed to Aristoxenus anymore, since he 15 
known to have expressly rejected this opinion, cf. AgrsroxEeus F 25 Wann Il and 

his commentary p. 51 on F 13. Thus, the fragment should end with 3 13. 

c. — 
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which Zoroastrian cosmology exerted on Pythagoras. First ($ 12) we 

are told that Pythagoras visited Zoroaster, as is also mentioned by 

Alexander Polyhistor, Plutarch and Antonius Diogenes’. Although it 
is hard to believe that Aristoxenus made Pythagoras visit the 
Chaldacan (!) Zoroaster, who was usually dated by the Peripatos 6000 
years before Plato’s birth®, it seems likely that he spoke about Py- 
thagoras’ journey to the Orient and Zoroastrian influences in Py- 
thagoras’ thought”, and that this became a personal contact in later 

tradition. Then (§ 13) follows the account of the “Zoroastrian” doc- 

trine. The introductory remark to the musical harmony of the uni- 

verse perfectly fits Aristoxenus, the povotxdc!®. It is a kind of dualistic 

cosmology composed out of the opposites of light and darkness. ‘The 
text in § 13, when the dualism is combined with a theory of the four 
elements, has caused some difficulty!!. In fact, the construction of its 
parts is not completely parallel, but it yields perfect sense. The first 
generating principle is said to be a combination of water and earth, 
the second a combination of fire and air!*. Although the theory may 
not give an exact picture of Zoroastrian thought!’, it forms a nice 
prototype of the Pythagorean ovotoryia of the ten dpxat'*, which 
seems to have been first ascribed to Pythagoras in the Academic 

7 ALEXANDER FGrHist 273 F 94; PLur. De anim. procr. 2 p. 1012 E; Porpuyr. Vila 
Pyth. 12 (Diogenes Antonius); cf. Bipez - Cumonrt II (1938: 35-40) for a collection of 
parallels; BurKERT (1962: 177 n. 18). 

8 Pun. Nat. hist. 30,3; cf. Hınz (1972: 774). 
9 Cf. ZELLER I 1 (1919: 385 n. 1); Spoerkı (1955: 273); contra Brorz — Cumonr I 

(1938: 33). 
10 "This is the only part Lévv (1926: 82) attibutes to him. At this point, the text 

presents some difficulty, because the transmitted $0ctw (LOBT) can hardly be right. 
Earlier editors mainly preferred onoiv which they thought to be the reading of L (but 
see now MarcovicH [1986] in his edition). This, however, causes a serious break of 
construction, so that it seems altogether preferable to restore $óoet. In this way, the 
sentence runs on smoothly, the harmony of the universe forming part of the “Zoro- 
astrian” theory. 

ll There has been thought to be a lacuna in the clause Kai tòv pu£v x06viov àviévot 
Tiv yéveotw èx tç yic, eivor òè 080p, TOV OdpdvIOV Rip LETEXOV tod Gépog after tov 
Obpóviov. RErrzENsTEIN (1917: 34-35) and (1926: 116-117), followed by Brpez 
Cumont II (1938: 65-66), suggests to insert <thv voxriv, eivot 667; Mancovicn (1986) 
m his edition «£x x00 kócuov ... elvai yàp». 

? The expression Gvlévat thy yéveot Ex Tig yA¢ Corresponds to petéxov TOD épo. 
There are some good parallels of thought in Hippo. Ref. 4,43,8-9 and especially in 
4,43,3 (first adduced by Rerrzensrein [1917: 34 n. 2] for his emendation): Tépoat 
Edacay tov 0cóv eivor OWTELVOV, OMS EV GEPL OVVEXOLEVOV. 

15 Cf. Sporrrt (1955: 286-287); pE JonG (1997: 315-316; 335); contra REITZENSTEIN 
(1917: 34-35) and (1926: 116-117). 
E. ARIST. Metaph.1,5 p. 986 a 22. The affinity is also noted by Spoerrı (1955: 277- 

8). 
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tradition". Thus, it is perfectly suitable as a model to prove “Zoroas- 
trian” influences in Pythagorean thought. Moreover, it shows no 
Neo-Pythagorean tinge!®. All this might suggest that the theory pre- 
sented is indeed Aristoxenus’ work!’. Now we have to see how D. fits 
into this picture. Since all material could perfectly belong to Aristoxe- 
nus, D. might be simply viewed as a mediating source, but in this case 
one could ask why he—an obscure author—should be quoted along- 
side the famous Aristoxenus. The opposite solution is far easier: D. 
was adduced by Aristoxenus as an ancient authority, and therefore 
had a firm place in the doxographical tradition. 

I5 Cf. especially Burkerr (1962: 45-46). 
'© For a contrast one may compare the version given by PLur. De anim. procr. 2 p. 

1012 E: Kat Zopáxac ó ITo6oryópov 6166koAoc tavmy (sc. tiv Gdptotov váða) èv £kóAex 
Tod àptOuo0 untépa, tò 8’ &v natépa. 

17 Contra Lévy (1926: 82); SPOoERRI (1955: 274-289). 
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1104. Dionysius of Ephesus 

ANATPA®H TQN IATPON 

1 Scuor.Tukocn. Argum.b ad Id. 11: npoodiaréyetar 5€ 6 Oed«pitog Nicia 

Tivi Latp@ MiAnoiw tò yEvog, OD Kal romuátov o€pEtaL GvTLyEypaLUevoy 

[0x6] mpdg OeoKpitov KvKrwna, o0 1] àpyni (SH 566): 

ñv Gp’ GAndéc todt0, OedKpite: o1 yap “Epwtes 

TOUNTAS MOAAODS Ed1daEav Tovs TLV GLOVGONUGE. 

Eypawe S€ Kal EXLYPGLWATA ò aùtóç. yéyove è ovupoitnts Epaciotpátov 

TOV Tovarjtov, Hs not Atovboiog ó 'Eó£otog £v TH TOv iatpõv àvaypodot). 

codd. KLUEAT, post àvwwyeyp. accedunt. GP. ! 6& ó om. K ? tò yévoç oð koù solus K 
23 $épevoi ... KÜkAcono om. K $ npòç Oeoxpitov Meineke : ind Oeoxpirovnpög codd. * iv 

K: ñvyàp LUEAGPT. |. 9 roug noAAotg LUEAGPT : noAXotg n- K.— || tovc codd. : tò Dilthey 

(c. Eur. F 663 .N.) © 6 abt6g Buecheler (1884: 275) : &xvxvoo. K : om. cett. || y&yove 6€ 

ovudormmng A: om. cett. 7 od Tovaıntov Buecheler : tod rowytoo K : iatpoó Mumotov 

cell. || 6 Ed£&owog LUEAGPT : om. K_ || avaypasn) A: avarpoon cett. 
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1104. Dionysius of Ephesus 

RECORD OF PHYSICIANS 

1 Theocritus talks to a certain Nicias, a physician from Miletus, of whom a 

small poem, written with reference to Theocritus! Cyclops, is also still extant. 
Its beginning is: ^Obviously, Theocritus, it is true that Love made many 

men poets, who were formerly strangers to the Muses.” The same man also 

wrote epigrams. He was a fellow-student of Erasistratus of Iulis, as Dionysius 

of Ephesus says in his Record of Physicians. 
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1104. Dionysius of Ephesus 

Introduction 

Dionysius’ common name makes a plausible identification with any 
of his namesakes impossible!. A terminus post quem is the middle of the 
3rd century B.c. Since he wrote a Record of Physicians, he might have 
been a physician himself. A parallel would be provided by Soranus 
(1062), who likewise came from Ephesus. It remains unclear how 
much of the scholiast’s knowledge about Nicias?, the poet and physi- 
cian, is derived from D.s work. To be exact, only the information that 
Nicias was—perhaps at Cos?—a fellow-student of the famous physi- 
cian Erasistratus should be attributed to D, He may also, however, 
have mentioned Nicias! friendship with Theocritus. 

! Cf. WELLMANN (1903: 976); Scummp I (1912: 632 n. 7). 
? Cf. on Nicias in general Gow (1952: 208); Gow — Pack II (1965: 428-434). 

Apart form /d. 11 he is referred to by Theocritus also in Zd. 13; 28; Epigr. 8. Eight 
epigrams of his survive, cf. AxrH. Par. 6,122; 6,127; 6,270; 7,200; 9,315; 9,564; AwrH. PL. 188; 189 (= Gow — Pace I [1965] 1. 2755-2786). 

?. C£. WELLMANN (1907: 334); Scum II 1 (1920: 295); see, however, Gow — PAGE 
II (1965: 428). 

* Cf. on him (especially on the chronology) WELLMANN (1907: 333-350); for a new 
fragment Korré (1977: 159-161). 

| D 
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1105. Eubulides 

F 

TIEPI AIOTENOYZ 

1 Dioc. LarrT. 6,20: Avoyévng Tkeotou tponeGitoo Xwoneüg (V B 2 

GIANNANTONI). dnol d& AtokAng Önuootav abTOL thy tpdmeCav EXOVTOS TOD 

notpóc kot napayapáčavtoç tÒ vówoua þvyetv. EvBovatdng 8’ Ev to Nepi 

Avoyévovg aotóv onot Atoyévny todto maga kai ovvaAdoBar T@ NOTPL. 

4 Qno Aroyévnv. F : Avoyévn onot BP 
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1105. Eubulides 

ON DIOGENES? 

1 Diogenes, son of the banker Hicesius, of Sinope. Diocles tells us that he 

went into exile because his father, while in charge of the public bank, de- 

based the coinage. But Eubulides in his book On Diogenes says that Diogenes 

himself did it and went into exile together with his father. 
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1105. Eubulides 

Introduction 

Eubulides, who wrote on Diogenes, remains unkown. It seems an 
attractive suggestion that he should be identified with the equally 
obscure Eubulus, who is mentioned by Diogenes as the author of a 
IIpàcig Avoyévovc!. Apparently this work was a kind of Cynic novel?, 
and some remarks on Diogenes' exile would fit well into it. The fact 
that E.s work is quoted as ITepi Atoyévoug does not oppose this hy- 
pothesis?. Diogenes may only refer to the content of the work, or 
perhaps he simply misquoted the book's title, which does not seem 
impossible for him. The story that Diogenes the Cynic or his father 
Hicesius* forged money and was subsequently banished appears to 
have taken its origin from some remarks Diogenes made in his 
Tlopdadoc. 'T'here he had said óc napayopá&oi 10 vóuiona, referring not 
to money but to political conditions. The double meaning of the 
words gave rise to the legend about the forgery, which, as the various 
versions in Diogenes show, engaged the imagination of many au- 
thors?. 

! Drioc. LaeRr. 6,30-31 (V B 70; 102 GIANNANTONI); on the identification see e.g. 
ZELLER II 1 (1889: 246 n. 7); Leo (1901: 49-50); for alternative solutions and further 
references cf. Döring (1972: 114); GraNNANrONI III (1985: 406). 

? Cf. on the work HrzeL (1895: 389-390); Herm (1906: 238); vo Fnrrz (1926: 
22-23). 

3 Pace von Frrrz (1926: 39 n. 85). 
* "Ix&oog is the well attested form of the name, cf. Grannantont III (1985: 379 n. 

10). 
? Cf. on the story in general von DER Mix (1976: 354-358). 
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1106. Eubulides the Pythagorean 

1 (14 A 8 DK) [IAuBr.] 7Aeol. Arith. p. 52: &ne 6& ó ånò tod ç xófoc oic 

yivetat, 6 ETL EXTALTVOV YOVILOV xpóvoc, ovvapiOuoun£vov toic £xtà t6v ££ 

Tiuepóv, £v oig Adpodrar Kat stabboeıg onépuotocg AopBávet t0 onépua, 

"Avöpoxdöng te 6 IIvdayopıkög ö Tlepi t@v ouuBóXov ypówoc xot EoBovAtónc 

ó ITIo0oyoptkóg koi 'ApiovóSevog (F 12 Wenrrı II) kai Innößorog koi 

Nedv0n¢ 01 ta Kat xóv dvópa (sc. ITuOoyópav) avaypawavtEes og EtEot thc 

LETELDYOOELS TAG AVTO ovUPEBNKvIAG Edaoav yeyovévar. petà tocata 

yoUv &tn eig rav yyeveotav £A0eiv TToO0oryópav Kai avaCioot Moavel Leta thy 

npótnv iüvakükAnotv koi £mdvoóov TOD ANd EEF wuyoyovikoo koov, TOD ö’ 

AVTIOD KAL GLOKATACTATLKOD SLA TO CHALPLKOV, og 6& xai dAAote tà TOVT@V 

avalnoıv Eoxev' © Kal ovudwvel TO EbodpBov thy voxnv £oynkévot Kató ye 

TOdS YpOvovs. 6 YUP Kai 18’ Et EyyLota Gnd av TPwik@v LoTopettan EXP 

Eevoodvovg tod Ovoikod Kai tov “Avakpéovtdg te Kat TloAvKpatovs XPOVOV 

Kal thc bnd ‘Aprdyou tod Mrjdov Tldvav xoAiopkiag kal dvaotáoews, flv 

Paxeic ovydvtes Masooriav @Kicav’ nao. yap tovtoLg Óuóypovoc ó 

IIvo0myópoac. 'Ynró Kopufócou yov icotopeivai Aiyumtov EAÖVIOG ouvir 

xu. oxxLo9ax &ket ouvàtocpipov toic tepeoct, Kal eis BaßvA@va ueveA80v TOS 

BapBopukdc veAevàc wundnvar, ó xe Kopfóong tij TloAukpatovg HAALOTa 

Twpavvidt ovvexpovet, Hv oevyav cig Aiyurtov uetfA0e IToOoyópac. Atc ovv 

aharipEedetone tig xeptó8ov, tovtéott lg tÓv oig. £tOv, Aourà yivevot xà TOU 

Biov avtod rp. 

2 (18 A 14 DK) Boers. Inst. mus. 2,19: De ordine consonantiarum. sententia 

Eubulidis et Hippasi: sed Eubulides atque Hippasus alium consonantiarum 

ordinem ponunt. aiunt enim mulüplicitats augmenta superparticularitatis 

deminutioni rato ordine respondere. itaque non posse esse duplum praeter 

dimidium, nec triplum praeter tertiam partem. quoniam igitur sit duplum, 

ex eo diapason consonantiam reddi, quoniam vero sit dimidium, ex eo quast 

om. celeri 
11 ve in adn. Ast, Diels : 

|l uáñiota yA : EXPE 
6 wA: 

te codd. 

P 22-233 inscriptionem om. g 

10 óAXore y4 : dAXo P : üranv in adn. Ast, Diels 

15 @kioav Ast : ğknoav codd. 18 ö te de Falco : öte codd. 
25 deminutioni Diels : deminutione codd. 

CM 
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1106. Eubulides the Pythagorean 

F 

1 Since the cube of six is 216—that is the time of a seven months’ birth plus 

the six days, in which the seed becomes frothy and begins to germinate—the 
Pythagorean Androcydes, author of On the Symbols, the Pythagorean 

Eubulides, Aristoxenus, Hippobotus and Neanthes, who wrote about him (sc. 
Pythagoras), said that the transmigration of his soul took 216 years. After a 

period of years, they say, equal in number to the number required by the 

cube of the life-generating six for its first reappearance and return—the six is 
recurrent because it is spherical—, Pythagoras was reborn and lived again, 

and he also came to life after this interval at some other time. It is also 
chronologically consistent with this that he once had the soul of Euphorbus, 
since at least 514 years are said to have passed from the Trojan War until 
Xenophanes, the natural philosopher, and the times of Anacreon and 
Polycrates, and the besieging and expulsion of the Ionians by the Persian 
Harpagus, on which occasion the Phocians went into exile and founded 
Marseille. In fact, Pythagoras is contemporaneous with all these events, since 

he is said to have been taken prisoner by Cambyses after his conquest of 
Egypt, where he stayed with the priests, to have come to Babylon and to 
have been initiated into the barbarian rites. And Cambyses is roughly con- 

temporancous with the tyranny of Polycrates, which Pythagoras avoided by 
travelling to Egypt. Deducting twice this period, that is twice the 216 years, 
there remains his lifetime of 82 years. 

2 The order of the harmonies according to Eubulides and Hippasus: But Eubulides and 
Hippasus establish another order of the harmonies: The increase in multi- 
plicity, they say, corresponds to a diminution of superparticularity in a fixed 
order. Therefore, the double cannot exist separately of the half nor the 

threefold separately of the third part. Accordingly, since there is the double, 
the harmony of the octave (2:1) is produced by it, since there is the half, the 
ratio 3:2, that is the fifth, is effected by it, so to speak, by the opposite process 
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contraria divisione sesqualteram, id est diapente, effici proportionem. quibus 
mixtis, scilicet diapason ac diapente, triplicem procreari, quae utramque 

contineat symphoniam. sed rursus triplici partem tertiam contraria divisione 
partiri, ex qua rursus diatessaron symphonia nascetur. triplicem vero atque 
sesquitertium iunctos quadruplam comparationem proportionis efficere. 

unde fit, ut ex diapason ac diapente, quae est una consonantia, et diatessa- 
ron una concinentia coniungatur, quae in quadruplo consistens bis diapason 
nomen accepit. secundum hos quoque hic ordo est: diapason, diapente, 
diapason ac diapente, diatessaron, bis diapason. 

?* contraria divisione scripsi : -am -em codd. 30 triplici iGP : -is fehk : -e-m o 31 nascetur 
codd. : fort. nascitur. scribendum 
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of division. By multiplication of both, that is of the octave (2:1) and the fifth 

(3:2), the threefold is produced which comprises both harmonies. But again 
in case of the threefold by opposite division the third part is created, from 

which again the quart (4:3) will be born. The multiplication, however, of the 

ratio 4:3 with the threefold effects the fourfold proportion. Therefore it 
happens that from octave and fifth (3:1), which form together one harmony, 

and from the quart (4:3) one harmony is combined, which consists in the 

fourfold and was named double octave. Furthermore, according to them the 

order is the following: octave, fifth, octave and fifth, quart, double octave. 
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1106. Eubulides the Pythagorean 

Introduction 

Eubulides is quoted as an early authority on Pythagoras’ life!. He is 
called IIvdayopıröz, a name that is usually applied to the generation 
of Pythagoras’ pupils, and precedes Aristoxenus in what seems to be 
a chronological enumeration of biographers?. However, there re- 
mains some serious doubt whether he should be regarded as a genu- 
ine person at all. Like other ancient Pythagorean authorities he may 
just be an invented name?. | 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) The whole section is an excerpt from the work IIepi 6e£kóó0c koi 
TOV Evrög adıng apıdumv of Anatolius, who should be dated towards 
the end of the 3rd century A.p.* Androcydes, Eubulides, Aristoxenus?, 
Hippobotus, and Neanthes are quoted side by side. Androcydes and 
Eubulides seem to be the oldest authorities, then follows Aristoxenus, 
finally Hippobotus and Neanthes. If the sequence of the compilation 
was chronological, Androcydes and Eubulides might have been ad- 
duced by Aristoxenus, who in turn was perhaps quoted by the later 
authors. Since Aristoxenus, Hippobotus and Neanthes are also 
quoted in the same order by Nicomachus (1063) and other authors”, 
Anatolius seems to have used a similar source-book, or perhaps even 
Nicomachus himself, cf. also F 2. At any rate, the mathematical con- 
tent of the fragment could suggest this. Although the collective quota- 
tion makes it impossible to define what is taken from each author, it 
seems difficult to credit the Hellenistic authors with the crude and 

I! Cf. WELLMANN (1907: 870); ZELLER HI 2 (1903: 117). 
2 Tt remains uncertain whether the expression oi tà Kata tov GvSpa dvaypayavtes 

includes him, too. It might be suggested by the fact that Avópoxóóng 0 ITo6oyoptxóc 15 
also qualified as ó rept ouuBóAov ypówac. However, the text should perhaps not be 

pressed. 
5 On this phenomenon, which is particularly common in the Pythagorean school, 

cf. ZELLER III 2 (1903: 115). Cf. also FREUDENTHAL’s scepticism (1894: 2149-2150 

concerning Androcydes. 
* See on him Scumip II 2 (1924: 834; 1343). 
5 Cf. F 12 Wenrrı II. His apparatus criticus is unreliable. 
6 Cf. Burkert (1962: 91). 

WM 
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moreover erroneous reckoning concerning Pythagoras’ rebirth’. Per- 
haps they just spoke about his reincarnation as Euphorbus and of- 
fered some of the historical data, which were arbitrarily combined by 
Anatolius or his source to prove the importance of the number six. 
The reckoning consists of three different elements: (1) ‘The statement 
that Pythagoras once was Euphorbus?. (2) The calculation that the 
result of 216 (= 6°%)+216+82 is 514. (3) The rough synchronization of 
Pythagoras’ floruit with contemporary persons or events’. These three 
elements are mutually incompatible and so their combination results 
in sheer nonsense!®. On the one hand the synchronization is mud- 
dled, because Pythagoras’ death, not (as is usual) his floruit, is synchro- 
nized with Polycrates’ regime, on the other hand the interval of 514 
years between Euphorbus and Xenophanes is much too short and 
does not fit into any known chronology concerning the fall of Troy!!. 

(2) The text offers a piece of Pythagorean musical theory, which is 
attributed to E. and Hippasus. Its immediate source was probably 
Nicomachus’ work on muscial harmonies, which formed the basis of 

Boethius’ De institutione musica!?. The Pythagoreans tried to explain 
every harmonic interval as the expression of a certain arithmetic ratio 
arising out of the numbers | to 4, the so-called tetractys. According to 
them, the octave corresponded to the ratio of 7/1, the fifth to 3/9, 
octave and fifth together to 3/1, the quart to 4/3; the double octave to 
4/1. They also tried to develop a fixed system of these harmonies 
according to their logical priority!?. The theory of E. and Hippasus, 
which differs from that of Nicomachus, starts from the axiom that 

every multiplicity ("/1) is linked to a certain superparticularitas ('/n)—a 
superparticular number being defined as n * !/4—, because the 
higher n gets the smaller becomes !/,. Thus, for example, ?/1 is 
linked to !/» and ?/; to !/3 as its respective opposite. First comes the 

7 See WERL II ad loc. p. 50; BunkERT (1962: 116 n. 122). 
® See on this Ronne (1898: 417-418); DerATTE (1922: 154-159; BURKERT (1962: 

116-117). It seems to be part of the older tradition. 
9 For Pythagoras’ capture by Cambyses see Iams. Vita Pyth. 19 čws dnd tov obv 

Kapoor aixuaAotto0etc eic BapuAGva avrig@n, and also von Frrrz (1963: 181-182). 
For the dating of the foundation of Marseille after 545 B.c. cf. ANTIOCHUS OF 
Syracuse, FGrHist 555 F 8; and TruAGENES, FGrHist 88 F 2; WAckERNAGEL (1930: 

2131). 
10 Cf. Asr (1817: 181): *Quid huic computationi. tribuendum sit, quivis sponte intellegit." 

WznnLrI's computation p. 50 is rather odd. 
!! For the various dates see JacoBv (1904: 146-149). 
1? Cf. Jax (1895: 224-225) who, however, excludes this part; Scuwrp II 2 (1924: 

905). 
15 On Pythagorean musical theory see BURKERT (1962: 170-171; 348-350); Wesr 

(1992: 233-235). 
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interval of the octave with the ratio ?/1. It is connected with the ratio 

1/5, which in turn leads to the superparticular number ?/», the ratio 
of the fifth as next harmony. The multiplication of both ratios (?/» 
and ?/1) gives the ratio of ?/j which corresponds to the interval of 
octave and fifth taken together. Again this ratio ?/j is linked to the 
ratio !/3, which forms part of the next superparticular number */5. 
This is the ratio of the quart. Another multiplication of 3/; and 4/3 
leads us to the ratio */1, which is the ratio of the double octave. In 
this way, a complete system of harmonies is developed by mathemati- 
cal speculation. 
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1107. Eurypylus 

AıkanokAng 6 Kvidlog £v £tkootó Kal npo AvwripiBóv, éct 62 Anuoyópng ó 

PITMP Ev TO on£p XoookAéoug npóc Pihova (F 1 SauPPE), 6avetoog rij ratptót 

apyvpiov £mri £veyópo TH GdkponóAet kol Anootepndeig tupavveiv Eßov- 

AEVETO, EWS OvVEPALOVTES EX’ AVTOV OL AGLWAKNVOL KAL TA yphuata dntoðóv- 

tec e€€BaAov. 

' Evatov Kaibel (cf Diog. Laert. 3,46) : evayav ACE ? év eixootd Musurus : év £vnkooó 4 : 
4 èvevnkoot® Aaibel àxoo:epn0eio Maas (1935: 304) : àxooteptioog A : àóvoteptiooc CE : 

[xot] &óvotepnoéáong Wilamowitz 

1 Arten. 11,119 p. 508 F: Ebaiov 6’ 6 Aapyaknvog, a¢ onotv Evpvrvaoc Koi 
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1107. Eurypylus 

1 As Eurypylus and Dicaeocles of Cnidus in the 21st book of his Diatribes, 

and also the orator Demochares in his speech For Sophocles Against Philon, say, 
Euacon of Lampsacus lent money to his native city, taking the Acropolis as 
security. When he was refused his payment, he planned to be its tyrant, until 

the citizens of Lampsacus united against him, returned the money, and 

drove him out of the country. 
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1107. Eurypylus 

Introduction 

Eurypylus! remains obscure. He might be identical with E. of Cos, 
the pupil of Crantor (f 276/275 B.c.), who is mentioned by 
Philodemus in his Index Academicorum. The name E., which is quite 
rare, would point to the island of Cos, too, since it is the name of a 
mythical Coan king’. E. is quoted together with the equally obscure 
Dicaeocles of Cnidus', whose comprehensive Diatribes could be the 
mediating source for the story of how Euacon, a pupil of Plato?, 
aspired to tyranny on Lampsacus. The first to tell the story was—as 
far as we know—Demochares, the nephew of Demosthenes®, who 
used it as an example to prove the damage philosophers caused their 
cities, in a speech justifying measures against the philosophical 
schools at Athens in about 306 s.c.” Thus, it appears to belong to the 
large stream of anti-philosophical literature, and one might wonder 
how E., if he is identified with the Academic, came to mention it. It 
seems to me that the only way out is that E.s attitude in writing it was 
apologetic. In this case, the example of the Peripatetic Aristocles 
could be adduced for a parallel. However, one should perhaps refrain 
from identifying E. with the philosopher. 

' Jacosy (1907: 1351). 
? PurLop. Ind. Ac. S 34; cf. CROÓNERT (1906: 31 n. 162) and Doranoı (1991: 56). 
3 Gf on him Hestop. F 43,58 M.-W.; TOwPEL (1907: 1347-1348); SHERWIN- 

Waite (1978: 306-307; 317). 
* Dicaeocles is also quoted by Eus. Praep. ev. 14,6,6 on Arcesilaus, cf. WILAMOWITZ 

(1881: 313 n. 23). 
> Dıoc. Laerr. 3,46. Hence Karpet’s correction of the transmitted evayov. Ac- 

cordingly the incident dates to the middle of the 4th century B.c., cf. Berve (1967: 
312-313); FriscH (1978: 126). 

6 Cf. Democnares F 1-13 Sauppe. 
7 See also Hasıcnr (1995: 81-82). 
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1108. Heraclides 

BIOXZ APXIMHAOYX 

1 Euroc. Comm. ARCHMED. Circ. p. 228,19-21 HEIBERG IH: 9227 £ow u£v 

10010 xo DiBAtov, óc ónotw 'HpakAetóng £v vo 'Apxuundovg Bio, npög tàc toU 

Blov xpetag àvoykotov. 

2 Euroc. Comm. ArPoLLoN. Perc. Con. I p. 168,5-12 HrrERG Il: 

"ATOAAMVLOG O YEMHETPNS, O OiAE Etaipe ‘AvOgute, yEyove Lev Ek Tépync the 

£v Tlopovata £v xpovoig tod Evepyétov IltoAeuolov, @g Lotopei HpakAetónc 

0 tov Biov ‘Apxundougs ypdoov, Og Kat ONOL TA K@VLKG DEMPHLATA ExivoTjoat 

uèv npótov 10v 'Apyuummón, tov dé “AnoAAMVLOV ALTA EVPOvta DIO ApyurmJóoug 

ur] £k600£vxo. ióvorouoaoc0at, ook dÜmO0ebov katá YE TH ELT. 

Uncertain Testimony 

1 (a) Ancumen. Spir. p. 2,1-6 HEIBERG II 'Apyuumóng Aoot0£o xaiperv. tov 

notı Kövova AnootoA&vıav Hempnudtov, rèp Ov aiel tag Amodeiätag 

EMLOTEAAELG [OL ypayot, TOV HEV mxÀeto:ov £v toig DRO Hpakdeıda 

KOULOHEVTEOOLV EXEIG YEYPAUNEVAG, TLVÄG dE AUT@V Kal év te xo BipAto 

ypayas enotéAAW tor. (b) ARCHIMED. Spir. p. 4,27-28 HEIBERG Il: tovtov 

ev obv TOV ElpTLEV@Y TaVTOV Tas dnodeiELac HpakAetóac £xóui&ev. 

5-6 zig &v Haudumia p : in ras. W! © Hpaxreiéng scripsi, of Heiberg (1879: 4) : Hpaxdevos 

codd. ? &urv W: &uhv yvooıv p 

B 
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1108. Heraclides 

LIFE OF ARCHIMEDES 

1 But this book, as Heraclides says in his Life of Archimedes, is indispensable 
for the necessities of life. 

2 Apollonius the Geometer, from Perge in Pamphylia, my dear friend 
Anthemius, lived in the times of Ptolemy Euergetes, as is told by Heraclides, 

who wrote the Life of Archimedes. He also says that Archimedes was the first to 

invent the conical theorems and that Apollonius, when he found them un- 
published by Archimedes, plagiarized them, though, in my opinion, he does 
not tell the truth. 

Uncertain Testimony 

1 (a) Archimedes gives his regards to Dositheus! As regards the demonstra- 
tions of the theorems sent to Conon, which you are constantly asking me to 
write, you will find most of them written in the books brought by Heraclides; 
some, however, I have written down and am sending in this book. (b) For all 
the theorems that I have mentioned Heraclides has coveyed to you the 
proofs, 
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1108. Heraclides 

Introduction 

Heraclides, author of a Life of Archimedes, may be identical with the H. 
whom Archimedes used as a courier to carry some of his books to 
Dositheus!. In this case he should be dated to the end of the 3rd 
century B.c. The idea that H. was a pupil of Archimedes also seems 
to be suggested by the admiration that pervades his remarks. ‘The 
exact outline of his Life of Archimedes remains unclear. Apparently it 
included a detailed discussion of Archimedes’ inventions and books. 
Perhaps it also contained the famous story about his death during the 
capture of Syracuse in 212 B.c. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) H.s remarks, adduced by the commentator Eutocius (5-6th cen- 
tury A.D.), on the importance of the Circuli dimensio appear to be quite 
exaggerated. They may betray him as a pupil of Archimedes. 

(2) The transmitted name 'HpakAeiog seems to be corrupt. It 
should probably be corrected to 'HpaxAeióng^. Apart from the similar- 
ity of the names, the emendation is suggested by the title of the book 
and its eulogistic tendency. H. accused Apollonius of Perge of having 
plagiarized Archimedes. The charge is hardly justified, and Eutocius 
is right in being sceptical, although Apollonius seems to have drawn 
some material from his predecessors’. 

' Thus Herpere (1879: 4-5); Susemrar I (1891: 723 n. 97); ScHNEWER (1979: 4). 
See also Darpritz (1912: 490). 

2 HererG (1879: 4) though he retains the transmitted ‘HpdxAevog in his edition; 
SUSEMIHL loc. cit. 

3 Cf. Susemmt. I (1891: 750); ZiesLer (1950: 1975-1976). 
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1109. Hipparchus 1109. Hipparchus 

F F 

1 (68 A I DK, II p. 84,3-4) Dios. Laert. 9,43: (...) GAvmdtata tov Biov 1 (...) he (sc. Democritus) died completely painlessly, living 109 years accord- 

nponkaro (sc. Anuöxprrog), &s ónotv ó "Innapxoc, £vvéa npóc toic £kotóv £m ing to Hipparchus. 

Bove. 

? óc ónow 6 (om. P) “Innapyog BP: om. F 
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1109. Hipparchus 

Introduction 

Hipparchus remains unknown!. We are given neither his birthplace 
nor the title of any of his works. Hence it is uncertain whether he 
should be regarded as an author at all. In fact, there is some room for 
doubt. He is quoted on Democritus’ death, which is told in 
Hermippus’ version?. It is difficult to separate Hermippus’ and H.s 
remarks?, and one might ask whether there is some connection be- 
tween them. It seems to me—although this is of course beyond cer- 
tain proof—that H. might be one of Hermippus’ dubious authorities, 
an eye-witness whom Hermippus adduced to lend plausiblity to his 
story of how Democritus, in order not to disturb the festival of the 
Thesmophoria, postponed his death for three days, living on the 
odour of warm bread he inhaled, and then died at the incredibly 
advanced age of 109*. Hermippus' story is clearly a travesty of 
Democritus’ theory that every sensory perception is caused by some 
material emanation’. As to odours, a similar theory is attested for the 
Pythagoreans®, with whom Democritus is linked elsewhere as well’. 
Now we can turn back to H. The name H. appears—being con- 
stantly mixed up with Hippasus and Archippus—in the Pythagorean 
tradition as the name of a 4th century Pythagorean?. It is also con- 
nected with Democritus, since a Pythagorean H. is named as the 
author of a pseudo-Democritean treatise?. Unfortunately the exact 
age of both traditions can not be determined, but it seems quite likely 
that the H. at hand should be somehow linked with it. In any case, a 
Pythagorean friend of Democritus would be a suitable authority for 
Hermippus' elaborate story. If he existed, so much the better, if he 
did not, he had to be invented. 

! DK IH p. 608 and ZELLER in his index rightly list him as an ignotus. 
? Cf. Hermippus F 31. WeunnLr Suppl. I. I only give the end of the fragment of 

Hermippus in which H. is quoted. 
3 WEHRLI includes the quotation from H. in his fragment. x 
+ On Democritus’ various ages cf. [Lucran.] Macrob. 18 ; Parecon FGrHist 257 F 

37,79; Cens. Nat. 15,3; and ZELLER I 2 (1920: 1045-1046); Jacosy (1902: 290-295). 
5 Of. WEHRLI's commentary on F 31. 
6 58 B 43 DK. 
7 BunxkzERT (1962: 148). 
8 Cf. BunkERT (1962: 212 n. 52; 435 n. 86). 
9 68 C 7 DK; cf. also WELLMANN (1913: 1665). 
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1110. Lycon/Lycus of Iasus 

T 

1 (57 A 3 DK) Arten. 10,43 p. 418 E: kot ITo8oryópac à ó Xóptog uetpio 

TPOHN £xpiito, óc toxopei Aoxov ó TaceUc £v 6 TIepi ITuOayopetou «tov». 

2 (57 A 1 DK) Isms. Vita Pyth. 267: Tapavrivor: 41AóAa0c, Evpvtoc, 

'Apxútaç, Oeó8opoc, Apiotuuoc, AUKkov, 'Eottoioc ka. 

3 (57 A 1 DK) Dioc. Laznr. 5,69: yeyóvooi 6& AOkovec xat dAAoU npóxoc 

IIo0ayopikóc, óeótepoc ato odtog (sc. 6 Tlepınamrıköc), tpitog £móv 

TOUNTNG, TETAPTOG EMLYPALUGTwV RONTHC. 

TIEPI IITOATOPEIOY BIOY 

(T I) 

Uncertain Fragments 

1 (a) (57 A 4 DK) Eus. Praep. ev. 15,2,8-9 (— Anisrocr. F 2, p. 38 HxirAND): 

navıa 6° ónepnaiet uopig tà oró Aükovoc eipnu£va, TOD Aéyovtog eivai 

ITvdayopıköv £ov1óv. ónot yàp 60£1v "AptotoxéAnv Ovoiav teterevtTnKviG TH 

yuvasi toravtnv, onotav '"AO0nvoiot tij Afumtpu xoi èv haia Bepuô 

AOVÖHEVOV TODTO 5) MIMPdoKEL’ Tika 68 eig XoAxitóa dme, voc ceAdóvac 

EÜPEIV Ev TO NAOLO Aonáóta xoA«à téttapa kal éBõouńkovta. (9) kat oyeðòv 

or uev np@ror dLaßaAövreg 'APLOTOTEANV TOOODTOL yEeyövaoıv. 

(b) D:oc. LarRr. 5,16: Aéyevat 8€ xoi Aonáóog ot00 (sc. 'Aptotot£Aovc) 

nA£totag £o0proOav Kal AbK@va AEYELV OS Ev TVEAD HEPUOD EAALOVD A0VoLTO 

Kal tovarov ÖLANWAOTTO. 

2 Biov suppl. Kaibel 

m 
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1110. Lycon/Lycus of Iasus 

1 Pythagoras of Samos, too, used a simple diet, as is told by Lycon of Iasus 

in his book On Pythagorean Life. 

2 From Tarentum: Philolaus, Eurytus, Archytas, Theodorus, Aristippus, 

Lycon, Hestiaeus (...) 

3 There are also other Lycones: 1. a Pythagorean, 2. the one mentioned (sc. 

the Peripatetic), 3. an epic poet, 4. an epigrammatist. 

ON PYTHAGOREAN LIFE 
(T 1) 

Uncertain Fragments 

l(a) Everything, however, is surpassed in foolishness by Lycon’s remarks, 

who calls himself a Pythagorean. According to him Aristotle offered such 

sacrifices to his dead wife as the Athenians do to Demeter, and took a bath 

in warm oil, which he sold afterwards. And when he emigrated to Chalcis, 

the customs officers found in his ship 74 little bronze dishes. These people 

form, more or less, the group of Aristotle’s first critics. 
(b) It is also told that his (sc. Aristotle’s) dishes were found in very great 

numbers and that, according to Lycon, he took a bath in a tub of warm oil 

and sold it afterwards. 
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2 (570 F 15) Porpryr. Vita Pyth. 5: AdKog 8 év th tetapty tov Toxtoptóv kai 

REPL Ths Matpidoc ag ótoovotvrov cwóv pvnuoveóet A&yov: tiv u&v oov 

natpida Kal civ nóAw, fic yevéo0at NOALTHY TOV dvdpa TodtOV (sc. HvOaydpav) 

ovupéBnkev, ei uù tuyyáverç katerðógç, unõèv čiapepéto oot. Aéyovot yàp 

AVTOV Ot HEV £iva Xáptov, ot 68 PArdorov, ot $8 Metarovtivov. 

3 (57 A 5 DK) Scuor. Nicanpr. Ther. 585a: Boundedpov te] Anuntpuog ó 

X)wpog thy Bovmrevpov Sévépov eivai Qno. oox šot 86€, HAAG Adıyavov, od 
Lvnpovever Nikavdpog év 16 &nvypaQouévo 'Yarivðo (F 66 SCHNEIDER) Kot 

Eraivetoç èv tô IHept Aayóvov. 'Avityovog 6€ $now kat Aokova ueuvfo9ot 

100 Ao à vov. 

4 (57 A 2 DK) Aruzx. 2,80 p. 69 E: A9kog 6 ó ITo8oryópetoc civ EdEKTIKTIV 

yevéo£ÓG $not Opíóaka mAatópviiov TETaVMv GKaVAOV dnd £v tv 

IIo8oyopetov A£yeo001 £ovotyov, ónó 6& tóv yuvatkóv Kotbtda‘ Stoupnti- 
Kobc yàp rapackeudGet kat £xAotouc npóc tà dópoótoto: £ott S€ Kpatiom 

£o0(eo9a1. 

15 Aokoc Holstenius : Aeüxog codd. 91 wyydverg Westermann : -nç codd. 2° Nixavöpog codd. : 
‘Avbpéag Cazzaniga (1958: 164)  ?$ Aókova VRy: Aóxov Kpo: Aóxo C — 29 Aokoc Valcke- 
naer : 1fokog codd. : "Ixkoc? Maas (1914: 018) | ?9 &gekuciyy Morel (1928: 171) : &x codd. : 

Exhvuow motobcav Diels 30 evvodyov codd. evvovyeiov Plin. Nat. hist. 19,127 
3931 StoupntuKods codd. : fort. scribendum &vopparkoc Kaibel 

in w-- l 
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2 Lycus in the fourth book of his Histories calls to mind that there is also 
dispute about his (sc. Pythagoras’) birthplace and says: “Do not worry if you 

do not happen to know his birth-place and the city of which he was a citizen, 

since he is variously said to come from Samos, from Phlius and from 
Metapont”. 

3 bupleuru te: Demetrius Chlorus says that the bupleuros (i.e. bishop’s weed) is a 
tree, but this is wrong. It is rather a vegetable, which Nicander mentions in 

his book entitled Hyacinthus and Epaenetus in his book On Vegetables. Accord- 
ing to Antigonus it is also referred to by Lycon. 

4 Lycus the Pythagorean says that the birth-controlling thridax (i.e. a kind of 
lettuce), which has broad leaves, a smooth surface and no stalk, was called 
by the Pythagoreans eunouchos and by the women astytis, since it causes urina- 
tion and deprives one of sexual impulse. It is the best to eat. 
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1110. Lycon/Lycus of Iasus 

Introduction 

Lycon (DK 57), author of a Pythagorean Life, is completely obscure!. 
Although he is said to be from Iasus (T 1), he is perhaps to be 
identified with the Pythagorean from Tarentum, listed by Iamblichus 
(T 2) and Diogenes (I 3), to whom might also be attributed the 
slander against Aristotle (F 1). In this case, he would date to the end 
of the 4th century B.c.? However, the evidence is too weak to regard 
any identification as certain. The exact character and scope of L.s 
Pythagorean Life remains equally unkown?. 'The form of the title—the 
adjective being used instead of the genitive of the name—may be due 
to the fact that Pythagoras' life was used as an example for a certain 
lifestyle*. Various other fragments have been attributed to L. They 
are presented in full as a starting point for discussion, although in my 
opinion only F 1 should be attributed to the Pythagorean author, F 2 
belonging to Lycus of Rhegium (FGrHist 570), F 3 and 4 to the phy- 
sician Lycus of Naples. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) The source of information is, at least in the case of Eusebius”, the 
Peripatetic philosopher Aristocles, who lived in the 2nd century a.p.° 
The Pythagorean Lycon is mentioned among Aristotle’s first critics’. 

! See on him in general Miter, FHG I, p. 370; Susemmr II (1892: 330-331; 
691-692); CaPeLLe (1927: 2308-2309); Burkert (1962: 198). 

? Cf. SusewinL II (1892: 330; 691). If the enumeration in T 2 is roughly chrono- 
logical, the mention of Archytas points to the 4th century B.C. as a terminus post quem, 
cf. CAPELLE (1927: 2309). Similarly, a terminus ante quem might be provided by the 
mention of the Peripatetic Lycon in T 3, who dates to the beginning of the 3rd 
century B.c., cf. on him Wzunri VI, p. 21. The critic of Aristotle must date to the 
same epoch. 

3 The addition of Biov (KarBEL, but see already SCHWEIGHÄUSER in his index vol. 
IX p. 139) is justified by the similar title of Aristoxenus’ work, whose biography of 
Pythagoras is variously quoted as ITo8ayopixóc or IHo0oryópetoc Bioc, cf. PORPHYR. Vita 

Pyth. 59; IAwnr. Vita Pyth. 233. 
4 Cf. Dorrie (1963: 275). 
5 Cf. T 58 i DÜRING; see also THEODORET. Graec. aff. cur. 8,34; 12,50-51; PLN. Nat. 

hist. 35,162 ( = T 64 DiniNG); and also the vita of Al-Mubashir in Dürme (1957: 
197; 202). 

9 See on Aristocles in general the edition of HEmanp (1925); Moraux (1984: 83- 
207). 
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Regarding the chronology, he could be the Pythagorean L. men- 
tioned by Diogenes and Iamblichus (T 2-3)°. If he is also thought to 
be identical with L. of Iasus?, one could imagine that, in some part of 
his Pythagorean Life, L. contrasted Aristotle’s decadence with Pythago- 
ras’ modesty. The remarks, however, might be derived from some 
other philosophical pamphlet or from a treatise on luxury. There is 
also another, even more malicious, version about Aristotle perform- 
ing excessive sacrifices. In the treatise Nept madarac tpvdic, which 
goes under the name of Aristippus, we are told that Aristotle fell in 
love with a mistress of Hermias of Atarneus, and made extravagant 
offerings to her!®. It is quite remarkable that in both cases Aristotle’s 
sacrifices are compared to those the Athenians made to Demeter. 

(2) The fragment is commonly attributed to Lycon of Iasus!!, but 
it seems quite odd that his Pythagorean Life should be identical with a 
work called totopiat, which had at least four volumes. The author is 
perhaps rather Lycus of Rhegium, who wrote a history of Magna 
Graecia!?. As in the case of Timaeus—who is actually quoted next to 
him by Porphyry—Lycus’ work will certainly have contained some 
chapters on Pythagoras. 

(3) The scholium contains various explanations concerning the 
plant called BobmAevpoc!?. Demetrius Chlorus and Antigonus, the first 
known commentators of Nicander, are quoted several times by the 
scholia. They date roughly to the Ist century B.c.!* Lycon, adduced 

7 Cf. on the fragment Dire (1957: 391); Moraux (1984: 138-139); on slander- 
ous remarks concerning Aristotle’s lifestyle in general ZELLER II 2 (1879: 42-44). 

8 Cf. Susemm I (1892: 330). 
9 Thus Burkerrt (1962: 198). 
10 Dioc. LAERT. 5,3: "Aptotuuoc d’ &v «9 npóxo epi xoAotác tpudfic ónctv £pocOfivot 

tov ‘AptototéAny maAAaKidoc x00 'Eputov. t00 66 ovyxmpnoavtos éynué 7 adtiy Koi Ebvev 

brepyaipav TO yuvaia, o¢ AOnvaior th EAevowvia Ajntpt. 
!! Cf. MüLzer, FHG IL, p. 370, and Jaconv in his commentary p. 601 on FGrHist 

S70 FT5. 
12 Susewinr II (1892: 692). 'The wording of the fragment (undév dradepét cor) does 

not, pace BURKERT (1962: 198 n. 78), oppose this hypothesis, since we do not know 
Lycus' style, nor can slight alterations in wording in the process of transmission be 
excluded. 

13 On the plant see also Prin. Nat. hist. 22,77 (and 27,57): laudatum in cibis ab 
Hippocrate, in medicina Glaucone et Nicandro. semen contra serpentes valet. folia ad secundas 
feminarum vel sucum ex vino inlinunt, et strumis folia cum sale et vino. radix contra serpentes datur 

in vino et urinae ciendae. The pharmaceutical author Glaucon is found nowhere else. 
Since Nicander is quoted together with him, as he is in the scholium with Lycon, and 
there are altogether only a few references to the BoonAevpoc, Glaucon is perhaps simply 
à corruption of Lycon, who is also listed by Pliny among his sources for Book 22. 

14 On Demetrius see Knorr (1936: 262); on Antigonus Conw (1894: 2422). 
Epaenetus, also living in the lst century B.C., is known as the author of a cookery 
book, cf. Couw (1905: 2672-2673). 
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by Antigonus, has been thought to be identical with the Pythago- 
reanP, However, it seems altogether preferable— especially in the 
light of F 4—to identify him with the physician Lycus of Naples, who 
lived in the Ist century p.c.!? Sometimes the names Lycon and Lycus 
get confused". In this case the commentator Antigonus would have 
used a medical handbook of his times!?. 

(4) The fragment provides special information on the 0pi8o£, a 
kind of lettuce. Its outward appearance and especially its pharmaceu- 
tical effects—it is used as a diuretic and restrains sexual desire—are 
described in detail. Regarding the content, the fragment seems to be 
derived from a botanical or pharmaceutical source. A close parallel in 
content and even in the wording can be found in Pliny? and the 
Geoponica?®. The transmitted name of the author "IBukoc seems to 
be corrupt. Since the content of the fragment is quite similar to that 
of F 3?!, the emendation of the name to Aóxoc appears a good solu- 
tion?, Again the Pythagorean Lycon has been thought to be the 
author”, but again Lycus of Naples?! may be the better choice. He is 
not only known to have written on similar subjects, but is also listed 
among the sources of books 20-27, though not of 19, by Pliny. There 
remains, however, the problem that Athenaeus calls Lycus a 
IIv9oyópetoc. Although it can not be excluded that Lycus was called 
thus, it is perhaps better to assume some corruption. Possibly an 
Trnokpátetog became a ITo0oryópetog under the influence of the fol- 
lowing ITv0oryopetov. 

15 CAPELLE (1927: 2308-2309), but see Burkert (1962: 198 n. 78). 
16 See on F 4. 
17 Cf. also Crew. Strom. 2,129,9; and Maas (1914: 818). 
'8 There are also references to other pharmaceutical writers in the scholia, e.g. to 

Crateuas and (in later times) to Dioscurides. 
19. PriN. Nat. hist. 19,127: rotundam vero ac minima radice, latis foliis àcvwiióa. quidamque 

£Ovovxeiov, quoniam haec maxime refragetur veneri. 
?! Ggopow. 12,13,1-2: Opiöa& oypóv koi vuypóv &ou Adyavov, 81x 10010 xpoóg tüG 

RUPWSEIG þAeyuovàç Apuöleı. Eotı 6& dóuyov £óeoua, kot onvoikóv, £ott 8£ xai yóAoxtog 

RPOTPENTIKÖV. Eyndeica dE yivevoi tpoóuiotépa, cuvovoiag TE motpénei Ö0ev oi 
Iv0aydperot evvodyov abt Kadodovy, ai õè yuvaiKkes Gotutida. 

2! Cf. Caper (1927: 2308). i 
?? See, however, Maas (1914: 818), who tentatively suggests restoring the name of 

"Ikkoc, who is a Pythagorean mentioned by IamBL. Vita Pyth. 267. 
23 CAPELLE (1927: 2308). 
24 See on him Kınp (1927: 2407-2408); DEICHGRÄBER (1930: 204-205; 261-263) 

who gives a collection of the other fragments. 

Y 
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1111. Minyes 

1 (FHG lI, p. 335, F 3) Drioc. Laznr. 1,27: ovveßto (sc. Oaie) è kal 

Opacvpo)Xo ta MiXAmotov tvpávvo, kaðá nor Mıvóng. 

Vide etam 11 A 1 DK, 1 p. 69,1-2 

wv 
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1111. Minyes 

1 He (sc. Thales) associated also with Thrasybulus, the Milesian tyrant, as 

Minyes says. 
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1111. Minyes 

Introduction 

Minyes remains a shadowy figure. He could well be a fictitious au- 

thority. Although the form of his name appears to be correct!, its 

mythological tinge—it recalls the famous Bocotian king Minyas— 

might suggest that the name is invented. The information that Thales 

kept company with the Milesian tyrant Thrasybulus? is unique. Usu- 

ally it is Periander who is associated with Thrasybulus?, and it is easy 

to see how the learned variant was created by simple transference of 

the story from Periander to Thales. Of course the fact that the latter 

came from Miletus facilitated the invention. It was—as it seems to 

me—rounded of by the addition of the pseudo-authority M. 

| Contra Mixer, FHG I, p. 335 (nomen corruptum) cf. PAPE — BENSELER s.v. Mivvas. 

2 Cf. on him ScHACHERMEYR (1936: 567-568); Berve (1967: 101). 
3 Cf. e.g. Heropor. 1,23; Dioc. Larrr. 1,31; 1,100. 
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1112. Nicander of Alexandria 

IIEPI TON APIZTOTEAOYX MAOHTON 

1 (118 bis T I, vol. III B p. 742) Supa at 354 s.v. Aioyptov, MicvAnvotoc, 

Enonorög, Ög ovveßeönuer 'AXAe&ávópo tH Prrinnov. Hv 5& Aptototé£Aouc 

yvópiuiog koi £póuevoc, © Níxavópog ó 'AAeGavópeog ev tO epi tav 

'"AptototéAouc uaOntóv. 

3 Nixavópoc A : Mevavöpog G 
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1112. Nicander of Alexandria 

ON ARISTOTLE'S DISCIPLES 

1 Aeschrion of Mytilene, an epic poet, who travelled together with Alexan- 

der, son of Philip. He was Aristotle's pupil and darling, as Nicander of 
Alexandria says in his book On Aristotle’s Disciples. 
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1112. Nicander of Alexandria 

Introduction 

The obscure Nicander of Alexandria!, author of a work On Aristotle’s 

Disciples, might be an entirely fictitious person?. It is quite likely that 

our information on him goes back to the Koi ioropia of the 

paradoxographer Ptolemy Chennus (1st-2nd century A.D.)?, because 

Ptolemy is the only author who makes the poet Aeschrion, usually 

said to be a Samian, come from Mytilenc*. Since Ptolemy’s words 

never deserve much credit, N. might well be thought to be an in- 

vented authority. 

| Cf. Susemran I (1892: 399 n. 314). 
2 Jacosy writes in his .Nachlaf p. 794: *Bekannt nur aus Suda s.v. Aioypiov als 

Verfasser cines buches xepi zv "AptototéAovc uo&nràv. Gilt seit Hercher [Jahrb. f. 

Philol. Suppl. I 19] meist als schwindelcitat. wenn das richtig ist, wird man natürlich 

nicht in Nıxdvop ändern und unter den vielen trägern dieses namens suchen, unter 

denen auch ein Schwiegersohn des Aristoteles aus Stageira ist, der für Kassandros die 

Munichia befehligt hat und den man schwerlich mit dem Alexanderhistoriker (no. 

146) gleichsetzen darf.” C£. also Krorı (1936: 265). 

3 Cf Proremv F 6 p. 50 Cnarzıs; Knaack (1893: 1063-1064); WILAMOWITZ 

(1941: 159); on the question whether he is the author of a pinax of Aristotle’s works 

see Dónixo (1957: 210); Monavx (1973: 60 n. 6). 

4 Of. Tzerz. Chil. 8,398-400 (= Proremv 1,2 p. 10-11 Cnarzis). On Aeschrion in 

general see FGrHist 188 bis (III B p. 742); SH 1-12; Wiramowrrz (1941: 156-159). 
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1113. Onetor 

EI XPHMATIEITAI O ZO®0% 

1 Dioc. Larrr. 3,9: koi yàp &v eümopig, daoiv, NV (sc. TMatov) napü 

Avovvotov Aapóv DnEp Tü Hydonkovra táñavta, Gc koi 'Oviop $nolv £v 10 

Erıypodousvo Ei xpnnarıettar 6 GObÖC. 

Untitled Fragment 

2 Dioc. LAFRT. 2,114: kai &ratpa ovviv (sc. Ztianov [F 115 Dorinc = IO 

17 GiANNANTONI]) Nucapétm, &¢ onot xov xat Ovirtop. 

Uncertain Fragments 

3 Dav. In Plat. Phaed. 1,100 (66b1ff) p. 66-67 WzsrERINK II: ctveg ot vov 

$igAeyóuevot mpóc GAAAOVEG, Ei HEV yàp oit "yvroiot $UAÓOOQOl, TOG 

Orouévouci tà tÀÓv Torv ráðn; si 68 oi MPOKONMTOVTES, MHS “yvhoror” 

KaAoQvto; — to0ro pi£v oOv dacıv Ovrtap Kai 'Artıxög (F 44 DES Praces), 

£keivo õè IToxépiog Kat IIAodrapxXoc. 

4 Procı. In rem publ. II p. 378,23 Knorr: votro yAaoupáxepov xopaótóoctv 

6 Ovrtop Ev 16 néunto Tlepi ápiOuntuifs àvoAoytac. 
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1113. Onetor 

WILL THE WISE MAKE MONEY? 

1 He (sc. Plato) lived, they say, in wealth, since he had received more than 

eighty talents from Dionysius, as is also told by Onetor in his treatise entitled 
Will the Wise Make Money?. 

Untitled Fragment 

2 And he (sc. Stilpon) kept company with the prostitute Nicarete, as Onetor 

says somewhere too. 

Uncertain Fragments 

3 Who are the present interlocutors? If they are the “true philosophers”, 

how can they be subject to the emotions of the crowd? But if they are still 
prokoptontes, how can they be called “true philosophers”. The latter opinion is 

that of Onetor and Atticus, the former that of Paterius and Plutarch. 

4 This is demonstrated more neatly by Onetor in his fifth book On Mathe- 

matical Analogy. 
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1113. Onetor 

Introduction 

Onetor, who is quoted for some biographical data on Plato and 
Stilpon, remains an obscure figure!. His literary profile may suggest 
that he should be dated to the Ist-2nd century a.p. The attribution 
of the fragments causes some difficulty. They might belong to two 
authors rather than to one?. The work entitled Will the Wise Make 
Money? and its content (F 1) appear to place O. amongst the writers of 
popular philosophical treatises like Plutarch and Dio Chrysostom. 
'The attitude O. shows in this fragment towards Plato is neutral, if not 
hostile. The information on Stilpon (F 2) might be derived from a 
biography, but, since it is similar in character to F 1, it could also 
have been taken from some philosophical diatribe. Thus, judging 
from his works, O. was a Stoic or even a Cynic*. In contrast, F 3 and 
especially F 4 seem to point to a Neo-Platonic author. Although the 
language of F 3 shows Stoic influence, it is hard to see how a work on 
Plato’s Phaedo and a mathematical work in the vein of Nicomachus of 
Gerasa would fit the profile of an author of popular philosophical 
treatises. Therefore, it is perhaps best to attribute them to another 
person called O. 

Commentary on the Fragments 

(1) In his treatise Will the Wise Make Monge O. told the story of how 

Plato received money from Dionysius IL? It is a topical charge against 

Plato, which first occurs in the anti-Platonic literature of the 4th century 

B.C., and which portrays Plato as a parasite at the Syracusan court?. 

(2) O. is quoted for the information that Stilpon kept company 

with the prostitute Nicarete". The same story is told by Athenaeus*. 

! Cf. PRAEcHTER (1929: 2525). 
2 Cf. Wesrerin« I (1976: 11-12); Dorrie IIT (1993: 190). 

3 Wesrerink I (1976: 11-12) attributes the fragment to the work Will the Wise 

Make Money?, but the title hardly fits. 
+ See Leo (1901: 55 n. 4). 
5 Cf. Swirr Ricinos (1976: 172). 
6 C£. Swırr Rıcmos (1976: 70-72); NEsseLRATH (1985: 378-382); Dorrie H (1990: 257). 

7 On Nicarete see Knorr (1936: 280). 
9 ATHEN. 13,70 p. 596 E (7 F 156 Dónixo; Il O 17 GIANNANTONI): Nixapétn à£ fi 

Meyapig oük ayevvig Tv Eraipa, àAXà xod yovéov < ... 7 Kai kat xaióetav énépaotoc Tiv. 

NKpoato 8& LriAnwvog 100 $U.00000v. 
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There is also a mock poem on Stilpon and Nicarete, attributed to the 

Cynic Crates?, which shows—if it is gerne that Stilpon was al- 
ready denigrateil by contemporary invective, originating from the 
fact that Nicarete attended his lectures!?. Lascia. the story is quite 
topical!!, and could also have been made up by later biographical 
tradition to characterise Stilpon as a homo mulierosus!?. 

(3) At first sight one might assume that O. wrote a commentary on 
Plato's Phaedo. However, he was perhaps simply quoted by Atticus!?. 
In this case, the middle of the 2nd century A.D. would be the terminus 
ante quem for O. Most remarkable is the use of the word prokoptontes. Tt 
belongs to Stoic terminology, and may go back either to O. or to 
Atticus, who was influenced by Stoic thought!*. 

(4) In the chapter referred to by the scholion, Proclus introduces 
the Neo-Pythagorean doctrine that connects the triangle with the 
seven-month and the nine-month birth. Apparently O. dealt with the 
same subject in his comprehensive work On Mathematical Analogy. 
Thus, it was probably similar in kind to the Theologumena Anthmeticae of 
Ps.-Iamblichus!». 
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1114. Phanocritus 1114. Phanocritus 

F F 

IIEPI EYAOEOY ON EUDOXUS 

1 We at any rate do not call “gourmets” either those who eat beef or those 

who are fond of figs, as was Plato, the philosopher, according to Phanocritus 

in his book On Eudoxus,—he tells us that Arcesilas was also fond of grapes—, 

but those who go about in the fish market. 

1 (FHG IV, p. 472) Arhen. 7,4 p. 276 F: A€yopev yoov Ówyoócyovc oo toUG 

Boeva &c0tovtag (...) o96& TOV OLAdGDKOV, Log TV TAdt@V Ó $iAóc000G, Gc 

iotopei avókpvroc £v 1 epi EvSdEov (T 27 LASSERRE) — totopet 8 öt Kal 

"ApkeoiAac óU.óBotpuc fiv — &AAÀ tods nepi thv iyOvoroiiav AVAOTPEHO- 

5  pévovc. 

1 yoðv Dindorf : oov AC 
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1114. Phanocritus 

Introduction 

Phanocritus, who is said to have written on Eudoxus of Cnidus (^ 
391-338 B.c.), remains only a name to us!. Perhaps his work was a 
biography. In this case, however, it is difficult to sec how the state- 
ment that Plato? liked figs and Arcesilaus (^ 316-241 B.c.) grapes 
would relate to 1t, especially since we are given no information on 
Eudoxus himself? The form of the title is rather vague, and thus 
other approaches seem to be equally possible. As we know from Ar- 
istotle*, Eudoxus argued that the novi should be regarded as the 

aya8ev, because everyone strove after it. Perhaps Ph. paraded Plato 
and Arcesilaus in a learned commentary to illustrate E.s doctrine, 

showing that not even philosophers were free from desire. One 
should also note that there is some affinity in subject to Ps.-Aristippus’ 
Tlept moras tpvdrc, a work which contained some slander on 
Arcesilaus as well. If Ph.s work itself did not stand in the same 
literary tradition, his examples may either be derived from it, or, if 
Ph. was an early author, transmitted by it. In any case, it is clear that 
by the time of Plutarch Ph.s remarks formed part of a collection of 
ovunocıokd, since Plutarch uses the same words without reference to 
Ph. in his Quaestiones convivaleso. 

! Cf. Knorr (1938: 1783); LasseRRE (1966: 144; 147). 
? On Plato cf. Swirr Ricinos (1976: 71; 113-114). 
? Perhaps Eudoxus’ journey to Sicily to Dionysius provides a link, cf. Arı.. Var. 

hist. 7,17 (= Eupoxus T 25 LASSERRE). 
t ARIST. Eth. Nic. 1,12 p. 1101 b 27ff 10,2 p. 1172 b 9ff. 
> Witamowtirz (1881: 48-51); Susemmm I (1891: 325-327). 
6 Cf. PLUT. Quaest. conv. 4,4,2 p. 667 F: kai yàp òyopáyovg kai $UAÓwovc Aéyouev oUyt 

toUG Boeioig xoipovrag óoxep 'HpokAfng (..), o06& tóv $UXóovkov oto fjv Màótov, où 
$iAÓBotpuv Olog ApKEoiAQOG, GAAG TODg nepi thv iXOvonwAtav Favasıöövragt Erdotore Kal 
100 «dà6ovoc ó&écc àkotoviac. Cf. on the passage Nvikos (1941: 33-36). 
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1115. Theoxenus 

1 Lucıan. Soyh. 8: xà xeAevtoia. koi £v uóvoc BapBápov 'Avéyapotc 

SNMONOINTOS YEVOLEVOS, EL YP OeogEv MiotevELv KO 0010 tovopotvu nepl 

QvTOD. 

2 Oeokévo IF et fort. E! : Oe Eéva DE": ei yp O€ovi niotevery Kai todto iotopoðvt nepi aÙtoð. 

obrwg olnaı det ypadeodaı mg. I" 
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1115. Theoxenus 

F 

1 Finally, Anacharsis was the only barbarian to become initiated into the 
mysteries, after he had been made an Athenian citizen, if Theoxenus is to be 
trusted, who records this about him as well. 
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1115. Theoxenus 

Introduction 

Theoxenus, who is said to have written on Anacharsis or the Seven 
Sages, is obscure. Perhaps he has been invented as an authority by 
Lucian!. The tradition that Anacharsis was a philhellenist pervades 
Lucian’s entire dialogue?, and the story, also told by Himerius?, that 
Anacharsis was initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries, should be 
viewed before this background. Though possible in theory*, it seems 
rather to be a biographical fiction?. 

! Gf. KiNpsrRAND (1981: 8 n. 7); Bomparre (1958: 699-704) on Lucian’s inven- 
tions. See, however, Hirzet (1895: 285 n. 5), who appears to regard him as a 
genuine person. JAconv in his .Vachlafi p. 595 also refers to another Th. quoted on the 
origin of Pan by ScuoL.THEocm. Id. 1,3-4f p. 32,1 Wenper. (= 244 F 134 a): 
“Fraglich, ob derselbe." An identification seems unlikely indeed. 

2 See on this tradition KiNpsrRAND (1981: 26-30); cf. also vou pe& Münrr (1976: 

473-481). 
? HiwER. Or. 29 p. 131,2 Corowwa: fiyaye de pa 6 tod mupög tod Kar’ 'EAevoiva 

nóðoç Kat Avayapoty tov LKvONV Eni pvoTIpLa. 
* Cf. Mytonas (1961: 248); Bomer (1961: 474). Barbarians seem to have been 

excluded from the mysteries only after the Persian wars. 
> Lopeck (1829: 282 n. b); Kinpsrranp (1981: 8 n. 8). Similarly Hippocrates is 

said to have been initiated as a reward for his merits, cf. 1062. Soranus F 2,10. 
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1116 (= 435). Timagenes of Miletus 

T 

1 Supa t 590 so». Tuuayevng N Tinoy&vng, MiANoLog, LoTopıKög Kal Prit@p. 

Tlept ‘Hpaxretac tis év 1 Mdévtw Kai tav && abrig Aoylov Avöp@v BıßAta y’, 

KOL ENLOTOAGG. 

IITEPI HPAKAEIAX THX EN TOI IIONTOI KAI 

TON EZ AYTHE AOTIQN ANAPON A-T 

3 émotorde codd. : uexooAác dubitanter Müller, FHG III, p. 317 

1116 TIMAGENES OF MILETUS T I, F 461 

1116 (= 435). Timagenes of Miletus 

T 

1 Timagenes or Timogenes, of Miletus, historian and orator. Three books 
On the Pontic Heraclea and Its Famous Citizens, and epistles. 

ON THE PONTIC HERACLEA AND 

ITS FAMOUS CITIZENS 1-3 
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1116 (= 435). Timagenes of Miletus 

Introduction 

Perhaps Timagenes of Miletus! should be dated to the Imperial pc- 
riod, as is suggested by his intellectual profile and above all by his 
literary oeuvre, which included a collection of epistles?. His compre- 
hensive work On Heraclea and Its Famous Citizens was in all likelihood a 

mixture of history and biography. It brings to mind on the one hand 
Memnon's history of Heraclea (FGrHist 434) and on the other Philo's 
encyclopedia On Cities and Their Famous Citizens (1060). Perhaps T. of 

Miletus chose this subject because Heraclea was a Milesian colony. In 
any case, there is no sufficient reason to assume a confusion in the 
Suda. 

' All attempts to identify him remain unconvincing, cf. JacoBv, p. 283-284, on 
FGrHist 435. 

? Cf. Suseuinr II (1892: 381-382) 
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1117. Timotheus of Pergamum 

NEPI THE TON $IAOXOOQN ANAPEIAX 

1 Crem. Strom. 4,56,1-2: (...) Zńvov 6 'EAeátng åávaykağóuevoç KATEITETV TU 

tÂv ånoppýtov åvtéoxev npòç tàç Daoávouc ovdev eEouokoyovpevos, O¢ YE 

Kol TEAEVIOY THY YAGSOAV EKTPHYOV TPOGENTLGE tà tupávvo (...). ópotoc & 

KA @ed8or0¢ 6 HvOayoperog Exoinoev Kar Tpatrog o Aakvd50v YVOPULOG, HG 

$not Tuió0eoc ó Tepyaumvóg év tô Hepi tis tøv $UXAocóQov àvópetac xat 

"Axorikóg £v toic HOtkotc. 

* TIpaöros Wilamowitz (1881: 107 n. 9) : WotXoc L 
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eJ 

1117. Timotheus of Pergamum 

ON THE BRAVERY OF PHILOSOPHERS 

1 (...) Zenon of Elea, put under constraint to give away some secret, endured 
the tortures and admitted nothing, but finally even bit his tongue off and 

spat it upon the tyrant (...). Theodotus the Pythagorean also behaved ina 
similar way, and Prayllus, the pupil of Lacydes, as Timotheus of Pereamum 

tells us in his book On the Bravery of Philosophers and Achaicus in his Ethics: 
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1117. Timotheus of Pergamum 

Introduction 

It is an unsolved question whether Timotheus of Pergamum should 
be identified with T. of Athens (1079). In view of the different titles of 
the works, it is perhaps better to think of two authors, although an 
identity cannot be excluded. T.s work On the Bravery of Philosophers was 
perhaps adduced by the Peripatetic Achaicus', whom Clement quotes 
together with T. for the same story. It apparently included biographi- 
cal material on several philosophers for the purpose of illustration, 
amassing unknown and known examples. He stated, for instance, that 
Theodotus the Pythagorean, and Praylus, pupil of Lacydes the Aca- 
demic?, endured tortures. Both philosophers remain quite shadowy 
figures. Theodotus has been identified with Theodorus of Tarentum, 
quoted by Iamblichus in his list of Pythagoreans?. Praylus* seems to 
be none other than the Sceptic philosopher’. 

! On Achaicus see Moraux (1984: 211; 217-221). 
? On Lacydes cf. Doranpr (1991: 7-10). 
3 Iamer. Vita Pyth. 267 (= DK 158 p. 446,23).This would imply an easy corrup- 

tion of the name, cf. CAPELLE (1934: 1958), who, however, rejects the identification. 
^ His name has been restored independently by WiLAMowrrz (1881: 107 n. 9) and 

Brnck (1884: 250 n. 46). 
> Dio. Larrr. 9,115, cf. Wıramowrrz (1881: 107 n. 9); ZELLER HI | (1909: 500); 

see, however, WEHRLI, Suppl. Il p. 63 on Sotion F 33. It is puzzling that he is called 
a pupil of the Academic Lacydes. Perhaps he associated with the Academy, when the 
Sceptic school collapsed after Timon’s death, cf. ZELLER loc. cit. 
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1118 (= 111). Xenophon of Athens 

T 

1 Droc. LarRT. 2,59: yeyóvaoi 6€ Zevoo@vtes Ente: (...) devtepog AOnvatoc, 

adseroog Nixootpdtov tod thy Ononida mEexoiKOt0G, YEYPAbMs GAAG TE Kal 

Btov ’Eraueivovödov Kon [leAonidon (...). 

BIOZ EITAMEINDQNAOY 

BIOZ IIEAOITIAOY 

? Nixootpózou BF : ITo0001p- P 

1118 XENOPHON OF ATHENS T I; F 469 

1118 (= 111). Xenophon of Athens 

1 There are seven Xenophons: (...) second Xenophon of Athens, brother of 

Nicostratus, the author of the Theseis, who wrote a Life of Epaminondas and a 

Life of Pelopidas. 

LIFE OF EPAMINONDAS 

LIFE OF PELOPIDAS 
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1118 (= 111). Xenophon of Athens 

Introduction 

Xenophon of Athens cannot be dated with any certainty!, nor can his 
brother Nicostratus (or, according to a variant, Pythostratus), the au- 
thor of a Theseis?. According to Diogenes, X. wrote both a Life of 
Epaminondas and a. Life of Pelopidas?. Hence he has been thought to be 
their contemporary*, though his name might equally suggest an au- 
thor of the classicising period. However, the entry might raise some 
doubt’. It would be rather surprising if, apart from the famous X. of 
Athens, there should be another X. who wrote on similar subjects. In 
fact, it seems to me that the list of his works is most dubious. It could 
well be a distorted reference to the content of X.s Hellenika, where 
both Epaminondas and Pelopidas make their appearance. Moreover, 
the specific reference to X.s brother is quite surprising. Perhaps it was 
he who was famous rather than X. himself, and X. simply owed his 
entry into the list of homonyms to his famous brother. 

! Gf Wickert (1967: 2051). 
? The title Theseis is known as that of an epos, cf. Davies (1988: 156), but it may 

also refer to any other sort of poem on Theseus, cf. Wesr IT (1992: 61-62); Scumip I 
1 (1929: 294 n. 2). 

> The expression in the singular should not mislead the reader, since this kind of 
abbreviation is quite common in the Suda. 

* SusEvinr I (1891: 639 n. 616). 
? "This is not the place to argue about the origin of Diogenes’ list of homonyms. It 

seems to me that Diogenes did not use Demetrius of Magnesia directly, contra MEJER 
(1978: 38-39), but acquired his lists indirectly from some later author, like 
Agreophon’s (1081), who partly abbreviated, partly continued Demetrius’ work. Let 
it only be noted that the content of this list, like that of others, does not inspire the 
reader with much confidence. In fourth place there is also mention of an obscure X., 
author of a “Avvifoixy. Perhaps this should be regarded as an odd reference to the 
History of Hannibal written by Appian (notoriously confused with the v&og Zevod@v 
Arrian). 
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Abaris 128 
Abdera 51 n. 8, 99, 103 
Ablavias, ancestress of Hippocrates 106 
Acestes, companion of Aeneas 57 
Achaicus, Peripatetic philosopher 466 
Actor, Thessalian hero 56 
Aegeae in Cilicia 150, 153, 168-170 
Aelius Aristides 295, 313, 314 
Aelius Sarapion [1087] 298-300 
Aelius Serenus [1082] 50, 55, 56, 

264-267 
Aemilius Papinianus see Papinianus 
Aeneas 57 
Aeschines of Sphettus 314 
Aeschrion, poet 446 
Aesopus, reader of Mithridates 70 n. 3 

Agathe 55 
Agathobulus, philosopher 195 
Agesilaus 245 
Agreophon [1081] 258-262, 470 n. 

5 
Alexander the Great 25, 26, 210, 211, 

256, 287, 289, 290 
Alexander of Abonuteichus 152 
Alexander Balas, Seleucid pretender 

220, 221 
Alexander Philalethes, physician and 

doxographer 96 
Alexander Polyhistor (FGrHist 273) 70 

n. 3, 373 
Alexander Severus 155, 168, 204 n. 16 
Alexandria/Alexandrians 24, 300, 322, 

323, 345 
Alexis 202 n. 6 
Alciphron 313 
Alope 56 
Amasis 367 
Ammianus Marcellinus 26 
Ammonius 4, 5, 17, 344, 345, 351 

Ammonius Saccas, Platonist 332 
Amyntianus [1072] 206-212 
Anacharsis 458 

Anastasius, emperor 278 
Anatolius, author of mathematical 

treatises 416, 417 
Anaxagoras 396 

Anaxilides [1095] 17, 358, 360-363 
Anaxilaus [1094] 356-359, 362 

Anaxilaus of Larissa (possibly identical 
with A. [1094]) 358, 362 

Anaximander 396 
Anaximenes (FGrHist 72) 359 
Andania 55 
Andreas, physician 102 
Androcydes, Pythagorean 416 
Antheia 56 
Anteius Antiochus, sophist 168 n. 7 
Antigonus Gonatas 35 
Antigonus, commentator on Nicander 

437, 438 
Antimachus of Colophon 70 n. 3, 98, 

106, 334 
Antiochia 149, 153 
Antiochus I (Soter) 103 
Antipater, rhetorician 289 

Antipater of Thessalonice, epigramma- 
tist 289 n. 20 

Antiphanes 70 n. 3, 386 
Antiphon [1096] 364-367 
Antissa 56 
Antisthenes 195, 196 
Antonius Diogenes, novelist 163 
Apicius 25 
Apion of Oasis/Alexandria [1057] 

16, 22-26, 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 

Apollo 110, 128, 362 
Apollodorus of Athens (FGrHist 244) 

30, 98, 101, 102, 106, 366 
Apollodorus [1097] 370-374 
Apollodorus of Cyzicus (possibly 

identical with A. [1097]) 372, 373 
Apollonides of Nicaea, antiquarian 334 

n. 16 
Apollonius of Tyana [1064] 125 n. 

13, 132-157, 162-164, 168-170, 
176-178, 179 n. 22, 256, 262, 366 

Apollonius of Tyrus, Stoic philosopher 
34,,35,.382 

Apollonius, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Apollonius Dyscolus, grammarian 334 

n. 16 
Apollonius of Perge 426 
Apollonius of Rhodes 388 
Appian 57, 470 n. 5 
Apsines of Gadara 232, 233, 335 
Apuleius 124 
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Aquilius Regulus, patron of Nicostratus 
(1089) 314 

Arcesilaus 454 

Archelaus, king of Cappadocia 169, 
170 

Archepolis, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Archetimus of Syracuse [1098] 

376-378 
Archimedes 426 
Archippus, Pythagorean 430 
Archytas 436 n. 2 
Arethas 315 
Argura 56 
Ariadne 256 
Aristarchus 17, 18 
Aristides see Aelius 
Aristippus 25, 437 
Aristocles, Peripatetic 422, 436 
Aristogenes, physician 70 n. 3 
Ariston, Plato's father 363 
Aristotle 18, 126, 251, 272, 392, 436, 

437, 446 
Aristoxenus of Tarentum (II Wehrli) 

124, 126, 127 n. 26, 129, 130, 372, 
373, 400-402, 416, 436 n. 3 

Arius Didymus, antiquarian 10, 101 n. 
32 

Arius of ‘Tarsus, physician 100, 101 
Arrian [1069] 34, 51 n.8, 53 n. 19, 

184-189, 210, 224, 470 n. 5 
Arsinoc II, 55 
Arsinoe in Coele Syria 55, 57, 58 
Artaxerxes 99, 103, 105, 107 
Artemidorus 73 
Artemon of Magnesia [1099] 380- 

382 
Asclepiades [1100] 384-388 
Asclepiades of Alexandria, antiquarian 

(possibly identical with A. [1 100]) 
387, 388 

Asclepiades of Myrlea (FGrHist 697) 
51 n: 8, 387, 388 

Asclepiades, physician 60 
Asclepius 97 
Asinius Pollio 182, 183 
Aspasius of Byblus [1086] 292-296 
Aspasius, sophist (possibly identical 

with A. [1086]) 295 
Athenaeus of Naucratis [1074] 10, 

202, 216 n. 5, 218-221 
Athenodorus of Tarsus, teacher of 

Augustus (FGrHist 746) 10 
Athens 55, 151, 156, 203, 230, 232, 

233 

Attalus II/Attalids 202, 220 
Atticus 451 

Aufidius, physician 60 n. 61 

Augustus 4, 16, 19, 203, 210, 287, 288 
358 

Aurelian 155, 322, 324, 332, 337 
Aurelianus Nicostratus 312 

, 

Babrius 315, 
Babylon 56 
Bacchius, physician 98, 108, 110 
Baton of Sinope (FGrHist 268) 238 
Bonus (?), pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Brutus 287 
Bukerais 55 
Bulis 246 
Buthoe 57 
Byblus 295, 296 
Byzantium 149, 153 

Cadmus 57 
Caecilius of Cale Acte 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 

334 
Caecilius Metellus Creticus Silanus 169 
Caelius Aurelianus, physician 96 
Caligula 24 
Callicrates (FGrHist 213) 394 n. 17 
Callimachus 202 
Callinicus of Petra [1090] 318-324 
Calpurnius Piso (cos. 7 B.C.) 169 n.18 
Caracalla 153 
Cassius Dio [1075] 222-224 
Cassius Dionysius, author of an 

agricultural work 183 
Cassius Longinus [1091] 230, 232, 

233, 322, 326-337 
Cato Maior 216 
Celsus 177 
Cercyon 56 
Charax of Pergamum (FGrHist 103) 

202 
Charon of Carthage [1077] 236- 

239, 382 
Charon of Lampsacus (FGrHist 262) 

239 
Charondas, Pythagorean 126 
Choerilus 70 n. 3 
Christodorus of Coptus [1084] 

272, 274-278 
Christodorus Illustrius of Thebes 278 
Chrysermus of Corinth 245 
Chrysus 110 
Cicero 288 
Cilicia 169 

, 
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Cinna 75 
Claudius Diaphenes, son of Potamon 

287, 289 
Claudius Didymus, grammarian 334 
Claudius Ptolemy 323 
Clement of Alexandria 71, 194 
Clepsydra, prostitute 386, 388 
Cleomyttadas, ancestor of Hippocrates 

106 
Cleopatra, Locrian virgin 231 
Cnidus 99, 102, 103, 105 
Constantine the Great 155 
Corinth 245, 246 
Cornelianus, imperial secretary 315 
Cornelius Nepos 238 
Cos/Coans 102-105, 422 
Crates of Athens 19, 194, 195, 451 
Cratinus 388 n. 19 
Crinagoras, epigrammatist 286, 288, 

289 
Crisamis, ancestress of Hippocrates 106 
Croton/Crotoniates 127, 128 
Ctesias (FGrHist 688) 162, 164 
Curius Dentatus 216 
Cydias of Mylasa, physician 30-31 
Cyrus of Antaeopolis, poet 267 

Damas [1101] 390-392 
Damascius 272, 392 
Damis of Niniveh [1065] 149, 150, 

151, 160-164, 176 n. 8, 177 
Damon, Pythagorean 126 n. 22, 130, 

373 
Damon of Cyrene, doxographer 358 

n.4 
Dares 163 
Darius 246 
Deiotarus 182 
Delos 129 
Delphi 244 
Demetrius I (Soter) 220, 221 
Demetrius Chlorus, commentator of 

Nicander 437 
Demetrius, Cynic 148 
Demetrius Magnes 19, 262, 470 n. 5 
Demetrius of Phaleron 386, 388 
Demochares, nephew of Demosthenes 

422 
Democritus 30, 99, 101, 102, 103, 104, 

110, 372, 430 

Dexippus, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Dexippus (FGrHist 100) 230 

Dicaearchus (I Wehrli) 17, 125, 126, 
129; 130, 372 

Dicaeocles of Cnidus, author of 
diatribes 422 

Dictys 163, 164 
Didymus Chalcenterus 16, 203, 358, 

387 
Dinon (FGrHist 690) 224 
Dio Chrysostom 34, 151, 224, 313, 

315 
Diocletian 256 
Diodorus of Ephesus [1102] 394- 

397 
Diodorus of Eretria [1103] 398- 

402 
Diogenes of Athens, tragedian 195 
Diogenes the Cynic 70 n. 3, 194-196, 

410 

Diogenes Laertius 470 n. 5 
Dion 34, 188 

Dionysius of Ephesus [1104] 404 
406 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus 11, 24 n. 2, 
335 n. 81 

Dionysius of Syracuse (I) 210, 373 
Dionysius (II) 130 n. 50, 188, 373, 450 
Dionysius, physician 60, 71 

Dionysus 178 
Diophanes of Nicaea, author of 

agricultural works 182, 183 
Diospolis 366 
Domitian 149, 152, 210 
Dositheus, friend of Archimedes 426 
Duris of Samus (FGrHist 76) 288 
Dyrrhachium 57, 60 
Dyrrhach(i)us 57, 60 

Edonia 105 
Egesta, see under Segesta 
Egestes (Aegestes) 57 
Egypt 256, 267 
Elaea 58 
Elaphus 110 
Empedocles 126, 128, 129, 396 
Epaenetus, author of a cookery book 

437 n. 14 
Epaminondas 470 
Epaphroditus 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 
Ephesus 150, 153, 163 
Ephorus (FGrHist 70) 59 
Epictetus 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4, 188, 189 
Epimenides 128 
Erasistratus, physician 103, 406 
Eratosthenes (FGrHist 241) 101, 202 
Erotianus 102 n. 37 
Eteia 359 
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Etis 359 

Euaeon, Platonist 422 
Euagoras of Lindus [1055] 8-11 
Eubulides [1105] 408-410 
Eubulides the Pythagorean [1106] 

412-418 
Eubulus, author of a Cynic novel 410 
Eubulus, comedian 386 
Euclid 272 
Eudemus of Rhodes (VIII Wehrli) 392 
Eudocia 345, 350, 351 

Eudoxus of Cnidus 372, 454 
Eunapius 335, 336 
Euphorbus 127, 417 
Euphrates, Stoic 148, 176-178, 295 
Euryphon, physician 103 
Eurypylus [1107] 420-422 
Eurypylus of Cos, Academic (possibly 

identical with E. [1107]) 422 
Eusebius 50, 148, 194, 196, 256 

Euthyphron, son of Heraclides Ponticus 
(? 358, 359 

Favorinus 25 n. 15 
Flavianus Damianus 163 
Fronto of Emesa, uncle of C. Longinus 

(1091) 335 

Galenus 96, 102 n. 37, 202, 204 
Gallienus 230, 322-324 
Genethlius, author of rhetorical 

treatises 323 

Glaucias, commentator on Hippocrates 

31 
Gorgias of Leontinoi 99, 101, 110 

Habron, grammarian 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4, 
79 

Hadrian 53, 54, 70, 151, 164, 168, 
195, 204, 295, 296, 300, 304, 350 

Hadrianus, sophist 295 
Hannibal 470 n. 5 
Helladius of Alexandria [1092] 5 

n.12, 267, 340-345, 551 
Helladius of Antaeupolis, author of a 

Chrestomathia 344 n. 1, 345 n. II 
Hephaestion 333 
Heraclea (the Pontic) 463 
Heracleon of Ephesus, author on 

Homer 334 
Heracleon of Tillotis, author of glossai 

334 
Heracles 97, 104, 153 
Heraclides [1108] 424-426 

Heraclides of Ephesus, surgeon 30, 98, 
108 

Heraclides of Tarent 30, 98, 108 
Heraclides Ponticus (VII Wehrli) 358- 

359 
Heraclitus 19 
Hercules see under Heracles 
Herennius Philo of Byblus [1060] 

see under Philo 

Herennius Severus 50, 53, 54, 70, 71 
Hermias of Hermupolis (FGrHist 638) 

266 
Hermippus of Berytus [1061] 24 

n.2, 52, 53, 62-77, 100, 101, 289, 
295, 387, 

Hermippus of Smyrna (Suppl. I 

Wehrli) 76, 77, 251 n. 12, 396, 430 
Hermogenes of Tarsus 11 
Herod the Great 4, 5 
Herodicus, teacher of Hippocrates 99, 

101, 110 
Herodotus 162, 367 
Hesiod 17 

Hesychius 51, 52, 70, 98, 99, 104, 194, 
23] 

Hierocles, sophist 148, 149 n. 8, 256 
Hicesius, father of Diogenes the Cynic 

410 
Himerius 230 
Hipparchus [1109] 428-430 
Hippasus, Pythagorean 417, 430 
Hippobotus, biographer 125, 130, 416 
Hippocrates 30, 31, 97-110, 458 n. 5 
Hippodromus, sophist 230, 233 
Hipponax 31 
Homer 16, 17, 18, 19, 25, 195, 203, 

204, 233, 300, 333, 334 
Horapollon (FGrHist 630) 266 

Iamblichus 124, 125, 127-130, 150, 
155, 156, 382 n. 1 

Iamblichus, novelist 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 
Idumaeans 4, 5, 6 
Ioannes, patron of Christodorus of 

Coptus 278 
lope/Joppa (Jaffa) 58 
Isidorus, Platonist 272 

Isocrates 316, 367 
Ischomachus [1058] 28-31, 98, 100, 

102, 108 
Ister, pupil of Callimachus 70 n. 3, 71, 

72 
Iulianus Domnus, sophist 323 
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Jerome 363 
Jews 4, 5, 24 
Josephus 6, 24 
Juba (FGrHist 275) 211 
Julia Domna 148, 153, 163, 164 
Julius Caesar 286, 287, 289, 290 

Kasas, river 127 

Kyrtus 60 

Laecinius Bassus (cos. A.D. 64) 101 
Laodicea in Syria 57, 58 
Lecanius Arius 101, see also under 

Arius of ‘Tarsus 
Lesbocles, rhetorician 288, 289 
Lesbonax, father of Potamon (1085) 

288, 289, 291 
Lesbonax, author of repi oxnuarov 315 
Lesbonax, orator 315 
Longinus see Cassius 
Lucian 153, 210, 458 
Lucius, pupil of Musonius 182 
Lucius Verus 202, 204, 210 
Lucullus 75 
Lycon/Lycus of Iasus [1110] 432- 

438 
Lycon, Pythagorean 436, 437, 438 
Lycurgus 244, 245 
Lycus of Naples, physician 436, 438 
Lycus of Rhegium (FGrHist 570) 436, 

437 
Lysimachus 202 

Macar(eus), mythical king 56 
Magna Graecia 126 
Maior, sophist 230, 232 
Malta 59 
Manetho (FGrHist 609) 10 

Marcellus, sophist 202 
Marcus Aurelius 210, 230 n. 5, 313, 

314; 332 n; 4 
Marinus [1083] 268-273 
Maximus of Aegeae [1066] 149, 

162, 166-170, 176 n. 8, 177 
Megacles [1073] 214-217, 238 
Megalopolis 58 
Melitaea 58, 59 
Memphis 108 
Memnon (FGrHist 434) 463 

Menalus, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Menander Rhetor 323 n. 10 
Menon, pupil of Aristotle 96 
Mesomedes 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 
Metapont 128, 129 

Metrophanes, sophist 315 
Midas 127 
Minuciani 204, 230, 231, 232, 234 
Minyas 442 
Minyes [1111] 440-442 
Mnesaeus, father of Nicagoras (1076) 

231 
Moeragenes [1067] 149, 150-152, 

162 n. 2, 163 n. 6, 168, 172-179 
Moses of Chorene 10 n. 5 
Musonius, Stoic philosopher 148, 182 
Myrlea 51 n. 8, 73, 74, 75 
Mysia 189 
Myson 358, 359 
Mytilene 287, 288, 290, 291 

Neanthes, biographer 125, 126, 130, 
202, 416 

Nearchus (FGrHist 133) 162 
Nebrus 105, 110 
Nepos see Cornelius 
Nicagoras of Athens [1076] 226- 

234, 332 
Nicander of Alexandria [1112] 

444-446 
icander of Colophon 437 
icanor, grammarian 71 
icarete, prostitute 450, 451 
icias, poet and physician 406 
icolaus of Damascus [1054] 4 
icomachus, son of Aristotle 251 
icomachus Flavianus 148, 155 
icomachus of Gerasa [1063] 112- 
130, 150 n. 12, 151 n. 15, 416, 417 

Nicomedes II, king of Bithynia 74 
icon, physician 60 n. 61 
icostratus of Macedonia [1089] 
306-315 

Nicostratus, philosopher 312 n. 4 

Nicostratus, brother of Xenophon 470 
Niniveh 162, 164 
Nonnus 256, 278 

ZA V Lu ZA Du di zi 

Z 

Oasis 266 
Odaenathus, king of Palmyra 332, 333, 

897 
Oenomaus of Gadara [1070] 190- 

196 
Olbia 59 
Olympias 210 
Olympiodorus, historian 351 
Onetor [1113] 448-451 
Oppian 211 n. 10 
Orion [1093] 96, 101, 345, 348-352 
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Origines 194 
Origines, Platonic philosopher 332 
Orus 50, 55, 56, 57, 72, 76, 266, 345, 

346, 351 
Othryades 245 

Palestine 58 
Palmyra 332 
Pamphile, grammarian 382 n. 3 
Pamprepius, grammarian 278 n. 5 
Papinianus 312-314 
Parmenides 358 
Parmeniscus, grammarian 358 
Parthenius 70 n. 3, 73, 75, 387 
Paulus of Tyre, sophist 295, 296 
Pausanias 211 n. 10 
Pelopidas 470 
Penthilus 290 
Perdiccas 99, 103, 105 
Periander 442 
Perictione, Plato's mother 363 n. 6 
Pergamum 202, 203 
Persaeus, pupil of Zenon 34 
Phaedrus 315 
Phaenias of Eresus (IX Wehrli) 238 
Phanocritus [1114] 452-454 
Pharae 60 
Pherecydes of Athens (FGrHist 3) 101 
Pherecydes of Syros (DK 7) 129 
Philip II 210 
Philip V 74, 75 
Philippus Arabs 230, 231, 233 
Philistion, mimographer 60 
Philistion, physician 107 
Philo of Alexandria 24 
Philo of Byblus [1060] 4, 5, 36-60, 

70, 73, 100, 101, 203, 266, 295, 
296, 387, 463 
ulochorus (FGrHist 328) 182, 183 
hilodemus 195 n. 9 
ulolaus 372 
ilonides, physician 60 

hilostratus 70, 148, 149, 152-5, 230- 
233, 256, 296, 313-315, 335 
hiloxenus, grammarian 70 n. 3, 266 
hintias, Pythagorean 126 n. 22, 130, 
373 
hlegon (FGrHist 257) 70 n. 3, 70 n. 4 
hoebammon, grammarian 267 
otius 124, 210, 217 
hrynichus 315 
hylarchus (FGrHist 81) 202 

Plato 35, 203, 250, 272, 300, 336, 362, 
450, 451, 454 

nuUum wy yow 

Plato, pupil of Panaetius 19 
Pliny the Elder 25 
Pliny the Younger 50 
Plotin 272, 332, 335, 336 
Plutarch 34, 210, 216, 230, 231, 238, 

244, 250, 378, 382 
Podalirius 106 
Polemon, sophist 34 
Pollio 182, see also Asinius and Valerius 
Pollux 96 
Polyarchus, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Polybius 220 
Polybius, grammarian 16, 18 
Polybus of Argos 55 
Polyb(ijus, pupil of Hippocrates 107, 

108 
Polycrates of Samos 366, 367, 417 
Polyidus 55 
Pompey 75 n. 29, 288, 290, 291 
Potamon of Mytilene [1085] 16, 

280-291 
Porphyry 125, 127, 130, 194, 256 n. 5, 

272, 322-324, 332, 333, 335, 336, 
363, 400 

Posidonius 220 
Potamon of Mytilene [1085] 280- 

291 
Praxagoras, pupil of Hippocrates 98, 

99 407 
Praylus, pupil of Lacydes 466 
Proclus 272, 278, 334 n. 24, 352 
Prodicus 110 
Prusias I, king of Bithynia 74, 75 
Ptolemy of Ascalon [1053] 2-6 
Ptolemy, adviser to Herod 4, 5 
Ptolemy, brother of Nicolaus Dam. 4, 

5'ma9. 
Ptolemy Chennus 446 
Ptolemy of Mendes (FGrHist 611) 5 
Ptolemy IV (Philopator) 102 
Pythagora, daughter of Moeragenes 

178 
Pythagoras 124-129, 150, 152, 154, 

155, 156 n. 59, 164, 366, 367, 368, 
372, 373, 396, 400, 401, 416, 417, 
436, 437 

Pytheas of Bura, painter 57 
Pythostratus, brother of Xenophon 

(1118) 470 

Ravenna 76 
Rhianus 70 n. 3 
Rufinus, son of Himerius 234 
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Sabines 216 
Sallustius 304 
Samnites 216 
Sardes 60 
Scaurinus, grammarian 204 
Scaurus, grammarian 204 
Segesta 57 
Seleucia 56 
Seleucids 10, 220 
Seleucus of Alexandria [1056] 12- 

19 
Seleucus of Emesa, poet 17 n. 6 

Seleucus II (Callinicus) 323 
Seneca 10 
Semiramis 56 
Sextus Empiricus 195 
Sextus, nephew of Plutarch 195, 230 
Sibyl, 76 
Sicily 188 
Simichus, Pythagorean 126 
Simonides 17 n. 6 
Socrates 19, 176 
Socrates Scholasticus 344, 345 
Solon 17, 387, 388 
Solymi 59 
Sopater, antiquarian 238, 382 
Soranus of Ephesus [1062] 50, 71, 

73, 78-111, 406 
Sosicrates, doxographer 358 
Soterichus of Oasis [1080] 148, 

254-257, 278 
Sotion, teacher of Seneca 289 
Sotion, doxographer (Suppl. II Wehrli) 

400 
Spartans 179 n. 22, 246 
Sperthias 246 
Speusippus 251, 362 
Stephanus of Byzantium 50, 51, 54-59, 

345, 346 
Stilpon 450, 451 
Stobaeus 312 
Suctorius 322 
Suda, language of 18, 24 n. 2, 70, 75, 

98, 100, 154, 224, 230 n. 5, 335 
n. 28 

Tarsus 150, 153, 168 
'Tauromenium 126, 128 

‘Taurus of Berytus, Platonic philosopher 
295 

Telephus of Pergamum [1071] 52, 
198-204 

‘Telmissus 59 
Tertullianus 71, 73, 96 

‘Thales 442 
‘Thebes 256 
Themison, physician 96 
"Theocritus 406 
"Theodorus of Gadara, sophist 16, 70 

m: 3; 289 
Theodorus of Tarentum, Pythagorean 

466 
Theodosius I 345 
Theodosius I 344, 345, 350, 351 
Theodotus, Pythagorean 466 

Theon of Alexandria 323, 324 
Theophanes of Mytilene (FGrHist 188) 

288, 291 
Theophilus, bishop of Alexandria 344 
Theophrastus 96 
Theopompus (FGrHist 115) 59, 233, 

290, 359 
Theoxenus [1115] 456-458 
Theseus 244, 470 n. 2 
Theseus, historian, [1078] 238, 240- 

246 
‘Thessalus, son of Hippocrates 98, 106 
Thessalus, Methodic physician 106 
Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus 442 
Thrasyllus, mathematician 124, 363 

n. 9 
Thucydides 11 
"Thymbraeus, pupil of Hippocrates 107 
Tiberius 16, 18, 19, 24, 75 n. 33, 169, 

288, 289 
Tillorobus, Mysian bandit 188, 189 
Timaeus of Tauromenium (FGrHist 

566) 126, 128, 156, 251, 437 
"imagenes of Alexandria (FGrHist 88) 

10, 11, 70 n. 3, 182 
Timagenes of Miletus [1116] 460- 

463 
Timocrates of Heraclea [1059] 32- 

35 
Timoleon 188 
Timolycus, pupil of Hippocrates, 107 
Timotheus of Athens [1079] 17, 

248-252, 466 
Timotheus of Pergamum [1117] 

250, 464-466 
Tius 59 
Trajan 224 
Tryphon, grammarian 75 
Tyana 150, 153 
Tyrannion, grammarian 70 n. 3, 75 
"Tzetzes 97, 98, 99, 100, 103, 104, 109 

Valerius Maximus 217 
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Valerius Pollio [1068] 180-183 
Vardanes, king of Parthia 149 
Virius Lupus (cos. A.D. 278) 322 

Xenocrates 34, 35 
Xenophanes 417 
Xenophon 162, 176, 233, 256, 314, 

470 
Xenophon of Athens [1118] 468- 

470 
Xerxes 246 

Zaleucus, Pythagorean 126 
Zenobia 322, 323, 332, 336, 337 
Zenobius [1088] 302-304 
Zenon of Myndus, grammarian 16, 18, 

19 
Zenon of Citium 34, 35, 252 
Ziaelas, king of Bithynia 74 
Zoroaster 401 
Zosimos 336 
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1. Literary Sources 

AELIANUS 
Nat. an. 4,31: 211 n. 10 

Var. hist. 2,26: 127 n. 24; 127 n. 33; 
128 n. 37; 128 n. 39 

4,17: 127 n. 24; 127 n. 27; 127 n. 30 
- 7,17: 454 n. 3 

AESCHYLUS 
F 281 Rapr: 333 n. 10 
[Prom.| 487: 224 n. 5 

ALEXANDER Porvuisron (FGrHist 273) 
F 94: 401 n. 7 

ALEXIS (K.-A.) 
F 25: 202 n. 6 

AMMIANUS 

22,16,21: 127 n. 27 
24,4,27: 26 n. 20 

AMMONIUS 
De adf. voc. 243: 2 
— 436: 4n. 4 

—- 477:4n.4 

ANoNvMus Dk vinis ILLUSTR. 

33: 216 n. 4 

ANTH. GR. 
6,122: 406 n.2 
6,127: 406 n.2 
6,270: 406 n.2 
7,119: 370 
7,200: 406 n.2 
7,697-698: 278 n. 5 
9,315: 406 n.2 
9,564: 406 n. 2 
14,77: 240 

ANTH. Pr. 

188: 406 n.2 
189: 406 n. 2 

ANTIOCHUS OF SyRACUSE (FGrHist 555) 
F 8: 417 n. 9 

APOLLODORUS 

Bibl. 6,200: 231 n. 12 

APOLLONIUS 
Mir. 6: 127 n. 24; 127 n. 25; 127 

n. 33; 128 n. 37; 128 n. 42 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 
Epist. 62-63 (p. 4 PENELLA): 174 

APPIAN 
Civ. 2,152-158: 57 n. 39 

APULEIUS 
Plat. 1,1: 362 n. 5 

ARCHIMEDES 

Spir. p. 2,1-6 H.: 424 
p. 4, 27-28 H.: 424 

ARISTOBULUS (FGrHist 139) 
T4 211 n. 9 

ARISTOTELES 
Hist. an. 3,2 p. 511 b 23-24: 107 n. 68 

Melaph. 1,5 p. 986 a 22: 401 n. 14 

Eth. Nic. 1,12 p. 1101 b 27ff 454 n. 4 
- 10,2 p. 1172 b 9ff 454 n. 4 

ARISTOPHANES (K.-A.) 
T 121: 887 m 7 
P558: 21 m. 7 

ARISTOXENUS (WEHRLI II) 
F 12: 416 n. 5 
F 13: 400 n. 6 
F 25: 372 n. 4; 400 n. 4; 400 n. 6 
F 28: 372 n. 4 
F 29 a: 372 n. 4 
F 31: 400 n. 4 

ARRIAN 

Anab. 1,12,4-5: 188 n. 4 
— 2712.5-8: 26.n. 18 
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ASCLEPIADES (FGrHist 339) 
T 3: 387 n. 6 
T 2:987. 11 
F 1:387 n. 6 
F 2: 387 n. 6; 388 n. 20 

ATHENAEUS 
2,17 p. 42 F: 57 n. 40 
2,80 p. 69 E: 434 
5,21 p. 193 Cff 220 n. 1 
5,46 p. 210 Dff. 220 n. 1 
5,47 p. 211 A: 218 
7,4 p. 276 F: 452 
7,15 p. 336 D-F: 202 n. 6 
7,44 p. 294 F: 25 n. 16 
10,13 p. 418 F: 370 
10,13 p. 419 A: 214 
10,43 p. 418 E: 432 
11,61 p. 480 F: 31 n. 9 
11,104 p. 501 E: 388 n. 19 
11,119 p. 508 F: 420 

12,22 p. 522 Ar 156 n. 57 
13,21 p. 567 C-D: 384 
13,70 p. 596 E: 450 n. 8 
13,80 p. 603 C: 26 n. 18 

AELIUS AURELIANUS 
Ac. morb. 2,19, 154: 108 n. 75 

- 2,158: 60 n. 61 
3,98: 102 n. 41 
3,108: 102 n. 41 

Tard. morb. 1,50: 96 n. 1 
3,78: 60 n. 61 

CALLIMACHUS 

F 579: 59 n. 48 

ClASSIODORUS 

Inst. div. litt. 2,4,7: 124 n. 3 
—2,9,10: 124m, 8 

C'ENSORINUS 

Nat. 15,3: 430 n. 4 

CICERO 
Brut. 250: 287 n. 8 

Cato 56: 216 n. 6 

De fato 10: 451 n. 12 

Resp. 3,40: 216 n. 4 

Epist. fam. 7,20,3: 60 n. 61 

INDEX LOGORUM 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA 

Strom. 1,73,3: 68 
— 1,129,9: 438 n. 17 

4,56,1-2: 464 
— 6,145,2: 64 

CioopEx THEODOSIANUS 

6,21,1: 340 
16,10,10-11: 344 n. 4 

Cnarzs (FGrHist 362) 
F 5:19 n. 21 

Cratinus (K.-A.) 

'T 40: 388 n. 19 

Currıus Rurus 

Alex. M. 3,12,1-26: 26 n. 18 

Damascıus 
In Plat. Phaed. 1,100 (66 b1 ff): 448 

1,110 (66c7-8): 334 n. 23 

Vita Isid. p. 66 Zintzen: 268 
p. 196-197: 268 
F 241-248: 272 n. 2 
F 256: 272n. 2 

F 261: 272 n. 
F 266: 272 n. 

F 268: 272 n. 
F 277: 272 n. 
F 361: 272 n. NNNNN 

DEMOCHARES 

F 1-13 Sauppe: 422 n. 6 

DEMOSTHENES 

21,132: 56 n. 33 
21,164: 56 n. 33 

DIGEST 

39,5,27: 306 

Cassius Dio 

49,223: 169 n. 15 
51,20,7: 204 n.13 
57,17,3-7: 169 n. 1367,18,1: 13273,23: 

224 n. 6 
77,18,4: 134 

Dio CHRYSOSTOM 
18,12: 289 n. 20 

DIODORUS 

Bibl. 5,12: 59 n. 49 
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— 7,12,1: 244 n. 4, n. 5 

12:9: 156 n. 57 

— 17,37,3-38: 26 n. 18 
— 81,32a: 220 n. 4 
— 31,40a: 220 n. 4 

DIOGENES LAERTIUS 

1,24: 370 
1,27: 440 
1,31: 442 n. 3 
1,40: 358 n. 4; 376 
1,100: 442 n. 3 

1,106: 356 
2,22: 19 n. 26; 20 n.27 
2,59: 468 
2.114: 448 
2,118: 451 n. 9 
3,2: 360 
3,4-5: 248 
3,9: 448 
3,46: 422 n. 5 
3,109: 14 
4,4: 248 
4,16: 251 n. 7 
5,1: 248 
5,3: 437 n. 10 
5,16: 432 
5,69: 432 
5,81: 386 n. 4 
6,20: 408 
6,30-31: 410 n. I 

7,1: 248 
7,2: 92 
7,8-9; 35 n. 7 
8,2: 370 
8,3: 364 
8,11: 127 n. 33, 128 n. 36; 128 n. 39 
8,20: 372n. 4 
8,54: 129 n. 44 
8,56: 396 n. 2 
8,70: 394 
9,11-12: 14 
9,589: 372 n. ] 
9,43: 428 
9,115: 466 n. 5 

Dionysius OF HALICARNASSUS 
Ant. Rom. 1,1,1: 356 

[Rhet.] 3,9 p. 266,13-16 Us.-R.: 308 

[Rhet.] 8-9 p. 295-358 Us.-R.: 296 
n. 16 

Dionysius PERIEGETES 
910: 58 n. 43 

EROTIANUS 
Praef. p. 5,13 N.:: 31 n. 6 
| 20 sv. txvap: 31 n. 6. 
F 17 p. 103,13-16 N.: 28 

Er. GENUINUM 
s.v. 'Anayueia (p. 37 MirLER): 64 
5.0. 'Apowón: 38 
5.0. Bovkepoiic: 38 
s.v. Bov0ón: 57 n. 34 
5.0. 6potem 66 
s.v. Meartoia’ 59 n. 50 

EUNAPIUS 

Vit. soph. 4,1,2-5: 328 

EUSEBIUS 
Hierocl. p. 407,27-29 K.: 134 

Praep. ev. 4,12,1-13,1: 144 
5,18,6: 196 n. 20 

5,19-36; 6,7: 192 
- 5,21,6: 196 n. 20 
5,28: 244 n. 4 
6,6,74: 196 n. 20 
6,7: 192 

— 10,3,1: 226; 328 
— 10,3,9-11: 296 

1053323: 233: n; 35 
— 14,6,6: 422 n. 4 

15,2,8-9: 432 
— 15,21: 334 n. 22 

EUSTATHIUS 

Comm. Hom. A 139 p. 67,28-29: 333 n. 
13 

— A 295 p. 106,33: 333 n. 13 

Schol. Dion. Perieg. 911: 345 n. 11 

Eurocıus 
Comm. Apollon. Perg. Con. 1 p.168,5-12: 

424 

Comm. Archimed. Circ. p. 228,19-21: 424 

FRONTINUS 
Strat. 2,11,6: 26 n. 19 

GALEN 
Hist. philos. 111, p. 641,14-15 D.: 31 

n. 10 
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In Hipp. vicl. acut. 1,24 (CMG V 9,10): 

107 n. 68 
- 3,42: 107 n. 68 
— 4,5: 107 n. 68 

Med. phil. 3, II p. 5,6-10 M.: 103 n. 45, 

104 n. 52 

Gar. San. tuend. 5,4,15-17 (CMG V 

4,2): 198 
,12,28: 200 
‚5,12: 204 n. 17 

= 
6 

GELLIUS 

7,8,1-2: 22 
17,21,16-18: 102 n. 35 

GEOPONICA 

12,13,1-2: 438 n. 20 

HARPOCRATION 
s.v. Ounpidan: 12 

HERACLIDES (WEHRLI VII) 
F 41c: 128 n. 43 

HERMIPPUS OF SMYRNA (WEHRLI Suppl. 

D 
F 25-27: 396 n. 5 
F 31: 430 n. 2 
E425] n. 13 

HERMIPPUS (K.-A.) 
F 39: 387 n. 7; 388 n. 21 

HERMOGENES 
Id. p. 329,5-10 Rape: 306 
— p. 407,8-21: 306 

p. 409,4-10: 308 

Progymn. 2 p. 4,16-19: 314 n. 14 

Im. 4,13: 296 n. 16 

Pnor. HreRMoc. Svrroc. 

p. 189,3-7 Rage: 200 

HERODOTUS 

1,23: 442 n. 3 
1,65,3: 244 n. 4 
1,82: 245 n. 10 
2,123: 367 n. 11 
2 9:267 n. 12 
9 81:567 3, 14 
3,39,2: 367 n. 10 
3,40-43: 367 n. 10 

4,51: 251 n. 11 

5,92: 244 n. 5 

7,134-137: 246 n. 16 

Hesrop (M.-W.) 

F 43,58: 422 n. 3 
F 256: 56 n. 33 

HEsycuHIus 

x 3309: 387 n. 7; 388 n. 21 

HiMERIUS 
7,4: 2288,21: 228 

29' p. 131,2 C: 458. n. 3 

[HIPPOCRATES] 
Epist. 1-9 p. 312-319 LrrrRÉ IX: 104 n. 

52 
- 10-17 p. 320-381: 103 n. 48 

10 p. 322,15.18-19: 103 n. 49 
— 25 p. 400-403: 104 n. 52 

25 p. 402, 6-412: 104 n. 54 
26 p. 402-405: 104 n. 53 
27 p. 410,2-3: 110 n. 84 
27 p. 418-421: 103 n. 50 
27 p. 420: 107 n. 68 
27 p. 422: 102 n. 35 

HirpoLyrus 

Ref. 1,2,12-13: 398 
4,43,3: 401 n. 12 

- 4,43,8-9: 401 n. 12 

HISTORIA AUGUSTA 

Alex. Sev. 3,3: 204 n. 16 
29,2: 134 

Aur. 24,2-8: 136 

= 27,3: 323 n, 6 
30,1-3: 328 

Prob. 9,5: 323 n. 6 

Ver. 2,5: 198 

HoMER 

Il. 2,738: 56 n. 33 

ISOCRATES 

9,4: 25 n. 12 
11,28: 367 n. 9 

JAMBLICHUS 
Vita Pyth. 19: 417 n. 9 
25:27: 125. 13 

30125 2212 
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— 30-34: 125 n. 13 
— 33-34: 125 n. 12 
— 86: 125 n. 12: 125 n. 13; 127 n, 28 

58-62: 125 n. 13 
— 60-63: 125 n. 12 

64-67: 125 n. 13 

— 57:125 n. ]2 
- 74-78: 125 n. 13 
— 81-89: 125 n. 13, 
— 94-102: 125 n. 13 

106-121: 125 n. 13 
— 129-130: 125 n. 13 

132-133: 125 n. 13 
- 134: 127 n. 33 

134-136: 125 n. 12; 125 n. 13 
- 19» I30 n.51 

140: 128 n. 40; 128 n. 41 
- 141-144: 125 n. 13 

142: 125 n. 12; 127 n. 25; 127 n. 275 

128 n. 42. 
143: 127 n. 30 

— 145: 125 n.13 
147: 125 n.13 

- 149-150: 125 n.13 
159-160: 125 n.13 

- 163-166: 125 n.13 
184: 125 n.13 
189-194: 125 n.13 
196-198: 125 n.13 
200-213: 125 n.13 
230-239: 125 n.13 
233: 436 n. 3 

— 233-237. 125 m. 12 
241: 125 n. 12 

— 248: 130 n. 51 

— 248-253: 125 n. 13 

251-253: 120; 125 n. 12 

— 254-264: 138 

— 267: 432; 438 n. 22; 466 n. 3 

[ Theol. Arith.] p. 52: 412; 451 n. 15 

JEROME 
Adv. lovin. 1,42 p. 384 Bicker: 360 

Chron. p. 114,7-10 Herm: 102 n. 35 
— p. 162,16-19: 289 n. 18 
— p. 163,26-164,2: 358 n. 2 
— p. 198,1-3: 190 

Comm. in Dan. prol.: 318 

JOHANNES SICELIOTA 
VI p. 93,7-10 Warz: 333 n. 10 
— p. 95,1-11 :.333 n. 10 

p. 225,23-29: 3398. 10 

JOSEPHUS 
Ant. lud. 13,35fF. 220 n. 4 

14,8-9: 4 n. 5;4n. 6 
14,377: 4 n.8 

- 14,403: 4 n. 5 
- 15,254: 6 n. 16 
— 16,191: 4 n. 8 
— 17,225: 4 n. 6 

Bell. Iud. 1,123: 4 n. 5 

JULIAN 
7,209a-b: 190 
7,210d-211a: 190 

7,211d-212a: 192 
9 [6], 187b-c: 192 
9 [6],199a: 192 

JusriNus 
11,9,12-16: 26 n. 18 
20,4,14: 156 n. 57 
35,1,8: 220 n. 2, n. 4 

LACTANTIUS 
Div. inst. 5,3,14: 132 

Lex. ZONAR. 
sv. Spotty: 66 

LiBANIUS 

Epist. 21,5: 318 
— 1078: 330 

Or. 1,11: 318 
1,42: 310 

LUCIAN 

Alex. 2: 184 

5: 132 

Hist. conscr. 12: 211 n. 9 

— 35: 102 m. 49 

Demon. 3: 34 n. 3 

[Macrob.] 18: 430 n. 4 
—'23: 282 

LPhilopatr.] 12: 124 n. 4 

Scyth. 8: 456 

Lvpus 

Mag. 3,26: 276 

MARINUS 

Vita Procl. 8: 348 
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MELA 
Chor. 1,104: 59 n. 55 

MENANDER (K.-A.) 
'T 151,9-14: 110 n. 83 

MENANDER RHETOR 

Tlepı emöeikt. II p. 370,11-15 SPENGEL: 
320 

— II p. 386,28-31: 320 
- II p. 389,32-390,4: 308 

Nıcoraus or Damascus (FGrHist 90) 
T84n.7 
F 96: 4 n. 6 
F131:4m. 7 

NICOMACHUS 
Harm. \1 p. 260,16 Jan: 124 n. 2 

Intr. arith. 2,6,1: 124 n. 6 

OLYMPIODORUS 
Comm. in Alc. I, p. 2 WESTERINK: 362 

5 n. 5 

Origasius (CMG VI 2,2) 
p. 9,13-14; 9, 20-2: 108 n. 75 

OPPIAN 
Cyn. 2,4891: 211 n. 10 

ORIGENES 

C. Cels. 6,8: 362 n. 5 
- 6,41:172 

Onus 
B 4 ArPERs: 55 n. 29 

PAUSANIAS 
3,2,1: 290 n. 26 
3,22,11-13: 359 n. 8 
3,26,10: 106 n. 63; 202 n. 2 
4,33,6: 55 n. 24 
5,12,1-3: 211 n. 10 
5,13,3: 202 n. 2 
6,10,8: 57 n. 39 

PHERECYDES (FGrHist 3) 
759 101. n. 80 

PHILODEMUS 

Ind. Ac. S 34: 422 n. 2 

PHILOSTRATUS 

Vita Ap. 1,2: 154 n. 45; 170 n. 20 
— 1;3: 100 168; 172 

1,7: 151 n. 18 
— 1,7-13: 169 n. 10 
— 1,12: 165 
- 1,19: 160 
-2,18: 211 m. 10 
— 3,41: 151 n. 16; 154 n. 45; 154 

n. 46; 172 

— 4,3: 152 n. 25 
— 4,10: 153 n. 27 

4,19: 151 n.18 
— 7,35: 154 n. 45 
— 8,19: 154 
— 8,19-20: 151 n. 16 
— 8,26: 152 n. 22 

8,29: 160 

Vit. soph. 1,7 p. 7,21 K.: 295 n. 10 
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